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The Iowa Administrative Code Supplement is published biweekly pursuant to Iowa Code sections
2B.5A and 17A.6. The Supplement contains replacement chapters to be inserted in the loose-leaf
Iowa Administrative Code (IAC) according to instructions included with each Supplement. The
replacement chapters incorporate rule changes which have been adopted by the agencies and filed with
the Administrative Rules Coordinator as provided in Iowa Code sections 7.17 and 17A.4 to 17A.6. To
determine the specific changes in the rules, refer to the Iowa Administrative Bulletin bearing the same
publication date.

In addition to the changes adopted by agencies, the replacement chapters may reflect objection to a
rule or a portion of a rule filed by the Administrative Rules Review Committee (ARRC), the Governor,
or the Attorney General pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.4(6); an effective date delay or suspension
imposed by the ARRC pursuant to section 17A.4(7) or 17A.8(9); rescission of a rule by the Governor
pursuant to section 17A.4(8); or nullification of a rule by the General Assembly pursuant to Article III,
section 40, of the Constitution of the State of Iowa.

The Supplement may also contain replacement pages for the IAC Index or the Uniform Rules on
Agency Procedure.
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Agency names and numbers in bold below correspond to the divider tabs in the IAC binders. New
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Agriculture and Land Stewardship Department[21]
Replace Chapter 44
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Replace Analysis
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Replace Analysis
Replace Chapter 52
Replace Chapter 55
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Revenue Department[701]
Replace Analysis
Replace Chapter 7
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Replace Chapter 30
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CHAPTER 44
ON-SITE CONTAINMENT

OF PESTICIDES, FERTILIZERS AND SOIL CONDITIONERS
[Prior to 7/27/88, see 21—Ch 9]

PESTICIDES

21—44.1(206) Definitions. Where used in these rules:
“Aerial applicator”means a commercial applicator who is certified in #11—Aerial Application and

who applies the pesticide by using an aircraft.
“Bulk pesticide” means any registered pesticide which is transported or held in an individual

container in undivided quantities of greater than 55 U.S. gallons liquid measure or 100 pounds net dry
weight.

“Bulk repackaging”means the transfer of a registered pesticide from one bulk container (containing
undivided quantities of greater than 55 U.S. gallons liquid measure or 100 pounds net dry weight) to
another bulk container (containing undivided quantities of greater than 55 U.S. gallons liquid measure
or 100 pounds of net dry weight) in an unaltered state in preparation for sale or distribution to another
person.

“Certified commercial applicator” means a pesticide applicator or individual who applies or uses a
pesticide or device on any property of another for compensation.

“Mobile containers” means containers designed and used for transporting pesticide materials.
“Nonmobile containers” means all containers not defined as mobile.
“Permanent pesticide storage and mixing site” means a site where pesticides are being stored for

more than 30 days per year and at which more than 300 gallons of liquid pesticide or 300 pounds of
dry pesticide are being mixed, repackaged or transferred from one container to another within a 30-day
period.

“Secondary containment” means any structure used to prevent runoff or leaching of pesticide
materials.

21—44.2(206) On-site containment of pesticides. All nonmobile bulk pesticide storage containers
shall be located within a watertight secondary containment facility.

All mixing, repackaging and transfer of pesticides from one container to another performed at a
permanent pesticide storage and mixing site shall be done within a containment area. The designated
site shall be paved with asphalt or concrete and be elevated above the surrounding area or curbed so as
not to receive runoff from surrounding areas that would overload the recovery system and shall slope to
a discharge point that allows materials to flow to a watertight containment structure in compliance with
rule 21—44.10(206).

21—44.3(206) Design plans and specifications. Design plans and specifications for facilities required
under these rules shall be submitted to the Iowa department of agriculture and land stewardship prior to
the start of construction, along with certification from an Iowa registered engineer (as defined in Iowa
Code chapter 542B) that the designed facilities will comply with all requirements of these rules.

A person may deviate from the requirements of these rules if such deviations are clearly noted on
the design plans and specifications, along with certification from an Iowa registered engineer that these
deviations will not reduce the effectiveness of the facilities in protecting surface or groundwaters.

21—44.4(206) Certification of construction. Upon completion of construction, certification by the
owner or owner’s agent shall be made to the Iowa department of agriculture and land stewardship that the
facilities were constructed in accordance with rules 21—44.2(206) to 21—44.11(206). If departmental
investigation, subsequent to the completion of construction, determines the constructed facilities were
not constructed in accordance with the submitted plans and specifications or the requirements of these
rules, the owner shall correct any deficiencies in a timely manner as set forth by the department.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/542B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.11.pdf
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The department may exempt any person from a requirement under rules 21—44.2(206) to
21—44.11(206) if an engineering justification is provided demonstrating variations from the
requirements will result in at least equivalent effectiveness.

21—44.5(206) New pesticide storage and mixing site location. New permanent storage and mixing
sites as defined in rule 21—44.1(206) shall be selected in accordance with requirements of the Iowa
department of natural resources. The new site, if located in a flood plain, shall be protected from
inundation from floods. New permanent pesticide storage and mixing sites shall be located a minimum
of 400 feet from public water supply wells or below ground level finished water storage facilities and a
minimum of 150 feet from private water supply wells.

21—44.6(206) Pesticide storage and mixing site. Each site shall comply with those ordinances and
regulations enacted by the city or county affected by such location that related to the location of such
sites. All sites and facilities where flammable pesticides are stored shall comply with state and federal
fire protection rules and regulations, including the National Fire Protection Standards (Standard 30) for
storage of flammable liquids.

21—44.7(206) Secondary containment for nonmobile bulk pesticide storage and mixing. Base and
walls of secondary containment facilities must be constructed of concrete, steel or other impervious
materials which are compatible with the pesticides being stored and will maintain their integrity under
fire conditions. Storage containers must be anchored, as necessary, to prevent flotation or instability in
the event of discharge into the secondary containment facility. Routine inspection is required to ensure
against cracks or other conditions that may reduce the effectiveness of the containment facility. Cracks
that occur in a secondary containment structure must be repaired with an acceptable sealant, and other
repairs shall be made as needed to maintain the effectiveness of the containment facility.

The diked area shall not have a relief outlet and valve. The base shall slope to a collecting spot
where precipitation water may be pumped out, provided the liquid is not contaminated with pesticides.
If contaminated with a pesticide, the liquid shall be disposed of in accordance with applicable hazardous
or solid waste requirements or field applied according to the pesticide label instructions.

44.7(1) Storage in other than an enclosed structure.
a. Secondary containment for nonmobile bulk liquid pesticide storage located in other than an

enclosed structure shall be constructed with a volume sufficient to contain a minimum of 110 percent
of the capacity of the largest single container, plus the space occupied by other tanks located within the
secondary containment structure.

b. Secondary containment for nonmobile bulk dry pesticide storage located in other than
an enclosed structure shall be constructed to contain any releases of dry pesticide. The secondary
containment will have as a minimum a six-inch high curb separated horizontally from the storage vessel
a minimum of three feet. Provisions shall be made for the collection of rainwater, and rainwater shall
not be allowed to accumulate in the containment structure.

44.7(2) Storage in an enclosed structure.
a. Secondary containment for nonmobile bulk liquid pesticide storage located in an enclosed

structure shall be constructed with a volume sufficient to contain a minimum of 100 percent of the
capacity of the largest single container, plus the space occupied by other tanks located within the
secondary containment structure.

b. Secondary containment for nonmobile bulk dry pesticide storage located in an enclosed
structure shall be constructed to contain any releases of dry pesticide. The secondary containment will
have as a minimum a six-inch high curb separated horizontally from the storage vessel a minimum
of three feet on an open side. Nonmobile bulk dry pesticide storage tanks may be constructed within
three feet of a permanent wall provided the wall is lined with an impervious surface which contains and
directs any spilled material into a containment structure, according to the engineer’s design plans.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.1.pdf
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44.7(3) Precipitation must not be allowed to accumulate in the secondary containment facility.
Failure to properly maintain secondary containment facilities may subject the firm to state and federal
regulations related to hazardous waste generators.

44.7(4) Discharges into a secondary containment facility must be promptly recovered to the
maximum extent possible. Failure to properly manage discharge may subject the firm to pesticide
misuse regulations and possibly to regulations related to hazardous waste generators.

44.7(5) Pesticides shall be handled in a manner that minimizes the movement of pesticide dusts,
aerosols and vapors from the pesticide storage and mixing site. The following dust control measures
shall apply to bulk dry pesticide storage tanks:

a. Primary vents on all tanks must be equipped with a dust filter. Filters shall be capable of
handling 500 cubic feet per minute air flow. Primary filtration systems may be mounted on the tank
or on the delivery truck.

b. Filters shall retain all particles greater than ten microns in size and retain greater than 90 percent
of particles between three and ten microns in size.

c. Pressure relief valves shall be enclosed in a filter arrangement capable of retaining 100 percent
of ten micron particles. Filters shall be maintained on a regular basis and replaced when necessary to
maintain the proper filtering capacity.

d. Tanks and loading areas and all plant site transfer systems shall be equipped with fittings which
facilitate closed system handling.

44.7(6) Discharge of pesticides from a secondary containment facility shall be recovered to the
maximum extent possible. The Iowa department of natural resources, the county sheriff or local police
shall be contacted as soon as possible, but not later than six hours of onset or discovery of spill.

21—44.8(206) Pesticide storage andmixing site containers. Containers used for pesticide storage and
handling shall be of materials and construction compatible with the pesticide stored and the conditions
of storage and maintained in a manner as to minimize the possibility of a spill.

44.8(1) Storage container labeling and protection. Upon delivery of the bulk pesticide, the registered
product label shall be affixed in a prominent location on the bulk pesticide storage container and designed
to remain intact and legible through active use of container.

Locking devices are required on bulk pesticide storage containers and all valves shall be closed and
locked when the facility is left unattended.

Containers, pipes and valves must be protected against reasonably foreseeable risks of damage by
trucks and other moving vehicles.

44.8(2) Reserved.

21—44.9(206) Transportation of bulk pesticides. Bulk pesticide containers shall meet all applicable
standards of the appropriate state and U.S. Department of Transportation laws and regulations.

44.9(1) Mobile bulk pesticide containers shall be secured to prevent significant movement during
transportation.

44.9(2) Mobile bulk pesticide containers shall bear the registered product label for the material
contained therein.

21—44.10(206) Mixing, repackaging and transfer of pesticides. Pesticides shall be mixed,
repackaged and transferred in a manner that will prevent unreasonable adverse effects to humans or to
the environment. Physical and chemical properties, including volatility, toxicity and flammability, shall
be considered in the mixing, repackaging and transfer of pesticides.

44.10(1) Spilled, leaked or unchecked pesticides.
a. Liquid pesticides that are spilled, leaked or otherwise unchecked during the normal operation

of permanent pesticide storage and mixing sites (including the mixing, repackaging and transfer of
pesticides) must discharge or drain into a watertight catch basin from which discharges are to be
recovered, including discharge from any empty pesticide containers not rinsed according to label.
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b. Dry pesticides that are spilled or otherwise unchecked during normal operation of permanent
pesticide storage and mixing sites (including the mixing, repackaging and transfer of pesticides) must
be located within an operational containment area that is curbed and watertight to facilitate the recovery
of any product spilled.

44.10(2) All washing of pesticide handling and application equipment performed at a permanent
pesticide storage and mixing site shall be conducted within an area which drains to a watertight
containment structure. No pesticide rinsates or wash waters from pesticide equipment shall be disposed
of through storm sewer systems; and no pesticide rinsates or wash waters shall be disposed of through
sanitary sewer systems without a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit; and no
pesticide rinsates or wash waters shall be disposed of through sanitary sewers connected to a publicly
owned treatment works without prior approval of the sanitary sewer authority and in accordance with
the discharge limitations of a pretreatment agreement or sewer use ordinance.

44.10(3) Prior to refilling, bulk pesticide containersmust be thoroughly cleaned except when a sealed
or dedicated recyclable bulk pesticide container is refilled with the same labeled pesticide product as the
preceding product.

44.10(4) All drainage into a containment structure shall be monitored and properly managed. All
rinsates and minor spillages related to pesticides which have not resulted from a container failure
and which accumulated in the secondary containment structure shall be disposed of as provided by
the product’s original labeling. If contaminated with a pesticide product that is labeled incompatible
because of chemical characteristics, the pesticide bureau of the Iowa department of agriculture and land
stewardship shall be contacted for guidance.

44.10(5) All pesticide handling facilities shall be equipped with adequate personal protective
equipment as required by each label of each pesticide handled and as needed for the number of
employees handling these pesticides. Emergency first-aid provisions shall be maintained in an area
immediately accessible by all employees, if and when needed.

44.10(6) Field mixing and transferring of pesticides, including field rinsing of equipment, is
exempted from the on-site containment provisions of rule 21—44.2(206). Rinsates shall be field applied
at rates compatible with pesticide product labeling. No mixing and transferring of pesticides and rinsing
of equipment shall be conducted on public highways, roads and streets.

21—44.11(206) Distribution of bulk pesticides. Bulk repackaging for sale or delivery may be made
provided the establishment conducting the transfer, sale or delivery shall comply with FIFRA, Section 7
(registration of pesticide producing establishments).

44.11(1) There shall be no change in pesticide product labeling, except for the addition of the
required EPA establishment number and net contents statement; or identity of the party accountable
for the integrity of the product, i.e., the manufacturer or registrant as evidenced by the assigned EPA
product registration number.

44.11(2) A written letter of authorization from the registrant is required for the bulk repackaging.
44.11(3) Bulk repackaging may be made only into containers which conform with rules

21—44.8(206) and 21—44.9(206) and which meet the approval of the seller of the pesticide.
44.11(4) Scales or meters used for bulk pesticide sales shall meet the specifications, tolerances and

other technical requirements for weighing and measuring devices as specified by the Iowa department
of agriculture and land stewardship, bureau of weights and measures.

44.11(5) Appropriate measures shall be taken to prevent contamination of product when meters or
other devices are used to dispense pesticides.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 206.19.

21—44.12(206) Secondary containment for aerial applicator aircraft. If the spray component of an
aircraft is being drained or repaired during aircraft maintenance, secondary containment with permanent
devices or portable devices suitable for use with pesticides is required.

21—44.13 to 44.49 Reserved.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/206.19.pdf
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FERTILIZERS AND SOIL CONDITIONERS

21—44.50(200) On-site containment of fertilizers and soil conditioners. Effective February 18,
1987, all new construction of fertilizer and soil conditioner facilities shall provide secondary product
containment as specified in rules 21—44.51(200) to 21—44.58(200). Effective February 18, 1997,
ten years after the adoption of these rules, all fertilizer and soil conditioner facilities shall provide
secondary product containment as specified in these rules.

21—44.51(200) Definitions.
“Minimally manipulated manures.”Minimally processed, nonliquid substances composed primarily

of excreta, plant remains, or mixtures of such substances.
“Minimally processed.” Processing a nonliquid substance in a manner which does not modify the

nutrient value on a dry matter basis.
“Mobile containers.” Containers designed and used for transporting fertilizer or soil conditioner

materials.
“Nonmobile containers.” All containers not defined as mobile.
“Permanent storage site.” Location where nonmobile containers are used for fertilizer and soil

conditioner storage in quantities of 5,000 gallons or more. One container or a combination of containers
with a volume of 5,000 gallons or less is exempt.

“Secondary containment.” Any structure used to prevent runoff or leaching of fertilizer or soil
conditioner materials.
[ARC 5912C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 11/1/21]

21—44.52(200) Design plans and specifications. Design plans and specifications for facilities required
under these rules shall be submitted to the Iowa department of agriculture and land stewardship prior to
the start of construction, along with certification from a registered engineer (as defined in Iowa Code
chapter 542B) that the designed facilities will comply with all requirements of these rules.

A person may deviate from the requirements of these rules if such deviations are clearly noted on the
design plans and specifications, along with certification from a registered engineer that these deviations
will not reduce the effectiveness of the facilities in protecting surface or groundwaters.

21—44.53(200) New fertilizer or soil conditioner storage site location. New permanent storage
sites as defined in rule 21—44.51(200) shall be selected in accordance with the requirements of the
Iowa department of natural resources. The new site, if located in a floodplain, shall be protected from
inundation from floods. New permanent fertilizer and soil conditioner storage sites shall be located at
a minimum of 400 feet from public water supply wells or below ground level finished water storage
facilities and a minimum of 150 feet from private water supply wells.

21—44.54(200) Certification of construction. Upon completion of construction, certification by the
owner or owner’s agent shall be made to the Iowa department of agriculture and land stewardship that the
facilities were constructed in accordance with rules 21—44.52(200) to 21—44.58(200). If departmental
investigation, subsequent to the completion of construction, determines the constructed facilities were
not constructed in accordance with the submitted plans and specifications or the requirements of these
rules, the owner shall correct any deficiencies in a timely manner as set forth by the department.

The department may exempt any person from a requirement under rules 21—44.52(200)
to 21—44.58(200) if an engineering justification is provided demonstrating variations from the
requirements will result in at least equivalent effectiveness.

21—44.55(200) Secondary containment for liquid fertilizers and liquid soil conditioner storage. All
liquid fertilizer and soil conditioner storage facilities, except anhydrous ammonia storage facilities, as
defined in rule 21—44.51(200) shall be located within a secondary containment structure. The secondary
containment structure shall have a volume 20 percent greater than the volume of the largest storage tank

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.51.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.58.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5912C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/542B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.51.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.52.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.58.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.52.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.58.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.51.pdf
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within the area, plus the space occupied by the other tanks in the area, and may be constructed of earth,
concrete, or a combination of both.

44.55(1) Secondary containment structures constructed entirely or partially of earth shall comply
with the following minimum requirements:

a. The soil surface, including dike, shall be constructed to prevent downward water movement at
rates greater than 1 × 10-6 cm/sec., and shall be maintained to prevent downward water movement at
rates greater than 1 × 10-5 cm/sec. The method of achieving a satisfactory seal shall be determined by a
registered engineer.

b. Dike shall be protected against erosion. If the slope is 30 degrees or less, grass can be sufficient
protection, provided it does not interfere with the required soil seal. If greater than 30 degrees, other
methods of erosion protection shall be used.

c. Top width of dike shall be no less than 2½ feet. The slope should be no greater than 45 degrees.
d. The diked area shall not have a relief outlet and valve. The base shall slope to a collecting spot

where storm water can be pumped over the berm, provided the liquid is not contaminated with fertilizer
or soil conditioner materials. If contaminated with liquid fertilizer or soil conditioner, the liquid shall be
field applied at normal fertilizer application rates or transferred to auxiliary storage tanks.

e. Storage containers shall be anchored or placed on a raised area to prevent flotation or instability
in the event of discharge into the secondary containment facility.

44.55(2) Secondary containment structures constructed of concrete shall be watertight and comply
with the following requirements:

a. The base of the containment structure shall be designed to support all tanks and their contents.
b. The diked area shall not have a relief outlet and valve. The concrete base shall be sloped to a

collecting area for recovery of fertilizer material. Storm water may be discharged over the containment
wall, provided the liquid is not contaminated with fertilizer or soil conditioner material. If contaminated,
the liquid shall be field applied at normal fertilizer application rates or transferred to auxiliary storage
tanks.

c. Storage containers shall be anchored or placed on a raised area to prevent flotation or instability
in the event of discharge into the secondary containment facility.

d. Routine inspection is required to ensure against concrete cracks. Where cracks exist, storage
integrity shall be maintained with acceptable sealant.

21—44.56(200) Secondary containment for nonliquid fertilizers and soil conditioners. Nonliquid
fertilizer and soil conditioner stored in a totally enclosed building and a soil conditioner meeting the
requirements of subrule 44.56(3) are exempt from the requirements of this rule. Unless stored in a totally
enclosed building, or soil conditioners meeting the requirements under subrule 44.56(3), all nonliquid
fertilizer and soil conditioner materials shall be stored within an area which drains into a secondary
containment structure. The secondary containment structure shall have a volume sufficient to retain the
equivalent of 12 inches of runoff from the area drained into the containment structure. This minimum
storage volume may be provided within the containment structure or in auxiliary storage tanks, and may
be constructed of earth, concrete, or a combination of both.

44.56(1) Secondary containment structures constructed entirely or partially of earth shall comply
with the following requirements:

a. The soil surface, including dike, shall be constructed to prevent downward water movement
at rates greater than 1 × 10-6 cm/sec., and shall be maintained to prevent downward water movement at
rates greater than 1 × 10-5 cm/sec. The method of achieving a satisfactory seal shall be determined by a
registered engineer.

b. Dike shall be protected against erosion. If the slope is 30 degrees or less, grass can be sufficient
protection, provided it does not interfere with the required soil seal. If greater than 30 degrees, other
methods of erosion protection shall be used.

c. Top width of dike shall be no less than 2½ feet. The slope should be no greater than 45 degrees.
d. The diked area shall not have a relief outlet.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.56.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.56.pdf
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e. All liquid and other material collected shall be field applied at normal fertilizer application rates
or transferred to auxiliary storage tanks.

44.56(2) Runoff collection structures constructed of concrete shall comply with the following
requirements:

a. The base of the structure shall be maintained to prevent downward water movement.
b. The diked area shall not have a relief outlet.
c. All liquid and other material collected shall be field applied at normal fertilizer application rates

or transferred to auxiliary storage tanks.
44.56(3) Soil conditioners consisting entirely of minimally manipulated manures are exempt from

the requirements of this rule if all of the following apply to the storage of the soil conditioner:
a. The soil conditioner is stored in an impermeable container.
b. The soil conditioner is stored in the field of application or adjacent fields of application and the

amount stored does not exceed the necessary amount of nitrogen, phosphorus, or potassium to achieve
optimal crop yields, as determined by average county or proven yields, on the acres in the fields of
application. The total potential acres of application stored in any field shall not exceed an amount
necessary for application on 160 acres.

c. The soil conditioner is stored in the field for a period not to exceed six months.
d. The soil conditioner meets all of the storage requirements for bulk dry animal nutrients under

rule 21—49.7(200A).
[ARC 5912C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 11/1/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 200.14.

21—44.57(200) Fertilizer loading, unloading, and mixing area.
44.57(1) All loading, unloading, and mixing of liquid fertilizer or liquid soil conditioners, unless

performed in the field of application, shall be done within a containment area. The containment area
shall be large enough to prevent spillage onto unprotected areas and paved with asphalt, concrete, or
other impervious material. It shall slope to a recovery system that will allow collected materials to
move to a containment structure which complies with rule 21—44.55(200). In addition, the area shall
be so constructed, using curbs or other means, as to prevent spilled materials from running out of the
containment area. Any contaminated liquid or material shall be field applied at normal fertilizer rates or
used in a liquid mixing operation.

44.57(2) All loading or mixing of nonliquid fertilizers or nonliquid soil conditioners at permanent
storage sites shall be done in an area paved with asphalt, concrete or other impervious materials. The
area shall also be so constructed, using curbs or other means to prevent runon or runoff of storm water
generated by a four-inch rain. The area shall contain a recessed catch basin so that contaminated water
can be moved to storage tanks or a secondary containment area. Uncontaminated rain water, ice, or snow
can be discharged as storm water. Any contaminated water or other materials shall be field applied at
normal fertilizer rates or used in a liquid mixing operation.

44.57(3) A spill containment structure will not be required if loading, unloading, or mixing of a
nonliquid fertilizer or nonliquid soil conditioners is done entirely within an enclosed building and no
washing operations are conducted within the enclosed area.

44.57(4) Unloading of all types of equipment and loading of railroad cars with nonliquid fertilizer
or nonliquid soil conditioners shall be exempt from the containment area provisions of subrule 44.57(2)
provided any materials spilled during the unloading/loading operations are promptly cleaned up and fed
back into the unloading/loading system.

44.57(5) Rules 21—44.2(206) to 21—44.11(206) shall apply when fertilizers or soil conditioners
and pesticides are combined.

44.57(6) Fertilizers and soil conditioners must be handled in a manner that minimizes dust and
vapors from movement off of the site.

21—44.58(200) Wash water and rinsates. All washing of fertilizer and soil conditioner handling and
application equipment at permanent storage sites shall be conducted within an area which drains into a

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.49.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5912C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/200.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.55.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.57.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.11.pdf
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containment structure which complies with rule 21—44.55(200). No fertilizer rinsates or wash waters
from fertilizer or soil conditioner equipment shall be disposed of through sanitary or storm sewer systems.
Field washing of fertilizer or soil conditioner equipment is permissible and encouraged if performed at
the site of final fertilizer or soil conditioner application for a given day and no runoff from the wash site
occurs.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 200.14.
[Filed 9/19/86, Notice 7/2/86—published 10/8/86, effective 11/12/86]1

[Filed 12/29/86, Notice 11/19/86—published 1/14/87, effective 2/18/87]
[Filed emergency 2/18/87—published 3/11/87, effective 2/18/87]

[Filed emergency 7/8/88 after Notice 6/1/88—published 7/27/88, effective 7/8/88]
[Filed emergency 3/21/91—published 4/17/91, effective 3/21/91]

[Filed emergency 4/4/08 after Notice 2/27/08—published 4/23/08, effective 4/4/08]
[Filed ARC 5912C (Notice ARC 5743C, IAB 6/30/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 11/1/21]

1 Effective date of 9.3 and 9.7 delayed 70 days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its 11/11/86 meeting.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/21.44.55.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/200.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5912C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5743C.pdf
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ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DIVISION[185]
Created within the Department of Commerce by 1986 Iowa Acts, Senate File 2175.

Formerly Beer and Liquor Control Department[150]

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

1.1(123,17A) Purpose
1.2(123,17A) Scope and rules
1.3(123,17A) Duties of the division
1.4(123,17A) Organization
1.5(123,17A) Central offices
1.6(123,17A) Matters applicable to all proceedings

CHAPTER 2
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

2.1(17A) Applicability
2.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
2.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
2.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
2.5(17A) Public participation
2.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
2.7(17A,25B) Fiscal impact statement
2.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
2.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
2.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
2.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
2.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
2.13(17A) Agency rule-making record
2.14(17A) Filing of rules
2.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
2.16(17A) General statements of policy
2.17(17A) Review by agency of rules

CHAPTER 3
DECLARATORY ORDERS

3.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
3.2(17A) Notice of petition
3.3(17A) Intervention
3.4(17A) Briefs
3.5(17A) Inquiries
3.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
3.7(17A) Consideration
3.8(17A) Action on petition
3.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
3.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
3.11(17A) Copies of orders
3.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 4
LIQUOR LICENSES—BEER PERMITS—WINE PERMITS

4.1(123) Definitions
4.2(123) General requirements
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4.3(123) Local ordinances permitted
4.4(123) Licensed premises
4.5(123) Mixed drinks or cocktails not for immediate consumption
4.6(123) Filling and selling of beer in a container other than the original container
4.7(123) Improper conduct
4.8(123) Violation by agent, servant or employee
4.9(123) Gambling evidence
4.10(123) Filling and selling of mixed drinks or cocktails in a container other than the

original container
4.11(123) Filling and selling of wine and native wine in a container other than the original

container
4.12(123) Display of license, permit, or signs
4.13(123) Outdoor service
4.14(123) Revocation or suspension by local authority
4.15(123) Suspension of liquor control license, wine permit, or beer permit
4.16(123) Cancellation of beer permits—refunds
4.17(123) Prohibited storage of alcoholic beverages and wine
4.18(123) Transfer of license or permit to another location
4.19(123) Execution and levy on alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer
4.20(123) Liquor store checks accepted
4.21(123) Where retailers must purchase wine
4.22(123) Liquor on licensed premises
4.23(123) Liquor on unlicensed places
4.24 Reserved
4.25(123) Age requirements
4.26(123) Timely filed status
4.27(123) Effect of suspension
4.28(123) Use of establishment during hours alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer cannot be

consumed
4.29 Reserved
4.30(123) Persons producing fuel alcohol
4.31(123) Storage of beer
4.32(123) Delivery of alcoholic liquor
4.33(123) Delivery of beer and wine
4.34(123) Determination of population
4.35(123) Minors in licensed establishments
4.36(123) Sale of alcoholic liquor and wine stock when licensee or permittee sells business
4.37(123) Business as usual on election days
4.38(123) Sunday sale of wine
4.39 Reserved
4.40(123) Warehousing of beer and wine
4.41(123) Vending machines to dispense alcoholic beverages prohibited

CHAPTER 5
LICENSE AND PERMIT DIVISION

5.1(123) Manufacture and sale of native wine
5.2(123) Annual production of a native distillery
5.3(123) Licensed manufacturers and wholesalers
5.4(123) Investigation before issuing license or permit
5.5 Reserved
5.6(123) Living quarters permit
5.7(123) Change of ownership of a licensed premises, new license or permit required
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5.8(123) Dramshop liability insurance requirements
5.9(123) Surety bond requirements

CHAPTERS 6 and 7
Reserved

CHAPTER 8
TRANSPORTATION AND WAREHOUSE

8.1(123) Definitions
8.2(123) Listing classifications
8.3(123) Listing requests
8.4(123) Shipment of product to the division
8.5(123) Inventory levels
8.6(123) Pricing
8.7(123) Delisting
8.8(123) Barrel programs

CHAPTER 9
PERSONAL IMPORTATION OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR, WINE, AND BEER

9.1(123) Tax liability
9.2(123) Personal importation in excess of the amounts provided—waiver

CHAPTER 10
CONTESTED CASES

10.1(17A) Scope and applicability
10.2(17A) Definitions
10.3(17A) Time requirements
10.4(123,17A) Statute of limitations
10.5(17A) Requests for a contested case proceeding
10.6(17A) Notice of hearing
10.7(17A) Presiding officer
10.8(17A) Waiver of procedures
10.9(17A) Telephone proceedings
10.10(17A) Disqualification
10.11(17A) Consolidation—severance
10.12(17A) Pleadings
10.13(17A) Service and filing of pleadings and other papers
10.14(17A) Discovery
10.15(17A) Subpoenas
10.16(17A) Motions
10.17(17A) Continuances
10.18(17A) Withdrawals
10.19(17A) Intervention
10.20(17A) Hearing procedures
10.21(17A) Evidence
10.22(17A) Default
10.23(17A) Ex parte communication
10.24(17A) Recording costs
10.25(17A) Interlocutory appeals
10.26(17A) Final decision
10.27(17A) Appeals and review
10.28(17A) Applications for rehearing
10.29(17A) Stays of agency actions
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10.30(17A) No factual dispute contested cases
10.31(17A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
10.32(17A) Informal settlement

CHAPTERS 11 to 13
Reserved

CHAPTER 14
PRIVATE WINE SALES

14.1(123) Wine definition
14.2(123) Bottle label requirements and registration
14.3 Reserved
14.4(123) Price postings by all holders of vintner’s certificates of compliance
14.5(123) Price postings
14.6 Reserved
14.7(123) Supplier discrimination

CHAPTER 15
Reserved

CHAPTER 16
TRADE PRACTICES

16.1(123) Definitions
16.2(123) Product displays
16.3(123) Retailer advertising utensils, consumer souvenirs, wearing apparel
16.4(123) Wine lists
16.5(123) Glassware
16.6(123) Tapping accessories and coil cleaning service
16.7(123) Tasting
16.8(123) Sampling
16.9(123) Trade spending
16.10(123) Discounts prohibited
16.11(123) Combination packaging
16.12(123) Coupons
16.13(123) Advertising
16.14(123) Stocking and product rotation
16.15(123) Sponsorships and special events
16.16(123) Participation in seminars and retail association activities
16.17 Reserved
16.18(123) Record keeping
16.19 to 16.39 Reserved
16.40(123) Equipment, furnishings, fixtures
16.41 Reserved
16.42(123) Free warehousing prohibited
16.43(123) Extension of credit and prepaid accounts
16.44(123) Quota sales, tie-in sales
16.45 to 16.59 Reserved
16.60(123) Implied or express contracts prohibited
16.61 to 16.74 Reserved
16.75(123) Commercial bribery
16.76 to 16.89 Reserved
16.90(123) Consignment sales
16.91 to 16.104 Reserved
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16.105(123) Industry member, retailer—subject to penalties
16.106(123) Contested case—burden

CHAPTER 17
CLASS “E” LIQUOR CONTROL LICENSES

17.1(123) Definitions
17.2 and 17.3 Reserved
17.4(123) Square footage to be stated under oath on application
17.5(123) Authority to sell and to deliver to consumers and licensees
17.6 Reserved
17.7(123) Advertising prohibitions
17.8(123) Class “E” liquor license fees

CHAPTER 18
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

(Uniform Rules)

18.1(123,22) Definitions
18.3(123,22) Requests for access to records
18.9(123,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
18.10(123,22) Routine use
18.11(123,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
18.12(123,22) Release to subject
18.13(123,22) Availability of records
18.14(123,22) Personally identifiable information
18.15(123,22) Other groups of records
18.16(123,22) Other records
18.17(123,22) Applicability

CHAPTER 19
WAIVERS FROM RULES

19.1(17A) Scope
19.2(17A) Division discretion
19.3(17A) Requester’s responsibilities
19.4(17A) Notice
19.5(17A) Division’s responsibilities
19.6(17A) Public availability
19.7(17A) Cancellation
19.8(17A) Violations
19.9(17A) Defense
19.10(17A) Appeals
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CHAPTER 6
ADVERTISING

Rescinded IAB 5/15/91, effective 6/19/91

CHAPTER 7
REPRESENTATIVES OF DISTILLERS, RECTIFIERS,
MANUFACTURERS, BREWERS AND VINTNERS

[Ch 7, IAC 7/1/75 renumbered Ch 8, IAC 3/7/79]
[Prior to 10/8/86, Beer and Liquor Control Department[150]]

Rescinded ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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CHAPTER 8
TRANSPORTATION AND WAREHOUSE

[Ch 8, IAC 7/1/75 rescinded 3/7/79; see 5.8, 5.9]
[Prior to 10/8/86, Beer and Liquor Control Department[150]]

185—8.1(123) Definitions.
“Administrator” means the administrator of the alcoholic beverages division of the department of

commerce.
“Category”means the classification of an alcoholic liquor product, such as rum, vodka, or whiskey.
“Commission” means the alcoholic beverages commission established in Iowa Code chapter 123.
“Delist” means the removal of products from the division’s product inventory.
“Division” means the alcoholic beverages division of the department of commerce.
“Product”means “alcoholic liquor” or “native distilled spirits” as defined in Iowa Code chapter 123.
“Supplier”means a manufacturer, distiller, or importer of alcoholic liquors or native distilled spirits

shipping, selling, or having such alcoholic beverages brought into this state for resale by the division.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.2(123) Listing classifications. Each product available for sale by the division shall be assigned
to one of the following listing classifications. Suppliers may indicate their preferred listing classification;
however, final determination shall be made by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.2(1) Permanent. Products with a permanent listing shall be available for sale by the division on
an ongoing basis, unless otherwise delisted or temporarily out of stock.

8.2(2) Temporary. Temporary listings shall have a duration determined by the administrator or the
administrator’s designee, and the duration may be extended at the discretion of the administrator or the
administrator’s designee.

8.2(3) Size extension. A supplier shall submit a listing request for each additional size of a product
that is currently listed for sale. All listed sizes of the product should meet sales criteria established by the
administrator, or the administrator’s designee, in order for a size extension listing request to be approved
as a permanent listing.

8.2(4) Special order. Products that are not currently listed for sale by the division may be purchased
through a special order placed with the supplier of the product.

a. A request for a special order will be placed with the division by a class “E” liquor control
licensee. Special order requests shall be submitted electronically or in a manner prescribed by the
administrator or the administrator’s designee. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee,
may reject a special order request if it is determined that the requested product is in violation of the
requirements set out in subparagraphs 8.3(3)“a”(1) and 8.3(3)“a”(2).

b. If the division accepts a special order request, the request shall be forwarded on to the supplier
of the product. The supplier may approve or deny the special order request.

c. All special order products shall be sold and distributed by the division to class “E” liquor control
licensees by the case only.

d. Special order products are not eligible for return to the division by a class “E” liquor control
licensee without approval from the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.2(5) Special order on hand. Products that are frequently sold as special orders but do not qualify
for permanent listing may be listed as special order on hand.

a. To be eligible for classification as a special order on-hand listing, a product must have
been previously sold as a special order and meet sales criteria established by the administrator or the
administrator’s designee.

b. Products that have been delisted shall not be eligible to be moved from permanent listing to
special order on-hand listing.

8.2(6) Highly allocated. Highly allocated products are products of a limited supply as determined
by the supplier.

a. Highly allocated products may be sold via a lottery system as deemed necessary by the
administrator or the administrator’s designee.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/123.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/123.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.8.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.8.3.pdf
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b. Highly allocated products shall not be available for sale as special orders.
8.2(7) Quantity limitations. Quantities of listed products available for purchase by class “E” liquor

control licensees may be limited at the administrator’s, or the administrator’s designee’s, discretion.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.3(123) Listing requests. The supplier of a product to be sold by the division shall submit a
listing request for consideration by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.3(1) Submitting a listing request. Listing requests shall be submitted electronically or in a manner
prescribed by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.3(2) Listing request requirements.
a. A listing request shall contain the following information:
(1) A control state code number for the product issued by the National Alcohol Beverage Control

Association.
(2) The supplier’s f.o.b. cost per case. The case price shall be evenly divisible by the number of

bottles in the case. The supplier shall determine the number of bottles that constitute a case for the
product.

(3) The product’s case quantity size and standard of fill.
(4) An image of the product.
(5) A brief description of the product.
(6) The weights and dimensions of the product container, case, and pallet.
(7) The product’s 14-digit shipping container code.
(8) The product’s universal product code.
(9) Any other information required by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.
b. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee, may require a supplier to conduct a listing

presentation for new products that have not been previously listed.
8.3(3) Decisions.
a. The criteria used to determine whether a listing request shall be approved or denied shall

include, but not be limited to, the following:
(1) Whether the product violates the code of responsible practices established by the Distilled

Spirits Council of the United States.
(2) The reasonable potential of the product to unduly jeopardize the welfare, health, peace, morals,

or safety of the people of the state.
b. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee, shall approve or deny a listing request not

more than 20 business days from the date the listing request was submitted. Suppliers shall be notified
of the decision in writing delivered electronically or in a manner prescribed by the administrator or the
administrator’s designee.

8.3(4) Appeals.
a. Appeal to administrator.
(1) A supplier may appeal the denial of a listing request by the administrator’s designee to the

administrator by filing a notice of appeal within 30 days of the date of denial.
(2) A notice of appeal shall be in writing and shall specify the specific findings or conclusions to

which exception is taken, the relief sought, and the grounds for relief.
(3) A notice of appeal shall be considered filed at the time it is received by the administrator.
(4) The administrator shall affirm, reverse, or modify the denial of the listing request and shall

notify the supplier of the decision in writing.
b. Appeal to commission.
(1) If the administrator denies a listing request or affirms the denial of a listing request by the

administrator’s designee, the supplier may appeal the administrator’s decision by filing a notice of appeal
with the commission within 30 days of the date of the administrator’s decision.

(2) A notice of appeal shall be in writing and shall specify the specific findings or conclusions to
which exception is taken, the relief sought, and the grounds for relief.

(3) A notice of appeal shall be considered filed at the time it is received by the commission.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
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(4) The commission shall have discretion as to whether to hear the appeal. If the commission
chooses to hear the appeal, it shall be heard at the next scheduled commission meeting or a special
meeting called for by the commission chairperson, the administrator, or at least three members of the
commission.

(5) If the commission reverses the decision of the administrator, the listing request shall be
approved.

(6) If the commission affirms the administrator’s decision or chooses not to hear the appeal, the
listing request shall be denied.

(7) The commission’s decision shall constitute final agency action for the purposes of Iowa Code
chapter 17A.

8.3(5) Resubmission of a listing request. If a listing request for a product is denied, a new listing
request for the product may be submitted by the supplier not less than three months after the denial date
of the original listing request.

8.3(6) Moratorium. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee, may implement a
moratorium on new permanent listing requests. The duration of the moratorium period shall
be determined by the administrator or the administrator’s designee. The administrator, or the
administrator’s designee, may allow a supplier to trade out a permanently listed product for a new
product during a moratorium period.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.4(123) Shipment of product to the division. Shipments of product intended for sale by the
division shall be made in accordance with this rule.

8.4(1) Product shipments into the state. Product shipments shall only be made into the state of Iowa
by suppliers.

8.4(2) Product shipment locations. Product shipments shall only be made to a state warehouse or to
receiving points designated by the administrator.

8.4(3) Pallet requirements.
a. Products shipped to the division shall be on securely stretch-wrapped pallets that are in good

repair. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee, may establish additional requirements as
deemed necessary.

b. Products shipped to the division on slip sheets shall not be accepted by the division and shall
be returned to the supplier.

8.4(4) Case labeling requirements.
a. Each case of product shipped to the division shall include a case code label placed on an end

panel of the case.
b. The case code label shall contain the following information:
(1) The control state code number issued by the National Alcohol Beverage Control Association

for the product.
(2) The product’s universal product code and corresponding barcode.
(3) The 14-digit shipping container code and corresponding barcode. The shipping container code

and barcode shall meet the minimum requirements established by the American National Standards
Institute and the International Organization for Standardization.

(4) Any other information required by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.
8.4(5) Bottle deposit requirements.
a. All products intended for resale by the division shall meet the requirements of Iowa Code

section 455C.5 and rule 567—107.3(455C). Products that do not meet the requirements shall not be
made available for sale until the requirements are met.

b. Suppliers may purchase bottle deposit refund stickers from the division. The cost of the stickers
to suppliers shall not exceed the division’s cost of producing and distributing the stickers.

8.4(6) Special handling charges. Product shipments that do not meet the requirements of subrule
8.4(3), 8.4(4), or 8.4(5) shall result in the assessment of special handling charges against the supplier
in an amount not to exceed the division’s actual cost to bring the shipments into compliance. The

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/455C.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/567.107.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.8.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.8.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.8.4.pdf
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division’s actual cost shall be determined using the negotiated hourly rate of the third party the division
has contracted with for warehousing services.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.5(123) Inventory levels. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee, shall establish
maximum and minimum inventory levels for each listed product. Maximum and minimum inventory
levels may be adjusted at the discretion of the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.5(1) Purchase orders. Suppliers shall submit purchase orders to the division electronically, or in a
manner prescribed by the administrator or the administrator’s designee, as needed tomaintain appropriate
inventory levels.

8.5(2) Maximum inventory level exception. A supplier may request from the division an exception
to the established maximum inventory level for a product. Requests for a maximum inventory level
exception shall be submitted to the division electronically or in a manner prescribed by the administrator
or the administrator’s designee. The administrator, or the administrator’s designee, shall approve or deny
the request, and the supplier shall be notified of the decision in writing delivered either electronically or
in a manner prescribed by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.6(123) Pricing.
8.6(1) Permanent price changes. Suppliers may make permanent price changes to the case cost of

products in any listing classification.
a. The frequency at which permanent price changes may be made shall be determined by the

administrator or the administrator’s designee.
b. Permanent price changes shall be submitted electronically, or in a manner prescribed by the

administrator or the administrator’s designee, at least 20 business days prior to the effective date.
8.6(2) Temporary price reductions. Suppliers may make temporary price reductions to the case cost

of products with a permanent or temporary listing classification.
a. Products with a listing classification of special order, special order on hand, or highly allocated

shall not be eligible for temporary price reductions.
b. Temporary price reductions shall become effective as determined by the administrator or the

administrator’s designee.
c. Temporary price reductions shall be submitted electronically, or in a manner prescribed by the

administrator or the administrator’s designee, at least 20 business days prior to the effective date.
8.6(3) Price lists. The division shall publish a price list electronically on a monthly basis showing

the price to be paid by class “E” liquor control licensees for each brand, variety, and category of
product available for sale by the division. The price list shall be published on the division’s website at
shop.iowaabd.com and may be distributed to class “E” liquor control licensees as deemed necessary by
the administrator or the administrator’s designee.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.7(123) Delisting. Listed products that do not meet sales guidelines established by the
administrator, or the administrator’s designee, may be delisted. The frequency of delisting shall be
determined by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.7(1) Notification. Suppliers of delisted products shall be notified of the decision in writing
delivered electronically or in a manner prescribed by the administrator or the administrator’s designee.

8.7(2) Appeals.
a. Appeal to administrator.
(1) A supplier may appeal the delisting of a product by the administrator’s designee to the

administrator by filing a notice of appeal within 30 days of the date of delisting notification.
(2) A notice of appeal shall specify the specific findings or conclusions to which exception is taken,

the relief sought, and the grounds for relief.
(3) A notice of appeal shall be considered filed at the time it is received by the administrator.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
http://shop.iowaabd.com
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
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(4) The administrator shall affirm, reverse, or modify the delisting and shall notify the supplier of
the decision in writing.

b. Appeal to commission.
(1) If the administrator delists a product, or if the administrator affirms a delisting by the

administrator’s designee, the supplier may appeal the administrator’s decision by filing a notice of
appeal with the commission within 30 days of the date of the administrator’s decision.

(2) A notice of appeal shall specify the specific findings or conclusions to which exception is taken,
the relief sought, and the grounds for relief.

(3) A notice of appeal shall be considered filed at the time it is received by the commission.
(4) The commission shall have discretion as to whether to hear the appeal. If the commission

chooses to hear the appeal, it shall be heard at the next scheduled commission meeting or a special
meeting called for by the commission chairperson, the administrator, or at least three members of the
commission.

(5) If the commission reverses the decision of the administrator, the product shall remain listed
under terms established by the commission.

(6) If the commission affirms the administrator’s decision, or chooses not to hear the appeal, the
product shall be delisted.

(7) The commission’s decision shall constitute final agency action for the purposes of Iowa Code
chapter 17A.

8.7(3) Removal of delisted products. Delisted products shall be removed from the division’s
warehouse by the supplier or by the supplier’s agent or employee within a time frame established by
the administrator or the administrator’s designee. A supplier may authorize the division to destroy a
delisted product in lieu of removal of the product by the supplier from the division’s warehouse. New
listing requests submitted by a supplier shall not be considered by the division until all of the supplier’s
delisted product has been removed from the division’s warehouse.

8.7(4) Resubmission of a delisted product for listing. If a product in a permanent listing classification
is delisted, a new listing request for the product may be submitted not less than six months after the date
the product was removed from the warehouse.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

185—8.8(123) Barrel programs. A supplier may offer a barrel program, allowing a class “E” liquor
control licensee to purchase the bottled contents of a barrel-aged product along with the aging barrel.

8.8(1) Barrel programs shall be uniformly offered to all class “E” liquor control licensees.
8.8(2) Suppliers may sample barrel-aged products pursuant to rule 185—16.8(123).
8.8(3) Barrel program products shall be classified as special orders.
8.8(4) Products purchased as part of a barrel program shall be sold and delivered to the individual

class “E” liquor control licensee that placed the special order. Barrel program special orders and products
shall not be split between two or more class “E” liquor control licensees.

8.8(5) Aging barrels sold in conjunction with a barrel program shall bear conspicuous and substantial
advertising matter.

8.8(6) Bottles from a barrel program may bear customized labels.
[ARC 5910C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.10(2), 123.10(3), 123.10(6), and
123.10(10).

[Filed 12/14/72]
[Filed 2/16/79, Notice 12/27/78—published 3/7/79, effective 4/16/79]
[Filed 8/15/80, Notice 5/28/80—published 9/3/80, effective 10/8/80]
[Filed emergency 5/19/82—published 6/9/82, effective 5/19/82]
[Filed 3/9/84, Notice 1/4/84—published 3/28/84, effective 5/2/84]
[Filed emergency 10/10/85—published 11/6/85, effective 10/10/85]
[Filed emergency 6/11/86—published 7/2/86, effective 7/1/86]

[Editorially transferred from [150] to [185], IAC Supp. 10/8/86; see IAB 7/30/86]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.16.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/07-30-1986.pdf
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[Filed ARC 5910C (Notice ARC 5734C, IAB 6/30/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5910C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5734C.pdf
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY[261]
[Created by 1986 Iowa Acts, chapter 1245]

[Prior to 1/14/87, see Iowa Development Commission[520] and Planning and Programming[630]]
[Prior to 9/7/11, see Economic Development, Iowa Department of[261];

renamed Economic Development Authority by 2011 Iowa Acts, House File 590]

PART I
DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION

1.1(15) History and mission
1.2(15) Definitions
1.3(15) Economic development authority board
1.4(15) Authority structure
1.5(15) Information

CHAPTERS 2 and 3
Reserved
PART II

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION

CHAPTER 4
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

4.1(15) Purpose
4.2(15) Compilation of information

CHAPTER 5
IOWA INDUSTRIAL NEW JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM

5.1(15,260E) Authority
5.2(15,260E) Purpose
5.3(15,260E) Definitions
5.4(15,260E) Agreements
5.5(15,260E) Resolution on incremental property tax
5.6(15,260E) New jobs withholding credit
5.7(15,260E) Notice of intent to issue certificates
5.8(15,260E) Standby property tax levy
5.9(15,260E) Reporting
5.10(15,260E) Monitoring
5.11(15,260E) State administration
5.12(15,260E) Coordination with communities
5.13(15,76GA,SF2351) Supplemental 1½ percent withholding

CHAPTER 6
Reserved

CHAPTER 7
IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM

7.1(260F) Authority
7.2(260F) Purpose
7.3(260F) Definitions
7.4(260F) Program funding
7.5(260F) Funding for projects which include one business
7.6(260F) Funding for projects which include multiple businesses
7.7(260F) Funding for high technology apprenticeship programs
7.8(260F) Matching funds requirement
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7.9(260F) Use of program funds
7.10(260F) Use of 260F earned interest
7.11 Reserved
7.12(260F) Separate account
7.13 to 7.17 Reserved
7.18(260F) Letter of intent
7.19(260F) Project commencement date
7.20(260F) Application process
7.21(260F) Application scoring criteria
7.22(260F) Training agreement
7.23(260F) Special requirements for community college consortium projects
7.24(260F) Special requirements for community college-sponsored business network projects
7.25(260F) Special requirements for authority-sponsored business network projects
7.26(260F) Special requirements for community college-sponsored high technology

apprenticeship projects
7.27(260F) Special requirements for authority-sponsored high technology apprenticeship

projects
7.28 and 7.29 Reserved
7.30(260F) Events of default
7.31(260F) Options and procedures on default
7.32(260F) Remedies upon default
7.33(260F) Return of unused funds
7.34(260F) Open records
7.35(260F) Required forms

CHAPTER 8
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT FUND

8.1(15,76GA,ch1180) Purpose
8.2(15,76GA,ch1180) Definitions
8.3(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund account
8.4(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund allocation
8.5(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund reporting
8.6(15,76GA,ch1180) Training and retraining programs for targeted industries
8.7(15,76GA,ch1180) Projects under Iowa Code chapter 260F
8.8(15,76GA,chs1180,1219) Apprenticeship programs under Iowa Code section 260C.44 (including

new or statewide building trades apprenticeship programs)
8.9(15,76GA,chs1180,1219) Innovative skill development activities
8.10(15,76GA,ch1180) Negotiation and award
8.11(15,76GA,ch1180) Administration
8.12(15,76GA,ch1180) Training materials and equipment
8.13(15,76GA,ch1180) Redistribution of funds

CHAPTER 9
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNDS

9.1(15G,260C) Purpose
9.2(15G,260C) Definitions
9.3(15G,260C) Funds allocation
9.4(15G,260C) Community college workforce and economic development plan and progress report
9.5(15G,260C) Use of funds
9.6(15G,260C) Approval of projects
9.7(15G,260C) Community college workforce and economic development plan
9.8(15G,260C) Reporting

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/260F.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/260C.44.pdf
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9.9(15G,260C) Annual progress report approval
9.10(15G,260C) Options upon default or noncompliance

CHAPTER 10
Reserved

CHAPTER 11
CERTIFIED SCHOOL TO CAREER PROGRAM

11.1(15) Purpose
11.2(15) Definitions
11.3(15) Certified program work site agreement
11.4(15) Payroll expenditure refund

CHAPTER 12
APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING PROGRAM

12.1(15,15B) Authority
12.2(15,15B) Purpose
12.3(15,15B) Definitions
12.4(15,15B) Annual appropriations—amount of assistance available—standard contract—use

of funds
12.5(15,15B) Eligibility for assistance
12.6(15,15B) Determination of financial assistance grants
12.7(15,15B) Application submittal and review process
12.8(15,15B) Notice and reporting

CHAPTER 13
FUTURE READY IOWA REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP DEVELOPMENT FUND

13.1(15,87GA,HF2458) Purpose
13.2(15,87GA,HF2458) Definitions
13.3(15,87GA,HF2458) Program description
13.4(15,87GA,HF2458) Program eligibility, application scoring, and awards
13.5(15,87GA,HF2458) Agreement required

CHAPTER 14
FUTURE READY IOWA EXPANDED REGISTERED
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM

14.1(15C) Purpose
14.2(15C) Definitions
14.3(15C) Program description
14.4(15C) Program eligibility, application scoring, and awards
14.5(15C) Agreement required

CHAPTERS 15 to 19
Reserved

CHAPTER 20
ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION (ACE) PROGRAM

20.1(260G) Purpose
20.2(260G) Definitions
20.3(260G) Program eligibility and designation
20.4(260G) Funding allocation
20.5(260G) Program job credits
20.6(260G) Program agreements and administration
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PART III
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

CHAPTER 21
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

21.1(15) Mission
21.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 22
NUISANCE PROPERTY AND ABANDONED BUILDING REMEDIATION ASSISTANCE

22.1(15) Authority and purpose
22.2(15) Definitions
22.3(15) Program description
22.4(15) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
22.5(15) Contract required

CHAPTER 23
IOWA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

23.1(15) Purpose
23.2(15) Definitions
23.3(15) Annual action plan
23.4(15) Allocation of funds and eligible applicants
23.5(15) Common requirements for funding
23.6(15) Requirements for the water and sewer and community facilities funds
23.7(15) Requirements for the economic development set-aside fund
23.8(15) Requirements for the public facilities set-aside fund
23.9(15) Requirements for the career link program
23.10(15) Requirements for the opportunities and threats fund
23.11(15) Requirements for the housing fund program
23.12 and 23.13 Reserved
23.14(15) Disaster recovery fund
23.15(15) Administration of a CDBG award
23.16(15) Requirements for the downtown revitalization fund
23.17(15) Section 108 Loan Guarantee Program

CHAPTER 24
EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANTS PROGRAM

24.1(PL100-628) Purpose
24.2(PL100-628) Definitions
24.3(PL100-628) Eligible applicants
24.4(PL100-628) Eligible activities
24.5(PL100-628) Ineligible activities
24.6(PL100-628) Application procedures
24.7(PL100-628) Application review process
24.8(PL100-628) Matching requirement
24.9(PL100-628) Grant awards
24.10(PL100-628) Restrictions placed on grantees
24.11(PL100-628) Compliance with applicable federal and state laws and regulations
24.12(PL100-628) Administration

CHAPTER 25
HOUSING FUND

25.1(15) Purpose
25.2(15) Definitions
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25.3(15) Eligible applicants
25.4(15) Eligibility and forms of assistance
25.5(15) Application review
25.6(15) Minimum application requirements
25.7(15) Application review criteria
25.8(15) Allocation of funds
25.9(15) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 26
VARIANCE PROCEDURES FOR TAX INCREMENT

FINANCING (TIF) HOUSING PROJECTS
26.1(403) Goals and objectives
26.2(403) Definitions
26.3(403) Requirements for benefit to low- and moderate-income families
26.4(403) Ability to request a variance
26.5(403) Variance request procedure
26.6(403) Criteria for review

CHAPTER 27
NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION PROGRAM

27.1(15) Purpose
27.2(15) Definitions
27.3(15) Program eligibility
27.4(15) Allocation of funding
27.5(15) Application procedures
27.6(15) Plan and application review process
27.7(15) Award process
27.8(15) Project management

CHAPTER 28
LOCAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

28.1(15) Purpose
28.2(15) Definitions
28.3(15) Eligible applicants
28.4(15) Eligible activities and forms of assistance
28.5(15) Application procedure
28.6(15) Minimum application requirements
28.7(15) Application review criteria
28.8(15) Allocation of funds
28.9(15) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 29
HOMELESS SHELTER OPERATION GRANTS PROGRAM

29.1(15) Purpose
29.2(15) Definitions
29.3(15) Eligible applicants
29.4(15) Eligible activities
29.5(15) Ineligible activities
29.6(15) Application procedures
29.7(15) Application review process
29.8(15) Matching requirement
29.9(15) Grant awards
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29.10(15) Compliance with applicable federal and state laws and regulations
29.11(15) Administration

CHAPTER 30
JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES PROGRAM
30.1(76GA,SF2470) Purpose
30.2(76GA,SF2470) Definitions
30.3(76GA,SF2470) Eligible applicant
30.4(76GA,SF2470) Project awards
30.5(76GA,SF2470) Eligible and ineligible use of grant funds
30.6(76GA,SF2470) General guidelines for applications
30.7(76GA,SF2470) Review and award process
30.8(76GA,SF2470) Program management

CHAPTER 31
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION INITIATIVES

31.1(15E) Purpose
31.2(15E) Types of assistance
31.3(15E) Financial assistance
31.4(15E) Definitions

DIVISION I
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION INITIATIVE—FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

31.5(15E) Uses of funds under the economic development region initiative
31.6(15E) Application process and approval process
31.7(15E) Reporting requirements

DIVISION II
ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE AREAS

31.8(15E) Description
31.9(15E) Funding
31.10(15E) Eligible use of funds
31.11(15E) Application process and approval process
31.12(15E) Reporting requirements

DIVISION III
BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

31.13(15E) Description and purpose
31.14(15E) Definitions
31.15(15E) Requirements and qualifications for business accelerator entities
31.16(15E) Other considerations
31.17(15E) Application procedures
31.18(15E) Reporting

CHAPTER 32
TAX CREDITS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION REVOLVING LOAN FUND

32.1(81GA,HF868,HF809) Purpose
32.2(81GA,HF868,HF809) Definitions
32.3(81GA,HF868,HF809) Allocation of funds
32.4(81GA,HF868,HF809) Credit amount
32.5(81GA,HF868,HF809) Eligible contributions
32.6(81GA,HF868,HF809) Requests for tax credits
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CHAPTER 33
IOWA WINE AND BEER PROMOTION GRANT PROGRAM

33.1(15) Purpose
33.2(15) Definitions
33.3(15) Application and review processes

CHAPTER 34
WELCOME CENTER PROGRAM

34.1(15) Purpose
34.2(15) Welcome center program

CHAPTER 35
REGIONAL TOURISM MARKETING GRANT PROGRAM

35.1(82GA,SF302) Purpose
35.2(82GA,SF302) Definitions
35.3(82GA,SF302) Eligible applicants
35.4(82GA,SF302) Use of funds
35.5(82GA,SF302) Application procedures and content
35.6(82GA,SF302) Application review and approval procedures
35.7(82GA,SF302) Funding of grants; contracting

CHAPTER 36
FILM, TELEVISION, AND VIDEO PROJECT PROMOTION PROGRAM

36.1(15) Purpose
36.2(15) Definitions
36.3(15) Request for registration of a film, television, or video project
36.4(15) IDED list of registered film, television, or video projects
36.5(15) Contract administration
36.6(15) Benefits available
36.7(15) Qualified expenditure tax credit
36.8(15) Qualified investment tax credit
36.9(15) Reduction of gross income due to payments received from qualified expenditures

in registered projects

CHAPTER 37
CITY DEVELOPMENT BOARD

37.1(368) Expenses, annual report and rules
37.2(17A) Forms

CHAPTER 38
REGIONAL SPORTS AUTHORITY DISTRICTS

38.1(15E) Definitions
38.2(15E) Program description
38.3(15E) Program eligibility and application requirements
38.4(15E) Application scoring and certification of districts
38.5(15E) Contract administration
38.6(15E) Expenses, records, and reimbursements

CHAPTER 39
MAIN STREET IOWA PROGRAM

39.1(15) Purpose
39.2(15) Definitions
39.3(15) Program administration
39.4 and 39.5 Reserved
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39.6(15) Application and selection process
39.7(15) Selection criteria
39.8 Reserved
39.9(15) Reports
39.10(15) Noncompliance
39.11(15) Forms

CHAPTER 40
IOWA JOBS MAIN STREET PROGRAM

40.1(83GA,SF2389) Authority
40.2(83GA,SF2389) Purpose
40.3(83GA,SF2389) Definitions
40.4(83GA,SF2389) Highest-priority list
40.5(83GA,SF2389) Funding
40.6(83GA,SF2389) Financial management
40.7(83GA,SF2389) Reports
40.8(83GA,SF2389) Signs
40.9(83GA,SF2389) Noncompliance
40.10(83GA,SF2389) Great places consideration

CHAPTER 41
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND

41.1(79GA,HF718) Purpose
41.2(79GA,HF718) Program eligibility
41.3(79GA,HF718) General policies for applications
41.4(79GA,HF718) Application procedures
41.5(79GA,HF718) Application contents
41.6(79GA,HF718) Review process
41.7(79GA,HF718) Award process
41.8(79GA,HF718) Project management
41.9(79GA,HF718) Performance reviews

CHAPTER 42
IOWA TOURISM GRANT PROGRAM

42.1(15) Definitions
42.2(15) Program description
42.3(15) Program eligibility and application requirements
42.4(15) Application scoring and approval process
42.5(15) Contract administration
42.6(15) Expenses, records, and reimbursements

CHAPTER 43
Reserved

CHAPTER 44
COG ASSISTANCE

44.1(28H) Purpose
44.2(28H) Definitions
44.3(28H) Eligibility
44.4(28H) Eligible activities
44.5(28H) Application procedure
44.6(28H) Grant awards
44.7(28H) Funding
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44.8(28H) Financial management standards
44.9(28H) Record keeping and retention
44.10(28H) Progress reports
44.11(28H) Noncompliance
44.12(28H) Grant closeouts
44.13(28H) Compliance with state laws and regulations

CHAPTER 45
COMMUNITY CATALYST BUILDING REMEDIATION PROGRAM

45.1(15) Purpose
45.2(15) Definitions
45.3(15) Program description
45.4(15) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
45.5(15) Agreement required

CHAPTER 46
ENDOW IOWA GRANTS PROGRAM

46.1(81GA,HF868) Purpose
46.2(81GA,HF868) Definitions
46.3(81GA,HF868) Program procedures
46.4(81GA,HF868) Eligible applicants
46.5(81GA,HF868) Application and review criteria
46.6(81GA,HF868) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 47
ENDOW IOWA TAX CREDITS

47.1(15E) Purpose
47.2(15E) Definitions
47.3(15E) Authorization of tax credits to taxpayers
47.4(15E) Distribution process and review criteria
47.5(15E) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 48
WORKFORCE HOUSING TAX INCENTIVES PROGRAM

48.1(15) Authority
48.2(15) Purpose
48.3(15) Definitions
48.4(15) Housing project requirements
48.5(15) Housing project application and agreement
48.6(15) Workforce housing tax incentives
48.7(15) Annual program funding allocation, reallocation, and management of excess

demand
48.8(15) Application submittal and review process

DISASTER RECOVERY HOUSING PROGRAM
48.9(15) Housing project minimum requirements
48.10(15) Housing project application and agreement
48.11(15) Disaster recovery housing tax incentives
48.12(15) Program funding allocation and management of excess demand
48.13(15) Application submittal and review process
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CHAPTER 49
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND CULTURAL AND

ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT TAX CREDITS
49.1(303,404A) Purpose
49.2(404A) Program transition
49.3(404A) Definitions
49.4(404A) Qualified rehabilitation expenditures
49.5(404A) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit
49.6(404A) Management of annual aggregate tax credit award limit
49.7(404A) Application and agreement process, generally
49.8(404A) Small projects
49.9(404A) Who may apply for the tax credit
49.10(404A) Part 1 application—evaluation of significance
49.11(404A) Preapplication meeting
49.12(404A) Part 2 application—description of rehabilitation
49.13(404A) Registration application
49.14(404A) Agreement
49.15(404A) Part 3 application—request for certification of completed work and verification of

qualified rehabilitation expenditures
49.16(404A) Fees
49.17(404A) Compliance
49.18(404A) Certificate issuance; claiming the tax credit
49.19(303,404A) Appeals

PART IV
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

CHAPTER 50
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

50.1(15) Mission
50.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 51
SELF-EMPLOYMENT LOAN PROGRAM

51.1(15) Transition

CHAPTER 52
IOWA TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

52.1(15) Definitions
52.2(15) Certification
52.3(15) Description of application
52.4(15) Eligibility standards
52.5(15) Special consideration
52.6(15) Family-owned business
52.7(15) Cottage industry
52.8(15) Decertification
52.9(15) Request for bond waiver
52.10(15) Fraudulent practices in connection with targeted small business programs

CHAPTER 53
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC BETTERMENT ACCOUNT (CEBA) PROGRAM

53.1(15) Purpose and administrative procedures
53.2(15) Definitions
53.3 Reserved
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53.4(15) Eligible applicants
53.5(15) Provision of assistance
53.6(15) Application for assistance
53.7(15) Selection criteria
53.8(15) Small business gap financing
53.9(15) New business opportunities and new product development components
53.10(15) Venture project components
53.11(15) Modernization project component
53.12(15) Comprehensive management assistance and entrepreneurial development
53.13 to 53.17 Reserved
53.18(15,83GA,SF344) Applicability of CEBA program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 54
IOWA TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS PROCUREMENT PROGRAM

54.1(73) Purpose
54.2(73) Definitions
54.3(73) Preliminary procedures
54.4(73) Identification of targeted small businesses
54.5(73) IDED administration
54.6(73) Certification
54.7(73) Request for review of certification denial
54.8(73) Certification review board
54.9(73) Decertification
54.10(73) Notice of solicitation for bids
54.11 Reserved
54.12(73) Determination of ability to perform
54.13(73) Other procurement procedures
54.14(73) Reporting requirements
54.15(73) Maintenance of records

CHAPTER 55
TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

55.1(15) Targeted small business financial assistance program (TSBFAP)
55.2(15) Definitions
55.3(15) Application and approval
55.4(15) Monitoring
55.5(15) Disbursement of funds

CHAPTER 56
EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN (ESOP) FORMATION ASSISTANCE

56.1(85GA,HF648) Purpose
56.2(85GA,HF648) Definitions
56.3(85GA,HF648) Program description
56.4(85GA,HF648) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
56.5(85GA,HF648) Contract required

CHAPTER 57
VALUE-ADDED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VAAPFAP)
57.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
57.2(15E) Definitions
57.3(15E) General eligibility
57.4(15E) Program components and eligibility requirements
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57.5(15E) Ineligible projects
57.6(15E) Awards
57.7(15E) Application procedure
57.8(15E) Review process
57.9 Reserved
57.10(15E) Evaluation and rating criteria
57.11 to 57.15 Reserved
57.16(15E,83GA,SF344) Applicability of VAAPFAP program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 58
NEW JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM

58.1(15) Purpose
58.2(15) Definitions
58.3(15) Agreement prerequisites
58.4(15) Program benefits
58.5(15) Limitation on incentives
58.6(15) Application
58.7(15) Eligibility requirements
58.8(15) Ineligibility
58.9(15) Application
58.10(15) Department and board action
58.11(15) Agreement
58.12 Reserved
58.13(15) Compliance monitoring; notice of noncompliance and penalties
58.14(15) Repayment
58.15(15) Amendments
58.16(81GA,HF868) Applicability of new jobs and income program after July 1, 2005

CHAPTER 59
ENTERPRISE ZONE (EZ) PROGRAM

59.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
59.2(15E) Definitions
59.3(15E) Enterprise zone certification
59.4(15E) Enterprise zone commission
59.5(15E) Eligibility and negotiations
59.6(15E) Eligible business
59.7 Reserved
59.8(15E) Eligible housing business
59.9 Reserved
59.10(15E) Commission review of businesses’ applications
59.11(15E) Other commission responsibilities
59.12(15E) Department action on eligible applications
59.13 and 59.14 Reserved
59.15(15E) Applicability on or after July 1, 2014

CHAPTER 60
ENTREPRENEURIAL VENTURES
ASSISTANCE (EVA) PROGRAM

60.1(15) Purpose and administrative procedures
60.2(15) Definitions
60.3(15) Eligibility requirements
60.4(15) Financial assistance
60.5(15) Technical assistance
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60.6(15) Application process
60.7(15) Review criteria
60.8 and 60.9 Reserved
60.10(15,83GA,SF344) Applicability of EVA program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 61
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PIAP)

61.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
61.2(15E) Eligible activities
61.3(15E) Eligibility requirements
61.4(15E) Application procedures
61.5(15E) Application review criteria, performance measures
61.6 Reserved
61.7(15E) Forms of assistance available; award amount
61.8 Reserved
61.9(15E) Applicability of PIAP program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 62
COGENERATION PILOT PROGRAM

62.1(80GA,HF391) Purpose
62.2(80GA,HF391) Eligible activities
62.3(80GA,HF391) Eligibility requirements
62.4(80GA,HF391) Application procedures
62.5(80GA,HF391) Application review
62.6(80GA,HF391) Award process
62.7(80GA,HF391) Annual progress report

CHAPTER 63
UNIVERSITY-BASED RESEARCH UTILIZATION PROGRAM

63.1(80GA,HF692,HF683) Purpose
63.2(80GA,HF692,HF683) Definitions
63.3(80GA,HF692,HF683) Business eligibility
63.4(80GA,HF692,HF683) Program benefits
63.5(80GA,HF692,HF683) Funding appropriation to the regents university
63.6(80GA,HF692,HF683) Business application
63.7(80GA,HF692,HF683) Application and award process
63.8(80GA,HF692,HF683) Program administration

CHAPTER 64
NEW CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM

64.1(80GA,HF677) Purpose
64.2(80GA,HF677) Definitions
64.3(80GA,HF677) Applying for benefits
64.4(80GA,HF677) Benefits
64.5(80GA,HF677) Agreement, compliance, and repayment provisions
64.6(80GA,HF677) Amendments
64.7(80GA,HF677) Other benefits
64.8(81GA,HF868) Applicability of new capital investment program after July 1, 2005

CHAPTER 65
BROWNFIELD AND GRAYFIELD REDEVELOPMENT

65.1(15) Purpose
65.2(15) Definitions
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65.3(15) Eligible applicants
65.4(15) Eligible forms of assistance and limitations
65.5(15) Repayment to economic development authority
65.6(15) General procedural overview
65.7(15) Application to the brownfield redevelopment program—agreements
65.8(15) Application to the redevelopment tax credits program—registration of

projects—agreements
65.9(15) Application review criteria
65.10(15) Administration of awards
65.11(15) Redevelopment tax credit
65.12(15) Review, approval, and repayment requirements of redevelopment tax credit

CHAPTER 66
ASSISTIVE DEVICE TAX CREDIT

66.1(78GA,ch1194) Purpose
66.2(78GA,ch1194) Definitions
66.3(78GA,ch1194) Eligibility criteria
66.4(78GA,ch1194) Application process
66.5(78GA,ch1194) Review, decision and award process
66.6(78GA,ch1194) Certification
66.7(78GA,ch1194) Monitoring and misuse of funds
66.8(78GA,ch1194) Tax credit

CHAPTER 67
LIFE SCIENCE ENTERPRISES

67.1(78GA,ch1197) Purpose
67.2(78GA,ch1197) Definitions
67.3(78GA,ch1197) Filing of notice of intent
67.4(78GA,ch1197) Filing of life science enterprise plan
67.5(78GA,ch1197) Review by board
67.6(78GA,ch1197) Life science enterprise land ownership exemption
67.7(78GA,ch1197) Amendment of plan
67.8(78GA,ch1197) Successor enterprise
67.9(78GA,ch1197) Filing

CHAPTER 68
HIGH QUALITY JOBS PROGRAM (HQJP)

68.1(15) Administrative procedures and definitions
68.2(15) Eligibility requirements
68.3(15) Application process and review
68.4(15) Tax incentives
68.5(15) Project completion assistance

CHAPTER 69
LOAN AND CREDIT GUARANTEE PROGRAM

69.1(15E,81GA,HF868) Purpose
69.2(15E,81GA,HF868) Definitions
69.3(15E,81GA,HF868) Application and review process
69.4(15E,81GA,HF868) Application approval or rejection
69.5(15E,81GA,HF868) Terms and conditions
69.6(15E,81GA,HF868) Administrative costs and program fees
69.7(15E,81GA,HF868) Administration of guarantees
69.8(15E,83GA,SF344) Applicability of LCG program after July 1, 2009
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CHAPTER 70
PORT AUTHORITY GRANT PROGRAM

70.1(81GA,HF2782) Purpose
70.2(81GA,HF2782) Definitions
70.3(81GA,HF2782) Program procedures
70.4(81GA,HF2782) Eligibility
70.5(81GA,HF2782) Application and review criteria
70.6(81GA,HF2782) Monitoring, reporting and follow-up

CHAPTER 71
TARGETED JOBS WITHHOLDING TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

71.1(403) Definitions
71.2(403) Eligibility requirements
71.3(403) Pilot project city application process and review
71.4(403) Withholding agreements
71.5(403) Project approval
71.6(403) Reporting requirements
71.7(403) Applicability

CHAPTER 72
IOWA EXPORT TRADE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

72.1(78GA,ch197) Purpose
72.2(78GA,ch197) Definitions
72.3(78GA,ch197) Eligible applicants
72.4(78GA,ch197) Eligible reimbursements
72.5(78GA,ch197) Applications for assistance
72.6(78GA,ch197) Selection process
72.7(78GA,ch197) Limitations
72.8(78GA,ch197) Forms

CHAPTER 73
Reserved

CHAPTER 74
GROW IOWA VALUES FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

74.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose and administrative procedures
74.2(83GA,SF344) 130 percent wage component
74.3(83GA,SF344) 100 percent wage component
74.4(83GA,SF344) Entrepreneurial component
74.5(83GA,SF344) Infrastructure component
74.6(83GA,SF344) Value-added agriculture component
74.7(83GA,SF344) Disaster recovery component
74.8(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after

July 1, 2012

CHAPTER 75
OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS PROGRAM

75.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose
75.2(83GA,SF344) Administrative procedures
75.3(83GA,SF344) Eligible applicants
75.4(83GA,SF344) Review criteria
75.5(83GA,SF344) Award criteria
75.6(15) Applicability of the opportunities and threats program on or after July 1, 2012
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CHAPTER 76
AGGREGATE TAX CREDIT LIMIT FOR

CERTAIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
76.1(15) Authority
76.2(15) Purpose
76.3(15) Definitions
76.4(15) Tax credit cap—exceeding the cap—reallocation of declinations
76.5(15) Programs subject to the cap
76.6(15) Allocating the tax credit cap
76.7 Reserved
76.8(15) Reporting to the department of revenue

CHAPTER 77
SITE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

77.1(15E) Purposes
77.2(15E) Authority
77.3(15E) Definitions
77.4 to 77.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
CERTIFICATE OF READINESS

77.11(15E) Eligibility
77.12(15E) Application; review; approval
77.13(15E) Evaluation criteria
77.14(15E) Certificate of readiness
77.15 to 77.20 Reserved

DIVISION III
CONSULTATION

77.21(15E) Consultation

CHAPTER 78
SMALL BUSINESS DISASTER RECOVERY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

DIVISION I
2008 NATURAL DISASTER SMALL BUSINESS DISASTER RECOVERY

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
78.1(15) Purpose
78.2(15) Definitions
78.3(15) Distribution of funds to administrative entities
78.4(15) Eligible business
78.5(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
78.6(15) Allowable types of assistance to eligible businesses
78.7(15) Program administration and reporting
78.8 to 78.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
2010 IOWANS HELPING IOWANS BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

78.11(15) Purpose
78.12(15) Definitions
78.13(15) Eligible business
78.14(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
78.15(15) Distribution of funds; application
78.16(15) Form of assistance available to eligible businesses
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78.17(15) Grants to administrative entities
78.18(15) Award; acceptance

CHAPTER 79
DISASTER RECOVERY BUSINESS RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

79.1(15) Purpose
79.2(15) Definitions
79.3(15) Eligible business; application review
79.4(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
79.5(15) Distribution of funds to administrative entities
79.6(15) Program administration; reporting requirements

CHAPTER 80
IOWA SMALL BUSINESS LOAN PROGRAM

80.1(83GA,SF2389) Purpose
80.2(83GA,SF2389) Authority
80.3(83GA,SF2389) Definitions
80.4(83GA,SF2389) Administrator
80.5(83GA,SF2389) General loan terms
80.6(83GA,SF2389) Eligibility
80.7(83GA,SF2389) Application
80.8(83GA,SF2389) Application review
80.9(83GA,SF2389) Recommendation; loan agreement
80.10(83GA,SF2389) Repayment
80.11(83GA,SF2389) Default

CHAPTER 81
RENEWABLE CHEMICAL PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

81.1(15) Purpose
81.2(15) Definitions
81.3(15) Eligibility requirements
81.4(15) Application process and review
81.5(15) Agreement
81.6(15) Renewable chemical production tax credit
81.7(15) Claiming the tax credit
81.8(15) Process to add building block chemicals
81.9(15) Additional information—confidentiality—annual report

CHAPTERS 82 to 100
Reserved
PART V

INNOVATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION ACTIVITIES

CHAPTER 101
MISSION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

101.1(15) Mission
101.2(15) Responsibilities

CHAPTER 102
ENTREPRENEUR INVESTMENT AWARDS PROGRAM

102.1(15E) Authority
102.2(15E) Purpose
102.3(15E) Definitions
102.4(15E) Program description, application procedures, and delegation of functions
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102.5(15E) Program funding
102.6(15E) Eligibility requirements and competitive scoring process
102.7(15E) Contract and report information required

CHAPTER 103
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRAINING PROGRAM

103.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority—program termination and transition
103.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
103.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
103.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
103.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
103.6(15,83GA,SF142) Use of program funds
103.7(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible business
103.8(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible business
103.9(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible employee
103.10(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible employee
103.11(15,83GA,SF142) Application and review process
103.12(15,83GA,SF142) Application scoring criteria
103.13(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 104
INNOVATIVE BUSINESSES INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

104.1(15) Authority
104.2(15) Purpose
104.3(15) Definitions
104.4(15) Program funding
104.5(15) Eligible business
104.6(15) Ineligible business
104.7(15) Eligible students
104.8(15) Ineligible students
104.9(15) Application submittal and review process
104.10(15) Application content and other requirements
104.11(15) Selection process
104.12(15) Application scoring criteria
104.13(15) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 105
DEMONSTRATION FUND

105.1(15) Authority
105.2(15) Purpose
105.3(15) Definitions
105.4(15) Project funding
105.5(15) Matching funds requirement
105.6(15) Eligible applicants
105.7(15) Ineligible applicants
105.8(15) Application and review process
105.9(15) Application selection criteria
105.10(15) Contract and reporting
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CHAPTER 106
SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER OUTREACH PROGRAM
106.1(15) Authority
106.2(15) Purpose and goals
106.3(15) Definitions
106.4(15) Program description, application procedures, and delegation of functions
106.5(15) Program funding
106.6(15) Eligibility requirements
106.7(15) Agreement and report information required

CHAPTER 107
TARGETED INDUSTRIES NETWORKING FUND

107.1(82GA,ch122) Authority—fund termination and transition
107.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
107.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
107.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
107.5(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
107.6(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
107.7(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
107.8(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 108
ACCELERATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS AND BUSINESSES

108.1(15) Authority
108.2(15) Purpose and description of program components
108.3(15) Definitions
108.4(15) Program description, application procedures, and delegation of functions
108.5(15) Program funding
108.6(15) Contract and report information required

CHAPTER 109
TARGETED INDUSTRIES CAREER AWARENESS FUND

109.1(82GA,ch122) Authority—fund termination and transition
109.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
109.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
109.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
109.5(82GA,ch122) Matching funds requirement
109.6(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
109.7(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
109.8(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
109.9(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 110
STEM INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

110.1(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Authority
110.2(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Purpose
110.3(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Definitions
110.4(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Program funding and disbursement
110.5(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Eligible employers
110.6(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Ineligible employers
110.7(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Eligible students
110.8(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Ineligible students
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110.9(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Application submittal and review process
110.10(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Application content and other requirements
110.11(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Award process
110.12(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Application scoring criteria
110.13(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 111
SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

111.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority—program termination and transition
111.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
111.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
111.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
111.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
111.6(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible applicants
111.7(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible applicants
111.8(15,83GA,SF142) Application process
111.9(15,83GA,SF142) Application selection criteria
111.10(15,83GA,SF142) Intellectual property
111.11(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting

CHAPTERS 112 and 113
Reserved

CHAPTER 114
IOWA INNOVATION COUNCIL

114.1(15) Authority
114.2(15) Purpose
114.3(15) Definitions
114.4(15) Iowa innovation council funding
114.5(15) Council membership
114.6(15) Responsibilities and deliverables
114.7(15) Executive committee
114.8(15) Application and review process for board-appointed council members
114.9(15) Voting
114.10(15) Meetings and commitment of time
114.11(15) Nonattendance
114.12(15) Council work groups
114.13(15) Reporting

CHAPTER 115
TAX CREDITS FOR INVESTMENTS IN QUALIFYING BUSINESSES AND

COMMUNITY-BASED SEED CAPITAL FUNDS
115.1(15E) Tax credits for investments in qualifying businesses and community-based seed

capital funds
115.2(15E) Definitions
115.3(15E) Cash investments required
115.4(15E) Applying for an investment tax credit
115.5(15E) Verification of qualifying businesses and community-based seed capital funds
115.6(15E) Approval, issuance and distribution of investment tax credits
115.7(15E) Claiming the tax credits
115.8(15E) Notification to the department of revenue
115.9(15E) Rescinding tax credits
115.10(15E) Additional information—confidentiality—annual report
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CHAPTER 116
TAX CREDITS FOR INVESTMENTS IN CERTIFIED INNOVATION FUNDS

116.1(15E) Tax credit for investments in certified innovation funds
116.2(15E) Definitions
116.3(15E) Certification of innovation funds
116.4(15E) Maintenance, reporting, and revocation of certification
116.5(15E) Application for the investment tax credit certificate
116.6(15E) Approval, issuance and distribution of investment tax credits
116.7(15E) Transferability of the tax credit
116.8(15E) Vested right in the tax credit
116.9(15E) Claiming the tax credits
116.10(15E) Notification to the department of revenue
116.11(15E) Additional information

CHAPTER 117
SSBCI DEMONSTRATION FUND

117.1(84GA,HF590) Authority
117.2(84GA,HF590) Purposes, goals, and promotion
117.3(84GA,HF590) Definitions
117.4(84GA,HF590) Project funding
117.5(84GA,HF590) Leverage of financial assistance required
117.6(84GA,HF590) Eligible applicants
117.7(84GA,HF590) Ineligible applicants
117.8(84GA,HF590) Application and review process
117.9(84GA,HF590) Application selection criteria
117.10(84GA,HF590) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 118
STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM

118.1(15) Authority
118.2(15) Purpose
118.3(15) Definitions
118.4(15) Program description, disbursement of funds, and contract administration
118.5(15) Program eligibility and application requirements
118.6(15) Application submittal and review process
118.7(15) Application scoring criteria
118.8(15) Notice of award and reporting

CHAPTERS 119 to 162
Reserved
PART VI

ADMINISTRATION DIVISION

CHAPTER 163
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

163.1(15) Mission
163.2(15) Structure

CHAPTER 164
USE OF MARKETING LOGO

164.1(15) Purpose and limitation
164.2(15) Definitions
164.3(15) Guidelines
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164.4(15) Review and approval of applications
164.5(15) Licensing agreement; use of logo
164.6(15) Denial or suspension of use of logo
164.7(15) Request for hearing
164.8(15) Requests for information

CHAPTER 165
ALLOCATION OF GROW IOWA VALUES FUND

165.1(15G,83GA,SF344) Purpose
165.2(15G,83GA,SF344) Definitions
165.3(15G,83GA,SF344) Grow Iowa values fund (2009)
165.4(15G,83GA,SF344) Allocation of annual appropriation for grow Iowa values fund

moneys—$50M
165.5(15G,83GA,SF344) Board allocation of other moneys in fund
165.6(15G,83GA,SF344) Annual fiscal year allocations by board
165.7(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after

July 1, 2012

CHAPTERS 166 to 170
Reserved
PART VII

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

CHAPTER 171
SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT OR POINTS

171.1(15A) Applicability
171.2(15A) Brownfield areas, blighted areas and distressed areas
171.3(15A) Good neighbor agreements
171.4(82GA,HF647) Iowa great places agreements

CHAPTER 172
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COMPLIANCE; VIOLATIONS OF LAW

172.1(15A) Environmental law compliance
172.2(15A) Violations of law

CHAPTER 173
STANDARD DEFINITIONS

173.1(15) Applicability
173.2(15) Definitions

CHAPTER 174
WAGE, BENEFIT, AND INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS

174.1(15) Applicability
174.2(15) Qualifying wage threshold calculations
174.3(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—prior to July 1, 2009
174.4 Reserved
174.5(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—on or after July 1, 2009, and on or

before June 30, 2012
174.6(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—effective on or after July 1, 2014
174.7(15) Job obligations
174.8(15) Benefit requirements—prior to July 1, 2009
174.9(15) Sufficient benefits requirement—on or after July 1, 2009
174.10(15) Capital investment, qualifying investment for tax credit programs, and investment

qualifying for tax credits
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CHAPTER 175
APPLICATION REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCEDURES

175.1(15) Applicability
175.2(15) Application procedures for programs administered by the authority
175.3(15) Standard program requirements
175.4(15) Review and approval of applications
175.5(15) Local match requirements for project awards

CHAPTERS 176 to 186
Reserved
PART VIII

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

CHAPTER 187
CONTRACTING

187.1(15) Applicability
187.2(15) Contract required
187.3(15) Project completion date and maintenance period completion date
187.4(15) Contract and award amendment approval procedures
187.5(15) Default
187.6(15) Compliance cost fees

CHAPTER 188
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE AND JOB COUNTING

188.1(15) Applicability
188.2(15) Contract compliance
188.3(15) Job counting and tracking
188.4(15) Business’s employment base
188.5(15) Job counting using base employment analysis
188.6(15) Wage determination for contract compliance purposes

CHAPTER 189
ANNUAL REPORTING

189.1(15) Annual reporting by businesses required (for period ending June 30)
189.2(15) January 31 report by authority to legislature

CHAPTERS 190 to 194
Reserved
PART IX

UNIFORM PROCEDURES: RECORDS, RULE MAKING, DECLARATORY ORDERS, RULE WAIVERS

CHAPTER 195
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

195.1(17A,22) Statement of policy, purpose and scope of chapter
195.2(17A,22) Definitions
195.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
195.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
195.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
195.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
195.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
195.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
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195.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
195.10(17A,22) Routine use
195.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
195.12(17A,22) Release to subject
195.13(17A,22) Availability of records
195.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
195.15(17A,22) Other groups of records

CHAPTER 196
DEPARTMENT PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

196.1(17A) Applicability
196.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
196.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
196.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
196.5(17A) Public participation
196.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
196.7(17A,25B) Fiscal impact statement
196.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
196.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
196.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
196.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
196.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
196.13(17A) Department rule-making record
196.14(17A) Filing of rules
196.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
196.16(17A) Review by department of rules
196.17(17A) Written criticisms of department rules

CHAPTER 197
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

197.1(17A) Petition for rule making
197.2(17A) Briefs
197.3(17A) Inquiries
197.4(17A) Authority consideration

CHAPTER 198
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY ORDER

198.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
198.2(17A) Notice of petition
198.3(17A) Intervention
198.4(17A) Briefs
198.5(17A) Inquiries
198.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
198.7(17A) Consideration
198.8(17A) Action on petition
198.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
198.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
198.11(17A) Copies of orders
198.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order
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CHAPTER 199
UNIFORM WAIVER RULES

199.1(17A,15) Applicability
199.2(17A,15) Director/board discretion
199.3(17A,15) Requester’s responsibilities in filing a waiver petition
199.4(17A,15) Notice
199.5(17A,15) Authority responsibilities regarding petition for waiver
199.6(17A,15) Submission of waiver information
199.7(17A,15) Voiding or cancellation
199.8(17A,15) Violations
199.9(17A,15) Defense
199.10(17A,15) Appeals

PART X
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND INVESTMENT PROGRAMS

CHAPTER 200
REINVESTMENT DISTRICTS PROGRAM

200.1(15J) Purpose
200.2(15J) Definitions
200.3(15J) Program overview
200.4(15J) Preapplication process
200.5(15J) Program eligibility and application requirements
200.6(15J) Application scoring and determination of benefits
200.7(15J) Final application and approval process
200.8(15J) Adoption of ordinance and use of funds
200.9(15J) Plan amendments and reporting
200.10(15J) Cessation of deposits, district dissolution, and requests for extension
200.11(15J) Cross reference to department rules

CHAPTERS 201 to 210
Reserved

CHAPTER 211
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND
TOURISM (CAT) PROGRAMS

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

211.1(15F) Purpose
211.2(15F) Definitions
211.3(15F) Forms of assistance
211.4(15F) Eligible applicants
211.5(15F) Eligible projects
211.6(15F) Ineligible projects
211.7(15F) Application requirements
211.8(15F) Application review
211.9(15F) Application procedure
211.10(15F) Administration
211.11 to 211.49 Reserved

DIVISION II
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM (CAT) FUND

211.50(15F) Applicability
211.51(15F) Allocation of funds
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211.52 to 211.100 Reserved
DIVISION III

RIVER ENHANCEMENT COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM (RECAT) FUND
211.101(15F) Applicability
211.102(15F) Application contents

CHAPTER 212
VISION IOWA PROGRAM

212.1(15F) Purpose
212.2(15F) Definitions
212.3(15F) Allocation of funds
212.4(15F) Eligible applicants
212.5(15F) Eligible projects and forms of assistance
212.6(15F) Ineligible projects
212.7(15F) Threshold application requirements
212.8(15F) Application review criteria
212.9(15F) Application procedure
212.10(15F) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 213
ENHANCE IOWA BOARD: UNIFORM WAIVER RULES

213.1(17A,15F) Applicability
213.2(17A,15F) Board discretion
213.3(17A,15F) Requester’s responsibilities in filing a waiver petition
213.4(17A,15F) Notice
213.5(17A,15F) Board responsibilities regarding petition for waiver
213.6(17A,15F) Submission of waiver information
213.7(17A,15F) Voiding or cancellation
213.8(17A,15F) Violations
213.9(17A,15F) Defense
213.10(17A,15F) Appeals

CHAPTER 214
ENHANCE IOWA BOARD

214.1(15F) Definitions
214.2(15F) Enhance Iowa board
214.3(15F) Authority duties

CHAPTER 215
SPORTS TOURISM PROGRAM

215.1(15F) Definitions
215.2(15F) Eligible applicants
215.3(15F) Eligible projects
215.4(15F) Threshold application requirements
215.5(15F) Application process
215.6(15F) Administration

CHAPTERS 216 to 219
Reserved

CHAPTER 220
RURAL HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT GRANT PROGRAM

220.1(88GA,SF608) Purpose
220.2(88GA,SF608) Definitions
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220.3(88GA,SF608) Program description
220.4(88GA,SF608) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
220.5(88GA,SF608) Agreement required

CHAPTER 221
RURAL INNOVATION GRANT PROGRAM

221.1(88GA,SF608) Purpose
221.2(88GA,SF608) Definitions
221.3(88GA,SF608) Program description
221.4(88GA,SF608) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
221.5(88GA,SF608) Agreement required

CHAPTERS 222 to 299
Reserved
PART XI

RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD

CHAPTERS 300 to 310
Reserved

CHAPTER 311
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD—ORGANIZATION

311.1(15G) Definitions
311.2(15G) Renewable fuel infrastructure board

CHAPTER 312
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM FOR

RETAIL MOTOR FUEL SITES
312.1(15G) Purpose
312.2(15G) Eligible applicants

CHAPTER 313
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM FOR

BIODIESEL TERMINAL GRANTS
313.1(15G) Purpose
313.2(15G) Eligible applicants

CHAPTER 314
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

314.1(15G) Allocation of awards by congressional district
314.2(15G) Form of award available; award amount
314.3(15G) Application process
314.4(15G) Review process
314.5(15G) Contract administration

CHAPTERS 315 to 399
Reserved
PART XII

ENERGY DIVISION

CHAPTER 400
RULES APPLICABLE TO PART XII

400.1(84GA,HF590) Definitions
400.2(84GA,HF590) Purpose, administrative information, and implementation
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CHAPTER 401
ADMINISTRATION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

401.1(84GA,HF590) Purpose
401.2(84GA,HF590) Appropriations
401.3(84GA,HF590) Control of fund assets
401.4(84GA,HF590) Allocation of fund moneys
401.5(84GA,HF590) Eligible applicants
401.6(84GA,HF590) Eligibility criteria for financial assistance
401.7(84GA,HF590) Forms of assistance
401.8(84GA,HF590) Application process
401.9(84GA,HF590) Confidentiality
401.10(84GA,HF590) Contents of full application
401.11(84GA,HF590) Selection criteria
401.12(84GA,HF590) Contract administration

CHAPTER 402
ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMMUNITY GRANT PROGRAM

402.1(84GA,HF590) Purpose
402.2(84GA,HF590) Definitions
402.3(84GA,HF590) Requests for applications
402.4(84GA,HF590) Geographic distribution
402.5(84GA,HF590) Criteria for review
402.6(84GA,HF590) Project approval and award of funds

CHAPTER 403
IOWA ENERGY CENTER

403.1(15) Purpose
403.2(15) Definitions
403.3(15) Iowa energy center board

CHAPTER 404
IOWA ENERGY CENTER GRANT PROGRAM

404.1(15) Definitions
404.2(15) Policies and procedures handbook
404.3(15) Eligibility
404.4(15) Funding and award terms
404.5(15) Project budget
404.6(15) Application process and review
404.7(15) Administration

CHAPTER 405
ALTERNATE ENERGY REVOLVING LOAN PROGRAM

405.1(15) Definitions
405.2(15) Loan amounts and terms
405.3(15) Borrowers
405.4(15) Eligible projects
405.5(15) Eligible and ineligible costs
405.6(15) Application process
405.7(15) Administration
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CHAPTER 52
IOWA TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

261—52.1(15) Definitions.
“Authority” means the economic development authority created in Iowa Code section 15.105.
“Certification” means the process which identifies small businesses as targeted and eligible for

technical assistance.
“Contractor” means the person who contracts to perform work for the state.
“Cottage industry”means a business where the principal place of business is the owner’s residence.
“Disability” means as defined in Iowa Code section 15.102(10)“b.”
“Family” means a group of related people as follows: father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister,

husband, wife, grandmother, grandfather, grandchild, stepfather, stepmother, stepdaughter, stepson,
stepbrother, stepsister, half-sister, or half-brother.

“Family-owned business” means a business owned by more than one member of one family.
Characteristics of a family-owned business include, but are not limited to:

1. Ownership is shared by family members;
2. Profits are disbursed among family members;
3. A business tax return is filed in the name of the company with the family members listed as

officers.
“Gross income” means the total sales less the cost of goods sold plus any income from investments

and from incidentals or outside operations or sources.
“Intention” means an attempt has been made to perform the work.
“Lending institution” means any bank, savings and loan, or credit union.
“Minority person” means an individual who is a Black, Latino, Asian, Pacific Islander, American

Indian or Alaskan Native American.
“Owner’s residence” means the owner’s legal residence.
“Person”means individual, corporation, government or governmental subdivision or agency, estate,

trust, partnership or association, or any other legal entity.
“Program” means the targeted small business certification program described in this chapter.
“Service-disabled veteran” means the same as defined in 15 U.S.C. Section 632.
“Single management” means a business which is not a subsidiary of any other business.
“Targeted group person” or “TGP” means a person who is a minority, woman, person with a

disability, or service-disabled veteran and is either an Iowa resident or a resident of a contiguous
state who lives within 50 miles of the targeted small business the person owns, operates, and actively
manages.

“Targeted small business (TSB)” means a small business which is 51 percent or more owned,
operated, and actively managed by one or more targeted group persons provided the business meets
all of the following requirements:

1. Is located in this state;
2. Is operated for profit;
3. Has an annual gross income of less than $4 million, computed as an average of the three

preceding fiscal years.
“Targeted small business owner” means one or more women, minorities, persons with disabilities,

service-disabled veterans, or a combination thereof, owning at least 51 percent of a business.
“Uniform small business vendor application” means the application developed by the Iowa

economic development authority which can be adopted by all agencies and departments of state
government to identify small businesses and targeted small businesses. The application contains
information which can be used to determine certification as a targeted small business for participation
in the Iowa targeted small business procurement program.

“Woman” means any female 18 years of age or older.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18; ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/15.105.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/15.102.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
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261—52.2(15) Certification. The authority is responsible for ascertaining that a small business is
owned, operated, and actively managed by a targeted group person.

52.2(1) Regular certification. Before a small business can participate in the Iowa targeted small
business program, it must be certified by the authority.

a. The authority shall review applications from small businesses to determine whether they are
eligible to participate in the program pursuant to this chapter as in effect as of the date of application for
certification.

b. Certification means the authority has determined that the business meets eligibility standards.
c. Applications for the targeted small business certification are available by contacting the

authority or by visiting the authority’s website:
Iowa Economic Development Authority
1963 Bell Avenue, Suite 200
Des Moines, Iowa 50315
515.348.6200
www.iowaeda.com
d. Applicants shall receive written notification of the authority’s decision.
52.2(2) Recertification. Certified businesses shall submit verification of continued eligibility to the

authority at least every two years.
a. The application for recertification will be provided by the authority.
b. Other documents will be requested to verify the continuing eligibility of the business.
c. The authority shall determine whether a certified business is eligible for recertification pursuant

to this chapter as in effect as of the date of application for recertification.
52.2(3) Information required in application. Various and specific documentation may be required

by the authority during the certification or recertification process. Each business shall provide relevant
information upon the authority’s request in order to be considered for certification or recertification.
Applications shall be signed by an authorized representative of the business. An authorization to release
information is part of each application and shall be signed by the applicant. This signature shall be
notarized.

52.2(4) A business may reapply upon proof of compliance with TSB certification standards. Any
company that is denied certification or decertified for any reason bears the burden of proving that all
deficiencies previously cited have been corrected. Corrections shall be in accordance with requirements
governing the targeted small business program. The burden of proof to recertify a business is the
responsibility of the owner of that business.

52.2(5) The business shall notify the authority within 30 days following a change in ownership
or control of a certified business. A new application shall be filed showing the change and must be
accompanied by sufficient documentation to determine whether the business continues to be eligible to
participate in the TSB program.

52.2(6) An applicant for certification as an Iowa targeted small business may indicate in writing that
a similar application is pending with an agency other than the authority. When the authority considers
another certification process equal to or more stringent than the process described in these rules, an
applicant may submit the information required for the other process. The authority may certify a business
as a TSB based on copies of the information provided to another agency. The Iowa application for
certification as a TSB may still be required. Certification as a targeted small business in Iowa is granted
only by the authority. Certification by any other entity does not ensure certification as a targeted small
business in Iowa.

52.2(7) Disability determinations.
a. Person with a disability. In order to be considered a person with a disability for the purpose

of the TSB program, the person must qualify and receive certification as having a disability from a
licensed medical physician or must have been found eligible for vocational rehabilitation services by
the department of education, division of vocational rehabilitation services, or by the department for the
blind.

http://www.iowaeda.com
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b. Service-disabled veteran. In order to be considered a service-disabled veteran for the purpose
of the TSB program, the personmust provide written verification from the Veterans Administration or the
U.S. Department of Defense of a service-connected disability, as defined in 38 U.S.C. Section 101(16).
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18; ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

261—52.3(15) Description of application. The TSB application requires information about the people
who own, control, and manage the applicant business.

52.3(1) Names, current addresses, verification of targeted group status and the employer’s federal
identification number, if applicable, are required. The proportion of ownership of the business and the
names of stockholders or owners must be included. Documents which establish financial responsibility
may be required.

52.3(2) The authority may require the applicant to provide any information reasonably required to
assess the applicant’s eligibility for the program pursuant to this chapter, including but not limited to
information regarding the applicant’s contracts, income, inventory, loans, personnel, payroll, taxes, and
volume of business.

52.3(3) The information contained in the application may be reviewed by the applicant upon request
to the authority. Material to be added to a file may be sent to the authority.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18; ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

261—52.4(15) Eligibility standards. Pursuant to the authority of Iowa Code section 15.108(7), the
authority has established standards to certify targeted small businesses. These standards are intended to
indicate whether a business is owned, operated and actively managed by targeted group persons.

52.4(1) The applicant shall be an independent business. The following list describes elements of a
business which indicate independent status.

a. The targeted group person owner(s) shall enjoy the customary incidents and profits of
ownership and shall share in the risks commensurate with the owner’s ownership interest. Independence
of ownership shall be demonstrated by the substance rather than the form of the arrangements. Title
and authority shall be commensurate with ownership and control.

b. The business shall be owned and operated by the same targeted group persons, a single
management.

c. A board of directors and stockholders shall each have a membership comprised of at least 51
percent targeted group persons.

d. The applicant business shall be compensated for facilities, inventory, equipment, labor, or other
items which it owns and shares with any other business. Compensation shall not vary from common
industry practice.

e. The targeted group person owner(s) shall have independent authority and ability to incur
liability and to decide financial and policy questions. The business arrangements of owners, directors,
officers or key employees with businesses which are not minority-, woman-, person with disability-,
or service-disabled veteran-owned shall not vary from common industry practice. Each industry has
practices which differ from other industries.

f. Independent authority and ability to hire and to fire all personnel shall be vested in the targeted
group person owner(s).

g. Recognition of the business as a separate entity for tax or corporate purposes is not solely
sufficient for certification as a targeted small business.

52.4(2) The targeted group person owner(s) shall make the business decisions for the business
without any restrictions, either formal or informal. This includes, but is not limited to, bylaw provisions,
partnership agreements, charter requirements for cumulative voting rights, or employment agreements.

52.4(3) The targeted group person owner(s) shall direct or cause the direction of the business.
The owner(s) shall make day-to-day decisions as well as major decisions on management policy and
operation of the business. The authority will consider particular positions to determine who has major
responsibility in a company. These people include, but are not limited to, those who:

a. Hold any applicable license;
b. Devote substantial time to the business;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/15.108.pdf
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c. Supervise or direct the supervision of management and field operations;
d. Manage financial affairs;
e. Prepare or approve bids or estimates;
f. Participate in price and bidding negotiations;
g. Make final decisions about staff and personnel;
h. Sign contracts and checks or authorize action on behalf of the business.
52.4(4) Any relationship between a TSB and a business which is not a TSB, but which has an interest

in the TSB, shall be carefully reviewed to determine if the interest of the non-TSB conflicts with the
ownership and control requirements of this rule.

52.4(5) The contributions of capital and expertise by the targeted group person owner(s) to acquire
interest in the business shall be real and substantial.

a. The following list includes acceptable elements of ownership.
(1) Company documents, such as stock certificates, articles of incorporation, minutes of board

meetings, partnership agreements, or income tax returns reflect targeted group person ownership;
(2) Independent contributions of capital are made by the targeted group person owner(s). Proof of

this independent contribution of capital made by the targeted group person owner(s) to acquire interest
in the business must accompany the certification application;

(3) Independent contributions of expertise are made by the targeted group person owner(s).
The targeted group person owner(s) must have an overall understanding of, managerial and technical
competence in, and expertise directly related to the type of business in which the firm is engaged
and in the firm’s operations. Generally, expertise limited to office management, administration, or
bookkeeping functions unrelated to the activities of the business is insufficient to demonstrate control
of the business;

(4) Independent risk of loss and share of profit by the targeted group person owner(s) is
commensurate with the owner’s proportion of ownership.

b. Fifty-one percent or more of securities which constitute ownership or control of a corporation
for purposes of establishing it as a TSB shall be held directly by targeted group persons.

c. An inherited business may be eligible for targeted small business status. Capital contribution,
expertise and experience in the inherited business are not required. All other standards apply.

d. Documentation may be required to prove compliance with all standards.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

261—52.5(15) Special consideration. In addition to the above standards, the authority may consider
other circumstances to determine eligibility. Consideration of other circumstances is intended to ensure
that only bona fide targeted group person-owned businesses are certified.

52.5(1) A previous or continuing employer-employee relationship between present owners will be
carefully reviewed to ensure that the employee-owner has substantial management and decision-making
responsibilities.

52.5(2) At the discretion of the authority, on-site audits may be conducted to determine eligibility.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

261—52.6(15) Family-owned business. Businesses which are owned and operated by one or more
members of the same family will be closely scrutinized to determine whether the targeted group person
identified as the owner of 51 percent or more of the business does in fact set policy and make day-to-day
and long-term decisions for the operation and management of the business.

52.6(1) If any of the circumstances below prevail, the business shall be considered a family-owned
business. Nontargeted group person family-owned businesses are not eligible for certification as targeted
small businesses in Iowa. Any characteristic listed below may be cause to deny targeted small business
status. This list is not to be construed as complete.

a. If a nontargeted group person family member:
(1) Is chief executive officer or president;
(2) Provides the expertise to conduct the business;
(3) Transfers ownership to the targeted group person owner for less than fair market value;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
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(4) Receives compensation equal to or greater than the targeted group person owner, not
commensurate with their ownership;

(5) Provides occupational services for the business for less than fair market value;
(6) Possesses powers equal to or greater than the targeted group person owner to direct management

and operations.
b. If the targeted group person owner:
(1) Is represented to those outside the business as not possessing the final authority to direct the

operations and management of the business;
(2) Cannot document the date upon which the nontargeted group person family member was hired.
c. A recent transfer of ownership by a nontargeted group person family member to a targeted

group person will be reviewed to determine if the previous owner is still the principal decision maker on
policy or actually manages the existing business. Transfers in the past two years are considered recent,
and these businesses shall not be certified, unless evidence substantiating the transfer is received and
approved.

52.6(2) If a lending institution requires a signature other than the TSB owner’s, another person may
sign. When this happens, the owner must have the experience and expertise to own and operate the
business. If a nontargeted group person family member has the expertise and has cosigned for business
loans, the business is not eligible.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

261—52.7(15) Cottage industry. A cottage industry business may be eligible for certification as a TSB.
52.7(1) Characteristics of these businesses include, but are not limited to:
a. At least 51 percent of business equipment shall be owned by targeted group persons.
b. Business risks and profits shall be borne by the targeted group person owner(s) proportionate

to the owner’s ownership.
52.7(2) The intent of targeting some small businesses is to identify those businesses which have been

traditionally excluded from economic growth. Therefore, for a cottage industry business, the residence
and any adjacent outbuildings used by the cottage industry may be owned jointly with other family
members.

52.7(3) All other TSB eligibility standards apply to the cottage industry.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

261—52.8(15) Decertification. A business shall be decertified by the authority if it is determined the
business no longer complies with the requirements of the TSB program or its owners cannot be located
by the authority.

52.8(1) Written notice of the intent to revoke certification shall be provided when the authority
determines there is reasonable cause to believe a business does not comply. Notice shall be sent by
U.S. mail at least 20 days before decertification is effective.

52.8(2) If the authority sends a letter by first-class mail to the last-known address provided to
the authority by the TSB and it is returned as undeliverable, this is considered to be grounds for
decertification.

52.8(3) Decertification procedures may be initiated by the authority or after the investigation of a
complaint filed by the general public. A request for an investigation from the public must be written and
shall specify the reason(s) why the certified targeted small business no longer complies with these rules.
Supporting documentation may be attached to the request.

52.8(4) Eligibility to participate in the TSB program continues until the final decision is issued by
the authority.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

261—52.9(15) Request for bond waiver. A targeted small business seeking a performance, surety, or
bid bond waiver shall submit a sworn statement that it is unable to secure a performance, surety, or
bid bond because of lack of experience, lack of net worth, or lack of capital. Documentation will be

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
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requested from surety companies that the TSB is unable to obtain performance, surety, or bid bonding
because of the lack of experience, lack of net worth, or lack of capital.

52.9(1) Awaiver shall be applied only to a prime contract where the project or individual transaction
does not exceed $50,000, notwithstanding Iowa Code section 573.2.

52.9(2) Granting a waiver shall not relieve any business from its contractual obligations. The state
agency or department may pursue any remedy under law upon default or breach of contract.

52.9(3) The authority reviews all bond waiver documents. Information to assist the review process
may be requested from the state department or agency involved. An applicant for a performance, surety,
or bid bond waiver and the department or agency involved will be notified of the decision by U.S. mail.

52.9(4) Bond waivers will be reviewed and renewed at the time of TSB recertification.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

261—52.10(15) Fraudulent practices in connection with targeted small business programs.
A violation under this rule is grounds for decertification of the TSB connected with the violation.
Decertification shall be in addition to any penalty otherwise authorized by this chapter.

52.10(1) A person is considered to be guilty of a fraudulent practice if the person:
a. Knowingly transfers or assigns assets, ownership, or equitable interest in property of a business

to a targeted group person primarily for the purpose of obtaining benefits under TSB programs if the
transferor would otherwise not be qualified for such programs.

b. Solicits and is awarded a state contract on behalf of a TSB for the purpose of transferring the
contract to another for a percentage if the person transferring or intending to transfer the work had no
intention of performing the work.

c. Knowingly falsifies information on an application for the purpose of obtaining benefits under
TSB programs.

52.10(2) The authority may investigate allegations or complaints of fraudulent practices and will
take action to decertify a TSB upon concluding that a violation has occurred. A decertification by this
action may be appealed.
[ARC 3582C, IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 15.108(7).
[Filed ARC 3582C (Notice ARC 3378C, IAB 10/11/17), IAB 1/17/18, effective 2/21/18]
[Filed ARC 5907C (Notice ARC 5622C, IAB 5/19/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/573.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/15.108.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3582C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3378C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5622C.pdf
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CHAPTER 55
TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

[Prior to 7/19/95, see 261—Ch 27]

261—55.1(15) Targeted small business financial assistance program (TSBFAP). The purpose of
the targeted small business financial assistance program is to assist women, minorities, persons with
disabilities and low-income individuals to establish or expand small business ventures in Iowa.

261—55.2(15) Definitions. As used in this chapter, the following definitions shall apply:
“Authority” means the economic development authority created in Iowa Code section 15.105.
“Disability” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 15.102(10)“b.”
“Microloan service provider” means a service provider that has contracted with the authority to

provide financial and technical assistance to targeted small businesses.
“Program” means the targeted small business financial assistance program established pursuant to

this chapter.
“Review committee” means a committee established by the authority or microloan service provider

to review program applications pursuant to subrule 55.3(8).
“Targeted small business” or “TSB” means a small business which is 51 percent or more owned,

operated, and actively managed by one or more women, minority persons, service-disabled veterans, or
persons with a disability provided the business meets all of the following requirements:

1. Is located in this state;
2. Is operated for profit;
3. Has an annual gross income of less than $4 million computed as an average of the three

preceding fiscal years.
[ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

261—55.3(15) Application and approval.
55.3(1) Application procedures. Application materials may be obtained from the authority or

microloan service provider.
55.3(2) Maximum funding levels. In no case shall an award exceed $50,000. The interest rate

charged shall not exceed 5 percent per annum or be less than 0 percent per annum. A targeted small
business shall not receive a loan under the program that provides more than 90 percent of the funding
for a project. All applicants must invest at least 10 percent of the total project budget in cash.

55.3(3) Term. The term of a loan shall not exceed five years.
55.3(4) Eligible uses of funds. Program funds shall be used for legitimate business expenses,

including, but not limited to, the following purposes: purchase of equipment and furnishings, inventory,
purchase of and improvements to land and buildings and specific operating expenses.

55.3(5) Ineligible uses of funds. Program funds shall not be used to refinance existing debt. For the
purposes of this subrule, existing debt does not include interim financing for allowable program purposes
intended as a bridge loan obtained after the date a program loan is approved. Program funds shall not be
used to facilitate financing of a project which would consist solely of relocation of an existing business
within Iowa.

55.3(6) Threshold criteria. Applicants for funds under the program must meet the following
minimum criteria before their applications will be considered complete and eligible for evaluation:

a. The business must be eligible for certification as a targeted small business pursuant to
261—Chapter 52 at the time of application. The authority or microloan service provider will educate
applicants about the benefits of such certification and encourage applicants to seek certification.

b. An applicant must be a resident of Iowa for at least six months to be eligible to apply for
assistance. Applicants may be asked to provide necessary documentation to prove legal residency.

c. All applicants shall comply with the requirements of 261—Chapter 172.
55.3(7) Submittal process. All applications and related informational materials shall be submitted

on forms prescribed by and in the manner prescribed by the authority or microloan service provider.
55.3(8) Review process.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15.105.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15.102.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.55.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/261.52.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/261.172.pdf
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a. Applications are reviewed for completeness. If additional information is required, the authority
or microloan service provider shall send the applicant notice to submit additional information. If the
requested information is not provided by the deadline indicated in the notice, the application may be
considered incomplete or ineligible.

b. The authority or microloan service provider will establish a committee of at least three
individuals to review all applications.

55.3(9) Evaluation. Applications are evaluated according to the following criteria:
a. Applicant credit score and outstanding liabilities.
b. Source(s) of the applicant’s income.
c. Debt service coverage ratio.
55.3(10) Negotiations of funds awarded.
a. The authority reserves the right to negotiate the amount, term, interest rate, and other conditions

of the loan prior to award. The amount, term, interest rate, and other conditions may be negotiated by a
microloan service provider on behalf of the authority.

b. The authority or microloan service provider may decline to award funds to a business if there
is a negative credit report (e.g., bankruptcy, foreclosure, tax liens, or unpaid or past due child support).

55.3(11) Award decision. If an application is approved by the review committee, the applicant
business will receive an award letter which shall state the amount of award, conditions of the award,
any security agreements, and the amount of monthly loan repayments. If an application is denied by the
review committee, the applicant will receive a denial letter stating the reason for denial.

55.3(12) Reapplication. An applicant whose application is denied by the review committee cannot
resubmit an application for the program for 90 days (3 months) from the date of the denial letter.
[ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

261—55.4(15) Monitoring.
55.4(1) The authority or microloan service provider reserves the right to monitor the recipient’s

records to ensure compliance with the terms of the award. The authority or microloan service provider
may request information on the condition of the business at any time during the life of the loan to
determine the status of the project. Authority or microloan service provider staff will contact the recipient
as frequently as conditions may warrant during the life of the loan.

55.4(2) The authority or microloan service provider may require a program recipient to consult with
designated small business service providers for assistance with various aspects of the management and
operation of the business.

55.4(3) If the authority or microloan service provider determines that a borrower is in default, the
authority may seek recovery of the loan plus interest or other penalties, negotiate alternative payment
schedules, suspend or discontinue collection efforts and take other action as the authority deems
necessary.

55.4(4) A person receiving funds under the programmay be subject to criminal penalties under Iowa
Code section 15A.3 if it is determined that the person knowingly made a false statement in writing to
procure economic development assistance from the state.
[ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

261—55.5(15) Disbursement of funds. An approved applicant shall acknowledge and agree to the terms
proposed by the authority or microloan service provider prior to disbursement of funds. Requests for
disbursement and loan documents shall be in the form and content specified by the authority.
[ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

261—55.6(15) Award agreement. Rescinded ARC 5907C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 15.102 and 15.108 and 2013 Iowa Acts,

House File 324.
[Filed emergency 9/11/87—published 10/7/87, effective 9/11/87]1

[Filed 12/24/87, Notice 10/7/87—published 1/13/88, effective 2/17/88]
[Filed emergency 11/23/88—published 12/14/88, effective 11/23/88]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15.102.pdf
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[Filed 12/22/89, Notice 11/15/89—published 1/10/90, effective 2/14/90]
[Filed emergency 6/21/91 after Notice 4/17/91—published 7/10/91, effective 6/21/91]

[Filed 6/17/93, Notice 2/17/93—published 7/7/93, effective 8/11/93]
[Filed 1/20/95, Notice 8/17/94—published 2/15/95, effective 3/22/95]
[Filed 6/26/95, Notice 5/10/95—published 7/19/95, effective 8/23/95]
[Filed 8/27/03, Notice 7/9/03—published 9/17/03, effective 10/22/03]
[Filed 9/20/07, Notice 8/15/07—published 10/10/07, effective 11/14/07]

[Filed ARC 5907C (Notice ARC 5622C, IAB 5/19/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

1 Prior to 10/7/87, see Iowa Finance Authority 524—Chapter 11

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5907C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5622C.pdf
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL PHARMACY PRACTICE
[Prior to 2/10/88, see Pharmacy Examiners[620] Ch 2]

657—6.1(155A) Purpose and scope. A general pharmacy is a location where a pharmacist provides
pharmaceutical services or dispenses pharmaceutical products to patients in accordance with pharmacy
laws. This chapter does not apply to a hospital pharmacy as defined in 657—Chapter 7. The requirements
of these rules for general pharmacy practice are in addition to the requirements of 657—Chapter 8 and
other rules of the board relating to services provided by the pharmacy.

657—6.2(155A) Pharmacist in charge. One professionally competent, legally qualified pharmacist in
charge in each pharmacy shall be responsible for, at a minimum, the responsibilities identified in rule
657—8.3(155A).
[ARC 8673B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 6/1/10; ARC 0501C, IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13; ARC 1961C, IAB 4/15/15, effective
5/20/15]

657—6.3(155A) Reference library. References may be printed or computer-accessed. A reference
library shall be maintained which includes, at a minimum, one current reference from each of the
following categories, including access to current periodic updates.

1. A reference including all pertinent Iowa laws, rules, and regulations that impact the pharmacy’s
practice.

2. A patient information reference that includes or provides patient information in compliance
with rule 657—6.14(155A).

3. A reference on drug interactions.
4. A general information reference.
5. A drug equivalency reference.
6. A reference on natural or herbal medicines.
7. The readily accessible telephone number of a poison control center that serves the area.
8. Additional references as may be necessary for the pharmacist to adequately meet the needs of

the patients served.
[ARC 2196C, IAB 10/14/15, effective 11/18/15]

657—6.4(155A) Exemption from duplicate requirements. A pharmacy established in the same
location as another licensed pharmacy and with direct and immediate access to required references,
patient counseling area, refrigerator, or sink with hot and cold running water may utilize the references,
counseling area, refrigerator, or sink of the other pharmacy to satisfy the requirements of rule
657—6.3(155A), subrule 6.14(3), or rule 657—8.5(155A), paragraphs “1” and “2.”

657—6.5 and 6.6 Reserved.

657—6.7(124,155A) Security. While on duty, each pharmacist shall be responsible for the security of
the prescription department and of the provisions for effective control against theft of, diversion of, or
unauthorized access to prescription drugs, including those collected through an authorized collection
program, records for such drugs and authorized collection program activities, and patient records as
provided in 657—Chapters 10 and 21 and federal regulations for authorized controlled substance
collection programs, which can be found at www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/.

6.7(1) Department locked. The prescription department shall be locked by key or combination so as
to prevent access when a pharmacist is not on site except as provided in subrules 6.7(2) and 6.7(4).

6.7(2) Temporary absence of pharmacist. In the temporary absence of the pharmacist, only the
pharmacist in charge may designate pharmacy technicians or pharmacy support persons who may be
present in the prescription department to perform technical or nontechnical functions, respectively,
designated by the pharmacist in charge. Activities identified in subrule 6.7(3) may not be performed
during such temporary absence of the pharmacist. A temporary absence is an absence of short duration
not to exceed two hours.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8673B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0501C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1961C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.21.pdf
http://deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.7.pdf
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a. In the absence of the pharmacist, the pharmacy shall be secured from public access and the
pharmacy shall notify the public that the pharmacist is temporarily absent and that no prescriptions will
be dispensed until the pharmacist returns. If the pharmacist in charge has authorized the presence in the
pharmacy of a pharmacy technician or a pharmacy support person to perform designated functions when
the pharmacy is closed, the pharmacy technician or the pharmacy support person may not dispense or
deliver any drug, chemical, device, or prepared prescription to a patient or patient’s agent.

b. A pharmacy technician or a pharmacy support person who is present in the pharmacy when the
pharmacy is closed shall prepare and maintain in the pharmacy a log identifying each period of time that
the pharmacy technician or pharmacy support person worked in the pharmacy while the pharmacy was
closed and identifying each activity performed during that time period. Each entry shall be dated, and
each daily record shall be signed by the pharmacy technician or pharmacy support person who prepared
the record. The log shall be periodically reviewed by the pharmacist in charge, and documentation of
such review shall be maintained for two years from the date of entry.

6.7(3) Activities prohibited in absence of pharmacist. Activities which shall not be designated and
shall not be performed during the temporary absence of the pharmacist include:

a. Dispensing or distributing any prescription drugs or devices to patients or others.
b. Providing the final verification for the accuracy, validity, completeness, or appropriateness of a

filled prescription or medication order.
c. Conducting prospective drug use review or evaluating a patient’s medication record for

purposes identified in rule 657—8.21(155A).
d. Providing patient counseling, consultation, or drug information.
e. Making decisions that require a pharmacist’s professional judgment such as interpreting or

applying information.
f. Transferring prescriptions to or from other pharmacies.
6.7(4) Refill sales during pharmacist break. At the discretion of the on-duty supervising pharmacist

and pursuant to established policies and procedures, the pharmacist may delegate to a technician the
dispensing of previously verified prescriptions which have been identified to not require pharmacist
counseling pursuant to rule 657—6.14(155A) when the pharmacist is on a break of limited duration and
is absent from the pharmacy department.
[ARC 8673B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 6/1/10; ARC 1308C, IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14; ARC 2408C, IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16;
ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 4189C, IAB 12/19/18, effective 1/23/19]

657—6.8(124,155A) Prescription processing documentation. All prescriptions shall be dated and
assigned a unique identification number that shall be recorded on the original prescription, except as
provided in 657—subrule 21.5(1). The original prescription shall be retained by the pharmacy filling
the prescription and shall be maintained in the original format as received by the pharmacy. Dispensing
documentation shall include the date of fill or refill; the name, strength, and National Drug Code (NDC)
of the actual drug product dispensed; and the initials or other unique identification of the pharmacist,
pharmacist-intern, or technician in an approved technician product verification program. Dispensing
documentation shall be maintained and be readily available.
[ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 5007C, IAB 3/25/20, effective 4/29/20]

657—6.9(124,155A) Transfer of prescription. The transmission of a prescription drug order from
a pharmacy to a pharmacy engaged in centralized prescription filling or processing on behalf of the
originating pharmacy pursuant to the requirements of 657—Chapter 18 shall not constitute the transfer
of a prescription. Upon the request of a patient or the patient’s caregiver, a pharmacy shall transfer
original prescription drug order information and prescription refill information to a pharmacy designated
by the patient or the patient’s caregiver, central fill or processing pharmacies excepted, subject to the
following requirements:

6.9(1) Schedule III, IV, or V prescriptions. The transfer of original prescription drug order
information for controlled substances listed in Schedule III, IV, or V is permissible between pharmacies
on a one-time basis except as provided in subrule 6.9(8).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8673B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1308C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2408C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4189C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.21.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5007C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.9.pdf
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6.9(2) Noncontrolled substances prescriptions. The transfer of original prescription drug order
information for noncontrolled prescription drugs between pharmacies is permissible as long as the
number of transfers does not exceed the number of originally authorized refills and the original
prescription is still valid.

6.9(3) Authorized individuals and means of transmission. Individuals authorized to engage in the
transfer of prescriptions include a pharmacist, a pharmacist-intern under the direct supervision of a
pharmacist, and a certified pharmacy technician, except as prohibited in 657—subrule 3.23(1). The
transferring individual may transmit the prescription and transfer information required under subrule
6.9(5) from the transferring pharmacy via electronic means pursuant to subrule 6.9(8) or, following
direct communication between authorized individuals, via oral or facsimile transmission. The receiving
individual shall ensure the prescription transfer record maintained in the receiving pharmacy contains
all of the information required under subrule 6.9(7).

6.9(4) Prescriptions maintained. Both the original and the transferred prescription drug orders are
maintained for a period of two years from the date of last activity.

6.9(5) Record of transfer out. The individual transferring the prescription drug order information
shall:

a. Invalidate the prescription drug order;
b. Record on or with the invalidated prescription drug order the following information:
(1) The name, address, and, for a controlled substance, the DEA registration number of the

pharmacy to which such prescription is transferred;
(2) The name of the individual receiving the prescription drug order information;
(3) The name of the individual transferring the prescription drug order information; and
(4) The date of the transfer.
6.9(6) Original prescription status. The original prescription drug order shall be invalidated in the

data processing system for purposes of filling or refilling, but shall be maintained in the data processing
system for refill history purposes.

6.9(7) Record of transfer received. The individual receiving the transferred prescription drug order
information shall:

a. Indicate that the prescription drug order has been transferred;
b. Record on or with the transferred prescription drug order the following information:
(1) Original date of issuance and date of dispensing, if different from date of issuance;
(2) Original prescription number;
(3) Number of valid refills remaining, the date of last refill, and, for a controlled substance, the

dates and locations of all previous refills;
(4) Name, address, and, for a controlled substance, the DEA registration number of the pharmacy

from which such prescription drug order information is transferred;
(5) The date of the transfer;
(6) Name of the individual receiving the prescription drug order information;
(7) Name of the individual transferring the prescription drug order information; and
(8) If transferring a controlled substance prescription from a pharmacy utilizing a shared electronic

database system as described in subrule 6.9(8) to a pharmacy outside that shared system, the pharmacy
name, location, DEA registration number, and prescription number from which the prescription was
originally filled.

6.9(8) Electronic transfer between pharmacies. Pharmacies may electronically transfer prescription
information, including controlled substance prescription information in compliance with federal
regulations for controlled substances. For transfers of prescriptions for noncontrolled substances
and controlled substances, pharmacies that share a real-time, online database may transfer up to the
maximum refills permitted by law and the prescriber’s authorization. A prescription for a controlled
substance transferred between two pharmacies which do not share a real-time, online database may
only be transferred one time.
[ARC 7634B, IAB 3/11/09, effective 4/15/09; ARC 8169B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0343C, IAB 10/3/12, effective
11/7/12; ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 4189C, IAB 12/19/18, effective 1/23/19; ARC 5542C, IAB 4/7/21,
effective 5/12/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.3.23.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7634B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8169B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0343C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4189C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5542C.pdf
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657—6.10(126,155A) Prescription label requirements.
6.10(1) Required information. The label affixed to or on the dispensing container of any prescription

drug or device dispensed by a pharmacy pursuant to a prescription drug order shall bear the following:
a. Serial number (a unique identification number of the prescription);
b. The name, telephone number, and address of the pharmacy;
c. The name of the patient or, if such drug is prescribed for an animal, the species of the

animal and the name of its owner, except as provided in 657—subrule 8.19(7) for epinephrine
auto-injectors, 657—subrule 8.19(8) for opioid antagonists, or 657—subrule 8.19(9) for expedited
partner therapy.

d. The name of the prescribing practitioner;
e. The date the prescription is dispensed;
f. The directions or instructions for use, including precautions to be observed;
g. Unless otherwise directed by the prescriber, the label shall bear the name, strength, and quantity

of the drug dispensed.
(1) If a pharmacist selects an equivalent drug product for a brand name drug product prescribed by

a practitioner, the prescription container label shall identify the generic drug and may identify the brand
name drug for which the selection is made, such as “(generic name) Generic for (brand name product)”;

(2) If a pharmacist selects a brand name drug product for a generic drug product prescribed by a
practitioner, the prescription container label shall identify the brand name drug product dispensed and
may identify the generic drug product ordered by the prescriber, such as “(brand name product) for
(generic name)”;

(3) If a pharmacist selects an interchangeable biological product for the biological product
prescribed by a practitioner, the prescription container label shall identify the interchangeable biological
product dispensed and may identify the biological product prescribed by the practitioner, such as
“(interchangeable biological product) for (biological product)”;

h. The initials or other unique identification of the dispensing pharmacist, unless the identification
of the pharmacist involved in each step of the prescription filling process is electronically documented
and retrievable.

6.10(2) Exceptions. The requirements of subrule 6.10(1) do not apply to unit dose dispensing
systems, 657—22.1(155A), and patient med paks, 657—22.5(126,155A).
[ARC 2194C, IAB 10/14/15, effective 11/18/15; ARC 2414C, IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16; ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18; ARC 4903C, IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20]

657—6.11 and 6.12 Reserved.

657—6.13(155A) Patient record system.
6.13(1) Information required. A patient record system shall be maintained by all pharmacies for

patients for whom prescription drug orders are dispensed. The patient record system shall contain, at a
minimum, the following information:

a. Full name of the patient;
b. Address and telephone number of the patient;
c. Patient’s date of birth;
d. Patient’s gender;
e. Known allergies;
f. A list of all prescription drug orders dispensed by the pharmacy during the two years

immediately preceding the most recent entry showing the name of the drug or device, prescription
number, name and strength of the drug, the quantity and date dispensed, and the name of the prescriber;
and

g. Pharmacist comments relevant to the patient’s health care, including:
(1) Known drug reactions,
(2) Identified idiosyncrasies,
(3) Known chronic conditions or disease states of the patient,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.6.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.22.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.22.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2194C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2414C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4903C.pdf
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(4) The identity of any other drugs, over-the-counter drugs, herbals, supplements, other alternative
medications, or devices currently being used by the patient that may relate to prospective drug review.

6.13(2) Record retained. A patient record shall be maintained for a period of not less than two years
from the date of the last entry in the patient record. This record may be a hard copy or a computerized
form.

6.13(3) Confidential. Information in the patient record shall be deemed to be confidential and may
be released only as provided in rule 657—8.16(124,155A).

6.13(4) Expedited partner therapy. When a pharmacy dispenses a prescription drug pursuant to
Iowa Code section 139A.41 and 657—subrule 8.19(9) for expedited partner therapy, a pharmacy is only
required to maintain the information about the patient who is known to the pharmacy.
[ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 4903C, IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20]

657—6.14(155A) Patient counseling and instruction. Every pharmacy that is open to the public and
located in Iowa shall post in every prescription pickup area, including in every drive-through prescription
pickup lane, in a manner clearly visible to patients, a notice that Iowa law requires the pharmacist to
discuss with the patient any prescriptions dispensed to the patient that are new or a change in drug
therapy.

6.14(1) Counseling required. Upon receipt of a new prescription drug order, or upon receipt of a
change in drug therapy including but not limited to a change of dose, directions, or drug formulation,
and following a prospective drug use review pursuant to rule 657—8.21(155A), a pharmacist or
pharmacist-intern shall counsel each patient or patient’s caregiver. An offer to counsel shall not
fulfill the requirements of this rule. Patient counseling shall be on matters which, in the pharmacist’s
professional judgment, will enhance or optimize drug therapy. Appropriate elements of patient
counseling may include:

a. The name and description of the drug;
b. The dosage form, dose, route of administration, and duration of drug therapy;
c. Intended use of the drug, if known, and expected action;
d. Special directions and precautions for preparation, administration, and use by the patient;
e. Common severe side effects or adverse effects or interactions and therapeutic contraindications

that may be encountered, including their avoidance, and the action required if they occur;
f. Techniques for self-monitoring drug therapy;
g. Proper storage;
h. Prescription refill information;
i. Action to be taken in the event of a missed dose;
j. Pharmacist comments relevant to the individual’s drug therapy including any other information

peculiar to the specific patient or drug.
6.14(2) Instruction. A pharmacist may instruct patients and demonstrate procedures for

self-monitoring of medical conditions and for self-administration of drugs.
6.14(3) Counseling area. A pharmacy shall contain an area which is suitable for confidential patient

counseling. Such area shall:
a. Be easily accessible to both patient and pharmacists and not allow patient access to prescription

drugs;
b. Be designed to maintain the confidentiality and privacy of the pharmacist/patient

communication.
6.14(4) Oral counseling not practicable. If in the pharmacist’s professional judgment oral

counseling is not practicable, the pharmacist may select and use alternative forms of patient information
which shall include information for the patient or patient’s caregiver to contact the pharmacist for further
consultation. The manner in which the patient or caregiver contacts the pharmacist shall not cause the
patient to incur any expense. “Not practicable” refers to patient variables including, but not limited
to, the absence of the patient or patient’s caregiver, the patient’s or caregiver’s hearing disorder, or a
language barrier. “Not practicable” does not include pharmacy variables such as inadequate staffing,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/139A.41.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4903C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.21.pdf
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technology failure, or high prescription volume. A combination of oral counseling and alternative
forms of counseling is encouraged.

6.14(5) Exception. Patient counseling, as described above, shall not be required for inpatients of an
institution where other licensed health care professionals are authorized to administer the drugs.

6.14(6) Refusal of consultation. A pharmacist shall not be required to counsel a patient or caregiver
when the patient or caregiver refuses such consultation. A patient’s or caregiver’s refusal of consultation
shall be documented by the pharmacist. The absence of any record of a refusal of the pharmacist’s
attempt to counsel shall be presumed to signify that counseling was provided.
[ARC 8540B, IAB 2/24/10, effective 4/1/10; ARC 9910B, IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12; ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18; ARC 5913C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

657—6.15(124,126) Return of drugs and devices. For the protection of the public health and safety,
prescription drugs and devices may be returned to the pharmacy for reuse or resale only as herein
provided:

6.15(1) Integrity maintained. Prescription drugs and devices may be returned, exchanged, or resold
only if, in the professional judgment of the pharmacist, the integrity of the prescription drug or device
has not in any way been compromised.

6.15(2) Controlled substances. Under no circumstances shall pharmacy personnel accept from a
patient or a patient’s agent any controlled substances for return, exchange, or resale except to the same
patient.

6.15(3) Unit dose returns. Prescription drugs dispensed in unit dose packaging, excluding controlled
substances, may be returned and reused as authorized in 657—subrule 22.1(6).
[ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

657—6.16(124,155A) Records. Every record required to be kept under Iowa Code chapters 124 and
155A or rules of the board shall be kept by the pharmacy and be available for inspection and copying
by the board or its representative for at least two years from the date of the record or last activity except
as specifically identified by law or rule. Controlled substances records shall be maintained in a readily
retrievable manner in accordance with federal requirements and 657—Chapter 10.

6.16(1) Combined records. If controlled substances, prescription drugs, or nonprescription drug
items are listed on the same record, the controlled substances shall be asterisked, red-lined, or in some
other manner made readily identifiable from all other items appearing on the records.

6.16(2) Storage of records. Original hard-copy prescriptions and other pharmacy records shall be
maintained by the pharmacy for a minimum of two years from the date of the record in accordance with
this subrule.

a. Records shall be maintained within the licensed pharmacy department for a minimum of 12
months, except as provided herein. Pharmacy records less than 12 months old may be stored in a secure
storage area outside the licensed pharmacy department, including at a remote location, if the pharmacy
has retained an electronic copy of the records in the pharmacy that is immediately available and if the
original records are available within 72 hours of a request by the board or its authorized agent, unless
such remote storage is prohibited under federal law.

b. Records more than 12 months old may be maintained in a secure storage area outside the
licensed pharmacy department, including at a remote location, if the records are retrievable within 72
hours of a request by the board or its authorized agent, unless such remote storage is prohibited under
federal law.

6.16(3) Number imprinted. The original hard-copy prescription shall be imprinted with the
prescription or control number assigned to the prescription drug order, except as provided in
657—subrule 21.5(1).

6.16(4) Alternative data retention system. Records, except when specifically required to be
maintained in original or hard-copy form, may be maintained in an alternative data retention system,
such as a data processing system or direct imaging system provided:

a. The records maintained in the alternative system contain all of the information required on the
manual record;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8540B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9910B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5913C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.22.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/155A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.21.5.pdf
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b. The data processing system is capable of producing a hard copy of the record, within two
business days, upon the request of the board, its representative, or other authorized local, state, or federal
law enforcement or regulatory agencies; and

c. The information maintained in the alternative system is not obscured or rendered illegible due
to security features of the original record.
[ARC 7636B, IAB 3/11/09, effective 4/15/09; ARC 8539B, IAB 2/24/10, effective 4/1/10; ARC 3638C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18; ARC 5007C, IAB 3/25/20, effective 4/29/20]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 124.301, 124.303, 124.306, 126.10,
126.11, 155A.6, 155A.13, 155A.27, 155A.28, 155A.31, and 155A.33 through 155A.36.

[Filed 5/16/67; amended 11/14/73]
[Filed 6/1/84, Notice 3/14/84—published 6/20/84, effective 7/25/84]
[Filed 5/14/86, Notice 4/9/86—published 6/4/86, effective 7/9/86]

[Filed 1/28/87, Notice 11/19/86—published 2/25/87, effective 4/1/87]
[Filed 11/25/87, Notice 10/7/87—published 12/16/87, effective 1/20/88]

[Filed emergency 1/21/88—published 2/10/88, effective 1/22/88]
[Filed 11/17/88, Notice 8/24/88—published 12/14/88, effective 1/18/89]

[Filed emergency 5/16/89—published 6/14/89, effective 5/17/89]
[Filed 9/12/89, Notice 6/14/89—published 10/4/89, effective 11/8/89]
[Filed emergency 5/10/91—published 5/29/91, effective 5/10/91]

[Filed 7/30/91, Notice 5/29/91—published 8/21/91, effective 9/25/91]
[Filed 9/23/93, Notice 5/26/93—published 10/13/93, effective 11/17/93]
[Filed 3/21/94, Notice 10/13/93—published 4/13/94, effective 5/18/94]
[Filed 2/27/97, Notice 1/1/97—published 3/26/97, effective 4/30/97]
[Filed 9/16/97, Notice 7/16/97—published 10/8/97, effective 11/12/97]
[Filed 4/24/98, Notice 3/11/98—published 5/20/98, effective 6/24/98]

[Filed 2/22/99, Notices 10/21/98—published 3/10/99, effective 4/14/99]◊
[Filed 4/22/99, Notice 3/10/99—published 5/19/99, effective 6/23/99]
[Filed 9/8/99, Notice 6/2/99—published 10/6/99, effective 11/10/99]
[Filed 2/7/01, Notice 10/18/00—published 3/7/01, effective 4/11/01]
[Filed 8/14/02, Notice 6/12/02—published 9/4/02, effective 10/9/02]

[Filed emergency 3/26/03 after Notice 11/13/02—published 4/16/03, effective 3/26/03]
[Filed 7/15/03, Notice 4/16/03—published 8/6/03, effective 9/10/03]

[Filed 10/22/04, Notice 3/31/04—published 11/10/04, effective 12/15/04]
[Filed 6/2/05, Notice 1/19/05—published 6/22/05, effective 7/27/05]
[Filed 6/2/05, Notice 3/16/05—published 6/22/05, effective 7/27/05]
[Filed 3/22/06, Notice 12/21/05—published 4/12/06, effective 5/17/06]
[Filed 3/22/06, Notice 1/18/06—published 4/12/06, effective 5/17/06]
[Filed 2/7/07, Notice 10/25/06—published 2/28/07, effective 4/4/07]
[Filed 8/2/07, Notice 6/20/07—published 8/29/07, effective 10/3/07]
[Filed 3/5/08, Notice 12/5/07—published 3/26/08, effective 4/30/08]

[Filed 11/24/08, Notice 10/8/08—published 12/17/08, effective 1/21/09]
[Filed ARC 7634B (Notice ARC 7447B, IAB 12/31/08), IAB 3/11/09, effective 4/15/09]
[Filed ARC 7636B (Notice ARC 7448B, IAB 12/31/08), IAB 3/11/09, effective 4/15/09]
[Filed ARC 8169B (Notice ARC 7926B, IAB 7/1/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 8540B (Notice ARC 8267B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 2/24/10, effective 4/1/10]
[Filed ARC 8539B (Notice ARC 8269B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 2/24/10, effective 4/1/10]
[Filed ARC 8673B (Notice ARC 8380B, IAB 12/16/09), IAB 4/7/10, effective 6/1/10]
[Filed ARC 9910B (Notice ARC 9787B, IAB 10/5/11), IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]
[Filed ARC 0343C (Notice ARC 0155C, IAB 6/13/12), IAB 10/3/12, effective 11/7/12]
[Filed ARC 0501C (Notice ARC 0375C, IAB 10/3/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]
[Filed ARC 1308C (Notice ARC 1040C, IAB 10/2/13), IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]
[Filed ARC 1961C (Notice ARC 1793C, IAB 12/10/14), IAB 4/15/15, effective 5/20/15]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7636B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8539B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5007C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.301.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.303.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.306.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/126.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/126.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.27.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.33-36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7634B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7447B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7636B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7448B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8169B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7926B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8540B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8267B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8539B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8269B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8673B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8380B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9910B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9787B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0343C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0155C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0501C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0375C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1308C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1040C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1961C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1793C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 2194C (Notice ARC 1979C, IAB 4/29/15), IAB 10/14/15, effective 11/18/15]
[Filed ARC 2196C (Notice ARC 2065C, IAB 7/22/15), IAB 10/14/15, effective 11/18/15]
[Filed ARC 2408C (Notice ARC 2285C, IAB 12/9/15), IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16]
[Filed ARC 2414C (Notice ARC 2288C, IAB 12/9/15), IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16]
[Filed ARC 3638C (Notice ARC 3330C, IAB 9/27/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 4189C (Notice ARC 4030C, IAB 9/26/18), IAB 12/19/18, effective 1/23/19]
[Filed ARC 4903C (Notice ARC 4693C, IAB 10/9/19), IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20]
[Filed ARC 5007C (Notice ARC 4695C, IAB 10/9/19), IAB 3/25/20, effective 4/29/20]
[Filed ARC 5542C (Notice ARC 5373C, IAB 1/13/21), IAB 4/7/21, effective 5/12/21]
[Filed ARC 5913C (Notice ARC 5704C, IAB 6/16/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2194C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2065C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2408C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2285C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2414C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2288C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3638C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3330C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4189C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4030C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4903C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4693C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5007C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4695C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5542C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5373C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5913C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5704C.pdf
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CHAPTER 10
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

[Prior to 2/10/88, see Pharmacy Examiners[620] Ch 8]

657—10.1(124) Purpose and scope. This chapter establishes the minimum standards for any activity
that involves controlled substances. Any person or business that manufactures; distributes; dispenses;
prescribes; conducts instructional activities, research, or chemical analysis with; or imports or exports
controlled substances listed in Schedules I through V of Iowa Code chapter 124 in or into the state of
Iowa, or that proposes to engage in such activities, shall obtain and maintain a registration issued by the
board unless exempt from registration pursuant to rule 657—10.8(124). A person or business required
to be registered shall not engage in any activity for which registration is required until the application for
registration is granted and the board has issued a certificate of registration to such person or business. A
registration is not transferable to any person or business.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.2(124) Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply:
“Authorized collection program”means a program administered by a registrant that has modified its

registration with DEA to collect controlled substances for the purpose of disposal. Federal regulations
for such programs can be found at www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/. Modification to the
registrant’s Iowa controlled substances Act registration shall not be required.

“Board” means the Iowa board of pharmacy.
“CSA” means the Iowa uniform controlled substances Act.
“CSA registration” or “registration”means the registration issued by the board pursuant to the CSA

that signifies the registrant’s authorization to engage in registered activities with controlled substances.
“DEA” means the United States Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration.
“Individual practitioner” means a physician or surgeon (M.D.), osteopathic physician or surgeon

(D.O.), dentist (D.D.S. or D.M.D.), doctor of veterinarymedicine (D.V.M.), podiatric physician (D.P.M.),
optometrist (O.D.), physician assistant (P.A.), resident physician, advanced registered nurse practitioner
(A.R.N.P.), or prescribing psychologist.

“Prescriptionmonitoring program,” “PMP,” or “program”means the program established pursuant
to 657—Chapter 37 for the collection andmaintenance of PMP information and for the provision of PMP
information to authorized individuals.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.3(124) Who shall register. The following persons or businesses shall register on forms
provided by the board:

1. Manufacturers, distributors, importers, and exporters located in Iowa. Effective January
1, 2018, nonresident manufacturers, distributors, importers, and exporters distributing controlled
substances into Iowa.

2. Reverse distributors located in Iowa. Effective January 1, 2018, nonresident reverse distributors
engaging in the transfer of controlled substances with registrants located in Iowa.

3. Individual practitioners located in Iowa who are administering, dispensing, or prescribing
controlled substances and individual practitioners located outside of Iowa who are dispensing or
prescribing controlled substances via telehealth services to patients located in Iowa.

4. Pharmacies located in Iowa that are dispensing controlled substances. Effective January 1,
2018, pharmacies located outside of Iowa that are delivering controlled substances to patients located in
Iowa.

5. Hospitals located in Iowa that are administering or dispensing controlled substances. Effective
January 1, 2018, hospitals located outside of Iowa that are administering or dispensing controlled
substances to patients located in Iowa.

6. Emergency medical service programs that are administering controlled substances to patients
located in Iowa.

7. Care facilities that are located in Iowa.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
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8. Researchers, analytical laboratories, and teaching institutions that are located in Iowa.
9. Animal shelters and dog training facilities that are located in Iowa.

[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.4 Reserved.

657—10.5(124) Application. Applicants for initial registration, registration renewal pursuant to rule
657—10.6(124), or modifications pursuant to rule 657—10.9(124) shall complete the appropriate
application and shall include all required information and attachments.

10.5(1) Signature requirements. Each application, attachment, or other document filed as part of an
application shall be signed by the applicant as follows:

a. If the applicant is an individual practitioner, the practitioner shall sign the application and
supporting documents.

b. If the applicant is a business, the application and supporting documents shall be signed by the
person ultimately responsible for the security and maintenance of controlled substances at the registered
location. If the applicant is a pharmacy, the responsible individual shall be the pharmacist in charge,
unless the applicant petitions the board for an alternate responsible individual.

10.5(2) Prescribing practitioner PMP registration required. A prescribing practitioner, except for a
licensed veterinarian, shall register for the PMP at the same time the prescribing practitioner applies for
registration.

10.5(3) Registration fee exemptions. The registration fee is waived for federal, state, and local
law enforcement agencies and for the following federal and state institutions: hospitals, health care
or teaching institutions, and analytical laboratories authorized to possess, manufacture, distribute, and
dispense controlled substances in the course of official duties. In order to enable law enforcement agency
laboratories to obtain and transfer controlled substances for use as standards in chemical analysis,
such laboratories shall maintain a registration to conduct chemical analysis (analytical laboratory).
Such laboratories shall be exempt from any registration fee. Exemption from payment of any fees as
provided in this subrule does not relieve the entity of registration or of any other requirements or duties
prescribed by law.

10.5(4) Fees. Each application shall include a nonrefundable registration fee, except as provided in
subrule 10.5(3), of $90 per biennium, which may be prorated to the expiration date of the applicant’s
underlying professional license or other board license if applicable, and may include a nonrefundable
surcharge of not more than 25 percent of the registration fee for deposit into the program fund.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.6(124) Registration renewal. Each registration shall be renewed prior to its expiration. A
registrant may renew its registration up to 60 days prior to the registration expiration. The nonrefundable
fee for registration renewal shall be $90 per biennium and may include a nonrefundable surcharge of not
more than 25 percent of the registration fee for deposit into the program fund.

10.6(1) Delinquent registration grace period. A registration renewal application that is submitted
after expiration but within 30 days following expiration shall be considered delinquent and shall require
the nonrefundable payment of the application fee plus a nonrefundable late penalty fee of $90 and may
require payment of a surcharge of not more than 25 percent of the applicable fees for deposit into the
program fund. A registrant that submits a completed registration renewal application, nonrefundable
late application fee, and nonrefundable late penalty fee within 30 days following expiration shall not be
subject to disciplinary action for continuing to operate in the 30 days following expiration.

10.6(2) Delinquent registration reactivation beyond grace period. If a registration renewal
application is not postmarked or hand-delivered to the board office within 30 days following the
registration’s expiration date, the registrant may not conduct operations that involve controlled
substances until the registrant reactivates the registration. A registrant may apply for reactivation by
submitting a registration application for reactivation. The nonrefundable fee for reactivation shall be
$360 and may include a nonrefundable surcharge of not more than 25 percent of the applicable fee
for deposit into the program fund. As part of the reactivation application, the registrant shall disclose

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
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the activities conducted with respect to controlled substances while the registration was expired. A
registrant that continues to conduct activities with respect to controlled substances without an active
registration may be subject to disciplinary sanctions.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.7(124) Separate registration for independent activities; coincident activities. The
following activities are deemed to be independent of each other and shall require separate registration.
Any person or business engaged in more than one of these activities shall be required to separately
register for each independent activity, provided, however, that registration in an independent activity
shall authorize the registrant to engage in activities identified coincident with that independent activity.

10.7(1) Manufacturing controlled substances. A person or business registered to manufacture
controlled substances in Schedules I through V may distribute any substances for which registration
to manufacture was issued. A person or business registered to manufacture controlled substances in
Schedules II through V may conduct chemical analysis and preclinical research, including quality
control analysis, with any substances listed in those schedules for which the person or business is
registered to manufacture.

10.7(2) Distributing controlled substances. This independent activity includes the delivery, other
than by administering or dispensing, of controlled substances listed in Schedules I through V. No
coincident activities are authorized.

10.7(3) Dispensing, administering, prescribing, or instructing with controlled substances. These
independent activities include, but are not limited to, prescribing, administering, and dispensing by
individual practitioners; dispensing by pharmacies and hospitals; and conducting instructional activities
with controlled substances listed in Schedules II through V. A person or business registered for these
independent activities may conduct research and instructional activities with those substances for which
the person or business is registered to the extent authorized under state law. If an entity that engages
in the distribution, administration, dispensing, or storing of controlled substances maintains multiple
licenses, such as a hospital that has both inpatient and outpatient pharmacies, a separate registration
shall be maintained for each license.

10.7(4) Conducting research with controlled substances listed in Schedule I. A researcher may
manufacture or import the substances for which registration was issued provided that such manufacture
or import is permitted under the federal DEA registration. A researcher may distribute the substances
for which registration was issued to persons or businesses registered or authorized to conduct research
with that class of substances or registered or authorized to conduct chemical analysis with controlled
substances.

10.7(5) Conducting research with controlled substances listed in Schedules II through V. A
researcher may conduct chemical analysis with controlled substances in those schedules for which
registration was issued, may manufacture such substances if and to the extent such manufacture is
permitted under the federal DEA registration, and may import such substances for research purposes. A
researcher may distribute controlled substances in those schedules for which registration was issued to
persons registered or authorized to conduct chemical analysis, instructional activities, or research with
such substances, and to persons exempt from registration pursuant to Iowa Code section 124.302(3),
and may conduct instructional activities with controlled substances.

10.7(6) Conducting chemical analysis with controlled substances. Aperson or business registered to
conduct chemical analysis with controlled substances listed in Schedules I through V may manufacture
and import controlled substances for analytical or instructional activities; may distribute such substances
to persons registered or authorized to conduct chemical analysis, instructional activities, or research with
such substances and to persons exempt from registration pursuant to Iowa Code section 124.302(3); may
export such substances to persons in other countries performing chemical analysis or enforcing laws
relating to controlled substances or drugs in those countries; and may conduct instructional activities
with controlled substances.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.302.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.302.pdf
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10.7(7) Importing or exporting controlled substances. A person or business registered to import
controlled substances listed in Schedules I through V may distribute any substances for which such
registration was issued.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.8(124) Separate registrations for separate locations; exemption from registration. A
separate registration is required for each principal place of business or professional practice location
where controlled substances are manufactured, distributed, imported, exported, dispensed, stored, or
collected for the purpose of disposal unless the person or business is exempt from registration pursuant
to Iowa Code section 124.302(3), this rule, or federal regulations.

10.8(1) Warehouse. A warehouse where controlled substances are stored by or on behalf of a
registered person or business shall be exempt from registration except as follows:

a. Registration of the warehouse shall be required if such controlled substances are distributed
directly from that warehouse to registered locations other than the registered location from which the
substances were delivered to the warehouse.

b. Registration of the warehouse shall be required if such controlled substances are distributed
directly from that warehouse to persons exempt from registration pursuant to Iowa Code section
124.302(3).

10.8(2) Sales office. An office used by agents of a registrant where sales of controlled substances are
solicited, made, or supervised shall be exempt from registration. Such office shall not contain controlled
substances, except substances used for display purposes or for lawful distribution as samples, and shall
not serve as a distribution point for filling sales orders.

10.8(3) Prescriber’s office. An office used by a prescriber who is registered at another location and
where controlled substances are prescribed but where no supplies of controlled substances aremaintained
shall be exempt from registration. However, a prescriber who practices at more than one office location
where controlled substances are administered or otherwise dispensed as a regular part of the prescriber’s
practice shall register at each location wherein the prescriber maintains supplies of controlled substances.

10.8(4) Prescriber in hospital. A prescriber who is registered at another location and who treats
patients andmay order the administration of controlled substances in a hospital other than the prescriber’s
registered practice location shall not be required to obtain a separate registration at the location of the
hospital.

10.8(5) Affiliated interns, residents, or foreign physicians. An individual practitioner who is an
intern, resident, or foreign physician may dispense and prescribe controlled substances under the
registration of the hospital or other institution which is registered and by whom the practitioner is
employed provided that:

a. The hospital or other institution bywhich the individual practitioner is employed has determined
that the practitioner is permitted to dispense or prescribe drugs by the appropriate licensing board.

b. Such individual practitioner is acting only in the scope of employment or practice in the hospital,
institution, internship program, or residency program.

c. The hospital or other institution authorizes the intern, resident, or foreign physician to dispense
or prescribe under the hospital registration and designates a specific internal code number, letters, or
combination thereof which shall be appended to the institution’s DEA registration number, preceded by
a hyphen (e.g., AP1234567-10 or AP1234567-12).

d. The hospital or institution maintains a current list of internal code numbers identifying
the corresponding individual practitioner, available for the purpose of verifying the authority of the
prescribing individual practitioner.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.9(124) Modification or termination of registration. A registered individual or business shall
apply to modify a current registration as provided by this rule. When submission of an application and
fee is required, such application and fee shall be timely submitted pursuant to rule 657—10.5(124). A
registrant which has timely submitted an application for registration modification and fee may continue
to service Iowa patients while the registration modification is pending final approval. A registrant which

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.302.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.302.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
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has submitted an application for registration modification after the required date of submission pursuant
to this rule but within 30 days of the required date of submission shall be assessed a nonrefundable late
penalty fee of $90 in addition to the application fee. A registrant which has submitted an application for
registration modification 31 days or later following the required date of submission pursuant to this rule
shall be assessed a nonrefundable late penalty fee of $360.

10.9(1) Change of substances authorized. Any registrant shall apply to modify the substances
authorized by the registration by submitting a written request to the board. The request shall include the
registrant’s name, address, telephone number, registration number, and the substances or schedules to be
added to or removed from the registration and shall be signed by the same person who signed the most
recent application for registration or registration renewal. No fee shall be required for the modification.

10.9(2) Change of address of registered location.
a. Individual practitioner or researcher. An entity registered as an individual practitioner or

researcher shall apply to change the address of the registered location by submitting a written request
to the board. The request shall include the registrant’s name, current address, new address, telephone
number, effective date of the address change, and registration number, and shall be signed by the
registered individual practitioner or the same person who signed the most recent application for
registration or registration renewal. No fee shall be required for the modification.

b. Pharmacy, hospital, care facility, service program, manufacturer, distributor, analytical
laboratory, teaching institution, importer, or exporter. An entity registered as a pharmacy, hospital, care
facility, service program, manufacturer, distributor, analytical laboratory, teaching institution, importer,
or exporter shall apply to change the address of the registered location by submitting a completed
application and fee for registration as provided in rule 657—10.5(124). The registrant shall submit
a completed application and fee for change in registration simultaneously with any other required
application pursuant to the board’s rules for the applicable license or registration. In the absence of a
simultaneous license or registration application, the registrant shall submit a completed application and
fee for change in registration no less than 30 days in advance of the change of address.

10.9(3) Change of registrant’s name.
a. Individual practitioner or researcher. An entity registered as an individual practitioner or

researcher shall apply to change the registrant’s name by submitting a written request to the board. The
request shall include the registrant’s current name, new name, address, telephone number, effective
date of the name change, and registration number, and shall be signed by the registered individual
practitioner or the same person who signed the most recent application for registration or registration
renewal. No fee shall be required for the modification. Change of name, as used in this paragraph,
refers to a change of the legal name of the registrant and does not authorize the transfer of a registration
issued to an individual practitioner or researcher to another individual practitioner or researcher.

b. Pharmacy, hospital, care facility, service program, manufacturer, distributor, analytical
laboratory, teaching institution, importer, or exporter. An entity registered as a pharmacy, hospital, care
facility, service program, manufacturer, distributor, analytical laboratory, teaching institution, importer,
or exporter shall apply to change the registrant name by submitting a completed application and fee for
registration as provided in rule 657—10.5(124). The registrant shall submit a completed application and
fee for change in registration simultaneously with any other required application pursuant to the board’s
rules for the applicable license or registration. In the absence of a simultaneous license or registration
application, the registrant shall submit a completed application and fee for change in registration no
less than 30 days in advance of the change of registrant’s name.

10.9(4) Change of ownership of registered business entity. A change of immediate ownership of
a pharmacy, hospital, care facility, service program, manufacturer, distributor, analytical laboratory,
teaching institution, importer, or exporter shall require the submission of a completed application
and fee for registration as provided in rule 657—10.5(124). The registrant shall submit a completed
application and fee for change in registration simultaneously with any other required application
pursuant to the board’s rules for the applicable license or registration. In the absence of a simultaneous
license or registration application, the registrant shall submit a completed application and fee for change
in registration no less than 30 days in advance of the change of registrant’s ownership.
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10.9(5) Change of responsible individual. Any registrant, except an individual practitioner or
researcher or a pharmacy or hospital, shall apply to change the responsible individual authorized by
the registration by submitting a written request to the board. The request shall include the registrant’s
name, address, and telephone number; the name and title of the current responsible individual and of
the new responsible individual; the effective date of the change; and the registration number and shall
be signed by the new responsible individual. No fee shall be required for the modification.

a. Individual practitioners and researchers. Responsibility under a registration issued to an
individual practitioner or researcher shall remain with the named individual practitioner or researcher.
The responsible individual under such registration may not be changed or transferred.

b. Pharmacy, hospital, care facility, service program, manufacturer, distributor, analytical
laboratory, teaching institution, importer, or exporter. The registrant shall submit a completed
application and fee for change in registration simultaneously with any other required application
pursuant to the board’s rules for the applicable license or registration. In the absence of a simultaneous
license or registration application, the registrant shall submit a completed application and fee for change
in registration within ten days of the identification of a new responsible individual.

10.9(6) Termination of registration. A registration issued to an individual or business shall
terminate when the registered individual or business ceases legal existence, discontinues business, or
discontinues professional practice. A registration issued to an individual shall terminate upon the death
of the individual.

10.9(7) Cancellation of registration. An individual registrant who no longer needs a registration
due to discontinuation of practice in Iowa or discontinuation of possessing, administering, dispensing,
or prescribing controlled substances shall contact the board to request cancellation of the registration.
An individual registrant may renew the registration upon a return to practice in Iowa or a return to
possessing, administering, dispensing, or prescribing controlled substances by submitting an application
and a nonrefundable fee for registration renewal of $90 per biennium and a nonrefundable surcharge of
not more than 25 percent of the registration fee for deposit into the program fund.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19; ARC 5096C, IAB 7/15/20, effective
8/19/20]

657—10.10(124) Denial of application or discipline of registration.
10.10(1) Grounds for denial or discipline. The board may deny any application or discipline any

registration upon a finding that the applicant or registrant:
a. Has furnished false or fraudulent material information.
b. Has had the applicant’s or registrant’s federal registration tomanufacture, distribute, or dispense

controlled substances suspended, revoked, or otherwise sanctioned.
c. Has been convicted of a public offense under any state or federal law relating to any controlled

substance. For the purpose of this rule only, a conviction shall include a plea of guilty, a forfeiture of bail
or collateral deposited to secure a defendant’s appearance in court which forfeiture has not been vacated,
or a finding of guilt in a criminal action even if entry of the judgment or sentence has been withheld and
the applicant or registrant has been placed on probation.

d. Has committed such acts as would render the applicant’s or registrant’s registration under Iowa
Code section 124.303 inconsistent with the public interest as determined by that section.

e. Has been subject to discipline by the applicant’s or registrant’s respective professional
licensing board and the discipline revokes or suspends the applicant’s or registrant’s professional license
or otherwise disciplines the applicant’s or registrant’s professional license in a way that restricts the
applicant’s or registrant’s authority to handle or prescribe controlled substances. A copy of the record of
licensee discipline or a copy of the licensee’s surrender of the professional license shall be conclusive
evidence.

f. Has failed to obtain or maintain active registration while engaged in activities which require
registration.

10.10(2) Considerations in denial of application or discipline of registration. In determining the
public interest, the board shall consider all the following factors:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5096C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.303.pdf
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a. Maintenance of effective controls against diversion of controlled substances into channels other
than legitimate medical, scientific, or industrial channels.

b. Compliance with applicable state and local law.
c. Any convictions of the applicant or registrant under any federal and state laws relating to any

controlled substance.
d. Past experience in the manufacture or distribution of controlled substances, and the existence

in the applicant’s or registrant’s establishment of effective controls against diversion.
e. Furnishing by the applicant of false or fraudulent material in any application filed under this

chapter.
f. Suspension or revocation of the applicant’s or registrant’s federal registration to manufacture,

distribute, or dispense controlled substances as authorized by federal law.
g. Any other factors relevant to and consistent with the public health and safety.
h. Failure of a prescribing practitioner, except a licensed veterinarian, to register with the PMP

pursuant to subrule 10.5(2).
10.10(3) Proceedings.
a. Prior to denying an application for registration, the board shall serve upon the applicant a notice

of intent to deny the application. An applicant has 30 days to appeal a notice of intent to deny the
application. If the notice of intent to deny the application is timely appealed, a notice of hearing shall
be issued, initiating a contested case proceeding governed by 657—Chapter 35. Proceedings to refuse
renewal of a registration shall not abate the existing registration, which shall remain in effect pending
the outcome of the contested case proceeding. A registration may be disciplined in accordance with
657—Chapters 35 and 36.

b. Prior to sanctioning a registration, the board shall serve upon the registrant a notice of hearing
and statement of charges. The notice shall contain a statement of the basis therefore and shall call upon
the registrant to appear before an administrative law judge or the board at a time and place not less than
30 days after the date of service of the notice. The notice shall also contain a statement of the legal
basis for such hearing and for the sanction of registration and a summary of the matters of fact and law
asserted. Proceedings to refuse renewal of registration shall not abate the existing registration, which
shall remain in effect pending the outcome of the administrative hearing unless the board issues an order
of immediate suspension. A registration may be disciplined in accordance with 657—Chapters 35 and
36.

10.10(4) Disposition of controlled substances. Upon service of an order of the board suspending or
revoking a registration, the registrant shall deliver all affected controlled substances in the registrant’s
possession to the board or authorized agent of the board. Upon receiving the affected controlled
substances from the registrant, the board or its authorized agent shall place all such substances under
seal and retain the sealed controlled substances pending final resolution of any appeals or until a court
of competent jurisdiction directs otherwise. No disposition may be made of the substances under seal
until the time for filing an appeal has elapsed or until all appeals have been concluded unless a court,
upon application, orders the sale of perishable substances and the deposit of proceeds of the sale with
the court. Upon a revocation order’s becoming final, all such controlled substances may be forfeited
to the state.
[ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.11(124,147,155A) Registration verification. The board may require a nonrefundable fee of
$15 for completion of a request for written verification of any registration.
[ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.12(124) Inspection. The board may inspect, or cause to be inspected, the establishment of an
applicant or registrant. The board shall review the application for registration and other information
regarding an applicant or registrant in order to determine whether the applicant or registrant has met the
applicable standards of Iowa Code chapter 124 and these rules.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
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657—10.13(124) Security requirements. All registrants shall provide effective controls and procedures
to guard against theft and diversion of controlled substances. In order to determine whether a registrant
has provided effective controls against diversion, the board shall use the security requirements set forth in
these rules as standards for the physical security controls and operating procedures necessary to prevent
diversion.

10.13(1) Physical security. Physical security controls shall be commensurate with the schedules and
quantity of controlled substances in the possession of the registrant in normal business operation. A
registrant shall periodically review and adjust security measures based on rescheduling of substances or
changes in the quantity of substances in the possession of the registrant.

a. Controlled substances listed in Schedule I shall be stored in a securely locked, substantially
constructed cabinet or safe.

b. Controlled substances listed in Schedules II through V may be stored in a securely locked,
substantially constructed cabinet or safe. However, pharmacies and hospitals may disperse these
substances throughout the stock of noncontrolled substances in a manner so as to obstruct the theft or
diversion of the controlled substances.

c. Controlled substances collected via an authorized collection program for the
purpose of disposal shall be stored pursuant to federal regulations, which can be found at
www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/.

10.13(2) Factors in evaluating physical security systems. In evaluating the overall security system
of a registrant or applicant necessary to maintain effective controls against theft or diversion of controlled
substances, the board may consider any of the following factors it deems relevant to the need for strict
compliance with the requirements of this rule:

a. The type of activity conducted.
b. The type, form, and quantity of controlled substances handled.
c. The location of the premises and the relationship such location bears to security needs.
d. The type of building construction comprising the facility and the general characteristics of the

building or buildings.
e. The type of vault, safe, and secure enclosures available.
f. The type of closures on vaults, safes, and secure enclosures.
g. The adequacy of key control systems or combination lock control systems.
h. The adequacy of electronic detection and alarm systems, if any.
i. The adequacy of supervision over employees having access to controlled substances, to storage

areas, or to manufacturing areas.
j. The extent of unsupervised public access to the facility, including the presence and

characteristics of perimeter fencing, if any.
k. The procedures for handling business guests, visitors, maintenance personnel, and

nonemployee service personnel.
l. The availability of local police protection or of the registrant’s or applicant’s security personnel.
m. The adequacy of the registrant’s or applicant’s system for monitoring the receipt, manufacture,

distribution, and disposition of controlled substances.
10.13(3) Manufacturing and compounding storage areas. Raw materials, bulk materials awaiting

further processing, and finished products which are controlled substances listed in any schedule shall be
stored pursuant to federal laws and regulations.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.14(124) Accountability of controlled substances. The registrant shall maintain ultimate
accountability of controlled substances and records maintained at the registered location.

10.14(1) Records. Pursuant to rule 657—10.36(124,155A), records shall be available for inspection
and copying by the board or its authorized agents for two years from the date of the record.

10.14(2) Policies and procedures. The registrant shall have policies and procedures that identify, at
a minimum:

http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.36.pdf
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a. Adequate storage for all controlled substances to ensure security and proper conditions with
respect to temperature and humidity.

b. Access to controlled substances and records of controlled substances by employees of the
registrant.

c. Proper disposition of controlled substances.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.15 Reserved.

657—10.16(124) Receipt and disbursement of controlled substances. Each transfer of a controlled
substance between two registrants, to include a transfer between two separately registered locations
regardless of any common ownership, except as provided in subrule 10.16(2), shall require a record of
the transaction. Each registrant shall maintain a copy of the record for at least two years from the date of
the transfer. Records of the transfer of Schedule II controlled substances shall be created and maintained
separately from records of the transfer of Schedules III through V controlled substances pursuant to rule
657—10.36(124,155A). Upon receipt of a controlled substance, the individual responsible for receiving
the controlled substance shall date and sign the receipt record.

10.16(1) Record. The record, unless otherwise provided in these rules or pursuant to federal law,
shall include the following:

a. The name of the substance.
b. The strength and dosage form of the substance.
c. The number of units or commercial containers acquired from other registrants, including the

date of receipt and the name, address, and DEA registration number of the registrant from which the
substances were acquired.

d. The number of units or commercial containers distributed to other registrants, including the
date of distribution and the name, address, and DEA registration number of the registrant to which the
substances were distributed.

e. The number of units or commercial containers disposed of in any other manner, including the
date and manner of disposal and the name, address, and DEA registration number of the registrant to
which the substances were distributed for disposal, if appropriate.

10.16(2) Distribution of samples and other complimentary packages. Complimentary packages and
samples of controlled substances may be distributed to practitioners pursuant to federal and state law
only if the person distributing the items provides to the practitioner a record that contains the information
found in this subrule. The individual responsible for receiving the controlled substances shall sign and
date the record.

a. The name, address, and DEA registration number of the supplier.
b. The name, address, and DEA registration number of the practitioner.
c. The name, strength, dosage form, and quantity of the specific controlled substances delivered.
d. The date of delivery.

[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.17(124) Ordering or distributing Schedule I or II controlled substances. A registrant
authorized to order or distribute Schedule I or II controlled substances shall do so only pursuant to
and in compliance with DEA regulations via a DEA Form 222 or via the DEA Controlled Substances
Ordering System (CSOS).
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 5349C, IAB 12/30/20, effective 2/3/21]

657—10.18(124) Schedule II perpetual inventory. Each registrant located in Iowa that maintains
Schedule II controlled substances shall maintain a perpetual inventory system for all Schedule II
controlled substances pursuant to this rule. All records relating to the perpetual inventory shall be
maintained at the registered location and shall be available for inspection and copying by the board or
its representative for a period of two years from the date of the record. The perpetual inventory shall
accurately reflect the on-hand inventory of Schedule II substances, and the registrant is responsible for

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5349C.pdf
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ensuring that the perpetual inventory record is accurate and matches the actual on-hand inventory at
all times.

10.18(1) Record format. The perpetual inventory record may be maintained in a manual or an
electronic record format. Any electronic record shall provide for hard-copy printout of all transactions
recorded in the perpetual inventory record for any specified period of time and shall state the current
inventory quantities of each drug at the time the record is printed.

10.18(2) Information included. The perpetual inventory record shall identify all receipts for and
disbursements of Schedule II controlled substances by drug or by national drug code (NDC) number.
The record shall be updated to identify each receipt, disbursement, and current balance of each individual
drug or NDC number. The record shall also include incident reports and reconciliation records pursuant
to subrules 10.18(3) and 10.18(4).

10.18(3) Changes to a record. If a perpetual inventory record is able to be changed, the individual
making a change to the record shall complete an incident report documenting the change. The incident
report shall identify the specific information that was changed including the information before and after
the change, shall identify the individual making the change, and shall include the date and the reason the
record was changed. If the electronic record system documents within the perpetual inventory record all
of the information that must be included in an incident report, a separate report is not required.

10.18(4) Reconciliation. The registrant shall be responsible for reconciling or ensuring the
completion of a reconciliation of the perpetual inventory balance with the physical inventory of all
Schedule II controlled substances at least annually. In case of any discrepancies between the physical
inventory and the perpetual inventory, the registrant shall be notified immediately. The registrant shall
determine the need for further investigation, and significant discrepancies shall be reported to the
board pursuant to rule 657—10.21(124) and to the DEA pursuant to federal DEA regulations. Periodic
reconciliation records shall be maintained and available for review and copying by the board or its
authorized agents for a period of two years from the date of the record. The reconciliation process may
be completed using either of the following procedures or a combination thereof:

a. The individual responsible for a disbursement verifies that the physical inventory matches the
perpetual inventory following each disbursement and documents that reconciliation in the perpetual
inventory record. If controlled substances are maintained on the patient care unit, the nurse or other
responsible licensed health care provider verifies that the physical inventory matches the perpetual
inventory following each dispensing and documents that reconciliation in the perpetual inventory
record. If any Schedule II controlled substances in the registrant’s current inventory have been
disbursed and verified in this manner within the year and there are no discrepancies noted, no additional
reconciliation action is required. A perpetual inventory record for a drug that has had no activity within
the year shall be reconciled pursuant to paragraph 10.18(4)“b.”

b. A physical count of each Schedule II controlled substance stocked by the registrant shall be
completed at least once each year, and that count shall be reconciled with the perpetual inventory record
balance. The physical count and reconciliation may be completed over a period of time not to exceed
one year in a manner that ensures that the perpetual inventory and the physical inventory of Schedule II
controlled substances are annually reconciled. The individual performing the reconciliation shall record
the date, the time, the individual’s initials or unique identification, and any discrepancies between the
physical inventory and the perpetual inventory.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 5349C, IAB 12/30/20, effective 2/3/21]

657—10.19(124) Physical count and record of inventory. Each registrant shall be responsible for
taking a complete and accurate inventory of all stocks of controlled substances under the control of
the registrant pursuant to this rule. The responsible individual may delegate the actual taking of any
inventory.

10.19(1) Record and procedure. Each inventory record, except the periodic count and reconciliation
required pursuant to subrule 10.18(4), shall comply with the requirements of this subrule and shall be
maintained for a minimum of two years from the date of the inventory.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5349C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.18.pdf
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a. Each inventory shall contain a complete and accurate record of all controlled substances on
hand on the date and at the time the inventory is taken.

b. Each inventory shall be maintained in a handwritten, typewritten, or electronically printed
form at the registered location. An inventory of Schedule II controlled substances shall be maintained
separately from an inventory of all other controlled substances.

c. Controlled substances shall be deemed to be on hand if they are in the possession of or under
the control of the registrant. Controlled substances on hand shall include prescriptions prepared for
dispensing to a patient but not yet delivered to the patient, substances maintained in emergency medical
service programs, care facility or hospice emergency supplies, outdated or adulterated substances
pending destruction, and substances stored in a warehouse on behalf of the registrant. Controlled
substances obtained through an authorized collection program for the purpose of disposal shall not be
examined, inspected, counted, sorted, inventoried, or otherwise handled.

d. A separate inventory shall be made for each registered location and for each independent
activity registered except as otherwise provided under federal law.

e. The inventory shall be taken either prior to opening or following the close of business on the
inventory date, and the inventory record shall identify either opening or close of business.

f. The inventory record, unless otherwise provided under federal law, shall include the following
information:

(1) The name of the substance.
(2) The strength and dosage form of the substance.
(3) The quantity of the substance.
(4) Information required of authorized collection programs pursuant to federal regulations for such

collection programs.
(5) The signature of the person or persons responsible for taking the inventory.
(6) The date and time (opening or closing) of the inventory.
g. For all substances listed in Schedule I or II, the quantity shall be an exact count or measure of

the substance.
h. For all substances listed in Schedule III, IV, or V, the quantity may be an estimated count or

measure of the substance unless the container has been opened and originally held more than 100 dosage
units. If the opened commercial container originally held more than 100 dosage units, an exact count of
the contents shall be made. Products packaged in nonincremented containers may be estimated to the
nearest one-fourth container.

10.19(2) Initial inventory. A new registrant shall take an inventory of all stocks of controlled
substances on hand on the date the new registrant first engages in the manufacture, distribution, storage,
or dispensing of controlled substances. If the registrant commences business or the registered activity
with no controlled substances on hand, the initial inventory shall record that fact.

10.19(3) Annual inventory. After the initial inventory is taken, a registrant shall take a new inventory
of all stocks of controlled substances on hand at least annually. The annual inventory may be taken on
any date that is within 372 days after the date of the previous annual inventory.

10.19(4) Change of ownership, pharmacist in charge, or registered location. When there is a
change in ownership, pharmacist in charge, or location for a registration, an inventory shall be taken of
all controlled substances in compliance with subrule 10.19(1). The inventory shall be taken following
the close of business the last day under terminating ownership, terminating pharmacist in charge’s
employment, or at the location being vacated. The inventory shall serve as the ending inventory for the
terminating owner, terminating pharmacist in charge, or location being vacated, as well as a record of
the beginning inventory for the new owner, pharmacist in charge, or location.

10.19(5) Discontinuing registered activity. A registrant shall take an inventory of controlled
substances at the close of business the last day the registrant is engaged in registered activities. If
the registrant is selling or transferring the remaining controlled substances to another registrant, this
inventory shall serve as the ending inventory for the registrant discontinuing business as well as a
record of additional or starting inventory for the registrant to which the substances are transferred.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.10.19.pdf
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10.19(6) New or rescheduled controlled substances. On the effective date of the addition of a
previously noncontrolled substance to any schedule of controlled substances or the rescheduling of a
previously controlled substance to another schedule, any registrant who possesses the newly scheduled
or rescheduled controlled substance shall take an inventory of all stocks of the substance on hand.
That inventory record shall be maintained with the most recent controlled substances inventory record.
Thereafter, the controlled substance shall be included in the appropriate schedule of each inventory
made by the registrant.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.20 Reserved.

657—10.21(124) Report of theft or loss. A registrant shall report to the board and the DEA any theft
or significant loss of controlled substances when the loss is attributable to other than inadvertent error.
Thefts or other losses of controlled substances shall be reported whether or not the controlled substances
are subsequently recovered or the responsible parties are identified and action taken against them.

10.21(1) Immediate notice to board. If the theft was committed by a registrant or licensee of the
board, or if there is reason to believe that the theft was committed by a registrant or licensee of the board,
the registrant from which the controlled substances were stolen shall notify the board immediately upon
discovery of the theft and shall identify to the board the registrant or licensee suspected of the theft.

10.21(2) Immediate notice to DEA. A registrant shall deliver notice, immediately upon discovery
of a reportable theft or loss of controlled substances, to the Des Moines DEA field office via telephone,
facsimile, or a brief written message explaining the circumstances of the theft or loss.

10.21(3) Timely report submission. Within 14 calendar days of discovery of the theft or loss, a
registrant shall submit directly to the DEA a Form 106 or alternate required form via the DEA website
at www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/. A copy of the report that was completed and submitted to the DEA
shall be immediately submitted to the board via facsimile, email attachment, or personal or commercial
delivery.

10.21(4) Record maintained. A copy of the report shall be maintained in the registrant’s files for a
minimum of two years following the date the report was completed.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.22(124) Disposal of registrant stock. A registrant shall dispose of controlled substances
pursuant to the requirements of this rule. Disposal records shall be maintained by the registrant for at
least two years from the date of the record.

10.22(1) Registrant stock supply. Controlled substances shall be removed from current inventory
and disposed of by one of the following procedures.

a. The registrant shall utilize the services of a DEA-registered and Iowa-licensed reverse
distributor.

b. The board may authorize and instruct the registrant to dispose of the controlled substances in
one of the following manners:

(1) By delivery to an agent of the board or to the board office.
(2) By destruction of the drugs in the presence of a board officer, agent, inspector, or other

authorized individual.
(3) By such other means as the board may determine to ensure that drugs do not become available

to unauthorized persons.
10.22(2) Waste resulting from administration or compounding. Except as otherwise specifically

provided by federal or state law or rules of the board, the unused portion of a controlled substance
resulting from administration to a patient from a registrant’s stock or emergency supply or resulting
from drug compounding operations may be destroyed or otherwise disposed of by the registrant, a
certified paramedic, or a pharmacist in witness of one other licensed health care provider or a registered
pharmacy technician 18 years of age or older pursuant to this subrule. A written record of the wastage
shall be made and maintained by the registrant for a minimum of two years following the wastage. The
record shall include the following:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
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a. The controlled substance wasted.
b. The date of wastage.
c. The quantity or estimated quantity of the wasted controlled substance.
d. The source of the controlled substance, including identification of the patient to whom the

substance was administered or the drug compounding process utilizing the controlled substance.
e. The reason for the waste.
f. The signatures of both individuals involved in the wastage.

[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.23(124) Disposal of previously dispensed controlled substances.
10.23(1) Registrant disposal. Except as provided in 657—Chapter 23 for care facilities, a registrant

may not dispose of previously dispensed controlled substances unless the registrant has modified its
registration with DEA to administer an authorized collection program. A registrant shall not take
possession of a previously dispensed controlled substance except for reuse for the same patient or
except as provided in paragraph 10.23(2)“b.”

10.23(2) Hospice disposal.
a. An employee of a hospice program, acting within the scope of employment, may dispose of a

controlled substance of a hospice program patient following the death of the patient or the expiration of
the controlled substance pursuant to and in compliance with federal law.

b. A physician of a hospice program patient may dispose of a patient’s controlled substance which
is no longer required due to a change in the patient’s care plan.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.24(124,126,155A) Prescription requirements. All prescriptions for controlled substances
shall be dated as of, and signed on, the day issued. Controlled substances prescriptions shall be valid for
six months following date of issue. A prescription for a Schedule III, IV, or V controlled substance may
include authorization to refill the prescription no more than five times within the six months following
date of issue. A prescription for a Schedule II controlled substance shall not be refilled. Beginning
January 1, 2020, all prescriptions for controlled substances shall be transmitted electronically to a
pharmacy pursuant to rule 657—21.6(124,155A), except as provided in rule 657—21.8(124,155A).

10.24(1) Form of prescription. All prescriptions for controlled substances shall bear the full name
and address of the patient; the drug name, strength, dosage form, quantity prescribed, and directions
for use; and the name, address, and DEA registration number of the prescriber. All prescriptions
for controlled substances issued by individual prescribers shall include the legibly preprinted, typed,
or hand-printed name of the prescriber as well as the prescriber’s written or electronic signature.
A prescription for a controlled substance issued prior to January 1, 2020, or a prescription for
a controlled substance that is exempt from the electronic prescription mandate pursuant to rule
657—21.8(124,155A), may be transmitted via nonelectronic methods as described in this rule.

a. When an oral order is not permitted, or when a prescriber is unable to prepare and transmit an
electronic prescription in compliance with DEA requirements for electronic prescriptions, prescriptions
shall be written with ink, indelible pencil, or typed print and shall be manually signed by the prescriber.
If the prescriber utilizes an electronic prescription application that meets DEA requirements for
electronic prescriptions, the prescriber may electronically prepare and transmit a prescription for a
controlled substance to a pharmacy that utilizes a pharmacy prescription application that meets DEA
requirements for electronic prescriptions.

b. A prescriber’s agent may prepare a prescription for the review, authorization, and manual or
electronic signature of the prescriber, but the prescribing practitioner is responsible for the accuracy,
completeness, and validity of the prescription.

c. An electronic prescription for a controlled substance shall not be transmitted to a pharmacy
except by the prescriber in compliance with DEA regulations.

d. A prescriber shall securely maintain the unique authentication credentials issued to the
prescriber for utilization of the electronic prescription application and authentication of the prescriber’s
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electronic signature. Unique authentication credentials issued to any individual shall not be shared with
or disclosed to any other prescriber, agent, or individual.

e. A corresponding liability rests upon the pharmacist who fills a prescription not prepared in the
form prescribed by this rule.

10.24(2) Verification by pharmacist.
a. The pharmacist shall verify the authenticity of the prescription with the individual prescriber

or the prescriber’s agent in each case when a written or oral prescription for a Schedule II controlled
substance is presented for filling and neither the prescribing individual practitioner issuing the
prescription nor the patient or patient’s agent is known to the pharmacist. The pharmacist shall verify
the authenticity of the prescription with the individual prescriber or the prescriber’s agent in any
case when the pharmacist questions the validity of, including the legitimate medical purpose for, the
prescription. The pharmacist is required to record the manner by which the prescription was verified
and include the pharmacist’s name or unique identifier.

b. A pharmacist who receives a written, oral, or facsimile prescription shall not be required to
verify that the prescription is subject to an exception to the electronic prescription mandate provided in
rule 657—21.8(124,155A) and may dispense a prescription drug pursuant to an otherwise valid written,
oral, or facsimile prescription pursuant to this rule.

10.24(3) Intern, resident, foreign physician. An intern, resident, or foreign physician exempt
from registration pursuant to subrule 10.8(5) shall include on all prescriptions issued the hospital’s
registration number and the special internal code number assigned by the hospital in lieu of the
prescriber’s registration number required by this rule. Each prescription shall include the stamped or
legibly printed name of the prescribing intern, resident, or foreign physician as well as the prescriber’s
signature.

10.24(4) Valid prescriber/patient relationship. Once the prescriber/patient relationship is broken and
the prescriber is no longer available to treat the patient or to oversee the patient’s use of the controlled
substance, a prescription shall lose its validity. A prescriber/patient relationship shall be deemed broken
when the prescriber dies, retires, or moves out of the local service area or when the prescriber’s authority
to prescribe is suspended, revoked, or otherwise modified to exclude authority for the schedule in which
the prescribed substance is listed. The pharmacist, upon becoming aware of the situation, shall cancel the
prescription and any remaining refills. However, the pharmacist shall exercise prudent judgment based
upon individual circumstances to ensure that the patient is able to obtain a sufficient amount of the drug
to continue treatment until the patient can reasonably obtain the service of another prescriber and a new
prescription can be issued.

10.24(5) Facsimile transmission of a controlled substance prescription. With the exception of
an authorization for emergency dispensing as provided in rule 657—10.26(124), a prescription for a
controlled substance in Schedules II, III, IV and V may be transmitted via facsimile from a prescriber
to a pharmacy only as provided in rule 657—21.7(124,155A).
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4580C, IAB 7/31/19, effective 9/4/19]

657—10.25(124) Dispensing records. Each registrant shall create a record of controlled substances
dispensed to a patient or research subject.

10.25(1) Record maintained and available. The record shall be maintained for two years from the
date of dispensing and be available for inspection and copying by the board or its authorized agents.

10.25(2) Record contents. The record shall include the following information:
a. The name and address of the person to whom dispensed.
b. The date of dispensing.
c. The name or NDC number, strength, dosage form, and quantity of the substance dispensed.
d. The name of the prescriber, unless dispensed by the prescriber.
e. The unique identification of each technician, pharmacist, pharmacist-intern, prescriber, or

prescriber’s agent involved in dispensing.
f. The serial number or unique identification number of the prescription.

[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]
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657—10.26(124) Schedule II emergency prescriptions.
10.26(1) Emergency situation defined. For the purposes of authorizing an oral or facsimile

transmission of a prescription for a Schedule II controlled substance listed in Iowa Code section
124.206, the term “emergency situation” means those situations in which the prescribing practitioner
determines that all of the following apply:

a. Immediate administration of the controlled substance is necessary for proper treatment of the
intended ultimate user.

b. No appropriate alternative treatment is available, including administration of a drug that is not
a Schedule II controlled substance.

c. It is not reasonably possible for the prescribing practitioner to provide amanually signed written
prescription to be presented to the pharmacy before the pharmacy dispenses the controlled substance, or
the prescribing practitioner is unable to provide a DEA-compliant electronic prescription to the pharmacy
before the pharmacy dispenses the controlled substance.

10.26(2) Requirements of emergency prescription. In the case of an emergency situation as defined
in subrule 10.26(1), a pharmacist may dispense a controlled substance listed in Schedule II pursuant
to a facsimile transmission or upon receiving oral authorization of a prescribing individual practitioner
provided that:

a. The quantity prescribed and dispensed is limited to the smallest available quantity to meet the
needs of the patient during the emergency period. Dispensing beyond the emergency period requires
a written prescription manually signed by the prescribing individual practitioner or a DEA-compliant
electronic prescription.

b. If the pharmacist does not know the prescribing individual practitioner, the pharmacist shall
make a reasonable effort to determine that the authorization came from an authorized prescriber. The
pharmacist shall record the manner by which the authorization was verified and include the pharmacist’s
name or unique identification.

c. The pharmacist shall prepare a temporary written record of the emergency prescription. The
temporary written record shall consist of a hard copy of the facsimile transmission or a written record of
the oral transmission authorizing the emergency dispensing. A written record is not required to consist
of a handwritten record and may be a printed facsimile or a print of a computer-generated record of
the prescription if the printed record includes all of the required elements for the prescription. If the
emergency prescription is transmitted by the practitioner’s agent, the record shall include the first and
last names and title of the individual who transmitted the prescription.

d. If the emergency prescription is transmitted via facsimile transmission, the means of
transmission shall not obscure or render the prescription information illegible due to security features
of the paper utilized by the prescriber to prepare the written prescription, and the hard-copy record of
the facsimile transmission shall not be obscured or rendered illegible due to such security features.

e. Within seven days after authorizing an emergency prescription, the prescribing individual
practitioner shall cause a written prescription for the emergency quantity prescribed to be
delivered to the dispensing pharmacist. In addition to conforming to the requirements of rule
657—10.24(124,126,155A), the prescription shall have written on its face “Authorization for
Emergency Dispensing” and the date of the emergency order. The written prescription may be delivered
to the pharmacist in person or by mail, but if delivered by mail it must be postmarked within the
seven-day period. The written prescription shall be attached to and maintained with the temporary
written record prepared pursuant to paragraph 10.26(2)“c.”

f. The pharmacist shall notify the board and the DEA if the prescribing individual fails to deliver
a written prescription. Failure of the pharmacist to so notify the board and the DEA, or failure of
the prescribing individual to deliver the required written prescription as herein required, shall void the
authority conferred by this subrule.

g. Pursuant to federal law and subrule 10.27(3), the pharmacist may fill a partial quantity of an
emergency prescription so long as the total quantity dispensed in all partial fillings does not exceed
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the total quantity prescribed and that the remaining portions are filled no later than 72 hours after the
prescription is issued.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.27(124) Schedule II prescriptions—partial filling. The partial filling of a prescription for a
controlled substance listed in Schedule II is permitted as provided in this rule and federal regulations.

10.27(1) Insufficient supply on hand. If the pharmacist is unable to supply the full quantity
authorized in a prescription and makes a notation of the quantity supplied on the prescription record,
a partial fill of the prescription is permitted. The remaining portion of the prescription must be filled
within 72 hours of the first partial filling. If the remaining portion is not or cannot be filled within
the 72-hour period, the pharmacist shall so notify the prescriber. No further quantity may be supplied
beyond 72 hours without a new prescription.

10.27(2) Long-term care or terminally ill patient. A prescription for a Schedule II controlled
substance written for a patient in a long-term care facility (LTCF) or for a patient with a medical
diagnosis documenting a terminal illness may be filled in partial quantities to include individual dosage
units as provided by this subrule.

a. If there is any question whether a patient may be classified as having a terminal illness, the
pharmacist shall contact the practitioner prior to partially filling the prescription. Both the pharmacist
and the practitioner have a corresponding responsibility to ensure that the controlled substance is for a
terminally ill patient.

b. The pharmacist shall record on the prescription whether the patient is “terminally ill” or an
“LTCF patient.” For each partial filling, the dispensing pharmacist shall record on the back of the
prescription or on another appropriate uniformly maintained and readily retrievable record, the date of
the partial filling, the quantity dispensed, the remaining quantity authorized to be dispensed, and the
identification of the dispensing pharmacist.

c. The total quantity of Schedule II controlled substances dispensed in all partial fillings shall not
exceed the total quantity prescribed. Schedule II prescriptions for patients in an LTCF or for patients
with a medical diagnosis documenting a terminal illness shall be valid for a period not to exceed 60 days
from the issue date unless sooner terminated by the discontinuance of the drug.

d. Information pertaining to current Schedule II prescriptions for patients in an LTCF or for
patients with a medical diagnosis documenting a terminal illness may be maintained in a computerized
system pursuant to rule 657—21.5(124,155A).

10.27(3) Patient or prescriber request. At the request of the patient or prescriber, a prescription for
a Schedule II controlled substance may be partially filled pursuant to this subrule and federal law. The
total quantity dispensed in all partial fillings shall not exceed the total quantity prescribed. Except as
provided in paragraph 10.26(2)“g,” the remaining portion of a prescription partially filled pursuant to
this subrule may be filled within 30 days of the date the prescription was issued.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.28(124) Schedule IImedication order. Schedule II controlled substancesmay be administered
or dispensed to institutionalized patients pursuant to a medication order as provided in 657—subrule
7.13(1) or rule 657—23.9(124,155A), as applicable.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 3859C, IAB 6/20/18, effective 7/25/18]

657—10.29(124) Schedule II—issuing multiple prescriptions. An individual prescriber may issue
multiple prescriptions authorizing the patient to receive a total of up to a 90-day supply of a Schedule II
controlled substance pursuant to the provisions and limitations of this rule.

10.29(1) Refills prohibited. The issuance of refills for a Schedule II controlled substance is
prohibited. The use of multiple prescriptions for the dispensing of Schedule II controlled substances,
pursuant to this rule, ensures that the prescriptions are treated as separate dispensing authorizations and
not as refills of an original prescription.
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10.29(2) Legitimate medical purpose. Each separate prescription issued pursuant to this rule shall
be issued for a legitimate medical purpose by an individual prescriber acting in the usual course of the
prescriber’s professional practice.

10.29(3) Dates and instructions. Each prescription issued pursuant to this rule shall be dated
as of and manually or electronically signed by the prescriber on the day the prescription is issued.
Each separate prescription, other than the first prescription if that prescription is intended to be filled
immediately, shall contain written instructions indicating the earliest date on which a pharmacist may
fill each prescription.

10.29(4) Authorized fill date unalterable. Regardless of the provisions of rule 657—10.30(124),
when a prescription contains instructions from the prescriber indicating that the prescription shall not be
filled before a certain date, a pharmacist shall not fill the prescription before that date. The pharmacist
shall not contact the prescriber for verbal authorization to fill the prescription before the fill date originally
indicated by the prescriber pursuant to this rule.

10.29(5) Number of prescriptions and authorized quantity. An individual prescriber may issue for
a patient as many separate prescriptions, to be filled sequentially pursuant to this rule, as the prescriber
deems necessary to provide the patient with adequate medical care. The cumulative effect of the filling of
each of these separate prescriptions shall result in the receipt by the patient of a quantity of the Schedule
II controlled substance not exceeding a 90-day supply.

10.29(6) Prescriber’s discretion. Nothing in this rule shall be construed as requiring or encouraging
an individual prescriber to issue multiple prescriptions pursuant to this rule or to see the prescriber’s
patients once every 90 dayswhen prescribing Schedule II controlled substances. An individual prescriber
shall determine, based on soundmedical judgment and in accordance with establishedmedical standards,
how often to see patients and whether it is appropriate to issue multiple prescriptions pursuant to this
rule.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4580C, IAB 7/31/19, effective 9/4/19]

657—10.30(124) Schedule II—changes to a prescription. With appropriate verification, a pharmacist
may add information provided by the patient or patient’s agent, such as the patient’s address, to a
Schedule II controlled substance prescription.

10.30(1) Changes prohibited. A pharmacist shall never change the patient’s name, the controlled
substance prescribed except for generic substitution, or the name or signature of the prescriber.

10.30(2) Changes authorized. After consultation with the prescriber or the prescriber’s agent and
documentation of such consultation, a pharmacist may change or add the following information on a
Schedule II controlled substance prescription:

a. The drug strength.
b. The dosage form.
c. The drug quantity.
d. The directions for use.
e. The date the prescription was issued.
f. The prescriber’s address or DEA registration number.

[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 5346C, IAB 12/30/20, effective 2/3/21]

657—10.31 Reserved.

657—10.32(124) Schedule III, IV, or V prescription. No prescription for a controlled substance listed
in Schedule III, IV, or V shall be filled or refilled more than six months after the date on which it was
issued nor be refilled more than five times. Beginning January 1, 2020, all prescriptions for controlled
substances shall be transmitted electronically to a pharmacy pursuant to rule 657—21.6(124,155A),
except as provided in rule 657—21.8(124,155A).

10.32(1) Record. Each filling and refilling of a prescription shall be entered in a uniformly
maintained and readily retrievable record in accordance with rule 657—10.25(124). If the pharmacist
merely initials or affixes the pharmacist’s unique identifier and dates the back of the prescription, it
shall be deemed that the full face amount of the prescription has been dispensed.
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10.32(2) Oral refill authorization. The prescribing practitioner may authorize additional refills
of Schedule III, IV, or V controlled substances on the original prescription through an oral refill
authorization transmitted to an authorized individual at the pharmacy provided the following conditions
are met:

a. The total quantity authorized, including the amount of the original prescription, does not exceed
five refills nor extend beyond six months from the date of issuance of the original prescription.

b. The pharmacist, pharmacist-intern, or technician who obtains the oral authorization from the
prescriber who issued the original prescription documents, on or with the original prescription, the
date authorized, the quantity of each refill, the number of additional refills authorized, and the unique
identification of the authorized individual.

c. The quantity of each additional refill is equal to or less than the quantity authorized for the
initial filling of the original prescription.

d. The prescribing practitioner must execute a new and separate prescription for any additional
quantities beyond the five-refill, six-month limitation.

10.32(3) Partial fills. The partial filling of a prescription for a controlled substance listed in Schedule
III, IV, or V is permissible provided that each partial fill is recorded in the samemanner as a refill pursuant
to subrule 10.32(1). The total quantity dispensed in all partial fills shall not exceed the total quantity
prescribed.

10.32(4) Medication order. A Schedule III, IV, or V controlled substance may be administered or
dispensed to institutionalized patients pursuant to amedication order as provided in 657—subrule 7.13(1)
or rule 657—23.9(124,155A), as applicable.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4580C, IAB 7/31/19, effective 9/4/19]

657—10.33(124,155A) Dispensing Schedule V controlled substances without a prescription. A
controlled substance listed in Schedule V, which substance is not a prescription drug as determined
under the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and excepting products containing ephedrine,
pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine, may be dispensed or administered without a prescription by
a pharmacist to a purchaser at retail pursuant to the conditions of this rule.

10.33(1) Who may dispense. Dispensing shall be by a licensed Iowa pharmacist or by a registered
pharmacist-intern under the direct supervision of a pharmacist preceptor. This subrule does not prohibit,
after the pharmacist has fulfilled the professional and legal responsibilities set forth in this rule and has
authorized the dispensing of the substance, the completion of the actual cash or credit transaction or the
delivery of the substance by a nonpharmacist.

10.33(2) Frequency and quantity. Dispensing at retail to the same purchaser in any 48-hour period
shall be limited to no more than one of the following quantities of a Schedule V controlled substance:

a. 240 cc (8 ounces) of any controlled substance containing opium.
b. 120 cc (4 ounces) of any other controlled substance.
c. 48 dosage units of any controlled substance containing opium.
d. 24 dosage units of any other controlled substance.
10.33(3) Age of purchaser. The purchaser shall be at least 18 years of age.
10.33(4) Identification. The pharmacist shall require every purchaser under this rule who is not

known by the pharmacist to present a government-issued photo identification, including proof of age
when appropriate.

10.33(5) Record. A bound record book (i.e., with pages sewn or glued to the spine) for dispensing
of Schedule V controlled substances pursuant to this rule shall be maintained by the pharmacist.
The book shall contain the name and address of each purchaser, the name and quantity of controlled
substance purchased, the date of each purchase, and the name or unique identification of the pharmacist
or pharmacist-intern who approved the dispensing of the substance to the purchaser.

10.33(6) Prescription not required under other laws. No other federal or state law or regulation
requires a prescription prior to distributing or dispensing the Schedule V controlled substance.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]
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657—10.34(124) Dispensing products containing ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, or
phenylpropanolamine without a prescription. A product containing ephedrine, pseudoephedrine,
or phenylpropanolamine, which substance is a Schedule V controlled substance and is not listed in
another controlled substance schedule, may be dispensed or administered without a prescription by an
authorized dispenser pursuant to 657—Chapter 100 to a purchaser at retail pursuant to the conditions
of this rule.

10.34(1) Who may dispense. Dispensing shall be by an authorized dispenser pursuant
to 657—Chapter 100. This subrule does not prohibit, after the dispenser has fulfilled the professional
and legal responsibilities set forth in this rule and has authorized the dispensing of the substance, the
completion of the actual cash or credit transaction or the delivery of the substance by another pharmacy
employee.

10.34(2) Packaging of nonliquid forms. A nonliquid form of a product containing ephedrine,
pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine includes gel caps. Nonliquid forms of these products to be
sold pursuant to this rule shall be packaged either in blister packaging with each blister containing no
more than two dosage units or, if blister packs are technically infeasible, in unit dose packets or pouches.

10.34(3) Frequency and quantity. Dispensing without a prescription to the same purchaser within
any 30-day period shall be limited to products collectively containing no more than 7,500 mg of
ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine; dispensing without a prescription to the same
purchaser within a single calendar day shall not exceed 3,600 mg.

10.34(4) Age of purchaser. The purchaser shall be at least 18 years of age.
10.34(5) Identification. The dispenser shall require every purchaser under this rule to present a

current government-issued photo identification, including proof of age when appropriate. The dispenser
shall be responsible for verifying that the name on the identification matches the name provided by the
purchaser and that the photo image depicts the purchaser.

10.34(6) Record. Purchase records shall be recorded in the real-time electronic pseudoephedrine
tracking system (PTS) established and administered by the governor’s office of drug control policy
pursuant to 657—Chapter 100. If the PTS is unavailable for use, the purchase record shall be recorded
in an alternate format and submitted to the PTS as provided in 657—subrule 100.3(4).

a. Alternate record contents. The alternate record shall contain the following:
(1) The name, address, and signature of the purchaser.
(2) The name and quantity of the product purchased, including the total milligrams of ephedrine,

pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine contained in the product.
(3) The date and time of the purchase.
(4) The name or unique identification of the dispenser who approved the dispensing of the product.
b. Alternate record format. The record shall be maintained using one of the following options:
(1) A hard-copy record.
(2) A record in the pharmacy’s electronic prescription dispensing record-keeping system that is

capable of producing a hard-copy printout of a record.
(3) A record in an electronic data collection system that captures each of the data elements required

by this subrule and that is capable of producing a hard-copy printout of a record.
c. PTS records retrieval. Pursuant to 657—subrule 100.4(6), the pharmacy shall be able to

produce a hard-copy printout of transactions recorded in the PTS by the pharmacy for one or more
specific products for a specified period of time upon request by the board or its representative or to such
other persons or governmental agencies authorized by law to receive such information.

10.34(7) Notice required. The pharmacy shall ensure that the following notice is provided to
purchasers of ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine products and that the notice is
displayed with or on the electronic signature device or is displayed in the dispensing area and visible
to the public:

“Warning: Section 1001 of Title 18, United States Code, states that whoever, with respect to the
logbook, knowingly and willfully falsifies, conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a
material fact, or makes anymaterially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representation, or makes
or uses any false writing or document knowing the same to contain any materially false, fictitious, or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.100.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/657.100.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.100.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.100.4.pdf
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fraudulent statement or entry, shall be fined not more than $250,000 if an individual or $500,000 if an
organization, imprisoned not more than five years, or both.”
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4701C, IAB 10/9/19, effective 11/13/19]

657—10.35 Reserved.

657—10.36(124,155A)Records. Every record required to be kept under this chapter or under IowaCode
chapter 124 shall be kept by the registrant and be available for inspection and copying by the board or
its representative for at least two years from the date of such record except as otherwise required in these
rules. Controlled substances records shall be maintained in a readily retrievable manner that establishes
the receipt and distribution of all controlled substances. Original records more than 12 months old may
be maintained in a secure remote storage area unless such remote storage is prohibited under federal law.
If the secure storage area is not located within the same physical structure as the registrant, the records
must be retrievable within 48 hours of a request by the board or its authorized agent.

10.36(1) Schedule I and II records. Records of controlled substances listed in Schedules I and II
shall be maintained separately from all other records of the registrant.

10.36(2) Schedule III, IV, and V records. Records of controlled substances listed in Schedules III,
IV, and V shall be maintained either separately from all other records of the registrant or in such form
that the required information is readily retrievable from the ordinary business records of the registrant.

10.36(3) Date of record. The date on which a controlled substance is actually received, imported,
distributed, exported, disposed of, or otherwise transferred shall be used as the date of receipt,
importation, distribution, exportation, disposal, or transfer.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.37 Reserved.

657—10.38(124) Revision of controlled substances schedules.
10.38(1) Designation of new controlled substance. The board may designate any new substance as

a controlled substance to be included in any of the schedules in Iowa Code chapter 124 no sooner than
30 days following publication in the Federal Register of a final order so designating the substance under
federal law. Designation of a new controlled substance under this subrule shall be temporary as provided
in Iowa Code section 124.201(4).

10.38(2) Objection to designation of a new controlled substance. The board may object to the
designation of any new substance as a controlled substance within 30 days following publication in
the Federal Register of a final order so designating the substance under federal law. The board shall
file objection to the designation of a substance as controlled, shall afford all interested parties an
opportunity to be heard, and shall issue the board’s decision on the new designation as provided in Iowa
Code section 124.201(4).

10.38(3) Cannabis-derived products. If a cannabis-derived product or investigational product
approved as a prescription drug medication by the United States Food and Drug Administration is added
to, eliminated from or revised in the federal schedule of controlled substances by the DEA and notice
of the addition, elimination or revision is given to the board, the board shall similarly add, eliminate or
revise the prescription drug medication in the schedule of controlled substances. Such action by the
board shall be immediately effective upon the date of publication of the final regulation containing the
addition, elimination or revision in the Federal Register.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 3743C, IAB 4/11/18, effective 5/16/18; ARC 5346C, IAB 12/30/20, effective
2/3/21]

657—10.39(124) Temporary designation of controlled substances.
10.39(1) Amend Iowa Code section 124.204(2) by adding the following new paragraphs:
bt. N-phenyl-N-(1-(2-phenylpropyl)piperidin-4-yl)propionamide. Other name: beta-methyl

fentanyl.
bu. N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)-N,3-diphenylpropanamide. Other names: beta-phenyl fentanyl,

3-phenylpropanoyl fentanyl.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4701C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.201.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.201.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3743C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5346C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.204.pdf
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bv. N-(1-(2-flourophenethyl)piperidin-4-yl)-N-(2-fluorophenyl)propionamide. Other name:
2’-Fluoro ortho-fluorofentanyl, 2’-fluoro 2-fluorofentanyl.

bw. N-(1-(4-methylphenethyl)piperidin-4-yl)-N-phenylacetamide. Other name: 4’-Methyl acetyl
fentanyl.

bx. N-(2-fluorophenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)butyramide. Other names:
ortho-Fluorbutyryl fentanyl, 2-fluorobutyryl fentanyl.

by. N-(2-methylphenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)acetamide. Other names: ortho-Methyl
acetylfentanyl, 2-methyl acetylfentanyl.

bz. 2-methoxy-N-(2-methylphenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)acetamide. Other names:
ortho-Methyl methoxyacetyl fentanyl, 2-methyl methoxyacetyl fentanyl.

ca. N-(4-methylphenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)propionamide. Other names:
para-Methylfentanyl, 4-methylfentanyl.

cb. N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)-N-phenylbenzamide. Other names: Phenyl fentanyl, benzoyl
fentanyl.

cc. N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)-N-phenylthiophene-2-carboxamide. Other names: Thiofuranyl
fentanyl, 2-thiofuranyl fentanyl, thiophene fentanyl.

cd. Ethyl (1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)(phenyl)carbamate. Other name: fentanyl carbamate.
ce. N-(2-fluorophenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)acrylamide. Other name: ortho-Fluoroacryl

fentanyl.
cf. N-(2-fluorophenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)isobutyramide. Other name:

ortho-Fluoroisobutyryl fentanyl.
cg. N-(4-fluorophenyl)-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)furan-2-carboxamide. Other name:

para-Fluoro furanyl fentanyl.
10.39(2) Amend Iowa Code section 124.204(9) by adding the following new paragraph:
y. 1-(1-(1-(4-bromophenyl)ethyl)piperidin-4-yl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzo[d]imidazole-2-one.

Other names: brorphine,
1-[1-[1-(4-bromophenyl)ethyl]-4-piperidinyl]-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidaol-2-one.

10.39(3) Amend Iowa Code section 124.206(2)“a” by rescinding and replacing the introductory text
as follows:

a. Opium and opiate, and any salt, compound, derivative, or preparation of opium or opiate
excluding apomorphine, thebaine-derived butorphanol, dextrorphan, nalbuphine, naldemedine,
nalmefene, naloxegol, naloxone, 6beta-naltrexol, naltrexone, and samidorphan, and their respective
salts, but including the following:
[ARC 5914C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

657—10.40(124) Excluded and exempt substances. The Iowa board of pharmacy hereby excludes
from all schedules the current list of “Excluded Nonnarcotic Products” identified in Title 21, CFR Part
1308, Section 22. With the exception of listed butalbital products, the board hereby excludes from all
schedules the current list of “Exempted Prescription Products” described in Title 21, CFR Part 1308,
Section 32. Copies of such lists may be obtained by written request to the board office at 400 S.W.
Eighth Street, Suite E, Des Moines, Iowa 50309-4688.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 4455C, IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]

657—10.41(124) Anabolic steroid defined. Anabolic steroid, as defined in Iowa Code section 126.2(2),
includes any substance identified as such in Iowa Code section 124.208(6) or 126.2(2).
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.42(124B) Additional precursor substances. RescindedARC 5346C, IAB 12/30/20, effective
2/3/21.

657—10.43(124) Reporting discipline and criminal convictions. A registrant shall provide written
notice to the board of any disciplinary or enforcement action imposed by any licensing or regulatory
authority on any license or registration held by the registrant no later than 30 days after the final action.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.204.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.206.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5914C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/126.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.208.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/126.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/12-30-2020.pdf
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Discipline may include, but is not limited to, fine or civil penalty, citation or reprimand, probationary
period, suspension, revocation, and voluntary surrender. A registrant shall provide written notice to the
board of any criminal conviction of the registrant or of any owner that is related to the operation of the
registered location no later than 30 days after the conviction. The term criminal conviction includes
instances when the judgment of conviction or sentence is deferred.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]

657—10.44(124) Discipline. Pursuant to 657—Chapter 36, the board may fine, suspend, revoke, or
impose other disciplinary sanctions on a registration for any of the following:

1. Any violation of the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act or federal regulations promulgated
under the Act.

2. Any conviction of a crime related to controlled substances committed by the registrant, or if the
registrant is an association, joint stock company, partnership, or corporation, by any managing officer.

3. Refusing access to the registered location or registrant records to an agent of the board for the
purpose of conducting an inspection or investigation.

4. Failure to maintain registration pursuant to 657—Chapter 10.
5. Any violation of Iowa Code chapter 124, 124B, 126, 155A, or 205, or any rule of the board,

including the disciplinary grounds set forth in 657—Chapter 36.
[ARC 3345C, IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17; ARC 3857C, IAB 6/20/18, effective 7/25/18]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 124.201, 124.301 to 124.308, 124.402,
124.403, 124.501, 126.2, 126.11, 147.88, 155A.13, 155A.17, 155A.26, 155A.37, and 205.3.

[Filed 9/29/71; amended 8/9/72, 12/15/72, 11/14/73, 8/14/74, 4/8/75]
[Filed 11/24/76, Notice 10/20/76—published 12/15/76, effective 1/19/77]
[Filed 11/9/77, Notice 8/24/77—published 11/30/77, effective 1/4/78]

[Filed 10/20/78, Notices 8/9/78, 9/6/78—published 11/15/78, effective 1/9/79]
[Filed 8/28/79, Notice 5/30/79—published 9/19/79, effective 10/24/79]
[Filed 2/12/81, Notice 12/24/80—published 3/4/81, effective 7/1/81]
[Filed 7/24/81, Notice 5/13/81—published 8/19/81, effective 9/23/81]

[Filed emergency 12/14/81—published 1/6/82, effective 1/6/82]
[Filed emergency 10/6/82—published 10/27/82, effective 10/27/82]
[Filed 6/16/83, Notice 5/11/83—published 7/6/83, effective 8/10/83]
[Filed 2/23/84, Notice 11/23/83—published 3/14/84, effective 4/18/84]

[Filed emergency 8/10/84—published 8/29/84, effective 8/10/84]
[Filed emergency 6/14/85—published 7/3/85, effective 6/14/85]
[Filed emergency 8/30/85—published 9/25/85, effective 9/6/85]
[Filed emergency 12/4/85—published 1/1/86, effective 12/5/85]
[Filed emergency 5/14/86—published 6/4/86, effective 5/16/86]

[Filed 5/14/86, Notice 4/9/86—published 6/4/86, effective 7/9/86]◊
[Filed 1/28/87, Notice 11/19/86—published 2/25/87, effective 4/1/87]
[Filed emergency 7/24/87—published 8/12/87, effective 7/24/87]
[Filed 8/5/87, Notice 6/3/87—published 8/26/87, effective 9/30/87]
[Filed emergency 1/21/88—published 2/10/88, effective 1/22/88]

[Filed 3/29/88, Notice 2/10/88—published 4/20/88, effective 5/25/88]
[Filed emergency 8/5/88—published 8/24/88, effective 8/5/88]

[Filed emergency 10/13/88—published 11/2/88, effective 10/13/88]
[Filed emergency 5/16/89—published 6/14/89, effective 5/17/89]
[Filed emergency 9/12/89—published 10/4/89, effective 9/13/89]

[Filed 1/19/90, Notice 11/29/89—published 2/7/90, effective 3/14/90]
[Filed 8/31/90, Notice 6/13/90—published 9/19/90, effective 10/24/90]

[Filed emergency 1/29/91—published 2/20/91, effective 2/27/91]
[Filed 1/29/91, Notice 9/19/90—published 2/20/91, effective 3/27/91]
[Filed emergency 2/27/91—published 3/20/91, effective 2/27/91]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/124B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/126.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/155A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/205.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3857C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.201.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.301-308.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.402.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.403.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/124.501.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/126.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/126.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/147.88.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/155A.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/155A.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/155A.26.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/155A.37.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/205.3.pdf
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[Filed 4/26/91, Notice 2/20/91—published 5/15/91, effective 6/19/91]
[Filed emergency 5/10/91—published 5/29/91, effective 5/10/91]

[Filed 7/30/91, Notice 5/29/91—published 8/21/91, effective 9/25/91]1

[Filed emergency 9/23/91—published 10/16/91, effective 9/23/91]
[Filed emergency 10/18/91—published 11/13/91, effective 10/21/91]
[Filed 3/12/92, Notice 1/8/92—published 4/1/92, effective 5/6/92]
[Filed 5/21/92, Notice 4/1/92—published 6/10/92, effective 7/15/92]
[Filed emergency 8/10/92—published 9/2/92, effective 8/10/92]

[Filed 10/22/92, Notice 9/2/92—published 11/11/92, effective 1/1/93]
[Filed 9/23/93, Notice 5/26/93—published 10/13/93, effective 11/17/93]

[Filed emergency 3/21/94—published 4/13/94, effective 3/23/94]
[Filed 3/21/94, Notice 10/13/93—published 4/13/94, effective 5/18/94]
[Filed 4/22/94, Notice 11/10/93—published 5/11/94, effective 6/15/94]
[Filed 6/24/94, Notice 4/13/94—published 7/20/94, effective 8/24/94]
[Filed 3/22/95, Notice 11/9/94—published 4/12/95, effective 5/31/95]
[Filed 12/6/95, Notice 8/16/95—published 1/3/96, effective 2/7/96]

[Filed 11/19/97, Notice 10/8/97—published 12/17/97, effective 1/21/98]
[Filed 4/24/98, Notice 3/11/98—published 5/20/98, effective 6/24/98]
[Filed 7/31/98, Notice 5/20/98—published 8/26/98, effective 9/30/98]

[Filed emergency 8/18/99—published 9/8/99, effective 8/18/99]
[Filed emergency 10/6/99—published 11/3/99, effective 10/11/99]
[Filed emergency 7/18/00—published 8/9/00, effective 7/18/00]

[Filed 8/14/02, Notice 6/12/02—published 9/4/02, effective 10/9/02]
[Filed emergency 12/13/02—published 1/8/03, effective 12/13/02]

[Filed emergency 7/16/04 after Notice 6/9/04—published 8/4/04, effective 7/16/04]
[Filed 10/22/04, Notice 3/31/04—published 11/10/04, effective 12/15/04]

[Filed emergency 5/3/05—published 5/25/05, effective 5/21/05]
[Filed emergency 6/30/05 after Notice 5/11/05—published 7/20/05, effective 7/1/05]

[Filed 8/9/05, Notice 5/25/05—published 8/31/05, effective 10/5/05]
[Filed 3/22/06, Notice 12/21/05—published 4/12/06, effective 5/17/06]
[Filed 3/22/06, Notice 1/18/06—published 4/12/06, effective 5/17/06]
[Filed 5/17/06, Notice 4/12/06—published 6/7/06, effective 7/12/06]
[Filed 2/7/07, Notice 10/25/06—published 2/28/07, effective 4/4/07]
[Filed 5/14/07, Notice 2/28/07—published 6/6/07, effective 7/11/07]

[Filed emergency 8/2/07—published 8/29/07, effective 8/2/07]
[Filed emergency 11/13/07 after Notice 8/29/07—published 12/5/07, effective 11/13/07]
[Filed ARC 7636B (Notice ARC 7448B, IAB 12/31/08), IAB 3/11/09, effective 4/15/09]

[Filed Emergency ARC 7906B, IAB 7/1/09, effective 6/22/09]
[Filed ARC 8172B (Notice ARC 7908B, IAB 7/1/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

[Filed Emergency ARC 8411B, IAB 12/30/09, effective 12/1/09]
[Filed ARC 8539B (Notice ARC 8269B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 2/24/10, effective 4/1/10]
[Filed ARC 8892B (Notice ARC 8667B, IAB 4/7/10), IAB 6/30/10, effective 9/1/10]

[Filed Emergency ARC 8989B, IAB 8/11/10, effective 7/21/10]
[Filed Emergency ARC 9000B, IAB 8/11/10, effective 7/22/10]
[Filed Emergency ARC 9091B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 8/30/10]

[Filed ARC 9410B (Notice ARC 9196B, IAB 11/3/10), IAB 3/9/11, effective 4/13/11]
[Filed ARC 9912B (Notice ARC 9671B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]
[Filed ARC 0504C (Notice ARC 0351C, IAB 10/3/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]
[Filed ARC 0749C (Notice ARC 0652C, IAB 3/20/13), IAB 5/29/13, effective 7/3/13]

[Filed Emergency ARC 0893C, IAB 8/7/13, effective 7/9/13]
[Filed Emergency ARC 1408C, IAB 4/2/14, effective 3/13/14]

[Filed ARC 1575C (Notice ARC 1407C, IAB 4/2/14), IAB 8/20/14, effective 9/24/14]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7636B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7448B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7906B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8172B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7908B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8411B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8539B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8269B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8892B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8667B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8989B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9000B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9091B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9410B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9196B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9912B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9671B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0504C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0351C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0749C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0652C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0893C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1408C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1575C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1407C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 1787C (Notice ARC 1647C, IAB 10/1/14), IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15]
[Filed ARC 2195C (Notice ARC 2064C, IAB 7/22/15), IAB 10/14/15, effective 11/18/15]
[Filed ARC 2407C (Notice ARC 2287C, IAB 12/9/15), IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16]
[Filed ARC 2408C (Notice ARC 2285C, IAB 12/9/15), IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16]
[Filed ARC 3100C (Notice ARC 2858C, IAB 12/7/16), IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17]
[Filed ARC 3345C (Notice ARC 3136C, IAB 6/21/17), IAB 9/27/17, effective 11/1/17]
[Filed ARC 3743C (Notice ARC 3505C, IAB 12/20/17), IAB 4/11/18, effective 5/16/18]
[Filed ARC 3857C (Notice ARC 3506C, IAB 12/20/17), IAB 6/20/18, effective 7/25/18]
[Filed ARC 3859C (Notice ARC 3511C, IAB 12/20/17), IAB 6/20/18, effective 7/25/18]
[Filed ARC 3860C (Notice ARC 3701C, IAB 3/28/18), IAB 6/20/18, effective 7/25/18]
[Filed ARC 3984C (Notice ARC 3758C, IAB 4/25/18), IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]

[Filed Emergency ARC 4085C, IAB 10/24/18, effective 10/3/18]
[Filed ARC 4269C (Notice ARC 4086C, IAB 10/24/18), IAB 1/30/19, effective 3/6/19]
[Filed ARC 4455C (Notice ARC 4290C, IAB 2/13/19), IAB 5/22/19, effective 6/26/19]
[Filed ARC 4580C (Notice ARC 4386C, IAB 4/10/19), IAB 7/31/19, effective 9/4/19]
[Filed ARC 4701C (Notice ARC 4570C, IAB 7/31/19), IAB 10/9/19, effective 11/13/19]
[Filed ARC 4797C (Notice ARC 4592C, IAB 8/14/19), IAB 12/4/19, effective 1/8/20]
[Filed ARC 4904C (Notice ARC 4692C, IAB 10/9/19), IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20]
[Filed ARC 5096C (Notice ARC 4837C, IAB 1/1/20), IAB 7/15/20, effective 8/19/20]
[Filed ARC 5346C (Notice ARC 5155C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/30/20, effective 2/3/21]
[Filed ARC 5347C (Notice ARC 5195C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/30/20, effective 2/3/21]
[Filed ARC 5349C (Notice ARC 5114C, IAB 7/29/20), IAB 12/30/20, effective 2/3/21]
[Filed ARC 5541C (Notice ARC 5365C, IAB 12/30/20), IAB 4/7/21, effective 5/12/21]
[Filed ARC 5914C (Notice ARC 5705C, IAB 6/16/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs
1 Effective date delayed 70 days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held September 11, 1991.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1787C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1647C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2195C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2064C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2407C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2287C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2408C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2285C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3100C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2858C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3345C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3136C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3743C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3505C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3857C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3506C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3859C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3511C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3860C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3701C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3984C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3758C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4269C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4086C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4290C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4580C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4386C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4701C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4570C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4797C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4592C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4904C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4692C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5096C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4837C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5346C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5155C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5347C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5195C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5349C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5114C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5541C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5365C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5914C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5705C.pdf
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REVENUE DEPARTMENT[701]
Created by 1986 Iowa Acts, chapter 1245.

CHAPTERS 1 and 2
Reserved

CHAPTER 3
VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAM

3.1(421,422,423) Voluntary disclosure program

CHAPTER 4
MULTILEVEL MARKETER AGREEMENTS

4.1(421) Multilevel marketers—in general

CHAPTER 5
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

(Uniform Rules)

5.1(17A,22) Definitions
5.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
5.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
5.7(17A,22,421,422) Tax information disclosure designation
5.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
5.10(17A,22) Routine use
5.11 Reserved
5.12(17A,22) Release to subject
5.13(17A,22) Availability of records
5.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
5.15(17A,22) Other groups of records
5.16(17A,22) Applicability

TITLE I
ADMINISTRATION

CHAPTER 6
ORGANIZATION, PUBLIC INSPECTION

6.1(17A) Establishment, organization, general course and method of operations, methods by
which and location where the public may obtain information or make submissions
or requests

6.2(17A) Public inspection
6.3(17A) Examination of records
6.4(17A) Copies of proposed rules
6.5(17A) Regulatory analysis procedures
6.6(422) Retention of records and returns by the department
6.7(68B) Consent to sell
6.8(421) Tax return extension in disaster areas

CHAPTER 7
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

7.1(421,17A) Applicability and scope of rules
7.2(421,17A) Definitions
7.3(17A) Business hours
7.4(17A) Computation of time, filing of documents
7.5(17A) Form and style of papers
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7.6(17A,22,421,422) Authorized representatives—powers of attorney and representative
certifications

7.7(17A) Resolution of tax liability
7.8(17A) Protest
7.9(17A) Identifying details
7.10(17A) Docket
7.11(17A) Informal procedures and dismissals of protests
7.12(17A) Answer
7.13(17A) Subpoenas
7.14(17A) Commencement of contested case proceedings
7.15(17A) Discovery
7.16(17A) Prehearing conference
7.17(17A) Contested case proceedings
7.18(17A) Interventions
7.19(17A) Record and transcript
7.20(17A) Application for rehearing
7.21(17A) Service
7.22(17A) Ex parte communications and disqualification
7.23(17A) Licenses
7.24(17A) Declaratory order—in general
7.25(17A) Department procedure for rule making
7.26(17A) Public inquiries on rule making and the rule-making records
7.27(17A) Criticism of rules
7.28(17A) Waiver or variance of certain department rules
7.29(17A) Petition for rule making
7.30(9C,91C) Procedure for nonlocal business entity bond forfeitures
7.31(421) Abatement of unpaid tax
7.32(421) Time and place of taxpayer interviews
7.33(421) Mailing to the last-known address
7.34 Reserved
7.35(421) Taxpayer designation of tax type and period to which voluntary payments are

to be applied
7.36(421) Tax return preparers
7.37(441) Appeals of director’s confirmation decision regarding conference board

appointment or reappointment of assessor
7.38(441) Appeals and hearings regarding the director’s intent to remove a member of the

board of review

CHAPTER 8
FORMS AND COMMUNICATIONS

8.1(17A,421) Definitions
8.2(17A,421) Department forms
8.3(17A,421) Substitute forms
8.4(17A) Description of forms
8.5(422) Electronic filing of Iowa income tax returns

CHAPTER 9
FILING AND EXTENSION OF TAX LIENS

AND CHARGING OFF UNCOLLECTIBLE TAX ACCOUNTS
9.1(422,423) Definitions
9.2(422,423) Lien attaches
9.3(422,423) Purpose of filing
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9.4(422,423) Place of filing
9.5(422,423) Time of filing
9.6(422,423) Period of lien
9.7(422,423) Fees

CHAPTER 10
INTEREST, PENALTY, EXCEPTIONS TO PENALTY, AND JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS

10.1(421) Definitions
10.2(421) Interest
10.3(422,423,450,452A) Interest on refunds and unpaid tax
10.4(421) Frivolous return penalty
10.5(421) Improper receipt of credit, refund, exemption, reimbursement, rebate, or other

payment or benefit
10.6(421) Penalties
10.7(421) Waiver of penalty
10.8 to 10.19 Reserved

RETAIL SALES
10.20 to 10.29 Reserved

USE
10.30 to 10.39 Reserved

INDIVIDUAL INCOME
10.40 to 10.49 Reserved

WITHHOLDING
10.50 to 10.55 Reserved

CORPORATE
10.56 to 10.65 Reserved

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
10.66 to 10.70 Reserved

MOTOR FUEL
10.71(452A) Penalty and enforcement provisions
10.72(452A) Interest
10.73 to 10.75 Reserved

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO
10.76(453A) Penalties
10.77(453A) Interest
10.78 Reserved
10.79(453A) Request for statutory exception to penalty
10.80 to 10.84 Reserved

INHERITANCE
10.85 to 10.89 Reserved

IOWA ESTATE
10.90 to 10.95 Reserved

GENERATION SKIPPING
10.96 to 10.100 Reserved

FIDUCIARY INCOME
10.101 to 10.109 Reserved
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HOTEL AND MOTEL
10.110 to 10.114 Reserved

ALL TAXES
10.115(421) Application of payments to penalty, interest, and then tax due for payments made

on or after January 1, 1995, unless otherwise designated by the taxpayer
JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS

10.116(422,453B) Jeopardy assessments
10.117(422,453B) Procedure for posting bond
10.118(422,453B) Time limits
10.119(422,453B) Amount of bond
10.120(422,453B) Posting of bond
10.121(422,453B) Order
10.122(422,453B) Director’s order
10.123(422,453B) Type of bond
10.124(422,453B) Form of surety bond
10.125(422,453B) Duration of the bond
10.126(422,453B) Exoneration of the bond

TITLE II
EXCISE

CHAPTER 11
ADMINISTRATION

11.1(422,423) Definitions
11.2(422,423) Statute of limitations
11.3(422,423) Credentials and receipts
11.4(422,423) Retailers required to keep records
11.5(422,423) Audit of records
11.6(422,423) Billings
11.7(422,423) Collections
11.8(422,423) No property exempt from distress and sale
11.9(422,423) Information confidential
11.10(423) Bonding procedure

CHAPTER 12
FILING RETURNS, PAYMENT OF TAX, PENALTY AND INTEREST

12.1(423) Returns and payment of tax
12.2(423) Remittances
12.3(423) Permits and negotiated rate agreements
12.4(423) Nonpermit holders
12.5(423) Regular permit holders responsible for collection of tax
12.6(423) Sale of business
12.7(423) Bankruptcy, insolvency or assignment for benefit of creditors
12.8(423) Vending machines and other coin-operated devices
12.9(423) Claim for refund of tax
12.10 and 12.11 Reserved
12.12(423) Extension of time for filing
12.13(423) Determination of filing status
12.14(423) Immediate successor liability for unpaid tax
12.15(423) Officers and partners—personal liability for unpaid tax
12.16(423) Show sponsor liability
12.17(423) Purchaser liability for unpaid sales tax
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12.18 Reserved
12.19(15) Sales and use tax refund for eligible businesses

CHAPTER 13
PERMITS

13.1(423) Retail sales tax permit required
13.2(423) Application for permit
13.3(423) Permit not transferable—sale of business
13.4(423) Permit—consolidated return optional
13.5(423) Retailers operating a temporary business
13.6(423) Reinstatement of canceled permit
13.7(423) Reinstatement of revoked permit
13.8(423) Withdrawal of permit
13.9 Reserved
13.10(423) Change of location
13.11(423) Change of ownership
13.12 Reserved
13.13(423) Trustees, receivers, executors and administrators
13.14(423) Vending machines and other coin-operated devices
13.15(423) Other amusements
13.16(423) Substantially delinquent tax—denial of permit
13.17(423) Substantially delinquent tax—revocation of permit

CHAPTER 14
COMPUTATION OF TAX

14.1 and 14.2 Reserved
14.3(423) Taxation of transactions due to rate change

CHAPTER 15
DETERMINATION OF A SALE AND SALE PRICE

15.1 and 15.2 Reserved
15.3(423) Exemption certificates, direct pay permits, fuel used in processing, and beer and

wine wholesalers
15.4 to 15.7 Reserved
15.8(423) Returned merchandise
15.9 and 15.10 Reserved
15.11(423) Leased departments
15.12(423) Excise tax included in and excluded from gross receipts
15.13(423) Freight, other transportation charges, and exclusions from the exemption applicable

to these services
15.14 Reserved
15.15(423) Premiums and gifts

CHAPTER 16
TAXABLE SALES

16.1(422) Tax imposed
16.2(422) Used or secondhand tangible personal property
16.3(422,423) Tangible personal property used or consumed by the manufacturer thereof
16.4(422,423) Patterns, dies, jigs, tools, and manufacturing or printing aids
16.5(422,423) Explosives used in mines, quarries and elsewhere
16.6(422,423) Electrotypes, types, zinc etchings, halftones, stereotypes, color process plates

and wood mounts
16.7 Reserved
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16.8(422,423) Wholesalers and jobbers selling at retail
16.9(422,423) Materials and supplies sold to retail stores
16.10(422,423) Sales to certain corporations organized under federal statutes
16.11(422,423) Paper plates, paper cups, paper dishes, paper napkins, paper, wooden or plastic

spoons and forks and straws
16.12(422) Tangible personal property purchased for resale but incidentally consumed by

the purchaser
16.13(422) Property furnished without charge by employers to employees
16.14(422) Sales in interstate commerce—goods delivered into this state
16.15(422) Owners or operators of buildings
16.16(422,423) Tangible personal property made to order
16.17(422,423) Blacksmith and machine shops
16.18(422,423) Sales of signs at retail
16.19(422,423) Products sold by cooperatives to members or patrons
16.20(422,423) Municipal utilities, investor-owned utilities, or municipal or rural electrification

cooperatives or associations
16.21(422,423) Sale of pets
16.22(422,423) Sales on layaway
16.23(422) Meal tickets, coupon books, and merchandise cards
16.24(422,423) Truckers engaged in retail business
16.25(422,423) Foreign truckers selling at retail in Iowa
16.26(422) Admissions to amusements, athletic events, commercial amusement enterprises,

fairs, and games
16.27 and 16.28 Reserved
16.29(422) Rental of personal property in connection with the operation of amusements
16.30(422) Commercial amusement enterprises—companies or persons which contract to

furnish show for fixed fee
16.31 Reserved
16.32(422) River steamboats
16.33(422) Pawnbrokers
16.34(422,423) Druggists and pharmacists
16.35(422,423) Memorial stones
16.36(422) Communication services furnished by hotel to its guests
16.37(422) Private clubs
16.38 Reserved
16.39(422) Athletic events
16.40(422,423) Iowa dental laboratories
16.41(422,423) Dental supply houses
16.42(422) News distributors and magazine distributors
16.43(422,423) Magazine subscriptions by independent dealers
16.44(422,423) Sales by finance companies
16.45(422,423) Sale of baling wire and baling twine
16.46(422,423) Snowmobiles and motorboats
16.47(422) Conditional sales contracts
16.48(422,423) Carpeting and other floor coverings
16.49(422,423) Bowling
16.50(422,423) Various special problems relating to public utilities
16.51(423) Sales of services treated as sales of tangible personal property
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CHAPTER 17
EXEMPT SALES

17.1(422,423) Gross receipts expended for educational, religious, and charitable purposes
17.2(422) Fuel used in processing—when exempt
17.3(422,423) Processing exemptions
17.4 Reserved
17.5(422,423) Sales to the American Red Cross, the Coast Guard Auxiliary, Navy-Marine Corps

Relief Society, and U.S.O
17.6(422,423) Sales of vehicles subject to registration—new and used—by dealers
17.7(422,423) Sales to certain federal corporations
17.8(422) Sales in interstate commerce—goods transported or shipped from this state
17.9(422,423) Sales of breeding livestock, fowl and certain other property used in agricultural

production
17.10(422,423) Materials used for seed inoculations
17.11(422,423) Educational institution
17.12(422) Coat or hat checkrooms
17.13(422,423) Railroad rolling stock
17.14(422,423) Chemicals, solvents, sorbents, or reagents used in processing
17.15(422,423) Demurrage charges
17.16(422,423) Sale of a draft horse
17.17(422,423) Beverage container deposits
17.18(422,423) Films, video tapes and other media, exempt rental and sale
17.19(422,423) Gross receipts from the sale or rental of tangible personal property or from services

performed, rendered, or furnished to certain nonprofit corporations exempt from
tax

17.20(422) Raffles
17.21 Reserved
17.22(422,423) Modular homes
17.23(422,423) Sales to other states and their political subdivisions
17.24(422) Nonprofit private museums
17.25(422,423) Exempt sales by excursion boat licensees
17.26(422,423) Bedding for agricultural livestock or fowl
17.27(422,423) Statewide notification center service exemption
17.28(422,423) State fair and fair societies
17.29(422,423) Reciprocal shipment of wines
17.30(422,423) Nonprofit organ procurement organizations
17.31(422,423) Sale of electricity to water companies
17.32(422) Food and beverages sold by certain organizations are exempt
17.33(422,423) Sales of building materials, supplies and equipment to not-for-profit rural water

districts
17.34(422,423) Sales to hospices
17.35(422,423) Sales of livestock ear tags
17.36(422,423) Sale or rental of information services
17.37(422,423) Temporary exemption from sales tax on certain utilities
17.38(422,423) State sales tax phase-out on energies
17.39(422,423) Art centers
17.40(422,423) Community action agencies
17.41(422,423) Legislative service bureau
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CHAPTER 18
TAXABLE AND EXEMPT SALES DETERMINED BY METHOD

OF TRANSACTION OR USAGE
18.1(422,423) Tangible personal property purchased from the United States government
18.2(422,423) Sales of butane, propane and other like gases in cylinder drums, etc.
18.3(422,423) Chemical compounds used to treat water
18.4(422) Mortgages and trustees
18.5(423) Sales to federal, state, county, municipal, or tribal government or the government’s

agencies or instrumentalities
18.6(422,423) Relief agencies
18.7(422,423) Containers, including packing cases, shipping cases, wrapping material and similar

items
18.8(422) Auctioneers
18.9(422) Sales by farmers
18.10(422,423) Florists
18.11(422,423) Landscaping materials
18.12(422,423) Hatcheries
18.13(422,423) Sales by the state of Iowa, its agencies and instrumentalities
18.14(422,423) Sales of livestock and poultry feeds
18.15(422,423) Student fraternities and sororities
18.16(422,423) Photographers and photostaters
18.17(422,423) Gravel and stone
18.18(422,423) Sale of ice
18.19(422,423) Antiques, curios, old coins or collector’s postage stamps
18.20(422,423) Communication services
18.21(422,423) Morticians or funeral directors
18.22(422,423) Physicians, dentists, surgeons, ophthalmologists, oculists, optometrists, and

opticians
18.23(422) Veterinarians
18.24(422,423) Hospitals, infirmaries and sanitariums
18.25(422,423) Warranties and maintenance contracts
18.26(422) Service charge and gratuity
18.27(422) Advertising agencies, commercial artists, and designers
18.28(422,423) Casual sales
18.29(422,423) Processing, a definition of the word, its beginning and completion characterized

with specific examples of processing
18.30(422) Taxation of American Indians
18.31(422,423) Tangible personal property purchased by one who is engaged in the performance

of a service
18.32 Reserved
18.33(422,423) Printers’ and publishers’ supplies exemption with retroactive effective date
18.34(422,423) Automatic data processing
18.35(422,423) Drainage tile
18.36(422,423) True leases and purchases of tangible personal property by lessors
18.37(422,423) Motor fuel, special fuel, aviation fuels and gasoline
18.38(422,423) Urban transit systems
18.39(422,423) Sales or services rendered, furnished, or performed by a county or city
18.40(422,423) Renting of rooms
18.41(422,423) Envelopes for advertising
18.42(422,423) Newspapers, free newspapers and shoppers’ guides
18.43(422,423) Written contract
18.44(422,423) Sale or rental of farm machinery and equipment
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18.45 Reserved
18.46(422,423) Automotive fluids
18.47(422,423) Maintenance or repair of fabric or clothing
18.48(422,423) Sale or rental of farm machinery, equipment, replacement parts, and repairs used in

livestock, dairy, or plant production
18.49(422,423) Aircraft sales, rental, component parts, and services exemptions prior to, on, and

after July 1, 1999
18.50(422,423) Property used by a lending organization
18.51(422,423) Sales to nonprofit legal aid organizations
18.52(422,423) Irrigation equipment used in farming operations
18.53(422,423) Sales to persons engaged in the consumer rental purchase business
18.54(422,423) Sales of advertising material
18.55(422,423) Drop shipment sales
18.56(422,423) Wind energy conversion property
18.57(422,423) Exemptions applicable to the production of flowering, ornamental, and vegetable

plants
18.58 Reserved
18.59(422,423) Exempt sales to nonprofit hospitals
18.60(422,423) Exempt sales of gases used in the manufacturing process
18.61(422,423) Exclusion from tax for property delivered by certain media

CHAPTER 19
SALES AND USE TAX ON CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

19.1(422,423) General information
19.2(422,423) Contractors are consumers of building materials, supplies, and equipment by statute
19.3(422,423) Sales of building materials, supplies, and equipment to contractors, subcontractors,

builders or owners
19.4(422,423) Contractors, subcontractors or builders who are retailers
19.5(422,423) Building materials, supplies, and equipment used in the performance of

construction contracts within and outside Iowa
19.6(422,423) Prefabricated structures
19.7(422,423) Types of construction contracts
19.8(422,423) Machinery and equipment sales contracts with installation
19.9(422,423) Construction contracts with equipment sales (mixed contracts)
19.10(422,423) Distinguishing machinery and equipment from real property
19.11(422,423) Tangible personal property which becomes structures
19.12(422,423) Construction contracts with tax exempt entities
19.13(422,423) Tax on enumerated services
19.14(422,423) Transportation cost
19.15(422,423) Start-up charges
19.16(422,423) Liability of subcontractors
19.17(422,423) Liability of sponsors
19.18(422,423) Withholding
19.19(422,423) Resale certificates
19.20(423) Reporting for use tax

CHAPTER 20
FOODS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, PRESCRIPTION DRUGS, INSULIN,
HYPODERMIC SYRINGES, DIABETIC TESTING MATERIALS, PROSTHETIC,

ORTHOTIC OR ORTHOPEDIC DEVICES
20.1(422,423) Foods for human consumption
20.2(422,423) Food coupon rules
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20.3(422,423) Nonparticipating retailer in the food coupon program
20.4(422,423) Determination of eligible foods
20.5(422,423) Meals and prepared food
20.6(422,423) Vending machines
20.7(422,423) Prescription drugs and devices
20.8(422,423) Exempt sales of nonprescription medical devices, other than prosthetic devices
20.9(422,423) Prosthetic, orthotic and orthopedic devices
20.10(422,423) Sales and rentals covered by Medicaid and Medicare
20.11(422,423) Reporting
20.12(422,423) Exempt sales of clothing and footwear during two-day period in August

CHAPTERS 21 to 25
Reserved
TITLE III

SALES TAX ON SERVICES

CHAPTER 26
SALES AND USE TAX ON SERVICES

26.1(422) Definition and scope
26.2(422) Enumerated services exempt
26.3(422) Alteration and garment repair
26.4(422) Armored car
26.5(422) Vehicle repair
26.6(422) Battery, tire and allied
26.7(422) Investment counseling
26.8(422) Bank and financial institution service charges
26.9(433) Barber and beauty
26.10(422) Boat repair
26.11(422) Car and vehicle wash and wax
26.12(422) Carpentry
26.13(422) Roof, shingle and glass repair
26.14(422) Dance schools and dance studios
26.15(422) Dry cleaning, pressing, dyeing and laundering
26.16(422) Electrical and electronic repair and installation
26.17(423) Photography and retouching
26.18(422,423) Equipment and tangible personal property rental
26.19(422) Excavating and grading
26.20(422) Farm implement repair of all kinds
26.21(422) Flying service
26.22(422) Furniture, rug, upholstery, repair and cleaning
26.23(422) Fur storage and repair
26.24(422) Golf and country clubs and all commercial recreation
26.25(422) House and building moving
26.26(422) Household appliance, television and radio repair
26.27(422) Jewelry and watch repair
26.28(422) Machine operators
26.29(422) Machine repair of all kinds
26.30(422) Motor repair
26.31(422) Motorcycle, scooter and bicycle repair
26.32(422) Oilers and lubricators
26.33(422) Office and business machine repair
26.34(422) Painting, papering and interior decorating
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26.35(422) Parking facilities
26.36(422) Pipe fitting and plumbing
26.37(422) Wood preparation
26.38(422) Private employment agency, executive search agency
26.39(422) Printing and binding
26.40(422) Sewing and stitching
26.41(422) Shoe repair and shoeshine
26.42(422) Storage warehousing, storage locker, and storage warehousing of raw agricultural

products and household goods
26.43(422,423) Telephone answering service
26.44(422) Test laboratories
26.45(422) Termite, bug, roach, and pest eradicators
26.46(422) Tin and sheet metal repair
26.47(422) Turkish baths, massage, and reducing salons
26.48(422) Vulcanizing, recapping or retreading
26.49 Reserved
26.50(422) Weighing
26.51(422) Welding
26.52(422) Well drilling
26.53(422) Wrapping, packing and packaging of merchandise other than processed meat,

fish, fowl and vegetables
26.54(422) Wrecking service
26.55(422) Wrecker and towing
26.56(422) Cable and pay television
26.57(422) Camera repair
26.58(422) Campgrounds
26.59(422) Gun repair
26.60(422) Janitorial and building maintenance or cleaning
26.61(422) Lawn care
26.62(422) Landscaping
26.63(422) Pet grooming
26.64(422) Reflexology
26.65(422) Tanning beds and tanning salons
26.66(422) Tree trimming and removal
26.67(422) Water conditioning and softening
26.68(422) Motor vehicle, recreational vehicle and recreational boat rental
26.69(422) Security and detective services
26.70 Reserved
26.71(422,423) Solid waste collection and disposal services
26.72(422,423) Sewage services
26.73 Reserved
26.74(422,423) Aircraft rental
26.75(422,423) Sign construction and installation
26.76(422,423) Swimming pool cleaning and maintenance
26.77(422,423) Taxidermy
26.78(422,423) Mini-storage
26.79(422,423) Dating services
26.80(422,423) Personal transportation service
26.81(422) Sales of bundled services contracts
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CHAPTER 27
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL EXCISE TAX

27.1(423C) Definitions and characterizations
27.2(423C) Tax imposed upon rental of automobiles
27.3(423C) Lessor’s obligation to collect tax
27.4(423C) Administration of tax

TITLE IV
USE

CHAPTER 28
DEFINITIONS

28.1(423) Taxable use defined
28.2(423) Processing of property defined
28.3(423) Purchase price defined
28.4(423) Retailer maintaining a place of business in this state defined

CHAPTER 29
CERTIFICATES

29.1(423) Certificate of registration
29.2(423) Cancellation of certificate of registration
29.3(423) Certificates of resale, direct pay permits, or processing

CHAPTER 30
FILING RETURNS, PAYMENT OF TAX, PENALTY AND INTEREST

30.1(423) Liability for use tax and denial and revocation of permit
30.2(423) Measure of use tax
30.3(421,423) Consumer’s use tax return
30.4(423) Retailer’s use tax return
30.5(423) Collection requirements of registered retailers
30.6(423) Bracket system to be used by registered vendors
30.7(423) Sales tax or use tax paid to another state
30.8(423) Registered retailers selling tangible personal property on a conditional sale

contract basis
30.9(423) Registered vendors repossessing goods sold on a conditional sale contract basis
30.10(423) Penalties for late filing of a monthly tax deposit or use tax returns
30.11(423) Claim for refund of use tax
30.12(423) Extension of time for filing

CHAPTER 31
RECEIPTS SUBJECT TO USE TAX

31.1(423) Transactions consummated outside this state
31.2(423) Goods coming into this state
31.3(423) Sales by federal government or agencies to consumers
31.4(423) Sales for lease of vehicles subject to registration—taxation and exemptions
31.5(423) Motor vehicle use tax on long-term leases
31.6(423) Sales of aircraft subject to registration
31.7(423) Communication services

CHAPTER 32
RECEIPTS EXEMPT FROM USE TAX

32.1(423) Tangible personal property and taxable services subject to sales tax
32.2(423) Sales tax exemptions applicable to use tax
32.3(423) Mobile homes and manufactured housing
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32.4(423) Exemption for vehicles used in interstate commerce
32.5(423) Exemption for transactions if sales tax paid
32.6(423) Exemption for ships, barges, and other waterborne vessels
32.7(423) Exemption for containers
32.8(423) Exemption for building materials used outside this state
32.9(423) Exemption for vehicles subject to registration
32.10(423) Exemption for vehicles operated under Iowa Code chapter 326
32.11(423) Exemption for vehicles purchased for rental or lease
32.12(423) Exemption for vehicles previously purchased for rental
32.13(423) Exempt use of aircraft on and after July 1, 1999
32.14(423) Exemption for tangible personal property brought into Iowa under Iowa Code

section 29C.24

CHAPTER 33
RECEIPTS SUBJECT TO USE TAX DEPENDING ON

METHOD OF TRANSACTION
33.1 Reserved
33.2(423) Federal manufacturer’s or retailer’s excise tax
33.3(423) Fuel consumed in creating power, heat or steam for processing or generating

electric current
33.4(423) Repair of tangible personal property outside the state of Iowa
33.5(423) Taxation of American Indians
33.6(422,423) Exemption for property used in Iowa only in interstate commerce
33.7(423) Property used to manufacture certain vehicles to be leased
33.8(423) Out-of-state rental of vehicles subject to registration subsequently used in Iowa
33.9(423) Sales of mobile homes, manufactured housing, and related property and services
33.10(423) Tax imposed on the use of manufactured housing as tangible personal property

and as real estate

CHAPTER 34
VEHICLES SUBJECT TO REGISTRATION

34.1(321) Definitions
34.2(321) Purchase price
34.3(321) Trades
34.4(321) Manufacturer’s rebate
34.5(321) Selling and purchasing the same vehicle
34.6(321) Federal excise tax
34.7(321) Sales to a Native American
34.8(321) Sale of chassis with added equipment or accessories
34.9(321) Sale of a boat or ATV with a trailer
34.10(321) Administration
34.11(321) Shell businesses
34.12(321) Purchased for resale
34.13(321) Loans
34.14(321) Leased vehicles
34.15(321) Vehicles purchased for the purpose of being leased and used exclusively for

interstate commerce
34.16(321) Iowa Code chapter 326 vehicles
34.17(321) Vehicles purchased outside of Iowa
34.18(321) Business entity to business entity transfers with the same ownership and purpose
34.19(321) Homemade vehicles
34.20(321,423) Glider kit vehicles

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/326.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/29C.24.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/326.pdf
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CHAPTERS 35 and 36
Reserved

CHAPTER 37
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK RULES

INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE
37.1(424) Rules incorporated

TITLE V
INDIVIDUAL

CHAPTER 38
ADMINISTRATION

38.1(422) Definitions
38.2(422) Statute of limitations
38.3(422) Retention of records
38.4(422) Authority for deductions
38.5(422) Jeopardy assessments
38.6(422) Information deemed confidential
38.7(422) Power of attorney
38.8(422) Delegations to audit and examine
38.9(422) Bonding procedure
38.10(422) Indexation
38.11(422) Appeals of notices of assessment and notices of denial of taxpayer’s refund claims
38.12(422) Indexation of the optional standard deduction for inflation
38.13(422) Reciprocal tax agreements
38.14(422) Information returns for reporting income payments to the department of revenue
38.15(422) Relief from joint and several liability under Iowa Code section 422.21(7) for

substantial understatement of tax attributable to nonrequesting spouse or former
spouse

38.16(422) Preparation of taxpayers’ returns by department employees
38.17(422) Resident determination
38.18(422) Tax treatment of income repaid in current tax year which had been reported on

prior Iowa individual income tax return

CHAPTER 39
FILING RETURN AND PAYMENT OF TAX

39.1(422) Who must file
39.2(422) Time and place for filing
39.3(422) Form for filing
39.4(422) Filing status
39.5(422) Payment of tax
39.6(422) Minimum tax
39.7(422) Tax on lump-sum distributions
39.8(422) State income tax limited to taxpayer’s net worth immediately before the distressed

sale
39.9(422) Special tax computation for all low-income taxpayers except single taxpayers
39.10(422) Election to report excess income from sale or exchange of livestock due to drought

in the next tax year
39.11(422) Forgiveness of tax for an individual whose federal income tax was forgiven

because the individual was killed outside the United States due to military or
terroristic action

39.12(422) Tax benefits for persons in the armed forces deployed outside the United States and
for certain other persons serving in support of those forces
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39.13 Reserved
39.14(422) Tax benefits for persons serving in support of the Bosnia-Herzegovina hazardous

duty area
39.15(422) Special tax computation for taxpayers who are 65 years of age or older

CHAPTER 40
DETERMINATION OF NET INCOME

40.1(422) Net income defined
40.2(422) Interest and dividends from federal securities
40.3(422) Interest and dividends from foreign securities and securities of state and other

political subdivisions
40.4 Reserved
40.5(422) Military pay
40.6(422) Interest and dividend income
40.7(422) Current year capital gains and losses
40.8(422) Gains and losses on property acquired before January 1, 1934
40.9(422) Work opportunity tax credit and alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit
40.10 and 40.11 Reserved
40.12(422) Income from partnerships or limited liability companies
40.13(422) Subchapter “S” income
40.14(422) Contract sales
40.15(422) Reporting of incomes by married taxpayers who file a joint federal return but elect

to file separately for Iowa income tax purposes
40.16(422) Income of nonresidents
40.17(422) Income of part-year residents
40.18(422) Net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers
40.19(422) Casualty losses
40.20(422) Adjustments to prior years
40.21(422) Additional deduction for wages paid or accrued for work done in Iowa by certain

individuals
40.22(422) Disability income exclusion
40.23(422) Social security benefits
40.24(99E) Lottery prizes
40.25 and 40.26 Reserved
40.27(422) Incomes from distressed sales of qualifying taxpayers
40.28 Reserved
40.29(422) Intangible drilling costs
40.30(422) Percentage depletion
40.31(422) Away-from-home expenses of state legislators
40.32(422) Interest and dividends from regulated investment companies which are exempt

from federal income tax
40.33 Reserved
40.34(422) Exemption of restitution payments for persons of Japanese ancestry
40.35(422) Exemption of Agent Orange settlement proceeds received by disabled veterans

or beneficiaries of disabled veterans
40.36(422) Exemption of interest earned on bonds issued to finance beginning farmer loan

program
40.37(422) Exemption of interest from bonds issued by the Iowa comprehensive petroleum

underground storage tank fund board
40.38(422) Capital gain deduction or exclusion for certain types of net capital gains
40.39(422) Exemption of interest from bonds or notes issued to fund the 911 emergency

telephone system
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40.40(422) Exemption of active-duty military pay of national guard personnel and armed
forces reserve personnel received for services related to operation desert shield

40.41 Reserved
40.42(422) Depreciation of speculative shell buildings
40.43(422) Retroactive exemption for payments received for providing unskilled in-home

health care services to a relative
40.44(422,541A) Individual development accounts
40.45(422) Exemption for distributions from pensions, annuities, individual retirement

accounts, or deferred compensation plans received by nonresidents of Iowa
40.46(422) Taxation of compensation of nonresident members of professional athletic teams
40.47(422) Partial exclusion of pensions and other retirement benefits for disabled individuals,

individuals who are 55 years of age or older, surviving spouses, and survivors
40.48(422) Health insurance premiums deduction
40.49(422) Employer social security credit for tips
40.50(422) Computing state taxable amounts of pension benefits from state pension plans
40.51(422) Exemption of active-duty military pay of national guard personnel and armed

forces military reserve personnel for overseas services pursuant to military orders
for peacekeeping in the Bosnia-Herzegovina area

40.52(422) Mutual funds
40.53(422) Deduction for contributions by taxpayers to the Iowa educational savings plan trust

and addition to income for refunds of contributions previously deducted
40.54(422) Roth individual retirement accounts
40.55(422) Exemption of income payments for victims of the Holocaust and heirs of victims
40.56(422) Taxation of income from the sale of obligations of the state of Iowa and its political

subdivisions
40.57(422) Installment sales by taxpayers using the accrual method of accounting
40.58(422) Exclusion of distributions from retirement plans by national guard members and

members of military reserve forces of the United States
40.59 Reserved
40.60(422) Additional first-year depreciation allowance
40.61(422) Exclusion of active duty pay of national guard members and armed forces military

reserve members for service under orders for Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation
Noble Eagle, Operation Enduring Freedom or Operation New Dawn

40.62(422) Deduction for overnight expenses not reimbursed for travel away from home of
more than 100 miles for performance of service as a member of the national
guard or armed forces military reserve

40.63(422) Exclusion of income from military student loan repayments
40.64(422) Exclusion of death gratuity payable to an eligible survivor of a member of the

armed forces, including a member of a reserve component of the armed forces
who has died while on active duty

40.65(422) Section 179 expensing
40.66(422) Deduction for certain unreimbursed expenses relating to a human organ transplant
40.67(422) Deduction for alternative motor vehicles
40.68(422) Injured veterans grant program
40.69(422) Exclusion of ordinary or capital gain income realized as a result of involuntary

conversion of property due to eminent domain
40.70(422) Exclusion of income from sale, rental or furnishing of tangible personal property

or services directly related to production of film, television or video projects
40.71(422) Exclusion for certain victim compensation payments
40.72(422) Exclusion of Vietnam Conflict veterans bonus
40.73(422) Exclusion for health care benefits of nonqualified tax dependents
40.74(422) Exclusion for AmeriCorps Segal Education Award
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40.75(422) Exclusion of certain amounts received from Iowa veterans trust fund
40.76(422) Exemption of active duty pay for armed forces, armed forces military reserve,

or the national guard
40.77(422) Exclusion of biodiesel production refund
40.78(422) Allowance of certain deductions for 2008 tax year
40.79(422) Special filing provisions related to 2010 tax changes
40.80(422) Exemption for military retirement pay
40.81(422) Iowa ABLE savings plan trust
40.82(422,541B) First-time homebuyer savings accounts
40.83(422) Like-kind exchanges of personal property completed after December 31, 2017, but

before tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2020
40.84(422) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption
40.85(422) Interest expense deduction adjustments
40.86(422) COVID-19 grant exclusion

CHAPTER 41
DETERMINATION OF TAXABLE INCOME

41.1(422) Verification of deductions required
41.2(422) Federal rulings and regulations
41.3(422) Federal income tax deduction and federal refund
41.4(422) Optional standard deduction
41.5(422) Itemized deductions
41.6(422) Itemized deductions—separate returns by spouses
41.7(422) Itemized deductions—part-year residents
41.8(422) Itemized deductions—nonresidents
41.9(422) Annualizing income
41.10(422) Income tax averaging
41.11(422) Reduction in state itemized deductions for certain high-income taxpayers
41.12(422) Deduction for home mortgage interest for taxpayers with mortgage interest credit
41.13(422) Iowa income taxes and Iowa tax refund

CHAPTER 42
ADJUSTMENTS TO COMPUTED TAX AND TAX CREDITS

42.1(257,422) School district surtax
42.2(422D) Emergency medical services income surtax
42.3(422) Exemption credits
42.4(422) Tuition and textbook credit for expenses incurred for dependents attending grades

kindergarten through 12 in Iowa
42.5(422) Nonresident and part-year resident credit
42.6(422) Out-of-state tax credits
42.7(422) Out-of-state tax credit for minimum tax
42.8(422) Withholding and estimated tax credits
42.9(422) Motor fuel credit
42.10(422) Alternative minimum tax credit for minimum tax paid in a prior tax year
42.11(15,422) Research activities credit
42.12(422) New jobs credit
42.13(422) Earned income credit
42.14(15) Investment tax credit—new jobs and income program and enterprise zone program
42.15(422) Child and dependent care credit
42.16(422) Franchise tax credit
42.17(15E) Eligible housing business tax credit
42.18(422) Assistive device tax credit
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42.19(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit for projects
with Part 2 applications approved and tax credits reserved prior to July 1, 2014

42.20(422) Ethanol blended gasoline tax credit
42.21(15E) Eligible development business investment tax credit
42.22(15E,422) Venture capital credits
42.23(15) New capital investment program tax credits
42.24(15E,422) Endow Iowa tax credit
42.25(422) Soy-based cutting tool oil tax credit
42.26(15I,422) Wage-benefits tax credit
42.27(422,476B) Wind energy production tax credit
42.28(422,476C) Renewable energy tax credit
42.29(15) High quality job creation program
42.30(15E,422) Economic development region revolving fund tax credit
42.31(422) Early childhood development tax credit
42.32(422) School tuition organization tax credit
42.33(422) E-85 gasoline promotion tax credit
42.34(422) Biodiesel blended fuel tax credit
42.35(422) Soy-based transformer fluid tax credit
42.36(16,422) Agricultural assets transfer tax credit and custom farming contract tax credit
42.37(15,422) Film qualified expenditure tax credit
42.38(15,422) Film investment tax credit
42.39(422) Ethanol promotion tax credit
42.40(422) Charitable conservation contribution tax credit
42.41(15,422) Redevelopment tax credit
42.42(15) High quality jobs program
42.43(16,422) Disaster recovery housing project tax credit
42.44(422) Deduction of credits
42.45(15) Aggregate tax credit limit for certain economic development programs
42.46(422) E-15 plus gasoline promotion tax credit
42.47(422) Geothermal heat pump tax credit
42.48(422) Solar energy system tax credit
42.49(422) Volunteer fire fighter, volunteer emergency medical services personnel and reserve

peace officer tax credit
42.50(422) Taxpayers trust fund tax credit
42.51(422,85GA,SF452) From farm to food donation tax credit
42.52(422) Adoption tax credit
42.53(15) Workforce housing tax incentives program
42.54(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit for projects

registered on or after July 1, 2014, and before August 15, 2016
42.55(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit for projects

registered on or after August 15, 2016
42.56(15,422) Renewable chemical production tax credit program

CHAPTER 43
ASSESSMENTS AND REFUNDS

43.1(422) Notice of discrepancies
43.2(422) Notice of assessment, supplemental assessments and refund adjustments
43.3(422) Overpayments of tax
43.4(68A,422,456A) Optional designations of funds by taxpayer
43.5(422) Abatement of tax
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43.6 and 43.7 Reserved
43.8(422) Livestock production credit refunds for corporate taxpayers and individual

taxpayers

CHAPTER 44
PENALTY AND INTEREST

44.1(422) Penalty
44.2(422) Computation of interest on unpaid tax
44.3(422) Computation of interest on refunds resulting from net operating losses
44.4(422) Computation of interest on overpayments

CHAPTER 45
PARTNERSHIPS

45.1(422) General rule
45.2(422) Partnership returns
45.3(422) Contents of partnership return
45.4(422) Distribution and taxation of partnership income

CHAPTER 46
WITHHOLDING

46.1(422) Who must withhold
46.2(422) Computation of amount withheld
46.3(422) Forms, returns and reports
46.4(422) Withholding on nonresidents
46.5(422) Penalty and interest
46.6(422) Withholding tax credit to workforce development fund
46.7(422) ACE training program credits from withholding
46.8(260E) New job tax credit from withholding
46.9(15) Supplemental new jobs credit from withholding and alternative credit for housing

assistance programs
46.10(403) Targeted jobs withholding tax credit

CHAPTER 47
Reserved

CHAPTER 48
COMPOSITE RETURNS

48.1(422) Composite returns
48.2(422) Definitions
48.3(422) Filing requirements
48.4 Reserved
48.5(422) Composite return required by director
48.6(422) Determination of composite Iowa income
48.7(422) Determination of composite Iowa tax
48.8(422) Estimated tax
48.9(422) Time and place for filing

CHAPTER 49
ESTIMATED INCOME TAX FOR INDIVIDUALS

49.1(422) Who must pay estimated income tax
49.2(422) Time for filing and payment of tax
49.3(422) Estimated tax for nonresidents
49.4(422) Special estimated tax periods
49.5(422) Reporting forms
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49.6(422) Penalty—underpayment of estimated tax
49.7(422) Estimated tax carryforwards and how the carryforward amounts are affected under

different circumstances

CHAPTER 50
APPORTIONMENT OF INCOME FOR RESIDENT

SHAREHOLDERS OF S CORPORATIONS
50.1(422) Apportionment of income for resident shareholders of S corporations
50.2 Reserved
50.3(422) Distributions
50.4(422) Computation of net S corporation income
50.5(422) Computation of federal tax on S corporation income
50.6(422) Income allocable to Iowa
50.7(422) Credit for taxes paid to another state
50.8 and 50.9 Reserved
50.10(422) Example for tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2002

TITLE VI
CORPORATION

CHAPTER 51
ADMINISTRATION

51.1(422) Definitions
51.2(422) Statutes of limitation
51.3(422) Retention of records
51.4(422) Cancellation of authority to do business
51.5(422) Authority for deductions
51.6(422) Jeopardy assessments
51.7(422) Information confidential
51.8(422) Power of attorney
51.9(422) Delegation of authority to audit and examine

CHAPTER 52
FILING RETURNS, PAYMENT OF TAX,

PENALTY AND INTEREST, AND TAX CREDITS
52.1(422) Who must file
52.2(422) Time and place for filing return
52.3(422) Form for filing
52.4(422) Payment of tax
52.5(422) Minimum tax
52.6(422) Motor fuel credit
52.7(422) Research activities credit
52.8(422) New jobs credit
52.9 Reserved
52.10(15) New jobs and income program tax credits
52.11(422) Refunds and overpayments
52.12(422) Deduction of credits
52.13(422) Livestock production credits
52.14(15E) Enterprise zone tax credits
52.15(15E) Eligible housing business tax credit
52.16(422) Franchise tax credit
52.17(422) Assistive device tax credit
52.18(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit for projects

with Part 2 applications approved and tax credits reserved prior to July 1, 2014
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52.19(422) Ethanol blended gasoline tax credit
52.20(15E) Eligible development business investment tax credit
52.21(15E,422) Venture capital credits
52.22(15) New capital investment program tax credits
52.23(15E,422) Endow Iowa tax credit
52.24(422) Soy-based cutting tool oil tax credit
52.25(15I,422) Wage-benefits tax credit
52.26(422,476B) Wind energy production tax credit
52.27(422,476C) Renewable energy tax credit
52.28(15) High quality job creation program
52.29(15E,422) Economic development region revolving fund tax credit
52.30(422) E-85 gasoline promotion tax credit
52.31(422) Biodiesel blended fuel tax credit
52.32(422) Soy-based transformer fluid tax credit
52.33(16,422) Agricultural assets transfer tax credit and custom farming contract tax credit
52.34(15,422) Film qualified expenditure tax credit
52.35(15,422) Film investment tax credit
52.36(422) Ethanol promotion tax credit
52.37(422) Charitable conservation contribution tax credit
52.38(422) School tuition organization tax credit
52.39(15,422) Redevelopment tax credit
52.40(15) High quality jobs program
52.41(15) Aggregate tax credit limit for certain economic development programs
52.42(16,422) Disaster recovery housing project tax credit
52.43(422) E-15 plus gasoline promotion tax credit
52.44(422) Solar energy system tax credit
52.45(422,85GA,SF452) From farm to food donation tax credit
52.46(15) Workforce housing tax incentives program
52.47(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit for projects

registered on or after July 1, 2014, and before August 15, 2016
52.48(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit for projects

registered on or after August 15, 2016
52.49(15,422) Renewable chemical production tax credit program

CHAPTER 53
DETERMINATION OF NET INCOME

53.1(422) Computation of net income for corporations
53.2(422) Net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers
53.3(422) Capital loss carryback
53.4(422) Net operating and capital loss carrybacks and carryovers
53.5(422) Interest and dividends from federal securities
53.6(422) Interest and dividends from foreign securities, and securities of state and their

political subdivisions
53.7(422) Safe harbor leases
53.8(422) Additions to federal taxable income
53.9(422) Gains and losses on property acquired before January 1, 1934
53.10(422) Work opportunity tax credit and alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit
53.11(422) Additional deduction for wages paid or accrued for work done in Iowa by certain

individuals
53.12(422) Federal income tax deduction
53.13(422) Iowa income taxes and Iowa tax refund
53.14(422) Method of accounting, accounting period
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53.15(422) Consolidated returns
53.16(422) Federal rulings and regulations
53.17(422) Depreciation of speculative shell buildings
53.18(422) Deduction of multipurpose vehicle registration fee
53.19(422) Deduction of foreign dividends
53.20(422) Employer social security credit for tips
53.21(422) Deductions related to the Iowa educational savings plan trust
53.22(422) Additional first-year depreciation allowance
53.23(422) Section 179 expensing
53.24(422) Exclusion of ordinary or capital gain income realized as a result of involuntary

conversion of property due to eminent domain
53.25(422) Exclusion of income from sale, rental or furnishing of tangible personal property

or services directly related to production of film, television, or video projects
53.26(422) Exclusion of biodiesel production refund
53.27(422) Like-kind exchanges of personal property completed after December 31, 2017, but

before tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2020
53.28(422) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption
53.29(422) Interest expense deduction adjustments
53.30(422) COVID-19 grant exclusion

CHAPTER 54
ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT

54.1(422) Basis of corporate tax
54.2(422) Allocation or apportionment of investment income
54.3(422) Application of related expense to allocable interest, dividends, rents and

royalties—tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 1978
54.4(422) Net gains and losses from the sale of assets
54.5(422) Where income is derived from the manufacture or sale of tangible personal property
54.6(422) Apportionment of income derived from business other than the manufacture or sale

of tangible personal property
54.7(422) Apportionment of income of transportation, communications, and certain public

utilities corporations
54.8(422) Apportionment of income derived from more than one business activity carried

on within a single corporate structure
54.9(422) Allocation and apportionment of income in special cases

CHAPTER 55
ASSESSMENTS, REFUNDS, APPEALS

55.1(422) Notice of discrepancies
55.2(422) Notice of assessment
55.3(422) Refund of overpaid tax
55.4(421) Abatement of tax
55.5(422) Protests

CHAPTER 56
ESTIMATED TAX FOR CORPORATIONS

56.1(422) Who must pay estimated tax
56.2(422) Time for filing and payment of tax
56.3(422) Special estimate periods
56.4(422) Reporting forms
56.5(422) Penalties
56.6(422) Overpayment of estimated tax
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TITLE VII
FRANCHISE

CHAPTER 57
ADMINISTRATION

57.1(422) Definitions
57.2(422) Statutes of limitation
57.3(422) Retention of records
57.4(422) Authority for deductions
57.5(422) Jeopardy assessments
57.6(422) Information deemed confidential
57.7(422) Power of attorney
57.8(422) Delegation to audit and examine

CHAPTER 58
FILING RETURNS, PAYMENT OF TAX, PENALTY AND INTEREST,

AND TAX CREDITS
58.1(422) Who must file
58.2(422) Time and place for filing return
58.3(422) Form for filing
58.4(422) Payment of tax
58.5(422) Minimum tax
58.6(422) Refunds and overpayments
58.7(422) Allocation of franchise tax revenues
58.8(15E) Eligible housing business tax credit
58.9(15E) Eligible development business investment tax credit
58.10(404A,422) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit
58.11(15E,422) Venture capital credits
58.12(15) New capital investment program tax credits
58.13(15E,422) Endow Iowa tax credit
58.14(15I,422) Wage-benefits tax credit
58.15(422,476B) Wind energy production tax credit
58.16(422,476C) Renewable energy tax credit
58.17(15) High quality job creation program
58.18(15E,422) Economic development region revolving fund tax credit
58.19(15,422) Film qualified expenditure tax credit
58.20(15,422) Film investment tax credit
58.21(15) High quality jobs program
58.22(422) Solar energy system tax credit
58.23(15) Workforce housing tax incentives program

CHAPTER 59
DETERMINATION OF NET INCOME

59.1(422) Computation of net income for financial institutions
59.2(422) Net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers
59.3(422) Capital loss carryback
59.4(422) Net operating and capital loss carrybacks and carryovers
59.5(422) Interest and dividends from federal securities
59.6(422) Interest and dividends from foreign securities and securities of states and other

political subdivisions
59.7(422) Safe harbor leases
59.8(422) Additional deduction for wages paid or accrued for work done in Iowa by certain

individuals
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59.9(422) Work opportunity tax credit
59.10(422) Like-kind exchanges of personal property completed after December 31, 2017, but

before tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2020
59.11(422) Gains and losses on property acquired before January 1, 1934
59.12(422) Federal income tax deduction
59.13(422) Iowa franchise taxes
59.14(422) Method of accounting, accounting period
59.15(422) Consolidated returns
59.16(422) Federal rulings and regulations
59.17(15E,422) Charitable contributions relating to the endow Iowa tax credit
59.18(422) Depreciation of speculative shell buildings
59.19(422) Deduction of multipurpose vehicle registration fee
59.20(422) Disallowance of expenses to carry an investment subsidiary for tax years which

begin on or after January 1, 1995
59.21(422) S corporation and limited liability company financial institutions
59.22(422) Deduction for contributions made to the endowment fund of the Iowa educational

savings plan trust
59.23(422) Additional first-year depreciation allowance
59.24(422) Section 179 expensing

ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT
59.25(422) Basis of franchise tax
59.26(422) Allocation and apportionment
59.27(422) Net gains and losses from the sale of assets
59.28(422) Apportionment factor
59.29(422) Allocation and apportionment of income in special cases
59.30(422) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption
59.31(422) Interest expense deduction adjustments
59.32(422) COVID-19 grant exclusion

CHAPTER 60
ASSESSMENTS, REFUNDS, APPEALS

60.1(422) Notice of discrepancies
60.2(422) Notice of assessment
60.3(422) Refund of overpaid tax
60.4(421) Abatement of tax
60.5(422) Protests

CHAPTER 61
ESTIMATED TAX FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

61.1(422) Who must pay estimated tax
61.2(422) Time for filing and payment of tax
61.3(422) Special estimate periods
61.4(422) Reporting forms
61.5(422) Penalties
61.6(422) Overpayment of estimated tax

CHAPTERS 62 to 66
Reserved
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TITLE VIII
MOTOR FUEL

CHAPTER 67
ADMINISTRATION

67.1(452A) Definitions
67.2(452A) Statute of limitations, supplemental assessments and refund adjustments
67.3(452A) Taxpayers required to keep records
67.4(452A) Audit—costs
67.5(452A) Estimate gallonage
67.6(452A) Timely filing of returns, reports, remittances, applications, or requests
67.7(452A) Extension of time to file
67.8(452A) Penalty and interest
67.9(452A) Penalty and enforcement provisions
67.10(452A) Application of remittance
67.11(452A) Reports, returns, records—variations
67.12(452A) Form of invoice
67.13(452A) Credit card invoices
67.14(452A) Original invoice retained by purchaser—certified copy if lost
67.15(452A) Taxes erroneously or illegally collected
67.16(452A) Credentials and receipts
67.17(452A) Information confidential
67.18(452A) Delegation to audit and examine
67.19(452A) Practice and procedure before the department of revenue
67.20(452A) Time for filing protest
67.21(452A) Bonding procedure
67.22(452A) Tax refund offset
67.23(452A) Supplier, restrictive supplier, importer, exporter, blender, dealer, or user licenses
67.24(452A) Reinstatement of license canceled for cause
67.25(452A) Fuel used in implements of husbandry
67.26(452A) Excess tax collected
67.27(452A) Retailer gallons report

CHAPTER 68
MOTOR FUEL AND UNDYED SPECIAL FUEL

68.1(452A) Definitions
68.2(452A) Tax rates—time tax attaches—responsible party
68.3(452A) Exemption
68.4(452A) Blended fuel taxation—nonterminal location
68.5(452A) Tax returns—computations
68.6(452A) Distribution allowance
68.7(452A) Supplier credit—uncollectible account
68.8(452A) Refunds
68.9(452A) Claim for refund—payment of claim
68.10(452A) Refund permit
68.11(452A) Revocation of refund permit
68.12(452A) Income tax credit in lieu of refund
68.13(452A) Reduction of refund—sales and use tax
68.14(452A) Terminal withdrawals—meters
68.15(452A) Terminal and nonterminal storage facility reports and records
68.16(452A) Method of reporting taxable gallonage
68.17(452A) Transportation reports
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68.18(452A) Bill of lading or manifest requirements
68.19(452A) Right of distributors and dealers to blend conventional blendstock for oxygenate

blending, gasoline, or diesel fuel using a biofuel

CHAPTER 69
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS—

COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS—LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
69.1(452A) Definitions
69.2(452A) Tax rates—time tax attaches—responsible party—payment of the tax
69.3(452A) Penalty and interest
69.4(452A) Bonding procedure
69.5(452A) Persons authorized to place L.P.G., L.N.G., or C.N.G. in the fuel supply tank of a

motor vehicle
69.6(452A) Requirements to be licensed
69.7(452A) Licensed metered pumps
69.8(452A) Single license for each location
69.9(452A) Dealer’s and user’s license nonassignable
69.10(452A) Separate storage—bulk sales—highway use
69.11(452A) Combined storage—bulk sales—highway sales or use
69.12(452A) Exemption certificates
69.13(452A) L.P.G. sold to the state of Iowa, its political subdivisions, contract carriers under

contract with public schools to transport pupils or regional transit systems
69.14(452A) Refunds
69.15(452A) Notice of meter seal breakage
69.16(452A) Location of records—L.P.G. or C.N.G. users and dealers

TITLE IX
PROPERTY

CHAPTER 70
REPLACEMENT TAX AND STATEWIDE PROPERTY TAX

DIVISION I
REPLACEMENT TAX

70.1(437A) Who must file return
70.2(437A) Time and place for filing return
70.3(437A) Form for filing
70.4(437A) Payment of tax
70.5(437A) Statute of limitations
70.6(437A) Billings
70.7(437A) Refunds
70.8(437A) Abatement of tax
70.9(437A) Taxpayers required to keep records
70.10(437A) Credentials
70.11(437A) Audit of records
70.12(437A) Collections/reimbursements
70.13(437A) Information confidential

DIVISION II
STATEWIDE PROPERTY TAX

70.14(437A) Who must file return
70.15(437A) Time and place for filing return
70.16(437A) Form for filing
70.17(437A) Payment of tax
70.18(437A) Statute of limitations
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70.19(437A) Billings
70.20(437A) Refunds
70.21(437A) Abatement of tax
70.22(437A) Taxpayers required to keep records
70.23(437A) Credentials
70.24(437A) Audit of records

CHAPTER 71
ASSESSMENT PRACTICES AND EQUALIZATION

71.1(405,427A,428,441,499B) Classification of real estate
71.2(421,428,441) Assessment and valuation of real estate
71.3(421,428,441) Valuation of agricultural real estate
71.4(421,428,441) Valuation of residential real estate
71.5(421,428,441) Valuation of commercial real estate
71.6(421,428,441) Valuation of industrial land and buildings
71.7(421,427A,428,441) Valuation of industrial machinery
71.8(428,441) Abstract of assessment
71.9(428,441) Reconciliation report
71.10(421) Assessment/sales ratio study
71.11(441) Equalization of assessments by class of property
71.12(441) Determination of aggregate actual values
71.13(441) Tentative equalization notices
71.14(441) Hearings before the department
71.15(441) Final equalization order and appeals
71.16(441) Alternative method of implementing equalization orders
71.17(441) Special session of boards of review
71.18(441) Judgment of assessors and local boards of review
71.19(441) Conference boards
71.20(441) Board of review
71.21(421,17A) Property assessment appeal board
71.22(428,441) Assessors
71.23(421,428,441) Valuation of multiresidential real estate
71.24(421,428,441) Valuation of dual classification property
71.25(441,443) Omitted assessments
71.26(441) Assessor compliance
71.27(441) Assessor shall not assess own property
71.28(441) Special counsel

CHAPTER 72
EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION OF ASSESSORS AND DEPUTY ASSESSORS

72.1(441) Application for examination
72.2(441) Examinations
72.3(441) Eligibility requirements to take the examination
72.4(441) Appraisal-related experience
72.5(441) Regular certification
72.6(441) Temporary certification
72.7 Reserved
72.8(441) Deputy assessors—regular certification
72.9 Reserved
72.10(441) Appointment of deputy assessors
72.11(441) Special examinations
72.12(441) Register of eligible candidates
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72.13(441) Course of study for provisional appointees
72.14(441) Examining board
72.15(441) Appointment of assessor
72.16(441) Reappointment of assessor
72.17(441) Removal of assessor
72.18(421,441) Courses offered by the department of revenue

CHAPTER 73
PROPERTY TAX CREDIT AND RENT REIMBURSEMENT

73.1(425) Eligible claimants
73.2(425) Separate homesteads—husband and wife property tax credit
73.3(425) Dual claims
73.4(425) Multipurpose building
73.5(425) Multidwelling
73.6(425) Income
73.7(425) Joint tenancy
73.8(425) Amended claim
73.9(425) Simultaneous homesteads
73.10(425) Confidential information
73.11(425) Mobile, modular, and manufactured homes
73.12(425) Totally disabled
73.13(425) Nursing homes
73.14(425) Household
73.15(425) Homestead
73.16(425) Household income
73.17(425) Timely filing of claims
73.18(425) Separate homestead—husband and wife rent reimbursements
73.19(425) Gross rent/rent constituting property taxes paid
73.20(425) Leased land
73.21(425) Property: taxable status
73.22(425) Special assessments
73.23(425) Suspended, delinquent, or canceled taxes
73.24(425) Income: spouse
73.25(425) Common law marriage
73.26 Reserved
73.27(425) Special assessment credit
73.28(425) Credit applied
73.29(425) Deceased claimant
73.30(425) Audit of claim
73.31(425) Extension of time for filing a claim
73.32(425) Annual adjustment factor
73.33(425) Proration of claims
73.34(425) Unreasonable hardship

CHAPTER 74
MOBILE, MODULAR, AND MANUFACTURED HOME TAX

74.1(435) Definitions
74.2(435) Movement of home to another county
74.3(435) Sale of home
74.4(435) Reduced tax rate
74.5(435) Taxation—real estate
74.6(435) Taxation—square footage
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74.7(435) Audit by department of revenue
74.8(435) Collection of tax

CHAPTER 75
PROPERTY TAX ADMINISTRATION

75.1(441) Tax year
75.2(445) Partial payment of tax
75.3(445) When delinquent
75.4(446) Payment of subsequent year taxes by purchaser
75.5(428,433,434,437,437A,438,85GA,SF451) Central assessment confidentiality
75.6(446) Tax sale
75.7(445) Refund of tax
75.8(614) Delinquent property taxes

CHAPTER 76
DETERMINATION OF VALUE OF RAILROAD COMPANIES

76.1(434) Definitions of terms
76.2(434) Filing of annual reports
76.3(434) Comparable sales
76.4(434) Stock and debt approach to unit value
76.5(434) Income capitalization approach to unit value
76.6(434) Cost approach to unit value
76.7(434) Correlation
76.8(434) Allocation of unit value to state
76.9(434) Exclusions

CHAPTER 77
DETERMINATION OF VALUE OF UTILITY COMPANIES

77.1(428,433,437,438) Definition of terms
77.2(428,433,437,438) Filing of annual reports
77.3(428,433,437,438) Comparable sales
77.4(428,433,437,438) Stock and debt approach to unit value
77.5(428,433,437,438) Income capitalization approach to unit value
77.6(428,433,437,438) Cost approach to unit value
77.7(428,433,437,438) Correlation
77.8(428,433,437,438) Allocation of unit value to state

CHAPTER 78
REPLACEMENT TAX AND STATEWIDE PROPERTY
TAX ON RATE-REGULATED WATER UTILITIES

REPLACEMENT TAX
78.1(437B) Who must file return
78.2(437B) Time and place for filing return
78.3(437B) Form for filing
78.4(437B) Payment of tax
78.5(437B) Statute of limitations
78.6(437B) Billings
78.7(437B) Refunds
78.8(437B) Abatement of tax
78.9(437B) Taxpayers required to keep records
78.10(437B) Credentials
78.11(437B) Audit of records
78.12(437B) Information confidential
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STATEWIDE PROPERTY TAX
78.13(437B) Who must file return
78.14(437B) Time and place for filing return
78.15(437B) Form for filing
78.16(437B) Payment of tax
78.17(437B) Statute of limitations
78.18(437B) Billings
78.19(437B) Refunds
78.20(437B) Abatement of tax
78.21(437B) Taxpayers required to keep records
78.22(437B) Credentials
78.23(437B) Audit of records

CHAPTER 79
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX AND DECLARATIONS OF VALUE

79.1(428A) Real estate transfer tax: Responsibility of county recorders
79.2(428A) Taxable status of real estate transfers
79.3(428A) Declarations of value: Responsibility of county recorders and city and county

assessors
79.4(428A) Certain transfers of agricultural realty
79.5(428A) Form completion and filing requirements
79.6(428A) Public access to declarations of value

CHAPTER 80
PROPERTY TAX CREDITS AND EXEMPTIONS

80.1(425) Homestead tax credit
80.2(22,35,426A) Military service tax exemption
80.3(427) Pollution control and recycling property tax exemption
80.4(427) Low-rent housing for the elderly and persons with disabilities
80.5(427) Speculative shell buildings
80.6(427B) Industrial property tax exemption
80.7(427B) Assessment of computers and industrial machinery and equipment
80.8(404) Urban revitalization partial exemption
80.9(427C,441) Forest and fruit-tree reservations
80.10(427B) Underground storage tanks
80.11(425A) Family farm tax credit
80.12(427) Methane gas conversion property
80.13(427B,476B) Wind energy conversion property
80.14(427) Mobile home park storm shelter
80.15(427) Barn and one-room schoolhouse preservation
80.16(426) Agricultural land tax credit
80.17(427) Indian housing property
80.18(427) Property used in value-added agricultural product operations
80.19(427) Dwelling unit property within certain cities
80.20(427) Nursing facilities
80.21(368) Annexation of property by a city
80.22(427) Port authority
80.23(427A) Concrete batch plants and hot mix asphalt facilities
80.24(427) Airport property
80.25(427A) Car wash equipment
80.26(427) Web search portal and data center business property
80.27(427) Privately owned libraries and art galleries
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80.28(404B) Disaster revitalization area
80.29(427) Geothermal heating and cooling systems installed on property classified as

residential
80.30(426C) Business property tax credit
80.31(427) Broadband infrastructure
80.32(427,428,433,434,435,437,438) Property aiding in disaster or emergency-related work
80.33 to 80.48 Reserved
80.49(441) Commercial and industrial property tax replacement—county replacement claims
80.50(427,441) Responsibility of local assessors
80.51(441) Responsibility of local boards of review
80.52(427) Responsibility of director of revenue
80.53(427) Application for exemption
80.54(427) Partial exemptions
80.55(427,441) Taxable status of property
80.56(427) Abatement of taxes

TITLE X
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO

CHAPTER 81
ADMINISTRATION

81.1(453A) Definitions
81.2(453A) Credentials and receipts
81.3(453A) Examination of records
81.4(453A) Records
81.5(453A) Form of invoice
81.6(453A) Audit of records—cost, supplemental assessments and refund adjustments
81.7(453A) Bonds
81.8(98) Penalties
81.9(98) Interest
81.10(98) Waiver of penalty or interest
81.11(453A) Appeal—practice and procedure before the department
81.12(453A) Permit—license revocation
81.13(453A) Permit applications and denials
81.14(453A) Confidential information
81.15(98) Request for waiver of penalty
81.16(453A) Inventory tax

CHAPTER 82
CIGARETTE TAX AND REGULATION OF DELIVERY SALES OF ALTERNATIVE NICOTINE

PRODUCTS OR VAPOR PRODUCTS
82.1(453A) Permits required
82.2(453A) Partial year permits—payment—refund—exchange
82.3(453A) Bond requirements
82.4(453A) Cigarette tax—attachment—exemption—exclusivity of tax
82.5(453A) Cigarette tax stamps
82.6(453A) Banks authorized to sell stamps—requirements—restrictions
82.7(453A) Purchase of cigarette tax stamps—discount
82.8(453A) Affixing stamps
82.9(453A) Reports
82.10(453A) Manufacturer’s samples
82.11(453A) Refund of tax—unused and destroyed stamps
82.12(453A) Delivery sales of alternative nicotine products or vapor products
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CHAPTER 83
TOBACCO TAX

83.1(453A) Licenses
83.2(453A) Distributor bond
83.3(453A) Tax on tobacco products
83.4(453A) Tax on little cigars
83.5(453A) Distributor discount
83.6(453A) Distributor returns
83.7(453A) Consumer’s return
83.8(453A) Transporter’s report
83.9(453A) Free samples
83.10(453A) Credits and refunds of taxes
83.11(453A) Sales exempt from tax
83.12(81GA,HF339) Retail permits required
83.13(81GA,HF339) Permit issuance fee
83.14(81GA,HF339) Refunds of permit fee
83.15(81GA,HF339) Application for permit
83.16(81GA,HF339) Records and reports
83.17(81GA,HF339) Penalties

CHAPTER 84
UNFAIR CIGARETTE SALES

84.1(421B) Definitions
84.2(421B) Minimum price
84.3(421B) Combination sales
84.4(421B) Retail redemption of coupons
84.5(421B) Exempt sales
84.6(421B) Notification of manufacturer’s price increase
84.7(421B) Permit revocation

CHAPTER 85
TOBACCO MASTER SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

DIVISION I
TOBACCO MASTER SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

85.1(453C) National uniform tobacco settlement
85.2(453C) Definitions
85.3(453C) Report required
85.4(453C) Report information
85.5(453C) Record-keeping requirement
85.6(453C) Confidentiality
85.7 to 85.20 Reserved

DIVISION II
TOBACCO PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS’ OBLIGATIONS AND PROCEDURES

85.21(80GA,SF375) Definitions
85.22(80GA,SF375) Directory of tobacco product manufacturers

TITLE XI
INHERITANCE, ESTATE, GENERATION SKIPPING, AND FIDUCIARY INCOME TAX

CHAPTER 86
INHERITANCE TAX

86.1(450) Administration
86.2(450) Inheritance tax returns and payment of tax
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86.3(450) Audits, assessments and refunds
86.4(450) Appeals
86.5(450) Gross estate
86.6(450) The net estate
86.7(450) Life estate, remainder and annuity tables—in general
86.8(450B) Special use valuation
86.9(450) Market value in the ordinary course of trade
86.10(450) Alternate valuation date
86.11(450) Valuation—special problem areas
86.12(450) The inheritance tax clearance
86.13(450) No lien on the surviving spouse’s share of the estate
86.14(450) Computation of shares
86.15(450) Applicability

CHAPTER 87
IOWA ESTATE TAX

87.1(451) Administration
87.2(451) Confidential and nonconfidential information
87.3(451) Tax imposed, tax returns, and tax due
87.4(451) Audits, assessments and refunds
87.5(451) Appeals
87.6(451) Applicable rules

CHAPTER 88
GENERATION SKIPPING TRANSFER TAX

88.1(450A) Administration
88.2(450A) Confidential and nonconfidential information
88.3(450A) Tax imposed, tax due and tax returns
88.4(450A) Audits, assessments and refunds
88.5(450A) Appeals
88.6(450A) Generation skipping transfers prior to Public Law 99-514
88.7(421) Applicability

CHAPTER 89
FIDUCIARY INCOME TAX

89.1(422) Administration
89.2(422) Confidentiality
89.3(422) Situs of trusts
89.4(422) Fiduciary returns and payment of the tax
89.5(422) Extension of time to file and pay the tax
89.6(422) Penalties
89.7(422) Interest or refunds on net operating loss carrybacks
89.8(422) Reportable income and deductions
89.9(422) Audits, assessments and refunds
89.10(422) The income tax certificate of acquittance
89.11(422) Appeals to the director

CHAPTER 90
Reserved
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TITLE XII
MARIJUANA AND CONTROLLED

SUBSTANCES STAMP TAX

CHAPTER 91
ADMINISTRATION OF MARIJUANA AND
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES STAMP TAX

91.1(453B) Marijuana and controlled substances stamp tax
91.2(453B) Sales of stamps
91.3(453B) Refunds pertaining to unused stamps

CHAPTERS 92 to 96
Reserved
TITLE XIII

WATER SERVICE EXCISE TAX

CHAPTER 97
STATE-IMPOSED WATER SERVICE EXCISE TAX

97.1(423G) Definitions
97.2(423G) Imposition
97.3(423G) Administration
97.4(423G) Charges and fees included in the provision of water service
97.5(423G) When water service is furnished for compensation
97.6(423G) Itemization of tax required
97.7(423G) Date of billing—effective date and repeal date
97.8(423G) Filing returns; payment of tax; penalty and interest
97.9(423G) Permits

CHAPTERS 98 to 101
Reserved
TITLE XIV

HOTEL AND MOTEL TAX

CHAPTER 102
Reserved

CHAPTER 103
STATE-IMPOSED AND LOCALLY IMPOSED HOTEL AND

MOTEL TAXES
103.1(423A) Definitions
103.2(423A) Administration
103.3(423A) Tax imposition and exemptions
103.4(423A) Filing returns; payment of tax; penalty and interest
103.5(423A) Permits
103.6(423A) Special collection and remittance obligations
103.7(423A) Certification of funds

CHAPTERS 104 to 106
Reserved
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TITLE XV
LOCAL OPTION SALES AND

SERVICE TAX

CHAPTER 107
LOCAL OPTION SALES AND SERVICES TAX

107.1(423B) Definitions
107.2(423B) Imposition of local option taxes and notification to the department
107.3(423B) Administration
107.4(423B) Filing returns; payment of tax; penalty and interest
107.5(423B) Permits
107.6(423B) Sales subject to local option sales and services tax
107.7(423B,423E) Sales not subject to local option tax, including transactions subject to Iowa use tax
107.8(423B) Local option sales and services tax payments to local governments
107.9(423B) Allocation procedure when sourcing of local option sales tax remitted to the

department is unknown
107.10(423B) Application of payments
107.11(423B) Motor vehicle, recreational vehicle, and recreational boat rental subject to local

option sales and services tax
107.12(423B) Computation of local option tax due from mixed sales on excursion boats

CHAPTER 108
LOCAL OPTION SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE

SALES AND SERVICE TAX
108.1(422E) Definitions
108.2(422E) Authorization, rate of tax, imposition, use of revenues, and administration
108.3(422E) Collection of the tax
108.4(422E) Similarities to the local option sales and service tax imposed in Iowa Code chapter

422B and 701—Chapter 107
108.5(422E) Sales not subject to local option tax, including transactions subject to Iowa use tax
108.6(422E) Deposits of receipts
108.7(422E) Local option school infrastructure sales and service tax payments to school districts
108.8(422E) Construction contract refunds
108.9(422E) 28E agreements

CHAPTER 109
NEW SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE LOCAL OPTION SALES AND SERVICES TAX—

EFFECTIVE ON OR AFTER APRIL 1, 2003, THROUGH FISCAL YEARS
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2022

109.1(422E) Use of revenues and definitions
109.2(422E) Imposition of tax
109.3(422E) Application of law
109.4(422E) Collection of tax and distribution
109.5(422E) Insufficient funds
109.6(422E) Use of revenues by the school district
109.7(422E) Bonds
109.8(422E) 28E agreements

CHAPTERS 110 to 119
Reserved

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/422B.pdf
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TITLE XVI
REASSESSMENT EXPENSE FUND

CHAPTER 120
REASSESSMENT EXPENSE FUND

120.1(421) Reassessment expense fund
120.2(421) Application for loan
120.3(421) Criteria for granting loan

CHAPTER 121
Reserved
TITLE XVII

ASSESSOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

CHAPTER 122
ADMINISTRATION

122.1(441) Establishment
122.2(441) General operation
122.3(441) Location
122.4(441) Purpose

CHAPTER 123
CERTIFICATION

123.1(441) General
123.2(441) Confidentiality
123.3(441) Certification of assessors
123.4(441) Certification of deputy assessors
123.5(441) Type of credit
123.6(441) Retaking examination
123.7(441) Instructor credit
123.8(441) Conference board and assessor notification
123.9(441) Director of revenue notification

CHAPTER 124
COURSES

124.1(441) Course selection
124.2(441) Scheduling of courses
124.3(441) Petitioning to add, delete or modify courses
124.4(441) Course participation
124.5(441) Retaking a course
124.6(441) Continuing education program for assessors

CHAPTER 125
REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION

125.1(441) Decisions final
125.2(441) Grievance and appeal procedures

CHAPTER 126
PROPERTY ASSESSMENT APPEAL BOARD

126.1(421,441) Applicability and definitions
126.2(421,441) Appeal and answer
126.3(421,441) Nonelectronic service on parties and filing with the board
126.4(421,441) Electronic filing system
126.5(421,441) Motions and settlements
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126.6(421,441) Hearing scheduling and discovery plan
126.7(421,441) Discovery and evidence
126.8(421,441) Hearings before the board
126.9(421,441) Posthearing motions
126.10(17A,441) Judicial review
126.11(22,421) Records access

CHAPTERS 127 to 149
Reserved
TITLE XVIII

DEBT COLLECTION

CHAPTER 150
FEDERAL OFFSET FOR IOWA INCOME TAX OBLIGATIONS

150.1(421,26USC6402) Purpose and general application of offset of a federal tax overpayment to
collect an Iowa income tax obligation

150.2(421,26USC6402) Definitions
150.3(421,26USC6402) Prerequisites for requesting a federal offset
150.4(421,26USC6402) Procedure after submission of evidence
150.5(421,26USC6402) Notice by Iowa to the Secretary to request federal offset
150.6(421,26USC6402) Erroneous payments to Iowa
150.7(421,26USC6402) Correcting and updating notice to the Secretary

CHAPTER 151
COLLECTION OF DEBTS OWED THE STATE

OF IOWA OR A STATE AGENCY
151.1(421) Definitions
151.2(421) Scope and purpose
151.3(421) Participation guidelines
151.4(421) Duties of the agency
151.5(421) Duties of the department—performance of collection
151.6(421) Payment of collected amounts
151.7(421) Reimbursement for collection of liabilities
151.8(421) Confidentiality of information
151.9(421) Subpoena of records from public or private utility companies

CHAPTER 152
DEBT COLLECTION AND SELLING OF PROPERTY

TO COLLECT DELINQUENT DEBTS
152.1(421,422,626,642) Definitions
152.2(421,422,626,642) Sale of property
152.3(421,422,626,642) Means of sale

CHAPTER 153
LICENSE SANCTIONS FOR COLLECTION OF DEBTS OWED THE STATE OF IOWA OR

A STATE AGENCY
153.1(272D) Definitions
153.2(272D) Purpose and use
153.3(272D) Challenge to issuance of certificate of noncompliance
153.4(272D) Use of information
153.5(272D) Notice to person of potential sanction of license
153.6(272D) Conference
153.7(272D) Issuance of certificate of noncompliance
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153.8(272D) Stay of certificate of noncompliance
153.9(272D) Written agreements
153.10(272D) Decision of the unit
153.11(272D) Withdrawal of certificate of noncompliance
153.12(272D) Certificate of noncompliance to licensing authority
153.13(272D) Requirements of the licensing authority
153.14(272D) District court hearing

CHAPTER 154
CHALLENGES TO ADMINISTRATIVE LEVIES AND

PUBLICATION OF NAMES OF DEBTORS
154.1(421) Definitions
154.2(421) Administrative levies
154.3(421) Challenges to administrative levies
154.4(421) Form and time of challenge
154.5(421) Issues that may be raised
154.6(421) Review of challenge
154.7(421) Actions where there is a mistake of fact
154.8(421) Action if there is not a mistake of fact
154.9 to 154.15 Reserved
154.16(421) List for publication
154.17(421) Names to be published
154.18(421) Release of information

CHAPTER 155
COLLECTION OF COURT DEBT

155.1(602) Fee for collection of court debt

CHAPTERS 156 to 210
Reserved
TITLE XIX

STREAMLINED SALES AND USE TAX RULES

CHAPTER 211
DEFINITIONS

211.1(423) Definitions

CHAPTER 212
ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN AND EXCLUDED
FROM A TAXABLE SALE AND SALES PRICE

212.1(423) Tax not to be included in price
212.2(423) Finance charge
212.3(423) Retailers’ discounts, trade discounts, rebates and coupons
212.4(423) Excise tax included in and excluded from sales price
212.5(423) Trade-ins
212.6(423) Installation charges when tangible personal property is sold at retail
212.7(423) Service charge and gratuity
212.8(423) Payment from a third party

CHAPTER 213
MISCELLANEOUS TAXABLE SALES

213.1(423) Tax imposed
213.2(423) Athletic events
213.3(423) Conditional sales contracts
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213.4(423) The sales price of sales of butane, propane and other like gases in cylinder drums,
etc.

213.5(423) Antiques, curios, old coins, collector’s postage stamps, and currency exchanged
for greater than face value

213.6(423) Communication services furnished by hotel to its guests
213.7(423) Consignment sales
213.8(423) Electrotypes, types, zinc etchings, halftones, stereotypes, color process plates,

wood mounts and art productions
213.9(423) Explosives used in mines, quarries and elsewhere
213.10(423) Sales on layaway
213.11(423) Memorial stones
213.12(423) Creditors and trustees
213.13(423) Sale of pets
213.14(423) Redemption of meal tickets, coupon books and merchandise cards as a taxable sale
213.15(423) Rental of personal property in connection with the operation of amusements
213.16(423) Repossessed goods
213.17(423) Sales of signs at retail
213.18(423) Tangible personal property made to order
213.19(423) Used or secondhand tangible personal property
213.20(423) Carpeting and other floor coverings
213.21(423) Goods damaged in transit
213.22(423) Snowmobiles, motorboats, and certain other vehicles
213.23(423) Photographers and photostaters
213.24(423) Sale, transfer or exchange of tangible personal property or taxable enumerated

services between affiliated corporations
213.25(423) Urban transit systems

CHAPTER 214
MISCELLANEOUS NONTAXABLE TRANSACTIONS

214.1(423) Corporate mergers which do not involve taxable sales of tangible personal property
or services

214.2(423) Sales of prepaid merchandise cards
214.3(423) Demurrage charges
214.4(423) Beverage container deposits
214.5(423) Exempt sales by excursion boat licensees
214.6(423) Advertising agencies, commercial artists and designers as an agent or as a

nonagent of a client

CHAPTER 215
REMOTE SALES AND MARKETPLACE SALES

215.1(423) Definitions
215.2(423) Retailers with physical presence in Iowa
215.3(423) Remote sellers—registration and collection obligations
215.4(423) Marketplace facilitators—registration and collection obligations
215.5(423) Advertising on a marketplace
215.6(423) Commencement of collection obligation and sales tax liability
215.7(423) Retailers registered and collecting who fail to meet or exceed sales threshold
215.8(423) Coupons; incorporation of rule 701—212.3(423)
215.9(423) Customer returns marketplace purchase directly to marketplace seller
215.10(423) Exempt and nontaxable sales
215.11(423) Other taxes for marketplace sales and items not subject to sales/use tax
215.12(423) Administration; incorporation of 701—Chapter 11
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215.13(423) Filing returns; payment of tax; penalty and interest; incorporation of 701—Chapter
12

215.14(423) Permits; incorporation of 701—Chapter 13

CHAPTER 216
BUNDLED TRANSACTIONS

216.1(423) Taxability of bundled transactions
216.2(423) Bundled transaction
216.3(423) Transactions not taxable as bundled transactions

CHAPTERS 217 and 218
Reserved

CHAPTER 219
SALES AND USE TAX ON CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

219.1(423) General information
219.2(423) Contractors—consumers of building materials, supplies, and equipment by statute
219.3(423) Sales of building materials, supplies, and equipment to contractors, subcontractors,

builders or owners
219.4(423) Contractors, subcontractors or builders who are retailers
219.5(423) Building materials, supplies, and equipment used in the performance of

construction contracts within and outside Iowa
219.6(423) Tangible personal property used or consumed by the manufacturer thereof
219.7(423) Prefabricated structures
219.8(423) Types of construction contracts
219.9(423) Machinery and equipment sales contracts with installation
219.10(423) Construction contracts with equipment sales (mixed contracts)
219.11(423) Distinguishing machinery and equipment from real property
219.12(423) Tangible personal property which becomes structures
219.13(423) Tax on enumerated services
219.14(423) Transportation cost
219.15(423) Start-up charges
219.16(423) Liability of subcontractors
219.17(423) Liability of sponsors
219.18(423) Withholding
219.19(423) Resale certificates
219.20(423) Reporting for use tax
219.21(423) Exempt sale, lease, or rental of equipment used by contractors, subcontractors, or

builders

CHAPTERS 220 to 222
Reserved

CHAPTER 223
SOURCING OF TAXABLE SERVICES, TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY, AND SPECIFIED

DIGITAL PRODUCTS
223.1(423) Definitions
223.2(423) General sourcing rules for taxable services
223.3(423) First use of services performed on tangible personal property
223.4(423) Sourcing rules for personal care services
223.5(423) Sourcing of tickets or admissions to places of amusement, fairs, and athletic events
223.6(423) Sourcing rules for tangible personal property and specified digital products
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CHAPTER 224
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES

224.1(423) Taxable telecommunication service and ancillary service
224.2(423) Definitions
224.3(423) Imposition of tax
224.4(423) Exempt from the tax
224.5(423) Bundled transactions in telecommunication service
224.6(423) Sourcing telecommunication service
224.7(423) General billing issues
224.8(34A) Prepaid wireless 911 surcharge
224.9(423) State sales tax exemption for central office equipment and transmission equipment

CHAPTER 225
RESALE AND PROCESSING EXEMPTIONS PRIMARILY

OF BENEFIT TO RETAILERS
225.1(423) Paper or plastic plates, cups, and dishes, paper napkins, wooden or plastic spoons

and forks, and straws
225.2(423) A service purchased for resale
225.3(423) Services used in the repair or reconditioning of certain tangible personal property
225.4(423) Tangible personal property purchased by a person engaged in the performance

of a service
225.5(423) Maintenance or repair of fabric or clothing
225.6(423) The sales price from the leasing of all tangible personal property subject to tax
225.7(423) Certain inputs used in taxable vehicle wash and wax services
225.8(423) Exemption for commercial enterprises

CHAPTER 226
AGRICULTURAL RULES

226.1(423) Sale or rental of farm machinery and equipment and items used in agricultural
production that are attached to a self-propelled implement of husbandry

226.2(423) Packaging material used in agricultural production
226.3(423) Irrigation equipment used in agricultural production
226.4(423) Sale of a draft horse
226.5(423) Veterinary services
226.6(423) Commercial fertilizer and agricultural limestone
226.7(423) Sales of breeding livestock
226.8(423) Domesticated fowl
226.9(423) Agricultural health promotion items
226.10(423) Drainage tile
226.11(423) Materials used for seed inoculations
226.12(423) Fuel used in agricultural production
226.13(423) Water used in agricultural production
226.14(423) Bedding for agricultural livestock or fowl
226.15(423) Sales by farmers
226.16(423) Sales of livestock (including domesticated fowl) feeds
226.17(423) Farm machinery, equipment, and replacement parts used in livestock or dairy

production
226.18(423) Machinery, equipment, and replacement parts used in the production of flowering,

ornamental, and vegetable plants
226.19(423) Nonexclusive lists
226.20(423) Grain bins
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CHAPTERS 227 to 229
Reserved

CHAPTER 230
EXEMPTIONS PRIMARILY BENEFITING MANUFACTURERS AND

OTHER PERSONS ENGAGED IN PROCESSING
230.1 Reserved
230.2(423) Carbon dioxide in a liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, and taxable

services used in processing
230.3(423) Services used in processing
230.4(423) Chemicals, solvents, sorbents, or reagents used in processing
230.5(423) Exempt sales of gases used in the manufacturing process
230.6(423) Sale of electricity to water companies
230.7(423) Wind energy conversion property
230.8(423) Exempt sales or rentals of core making and mold making equipment, and sand

handling equipment
230.9(423) Chemical compounds used to treat water
230.10(423) Exclusive web search portal business and its exemption
230.11(423) Web search portal business and its exemption
230.12(423) Large data center business exemption
230.13(423) Data center business sales and use tax refunds
230.14(423) Exemption for the sale of computers, computer peripherals, machinery, equipment,

replacement parts, supplies, and materials used to construct or self-construct
computers, computer peripherals, machinery, equipment, replacement parts, and
supplies used for certain manufacturing purposes

230.15(423) Exemption for the sale of property directly and primarily used in processing by a
manufacturer

230.16(423) Exemption for the sale of property directly and primarily used by a manufacturer
to maintain integrity or unique environmental conditions

230.17(423) Exemption for the sale of property directly and primarily used in research and
development of new products or processes of processing

230.18(423) Exemption for the sale of computers and computer peripherals used in processing
or storage of data or information by an insurance company, financial institution,
or commercial enterprise

230.19(423) Exemption for the sale of property directly and primarily used in recycling or
reprocessing of waste products

230.20(423) Exemption for the sale of pollution-control equipment used by a manufacturer
230.21(423) Exemption for the sale of fuel or electricity used in exempt property
230.22(423) Exemption for the sale of services for designing or installing new industrial

machinery or equipment

CHAPTER 231
EXEMPTIONS PRIMARILY OF BENEFIT TO CONSUMERS

231.1(423) Newspapers, free newspapers and shoppers’ guides
231.2(423) Motor fuel, special fuel, aviation fuels and gasoline
231.3(423) Sales of food and food ingredients
231.4(423) Sales of candy
231.5(423) Sales of prepared food
231.6(423) Prescription drugs, medical devices, oxygen, and insulin
231.7(423) Exempt sales of other medical devices which are not prosthetic devices
231.8(423) Prosthetic devices, durable medical equipment, and mobility enhancing equipment
231.9(423) Raffles
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231.10(423) Exempt sales of prizes
231.11(423) Modular homes
231.12(423) Access to on-line computer service
231.13(423) Sale or rental of information services
231.14(423) Exclusion from tax for property delivered by certain media
231.15(423) Exempt sales of clothing and footwear during two-day period in August
231.16(423) State sales tax phase-out on energies

CHAPTERS 232 to 234
Reserved

CHAPTER 235
REBATE OF IOWA SALES TAX PAID

235.1(423) Sanctioned automobile racetrack facilities
235.2(423) Baseball and softball complex sales tax rebate
235.3(423) Raceway facility sales tax rebate

CHAPTER 236
Reserved

CHAPTER 237
REINVESTMENT DISTRICTS PROGRAM

237.1(15J) Purpose
237.2(15J) Definitions
237.3(15J) New state tax revenue calculations
237.4(15J) State reinvestment district fund
237.5(15J) Reinvestment project fund
237.6(15J) End of deposits—district dissolution

CHAPTER 238
FLOOD MITIGATION PROGRAM

238.1(418) Flood mitigation program
238.2(418) Definitions
238.3(418) Sales tax increment calculation
238.4(418) Sales tax increment fund

CHAPTER 239
LOCAL OPTION SALES TAX URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS

239.1(423B) Urban renewal project
239.2(423B) Definitions
239.3(423B) Establishing sales and revenue growth
239.4(423B) Requirements for cities adopting an ordinance
239.5(423B) Identification of retail establishments
239.6(423B) Calculation of base year taxable sales amount
239.7(423B) Determination of tax growth increment amount
239.8(423B) Distribution of tax base and growth increment amounts
239.9(423B) Examples
239.10(423B) Ordinance term
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CHAPTER 240
RULES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE STREAMLINED SALES

AND USE TAX AGREEMENT
240.1(423) Allowing use of the lowest tax rate within a database area and use of the tax rate

for a five-digit area when a nine-digit zip code cannot be used
240.2(423) Permissible categories of exemptions
240.3(423) Requirement of uniformity in the filing of returns and remittance of funds
240.4(423) Allocation of bad debts
240.5(423) Purchaser refund procedures
240.6(423) Relief from liability for reliance on taxability matrix
240.7(423) Effective dates of taxation rate increases or decreases when certain services are

furnished
240.8(423) Prospective application of defining “retail sale” to include a lease or rental

CHAPTER 241
EXCISE TAXES NOT GOVERNED BY THE STREAMLINED SALES AND

USE TAX AGREEMENT
241.1(423A,423D) Purpose of the chapter
241.2(423A,423D) Director’s administration

DIVISION I
STATE-IMPOSED HOTEL AND MOTEL TAX

241.3 to 241.5 Reserved
DIVISION II

EXCISE TAX ON SPECIFIC CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
241.6(423D) Definitions
241.7(423D) Tax imposed
241.8(423D) Exemption

CHAPTER 242
FACILITATING BUSINESS RAPID RESPONSE TO STATE-DECLARED DISASTERS

242.1(29C) Purpose
242.2(29C) Definitions
242.3(29C) Disaster or emergency-related work

CHAPTERS 243 to 249
Reserved

CHAPTER 250
SALES AND USE TAX REFUND FOR BIODIESEL PRODUCTION

250.1(423) Biodiesel production refund
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CHAPTER 7
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—7.1(421,17A) Applicability and scope of rules. These rules pertain to practice and procedure and
are designed to implement the requirements of the Act and aid in the effective and efficient administration
and enforcement of the tax laws of this state and other activities of the department. These rules shall
govern the practice, procedure and conduct of the informal proceedings, contested case proceedings,
licensing, rule making, and declaratory orders involving taxation and other areas within the department’s
jurisdiction, which includes the following:

1. Sales and use tax—Iowa Code chapter 423;
2. Individual and fiduciary income tax—Iowa Code sections 422.4 to 422.31 and 422.110 to

422.112;
3. Franchise tax—Iowa Code sections 422.60 to 422.66;
4. Corporate income tax—Iowa Code sections 422.32 to 422.41 and 422.110 to 422.112;
5. Withholding tax—Iowa Code sections 422.16 and 422.17;
6. Estimated tax—Iowa Code sections 422.16, 422.17 and 422.85 to 422.92;
7. Motor fuel tax—Iowa Code chapter 452A;
8. Property tax—Iowa Code chapters 421, 425 to 428A and 433 to 441;
9. Cigarette and tobacco tax—Iowa Code chapters 421B and 453A;
10. Inheritance tax and qualified use inheritance tax—Iowa Code chapters 450 and 450B;
11. Local option taxes—Iowa Code chapter 423B;
12. Hotel and motel tax—Iowa Code chapter 423A;
13. Drug excise tax—Iowa Code chapter 453B;
14. Automobile rental excise tax—Iowa Code chapter 423C;
15. Environmental protection charge—Iowa Code chapter 424;
16. Replacement taxes—Iowa Code chapter 437A;
17. Statewide property tax—Iowa Code chapter 437A;
18. Equipment tax—Iowa Code chapter 423D;
19. Other taxes and activities as may be assigned to the department from time to time; and
20. The taxpayer’s bill of rights—Iowa Code section 421.60.
As the purpose of these rules is to facilitate business and advance justice, any rule contained herein,

pursuant to statutory authority, may be suspended or waived by the department to prevent undue hardship
in any particular instance or to prevent surprise or injustice.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; ARC 1545C, IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]

701—7.2(421,17A) Definitions. These definitions apply to this chapter, unless the text otherwise states
to the contrary:

“Act” means the Iowa administrative procedure Act.
“Affiliate or subsidiary of an entity dominant in its field of operation” means an entity which is at

least 20 percent owned by an entity that is dominant in its field of operation, or by a partner, officer,
director, majority stockholder or the equivalent, of an entity dominant in that field of operation.

“Agency”means each board, commission, department, officer, or other administrative office or unit
of the state.

“Clerk of the hearings section” means the clerk of the hearings section of the department.
“Contested case” means a proceeding, including licensing, in which the legal rights, duties or

privileges of a party are required by constitution or statute to be determined by an agency after an
opportunity for an evidentiary hearing. This term also includes any matter defined as a no factual
dispute contested case as provided in Iowa Code section 17A.10A.

“Declaratory order” means an order issued pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.9.
“Department” means the Iowa department of revenue.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.4-31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.110-112.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.110-112.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.60-66.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.32-41.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.110-112.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.85-92.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/452A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/421.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/425-428A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/433-441.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/421B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/453A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/450.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/450B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/453B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/424.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/437A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/437A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423D.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.60.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1545C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.10A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.9.pdf
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“Department of inspections and appeals”means the state department created by Iowa Code chapter
10A.

“Director” means the director of the department or the director’s authorized representative.
“Division of administrative hearings” means the division of the department of inspections and

appeals responsible for holding contested case proceedings pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 10A.
“Dominant in its field of operation” means having more than 20 full-time equivalent positions and

more than $1 million in annual gross revenues.
“Entity” means any taxpayer other than an individual or sole proprietorship.
“Intervene” means to file with the department a petition requesting that the petitioner be allowed to

intervene in the proceedings for a declaratory order currently under the department’s consideration.
“Issuance”means the date of mailing of a decision or order or date of delivery if service is by other

means unless another date is specified in the order.
“Last-known address” does not necessarily mean the taxpayer’s actual address but instead means

the last address that the taxpayer makes known to the department by tax type. Thus, for instance, receipt
by the department of a taxpayer’s change of address from a third person not authorized to act on behalf
of the taxpayer (e.g., an employer who had filed a Form W-2 showing a new taxpayer address) is not
notice to the department of a change of address of the taxpayer. However, the filing by the taxpayer of
a tax return for a year subsequent to the year for which a notice is required would be notification to the
department of a change of address, provided a reasonable amount of time is allowed to process such
information and transfer it to the department’s central computer system. Taxpayers should be aware of
their need to update their address with the department in order to receive refunds of tax and notices of
assessments and denial of a claim for refund. When such a notice is sent to a “taxpayer’s last-known
address,” the notice is legally effective even if the taxpayer never receives it.

“License” means the whole or a part of any permit, certificate, approval, registration, charter, or
similar form of permission required by statute.

“Licensing” means the department process respecting the grant, denial, renewal, revocation,
suspension, annulment, withdrawal, or amendment of a license.

“Motion” has the same meaning as the term is defined in Iowa R. Civ. P. 1.431.
“Party”means each person or agency named or admitted as a party, or properly seeking and entitled

as of right to be admitted as a party, including intervenors.
“Person” means any individual; estate; trust; fiduciary; partnership, including limited liability

partnership; corporation, including limited liability corporation; association; governmental subdivision;
or public or private organization of any character or any other person covered by the Act other than an
agency.

“Petition”means application for declaratory order, request to intervene in a declaratory order under
consideration, application for initiation of proceedings to adopt, amend or repeal a rule or document filed
in licensing.

“Pleadings” means protest, answer, reply or other similar document filed in a contested case
proceeding, including contested cases involving no factual dispute.

“Presiding officer” means the person designated to preside over a proceeding involving the
department. A presiding officer of a contested case involving the department will be either the director
or a qualified administrative law judge appointed, pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 17A, by the division
of administrative hearings established pursuant to Iowa Code section 10A.801. In cases in which the
department is not a party, at the director’s discretion, the presiding officer may be the director or the
director’s designee. The presiding officer of an administrative appeal is the director of the department.

“Proceeding” means informal, formal and contested case proceedings.
“Proposed decision” means the presiding officer’s recommended findings of fact, conclusions of

law, decision, and order in a contested case in which the director did not preside.
“Protester” means any person entitled to file a protest which may culminate in a contested case

proceeding.
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“Provision of law” means the whole or part of the Constitution of the United States of America or
the Constitution of the State of Iowa, or of any federal or state statute, court rule, executive order of the
governor, or rule of the department.

“Review unit”means the unit composed of department employees designated by the director and of
the attorney general’s staff who have been assigned to review protests filed by taxpayers.

“Rule” means a department statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or
prescribes law or policy, or that describes the organization, procedure, or practice requirements of the
department. Notwithstanding any other statute, the term includes an executive order or directive of
the governor which creates an agency or establishes a program or which transfers a program between
agencies established by statute or rule. The term includes the amendment or repeal of an existing rule,
but does not include the excluded items set forth in Iowa Code section 17A.2(11).

“Small business” means any entity including, but not limited to, an individual, partnership,
corporation, joint venture, association, or cooperative. A small business is not an affiliate of an entity
dominant in its field of operation. A small business has either 20 or fewer full-time equivalent positions
or less than $1 million in annual gross revenues in the preceding fiscal year.

“Taxpayer interview” means any in-person contact between an employee of the department and a
taxpayer or a taxpayer’s representative which has been initiated by a department employee.

“Taxpayer’s representative” or “authorized taxpayer’s representative” means an individual
authorized to practice before the department under rule 701—7.6(17A); an individual who has been
named as an authorized representative on a fiduciary return of income form filed under Iowa Code
section 422.14, or a tax return filed under Iowa Code chapter 450, “Inheritance Tax,” or chapter 450B,
“Qualified Inheritance Tax”; or for proceedings before the department, any other individual the taxpayer
designates who is named on a valid power of attorney if appearing on behalf of another.

Unless otherwise specifically stated, the terms used in these rules promulgated by the department
shall have the meanings defined by the Act.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; ARC 1545C, IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]

701—7.3(17A) Business hours. The principal office of the department in the Hoover State Office
Building in Des Moines, Iowa, shall be open between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. each weekday,
except Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays as prescribed in Iowa Code section 4.1(34), for the
purpose of receiving protests, pleadings, petitions, motions, or requests for public information or copies
of official documents or for the opportunity to inspect public records.

7.3(1) All documents or papers required to be filed with the department by these rules shall be filed
with the designated clerk of the hearings section in the principal office of the department in the Hoover
State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319. Requests for public information or copies of official
documents or for the opportunity to inspect public records shall be made in the director’s office at the
department’s principal office.

7.3(2) All documents or papers filed with an administrative law judge appointed by the division of
administrative hearings to be a presiding officer shall be filed with the Department of Inspections and
Appeals, Administrative Hearings Division, Third Floor, Wallace State Office Building, Des Moines,
Iowa 50319.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.4(17A) Computation of time, filing of documents. In computing any period of time prescribed
or allowed by these rules or by an applicable statute, the day of the act, event or default from which the
designated period of time begins to run shall not be included. The last day of the period so computed
shall be included, unless it is a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, in which event the period runs until
the end of the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday. Legal holidays are prescribed
in Iowa Code section 4.1(34).

7.4(1) All documents or papers required to be filed with the department shall be considered as timely
filed if they are either received by the department’s principal office or are postmarked for delivery to
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the department’s principal office within time limits as prescribed by law or by rules or orders of the
department.

7.4(2) In all cases where the time for the filing of a protest or the performance of any other act shall
be fixed by law, the time so fixed by law shall prevail over the time fixed in these rules.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.5(17A) Form and style of papers. All pleadings, petitions, briefs and motions or other
documents filed with the department shall be typewritten, shall have a proper caption, and shall have a
signature and copies as herein provided or as specified in some other rule.

7.5(1) Papers shall be typed on only one side of plain white paper. Pleadings, petitions, motions,
orders and any other papers allowed or required to be filed by these rules may be on any size paper.
Citations should be underscored.

7.5(2) The proper caption shall be placed in full upon the first paper filed.
7.5(3) The signature of the petitioner, party, or authorized representative submitting the filing shall

be affixed to the original of all pleadings, petitions, briefs, or motions and shall be an individual’s, and
not an entity’s, name except that the signature of a corporation shall be the name of the corporation
by one of its active officers. The name and mailing address of the party or the party’s representative
actually signing shall be typed or printed immediately beneath the written signature. The signature shall
constitute a certification that the signer has read the document; that to the best of the signer’s knowledge,
information, and belief, every statement contained in the document is true; and that no such statement is
misleading.

a. A taxpayer or taxpayer’s representative using email or other electronic means to submit a
document described in this rule to the department may use an electronic signature, or a signature
designated by the department in lieu of a handwritten signature. To the extent that a taxpayer or
taxpayer’s representative submits to the department a document by email or other electronic means
with an electronic signature or signature designated by the department, the taxpayer should include in
the record of the document the taxpayer’s federal identification number so that the taxpayer’s identity
is established. For purposes of this rule, “electronic signature” means an electronic sound, symbol, or
process attached to or logically associated with a document filed with the department and executed or
adopted by a person with the intent to sign the document filed with the department. For purposes of this
rule, “signature designated by the department” means a symbol or other information that is provided by
the department to the taxpayer or the taxpayer’s representative and is to serve instead of the handwritten
signature of the taxpayer. Electronic signatures appear in many forms and may be created by many
different technologies.

b. If the taxpayer or taxpayer’s representative has submitted a document to the department by
email, the taxpayer should include the taxpayer’s email address in the record of the document.

c. The department will accept either the original document, an electronically scanned and
transmitted document, a facsimile, or a copy. All copies, facsimiles, and electronically scanned and
transmitted documents must include a valid signature of the taxpayer or taxpayer’s representative, as
applicable.

d. However, notwithstanding the above information, a taxpayer may not submit a document to the
department with an electronic signature when a handwritten signature is required with the document by
federal or state law.

7.5(4) Every pleading (other than protest) or motion or brief shall bear proof of service upon the
opposing party as provided by the Iowa Rules of Civil Procedure.

7.5(5) Except as otherwise provided in these rules or ordered by the department, an original copy
only of every pleading, brief, motion or petition shall be filed.

7.5(6) All copies shall be clear and legible but may be on any weight of paper.
7.5(7) Upon motion of an opposing party or on its own motion, the department may, in its discretion,

if a person or party has failed to comply with this rule, require such person or party to follow the
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provisions of this rule and may point out the defects and details needed to comply with the rule prior to
the filing of the rule.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 17A and 554D and section 421.17.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; ARC 5291C, IAB 12/2/20, effective 11/10/20]

701—7.6(17A,22,421,422) Authorized representatives—powers of attorney and representative
certifications. No individual, including an attorney, accountant, or other representative, will be
recognized as representing any taxpayer in regard to any claim, appeal, or other matter before the
department or in any communication with, hearing before, or conference with the department, or
any member or agent thereof, unless there is first filed with the department a written authorization
meeting the requirements of this rule and Iowa Code section 421.59. If a taxpayer wishes to allow the
department to discuss otherwise confidential tax matters with an individual other than an authorized
representative or power of attorney, without giving that individual authority to act on the taxpayer’s
behalf, the taxpayer must provide the department with written authorization to disclose such confidential
tax information as provided in rule 701—5.7(17A,22,421,422).

7.6(1) Individuals authorized to represent a taxpayer, generally; transfers of decision-making
authority.

a. If a taxpayer wishes to have any other individual or individuals act on the taxpayer’s behalf in
matters before the department, the taxpayer must file with the department an Iowa department of revenue
(IDR) power of attorney form, as described in subrule 7.6(5), authorizing that individual to do so. Even
if an individual desires to represent a taxpayer only through correspondence with the department but
does not intend to personally appear before the department in a hearing or conference, the taxpayer must
submit an IDR power of attorney form appointing that individual to act on the taxpayer’s behalf.

b. Individuals with the authority to act on behalf of a taxpayer, including pursuant to Iowa Code
section 421.59(2) or chapter 633B, must file a representative certification form as described in subrule
7.6(6). See subrule 7.6(6) for more information about individuals who may qualify as authorized
representatives and the information required.

7.6(2) Powers authorized.
a. A power of attorney or representative certification form as applicable is required by the

department before an individual can perform one or more of the following acts on behalf of the taxpayer:
(1) To receive copies of any notices or documents sent by the department, its representatives, or its

attorneys.
(2) To receive, but not to endorse and collect, checks made payable to the taxpayer in payment

of any refund of Iowa taxes, penalties, or interest. Certain representatives with a valid representative
certification form may be authorized to receive, endorse and collect checks made payable to the taxpayer
in payment of any refund of Iowa taxes, penalties, or interest.

(3) To execute waivers (including offers of waivers) of restrictions on assessment or collection of
deficiencies in tax and waivers of notice of disallowance of a claim for credit or refund.

(4) To execute consents extending the statutory period for assessment or collection of taxes.
(5) To fully represent the taxpayer in any hearing, determination, final or otherwise, or appeal. See

subrule 7.6(8) for additional requirements.
(6) To enter into any settlement or compromise with the department.
(7) To execute any release from liability required by the department as a prerequisite to divulging

otherwise confidential information concerning the taxpayer.
(8) To authorize a third party as power of attorney or disclosure designee for the taxpayer.
b. The taxpayer may limit the scope of the authority of a power of attorney by expressly stating

the limitations, if any, on the IDR power of attorney form submitted to the department. The taxpayer
may not expand the scope of authority of a power of attorney beyond those powers authorized in this
rule.

7.6(3) Submitting a form.
a. Submit separately. An IDR power of attorney form or representative certification may not be

submitted as an attachment to a tax return except as provided by these rules. A power of attorney or
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representative certification form must be submitted separately to the department in accordance with the
submission instructions on the form(s).

b. Original or electronic forms accepted. The department may accept either the original, an
electronically scanned and transmitted IDR power of attorney form or representative certification form,
or a copy. A copy received by facsimile transmission (fax) or email may be accepted. All copies,
facsimiles, and electronically scanned and transmitted forms must include a valid signature meeting the
requirements of rule 701—8.2(17A,421) of the taxpayer to be represented.

c. Timely submission. The form must be submitted within six months of the date of signature, or
it will be considered invalid.

7.6(4) Communications with represented taxpayers. Any notice or other written communication (or
copy thereof) from the department provided to the representative, where required or permitted to be
given to the taxpayer in any matter before the department, will be given to the taxpayer.

7.6(5) Powers of attorney. Individuals appointed by a taxpayer to represent the taxpayer must file
an IDR power of attorney form.

a. Individuals who may execute an IDR power of attorney form. The individual who must execute
an IDR power of attorney form is as follows:

(1) Individual. In matters involving an individual taxpayer, an IDR power of attorney form must
be signed by the individual.

(2) Joint or combined returns. In matters involving a joint return or married taxpayers who have
elected to file separately on a combined return, each taxpayer must complete and submit the taxpayer’s
own IDR power of attorney form, even if the taxpayers are represented by the same appointee(s). In
any matter concerning a joint return or married taxpayers who have elected to file separately on a
combined return, in which the two taxpayers are not to be represented by the same representative(s), the
recognized representative of such spouse cannot perform any act with respect to a tax matter that the
spouse represented cannot perform alone.

(3) Individuals who have filed a valid representative certification form. The IDR power of attorney
form must be signed by an individual who has filed a valid representative certification form authorized
by the department as described in subrule 7.6(6).

b. Contents of the IDR power of attorney form. An IDR power of attorney form must contain the
following information to be valid:

(1) Legal name and address of the taxpayer;
(2) Identification number of the taxpayer (i.e., social security number (SSN), federal identification

number (FEIN), or any federal- or Iowa-issued tax identification number);
(3) Name, mailing address, and preparer’s tax identification number (PTIN), FEIN, SSN, individual

taxpayer identification number (ITIN), Iowa department of revenue-issued account number (IAN) of the
representative, or an indication that an IAN is being requested;

(4) Description of the matter(s) for which representation is authorized, which may include:
1. The type of tax(es) involved or an indication that all tax types are within the scope of authority;
2. The specific year(s) or period(s) involved, or an indication that the scope is unlimited (not to

exceed three years into the future beyond the signature date) and Iowa tax permit number, or an indication
that all tax types are within the scope of authority;

(5) A clear expression of the taxpayer’s intention concerning any restrictions to the scope of
authority granted to the recognized representative(s) as provided in subrule 7.6(2).

(6) A valid signature meeting the requirements of rule 701—8.2(17A,421) of an individual listed
in paragraph 7.6(5)“a.”

(7) Any other information required by the department.
c. Authorization period for an IDR power of attorney form.
(1) An IDR power of attorney form may not be used to authorize representation for tax periods

that end more than three years after the date on which the IDR power of attorney form is signed by the
taxpayer. The authority granted may concern an unlimited number of tax periods which have ended prior
to the date on which the IDR power of attorney form is received by the department; however, tax periods
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must be stated if the intention is to limit the periods. If the tax period section is left blank, all tax periods,
including those ending up to three years in the future, are included.

(2) The authority granted by an IDR power of attorney form ceases to be effective for tax periods as
defined in subparagraph 7.6(5)“c”(1) upon revocation by the taxpayer, incapacity of the taxpayer, death
of the taxpayer, or withdrawal, death, or incapacity of the individual granted power of attorney authority.

d. Evaluation of documentation provided. The department will evaluate the IDR power of attorney
form and any additional documentation to confirm authority. Authority to act before the department shall
only cover those matters and time frames covered by the submitted documentation. The party claiming
authority to act before the department on behalf of a taxpayer shall have the burden to prove, to the
satisfaction of the department, the existence and extent of the claimed authority.

e. Revocation and withdrawal.
(1) Revocation by the taxpayer.
1. By written statement. By filing a statement of revocation with the department, a taxpayer may

revoke authority granted by an IDR power of attorney form without authorizing a new representative.
The statement of revocation must indicate that the authority of the previous representative is revoked
and must be signed by the taxpayer. Also, the name and address of each representative whose authority
is revoked must be listed (or a copy of the prior IDR power of attorney form must be attached).

2. By filing a new IDR power of attorney form. Filing a new IDR power of attorney form for
a particular tax type(s) and tax period(s) automatically revokes a previously granted power of attorney
authority for that tax type(s) and tax period(s). For a previously designated representative to remain
as the taxpayer’s representative when a subsequent IDR power of attorney form is filed, the taxpayer
must include the representative on the newly submitted IDR power of attorney form. This rule applies
regardless of whether the power of attorney authority is authorized by an IDR power of attorney form
or on a return as described in subrule 7.6(7).

(2) Withdrawal by the representative. By filing a statement with the department, a representative
maywithdraw from representation in amatter inwhich an IDR power of attorney form has been filed. The
statement must be signed by the representative and must identify the name and address of the taxpayer(s)
and the matter(s) from which the representative is withdrawing. A representative may withdraw from
multiple matters by including with the statement a list of all matters and taxpayers for which withdrawal
is desired.

(3) Administrative revocation by the department. The department may administratively revoke a
power of attorney or representative certification authority.

7.6(6) Representative certification; durable and general powers of attorney.
a. Individuals with the authority to act on behalf of a taxpayer, including pursuant to Iowa Code

section 421.59(2) or chapter 633B, must file with the department a representative certification form prior
to utilizing that authority with the department. Individuals authorized by an IDR power of attorney form
are not required to file a representative certification form for themselves.

b. Contents of the representative certification form. The representative certification form must
include the following information:

(1) Legal name and address of the taxpayer;
(2) Identification number of the taxpayer (i.e., SSN, FEIN, or any federal- or Iowa-issued tax

identification number relative to matters covered by the IDR power of attorney form);
(3) Name, mailing address, and PTIN, FEIN, or SSN, ITIN, or IAN of the representative. If the

identification number is left blank, a new IAN will be assigned to the representative;
(4) Proof of authority must be included with the form as follows:
1. Durable power of attorney or general power of attorney other than an IDR power of attorney

form: a copy of the power of attorney document;
2. Guardian, conservator, or custodian appointed by a court: documentation as required in Iowa

Code section 421.59(2)“a”;
3. Receiver appointed pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 680: a copy of the relevant court order(s);
4. Individual holding one of the following titles within a corporation, association, partnership, or

other entity:
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● President/CEO of corporation/association: in the case of a president or CEO, affirmation of
authority to act on behalf of the corporation or association on the form designated by the department;

● Any officer of a corporation/association other than a president or CEO: authorization from the
president or CEO;

● Designated partner authorized to act on behalf of a partnership: affirmation of authority to act
on behalf of the partnership on the form designated by the department;

● Individual authorized to act on behalf of a limited liability company in tax matters: affirmation
of authority to act on behalf of the limited liability company on the form designated by the department;

5. Licensed attorney appearing on behalf of the taxpayer or the taxpayer’s estate in a court
proceeding: a copy of the filed notice of appearance in the relevant court proceeding;

6. Parent or guardian of minor taxpayer for whom the parent or guardian has signed the minor’s
tax return: a copy of the return signed by the parent or guardian;

7. Governmental representative: affirmation of authority to act on behalf of the government entity
on the form designated by the department;

8. Executor or personal representative: a copy of the will or court order appointing the individual;
(5) A valid signature meeting the requirements of rule 701—8.2(17A,421) of the representative;
(6) Any other information required by the department.
c. Evaluation of documentation provided. The department will evaluate documentation submitted

in support of a representative certification to confirm authority. Authority to act before the department
shall only cover those matters and time frames covered by the submitted documentation. The party
claiming authority to act before the department on behalf of a taxpayer shall have the burden to prove,
to the satisfaction of the department, the existence and extent of the claimed authority.

d. Revocation. A representative certification may be revoked in the following ways:
(1) By the representative being withdrawn, following procedures in subparagraph 7.6(5)“e”(2).
(2) By the taxpayer, following procedures in subparagraph 7.6(5)“e”(1).
(3) By another representative. A representative properly appointed by a representative certification

or an IDR power of attorney formmay notify the department that a representative no longer has authority
to act on behalf of the taxpayer by filing a statement of revocation with the department. The notification
statement must indicate that the authority of the former representative has ceased and must be signed by
a current authorized representative. Also, the name and address of each representative who no longer
has authority must be listed (or a copy of the prior representative certification form must be attached).

(4) Administrative revocation by the department, following procedures in paragraph 7.6(5)“e.”
7.6(7) Returns that may be used to grant power of attorney authority. An IDR power of attorney

form is not needed for individuals who have been named as an authorized representative on a fiduciary
return of income filed under Iowa Code section 422.14 or a tax return filed under Iowa Code chapter 450.

7.6(8) Individuals authorized to represent themselves or others in a contested case proceeding. The
right to represent oneself or others in connection with any contested case proceeding before the
department or administrative hearings division shall be limited to the following classes of individuals,
so long as such representation is not barred by another provision of law. Representatives must have a
valid IDR power of attorney form or valid representative certification form on file with the department to
represent others in a contested case proceeding. The right to represent a taxpayer before the department
or the administrative hearings division does not confer the right to represent the taxpayer in a judicial
proceeding.

a. Taxpayers who are natural persons representing themselves. One spouse may not represent the
other in contested case proceedings, unless the spouse is acting in a capacity described in paragraphs
7.6(8)“b” to “j”;

b. Attorneys duly qualified and entitled to practice in the courts of the state of Iowa;
c. Attorneys who are entitled to practice before the highest court of record of any other state and

who have complied with the requirements for admission to practice before the courts of the state of Iowa
pro hac vice;

d. Accountants who are authorized, permitted, or licensed under Iowa Code chapter 542;
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e. Duly authorized directors or officers of corporations representing the corporation of which they
are respectively a director or officer. Attorneys who are acting in the capacity of a director or officer of
a corporation must meet the requirements of paragraph 7.6(8)“b” or “c”;

f. Partners representing their partnership. Attorneys who are acting in the capacity of a partner
must meet the requirements of paragraph 7.6(8)“b” or “c”;

g. Fiduciaries. Fiduciaries include trustees, receivers, guardians, personal representatives,
administrators, and executors. For purposes of this rule, a fiduciary is considered to be the taxpayer
and not a representative of the taxpayer;

h. Government officials authorized by law;
i. Enrolled agents, currently enrolled under 31 CFR §10.6 for practice before the Internal Revenue

Service, representing a taxpayer in proceedings under division II of Iowa Code chapter 422; and
j. Conservators, guardians, or durable powers of attorney appointed to handle tax matters.

[ARC 5532C, IAB 3/24/21, effective 4/28/21]

701—7.7(17A)Resolution of tax liability. Unless a proper protest has been filed as provided hereinafter,
persons interested in any tax liability, refund claim, licensing or any other tax matters shall discuss the
resolution of such matters with appropriate personnel.

In the event that a proper protest has been filed as provided hereinafter, the appropriate department
personnel, when authorized by the review unit, shall have the authority to discuss the resolution of any
matter in the protest either with the protester or the protester’s representative. The appropriate personnel
shall report their activities in this regard to the review unit, and the unit shall be authorized to approve
or reject any recommendations made by the appropriate personnel to resolve a protest.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.8(17A) Protest. Any person wishing to contest an assessment, denial of refund claim, or any
other department action, except licensing, which may culminate in a contested case proceeding shall
file a protest, in writing, with the department within the time prescribed by the applicable statute or rule
for filing notice of application to the director for a hearing. The protest must either be delivered to the
department by electronic means or by United States Postal Service or a common carrier, by ordinary,
certified, or registered mail, directed to the attention of the clerk of the hearings section at P.O. Box
14457, Des Moines, Iowa 50306, or be personally delivered to the clerk of the hearings section or served
on the clerk of the hearings section by personal service during business hours. For the purpose of mailing,
a protest is considered filed on the date of the postmark. If a postmark date is not present on the mailed
article, then the date of receipt of protest will be considered the date of mailing. Any document, including
a protest, is considered filed on the date personal service or personal delivery to the office of the clerk
of the hearings section for the department is made. See Iowa Code section 622.105 for the evidence
necessary to establish proof of mailing.

7.8(1) The period for appealing department action relating to refund claims is the same statutory
period as that for contesting an assessment. Failure to timely file a written protest will be construed as a
waiver of opposition to the matter involved unless, on the director’s own motion, pursuant to statutory
authority, the powers of abatement or settlement are exercised. The review unit created within the
department by the director to review protests as provided in rule 701—7.11(17A) may seek dismissal of
protests which are not in the proper form as provided by this rule. See subrule 7.11(2) for dismissals.

7.8(2) If the department has not granted or denied a filed refund claim within six months of the filing
of the claim, the refund claimant may file a protest. Even though a protest is so filed, the department is
entitled to examine and inspect the refund claimant’s records to verify the refund claim.

7.8(3) Notwithstanding the above, the taxpayer who fails to timely protest an assessmentmay contest
the assessment by paying the whole assessed tax, interest, and penalty and by filing a refund claim
within the time period provided by law for filing such claim. However, in the event that such assessment
involves divisible taxes which are not timely protested, namely, an assessment which is divisible into
a tax on each transaction or event, the taxpayer may contest the assessment by paying a portion of the
assessment and filing a refund claim within the time period provided by law. In this latter instance, the
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portion paid must represent any undisputed portion of the assessment and must also represent the liability
on a transaction or event for which, if the taxpayer is successful in contesting the portion paid, the unpaid
portion of the assessment would be canceled. Flora v. United States, 362 U.S. 145, 4 L.Ed. 2d 623, 80
S.Ct.630 (1960); Higginbotham v. United States, 556 F.2d 1173 (4th Cir. 1977); Steele v. United States,
280 F.2d 89 (8th Cir. 1960); Stern v. United States, 563 F. Supp. 484 (D. Nev. 1983); Drake v. United
States, 355 F. Supp. 710 (E.D. Mo. 1973). Any such protest filed is limited to the issues covered by
the amounts paid for which a refund was requested and denied by the department. Thereafter, if the
department does not grant or deny the refund within six months of the filing of the refund claim or if the
department denies the refund, the taxpayer may file a protest as authorized by this rule.

7.8(4) All of the taxes administered and collected by the department can be divisible taxes, except
individual income tax, fiduciary income tax, corporation income tax, franchise tax, and statewide
property tax. The following noninclusive examples illustrate the application of the divisible tax concept.

EXAMPLE A. As a responsible party, X is assessed withholding income taxes, penalty and interest
on eight employees. X fails to timely protest the assessment. X contends that X is not a responsible
party. If X is a responsible party, X is required to make monthly deposits of the withholding taxes. In
this situation, the withholding taxes are divisible. Therefore, X may pay an amount of tax, penalty and
interest attributable to one employee for onemonth and file a refund claimwithin the time period provided
by law since, if X is successful on the refund claim, the remaining unpaid portion of the assessment would
be canceled.

EXAMPLE B. Y is assessed sales tax, interest, and penalty for electricity purchased and used to power
a piece of machinery in Y’s manufacturing plant. Y fails to timely protest the assessment. Y was billed
monthly for electricity by the power company to which Y had given an exemption certificate. Y contends
that the particular piece ofmachinery is used directly in processing tangible personal property for sale and
that, therefore, all of the electricity is exempt from sales tax. In this situation, the sales tax is divisible.
Therefore, Y may pay an amount of tax, penalty and interest attributable to one month’s electrical usage
in that machinery and file a refund claim within the time period provided by law since, if Y is successful
on the refund claim, the remaining unpaid portion of the assessment would be canceled.

7.8(5) The protest shall be brought by and in the name of the interested or affected person or by and
in the full descriptive name of the fiduciary legally entitled to institute a proceeding on behalf of the
person or by an intervenor in contested case proceedings. In the event of a variance in the name set forth
in the protest and the correct name, a statement of the reason for the discrepancy shall be set forth in the
protest.

7.8(6) The protest shall contain a caption in the following form:

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
HOOVER STATE OFFICE BUILDING

DES MOINES, IOWA

IN THE MATTER OF _________________ *
(state taxpayer’s name and address and * PROTEST
designate type of proceeding, e.g., * Docket No. ___________________
income tax refund claim) * (filled in by Department)

7.8(7) The protest shall substantially state in separate numbered paragraphs the following:
a. Proper allegations showing:
(1) Date of department action, such as the assessment notice, refund denial, etc.;
(2) Whether the protester failed to timely appeal the assessment and, if so, the date of payment and

the date of filing of the refund claim;
(3) Whether the protest involves the appeal of a refund claim after six months from the date of

filing the refund claim because the department failed to deny the claim;
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(4) Copies of the documented department action, such as the assessment notice, refund claim, and
refund denial letter;

(5) Other items that the protester wishes to bring to the attention of the department; and
(6) A request for attorney fees, if applicable.
b. The type of tax, the taxable period or periods involved and the amount in controversy.
c. Each error alleged to have been committed, listed in a separate paragraph. For each error listed,

an explanation of the error and all relevant facts related to the error shall be provided.
d. Reference to any particular statute or statutes and any rule or rules involved, if known.
e. Description of records or documents that were not available or were not presented to department

personnel prior to the filing of the protest, if any. Copies of any records or documents that were not
previously presented to the department shall be provided.

f. Any other matters deemed relevant and not covered in the above paragraphs.
g. The desire of the protester to waive informal or contested case proceedings if waiver is desired.

Unless the protester so indicates a waiver, informal procedures will be initiated.
h. A statement setting forth the relief sought by the protester.
i. The signature of the protester or that of the protester’s representative, the addresses of the

protester and of the protester’s representative, and the telephone number of the protester or the protester’s
representative. A copy of the power of attorney for the protester’s representative shall be attached.

7.8(8) An original and two copies of the protest shall be filed with the clerk of the hearings section.
Upon receipt of the protest, the clerk of the hearings section shall register receipt of the protest, docket
the protest, and assign a number to the case. The assigned number shall be placed on all subsequent
pleadings filed in the case.

7.8(9) The protester may amend the protest at any time prior to the commencement of the evidentiary
hearing. The department may request that the protester amend the protest for purposes of clarification.

7.8(10) Upon the filing of an answer or if a demand for contested case is made by the protester,
the clerk of the hearings section will transfer the protest file to the division of administrative hearings
within 30 days of the date of the filing of the answer or the demand for contested case, unless the director
determines not to transfer the case. If a party objects to a determination under rule 701—7.17(17A), the
transfer, if any, would be made after the director makes a ruling on the objection.

7.8(11) Denial of renewal of vehicle registration or denial of issuance or renewal, or suspension, of
a driver’s license.

a. A person who has had an application for renewal of vehicle registration denied, has been denied
the issuance of a driver’s license or the renewal of a driver’s license, or has had a driver’s license
suspended may file a protest with the clerk of the hearings section if the denial of the issuance or renewal
or the suspension is because the person owes delinquent taxes.

b. The issues raised in a protest by the person, which are limited to a mistake of fact, may include
but are not limited to:

(1) The person has the same name as the obligor but is not the correct obligor;
(2) The amount in question has been paid; or
(3) The person has made arrangements with the department to pay the amount.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.

[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; ARC 1303C, IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14; ARC 2657C, IAB 8/3/16, effective 9/7/16]

701—7.9(17A) Identifying details.
7.9(1) Any person may file a motion to delete identifying details concerning the person from any

document relating to any proceeding as defined in rule 701—7.2(421,17A) prior to disclosure tomembers
of the public. Such a motion must be filed with the clerk of the hearings section if the motion is filed
prior to the commencement of a contested case, which is before the notice for hearing is issued. If the
motion is filed during a contested case proceeding pending before an administrative law judge and before
the administrative law judge has entered a proposed decision on the case or has entered a closing order,
the motion must be filed with and ruled upon by the administrative law judge. Otherwise, the motion
must be filed with the clerk of the hearings section and ruled upon by the director. The motion shall be
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filed simultaneously with the presentation of the privacy or trade secret information under circumstances
whereby the information may be disclosed to the public and before the issuance of any opinion, order or
decision.

7.9(2) If the motion concerns information which is not a part of a contested case, the motion shall
be in the form of a request to delete identifying details; if part of a contested case, the motion shall be in
the form of a motion to delete identifying details. All motions to delete identifying details shall conform
to subrule 7.17(5).

a. The motion shall contain the following:
(1) The name of the person requesting deletion and the docket number of the proceeding, if

applicable;
(2) The legal basis for the motion for deletion, which is either that release of the material would be

a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or the material is a trade secret. A corporation may
not claim an unwarranted invasion of privacy;

(3) A precise description of the document, report, or other material in the possession of the
department from which the deletion is sought and a precise description of the information to be deleted.
If deletion is sought from more than one document, each document and the materials sought to be
deleted from it shall be listed in separate paragraphs. Also contained in each separate paragraph shall
be a statement of the legal basis for the deletion requested in that paragraph, which is that release of
the material sought to be deleted is a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy or the material is a trade
secret and the material serves no public purpose.

b. An affidavit in support of deletion must accompany each motion. The affidavit must be sworn
to by a person familiar with the facts asserted within it and shall contain a clear and concise explanation
of the facts justifying deletion, not merely the legal basis for deletion or conclusionary allegations.

c. All affidavits shall contain a general and truthful statement that the information sought to be
deleted is not available to the public from any source or combination of sources, direct or indirect, and
a general statement that the release would serve no public purpose.

d. The burden of showing that deletion is justified shall be on the movant. The burden is not
carried by mere conclusionary statements or allegations, for example, that the release of the material
would be a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or that the material is a trade secret.

e. That the matter sought to be deleted is part of the pleadings, motions, evidence, and the record
in a contested case proceeding otherwise open for public inspection and that the matter would otherwise
constitute confidential tax information shall not be grounds for deletion (1992 Op. IA Att’y Gen. 1).

f. The ruling on the motion shall be strictly limited to the facts and legal bases presented by the
movant, and the ruling shall not be based upon any facts or legal bases not presented by the movant.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.10(17A) Docket. The clerk of the hearings section shall maintain a docket of all proceedings,
and each of the proceedings shall be assigned a number. Every matter coming within the purview
of these rules shall be assigned a docket number which shall be the official number for the purposes
of identification. Upon receipt of a protest, a petition for declaratory order or a petition to initiate
rule-making proceedings, the proceeding will be docketed and assigned a number, and the parties notified
thereof. The number shall be placed by the parties on all papers thereafter filed in the proceeding. After
the transfer of a case to the division of administrative hearings for contested case proceedings, that
division may assign a docket number to the case and, in that event, the docket number shall be placed
by the parties on all papers thereafter filed in the proceeding.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.11(17A) Informal procedures and dismissals of protests.
7.11(1) Informal procedures. Persons are encouraged to utilize the informal procedures provided

herein so that a settlementmay be reached between the parties without the necessity of initiating contested
case proceedings. Therefore, unless the protester indicates a desire to waive the informal procedures in
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the protest or the department waives informal procedures upon notification to the protester, such informal
procedures will be initiated as herein provided upon the filing of a proper protest.

a. Review unit. A review unit is created within the department and, subject to the control of the
director, the unit will:

(1) Review and evaluate the validity of all protests made by taxpayers from the department action.
(2) Determine the correct amount of tax owing or refund due.
(3) Determine the best method of resolving the dispute between the protester and the department.
(4) Take further action regarding the protest, including any additions and deletions to the audit,

as may be warranted by the circumstances to resolve the protest, including a request for an informal
conference.

(5) Determine whether the protest complies with rule 701—7.8(17A) and request any amendments
to the protest or additional information.

b. The review unit may concede any items contained in the protest which it determines should not
be controverted by the department. If the protester has not waived informal procedures, the review unit
may request that the protester and the protester’s representative, if any, attend an informal conference
with the review unit to explore the possibility of reaching a settlement without the necessity of initiating
contested case proceedings or of narrowing the issues presented in the protest if no settlement can be
made. The review unit may request clarification of the issues from the protester or further information
from the protester or third persons.

c. Findings dealing with the issues raised in the protest may be issued unless the issues may be
more expeditiously determined in another manner or it is determined that findings are unnecessary. The
protester will be notified of the decision on the issues in controversy.

d. Nothing herein will prevent the review unit and the protester from mutually agreeing on the
manner in which the protest will be informally reviewed.

e. Settlements. If a settlement is reached during informal procedures, the clerk of the hearings
section must be notified. A closing order stating that a settlement was reached by the parties and that the
case is terminated shall be issued by the director and served upon all parties.

7.11(2) Dismissal of protests.
a. Whether informal procedures have been waived or not, the failure of the protester to timely

file a protest or to pursue the protest may be grounds for dismissal of the protest by the director or the
director’s designee. If the protest is so dismissed, the protester may file an application for reinstatement
of the protest for good cause as provided in paragraph 7.11(2)“c.” Such application must be filed within
30 days of the date of the dismissal notice. Thereafter, the procedure in paragraph 7.11(2)“c” should be
followed. If informal procedures have not been waived, the failure of the protester to present evidence
or information requested by the review unit shall constitute grounds for the director or the director’s
designee to dismiss the protest. For purposes of this subrule, an evasive or incomplete response will be
treated as a failure to present evidence or information. The failure of the protester to file a protest in the
format required by rule 701—7.8(17A) may be grounds for dismissal of the protest by the director or the
director’s designee.

b. If the department seeks to have the protest dismissed, the review unit shall file a motion to
dismiss with the clerk of the hearings section and serve a copy of the motion on the protester. The
protester may file a resistance to the motion within 20 days of the date of service of the motion. If no
resistance is so filed, the director or the director’s designee shall immediately enter an order dismissing
the protest. If a resistance is filed, the review unit has 10 days from the date of the filing of the resistance
to decide whether to withdraw its motion and so notify the protester and the clerk of the hearings section.
If no such notice is issued by the review unit within the 10-day period, the protest file will be transferred to
the division of administrative hearings, which shall issue a notice for a contested case proceeding on the
motion as prescribed by rule 701—7.14(17A), except that the issue of the contested case proceeding shall
be limited to the question of whether the protest shall be dismissed. Thereafter, rule 701—7.17(17A)
pertaining to contested case proceedings shall apply in such dismissal proceedings.

c. If a motion to dismiss is filed and is unresisted, a protest so dismissed may be reinstated by the
director or the director’s designee for good cause as interpreted by the Iowa supreme court in the case
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of Purethane, Inc. v. Iowa State Board of Tax Review, 498 N.W.2d 706 (Iowa 1993) if an application for
reinstatement is filed with the clerk of the hearings section within 30 days of the date the protest was
dismissed. The application shall set forth all reasons and facts upon which the protester relies in seeking
reinstatement of the protest. The review unit shall review the application and notify the protester whether
the application is granted or denied. If the review unit denies the application to reinstate the protest, the
protester has 30 days from the date the application for reinstatement was denied in which to request, in
writing, a formal hearing on the reinstatement. When a written request for formal hearing is received,
the protest file will be transferred to the division of administrative hearings, which shall issue a notice as
prescribed in rule 701—7.14(17A), except that the issue of the contested case proceeding shall be limited
to the question of whether the protest shall be reinstated. Thereafter, rule 701—7.17(17A) pertaining to
contested case proceedings shall apply in such reinstatement proceedings.

d. Once contested case proceedings have been commenced, whether informal proceedings have
beenwaived or not, it shall be grounds for amotion to dismiss that a protester has either failed to diligently
pursue the protest or refuses to comply with requests for discovery set forth in rule 701—7.15(17A). Such
a motion must be filed with the presiding officer.

e. Notwithstanding other provisions of this subrule, if the director finds that a protest is not timely
filed, including a failure within a reasonable time to file a protest in proper form after notice to the
protester by the hearings section, the director, without the filing of a motion to dismiss, may dismiss the
protest and shall notify the protester that the protest has been dismissed. With respect to a protest so
dismissed, thereafter the provisions of paragraph 7.11(2)“c” shall apply.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.10.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.12(17A) Answer. The department may, in lieu of findings, file an answer to the protest. When
findings are issued, the department will file an answer within 30 days of receipt of written notification
from the protester stating disagreement with the findings. The answer shall be filed with the clerk of the
hearings section.

7.12(1) In the event that the protester does not so respond in writing to the findings issued on matters
covered by paragraph 7.11(1)“c”within 30 days after being notified, the department may seek dismissal
of the protest pursuant to subrule 7.11(2).

7.12(2) The answer of the department shall be drawn in a manner as provided by the Iowa Rules of
Civil Procedure for answers filed in Iowa district courts.

7.12(3) Each paragraph contained in the answer shall be numbered or lettered to correspond, where
possible, with the paragraphs of the protest. An original copy only of the answer shall be filed with
the clerk of the hearings section for the department and shall be signed by the department’s counsel or
representative.

7.12(4) The department shall forthwith serve a copy of the answer upon the representative of record
or, if there is no representative of record, then upon the protester and shall file proof of service with the
clerk of the hearings section at the time of filing of the answer. The department may amend its answer
at any time prior to the commencement of the evidentiary hearing.

7.12(5) The provisions of rule 701—7.12(17A) shall be considered as a part of the informal
procedures since a contested case proceeding, at the time of the filing of the answer, has not yet
commenced. However, an answer shall be filed pursuant to this rule whether or not informal procedures
have been waived by the protester or the department.

7.12(6) Notwithstanding subrules 7.12(1) through 7.12(5), if a taxpayer makes a written demand for
a contested case proceeding, as authorized by rule 701—7.14(17A), after a period of six months from the
filing of a proper protest, the department shall file its answer within 30 days after receipt of the demand.
If the department fails to file its answer within this 30-day period, interest shall be suspended, if the
protest involves an assessment, from the time that the department was required to answer until the date
that the department files its answer and, if the protest involves a refund, interest shall accrue on the refund
at double the rate from the time the department was required to answer until the date that the department
files its answer.
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7.12(7) The department’s answer may contain a statement setting forth whether the case should be
transferred to the division of administrative hearings or the director should retain the case for hearing.

7.12(8) The department’s answer should set forth the basis for retention of the case by the director as
provided in subrule 7.17(1). If the answer fails to allege that the case should be retained by the director,
the case should be transferred to the division of administrative hearings for contested case proceedings,
unless the director determines on the director’s own motion that the case should be retained by the
director.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A and section 421.60.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.13(17A) Subpoenas. Prior to the commencement of a contested case, the department shall have
the authority to subpoena books, papers, and records and shall have all other subpoena powers conferred
upon it by law. Subpoenas in this case shall be issued by the director or the director’s designee. Once a
contested case is commenced, subpoenas must be issued by the presiding officer.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.13.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.14(17A) Commencement of contested case proceedings. A demand or request by the protester
for the commencement of contested case proceedings must be in writing and filed with the clerk of the
hearings section by electronic means, by mail via the United States Postal Service or common carrier by
ordinary, certified, or registered mail in care of the clerk of the hearings section, or by personal service on
the office of the clerk of the hearings section during business hours. The demand or request is considered
filed on the date of the postmark. If the demand or request does not indicate a postmark date, then the
date of receipt or the date personal service is made is considered the date of filing. See Iowa Code section
622.105 for the evidence necessary to establish proof of mailing.

7.14(1) At the request of a party or the presiding officer made prior to the issuance of the hearing
notice, the presiding officer shall hold a telephone conference with the parties for the purpose of selecting
a mutually agreeable hearing date, which date shall be the hearing date contained in the hearing notice.
The notice shall be issued within one week after the mutually agreeable hearing date is selected.

7.14(2) Contested case proceedings will be commenced by the presiding officer by delivery of notice
by ordinary mail directed to the parties after a demand or request is made (a) by the protester and the
filing of the answer, if one is required, which demand or request may include a date to be set for the
hearing, or (b) upon filing of the answer, if a request or demand for contested case proceedings has not
been made by the protester. The notice will be given by the presiding officer.

7.14(3) The presiding officer may grant a continuance of the hearing. Any change in the date of the
hearing shall be set by the presiding officer. Either party may apply to the presiding officer for a specific
date for the hearing. The notice shall include:

a. A statement of the time (which shall allow for a reasonable time to conduct discovery), place
and nature of the hearing;

b. A statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the hearing is held;
c. A reference to the particular sections of the statutes and rules involved; and
d. A short and plain statement of the matters asserted, including the issues.
7.14(4) After the delivery of the notice commencing the contested case proceedings, the parties may

file further pleadings or amendments to pleadings as they desire. However, any pleading or amendment
thereto which is filed within seven days prior to the date scheduled for the hearing or filed on the date of
the hearing shall constitute good cause for the party adversely affected by the pleading or amendment to
seek and obtain a continuance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.12.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.15(17A) Discovery. The rules of the supreme court of the state of Iowa applicable in
civil proceedings with respect to depositions upon oral examination or written questions; written
interrogatories; production of documents or things or permission to enter upon land or other property,
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for inspection and other purposes; physical and mental examinations; and requests for admission shall
apply to discovery procedures in contested case proceedings. Disputes concerning discovery shall be
resolved by the presiding officer. If necessary a hearing shall be scheduled, with reasonable notice to
the parties, and, upon hearing, an appropriate order shall be issued by the presiding officer.

7.15(1) When the department relies on a witness in a contested case, whether or not the witness is
a departmental employee, who has made prior statements or reports with respect to the subject matter
of the witness’ testimony, the department shall, on request, make such statements or reports available to
a party for use on cross-examination unless those statements or reports are otherwise expressly exempt
from disclosure by constitution or statute. Identifiable departmental records that are relevant to disputed
material facts involved in a contested case shall, upon request, promptly be made available to the party
unless the requested records are expressly exempt from disclosure by constitution or statute.

7.15(2) Evidence obtained in such discovery may be used in contested case proceedings if that
evidence would otherwise be admissible in the contested case proceeding.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.16(17A) Prehearing conference.
7.16(1) Upon the motion of the presiding officer, or upon the written request of a party, the presiding

officer shall direct the parties to appear at a specified time and place before the presiding officer for a
prehearing conference to consider:

a. The possibility or desirability of waiving any provisions of the Act relating to contested case
proceedings by written stipulation representing an informed mutual consent;

b. The necessity or desirability of setting a new date for hearing;
c. The simplification of issues;
d. The necessity or desirability of amending the pleadings either for the purpose of clarification,

amplification or limitation;
e. The possibility of agreeing to the admission of facts, documents or records not controverted, to

avoid unnecessary introduction of proof;
f. The procedure at the hearing;
g. Limiting the number of witnesses;
h. The names and identification of witnesses and the facts each party will attempt to prove at the

hearing;
i. Conduct or schedule of discovery; and
j. Such other matters as may aid, expedite or simplify the disposition of the proceeding.
7.16(2) Any action taken at the prehearing conference shall be recorded in an appropriate order,

unless the parties enter upon a written stipulation as to such matters or agree to a statement thereof made
on the record by the presiding officer.

7.16(3) When an order is issued at the termination of the prehearing conference, a reasonable time
shall be allowed for the parties to present objections on the grounds that the order does not fully or
correctly embody the agreements at such conference. Thereafter, the terms of the order or modification
thereof shall determine the subsequent course of the proceedings relative to matters the order includes,
unless modified to prevent manifest injustice.

7.16(4) If either party to the contested case proceeding fails to appear at the prehearing conference,
fails to request a continuance, or fails to submit evidence or arguments which the party wishes to be
considered in lieu of appearance, the opposing party may move for dismissal. The motion shall be made
in accordance with subrule 7.17(5).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.12.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.17(17A) Contested case proceedings.
7.17(1) Evidentiary hearing. Unless the parties to a contested case proceeding have, by written

stipulation representing an informed mutual consent, waived the provisions of the Act relating to such

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
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proceedings, contested case proceedings shall be initiated and culminate in an evidentiary hearing open
to the public.

a. Evidentiary hearings in which the presiding officer is an administrative law judge employed by
the division of administrative hearings shall be held at the location designated in the notice of evidentiary
hearing. Generally, the location for evidentiary hearings in such cases will be at the principal office of the
Department of Inspections and Appeals, Administrative Hearings Division, Third Floor, Wallace State
Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

b. If the director retains a contested case, the location for the evidentiary hearing will generally
be at the main office of the department at the Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines,
Iowa 50309. However, the department retains the discretion to change the location of the evidentiary
hearing if necessary. The location of the evidentiary hearing will be designated in the notice of hearing
issued by the director.

7.17(2) Determination of presiding officer. If the director retains a contested case for evidentiary
hearing and the department is a party, the initial presiding officer will be the director. If the department
is not a party to the contested case retained by the director, the presiding officer may be the director or
the director’s designee. Upon determining that a case will be retained and not transferred to the division
of administrative hearings, the director shall issue to the parties written notification of the determination
which states the basis for retaining the case for evidentiary hearing.

a. The director may determine to retain a contested case for evidentiary hearing and decision upon
the filing by the department of its answer under rule 701—7.12(17A). If the answer failed to allege that
the case should be retained by the director and the case was transferred to the division of administrative
hearings for contested case proceedings, either party may, within a reasonable time after the issuance of
the hearing notice provided in rule 701—7.14(17A), make application to the director to recall and retain
the case for hearing and decision. Any such application shall be served upon the assigned administrative
law judge or presiding officer.

b. A protester may file a written objection to the director’s determination to retain the case for
evidentiary hearing and may request that the contested case be heard by an administrative law judge or
presiding officer and request a hearing on the objection. Such an objection must be filed with the clerk
of the hearings section within 20 days of the notice issued by the director of the director’s determination
to retain the case. The director may retain the case only upon a finding that one or more of the following
apply:

(1) There is a compelling need to expedite issuance of a final decision in order to protect the public
health, safety and welfare;

(2) A qualified administrative law judge is unavailable to hear the case within a reasonable time;
(3) The case involves significant policy issues of first impression that are inextricably intertwined

with the factual issues presented;
(4) The demeanor of the witnesses is likely to be dispositive in resolving the disputed factual issues;
(5) The case involves an issue or issues the resolution of which would create important precedent;
(6) The case involves complex or extraordinary questions of law or fact;
(7) The case involves issues or questions of law or fact that, based on the director’s discretion,

should be retained by the director;
(8) Funds are unavailable to pay the costs of an administrative law judge and an interagency appeal;
(9) The request was not timely filed;
(10) The request is not consistent with a specified statute; and
(11) Assignment of an administrative law judge will result in lengthening the time for issuance of a

proposed decision, after the case is submitted, beyond a reasonable time as provided in subrule 7.17(8).
In making this determination, the director shall consider whether the assigned administrative law judge
has a current backlog of submitted cases for which decisions have not been issued for one year after
submission.

c. The director shall issue a written ruling specifying the grounds for the decision within 20 days
after a request for an administrative law judge is filed. If a party objects to the director’s determination
to retain a case for evidentiary hearing, transfer of the protest file, if any, will be made after the director

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
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makes a final determination on the objection. If the ruling is contingent upon the availability of a qualified
administrative law judge, the parties shall be notified at least ten days prior to the hearing whether a
qualified administrative law judge will be available.

d. If there is no factual conflict or credibility of evidence offered in issue, either party, after the
contested case has been heard and a proposed decision is pending with a presiding officer other than the
director for at least one year, may make application to the director to transfer the case to the director
for decision. In addition, if the aforementioned criteria exist, the director, on the director’s own motion,
may issue a notice to the parties of the director’s intention to transfer the case to the director for decision.
The opposing party may file, within 20 days after service of such application or notice by the director,
a resistance setting forth in detail why the case should not be transferred. If the director approves the
transfer of the case, the director shall issue a final contested case decision. The director or a party may
request that the parties be allowed to submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.

e. The director has the right to require that any presiding officer, other than the director, be a
licensed attorney in the state of Iowa, unless the contested case only involves licensing. In addition,
any presiding officer must possess, upon determination by the director, sufficient technical expertise and
experience in the areas of taxation and presiding over proceedings to effectively determine the issues
involved in the proceeding.

f. Except as provided otherwise by another provision of law, all rulings by an administrative law
judge acting as presiding officer are subject to appeal to the director.

7.17(3) Conduct of proceedings.
a. A proceeding shall be conducted by a presiding officer who shall:
(1) Open the record and receive appearances;
(2) Administer oaths and issue subpoenas;
(3) Enter the notice of hearing into the record;
(4) Receive testimony and exhibits presented by the parties;
(5) In the presiding officer’s discretion, interrogate witnesses;
(6) Rule on objections and motions;
(7) Close the hearing; and
(8) Issue an order containing findings of fact and conclusions of law.
b. The presiding officer may resolve preliminary procedural motions by telephone conference in

which all parties have an opportunity to participate. Other telephone proceedings may be held with the
consent of all parties. The presiding officer will determine the location of the parties and witnesses for
telephone hearing. The convenience of the witnesses or parties, as well as the nature of the case, will be
considered when location is chosen. Parties shall be notified at least 30 days in advance of the date and
place of the hearing.

c. Evidentiary proceedings shall be oral and open to the public and shall be recorded either by
electronic means or by certified shorthand reporters. Parties requesting that the hearing be recorded
by certified shorthand reporters shall bear the appropriate costs. The record of the oral proceedings
or the transcription thereof shall be filed with and maintained by the department for at least five years
from the date of the decision. An opportunity shall be afforded to the parties to respond and present
evidence and argument on all issues involved and to be represented by counsel at their own expense.
Unless otherwise directed by the presiding officer, evidence will be received in the following order: (1)
protester, (2) intervenor (if applicable), (3) department, (4) rebuttal by protester, (5) oral argument by
parties (if necessary).

d. If the protester or the department appears without counsel or other representative who can
reasonably be expected to be familiar with these rules, the presiding officer shall explain to the parties the
rules of practice and procedure and generally conduct a hearing in a less formal manner than that used
when the parties have such representatives appearing upon the parties’ behalf. It should be the purpose of
the presiding officer to assist any party appearing without such representative to the extent necessary to
allow the party to fairly present evidence, testimony, and arguments on the issues. The presiding officer
shall take whatever steps may be necessary and proper to ensure that all evidence having probative value
is presented and that each party is accorded a fair hearing.
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e. If the parties have mutually agreed to waive the provisions of the Act in regard to contested case
proceedings, the hearing will be conducted in a less formal manner than when an evidentiary hearing is
conducted.

f. If a party fails to appear in a contested case proceeding after proper service of notice, the
presiding officer may, upon the presiding officer’s own motion or upon the motion of the party who
has appeared, adjourn the hearing, enter a default decision, or proceed with the hearing and make a
decision on the merits in the absence of the party.

g. Contemptuous conduct by any person appearing at a hearing shall be grounds for the person’s
exclusion from the hearing by the presiding officer.

h. A stipulation by the parties of the issues or a statement of the issues in the notice commencing
the contested case cannot be changed by the presiding officer without the consent of the parties. The
presiding officer shall not, on the presiding officer’s own motion, change or modify the issues agreed
upon by the parties. Notwithstanding the provisions of this paragraph, a party, within a reasonable time
prior to the hearing, may request that a new issue be addressed in the proceedings, except that the request
cannot be made after the parties have stipulated to the issues.

7.17(4) Rules of evidence. In evaluating evidence, the department’s experience, technical
competence, and specialized knowledge may be utilized.

a. Oath. All testimony presented before the presiding officer shall be given under oath, which the
presiding officer has authority to administer.

b. Production of evidence and testimony. The presiding officer may issue subpoenas to a party
on request, as permitted by law, compelling the attendance of witnesses and the production of books,
papers, records, or other real evidence.

c. Subpoena. When a subpoena is desired after the commencement of a contested case proceeding,
the proper party shall indicate to the presiding officer the name of the case, the docket number, and the
last-known addresses of the witnesses to be called. If evidence other than oral testimony is required, each
item to be produced must be adequately described. When properly prepared by the presiding officer, the
subpoena will be returned to the requesting party for service. Service may be made in any manner
allowed by law before the hearing date of the case which the witness is required to attend. No costs
for serving a subpoena will be allowed if the subpoena is served by any person other than the sheriff.
Subpoenas requested for discovery purposes shall be issued by the presiding officer.

d. Admissibility of evidence.
(1) Evidence having probative value. Although the presiding officer is not bound to follow the

technical common law rules of evidence, a finding shall be based upon the kind of evidence on which
reasonably prudent persons are accustomed to rely for the conduct of their serious affairs, and may be
based upon such evidence even if it would be inadmissible in a jury trial. Therefore, the presiding officer
may admit and give probative effect to evidence on which reasonably prudent persons are accustomed
to rely for the conduct of their serious affairs. Irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious evidence
shall be excluded. The presiding officer shall give effect to the rules of privilege recognized by law.
Evidence not provided to a requesting party through discovery shall not be admissible at the hearing.
Subject to these requirements, when a hearing will be expedited and the interests of the parties will not
be prejudiced, substantially any part of the evidence may be required to be submitted in verified written
form by the presiding officer.

Objections to evidentiary offers may bemade at the hearing, and the presiding officer’s ruling thereon
shall be noted in the record.

(2) Evidence of a federal determination. Evidence of a federal determination such as a treasury
department ruling, regulation or determination letter, a federal court decision or an Internal Revenue
Service assessment relating to issues raised in the proceeding shall be admissible, and the protester shall
be presumed to have conceded the accuracy of the federal determination unless the protester specifically
states wherein it is erroneous.

(3) Copies of evidence. A copy of any book, record, paper or document may be offered directly in
evidence in lieu of the original, if the original is not readily available or if there is no objection. Upon
request, the parties shall be given an opportunity to compare the copy with the original, if available.
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(4) Stipulations. Approval of the presiding officer is not required for stipulations of the parties to
be used in contested case proceedings. In the event the parties file a stipulation in the proceedings, the
stipulation shall be binding on the parties and the presiding officer.

e. Exhibits.
(1) Identification of exhibits. Exhibits which are offered by protesters and attached to a stipulation

or entered in evidence shall be numbered serially, i.e., 1, 2, 3, etc.; whereas, exhibits offered by the
department shall be lettered serially, i.e., A, B, C, etc.; and those offered jointly shall be numbered and
lettered, i.e., 1-A, 2-B, 3-C, etc.

(2) Disposition of exhibits. After an order has become final, either party desiring the return, at the
party’s expense, of any exhibit belonging to the party shall make application in writing to the clerk of
the hearings section within 30 days suggesting a practical manner of delivery; otherwise, exhibits may
be disposed of as the clerk of the hearings section deems advisable.

f. Official notice. The presiding officer may take official notice of all facts of which judicial notice
may be taken. Parties shall be notified at the earliest practicable time, either before or during the hearing,
or by reference in preliminary reports, preliminary decisions or otherwise, of the facts proposed to
be noticed and their source, including any staff memoranda or data. The parties shall be afforded an
opportunity to contest such facts prior to the issuance of the decision in the contested case proceeding
unless the presiding officer determines as a part of the record or decision that fairness to the parties does
not require an opportunity to contest such facts.

g. Evidence outside the record. Except as provided by these rules, the presiding officer shall not
consider factual information or evidence in the determination of any proceeding unless the same shall
have been offered and made a part of the record in the proceeding.

h. Presentation of evidence and testimony. In any hearing, each party thereto shall have the right to
present evidence and testimony of witnesses and to cross-examine any witness who testifies on behalf of
an adverse party. A person whose testimony has been submitted in written form shall, if available, also be
subject to cross-examination by an adverse party. Opportunity shall be afforded each party for re-direct
examination and re-cross-examination and to present evidence and testimony as rebuttal to evidence
presented by another party, except that unduly repetitious evidence shall be excluded.

i. Offer of proof. An offer of proof may be made through the witness or by statement of counsel.
The party objecting may cross-examine the witness without waiving any objection.

7.17(5) Motions.
a. After commencement of contested case proceedings, appropriate motions may be filed by any

party with the presiding officer when facts requiring such motion come to the knowledge of the party.
All motions shall state the relief sought and the grounds upon which the motions are based.

b. Motions made prior to a hearing shall be in writing and a copy thereof served on all parties and
attorneys of record. Such motions shall be ruled on by the presiding officer. The presiding officer shall
rule on the motion by issuing an order. A copy of the order containing the ruling on the motion shall
be mailed to the parties and authorized representatives. A motion may be made orally during the course
of a hearing; however, the presiding officer may request that the motion be reduced to writing and filed
with the presiding officer.

c. To avoid a hearing on a motion, it is advisable to secure the consent of the opposing party prior
to filing the motion. If consent of the opposing party to the motion is not obtained, a hearing on the
motion may be scheduled and the parties notified. The burden will be on the party filing the motion to
show good cause why the motion should be granted.

d. The party making the motion may affix thereto such affidavits as are deemed essential to the
disposition of the motion, which shall be served with the motion and to which the opposing party may
reply with counter affidavits.

e. Types of motions. Types of motions include, but are not limited to:
(1) Motion for continuance. Motions for continuance should be filed no later than ten days before

the scheduled date of the contested case hearing unless the grounds for the motion are first known to
the moving party within ten days of the hearing, in which case the motion shall be promptly filed and
shall set forth why it could not be filed at least ten days prior to the hearing. Grounds for motion for
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continuance include, but are not limited to, the unavailability of a party, a party’s representative or a
witness, the incompletion of discovery, and the possibility of settlement of the case.

(2) Motion for dismissal.
(3) Motion for summary judgment.
(4) Motion to delete identifying details in the decision.
(5) Motion for default.
(6) Motion to vacate default.
f. Hearing on motions. Motions subsequent to the commencement of a contested case proceeding

shall be determined by the presiding officer.
g. Summary judgment procedure. Summary judgment may be obtained under the following

conditions and circumstances:
(1) A party may, after a reasonable time to complete discovery, after completion of discovery, or

by agreement of the parties, move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a summary judgment in the
party’s favor upon all or any part of a party’s claim or defense.

(2) The motion shall be filed not less than 45 days prior to the date the case is set for hearing, unless
otherwise ordered by the presiding officer. Any party resisting the motion shall file within 30 days from
the time of service of the motion a resistance; statement of disputed facts, if any; and memorandum of
authorities supporting the resistance. If affidavits supporting the resistance are filed, they must be filed
with the resistance. The time fixed for hearing or normal submission on the motion shall be not less
than 35 days after the filing of the motion, unless another time is ordered by the presiding officer. The
judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories,
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.

(3) Upon any motion for summary judgment pursuant to this rule, there shall be affixed to
the motion a separate, short, and concise statement of the material facts as to which the moving
party contends there is no genuine issue to be tried, including specific reference to those parts of the
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, admissions on file, and affidavits which support such
contentions and a memorandum of authorities.

(4) Supporting and opposing affidavits shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in
evidence and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein.
The presiding officer may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to
interrogatories, further affidavits, or oral testimony. When a motion for summary judgment is made and
supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of
the party’s pleading, but the party’s response must set forth specific facts, by affidavits or as otherwise
provided in this rule, showing that there is a genuine issue for hearing. If the party does not so respond,
summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against the party.

(5) If, on motion under this rule, judgment is not rendered upon the whole case or for all the relief
asked and a hearing is necessary, the presiding officer at the hearing of the motion, by examining the
pleadings and the evidence before the presiding officer and by interrogating counsel, shall, if practicable,
ascertain what material facts exist without substantial controversy and what material facts are actually,
and in good faith, controverted. The presiding officer shall thereupon make an order specifying the facts
that appear without substantial controversy, including the extent to which the amount or other relief is
not in controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the action as are just. Upon the hearing of
the contested case, the facts so specified shall be deemed established, and the hearing shall be conducted
accordingly.

(6) Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot for
reasons stated present, by affidavit, facts essential to justify the party’s opposition, the presiding officer
may refuse the application for judgment, may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained,
may order depositions be taken or discovery be completed, or may make any other order appropriate.

(7) An order on summary judgment that disposes of less than the entire case is appealable to the
director at the same time that the proposed order is appealable pursuant to subrule 7.17(8).

7.17(6) Briefs and oral argument.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
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a. At any time, upon the request of any party or in the presiding officer’s discretion, the presiding
officer may require the filing of briefs on any of the issues before the presiding officer prior to or at the
time of hearing, or at a subsequent time. At the hearing, the parties should be prepared to make oral
arguments as to the facts and law at the conclusion of the hearing if the presiding officer so directs.

b. An original copy only of all briefs shall be filed. Filed briefs shall conform to the requirements
of rule 701—7.5(17A).

c. If the parties agree on a schedule for submission of briefs, the schedule shall be binding on
the parties and the presiding officer except that, for good cause shown, the time may be extended upon
application of a party.

7.17(7) Defaults. If a party fails to appear or participate in a contested case proceeding after proper
service of notice, the presiding officer may, if no adjournment is granted, enter a default decision or
proceed with the hearing and render a decision in the absence of the party.

a. Where appropriate and not contrary to law, any party may move for default against a party who
has failed to file a required pleading or has failed to appear after proper service.

b. Adefault decision or a decision rendered on themerits after a party failed to appear or participate
in a contested case proceeding becomes a final department action unless, within 15 days after the date of
notification or mailing of the decision, a motion to vacate is filed and served on all parties or an appeal
of a decision on the merits is timely initiated within the time provided in subrule 7.17(8). A motion to
vacate must state all facts relied upon by the moving party which establish that good cause existed for
that party’s failure to appear or participate at the contested case proceeding. Each fact so stated must be
substantiated by at least one sworn affidavit of a person with personal knowledge of each such fact, and
such affidavit(s) must be attached to the motion.

c. The time for further appeal of a decision for which a timely motion to vacate has been filed is
stayed pending a decision on the motion to vacate.

d. Properly substantiated and timely filed motions to vacate shall be granted only for good cause
shown. The burden of proof as to good cause is on the moving party. Adverse parties shall have ten days
to respond to a motion to vacate. Adverse parties shall be allowed to conduct discovery as to the issue
of good cause and to present evidence on the issue prior to a decision on the motion, if a request to do
so is included in that party’s response.

e. “Good cause” for purposes of this rule shall have the same meaning as “good cause” as
interpreted in the case of Purethane, Inc. v. Iowa State Board of Tax Review, 498 N.W.2d 706 (Iowa
1993).

f. A decision denying a motion to vacate is subject to further appeal within the time limit allowed
for further appeal of a decision on the merits in the contested case proceeding. A decision granting a
motion to vacate is subject to interlocutory appeal by the adverse party as provided in subrule 7.17(13).

g. If a motion to vacate is granted and no timely interlocutory appeal has been taken, the presiding
officer shall issue another notice of hearing and the contested case shall proceed accordingly.

h. A default decision may award any relief consistent with the request for relief by the party in
whose favor the default decision is made and embraced in the contested case issues; but unless the
defaulting party has appeared, the relief awarded cannot exceed the relief demanded.

i. A default decision may provide either that the default decision is to be stayed pending a timely
motion to vacate or that the default decision is to take effect immediately, subject to a request for a stay.

7.17(8) Orders.
a. At the conclusion of the hearing, the presiding officer, in the presiding officer’s discretion, may

request the parties to submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. Upon the request of any
party, the presiding officer shall allow the parties an opportunity to submit proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law. In addition to or in lieu of the filing of briefs, upon the request of all of the parties
waiving any contrary contested case provisions of law or of these rules, the presiding officer shall allow
the parties to submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, and the presiding officer may sign
and adopt as the decision or proposed decision one of such proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law without any changes.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.5.pdf
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b. The decision in a contested case is an order which shall be in writing or stated in the record.
The order shall include findings of fact prepared by the person presiding at the hearing, unless the person
is unavailable, and based solely on the evidence in the record and on matters officially noticed in the
record, and shall include conclusions of law. The findings of fact and conclusions of law shall be
separately stated. If a party has submitted proposed findings of fact, the order shall include a ruling upon
each proposed finding. Each conclusion of law shall be supported by cited authority or by a reasoned
opinion. The decision must include an explanation of why the relevant evidence in the record supports
each material finding of fact. If the issue of reasonable litigation costs was held in abeyance pending
the outcome of the substantive issues in the contested case and the proposed order decides substantive
issues in favor of the protester, the proposed order shall include a notice of time and place for a hearing
on the issue of whether reasonable litigation costs shall be awarded and on the issue of the amount of
such award, unless the parties agree otherwise. All decisions and orders in a contested case proceeding
shall be based solely on the legal bases and arguments presented by the parties. In the event that the
presiding officer believes that a legal basis or argument for a decision or order exists, but has not been
presented by the parties, the presiding officer shall notify the parties and give them an opportunity to file
a brief that addresses such legal basis or argument.

c. When a motion has been made to delete identifying details in an order on the basis of personal
privacy or trade secrets, the justification for such deletion or refusal to delete shall be made by the moving
party and shall appear in the order.

d. When the director initially presides at a hearing or considers decisions on appeal from or
review of a proposed decision by the presiding officer other than the director, the order becomes the
final order of the department for purposes of judicial review or rehearing unless there is an appeal
to or review on motion of a second agency within the time provided by statute or rule. When a
presiding officer other than the director presides at the hearing, the order becomes the final order of
the department for purposes of judicial review or rehearing unless there is an appeal to or review on
motion of the director within 30 days of the date of the order, including Saturdays, Sundays, and legal
holidays, or 10 days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, for a revocation order pursuant
to rule 701—7.23(17A). However, if the contested case proceeding involves a question of an award
of reasonable litigation costs, the proposed order on the substantive issues shall not be appealable to
or reviewable by the director on the director’s motion until the issuance of a proposed order on the
reasonable litigation costs. If there is no such appeal or review within 30 days or 10 days, whichever is
applicable, from the date of the proposed order on reasonable litigation costs, both the proposed order
on the substantive issues and the proposed order on the reasonable litigation costs become the final
orders of the department for purposes of judicial review or rehearing. On an appeal from, review of, or
application for rehearing concerning the presiding officer’s order, the director has all the power which
the director would initially have had in making the decision; however, the director will consider only
those issues or selected issues presented at the hearing before the presiding officer or any issues of fact
or law raised independently by the presiding officer, including the propriety of and the authority for
raising issues. The parties will be notified of those issues which will be considered by the director.

e. Notwithstanding the provisions of this rule, where a presiding officer other than the director
issues an interlocutory decision or ruling which does not dispose of all the issues, except reasonable
litigation costs, in the contested case proceeding, the party adversely affected by the interlocutory
decision or ruling may apply to the director within 20 days (10 days for a revocation proceeding) of the
date of issuance of the interlocutory decision or ruling to grant an appeal in advance of the proposed
decision. The application shall be served on the parties and the presiding officer. The party opposing
the application shall file any resistance within 15 days of the service of the application unless, for good
cause, the director extends the time for such filing. The director, in the exercise of discretion, may grant
the application on finding that such interlocutory decision or ruling involves substantial rights and will
materially affect the proposed decision and that a determination of its correctness before hearing on the
merits will better serve the interests of justice. The order of the director granting the appeal may be
on terms setting forth the course of proceedings on appeal, including advancing the appeal for prompt
submission, and the order shall stay further proceedings below. The presiding officer, at the request of
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the director, shall promptly forward to the director all or a portion of the file or record in the contested
case proceeding.

f. In the event of an appeal to or review of the proposed order by the director, the administrative
hearings division shall be promptly notified of the appeal or review by the director. The administrative
hearings division shall, upon such notice, promptly forward the record of the contested case proceeding
and all other papers associated with the case to the director.

g. A decision by the director may reverse or modify any finding of fact if a preponderance of the
evidence will support a determination to reverse or modify such a finding of fact, or may reverse or
modify any conclusion of law that the director finds to be in error.

h. Orders will be issued within a reasonable time after termination of the hearing. Parties shall be
promptly notified of each order by delivery to them of a copy of the order by personal service, regular
mail, certified mail, return receipt requested, or any other method to which the parties may agree. For
example, a copy of the order can be submitted by electronic mail if both parties agree.

i. A cross-appeal may be taken within the 30-day period for taking an appeal to the director or
in any event within 5 days after the appeal to the director is taken. If a cross-appeal is taken from a
revocation order pursuant to rule 701—7.23(17A), the cross-appeal may be taken within the 10-day
period for taking an appeal to the director or in any event within 5 days after the appeal to the director is
taken.

j. Upon issuance of a closing order or the proposed decision by a presiding officer other than the
director, such presiding officer no longer has jurisdiction over the contested case. Thereafter, any further
proceedings associated with or related to the contested case must occur before the director.

7.17(9) Stays.
a. During the pendency of judicial review of the final contested case order of the department, the

party seeking judicial review may file with the director an application for a stay. The application shall
set forth in detail the reasons why the applicant is entitled to a stay and shall specifically address the
following four factors:

(1) The extent to which the applicant is likely to prevail when the court finally disposes of the
matter;

(2) The extent to which the applicant will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not granted;
(3) The extent to which the granting of a stay to the applicant will substantially harm the other

parties to the proceedings; and
(4) The extent to which the public interest relied on by the department is sufficient to justify the

department’s actions in the circumstances.
b. The director shall consider and balance the previously mentioned four factors and may consult

with department personnel and the department’s representatives in the judicial review proceeding. The
director shall expeditiously grant or deny the stay.

7.17(10) Expedited cases—when applicable. In case a protest is filed where the case is not of
precedential value and the parties desire a prompt resolution of the dispute, the department and the
protester may agree to have the case designated as an expedited case.

a. Agreement. The department and the protester shall execute an agreement to have the case
treated as an expedited case. In this case, discovery is waived. The provisions of this agreement shall
constitute a waiver of the rights set forth in Iowa Code chapter 17A for contested case proceedings.
Within 30 days of written notice to the clerk of the hearings section sent by the parties stating that an
agreement to expedite the case has been executed, the clerk of the hearings section must transfer the
protest file to the division of administrative hearings.

b. Finality of decision. A decision entered in an expedited case proceeding shall not be reviewed
by the director or any other court and shall not be treated as a precedent for any other case.

c. Discontinuance of proceedings. Any time prior to a decision’s being rendered, the taxpayer
or the department may request that expedited case proceedings be discontinued if there are reasonable
grounds to believe that the issues in dispute would be of precedential value.
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d. Procedure. Upon return of an executed agreement for this procedure, the department shall
within 14 days file its answer to the protest. The case shall be docketed for hearing as promptly as
the presiding officer can reasonably hear the matter.

7.17(11) Burden of proof. The burden of proof with respect to assessments or denials of refunds in
contested case proceedings is as follows:

a. The department must carry the burden of proof by clear and convincing evidence as to the issue
of fraud with intent to evade tax.

b. The burden of proof is on the department for any tax periods for which the assessment was not
made within six years after the return became due, excluding any extension of time for filing such return,
except where the department’s assessment is the result of the final disposition of a matter between the
taxpayer and the Internal Revenue Service or where the taxpayer and the department signed a waiver of
the statute of limitations to assess.

c. The burden of proof is on the department as to any new matter or affirmative defense raised
by the department. “New matter” means an adjustment not set forth in the computation of the tax in
the assessment or refund denial, as distinguished from a new reason for the assessment or refund denial.
“Affirmative defense” is a defense resting on facts not necessary to support the taxpayer’s case.

d. In all instances where the burden of proof is not expressly placed upon the department by this
subrule, the burden of proof is upon the protester.

7.17(12) Costs.
a. A prevailing taxpayer in a contested case proceeding related to the determination, collection,

or refund of a tax, penalty, or interest may be awarded by the department reasonable litigation costs
incurred subsequent to the issuance of the notice of assessment or refund denial that are based upon the
following:

(1) The reasonable expenses of expert witnesses.
(2) The reasonable costs of studies, reports, and tests.
(3) The reasonable fees of independent attorneys or independent accountants retained by the

taxpayer. No such award is authorized for accountants or attorneys who represent themselves or who
are employees of the taxpayer.

b. An award for reasonable litigation costs shall not exceed $25,000 per case.
c. No award shall be made for any portion of the proceeding which has been unreasonably

protracted by the taxpayer.
d. For purposes of this subrule, “prevailing taxpayer” means a taxpayer who establishes that the

position of the department in the contested case proceeding was not substantially justified and who has
substantially prevailed with respect to the amount in controversy, or has substantially prevailed with
respect to the most significant issue or set of issues presented. If the position of the department in
issuance of the assessment or refund denial was not substantially justified and if the matter is resolved or
conceded before the contested case proceeding is commenced, there cannot be an award for reasonable
litigation costs.

e. The definition of “prevailing taxpayer” is taken from the definition of “prevailing party” in 26
U.S.C. §7430. Therefore, federal cases determining whether the Internal Revenue Service’s position
was substantially justified will be considered in the determination of whether a taxpayer is entitled to
an award of reasonable litigation costs to the extent that 26 U.S.C. §7430 is consistent with Iowa Code
section 421.60(4).

f. The taxpayer has the burden of establishing the unreasonableness of the department’s position.
g. Once a contested case has commenced, a concession by the department of its position or a

settlement of the case either prior to the evidentiary hearing or any order issued does not, per se, either
authorize an award of reasonable litigation costs or preclude such award.

h. If the department relied upon information provided or action conducted by federal, state, or
local officials or law enforcement agencies with respect to the tax imposed by Iowa Code chapter 453B,
an award for reasonable litigation costs shall not be made in a contested case proceeding involving the
determination, collection, or refund of that tax.
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i. The taxpayer who seeks an award of reasonable litigation costs must specifically request such
award in the protest, or the request for award will not be considered.

j. A request for an award of reasonable litigation costs shall be held in abeyance until the
concession or settlement of the contested case proceeding, or the issuance of a proposed order in the
contested case proceeding, unless the parties agree otherwise.

k. At the hearing held for the purpose of deciding whether an award for reasonable litigation costs
should be awarded, consideration shall be given to the following points:

(1) Whether the department’s position was substantially justified;
(2) Whether the protester is the prevailing taxpayer;
(3) The burden is upon the protester to establish how the alleged reasonable litigation costs were

incurred. This requires a detailed accounting of the nature of each cost, the amount of each cost, and to
whom the cost was paid or owed;

(4) Whether alleged litigation costs are reasonable or necessary;
(5) Whether the protester has met the protester’s burden of demonstrating all of these points.
7.17(13) Interlocutory appeals.
a. Upon written request of a party or on the director’s own motion, the director may review an

interlocutory order of the presiding officer. In determining whether to do so, the director shall weigh
the extent to which granting the interlocutory appeal would expedite final resolution of the case and the
extent to which review of that interlocutory order by the director at the time of the review of the proposed
decision of the presiding officer would provide an adequate remedy. Any request for interlocutory review
must be filed within 14 days of issuance of the challenged order, but no later than the time for compliance
with the order or the date of hearing, whichever is first.

b. Interlocutory appeals do not apply to licensing.
7.17(14) Consolidation and severance.
a. Consolidation. The presiding officer may consolidate any or all matters at issue in two or more

contested case proceedings where:
(1) The matters at issue involve common parties or common questions of fact or law;
(2) Consolidation would expedite and simplify consideration of the issues involved; and
(3) Consolidation would not adversely affect the rights of any of the parties to those proceedings.
b. Severance. The presiding officer may, for good cause shown, order any contested case

proceedings or portions thereof severed.
c. Since stipulations are encouraged, it is expected and anticipated that the parties proceeding to

a hearing will stipulate to evidence to the fullest extent to which complete or qualified agreement can be
reached including all material facts that are not, or should not be, fairly in dispute.

d. Without the necessity of proceeding to an evidentiary hearing in a contested case, the parties
may agree in writing to informally dispose of the case by stipulation, agreed settlement, or consent order
or by another method agreed upon. If such informal disposition is utilized, the parties shall so indicate
to the presiding officer that the case has been settled. Upon request, the presiding officer shall issue a
closing order to reflect such a disposition. The contested case is terminated upon issuance of a closing
order.

e. Unless otherwise precluded by law, the parties in a contested case proceeding may mutually
agree to waive any provision under this rule governing contested case proceedings.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 17A.12, 17A.14, 17A.15, 421.60 and
452A.68.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; ARC 1303C, IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14; ARC 2657C, IAB 8/3/16, effective 9/7/16]

701—7.18(17A) Interventions. Interventions shall be governed by the Iowa rules of civil procedure.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.

[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.19(17A) Record and transcript.
7.19(1) The record in a contested case shall include:
a. All pleadings, motions and rulings;
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b. All evidence received or considered and all other submissions;
c. A statement of all matters officially noticed;
d. All questions and offers of proof, objections, and rulings thereon;
e. All proposed findings and exceptions;
f. All orders of the presiding officer; and
g. The order of the director on appeal or review.
7.19(2) Oral hearings regarding proceedings on appeal to or considered on motion of the director

which are recorded by electronic means shall not be transcribed for the record of such appeal or review
unless a party, by written notice, or the director, orally or in writing, requests such transcription. Such
a request must be filed with the clerk of the hearings section who will be responsible for making the
transcript. A transcription will be made only of that portion of the oral hearing relevant to the appeal or
review, if so requested and if no objection is made by any other party to the proceeding or the director.
Upon request, the department shall provide a copy of the whole record or any portion of the record at
cost. The cost of preparing a copy of the record or of transcribing the hearing record shall be paid by the
requesting party.

7.19(3) Parties who request that a hearing be recorded by certified shorthand reporters rather than
by electronic means shall bear the cost of that recordation, unless otherwise provided by law.

7.19(4) Upon issuance of a proposed decision which leaves no issues open for further consideration
or upon issuance of a closing order, the administrative hearings division shall promptly forward the
record of a contested case proceeding to the director. However, the administrative hearings division may
keep the tapes of any evidentiary proceeding in case a transcript of the proceeding is required and, if one
is required, the administrative hearings division shall make the transcription and promptly forward the
tapes and the transcription to the director.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.12.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.20(17A) Application for rehearing. Any party to a contested case may file an application with
the director for a rehearing in the contested case, stating the specific grounds therefor and the relief
sought. The application must be filed within 20 days after the final order is issued. See subrule 7.17(8)
as to when a proposed order becomes a final order. A copy of such application shall be timely mailed
by the applicant to all parties in conformity with rule 701—7.21(17A). The director shall have 20 days
from the filing of the application for rehearing to grant or deny the application. If the application for
rehearing is granted, a notice will be served on the parties stating the time and place of the rehearing. An
application for rehearing shall be deemed denied if not granted by the director within 20 days after filing.

7.20(1) The application for rehearing shall contain a caption in the following form:

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
HOOVER STATE OFFICE BUILDING

DES MOINES, IOWA

IN THE MATTER OF _________________ *
* APPLICATION FOR REHEARING(state taxpayer’s name and address and

designate type of proceeding, e.g., income tax
refund claim) * Docket No. ___________________

*

7.20(2) The application for rehearing shall substantially state in separate numbered paragraphs the
following:

a. Clear and concise statements of the reasons for requesting a rehearing and each and every error
which the party alleges to have been committed during the contested case proceedings;

b. Clear and concise statements of all relevant facts upon which the party relies;
c. Reference to any particular statute or statutes and any rule or rules involved;
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d. The signature of the party or that of the party’s representative, the address of the party or of the
party’s representative, and the telephone number of the party or the party’s representative.

7.20(3) No applications for rehearing shall be filed with or entertained by an administrative law
judge.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.16.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.21(17A) Service. All papers or documents required by this chapter to be filed with the
department or the presiding officer and served upon the opposing party or other person shall be served
by ordinary mail unless another rule specifically refers to another method. All notices required by this
chapter to be served on parties or persons by the department or presiding officer shall be served by
ordinary mail unless another rule specifically refers to another method.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.22(17A) Ex parte communications and disqualification.
7.22(1) Ex parte communication. A party that has knowledge of a prohibited communication by

any party or presiding officer should file a copy of the written prohibited communication or a written
summary of the prohibited oral communication with the clerk of the hearings section. The clerk of the
hearings section will transfer to the presiding officer the filed copy of the prohibited communication.

a. Prohibited communications. Unless required for the disposition of ex parte matters specifically
authorized by statute, following issuance of the notice of hearing, there shall be no communication,
directly or indirectly, between the presiding officer and any party or representative of any party or any
other person with a direct or indirect interest in such case in connection with any issue of fact or law in
the case except upon notice and opportunity for all parties to participate. This does not prohibit persons
jointly assigned such tasks from communicating with each other. Nothing in this provision is intended
to preclude the presiding officer from communicating with members of the department or seeking the
advice or help of persons other than those with a personal interest in, or those engaged in personally
investigating as defined in this rule, prosecuting, or advocating in, either the case under consideration
or a pending factually related case involving the same parties as long as those persons do not directly
or indirectly communicate to the presiding officer any ex parte communications they have received of
a type that the presiding officer would be prohibited from receiving or that furnish, augment, diminish,
or modify the evidence in the record. Prohibitions on ex parte communications commence with the
issuance of the notice of hearing in a contested case and continue for as long as the case is pending.

b. “Ex parte” communication defined. Written, oral or other forms of communication are “ex
parte” if made without notice and opportunity for all parties to participate.

c. How to avoid prohibited communications. To avoid prohibited ex parte communications,
notice must be given in a manner reasonably calculated to give all parties a fair opportunity to
participate. Notice of written communications shall be provided in compliance with this chapter and
may be supplemented by telephone, facsimile, electronic mail or other means of notification. Where
permitted, oral communications may be initiated through conference telephone calls including all
parties or their representatives.

d. Joint presiding officers. Persons who jointly act as presiding officer in a pending contested case
may communicate with each other without notice or opportunity for parties to participate.

e. Advice to presiding officer. Persons may be present in deliberations or otherwise advise the
presiding officer without notice or opportunity for parties to participate as long as the parties are not
disqualified from participating in the making of a proposed or final decision under any provision of law
and the parties comply with these rules.

f. Procedural communications. Communications with the presiding officer involving uncontested
scheduling or procedural matters do not require notice or opportunity for parties to participate. Parties
should notify other parties prior to initiating such contact with the presiding officer when feasible and
shall notify other parties when seeking to continue hearings or other deadlines.
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g. Disclosure of prohibited communications. A presiding officer who receives a prohibited ex
parte communication during the pendency of a contested case must initially determine if the effect of
the communication is so prejudicial that the presiding officer should be disqualified. If the presiding
officer determines that disqualification is warranted, a copy of any prohibited written communication, all
written responses to the communication, a written summary stating the substance of any prohibited oral
or other communication not available in written form for disclosure, all responses made, and the identity
of each person from whom the presiding officer received a prohibited ex parte communication, shall be
submitted for inclusion in the record under seal by protective order. If the presiding officer determines
that disqualification is not warranted, such documents shall be submitted for inclusion in the record and
served on all parties. Any party desiring to rebut the prohibited communication must be allowed the
opportunity to do so upon written request filed within ten days after notice of the communication.

h. Disclosure by presiding officer. Promptly after being assigned to serve as presiding officer at
any stage in a contested case proceeding, a presiding officer shall disclose to all parties material factual
information received through ex parte communication prior to such assignment unless the factual
information has already been or shortly will be disclosed pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.13(2) or
through discovery. Factual information contained in an investigative report or similar document need
not be separately disclosed by the presiding officer as long as such documents have been or will shortly
be provided to the parties.

i. Sanction. The presiding officer may render a proposed or final decision imposing appropriate
sanctions for violations of this rule, including default, a decision against the offending party, censure,
suspension, or revocation of the privilege to practice before the department or the administrative
hearings division. Violation of ex parte communication prohibitions by department personnel or their
representatives shall be reported to the clerk of the hearings section for possible sanctions including
censure, suspension, dismissal, or other disciplinary action.

7.22(2) Disqualification of a presiding officer. Request for disqualification of a presiding officer
must be filed in the form of a motion supported by an affidavit asserting an appropriate ground for
disqualification. A substitute presiding officer may be appointed by the division of administrative
hearings if the disqualified presiding officer is an administrative law judge. If the disqualified presiding
officer is the director, the governor must appoint a substitute presiding officer.

a. Grounds for disqualification. A presiding officer or other person shall withdraw from
participation in the making of any proposed or final decision in a contested case if that person:

(1) Has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party or a representative of a party;
(2) Has personally investigated, prosecuted or advocated in connection with that case the specific

controversy underlying that case, another pending factually related contested case, or a pending factually
related controversy that may culminate in a contested case involving the same parties;

(3) Is subject to the authority, direction or discretion of any person who has personally investigated,
prosecuted or advocated in connection with that contested case the specific controversy underlying that
contested case or a pending factually related contested case or controversy involving the same parties;

(4) Has acted as counsel to any person who is a private party to that proceeding within the past two
years;

(5) Has a personal financial interest in the outcome of the case or any other significant personal
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the case;

(6) Has a spouse or relative within the third degree of relationship that:
1. Is a party to the case or an officer, director or trustee of a party to the case;
2. Is a lawyer in the case;
3. Is known to have an interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the case; or
4. Is likely to be a material witness in the case; or
(7) Has any other legally sufficient cause to withdraw from participation in the decision making in

that case.
b. “Personally investigated” means taking affirmative steps to interview witnesses directly or to

obtain documents or other information directly. The term “personally investigated” does not include
general direction and supervision of assigned investigators, unsolicited receipt of information which
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is relayed to assigned investigators, review of another person’s investigative work product in the
course of determining whether there is probable cause to initiate a proceeding, or exposure to factual
information while performing other department functions, including fact gathering for purposes other
than investigation of the matter which culminates in a contested case. Factual information relevant to
the merits of a contested case received by a person who later serves as presiding officer in that case
shall be disclosed if required by Iowa Code section 17A.17 and these rules.

c. Disqualification and the record. In a situation where a presiding officer or other person knows
of information which might reasonably be deemed to be a basis for disqualification and decides voluntary
withdrawal is unnecessary, that person shall submit the relevant information for the record by affidavit
and shall provide for the record a statement of the reasons for the determination that withdrawal is
unnecessary.

d. Motion asserting disqualification.
(1) If a party asserts disqualification on any appropriate ground, the party shall file a motion

supported by an affidavit pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.17. The motion must be filed as soon as
practicable after the reason alleged in the motion becomes known to the party. If, during the course of
the hearing, a party first becomes aware of evidence of bias or other grounds for disqualification, the
party may move for disqualification but must establish the grounds by the introduction of evidence into
the record.

(2) If the presiding officer determines that disqualification is appropriate, the presiding officer
or other person shall withdraw. If the presiding officer determines that withdrawal is not required,
the presiding officer shall enter an order to that effect. A party asserting disqualification may seek an
interlocutory appeal and seek a stay as provided under this chapter.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.17.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.23(17A) Licenses.
7.23(1) Denial of license; refusal to renew license.
a. When the department is required by constitution or statute to provide notice and an opportunity

for an evidentiary hearing prior to the refusal or denial of a license, a notice, as prescribed in rule
701—7.14(17A), shall be served by the department upon the licensee or applicant. Prior to the refusal
or denial of a license, the department shall give 30 days’ written notice to the applicant or licensee in
which to appear at a hearing to show cause why a license should not be refused or denied. In addition to
the requirements of rule 701—7.14(17A), the notice shall contain a statement of facts or conduct and the
provisions of law which warrant the denial of the license or the refusal to renew a license. If the licensee
so desires, the licensee may file a petition as provided in subrule 7.23(3) with the presiding officer within
30 days prior to the hearing. The department may, in its discretion, file an answer to a petition filed by
the licensee prior to the hearing. Thereafter, rule 701—7.17(17A) governing contested case proceedings
shall apply.

b. When a licensee has made timely and sufficient application for the renewal of a license or a
new license with reference to any activity of a continuing nature, the existing license does not expire
until the application has been finally determined by the department, and in case the application is denied
or the terms of the new license limited, until the last date for seeking judicial review of the department’s
order or a later date fixed by order of the department or the reviewing court. See rule 481—100.2(99B)
regarding gambling license applications.

7.23(2) Revocation of license.
a. The department shall not revoke, suspend, annul or withdraw any license until written notice

is served by personal service or restricted certified mail pursuant to rule 701—7.14(17A) within the
time prescribed by the applicable statute and the licensee whose license is to be revoked, suspended,
annulled, or withdrawn, is given an opportunity to show at an evidentiary hearing conducted pursuant to
rule 701—7.17(17A) compliance with all lawful requirements for the retention of the license. However,
in the case of the revocation, suspension, annulment, or withdrawal of a sales or use tax permit, written
notice will be served pursuant to rule 701—7.14(17A) only if the permit holder requests that this be done
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following notification, by ordinary mail, of the director’s intent to revoke, suspend, annul, or withdraw
the permit. In addition to the requirements of rule 701—7.14(17A), the notice shall contain a statement
of facts or conduct and the provisions of law which warrant the revocation, suspension, annulment, or
withdrawal of the license. A licensee whose license may be revoked, suspended, annulled, or withdrawn,
may file a petition as provided in subrule 7.23(3) with the clerk of the hearings section prior to the hearing.
The department may, in its discretion, file an answer to a petition filed by the licensee prior to the hearing.
Thereafter, rule 701—7.17(17A) governing contested case proceedings shall apply.

b. Notwithstanding paragraph 7.23(2)“a,” if the department finds that public health, safety, or
welfare imperatively requires emergency action and the department incorporates a finding to that effect
in an order to the licensee, summary suspension of a license shall be ordered pending proceedings for
revocation as provided herein. These proceedings shall be promptly instituted and determined. When
a summary suspension as provided herein is ordered, a notice of the time, place and nature of the
evidentiary hearing shall be attached to the order.

7.23(3) Petition. When a person desires to file a petition as provided in subrules 7.23(1) and 7.23(2),
the petition to be filed shall contain a caption in the following form:

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
HOOVER STATE OFFICE BUILDING

DES MOINES, IOWA

IN THE MATTER OF _____________________ * PETITION
(state taxpayer’s name and address, and type of
license)

* Docket No. _______

* (filled in by Department)
*

The petition shall substantially state in separate numbered paragraphs the following:
a. The full name and address of the petitioner;
b. Reference to the type of license and the relevant statutory authority;
c. Clear, concise and complete statements of all relevant facts showing why petitioner’s license

should not be revoked, refused, or denied;
d. Whether a similar license has previously been issued to or held by petitioner or revoked and if

revoked the reasons therefor; and
e. The signature of the petitioner or petitioner’s representative, the address of petitioner and of the

petitioner’s representative, and the telephone number of petitioner or petitioner’s representative.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.18.

[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.24(17A) Declaratory order—in general. Any oral or written advice or opinion rendered to
members of the public by department personnel not pursuant to a petition for declaratory order is not
binding upon the department. However, department personnel, including field personnel, ordinarily will
discuss substantive tax issues with members of the public or their representatives prior to the receipt
of a petition for a declaratory order, but such oral or written opinions or advice are not binding on the
department. This should not be construed as preventing members of the public or their representatives
from inquiring whether the department will issue a declaratory order on a particular question. In these
cases, however, the name of the taxpayer shall be disclosed. The department will also discuss questions
relating to certain procedural matters such as, for example, submittal of a request for a declaratory order
or submittal of a petition to initiate rule-making procedures. Members of the public may, of course, seek
oral technical assistance from a departmental employee in regard to the proper preparation of a return or
report required to be filed with the department. Such oral advice is advisory only, and the department is
not bound to recognize the advice in the examination of the return, report or records.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.23.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.23.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.23.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
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7.24(1) Petition for declaratory order.
a. Any person may file with the Clerk of the Hearings Section, Department of Revenue, Fourth

Floor, Hoover State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319, a petition seeking a declaratory order as
to the applicability to specified circumstances of a statute, rule, or order within the primary jurisdiction
of the department. A petition is deemed filed when it is received by the clerk of the hearings section.
The clerk of the hearings section shall provide the petitioner with a file-stamped copy of the petition if
the petitioner provides the clerk of the hearings section an extra copy for this purpose. The petition must
be typewritten or legibly handwritten in ink and must substantially conform to the following form:

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

Petition by (Name of Petitioner) * PETITION FOR
for a Declaratory Order on (Cite * DECLARATORY ORDER
provisions of law involved). * Docket No. ___________________

*

b. The petition must provide the following information:
(1) A clear and concise statement of all relevant facts on which the order is requested;
(2) A citation and the relevant language of the specific statutes, rules, policies, decisions, or orders,

whose applicability is questioned, and any other relevant law;
(3) The questions the petitioner wants answered, stated clearly and concisely;
(4) The answers to the questions desired by the petitioner and a summary of the reasons urged by

the petitioner in support of those answers;
(5) The reasons for requesting the declaratory order and disclosure of the petitioner’s interest in the

outcome;
(6) A statement indicating whether the petitioner is currently a party to another proceeding

involving the questions at issue and whether, to the petitioner’s knowledge, those questions have been
decided by, are pending determination by, or are under investigation by, any governmental entity;

(7) The names and addresses of other persons, or a description of any class of persons, known by
petitioner to be affected by, or interested in, the questions presented in the petition;

(8) Any request by petitioner for a meeting provided for by this rule; and
(9) Whether the petitioner is presently under audit by the department.
c. The petitionmust be dated and signed by the petitioner or the petitioner’s representative. It must

also include the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the petitioner and of the petitioner’s
representative and a statement indicating the person to whom communications concerning the petition
should be directed.

7.24(2) Notice of petition. Within 15 days after receipt of a petition for a declaratory order, the clerk
of the hearings section shall give notice of the petition to all persons not served by the petitioner to whom
notice is required by any provision of law. The clerk of the hearings section may also give notice to any
other persons.

7.24(3) Intervention.
a. Persons who qualify under any applicable provision of law as an intervenor and who file a

petition for intervention within 20 days of the filing of a petition for declaratory order, shall be allowed
to intervene in a proceeding for a declaratory order.

b. Any person who files a petition for intervention at any time prior to the issuance of an order
may be allowed to intervene in a proceeding for a declaratory order at the discretion of the department.

c. A petition for intervention shall be filed with the Clerk of the Hearings Section, Department
of Revenue, Fourth Floor, Hoover State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319. Such a petition is
deemed filedwhen it is received by the clerk of the hearings section. The clerk of the hearings section will
provide the petitioner with a file-stamped copy of the petition for intervention if the petitioner provides
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an extra copy for this purpose. A petition for intervention must be typewritten or legibly handwritten in
ink and must substantially conform to the following form:

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

Petition by (Name of Original * PETITION FOR
Petitioner) for a Declaratory Order * INTERVENTION
on (Cite provisions of law cited in * Docket No. ___________________
original Petition). *

d. The petition for intervention must provide the following information:
(1) Facts supporting the intervenor’s standing and qualifications for intervention;
(2) The answers urged by the intervenor to the question or questions presented and a summary of

the reasons urged in support of those answers;
(3) Reasons for requesting intervention and disclosure of the intervenor’s interest in the outcome;
(4) A statement indicating whether the intervenor is currently a party to any proceeding involving

the questions at issue and whether, to the intervenor’s knowledge, those questions have been decided by,
are pending determination by, or are under investigation by, any governmental entity;

(5) The names and addresses of any additional persons, or a description of any additional class of
persons, known by the intervenor to be affected by, or interested in, the questions presented;

(6) Whether the intervenor consents to be bound by the determination of the matters presented in
the declaratory order proceeding;

(7) Whether the intervenor is presently under audit by the department; and
(8) Consent of the intervenor to be bound by the declaratory order.
e. The petition must be dated and signed by the intervenor or the intervenor’s representative.

It must also include the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the intervenor and of the
intervenor’s representative and a statement indicating the person to whom communications should be
directed.

f. For a petition for intervention to be allowed, the petitioner must have consented to be bound
by the declaratory order and the petitioner must have standing regarding the issues raised in the petition
for declaratory order. The petition for intervention must not correct facts that are in the petition for
declaratory order or raise any additional facts. To have standing, the intervenor must have a legally
protectible and tangible interest at stake in the petition for declaratory order under consideration by the
director for which the party wishes to petition to intervene. Black’s Law Dictionary, Centennial Edition,
p. 1405, citing Guidry v. Roberts, 331 So. 44, 50 (La.App.). Based on Iowa case law, the department
may refuse to entertain a petition from one whose rights will not be invaded or infringed. Bowers
v. Bailey, 237 Iowa 295, 21 N.W.2d 773 (1946). The department may, by rule, impose a requirement of
standing upon those that seek a declaratory order at least to the extent of requiring that they be potentially
aggrieved or adversely affected by the department action or failure to act. Arthur Earl Bonfield, “The
Iowa Administrative Procedure Act: Background, Construction, Applicability, Public Access to Agency
Law, The Rule making Process,” 60 Iowa Law Review 731, 812-13 (1975). The department adopts this
requirement of standing for those seeking a petition for a declaratory order and those seeking to intervene
in a petition for a declaratory order.

g. An association or a representative group is not considered to be an entity qualifying for filing
a petition requesting a declaratory order on behalf of all of the association or group members. Each
member of an association may not be similarly situated or represented by the factual scenario set forth
in such a petition.

h. If a party seeks to have an issue determined by declaratory order, but the facts are different
from those in a petition for declaratory order that is currently under consideration by the director, the
interested party should not petition as an intervenor in the petition for declaratory order currently under
the director’s consideration. Instead, the party should file a separate petition for a declaratory order, and
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the petition should include all of the relevant facts. The director may deny a petition for intervention
without denying the underlying petition for declaratory order that is involved.

7.24(4) Briefs. The petitioner or any intervenor may file a brief in support of the position urged. The
department may request a brief from the petitioner, any intervenor, or any other person concerning the
questions raised in the petition.

7.24(5) Inquiries. Inquiries concerning the status of a declaratory order proceeding may be made to
the Policy and Communications Division, Department of Revenue, Fourth Floor, Hoover State Office
Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

7.24(6) Service and filing of petitions and other papers.
a. When service required. Except where otherwise provided by law, every petition for declaratory

order, petition for intervention, brief, or other paper filed in a proceeding for a declaratory order shall
be served upon each of the parties of record to the proceeding, and on all other persons identified in
the petition for declaratory order or petition for intervention as affected by or interested in the questions
presented, simultaneously with its filing. The party filing a document is responsible for service on all
parties and other affected or interested persons.

b. Filing—when required. All petitions for declaratory orders, petitions for intervention, briefs, or
other papers in a proceeding for a declaratory order shall be filed with the Clerk of the Hearings Section,
Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319. All
petitions, briefs, or other papers that are required to be served upon a party shall be filed simultaneously
with the department.

c. Method of service, time of filing, and proof of mailing. Method of service, time of filing, and
proof of mailing shall be as provided in rules 701—7.8(17A) and 701—7.21(17A).

7.24(7) Department consideration. Upon request by petitioner in the petition, the department may
schedule a brief and informalmeeting between the original petitioner, all intervenors, and the department,
a member of the department, or a member of the staff of the department to discuss the questions raised.
The department may solicit comments or information from any person on the questions raised. Also,
comments or information on the questions raised may be submitted to the department by any person.

7.24(8) Action on petition.
a. Within 30 days after receipt of a petition for a declaratory order, the director shall take action

on the petition.
b. The date of issuance of an order or of a refusal to issue an order is as defined in rule

701—7.2(17A).
7.24(9) Refusal to issue order.
a. The department shall not issue a declaratory order where prohibited by IowaCode section 17A.9

and may refuse to issue a declaratory order on some or all questions raised for the following reasons:
(1) The petition does not substantially comply with the required form;
(2) The petition does not contain facts sufficient to demonstrate that the petitioner will be aggrieved

or adversely affected by the failure of the department to issue an order;
(3) The department does not have jurisdiction over the questions presented in the petition;
(4) The questions presented by the petition are also presented in a current rule making, contested

case, or other department or judicial proceeding that may definitively resolve them;
(5) The questions presented by the petition would more properly be resolved in a different type of

proceeding or by another body with jurisdiction over the matter;
(6) The facts or questions presented in the petition are unclear, overbroad, insufficient, or otherwise

inappropriate as a basis upon which to issue an order;
(7) There is no need to issue an order because the questions raised in the petition have been settled

due to a change in circumstances;
(8) The petition is not based upon facts calculated to aid in the planning of future conduct but is,

instead, based solely upon prior conduct, in an effort to establish the effect of that conduct or to challenge
a department decision already made;

(9) The petition requests a declaratory order that would necessarily determine the legal rights,
duties, or responsibilities of other persons who have not joined in the petition, intervened separately,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.9.pdf
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or filed a similar petition and whose position on the questions presented may fairly be presumed to be
adverse to that of petitioner;

(10) The petitioner requests the department to determine whether a statute is unconstitutional on its
face; or

(11) The petition requests a declaratory order on an issue presently under investigation or audit or
in rule-making proceedings or in litigation in a contested case or court proceedings.

b. A refusal to issue a declaratory order must indicate the specific grounds for the refusal and
constitutes final department action on the petition.

c. Refusal to issue a declaratory order pursuant to this rule does not preclude the filing of a new
petition that seeks to eliminate the grounds for the department’s refusal to issue an order.

7.24(10) Contents of declaratory order; effective date.
a. In addition to the order itself, a declaratory order must contain the date of its issuance, the name

of petitioner and all intervenors, the specific statutes, rules, policies, decisions, or orders involved, the
particular facts upon which it is based, and the reasons for its conclusion.

b. A declaratory order is effective on the date of issuance.
7.24(11) Copies of orders. A copy of all orders issued in response to a petition for a declaratory

order shall be mailed promptly to the original petitioner and all intervenors.
7.24(12) Effect of a declaratory order. A declaratory order has the same status and binding effect as

a final order issued in a contested case proceeding. A declaratory order is binding on the department, the
petitioner, and any intervenors. As to all other persons, a declaratory order serves only as precedent and
is not binding on the department. The issuance of a declaratory order constitutes final department action
on the petition. A declaratory order, once issued, will not be withdrawn at the request of the petitioner.

7.24(13) Prejudice or no consent. The department will not issue a declaratory order that would
substantially prejudice the rights of a person who would be a necessary party and who does not consent
in writing to the determination of the matter by a declaratory order proceeding.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.9.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; Editorial change: IAC Supplement 9/23/20]

701—7.25(17A) Department procedure for rule making.
7.25(1) The department hereby adopts and incorporates by reference the following Uniform Rules

on Agency Procedure for Rule Making, which may be found on the general assembly’s website at
www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/Rules/Current/UniformRules.pdf and which are printed in the first volume
of the Iowa Administrative Code, with the additions, changes, and deletions to those rules listed below:

X.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption.
X.4(1) Notice of proposed rule making—contents.
X.4(3) Copies of notices. In addition to the text of this subrule, the department adds that the payment

for the subscription and the subscription term is one year.
X.5(17A) Public participation. In addition to the text of this rule, the department adds that written

submissions should be submitted to the Administrator of the Policy and Communications Division,
Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319. Also,
any requests for special requirements concerning accessibility are to be made to the Clerk of the Hearings
Section, Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319;
telephone (515)281-3204.

X.6(17A) Regulatory analysis. In addition to the text of this rule, the department adds that small
businesses or organizations of small businesses may register on the department’s small business impact
list by making a written application to the Administrator of the Policy and Communications Division,
Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

X.7(17A,25B) Fiscal impact statement.
X.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption.
X.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
http://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/Rules/Current/UniformRules.pdf
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X.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures. In addition to the text of this rule, the
department adds that exempt categories are generally limited to rules for nonsubstantive changes to a
rule, such as rules for correcting grammar, spelling or punctuation in an existing or proposed rule.

X.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons. In addition to the text of this rule, the department adds
that a request for a concise statement of reasons for a rule must be submitted to the Administrator of the
Policy and Communications Division, Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth
Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

X.12(1) Contents, style, and form of rule—contents.
X.12(4) Contents, style, and form of rule—style and form.
X.14(17A) Filing of rules.
X.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication.
X.16(17A) General statement of policy.
X.17(17A) Review by agency of rules.
7.25(2) The department hereby states that the following cited Uniform Rules on Agency Procedure

for Rule Making are not adopted by the department:
X.1(17A) Applicability.
X.3(17A) Public rule-making docket.
X.4(2) Notice of proposed rule making—incorporation by reference.
X.12(2) Contents, style, and form of rule—incorporation by reference.
X.12(3) Contents, style, and form of rule—references to materials not published in full.
X.13(17A) Agency rule-making record.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.

[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.26(17A) Public inquiries on rule making and the rule-making records. The department
maintains records of information obtained and all actions taken and criticisms received regarding any
rule within the past five years. The department also keeps a record of the status of every rule within
the rule-making procedure. Inquiries concerning the status of rule making may be made by contacting
the Administrator of the Policy and Communications Division, Department of Revenue, Hoover State
Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319. For additional information regarding criticism
of rules, see rule 701—7.27(17A).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.3.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.27(17A) Criticism of rules. The Administrator of the Policy and Communications Division,
Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines, Iowa 50319, is
designated as the office where interested persons may submit by electronic means or by mail criticisms,
requests for waivers, or comments regarding a rule. A criticism of a specific rule must be more than
a mere lack of understanding of a rule or a dislike of the rule. To constitute a criticism of a rule, the
criticism must be in writing, indicate it is a criticism of a specific rule, and have a valid legal basis
for support. All requests for waivers, comments, or criticisms received on any rule will be kept in a
separate record for a period of five years by the department.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 17A.7 and 421.60.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.28(17A) Waiver or variance of certain department rules. All discretionary rules or
discretionary provisions in a rule over which the department has jurisdiction, in whole or in part, may
be subject to waiver or variance. See subrules 7.28(3) and 7.28(4).

7.28(1) Definitions. The following terms apply to the interpretation and application of this rule:
“Discretionary rule” or “discretionary provisions in a rule” means rules or provisions in rules

resulting from a delegation by the legislature to the department to create a binding rule to govern a
given issue or area. The department is not interpreting any statutory provision of the law promulgated
by the legislature in a discretionary rule. Instead, a discretionary rule is authorized by the legislature

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.27.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
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when the legislature has delegated the creation of binding rules to the department and the contents of
such rules are at the discretion of the department. A rule that contains both discretionary and interpretive
provisions is deemed to be a discretionary rule to the extent of the discretionary provisions in the rule.

“Interpretive rules” or “interpretive provisions in rules” means rules or provisions in rules which
define the meaning of a statute or other provision of law or precedent where the department does not
possess the delegated authority to bind the courts to any extent with its definition.

“Waiver or variance”means an agency action which suspends, in whole or in part, the requirements
or provisions of a rule as applied to an identified person on the basis of the particular circumstances of
that person.

7.28(2) Scope of rule.
a. This rule creates generally applicable standards and a generally applicable process for granting

individual waivers or variances from the discretionary rules or discretionary provisions in rules adopted
by the department in situations where no other specifically applicable law provides for waivers or
variances. To the extent another more specific provision of law purports to govern the issuance of a
waiver or variance from a particular rule, the more specific waiver or variance provision shall supersede
this rule with respect to any waiver or variance from that rule.

b. The waiver or variance provisions set forth in this rule do not apply to rules over which the
department does not have jurisdiction or when issuance of the waiver or variance would be inconsistent
with any applicable statute, constitutional provision or other provision of law.

7.28(3) Applicability of this rule.
a. This rule applies only to waiver or variance of those departmental rules that are within the

exclusive rule-making authority of the department. This rule shall not apply to interpretive rules that
merely interpret or construe the meaning of a statute, or other provision of law or precedent, if the
department does not possess statutory authority to bind a court, to any extent, with its interpretation
or construction. Thus, this waiver or variance rule applies to discretionary rules and discretionary
provisions in rules, and not to interpretive rules.

b. The application of this rule is strictly limited to petitions for waiver or variance filed outside of
a contested case proceeding. Petitions for waiver or variance from a discretionary rule or discretionary
provisions in a rule filed after the commencement of a contested case as provided in rule 701—7.14(17A)
will be treated as an issue of the contested case to be determined by the presiding officer of the contested
case.

7.28(4) Authority to grant a waiver or variance. The director may not issue a waiver or variance
under this rule unless:

a. The legislature has delegated authority sufficient to justify the action; and
b. The waiver or variance is consistent with statutes and other provisions of law. No waiver or

variance from any mandatory requirement imposed by statute may be granted under this rule.
7.28(5) Criteria for waiver or variance. In response to a petition, the director may, in the director’s

sole discretion, issue an order granting a waiver or variance from a discretionary rule or a discretionary
provision in a rule adopted by the department, in whole or in part, as applied to the circumstances of a
specified person, if the director finds that the waiver or variance is consistent with subrules 7.28(3) and
7.28(4) and if all of the following criteria are also met:

a. The waiver or variance would not prejudice the substantial legal rights of any person;
b. The rule or provisions of the rule are not specifically mandated by statute or another provision

of law;
c. The application of the rule or rule provision would result in an undue hardship or injustice to

the petitioner; and
d. Substantially equal protection of public health, safety, and welfare will be afforded by means

other than that prescribed in the rule or rule provision for which the waiver or variance is requested.
7.28(6) Director’s discretion. The final decision to grant or deny a waiver or variance shall be vested

in the director. This decision shall be made at the sole discretion of the director based upon consideration
of relevant facts.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.14.pdf
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7.28(7) Burden of persuasion. The burden of persuasion shall be on the petitioner to demonstrate by
clear and convincing evidence that the director should exercise discretion to grant the petitioner a waiver
or variance based upon the criteria contained in subrule 7.28(5).

7.28(8) Contents of petition.
a. A petition for waiver or variance must be in the following format:

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

Name of Petitioner * PETITION FOR
Address of Petitioner * WAIVER
Type of Tax at Issue * Docket No. ___________________

*

b. A petition for waiver or variance must contain all of the following, where applicable and known
to the petitioner:

(1) The name, address, telephone number, and case number or state identification number of the
entity or person for whom a waiver or variance is being requested;

(2) A description and citation of the specific rule or rule provisions fromwhich a waiver or variance
is being requested;

(3) The specific waiver or variance requested, including a description of the precise scope and
operative period for which the petitioner wants the waiver or variance to extend;

(4) The relevant facts that the petitioner believes would justify a waiver or variance. This statement
shall include a signed statement from the petitioner attesting to the accuracy of the facts represented in
the petition, and a statement of reasons that the petitioner believes will justify a waiver or variance;

(5) A complete history of any prior contacts between the petitioner and the department relating to
the activity affected by the proposed waiver or variance, including audits, notices of assessment, refund
claims, contested case hearings, or investigative reports relating to the activity within the last five years;

(6) Any information known to the petitioner relating to the department’s treatment of similar cases;
(7) The name, address, and telephone number of any public agency or political subdivision which

might be affected by the granting of a waiver or variance;
(8) The name, address, and telephone number of any person or entity that would be adversely

affected by the granting of the waiver or variance;
(9) The name, address, and telephone number of any person with knowledge of the relevant facts

relating to the proposed waiver or variance;
(10) Signed releases of information authorizing persons with knowledge of relevant facts to furnish

the department with information relating to the waiver or variance;
(11) If the petitioner seeks to have identifying details deleted, which deletion is authorized by statute,

such details must be listed with the statutory authority for the deletion; and
(12) Signature by the petitioner at the conclusion of the petition attesting to the accuracy and

truthfulness of the information set forth in the petition.
7.28(9) Filing of petition. A petition for waiver or variance must be filed with the Clerk of the

Hearings Section, Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, Des Moines,
Iowa 50319.

7.28(10) Additional information. Prior to issuing an order granting or denying a waiver or
variance, the director may request additional information from the petitioner relating to the petition
and surrounding circumstances. The director may, on the director’s own motion, or at the petitioner’s
request, schedule a telephonic or in-person meeting between the petitioner or the petitioner’s
representative, or both, and the director to discuss the petition and surrounding circumstances.

7.28(11) Notice of petition for waiver or variance. The petitioner shall provide, within 30 days of
filing the petition for waiver or variance, a notice consisting of a concise summary of the contents of
the petition for waiver or variance and stating that the petition is pending. Such notice shall be mailed

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.28.pdf
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by the petitioner to all persons entitled to such notice. Such persons to whom notice must be mailed
include, but are not limited to, the director and all parties to the petition for waiver or variance, or the
parties’ representatives. The petitioner must then file written notice with the clerk of the hearings section
(address indicated above) attesting that the notice has been mailed. The names, addresses and telephone
numbers of the persons to whom the notices were mailed shall be included in the filed written notice.
The department has the discretion to give such notice to persons other than those persons notified by the
petitioner.

7.28(12) Ruling on a petition for waiver or variance. An order granting or denying a waiver or
variance must conform to the following:

a. An order granting or denying a waiver or variance shall be in writing and shall contain a
reference to the particular person and rule or rule provision to which the order pertains, a statement
of the relevant facts and reasons upon which the action is based, and a description of the narrow and
precise scope and operative time period of a waiver or variance, if one is issued.

b. If a petition requested the deletion of identifying details, then the order must either redact the
details prior to the placement of the order in the public record file referenced in subrule 7.28(17) or set
forth the grounds for denying the deletion of identifying details as requested.

c. Conditions. The director may condition the grant of a waiver or variance on any conditions
which the director deems to be reasonable and appropriate in order to protect the public health, safety
and welfare.

7.28(13) Time period for waiver or variance; extension. Unless otherwise provided, an order
granting a petition for waiver or variance will be effective for 12 months from the date the order
granting the waiver or variance is issued. Renewal of a granted waiver or variance is not automatic.
To renew the waiver or variance beyond the 12-month period, the petitioner must file a new petition
requesting a waiver or variance. The renewal petition will be governed by the provisions in this rule
and must be filed prior to the expiration date of the previously issued waiver or variance or extension
of waiver or variance. Even if the order granting the waiver or variance was issued in a contested case
proceeding, any request for an extension shall be filed with and acted upon by the director. However,
renewal petitions must request an extension of a previously issued waiver or variance. Granting the
extension of the waiver or variance is at the director’s sole discretion and must be based upon whether
the factors set out in subrules 7.28(4) and 7.28(5) remain valid.

7.28(14) Time for ruling. The director shall grant or deny a petition for waiver or variance as soon
as practicable but, in any event, shall do so within 120 days of its receipt, unless the petitioner agrees in
writing to a later date or the director indicates in a written order that it is impracticable to issue the order
within the 120-day period.

7.28(15) When deemed denied. Failure of the director to grant or deny a waiver or variance within
the 120-day or the extended time period shall be deemed a denial of that petition.

7.28(16) Service of orders. Within seven days of its issuance, any order issued under this rule shall
be transmitted to the petitioner or the person to whom the order pertains and to any other person entitled
to such notice by any provision of law.

7.28(17) Record keeping. The department is required to maintain a record of all petitions for waiver
or variance and rulings granting or denying petitions for waiver or variance.

a. Petitions for waiver or variance. The department shall maintain a record of all petitions for
waiver or variance available for public inspection. Such records will be indexed and filed and made
available for public inspection at the office of the clerk of the hearings section at the address set forth in
subrule 7.28(9).

b. Report of orders granting or denying a waiver or variance. All orders granting or denying a
waiver or variance shall be summarized in a semiannual report to be drafted by the department and
submitted to the administrative rules coordinator and the administrative rules review committee.

7.28(18) Cancellation of waiver or variance. A waiver or variance issued pursuant to this rule may
be withdrawn, canceled, or modified if, after appropriate notice, the director issues an order finding any
of the following:
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a. The person who obtained the waiver or variance order withheld or misrepresented material facts
relevant to the propriety or desirability of the waiver or variance; or

b. The alternative means for ensuring that public health, safety, and welfare will be adequately
protected after issuance of the waiver or variance order have been demonstrated to be insufficient, and
no other means exist to protect the substantial legal rights of any person; or

c. The person who obtained the waiver or variance has failed to comply with all of the conditions
in the waiver or variance order.

7.28(19) Violations. A violation of a condition in a waiver or variance order shall be treated as a
violation of the particular rule or rule provision for which the waiver or variance was granted. As a
result, the recipient of a waiver or variance under this rule who violates a condition of the waiver or
variance may be subject to the same remedies or penalties as a person who violates the rule or rule
provision at issue.

7.28(20) Defense. After an order granting a waiver or variance is issued, the order shall constitute
a defense, within the terms and the specific facts indicated therein, for the person to whom the order
pertains in any proceeding in which the rule in question is sought to be invoked, unless subrules 7.28(18)
and 7.28(19) are applicable.

7.28(21) Hearing and appeals.
a. Appeals from a decision granting or denying a waiver or variance in a contested case proceeding

shall be in accordance with the rules governing hearings and appeals from decisions in contested cases.
These appeals shall be taken within 30 days of the issuance of the ruling granting or denying the waiver
or variance request, unless a different time is provided by rule or statute, such as provided in the area of
license revocation (see rule 701—7.23(17A)).

b. The provisions of Iowa Code sections 17A.10 to 17A.18A and rule 701—7.17(17A) regarding
contested case proceedings shall apply to any petition for waiver or variance of a rule or provisions in a
rule filed within a contested case proceeding. A petition for waiver or variance of a provision in a rule
outside of a contested case proceeding will not be considered under the statutes or rule 701—7.17(17A).
Instead, the director’s decision on the petition for waiver or variance is considered to be “other agency
action.”

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.9A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.29(17A) Petition for rule making.
7.29(1) Form of petition.
a. Any person or agency may file a petition for rule making at the Office of the Director,

Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, 1305 East Walnut Street, Des
Moines, Iowa 50319. A petition is deemed filed when it is received by the director. The department will
provide the petitioner with a file-stamped copy of the petition if the petitioner provides the department
an extra copy for this purpose. The petition must be typewritten or legibly handwritten in ink and must
substantially conform to the following form:

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

Petition by (Name of Petitioner) * PETITION FOR
for the (adoption, amendment, or * RULE MAKING
repeal) of rules relating to (state *
subject matter). *

b. The petition must provide the following information:
(1) A statement of the specific rule-making action sought by the petitioner including the text or a

summary of the contents of the proposed rule or amendment to a rule and, if it is a petition to amend or
repeal a rule, a citation and the relevant language to the particular portion or portions of the rule proposed
to be amended or repealed.
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(2) A citation to any law deemed relevant to the department’s authority to take the action urged or
to the desirability of that action.

(3) A brief summary of the petitioner’s arguments in support of the action urged in the petition.
(4) A brief summary of any data supporting the action urged in the petition.
(5) The names and addresses of other persons, or a description of any class of persons, known by

the petitioner to be affected by or interested in the proposed action which is the subject of the petition.
(6) Any request by the petitioner for a meeting.
(7) Any other matters deemed relevant that are not covered by the above requirements.
7.29(2) Form signed and dated. The petition must be signed and dated by the petitioner or the

petitioner’s representative. It must also include the name, mailing address, telephone number and, if
requested, the email address of the petitioner and of the petitioner’s representative and a statement
indicating the person to whom communications concerning the petition should be directed.

7.29(3) Denial by department. The department may deny a petition because it does not substantially
conform to the required form or because all the required information has not been provided.

7.29(4) Briefs. The petitioner may attach a brief to the petition in support of the action urged in the
petition. The department may request a brief from the petitioner or from any other person concerning
the substance of the petition.

7.29(5) Status of petition. Inquiries concerning the status of a petition for rule making may be made
to the Office of the Director, Department of Revenue, Hoover State Office Building, Fourth Floor, 1305
East Walnut Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

7.29(6) Informal meeting. If requested in the petition by the petitioner, the department may
schedule an informal meeting between the petitioner and the department, or a member of the staff of the
department, to discuss the petition. The department may request that the petitioner submit additional
information or argument concerning the petition. The department may also solicit comments from
any person on the substance of the petition. Also, comments on the substance of the petition may be
submitted to the department by any person.

7.29(7) Action required. Within 60 days after the filing of the petition, or within an extended period
as agreed to by the petitioner, the department must, in writing, either: (a) deny the petition and notify
the petitioner of the department’s action and the specific grounds for the denial; or (b) grant the petition
and notify the petitioner that the department has instituted rule-making proceedings on the subject of
the petition. The petitioner shall be deemed notified of the denial of the petition or the granting of the
petition on the date that the department mails or delivers the required notification to the petitioner.

7.29(8) New petition. Denial of a petition because the petition does not substantially conform to the
required form does not preclude the filing of a new petition on the same subject when the new petition
contains the required information that was the basis for the original denial.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.30(9C,91C) Procedure for nonlocal business entity bond forfeitures. Upon the failure of a
transient merchant or an out-of-state contractor to pay any taxes payable, the amount of bond posted with
the secretary of state by the transient merchant or out-of-state contractor necessary to pay the tax shall
be forfeited. The following subrules shall govern the procedure for that forfeiture.

7.30(1) Definitions.
a. “Nonlocal business entity” is either an out-of-state contractor or a transient merchant as those

terms are defined in paragraphs 7.30(1)“b” and “f.”
b. “Out-of-state contractor”means a general contractor, subcontractor, architect, engineer, or other

person who contracts to perform in this state construction or installation of structures or other buildings
or any other work covered by Iowa Code chapter 103A and whose principal place of business is outside
Iowa.

c. “Taxes payable by a transient merchant” refers to all taxes administered by the department, and
penalties, interest, and fees which the department has previously determined to be due by assessment or
due as a result of an appeal from an assessment.
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d. “Taxes payable by an out-of-state contractor” means tax, penalty, interest, and fees which the
department, another state agency, or a subdivision of the state, has determined to be due by assessment or
due as a result of an appeal from an assessment. The tax assessed must accrue as the result of a contract
to perform work covered by Iowa Code chapter 103A.

e. “Taxes payable” means any amount referred to in paragraphs 7.30(1)“c” and “d” above.
f. “Transient merchant” shall be defined, for the purposes of this rule, as that term is defined in

Iowa Code section 9C.1.
7.30(2) Increases in existing bonds. If an out-of-state contractor has on file with the secretary of

state a bond for any particular contract and for that particular contract the contractor has tax due and
owing but unpaid and this tax is greater than the amount of the bond, the department shall require the
out-of-state contractor to increase the bond on file with the secretary of state in an amount sufficient to
pay tax liabilities which will become due and owing under the contract in the future.

7.30(3) Responsibility for notification. Concerning taxes which are payable by an out-of-state
contractor but which are not administered by the department of revenue, it shall be the duty of the
department or subdivision of Iowa state government to which the taxes are owed to notify the department
of revenue of the taxes payable by the out-of-state contractor in order to institute bond forfeiture
proceedings or an increase in the amount of the bond which the out-of-state contractor must post.

7.30(4) Initial notification. After it is determined that a bond ought to be forfeited, notice of this
intent shall be sent to the nonlocal business entity and its surety of record, if any. Notice sent to the
nonlocal business entity or its surety shall be sent to the last-known address as reflected in the records of
the secretary of state. The notice sent to an out-of-state contractor shall also be mailed to the contractor’s
registered agent for service of process, if any, within Iowa. This notice may be sent by ordinary mail.
The notice shall state the intent to demand forfeiture of the nonlocal business entity’s bond, the amount
of bond to be forfeited, the nature of the taxes alleged to be payable, the period for which these taxes
are due, and the department or subdivision of Iowa to which the taxes are payable. The notice shall also
state the statutory authority for the forfeiture and the right to a hearing upon timely application.

7.30(5) Protest of bond forfeiture. The application of a nonlocal business entity for a hearing
shall be written and substantially in the form set out for protests of other departmental action in rule
701—7.8(17A). The caption of the application shall be basically in the form set out in subrule 7.8(6)
except the type of proceeding shall be designated as a bond forfeiture collection. The body of the
application for hearing must substantially resemble the body of the protest described in subrule 7.8(7).
However, referring to paragraph 7.8(7)“a,” the nonlocal business entity shall state the date of the
notice described in subrule 7.30(4). With regard to paragraph 7.8(7)“c,” in the case of a tax payable
which is not administered by the department, the errors alleged may be errors on the part of other
departments or subdivisions of the state of Iowa. The application for hearing shall be filed with the
department’s administrative law judge in the manner described in rule 701—7.8(17A). The docketing
of an application for hearing shall follow the procedure for the docketing of a protest under that rule.

7.30(6) Prehearing, hearing and rehearing procedures. The following rules are applicable to
preliminary and contested case proceedings under this rule: 701—7.3(17A) to 701—7.7(17A),
701—7.9(17A) to 701—7.13(17A), and 701—7.15(17A) to 701—7.22(17A).

7.30(7) Sureties and state departments other than revenue.
a. A surety shall not have standing to contest the amount of any tax payable.
b. If there exist taxes payable by an out-of-state contractor and these taxes are payable to a

department or subdivision of state government other than the department of revenue, that department or
subdivision shall be the real party in interest to any proceeding conducted under this rule, and it shall
be the responsibility of that department or subdivision to provide its own representation and otherwise
bear the expenses of representation.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 9C.4 and 91C.7.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.31(421) Abatement of unpaid tax. For assessment notices issued on or after January 1, 1995,
if the statutory period for appeal has expired, the director may abate any portion of unpaid tax, penalties
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or interest which the director determines is erroneous, illegal, or excessive. The authority of the director
to settle doubtful and disputed claims for taxes or tax refunds or tax liability of doubtful collectability is
not covered by this rule.

7.31(1) Assessments qualifying for abatement. To be subject to an abatement, an assessment or a
portion of an assessment for which abatement is sought must not have been paid and must have exceeded
the amount due as provided by the Iowa Code and the administrative rules issued by the department
interpreting the Iowa Code. If a taxpayer fails to timely appeal an assessment that is based on the Iowa
Code or the department’s administrative rules interpreting the Iowa Code within the statutory period,
then the taxpayer cannot request an abatement of the assessment or a portion thereof.

7.31(2) Procedures for requesting abatement. The taxpayer must make a written request to the
director for abatement of that portion of the assessment that is alleged to be erroneous, illegal, or
excessive. A request for abatement must contain:

a. The taxpayer’s name and address, social security number, federal identification number, or any
permit number issued by the department;

b. A statement on the type of proceeding, e.g., individual income tax or request for abatement;
and

c. The following information:
(1) The type of tax, the taxable period or periods involved, and the amount of tax that was excessive

or erroneously or illegally assessed;
(2) Clear and concise statements of each and every error which the taxpayer alleges to have been

committed by the director in the notice of assessment and which causes the assessment to be erroneous,
illegal, or excessive. Each assignment of error must be separately numbered;

(3) Clear and concise statements of all relevant facts upon which the taxpayer relies (documents
verifying the correct amount of tax liability must be attached to the request);

(4) Reference to any particular statute or statutes and any rule or rules involved, if known;
(5) The signature of the taxpayer or that of the taxpayer’s representative and the addresses of the

taxpayer and the taxpayer’s representative;
(6) Description of records or documents which were not available or were not presented to

department personnel prior to the filing of this request, if any (copies of any records or documents that
were not previously presented to the department must be provided with the request); and

(7) Any other matters deemed relevant and not covered in the above subparagraphs.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.60.

[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.32(421) Time and place of taxpayer interviews. The time and place of taxpayer interviews
are to be fixed by an employee of the department, and employees of the department are to endeavor to
schedule a time and place that are reasonable under the circumstances.

7.32(1) Time of taxpayer interviews. The department will schedule the day(s) for a taxpayer
interview during a normally scheduled workday(s) of the department, during the department’s normal
business hours. The department will schedule taxpayer interviews throughout the year without regard
to seasonal fluctuations in the business of particular taxpayers or their representatives. The department
will, however, work with taxpayers or their representatives to try to minimize any adverse effects in
scheduling the date and time of a taxpayer interview.

7.32(2) Type of taxpayer interview.
a. The department will determine whether a taxpayer interview will be an office interview (i.e.,

an interview conducted at a department office) or a field interview (i.e., an interview conducted at the
taxpayer’s place of business or residence, or some other location that is not a department office) based
on which form of interview will be more conducive to effective and efficient tax administration.

b. The department will grant a request to hold an office interview at a location other than a
department office in case of a clear need, such as when it would be unreasonably difficult for the
taxpayer to travel to a department office because of the taxpayer’s advanced age or infirm physical
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condition or when the taxpayer’s books, records, and source documents are too cumbersome for the
taxpayer to bring to a department office.

7.32(3) Place of taxpayer interview. The department will make an initial determination of the place
for an interview, including the department regional office to which an interview will be assigned, based
on the address shown on the return for the tax period to be examined. Requests by taxpayers to transfer
the place of interview will be resolved on a case-by-case basis, using the criteria set forth in paragraph
7.32(3)“c.”

a. Office taxpayer interviews. An office interview of an individual or sole proprietorship generally
is based on the residence of the individual taxpayer. An office interview of a taxpayer which is an
entity generally is based on the location where the taxpayer entity’s original books, records, and source
documents are maintained.

b. Field taxpayer interviews. A field interview generally will take place at the location where the
taxpayer’s original books, records, and source documents pertinent to the interview are maintained. In
the case of a sole proprietorship or taxpayer entity, this usually will be the taxpayer’s principal place of
business. If an interview is scheduled by the department at the taxpayer’s place of business, which is a
small business and the taxpayer represents to the department in writing that conducting the interview at
the place of business would essentially require the business to close or would unduly disrupt business
operations, the department upon verification will change the place of interview.

c. Requests by taxpayers to change place of interview. The department will consider, on a
case-by-case basis, written requests by taxpayers or their representatives to change the place that the
department has set for an interview. In considering these requests, the department will take into account
the following factors:

(1) The location of the taxpayer’s current residence;
(2) The location of the taxpayer’s current principal place of business;
(3) The location where the taxpayer’s books, records, and source documents are maintained;
(4) The location at which the department can perform the interview most efficiently;
(5) The department resources available at the location to which the taxpayer has requested a

transfer; and
(6) Other factors which indicate that conducting the interview at a particular location could pose

undue inconvenience to the taxpayer.
d. Granting of requests to change place of interview. A request by a taxpayer to transfer the place

of interview generally will be granted under the following circumstances:
(1) If the current residence of the taxpayer in the case of an individual or sole proprietorship, or

the location where the taxpayer’s books, records, and source documents are maintained, in the case of
a taxpayer entity, is closer to a different department office than the office where the interview has been
scheduled, the department normally will agree to transfer the interview to the closer department office.

(2) If a taxpayer does not reside at the residence where an interview has been scheduled, the
department will agree to transfer the examination to the taxpayer’s current residence.

(3) If, in the case of an individual, a sole proprietorship, or a taxpayer entity, the taxpayer’s
books, records, and source documents are maintained at a location other than the location where the
interview has been scheduled, the department will agree to transfer the interview to the location where
the taxpayer’s books, records, and source documents are maintained.

(4) The location of the place of business of a taxpayer’s representative generally will not be
considered in determining the place for an interview. However, the department in its sole discretion may
determine, based on the factors described in paragraph 7.32(3)“c,” to transfer the place of interview to
the representative’s office.

(5) If any applicable period of limitations of assessment and collection provided in the Iowa Code
will expire within 13 months from the date of a taxpayer’s request to transfer the place of interview, the
department may require, as a condition to the transfer, that the taxpayer agree in writing to extend the
limitations period up to one year.

(6) The department is not required to transfer an interview to an office that does not have adequate
resources to conduct the interview.
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(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of this rule, employees of the department may decline to
conduct an interview at a particular location if it appears that the possibility of physical danger may exist
at that location. In these circumstances, the department may transfer an interview to a department office
and take any other steps reasonably necessary to protect its employees.

(8) Nothing in this rule shall be interpreted as precluding the department from initiating the transfer
of an interview if the transfer would promote the effective and efficient conduct of the interview. Should
a taxpayer request that such a transfer not be made, the department will consider the request according
to the principles and criteria set forth in paragraph 7.32(3)“c.”

(9) Regardless of where an examination takes place, the department may visit the taxpayer’s place
of business or residence to establish facts that can only be established by direct visit, such as inventory
or asset verification. The department generally will visit for these purposes on a normal workday of the
department during the department’s normal business hours.

7.32(4) Audio recordings of taxpayer interviews.
a. A taxpayer is permitted, upon advance notice to the department, to make an audio recording of

any interview of the taxpayer by the department relating to the determination or collection of any tax.
The recording of the interview is at the taxpayer’s own expense and must be with the taxpayer’s own
equipment.

b. Requests by taxpayers to make audio recordings must be addressed to the department employee
who is conducting the interview and must be received by no later than ten calendar days before the
interview. If ten calendar days’ advance notice is not given, the department may, in its discretion, conduct
the interview as scheduled or set a new date.

c. The department employee conducting the interview will approve the request to record the
interview if:

(1) The taxpayer (or representative) supplies the recording equipment;
(2) The department may produce its own recording of the proceedings;
(3) The recording takes place in a suitable location; and
(4) All participants in the proceedings other than department personnel consent to the making of

the audio recording, and all participants identify themselves and their role in the proceedings.
d. A department employee is also authorized to record any taxpayer interview, if the taxpayer

receives prior notice of the recording and is provided with a transcript or a copy of the recording upon
the taxpayer’s request.

e. Requests by taxpayers (or their representatives) for a copy or transcript of an audio recording
produced by the department must be addressed to the employee conducting the interview and must be
received by the department no later than 30 calendar days after the date of the recording. The taxpayer
must pay the costs of duplication or transcription.

f. At the beginning of the recording of an interview, the department employee conducting the
interview must state the employee’s name, the date, the time, the place, and the purpose of the interview.
At the end of the interview, the department employee will state that the interview has been completed
and that the recording has ended.

g. When written records are presented or discussed during the interview being recorded, they must
be described in sufficient detail to make the audio recording a meaningful record when matched with the
other documentation contained in the case file.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.60.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.33(421) Mailing to the last-known address.
7.33(1) If the department fails to mail a notice of assessment to the taxpayer’s last-known address or

fails to personally deliver the notice to the taxpayer, interest is waived for the month the failure occurs
through the month of correct mailing or personal delivery.

a. In addition, if the department fails to mail a notice of assessment or denial of a claim for
refund to the taxpayer’s last-known address or fails to personally deliver the notice to a taxpayer and, if
applicable, to the taxpayer’s authorized representative, the time period to appeal the notice of assessment
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or a denial of a claim for refund is suspended until the notice or claim denial is correctly mailed or
personally delivered or for a period not to exceed one year, whichever is the lesser period.

b. Collection activities, except when a jeopardy situation exists, shall be suspended and the statute
of limitations for assessment and collection of the tax shall be tolled during the period in which interest
is waived.

7.33(2) The department will make the determination of the taxpayer’s last-known address on a
tax-type-by-tax-type basis. However, a notice of assessment or refund claim denial will be considered
to be mailed to the last-known address if it is mailed to an address used for another tax type. A notice
of assessment mailed to one of two addresses used by a taxpayer was sufficient. Langdon P.Marvin, Jr.,
40 TC 982; Jack Massengale, TC Memo 1968-64.

7.33(3) The last-known address is the address used on the most recent filed and processed return.
The following principles, established by case law, for the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) also will be
applied in determining the taxpayer’s last-known address for purposes of this rule.

a. Although the taxpayer filed a tax return showing a new address, the IRS had not processed the
return sufficiently for the new address to be available by computer to the IRS agent who sent the notice
of deficiency. Before a change of address is considered available, a reasonable amount of time must
be allowed to process and transfer information to the IRS’s central computer system. Diane Williams
v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, U.S. Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit; 935 F. 2d 1066.

b. If the department knows the taxpayer has moved but does not know the new mailing address,
the prior mailing address is the proper place to send a deficiency notice. Kaestner v. Schmidt, 473 F. 2d
1294; Kohn vs. U.S. et al., 56 AFTR 2d 85-6147.

c. Knowledge acquired by a collection agent regarding the taxpayer’s address in an unrelated
investigation was not required to be imputed to the examination division responsible for mailing a notice
of deficiency. Wise v. Commissioner, 688 F. Supp. 1164.

d. However, information acquired by the department in a related investigation of the taxpayer is
binding upon the department, e.g., where the taxpayer files a power of attorney showing a change of
address.

7.33(4) Procedures for notifying the department of a change in taxpayer’s address. The department
generally will use the address on the most recent filed and properly processed return by tax type as the
address of record for all notices of assessment and denial of claims for refund. If a taxpayer no longer
wishes the address of record to be the address on the most recently filed return, the taxpayer must give
clear and concise written notification of a change in address to the department. Notifications of a change
in address should be addressed to: Changes in Name or Address, Iowa Department of Revenue, P.O.
Box 10465, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.

a. If after a joint return or married filing separately on a combined return is filed either taxpayer
establishes a separate residence, each taxpayer should send clear and concise written notification of a
current address to the department.

b. If a department employee contacts a taxpayer in connection with the filing of a return or an
adjustment to a taxpayer’s return, the taxpayer may provide clear and concise written notification of a
change of address to the department employee who initiated the contact.

c. A taxpayer should notify the U.S. Postal Service facility serving the taxpayer’s old address
of the taxpayer’s new address in order that mail from the department can be forwarded to the new
address. However, notification to the U.S. Postal Service does not constitute the clear and concise written
notification that is required to change a taxpayer’s address of record with the department.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.60.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.34(421) Power of attorney. Rescinded ARC 5532C, IAB 3/24/21, effective 4/28/21.

701—7.35(421) Taxpayer designation of tax type and period to which voluntary payments are to
be applied.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.60.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/03-24-2021.pdf
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7.35(1) A taxpayer may designate in separate written instructions accompanying the payment the
type of tax and tax periods to which any voluntary payment is to be applied. The taxpayer may not
designate the application of payments which are the result of enforced collection.

7.35(2) Enforced collection includes, but is not limited to, garnishment of wages, bank accounts, or
payments due the taxpayer, or seizure of assets.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.60.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—7.36(421) Tax return preparers.
7.36(1) Definitions. For the purposes of this rule and for Iowa Code sections 421.62, 421.63, and

421.64, the following definitions apply:
“An enrolled agent enrolled to practice before the federal Internal Revenue Service (IRS) pursuant

to 31 CFR §10.4” means an individual who has an active status as an enrolled agent under 31 CFR
§10.4(a) or (d) and is not currently under suspension or disbarment from practice before the IRS. An
enrolled agent does not include an enrolled retirement plan agent under 31 CFR §10.4(b) or a registered
tax return preparer under 31 CFR §10.4(c).

“An individual admitted to practice law in this state or another state” means an individual who has
an active license to practice law in this state or another state, is considered in good standing with the
licensing authority of this or another state, and is currently authorized to engage in the practice of law.

“An individual licensed as a certified public accountant or a licensed public accountant under Iowa
Code chapter 542 or a similar law of another state” means an individual who has an active certified
public accountant license or an active public accountant license under Iowa Code chapter 542 or a
similar law of another state and is in good standing with the Iowa accountancy examining board or
similar authority of another state.

“Hour of continuing education” means a minimum of 50 minutes spent by a tax return preparer in
actual attendance at or completion of an IRS-approved provider of continuing education course.

“Income tax return or claim for refund” means any return or claim for refund under Iowa Code
chapter 422, excluding withholding returns under Iowa Code section 422.16.

“New tax preparer” means an individual who qualifies as a “tax return preparer” under Iowa Code
section 421.62 for the current tax year but would not have qualified as such during any prior calendar
year. See paragraph 7.36(8)“a” for examples regarding who qualifies as a new tax preparer.

“Tax return preparer” means any individual who, for a fee or other consideration, prepares ten or
more income tax returns or claims for refund during a calendar year, or who assumes final responsibility
for completed work on such income tax returns or claims for refund on which preliminary work has been
done by another individual.

“Tax return preparer” does not include any of the following:
1. An individual licensed as a certified public accountant or a licensed public accountant under

Iowa Code chapter 542 or a similar law of another state.
2. An individual admitted to practice law in this state or another state.
3. An enrolled agent enrolled to practice before the federal IRS pursuant to 31 CFR §10.4.
4. A fiduciary of an estate, trust, or individual, while functioning within the fiduciary’s legal duty

and authority with respect to that individual or that estate or trust or its testator, trustor, grantor, or
beneficiaries.

5. An individual who prepares the tax returns of the individual’s employer, while functioning
within the individual’s scope of employment with the employer.

6. An individual employed by a local, state, or federal government agency, while functioning
within the individual’s scope of employment with the government agency.

7. An employee of a tax return preparer, if the employee provides only clerical or other comparable
services and does not sign tax returns.

See paragraph 7.36(8)“a” for examples regarding who qualifies as a tax return preparer.
7.36(2) Penalty for tax return preparer’s failure to include preparer tax identification number (PTIN)

on income tax returns or claims for refund. On or after January 1, 2020, a tax return preparer who fails

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.60.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.62.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.63.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.64.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/542.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/542.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/422.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.62.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/542.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.36.pdf
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to include the tax return preparer’s PTIN on any income tax return or claim for refund prepared by the
tax return preparer and filed with the department shall pay to the department a penalty of $50 for each
violation, unless the tax return preparer shows that the failure was reasonable under the circumstances
and not willful or reckless conduct. The maximum aggregate penalty imposed upon a tax return preparer
pursuant to Iowa Code section 421.62 and this rule shall not exceed $25,000 during any calendar year.
See paragraph 7.36(8)“c” for examples pertaining to the tax return preparer PTIN requirement.

7.36(3) Tax return preparer continuing education requirement. Beginning January 1, 2020, and
every year thereafter, a tax return preparer shall complete a minimum of 15 hours of continuing
education courses each year. At least two hours of continuing education shall be on professional ethics,
and the remaining hours shall pertain to federal or state income tax. Each course shall be taken from
an IRS-approved provider of continuing education. If a course offered by an IRS-approved provider
is primarily on state-specific income tax content, the course will qualify for the continuing education
requirements under Iowa Code section 421.64 and this rule, even if such course does not count toward
federal continuing professional education. Tax return preparers who complete more than the required
15 hours of continuing education in one calendar year may not count the excess hours toward a
subsequent year’s requirement. See paragraph 7.36(8)“b” for examples pertaining to the tax return
preparer continuing education requirement.

7.36(4) Preparation of income tax returns or claims for refund. An individual prepares an income
tax return or claim for refund when the individual signs (or should sign) a return, either because the
individual completes the return or because the individual assumes final responsibility for preliminary
work completed by other individuals.

7.36(5) Approved providers and courses.
a. Approved providers of continuing education. Any IRS-approved provider of continuing

education is acceptable. It is not mandatory that a continuing education course be taken from an Iowa
provider.

b. Approved continuing education course subject matters. All continuing education courses shall
be on the topics of federal or state income tax or professional ethics.

c. Approved continuing education format. Continuing education courses that satisfy the
requirements of Iowa Code section 421.64 and this rule may be taken for credit in person, online, or by
self-study, as long as they are administered by an IRS-approved provider of continuing education.

7.36(6) Reporting hours of continuing education and retaining records.
a. Reporting hours of continuing education to the department. Tax return preparers shall report

their continuing education hours to the department by February 15 of the calendar year following the year
in which hours were completed to be eligible to prepare income tax returns or claims for refund. Hours
must be reported using IA Form 78-012. If a tax return preparer fails to complete the required minimum
hours of continuing education by the date prescribed in this subrule, the individual must show that failure
to do so was reasonable under the circumstances and not willful or reckless conduct. IRS-approved
providers are not required to report continuing education courses to the department.

b. Retaining records of continuing education. Tax return preparers are required to retain records
of continuing education completion for a minimum of five years. This record retention shall include,
but is not limited to, certificates of completion if offered by the IRS-approved provider of continuing
education upon completion of a course.

7.36(7) Reinstatement of a tax return preparer. When a tax return preparer fails to complete the
minimum 15 hours of continuing education courses as required by Iowa Code section 421.64 and this
rule but demonstrates that the failure was reasonable under the circumstances and not willful or reckless
conduct, the department may require the tax return preparer to make up any uncompleted hours and
submit a completed IA Form 78-012 to the department by a date set by the department before the tax
return preparer may engage in activity as a tax return preparer.

7.36(8) Examples.
a. Tax return preparer examples.
EXAMPLE 1: During the 2020 calendar year and every prior year, an individual, N, prepares nine

or fewer income tax returns or claims for refund described in this rule for a fee or other consideration.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.62.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.64.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.64.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.64.pdf
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During the 2021 calendar year, N, for a fee or other consideration, prepares ten income tax returns or
claims for refund described in this rule. N meets the definition of a tax return preparer for the 2021
calendar year. Therefore, N will be subject to the penalty for failure to include N’s PTIN on every
income tax return or claim for refund described in this rule that N prepares during the 2021 calendar
year. However, N also qualifies as a “new tax preparer” for the 2021 calendar year because this is the
first year N satisfies the definition of a “tax return preparer.” Therefore, N does not need to complete 15
hours of continuing education courses during 2020 to prepare returns in 2021, but Nwill need to complete
the minimum 15 hours of continuing education courses during the 2021 calendar year to be eligible to
prepare returns during the 2022 calendar year if N will meet the definition of “tax return preparer” in
2022.

EXAMPLE 2: An individual, B, prepares ten income tax returns or claims for refund described in
this rule during the 2019 calendar year for a fee or other consideration. Therefore, B is a tax return
preparer. However, B is not required to complete any hours of continuing education courses prior to
preparing returns in 2020, nor will B incur a penalty for failing to include B’s PTIN on any of those
returns prepared in calendar year 2019 because the requirements described in this rule do not take effect
until January 1, 2020. Assume B continues to prepare income tax returns or claims for refund described
in this rule for a fee or other consideration during the 2020 calendar year, but B only prepares a total
of nine such tax returns throughout the entire 2020 calendar year. B does not complete any hours of
continuing education courses during the 2020 calendar year. B will not be eligible to prepare ten or more
income tax returns or refund claims described in this rule for a fee or other consideration during the 2021
calendar year because even though B did not prepare ten or more income tax returns or claims for refund
in 2020, B would have been classified as a tax return preparer in 2019. Thus, B is not considered a new
tax preparer for purposes of the 2021 calendar year.

b. Continuing education requirement examples.
EXAMPLE 3: During the 2020 calendar year, an individual, P, prepares ten income tax returns or

claims for refund described in this rule for a fee or other consideration. Therefore, P is a tax return
preparer. During the 2020 calendar year, P also completes 30 hours of continuing education courses
from programs offered by an IRS-approved provider of continuing education, 4 hours of which are on
professional ethics and the remaining hours on income tax. P is eligible to prepare returns during the
2021 calendar year. However, P must complete 15 additional hours of continuing education courses
offered by an IRS-approved provider, including 2 hours on professional ethics and the remaining hours
on income tax, during the 2021 calendar year to be eligible to prepare returns during the 2022 calendar
year if P will meet the definition of “tax return preparer” in 2022. P’s excess hours completed in 2020
may not be applied toward the 15 hours of continuing education courses that P must complete in 2021
to be eligible to prepare returns in 2022.

EXAMPLE 4: During the 2020 calendar year, a tax return preparer, P, completes 12 hours of continuing
education courses from programs offered by an IRS-approved provider of continuing education. Two of
the hours are on professional ethics, and the rest relate to income tax. P is not eligible to prepare income
tax returns or claims for refund during the 2021 calendar year, regardless of the year of the returns P
is preparing, because P has not completed a total of 15 continuing education hours during the 2020
calendar year. During the 2021 calendar year, P completes 15 hours of continuing education courses
from programs offered by an IRS-approved provider. Two of P’s hours are from professional ethics
courses, and the remaining 13 hours are from income tax courses. P is eligible to prepare returns during
the 2022 calendar year, regardless of the years of the returns P prepares. However, P is still ineligible
to prepare returns for the remaining duration of the 2021 calendar year, regardless of the years of the
returns P wishes to prepare.

c. PTIN requirement examples.
EXAMPLE 5: An individual, X, works at a firm in the business of preparing income tax returns for a fee

or other consideration. X completes a substantial amount of preliminary work on ten returns described in
this rule during the scope of X’s employment (that are not the returns of X’s employer) during the 2020
calendar year, but X does not assume final responsibility for the work or sign the returns. Instead, X’s
supervisor, Y, reviews the work completed by X and signs the returns. Y is a tax return preparer because
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Y assumed final responsibility for the returns. Therefore, Y’s PTIN is required on all of the returns. X’s
PTIN is not required on any of the returns, nor will X incur any penalties for omitting X’s PTIN on the
returns.

EXAMPLE 6: An individual, X, has a partnership with another individual, Y, in which X andY prepare
income tax returns for a fee or other consideration. X completes ten returns described in this rule during
the 2020 calendar year. However, before X signs or files the returns, X asks Y to review the returns. Y
reviews the returns and suggests substantial changes, but Y then gives the returns back to X. Xmakes the
necessary changes, then signs and files the returns. X is a tax return preparer. X’s PTIN is required on
all of the returns because X assumed final responsibility for the returns. Y’s PTIN is not required on any
of the returns. If X fails to include X’s PTIN on any of the returns, X will incur a $50 civil penalty for
each violation unless X shows that X’s failure was reasonable under the circumstances and not willful
or reckless conduct.

EXAMPLE 7: An individual, X, completes five income tax returns and five claims for refund described
in this rule for a fee or other consideration during the 2020 calendar year. X does not sign the returns,
even though no other paid tax return preparer reviewed X’s work and took final responsibility for the
return. X’s PTIN is required on all of the returns because X is a paid tax return preparer for those returns,
even though X failed to sign the returns as required. X is subject to a fine of $50 per return that did not
contain the required PTIN because X is a tax return preparer.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 421.62, 421.63, and 421.64.
[ARC 5190C, IAB 9/23/20, effective 10/28/20]

701—7.37(441) Appeals of director’s confirmation decision regarding conference board
appointment or reappointment of assessor.

7.37(1) Appeal process. Any assessor or conference board wishing to contest the director’s
rejection of the conference board’s appointment or reappointment of an assessor under 701—subrule
72.15(4) or 72.16(3) shall file an appeal, in writing, within 30 days of the director’s notice of decision.
Any person who does not seek an appeal within 30 days of the director’s notice shall be precluded
from challenging the director’s decision. Appeals will be governed by the procedures set forth in
this rule together with the process set forth in the following rules: rule 701—7.8(17A), excluding
the first sentence of the introductory paragraph of 701—7.8(17A) and excluding subrules 7.8(1) to
7.8(7); subrules 7.8(8) and 7.8(9); subrule 7.8(10), except the clerk of the hearings section will file
the protest file to the division of administrative hearings within ten days; subrules 7.9(1) and 7.9(2);
rule 701—7.10(17A); paragraphs 7.11(2)“d” and “e”; subrules 7.12(2) to 7.12(4); subrules 7.12(7)
and 7.12(8); rule 701—7.13(17A); rule 701—7.14(17A); rule 701—7.15(17A); rule 701—7.16(17A);
subrules 7.17(1) to 7.17(7); subrule 7.17(8), except paragraph 7.17(8)“b” related to costs shall not
apply; additionally, Iowa Code section 421.60(4) shall not apply; subrules 7.17(9) and 7.19(10);
subrules 7.17(13) and 7.17(14); rule 701—7.18(17A); rule 701—7.19(17A); rule 701—7.20(17A); rule
701—7.21(17A); and rule 701—7.22(17A).

7.37(2) Contents. The appeal shall contain the following in separate numbered paragraphs:
a. A statement of the department action giving rise to the appeal.
b. The date of the department action giving rise to the appeal.
c. Each error alleged to have been committed, listed as a separate paragraph. For each error listed,

an explanation of the error and all relevant facts related to the error shall be provided.
d. Reference to the particular statutes, rules, or agreement terms, if known.
e. References to and copies of any documents or other evidence relevant to the appeal.
f. Any other matters deemed relevant to the appeal.
g. A statement setting forth the relief sought.
h. The signature, mailing address, and telephone number of the person or that person’s

representative.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.62.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.63.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.64.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5190C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.72.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.72.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.72.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.60.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.20.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.22.pdf
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7.37(3) Burden of proof. The burden of proof is on the party challenging the director’s decision
under 701—subrule 72.15(4) or 72.16(3).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 5288C, IAB 11/18/20, effective 12/23/20]

701—7.38(441) Appeals and hearings regarding the director’s intent to remove a member of the
board of review.

7.38(1) Written request for hearing. A member of the board of review who has received a notice of
intent to remove from the director and who wishes to contest the removal shall file a written request for
a hearing within 30 days after the receipt of the notice of the director’s intent to remove the member.
Any person who does not seek a hearing within 30 days of receipt of the notice of the director’s intent
to remove shall be precluded from challenging the removal.

7.38(2) Procedures. Hearings will be governed by the procedures set forth in this rule together with
the procedures set forth in the following rules:

a. The introductory paragraph of rule 701—7.8(17A), excluding the first sentence of the
introductory paragraph of 701—7.8(17A); and subrules 7.8(8) and 7.8(9);

b. Subrules 7.9(1) and 7.9(2);
c. Rule 701—7.10(17A);
d. Paragraphs 7.11(2)“d” and “e”;
e. Subrules 7.12(2) to 7.12(4);
f. Rule 701—7.13(17A);
g. Rule 701—7.14(17A);
h. Rule 701—7.15(17A);
i. Rule 701—7.16(17A);
j. Subrule 7.17(1); subrules 7.17(3) through 7.17(7); subrule 7.17(8), except paragraph

7.17(8)“b” related to costs shall not apply; additionally, Iowa Code section 421.60 shall not apply;
subrules 7.17(9), 7.17(10), and 7.17(14);

k. Rule 701—7.18(17A);
l. Rule 701—7.19(17A);
m. Rule 701—7.20(17A);
n. Rule 701—7.21(17A); and
o. Rule 701—7.22(17A).
7.38(3) Presiding officer. The director shall be the presiding officer in a contested case under this

rule. The director may request that an administrative law judge assist and advise the director with any
matters related to the contested case proceedings, including but not limited to ruling on any prehearing
matters, presiding at the contested case hearing, and issuing orders and rulings.

7.38(4) Contents of the appeal. The appeal shall contain the following in separate numbered
paragraphs:

a. A statement of the department action giving rise to the appeal.
b. The date of the department action giving rise to the appeal.
c. Each error alleged to have been committed, listed as a separate paragraph. For each error listed,

an explanation of the error and all relevant facts related to the error shall be provided.
d. Reference to the particular statutes, rules, or agreement terms, if known.
e. References to and copies of any documents or other evidence relevant to the appeal.
f. Any other matters deemed relevant to the appeal.
g. A statement setting forth the relief sought.
h. The signature, mailing address, and telephone number of the person or that person’s

representative.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.72.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.72.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5288C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.7.17.pdf
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7.38(5) Burden of proof. The burden of proof is on the party challenging the director’s intent to
remove a board member.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 441.32(2)“e” as enacted by 2021 Iowa Acts,
House File 871, section 29, and Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 5930C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

[Filed 7/1/75]
[Filed emergency 7/16/76—published 8/9/76, effective 7/16/76]

[Filed 4/29/77, Notice 3/23/77—published 5/18/77, effective 6/22/77]
[Filed 1/20/78, Notice 12/14/77—published 2/8/78, effective 3/17/78]
[Filed 9/1/78, Notice 7/26/78—published 9/20/78, effective 10/25/78]

[Filed emergency 3/2/79—published 3/21/79, effective 3/2/79]
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[Filed 5/25/79, Notice 4/18/79—published 6/13/79, effective 7/18/79]
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[Filed 9/14/79, Notice 8/8/79—published 10/3/79, effective 11/7/79]
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[Filed 12/19/80, Notice 11/12/80—published 1/7/81, effective 2/11/81]
[Filed 3/12/82, Notice 2/3/82—published 3/31/82, effective 5/5/82]
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[Filed 3/15/91, Notice 2/6/91—published 4/3/91, effective 5/8/91]
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[Filed 3/15/02, Notice 2/6/02—published 4/3/02, effective 5/8/02]

[Filed 6/21/02, Notice 5/15/02—published 7/10/02, effective 8/14/02]
[Filed ARC 7963B (Notice ARC 7793B, IAB 5/20/09), IAB 7/15/09, effective 8/19/09]
[Filed ARC 9875B (Notice ARC 9797B, IAB 10/5/11), IAB 11/30/11, effective 1/4/12]
[Filed ARC 0251C (Notice ARC 0145C, IAB 5/30/12), IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]
[Filed ARC 1303C (Notice ARC 1231C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]
[Filed ARC 1545C (Notice ARC 1469C, IAB 5/28/14), IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]
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[Editorial change: IAC Supplement 9/23/20]
[Filed ARC 5190C (Amended Notice ARC 5103C, IAB 7/29/20; Notice ARC 4942C, IAB 2/26/20),

IAB 9/23/20, effective 10/28/20]
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CHAPTER 10
INTEREST, PENALTY, EXCEPTIONS TO PENALTY, AND JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]
Rules 701—10.20(421) to 701—10.111(422A) are excerpted from 701—Chs 12, 30, 44, 46, 52, 58, 63, 81, 86, 88, 89, 104, IAB 1/23/91

701—10.1(421) Definitions. As used in the rules contained herein, the following definitions apply unless
the context otherwise requires:

10.1(1) “Department” means the department of revenue.
10.1(2) “Director” means the director of the department or authorized representative.
10.1(3) “Taxes” means all taxes and charges arising under Title X of the Iowa Code, which

include but are not limited to individual income, withholding, corporate income, franchise, sales, use,
hotel/motel, railroad fuel, equipment car, replacement tax, statewide property tax, motor vehicle fuel,
and inheritance taxes and the environmental protection charge imposed upon petroleum diminution due
and payable to the state of Iowa.
[ARC 1545C, IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]

701—10.2(421) Interest. Except where a different rate of interest is provided by Title X of the Iowa
Code, the rate of interest on interest-bearing taxes and interest-bearing refunds arising under Title X is
fixed for each calendar year by the director. In addition to any penalty computed, there shall be added
interest as provided by law from the original due date of the return. Any portion of the tax imposed by
statute which has been erroneously refunded and is recoverable by the department shall bear interest as
provided in Iowa Code section 421.7, subsection 2, from the date of payment of the refund, considering
each fraction of a month as an entire month. Interest which is not judgment interest is not payable on
sales and use tax, local option tax, and hotel and motel tax refunds. Herman M. Brown v. Johnson, 248
Iowa 1143, 82 N.W.2d 134 (1957); United Telephone Co. v. Iowa Department of Revenue, 365 N.W.2d
647 (Iowa 1985). However, interest which is not judgment interest accrues on such refunds on or after
January 1, 1995, and is payable on sales and use tax, local option tax and hotel and motel tax refunds on
or after January 1, 1995.

10.2(1) Calendar year 1982. The rate of interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1982, will be 17 percent per annum (1.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
were due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1982. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or
after January 1, 1982. This interest rate of 17 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1982.
EXAMPLES:

1. The taxpayer, X corporation, owes corporate income taxes assessed to it for the year 1975. The
assessment was made by the department in 1977. On January 1, 1982, that assessment had not been paid.
The rate of interest on the unpaid tax assessed has accrued at the rate of 9 percent per annum (0.75%
per month) through December 31, 1981. Commencing on January 1, 1982, the rate of interest on the
unpaid tax will thereafter accrue at the rate of 17 percent per annum for 1982 (1.4% per month). If the
tax liability is not paid in 1982, the rate of interest will then accrue in 1983 in accordance with the rate
fixed by the director as set forth in Iowa Code section 421.7.

2. The taxpayer, Y, owes retail sales taxes assessed to it for the audit period January 1, 1979,
through December 31, 1982. The assessment is made on March 1, 1983. For the tax periods in which
the tax became due prior to January 1, 1982, the interest rate on such unpaid sales taxes accrued at 9
percent per annum (0.75% per month). Commencing on January 1, 1982, the entire unpaid portion of
the tax assessed which was delinquent at that time will begin to accrue interest at the rate of 17 percent
per annum. Those portions of the tax assessed first becoming delinquent in 1982 will bear interest at the
rate of 17 percent per annum (1.4% per month). In the event that any portion of the tax assessed remains
unpaid on January 1, 1983, the rate of interest will then accrue in 1983 in accordance with the rate fixed
by the director as set forth in Iowa Code section 421.7.

3. The taxpayer, Z, files a refund claim for 1978 individual income taxes in March 1982. The
refund claim is allowed in May 1982, and is paid. Z is entitled to receive interest at the rate of 9 percent

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1545C.pdf
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per annum (0.75% per month) upon the refunded tax accruing through December 31, 1981, and is entitled
to interest at the rate of 17 percent per annum (1.4% per month) upon such tax from January 1, 1982,
until the refund is paid.

4. A’s 1981 individual income tax liability becomes delinquent on May 1, 1982. A owes interest,
commencing on May 1, 1982, at the rate of 17 percent per annum (1.4% per month). In the event that
A does not pay the liability in 1982, the rate of interest will then accrue in 1983 in accordance with the
rate fixed by the director as set forth in Iowa Code section 421.7.

5. Decedent died December 15, 1976. The inheritance tax was due 12 months after death, or
December 15, 1977. Prior to the due date, the estate was granted an extension of time, until September
1, 1978, to file the return and pay the tax due. The tax, however, was paid March 15, 1982. Interest
accrues on the unpaid tax during the period of the extension of time (December 15, 1977, to September
1, 1978) at the rate of 6 percent per annum. Interest accrues on the delinquent tax from September 1,
1978, through December 31, 1981, at the rate of 8 percent per annum. Interest accrues on the delinquent
tax from January 1, 1982, to the date of payment on March 15, 1982, at the rate of 17 percent per annum.

6. B files a refund for sales taxes paid for the periods January 1, 1979, through December 31, 1982,
in March 1983. The refund is allowed in May 1983. Since no interest is payable on sales tax refunds,
B is not entitled to any interest. Herman M. Brown Co. v. Johnson, 248 Iowa 1143 (1957). However,
interest accrues and is payable on and after January 1, 1995.

The examples set forth in these rules are not meant to be all-inclusive. In addition, other rules set
forth the precise circumstance when interest begins to accrue and whether interest accrues for eachmonth
or fraction of a month or annually as provided by law. Interest accrues as provided by law, regardless of
whether the department has made a formal assessment of tax.

10.2(2) Calendar year 1983. The rate of interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1983, will be 14 percent per annum (1.2% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
were due and unpaid as of, or after January 1, 1983. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or
after January 1, 1983. This interest rate of 14 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1983.

10.2(3) Calendar year 1984. The rate of interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1984, will be 9 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1984. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1984. This interest rate of 9 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 1984.

10.2(4) Calendar year 1985. The rate of interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1985, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1985. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1985. This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1985.

10.2(5) Calendar year 1986. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1, 1986,
will be 9 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are due and
unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1986. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after January 1,
1986. This interest rate of 9 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 1986.

10.2(6) Calendar year 1987. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1, 1987,
will be 9 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are due and
unpaid as of, or after January 1, 1987. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds which by
law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after January 1,
1987. This interest rate of 9 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 1987.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.7.pdf
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10.2(7) Calendar year 1988. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1, 1988,
will be 8 percent per annum (0.7% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are due and
unpaid as of, or after January 1, 1988. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds which by
law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after January 1,
1988. This interest rate of 8 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 1988.

10.2(8) Calendar year 1989. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1, 1989,
will be 9 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are due and
unpaid as of, or after January 1, 1989. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds which by
law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after January 1,
1989. This interest rate of 9 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 1989.

10.2(9) Calendar year 1990. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1, 1990,
will be 11 percent per annum (0.9% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are due
and unpaid as of, or after January 1, 1990. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after January 1,
1990. This interest rate of 11 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 1990.

10.2(10) Calendar year 1991. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
1991, will be 12 percent per annum (1.0% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1991. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1991. This interest rate of 12 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1991.

10.2(11) Calendar year 1992. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
1992, will be 11 percent per annum (0.9% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1992. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1992. This interest rate of 11 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 1992.

10.2(12) Calendar year 1993. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
1993, will be 9 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1993. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1993. This interest rate of 9 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 1993.

10.2(13) Calendar year 1994. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
1994, will be 8 percent per annum (0.7% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1994. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1994. This interest rate of 8 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 1994.

10.2(14) Calendar year 1995. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
1995, will be 9 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1995. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
January 1, 1995. This interest rate of 9 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 1995.

10.2(15) Calendar year 1996. The interest upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
1996, will be 11 percent per annum (0.9% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1996. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax refunds
which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before, on, or after
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January 1, 1996. This interest rate of 11 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 1996.

10.2(16) Calendar year 1997. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1997, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
are due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1997. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after
January 1, 1997. This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1997.

10.2(17) Calendar year 1998. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1998, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
are due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1998. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after
January 1, 1998. This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1998.

10.2(18) Calendar year 1999. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 1999, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
are due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 1999. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after
January 1, 1999. This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 1999.

10.2(19) Calendar year 2000. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 2000, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
are due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2000. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after
January 1, 2000. This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 2000.

10.2(20) Calendar year 2001. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 2001, will be 11 percent per annum (0.9% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
are due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2001. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after
January 1, 2001. This interest rate of 11 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will
commence to accrue in 2001.

10.2(21) Calendar year 2002. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January
1, 2002, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which
are due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2002. In addition, this interest rate will accrue on tax
refunds which by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after
January 1, 2002. This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds,
will commence to accrue in 2002.

10.2(22) Calendar year 2003. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2003, will be 7 percent per annum (0.6% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2003. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2003. This interest rate of 7 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2003.

10.2(23) Calendar year 2004. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2004, will be 6 percent per annum (0.5% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2004. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2004. This interest rate of 6 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2004.

10.2(24) Calendar year 2005. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2005, will be 6 percent per annum (0.5% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
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due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2005. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2005. This interest rate of 6 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2005.

10.2(25) Calendar year 2006. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2006, will be 8 percent per annum (0.7% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2006. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2006. This interest rate of 8 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2006.

10.2(26) Calendar year 2007. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2007, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2007. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1, 2007.
This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence to
accrue in 2007.

10.2(27) Calendar year 2008. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2008, will be 10 percent per annum (0.8% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2008. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1, 2008.
This interest rate of 10 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence to
accrue in 2008.

10.2(28) Calendar year 2009. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2009, will be 8 percent per annum (0.7% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2009. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2009. This interest rate of 8 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2009.

10.2(29) Calendar year 2010. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2010, will be 5 percent per annum (0.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2010. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2010. This interest rate of 5 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2010.

10.2(30) Calendar year 2011. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2011, will be 5 percent per annum (0.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2011. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2011. This interest rate of 5 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2011.

10.2(31) Calendar year 2012. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2012, will be 5 percent per annum (0.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2012. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2012. This interest rate of 5 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2012.

10.2(32) Calendar year 2013. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2013, will be 5 percent per annum (0.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2013. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2013. This interest rate of 5 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2013.
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10.2(33) Calendar year 2014. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2014, will be 5 percent per annum (0.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2014. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2014. This interest rate of 5 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2014.

10.2(34) Calendar year 2015. The interest rate upon all unpaid taxes which are due as of January 1,
2015, will be 5 percent per annum (0.4% per month). This interest rate will accrue on taxes which are
due and unpaid as of, or after, January 1, 2015. In addition, this interest will accrue on tax refunds which
by law accrue interest, regardless of whether the tax to be refunded is due before or after January 1,
2015. This interest rate of 5 percent per annum, whether for unpaid taxes or tax refunds, will commence
to accrue in 2015.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.7.
[ARC 8551B, IAB 2/24/10, effective 3/31/10; ARC 9308B, IAB 12/29/10, effective 2/2/11; ARC 9966B, IAB 1/11/12, effective
2/15/12; ARC 0557C, IAB 1/9/13, effective 2/13/13; ARC 1250C, IAB 12/25/13, effective 1/29/14; ARC 1767C, IAB 12/10/14,
effective 1/14/15]

701—10.3(422,423,450,452A) Interest on refunds and unpaid tax.
10.3(1) Interest on refunds. For those taxes on which interest accrues on refunds under Iowa Code

sections 422.25(3), 422.28, 450.94, and 452A.65, interest shall accrue through the month in which the
refund is mailed to the taxpayer and no further interest will accrue unless the department did not use the
most current address as shown on the latest return or refund claim filed with the department.

10.3(2) Interest on unpaid tax. Interest due on unpaid tax is not a penalty, but rather it is
compensation to the government for the period the government was deprived of the use of money.
Therefore, interest due cannot be waived. Vick v. Phinney, 414 F.2d 444, 448 (5th CA 1969); Time,
Inc. v. United States, 226 F.Supp. 680, 686 (S.D. N.Y. 1964); In Re Jeffco Power Systems, Dep’t of
Revenue Hearing Officer decision, Docket No. 77-9-6A-A (1978); Waterloo Courier, Inc. v. Iowa
Department of Revenue and Finance, Case No. LACV081252, Black Hawk County District Court,
December 30, 1999.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.25(3), 422.28, 423.47, 450.94 and
452A.65.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]

701—10.4(421) Frivolous return penalty. A $500 civil penalty is imposed on the return of a taxpayer
that is considered to be a “frivolous return.” A “frivolous return” is: (1) A return which lacks sufficient
information from which the substantial correctness of the amount of tax liability can be determined or
contains information that on its face indicates that the amount of tax shown is substantially incorrect,
or (2) a return which reflects a position of law which is frivolous or is intended to delay or impede the
administration of the tax laws of this state.

If the frivolous return penalty is applicable, the penalty will be imposed in addition to any other
penalty which has been assessed. If the frivolous return penalty is relevant, the penalty may be imposed
even under circumstances when it is determined that there is no tax liability on the return.

The frivolous return penalty is virtually identical to the penalty for frivolous income tax returns
which is authorized in Section 6702 of the Internal Revenue Code. The department will follow federal
guidelines and court cases when determining whether or not the frivolous return penalty should be
imposed.

The frivolous return penalty may be imposed on all returns filed with the department and not just
individual income tax returns. The penalty may be imposed on an amended return as well as an original
return. The penalty may be imposed on each return filed with the department.

10.4(1) Nonexclusive examples of circumstances under which the frivolous return penalty may be
imposed. The following are examples of returns filed in circumstances under which the frivolous return
penalty may be imposed:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8551B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9308B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9966B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0557C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1250C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1767C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.25.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/450.94.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.65.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.25.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.47.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/450.94.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.65.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7761B.pdf
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a. A return claiming a deduction against income or a credit against tax liability which is clearly
not allowed such as a “war,” “religious,” “conscientious objector” deduction or tax credit.

b. A blank or partially completed return that was prepared on the theory that filing a complete
return and providing required financial data would violate the Fifth Amendment privilege against
self-incrimination or other rights guaranteed by the Constitution.

c. An unsigned return where the taxpayer refused to sign because the signature requirement was
“incomprehensible or unconstitutional” or the taxpayer was not liable for state tax since the taxpayer had
not signed the return.

d. A return which contained personal and financial information on the proper lines but where
the words “true, correct and complete” were crossed out above the taxpayer’s signature and where the
taxpayer claimed the taxpayer’s income was not legal tender and was exempt from tax.

e. A return where the taxpayer claimed that income was not “constructively received” and the
taxpayer was the nominee-agent for a trust.

f. A return with clearly inconsistent information such as when 99 exemptions were claimed but
only several dependents were shown.

g. A document filed for refund of taxes erroneously collected with the contention that the
document was not a return and that no wage income was earned. This was inconsistent with attached
W-2 Forms reporting wages.

10.4(2) Nonexclusive examples where the frivolous return penalty is not applicable. The following
examples illustrate situations where the frivolous return penalty would not be applicable:

a. A return which includes a deduction, credit, or other item which may constitute a valid item of
dispute between the taxpayer and the department.

b. A return which includes innocent or inadvertent mathematical or clerical errors, such as an
error in addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division or the incorrect use of a table provided by the
department.

c. A return which includes a statement of protest or objection, provided the return contains all
required information.

d. A return which shows the correct amount of tax due, but the tax due is not paid.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.8.

701—10.5(421) Improper receipt of credit, refund, exemption, reimbursement, rebate, or other
payment or benefit.

10.5(1) Erroneous application. A person who makes an erroneous application for refund, credit,
exemption, reimbursement, rebate, or other payment or benefit shall be liable for any overpayment
received plus interest at the rate in effect under Iowa Code section 421.7(2).

10.5(2) Willfully false or frivolous application. A person who willfully makes a false or frivolous
application or willfully submits any false information, document, or document containing false
information in support of an application for refund, credit, exemption, reimbursement, rebate, or other
payment or benefit with the intent to evade tax or with the intent to receive a refund, credit, exemption,
reimbursement, rebate, or other payment or benefit to which the person is not entitled is guilty of a
fraudulent practice and is liable for a penalty equal to 75 percent of the refund, credit, exemption,
reimbursement, rebate, or other payment or benefit claimed. This penalty is not subject to waiver.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 421.27 as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 608.
[ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10; ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—10.6(421) Penalties.
10.6(1) Penalties applicable to all taxpayers. A penalty shall be assessed upon tax due under the

circumstances described in this subrule. The rates for penalties described in this rule are uniform for
all tax types. Unless otherwise specified in this subrule, see rule 701—10.7(421) for waivers that may
apply to these penalties.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.27.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9103B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5916C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.7.pdf
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a. For failure to timely file a return, there is a 5 percent penalty on the unpaid tax. This penalty,
once imposed, will be assessed on all subsequent amounts found by the taxpayer or the department to be
due for the tax period. This penalty is in addition to any other penalty provided by law.

b. For failure to timely pay the tax due on a return , there is a 5 percent penalty on the unpaid tax.
This penalty is in addition to any other penalty provided by law.

c. For a deficiency of tax due found during an audit or examination, there is a 5 percent penalty
on the unpaid tax. This penalty is in lieu of the penalty for failure to timely pay but is in addition to any
other penalty provided by law.

d. For willful failure to file a return with the intent to evade tax or a filing requirement, or in the
case of willfully filing a false return with the intent to evade tax, there is a 75 percent penalty. This
penalty is in lieu of other penalties applicable under this rule. This penalty is not subject to waiver.

e. For failure to remit at least 90 percent of the tax due by the time an extension for further time
to file a return is made, there is a 10 percent penalty on the unpaid tax.

f. For failure to remit payment of taxes in the form or manner required by the rules of the director,
there is a 5 percent penalty on the amount of the payment remitted in the incorrect form or manner, not to
exceed $500 per instance. This penalty shall be waived if the taxpayer was not notified of the requirement
to remit tax payments electronically or if the incorrect electronic transmission of the payment was made
before the taxpayer was notified of the requirement to remit tax payments electronically.

10.6(2) Penalties applicable to specified businesses for tax years beginning on or after January 1,
2022, in which no tax is due.

a. Definitions. For purposes of this subrule, the following definitions apply:
“Imputed Iowa liability”means the specified business’s Iowa net income after the application of the

Iowa business activity ratio, if applicable, multiplied by the applicable tax rate for the tax year, less any
Iowa tax credits available to be claimed by the specified business in the current year. The applicable tax
rate is:

1. In the case of an entity taxed as a C corporation, the top corporation income tax rate under Iowa
Code section 422.33,

2. In the case of a financial institution as defined in Iowa Code section 422.61, the franchise tax
rate under Iowa Code section 422.63, or

3. In the case of an entity taxed as an S corporation or partnership, the top individual income tax
rate under Iowa Code section 422.5A.

“Income return” includes an Iowa corporation income tax return (IA 1120), an Iowa franchise tax
return (IA 1120F), an Iowa S corporation income tax return (IA 1120S), and an Iowa partnership income
tax return (IA 1065).

“Specified business” means any of the following:
1. An entity taxed as a C corporation that is required to file an Iowa corporation income tax

return (IA 1120). This includes a consolidated group of corporations electing or required to file an Iowa
consolidated return under Iowa Code section 422.37.

2. An entity taxed as an S corporation that is required to file an Iowa S corporation income tax
return (IA 1120S).

3. A financial institution that is required to file an Iowa franchise tax return (IA 1120F).
4. An entity taxed as a partnership that is required to file an Iowa partnership income tax return

(IA 1065).
b. For a failure by a specified business to timely file an income return when no tax is due, a penalty

shall be assessed equal to the greater of $200 or 5 percent of the imputed Iowa liability of the specified
business, not to exceed $25,000. A specified business that has Iowa tax due for a tax year (such as an S
corporation subject to Iowa income tax on built-in gains or passive investment income) is not subject to
this penalty for that tax year but may be subject to other penalties provided in this rule.

c. For willful failure by a specified business to file an income return with no tax shown due with
the intent to evade a filing requirement, or in the case of willfully filing a false income return with no tax
shown due with the intent to evade reporting of Iowa-source income, a penalty shall be assessed equal to
the greater of $1,500 or 75 percent of the imputed Iowa liability of the specified business. This penalty is

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.33.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.61.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.63.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.5A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.37.pdf
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not subject to waiver. A specified business that has Iowa tax due for a tax year (such as an S corporation
subject to Iowa income tax on built-in gains or passive investment income) is not subject to this penalty
for that tax year but may be subject to other penalties provided in this rule.

10.6(3) Examples. The following are examples to illustrate the computation of penalties imposed
under this rule. For purposes of these examples, interest has been computed at the rate of 12 percent
per year or 1 percent per month. The tax due amounts are assumed to be the total amounts due when
considering whether the failure to pay penalty should be assessed on the basis that less than 90 percent
of the tax due was paid.

Example (a) — Failure to Timely File and Failure to Timely Pay
a. Tax due is $100.
b. Return filed 2 months and 10 days after the due date.
c. $0 paid prior to filing.
The calculation for the total amount due 3 months after the due date is shown below:

Tax $100
Penalty 10 (5% for failure to timely file, 5% for failure to timely pay)
Interest 3 (3 months interest)
Total amount due $113

Example (b) — Failure to Timely Pay
a. Tax due is $100.
b. Return is timely filed.
c. $0 paid with the return.
The calculation for the total amount due 5 months after the due date is shown below:

Tax $100
Penalty 5 (5% for failure to timely pay)
Interest 5 (5 months interest)
Total amount due $110

Example (c) — Audit Deficiency on Timely Filed Return
a. Timely filed return reported $100 tax due.
b. $100 paid with return.
c. Audit completed 8 months after the due date of the return.
d. $100 in additional tax found due during audit.
The calculation for the total amount due is shown below:

Computed tax after audit $200
Less tax paid with return 100
Additional tax due $100
Penalty 5 (5% for audit deficiency)
Interest 8 (8 months interest)
Total amount due $113

Example (d) — Audit Deficiency on Late Return Granted an Exception From Failure to File
a. Tax due reported on return is $100.
b. Return filed 3 months and 10 days after the due date.
c. $100 paid with the return.
d. Taxpayer is granted an exception from penalty for failure to timely file and failure to timely pay.
e. Audit completed 8 months after the due date of the return.
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f. $100 additional tax found due during audit.
The computation for the total amount due is shown below:

Tax due after audit $200
Less tax paid with return 100
Additional tax due $100
Penalty 5 (5% for audit deficiency. No penalty for failure to file.)
Interest 8 (8 months interest)
Total amount due $113

Example (e) — Audit Deficiency on Late Filed Return No Pay Return
a. Tax due reported on the return is $100.
b. Return filed 3 months and 10 days after the due date.
c. $114 in tax, penalty, and interest paid with the return.
d. Audit completed 8 months after the due date.
e. $100 additional tax found due during audit.
The computation for the total amount due is shown below:

Tax due reported on original
return

$100

Penalty 10 (5% for failure to timely file, 5% for failure to timely pay)
Interest 4 (4 months interest)
Total amount due on
original return

$114

Additional tax due after
audit

$100

Penalty 10 (5% for failure to file, 5% for audit deficiency)
Interest 8 (8 months interest)
Amount due after audit $118
Total amount due for tax
period

$232

Example (f) — Failure to Timely File by a Specified Business
a. Tax due for tax year 2023 is $0 because the entity is a partnership (IA 1065).
b. Return is filed 7 months and 10 days after the due date.
c. Partnership net income after calculation of the Iowa business activity ratio is $30,000.
d. Net income multiplied by the top individual tax rate in 2023 of 6.5 percent is $1,950.
e. Iowa tax credits available are $1,000.
f. Imputed Iowa liability is $950.
g. The penalty is the greater of 5 percent of the imputed Iowa liability ($48) or $200.
The calculation for the total amount due is shown below:

Tax $0
Penalty 200
Interest 0
Total amount due $200

[ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—10.7(421) Waiver of penalty. Under certain circumstances, the penalty for failure to timely file a
return, failure to timely pay the tax due with the filing of a return, or failure to pay following an audit

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5916C.pdf
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by the department is waived. The taxpayer has the burden to prove the necessary conditions to waive a
penalty.

10.7(1) Definitions. For purposes of this rule, the following definitions apply:
“Act of God” means an unusual and extraordinary manifestation of nature which could not

reasonably be anticipated or foreseen and cannot be prevented by human care, skill, or foresight.
“Immediate family” includes the spouse, children, or parents of the taxpayer. There is a rebuttable

presumption that relatives of the taxpayer beyond the relation of spouse, children, or parents of the
taxpayer are not within the taxpayer’s immediate family for purposes of the waiver exceptions.

“Sanctioned self-audit program” means an audit performed by the taxpayer with forms provided
by the department as a result of contact by the department to the taxpayer prior to voluntary filing or
payment of the tax. Filing voluntarily without contact by the department does not constitute a sanctioned
self-audit.

“Substantial authority”means the weight of authorities for the tax treatment of an item is substantial
in relation to the weight of authorities supporting contrary positions.

In determining whether there is substantial authority, only the following will be considered authority:
applicable provisions of Iowa statutes; the Internal Revenue Code; Iowa administrative rules construing
those statutes; court cases; administrative rulings; legal periodicals; department newsletters and tax
return instruction booklets; tax treaties and regulations; and legislative intent as reflected in committee
reports.

Conclusions reached in treaties, legal opinions rendered by other tax professionals, descriptions of
statutes prepared by legislative staff, legal counsel memoranda, and proposed rules and regulations are
not authority.

There is substantial authority for the tax treatment of an item if there is substantial authority at the
time the return containing the item is due to be filed or there was substantial authority on the last day of
the taxable year to which the return relates.

The taxpayer must notify the department at the time the return or payment is originally due of the
substantial authority the taxpayer is relying upon for not filing the return or paying the tax due.

10.7(2) Documentation. Unless otherwise indicated, written documentation is required to support
the waiver of a penalty.

10.7(3) For failure to timely file a return or failure to timely pay tax due, the 5 percent penalties shall
be waived upon a showing of the following exceptions.

a. An amount of tax greater than $0 is due and at least 90 percent of the tax required to be shown
due has been paid by the due date of the tax return. This exception does not apply to the penalty for
failure to timely file by a specified business under subrule 10.6(2).

b. A taxpayer required to file a monthly or quarterly return is allowed one late return or one late
payment within a three-year period.

(1) The use by the taxpayer of any other penalty exception under this subrule will not count as a
late return or payment for purposes of this subrule.

(2) If the taxpayer receives this waiver, the taxpayer must make timely filings and payments for
three years prior to being eligible for another waiver under this paragraph.

(3) This exception does not apply to an income return, a franchise return, or a moneys and credits
return.

(4) This exception will automatically be applied to a return or payment by the department if the
taxpayer is eligible for the exception.

(5) This exception is determined on the basis of the tax period for which the return or payment is
due and not the date on which the return is filed or payment is made.

EXAMPLE: Taxpayer A, a retail business with multiple employees, has not been late in filing returns
or making payments for five years. Taxpayer A files its withholding return for the fourth quarter of 2020,
due January 20, 2021, on the due date but does not make the payment until the next day. Taxpayer A
incurs the penalty for failing to timely pay, but the penalty will be waived under this exception. Taxpayer
A is not eligible for a waiver for a late return filing or late payment again until the due date for the fourth
quarter of 2023.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.6.pdf
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c. Death of a taxpayer, a member of the immediate family of the taxpayer, or the person directly
responsible for filing the return and paying the tax, when the death interferes with timely filing of a return
or timely payment of tax. The taxpayer will be provided an extension of 30 days from the date the return
or payment is originally due without incurring penalty. There is a rebuttable presumption that a death
that occurs more than 30 days before the original date the return or payment is due does not interfere with
timely filing or payment. The taxpayer, or taxpayer’s legal representative, has the burden of supplying
proof of when the death occurred.

d. The onset of serious, long-term illness or hospitalization of the taxpayer, a member of the
taxpayer’s immediate family, or the person directly responsible for filing the return and paying the tax
when such illness or hospitalization interferes with the timely filing of a return or timely payment of tax.

(1) There is a rebuttable presumption that the onset of an illness or hospitalization that precedes
the due date of the return or payment form by more than 30 days does not interfere with the timely filing
or timely payment of tax.

(2) The taxpayer will be provided an extension of at least 30 days from the date the return or
payment form is originally due or until the illness or hospitalization no longer reasonably interferes with
the taxpayer’s ability to file the return without incurring penalty.

(3) The taxpayer has the burden of proof on whether or not a serious, long-term illness or
hospitalization has occurred, when it occurred, and how the illness or hospitalization interfered with the
taxpayer’s ability to timely file a return or timely pay.

e. Destruction of records by fire, flood, or act of God when the destruction interferes with the
timely filing of a return or timely payment of tax. There is a rebuttable presumption that an “act of God”
that precedes the due date of the return or payment by 30 days or more did not interfere with the timely
filing or payment.

f. The taxpayer presents proof that the taxpayer at the due date of the return or payment relied upon
applicable, documented, written advice made specifically to the taxpayer, to the taxpayer’s preparer, or
to an association representative of the taxpayer from the department, state department of transportation,
county treasurer, or Internal Revenue Service. The advice should be relevant to the agency offering the
advice and not beyond the scope of the agency’s area of expertise and knowledge. The reliance must be
the direct cause of the failure to file or failure to pay, and the advice must be current and not superseded
by a court decision, ruling of a quasi-judicial body such as an administrative law judge or the director,
or by the adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule or law.

g. Reliance upon the results of a previous audit was a direct cause for failure to file or pay where
the previous audit expressly and clearly addressed the issue and the previous audit results have not been
superseded by a court decision or by adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule or law.

h. The taxpayer presents documented proof of substantial authority to rely upon a particular
position or upon proof that all facts and circumstances are disclosed on a return. Mathematical,
computation, or transposition errors are not considered as facts and circumstances disclosed on a return.
These types of errors will not be considered as penalty exceptions.

i. The return or payment is timely, but erroneously, mailed with adequate postage to the Internal
Revenue Service, another state agency, or a local government agency and the taxpayer provides proof of
timely mailing with adequate postage. The taxpayer must provide competent evidence of the mailing as
stated in Iowa Code section 622.105.

j. The tax has been paid by the wrong licensee and the payments were timely remitted to the
department for one or more tax periods prior to notification by the department.

k. The failure to file was discovered through a sanctioned self-audit program conducted by the
department.

l. The availability of funds in payment of tax required to bemade through electronic funds transfer
is delayed and the delay of availability is due to reasons beyond the control of the taxpayer.

m. For estates with disclaimers, a penalty will not be imposed for failure to pay or a late-filed Iowa
inheritance tax return if the sole reason for the failure to pay or late-filed inheritance tax return is due to a
beneficiary’s decision to disclaim property or disclaim an interest in property from the estate. However,
for the penalty to be waived, the Iowa inheritance tax return must be filed and all tax must be paid to the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.105.pdf
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department within the later of nine months from the date of death or 60 days from the delivery or filing
date of the disclaimer pursuant to Iowa Code section 633E.12.

10.7(4) In addition to any applicable waivers for failure to timely pay the tax due on a return in
subrule 10.7(3), the 5 percent penalty for failure to timely pay the tax due shall be waived upon a showing
of any of the following exceptions:

a. The taxpayer voluntarily files an amended return and pays all tax shown to be due on the return
prior to any contact by the department, except under a sanctioned self-audit program conducted by the
department.

b. The taxpayer provides written notification to the department of a federal audit while it is in
progress and voluntarily files an amended return which includes a copy of the federal document showing
the final disposition or final federal adjustments within 60 days of the final disposition of the federal
government’s audit.

10.7(5) For a deficiency of tax due on a return found during an audit or examination, the 5 percent
penalty is waived under the following exceptions:

a. At least 90 percent of the tax due has been paid by the due date.
b. The taxpayer presents proof that the taxpayer relied upon applicable, documented, written

advice specifically made to the taxpayer, to the taxpayer’s preparer, or to an association representative
of the taxpayer from the department, state department of transportation, county treasurer, or federal
Internal Revenue Service, whichever is appropriate, that the reliance was the direct cause for the failure
to pay and the advice has not been superseded by a court decision, ruling by a quasi-judicial body, or
the adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule or law.

c. Reliance upon results in a previous audit was a direct cause for the failure to pay the tax due
where the previous audit expressly and clearly addressed the issue and the previous audit results have
not been superseded by a court decision or the adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule or law.

d. The taxpayer presents documented proof of substantial authority to rely upon a particular
position or upon proof that all facts and circumstances are disclosed on a return. Mathematical,
computation, or transposition errors are not considered as facts and circumstances disclosed on a return.
These types of errors will not be considered as penalty exceptions.
[ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—10.8(421) Penalty exceptions. Rescinded ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—10.9(421) Notice of penalty exception for one late return in a three-year period. Rescinded
ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—10.10 to 10.19 Reserved.

RETAIL SALES
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—12.10(422,423) and 12.11(422, 423)]

701—10.20 to 10.29 Reserved.

USE
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—30.10(423)]

701—10.30 to 10.39 Reserved.

INDIVIDUAL INCOME
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 44.1(422), 44.3(422), 44.7(422) and 44.8(422)]

701—10.40 to 10.49 Reserved.

WITHHOLDING
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—46.5(422)]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/633E.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5916C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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701—10.50 to 10.55 Reserved.

CORPORATE
[Prior to 1/23/91, see subrule 701—52.5(3) and rule 701—52.10(422)]

701—10.56 to 10.65 Reserved.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—58.6(422)]

701—10.66 to 10.70 Reserved.

MOTOR FUEL
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—63.8(324) and 63.10(324)]

701—10.71(452A) Penalty and enforcement provisions.
10.71(1) Illegal use of dyed fuel.
a. The illegal use of dyed fuel in the supply tank of a motor vehicle shall result in a civil penalty

assessed against the owner or operator of the motor vehicle as follows:
(1) A $500 penalty for the first violation.
(2) A $1,000 penalty for a second violation within three years of the first violation.
(3) A $2,000 penalty for third and subsequent violations within three years of the first violation.
b. For the purposes of this subrule, if multiple vehicles are discovered to be in violation of this

subrule during one inspection, each vehicle is considered a separate first violation. For example, if
three vehicles are discovered to be in violation during one inspection, the result is three $500 penalties
or $1,500. On the other hand, if three vehicles owned by the same taxpayer are discovered to be in
violation during three separate inspections, the first inspection would result in a $500 penalty, the second
inspection would result in a $1,000 penalty, and the third inspection would result in a $2,000 penalty. If
one vehicle is discovered to be in violation during the first inspection, resulting in a $500 penalty, but
two vehicles are discovered to be in violation in a second inspection, the result of the second inspection
would be two $1,000 penalties, or $2,000 total.

10.71(2) Illegal importation of untaxed fuel. A person who illegally imports motor fuel or undyed
special fuel without a valid importer’s license or supplier’s license shall be assessed a civil penalty as
stated below. However, the owner or operator of the importing vehicle shall not be guilty of violating
the illegal import provision if it is shown by the owner or operator that the owner or operator reasonably
did not know or reasonably should not have known of the illegal importation.

a. For a first violation, the importing vehicle shall be detained and a penalty of $4,000 shall be
paid before the vehicle will be released. The owner or operator of the importing vehicle or the owner of
the fuel may be held liable for payment of the penalty.

b. For a second violation, the importing vehicle shall be detained and a penalty of $10,000 shall
be paid before the vehicle will be released. The owner or operator of the importing vehicle or the owner
of the fuel may be held liable to pay the penalty.

c. For third and subsequent violations, the importing vehicle and the fuel shall be seized and
a penalty of $20,000 shall be paid before the vehicle will be released. The owner or operator of the
importing vehicle or the owner of the fuel may be held liable to pay the penalty.

d. If the owner or operator of the importing vehicle or the owner of the fuel fails to pay the tax
and penalty for a first or second offense, the importing vehicle and the fuel may be seized. The Iowa
department of revenue, the Iowa department of transportation, or any peace officer, at the request of
either department, may seize the vehicle and the fuel.

e. If the operator or owner of the importing vehicle or the owner of the fuel moves the vehicle or
the fuel after the vehicle has been detained and a sticker has been placed on the vehicle stating that “this
vehicle cannot be moved until the tax, penalty, and interest have been paid to the department of revenue,”
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an additional penalty of $10,000 shall be assessed against the operator or owner of the importing vehicle
or the owner of the fuel.

10.71(3) Improper receipt of fuel credit or refund. If a person files an incorrect refund claim, in
addition to the amount of the excess claim, a penalty of 10 percent shall be added to the amount by which
the amount claimed and refunded exceeds the amount actually due and shall be paid to the department.
If a person knowingly files a fraudulent refund claim with the intent to evade the tax, the penalty shall be
75 percent in lieu of the 10 percent. The person shall also pay interest on the excess refunded at the rate
per month specified in Iowa Code section 421.7, counting each fraction of a month as an entire month,
computed from the date the refund was issued to the date the excess refund is repaid to the state.

10.71(4) Illegal heating of fuel. The deliberate heating of taxablemotor fuel or special fuel by dealers
prior to consumer sale is a simple misdemeanor.

10.71(5) Prevention of inspection. The Iowa department of revenue or the Iowa department of
transportation may conduct inspections for coloration, markers, and shipping papers at any place where
taxable fuel is or may be loaded into transport vehicles, produced, or stored. Any attempts by a person to
prevent, stop, or delay an inspection of fuel or shipping papers by authorized personnel shall be subject
to a civil penalty of not more than $2,000 per occurrence. Any law enforcement officer requested by
the Iowa department of revenue or Iowa department of transportation may physically inspect, examine,
or otherwise search any tank, fuel supply tank of a vehicle, reservoir, or other container that can or may
be used for the production, storage, or transportation of any type of fuel.

10.71(6) Failure to conspicuously label a fuel pump. A retailer who does not conspicuously label a
pump or other delivery facility as required by the Internal Revenue Service, that dispenses dyed diesel
fuel so as to notify customers that it contains dyed fuel, shall pay to the department of revenue a penalty
of $100 per occurrence.

10.71(7) False or fraudulent return. Any person, including an officer of a corporation or a manager
of a limited liability company, who is required to make, render, sign, or verify any report or return
required by this chapter and who makes a false or fraudulent report, or who fails to file a report or return
with the intent to evade the tax, shall be guilty of a fraudulent practice. Any person who aids, abets, or
assists another person in making any false or fraudulent return or false statement in any return with the
intent to evade payment of tax shall be guilty of a fraudulent practice.

10.71(8) Violation of a distributor’s and dealer’s right to blend conventional blendstock for
oxygenate blending, gasoline, or diesel fuel and biofuel. A refiner, supplier, terminal operator, or
terminal owner, as defined in Iowa Code section 452A.2, who violates a distributor’s or dealer’s right to
blend conventional blendstock for oxygenate blending, gasoline, or diesel fuel and biofuel, as described
in Iowa Code section 452A.6A, is subject to a civil penalty.

a. Suspected violations should be reported to themotor fuel examination section of the department.
Supporting documentation should be provided.

b. The department will investigate to determine whether a violation has occurred.
c. If the department determines that a violation has occurred, a civil penalty of $10,000 per

violation will be assessed against the violator. Each day that a violation continues is a separate violation.
For more information on the blending rights of distributors and dealers, see 701—68.19(452A).
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 452A.2, 452A.6A and 452A.74A.

[ARC 8225B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 1442C, IAB 4/30/14, effective 6/4/14]

701—10.72(452A) Interest. Interest, based on the tax due, shall be assessed against the taxpayer for
each month such tax remains unpaid. The interest shall accrue from the date the return was required to
be filed. Each fraction of a month shall be considered a full month for the computation of interest. See
rule 701—10.2(421) for the statutory interest rate commencing on or after January 1, 1982.

Refunds on reports or returns filed on or after July 1, 1997, will accrue interest beginning on the first
day of the second calendar month following the date of payment or the date the return was filed or due to
be filed, whichever is later, at the rate in effect under Iowa Code section 421.7, counting each fraction of
a month as an entire month. Claims for refund filed under Iowa Code sections 452A.17 and 452A.21 will

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.6A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.68.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.6A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.74A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8225B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1442C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.21.pdf
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accrue interest beginning with the first day of the second calendar month following the date the refund
claim is received by the department. See rule 701—10.3(422,450,452A).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 452A.65.
[ARC 1303C, IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]

701—10.73 to 10.75 Reserved.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—81.8(98), 81.9(98), and 81.15(98)]

701—10.76(453A) Penalties.
10.76(1) Cigarettes. The following is a list of offenses which subject the violator to a penalty:
a. The failure of a permit holder to maintain proper records;
b. The sale of taxable cigarettes without a permit;
c. The filing of a late, false or incomplete report with the intent to evade tax by a cigarette

distributor, distributing agent or wholesaler;
d. Acting as a distributing agent without a valid permit; and
e. A violation of any provision of Iowa Code chapter 453A or these rules.
Penalties for these offenses are as follows:
(1) A $200 penalty for the first violation.
(2) A $500 penalty for a second violation within three years of the first violation.
(3) A $1,000 penalty for a third or subsequent violation within three years of the first violation.
Penalties for possession of unstamped cigarettes are as follows:
(4) A $200 penalty for the first violation if a person is in possession of more than 40 but not more

than 400 unstamped cigarettes.
(5) A $500 penalty for the first violation if a person is in possession of more than 400 but not more

than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes.
(6) A $1,000 penalty for the first violation if a person is in possession of more than 2,000 unstamped

cigarettes for violations occurring prior to July 1, 2004. A $25 per pack penalty for the first violation
if a person is in possession of more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes for violations occurring on or after
July 1, 2004.

(7) For a second violation within three years of the first violation, the penalty is $400 if a person
is in possession of more than 40 but not more than 400 unstamped cigarettes; $1,000 if a person is in
possession of more than 400 but not more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes; and $2,000 if a person is
in possession of more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes for violations occurring prior to July 1, 2004. A
$35 per pack penalty applies if a person is in possession of more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes for
violations occurring on or after July 1, 2004.

(8) For a third or subsequent violation within three years of the first violation, the penalty is $600 if
a person is in possession of more than 40 but not more than 400 unstamped cigarettes; $1,500 if a person
is in possession of more than 400 but not more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes; and $3,000 if a person
is in possession of more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes for violations occurring prior to July 1, 2004.
A $45 per pack penalty applies if a person is in possession of more than 2,000 unstamped cigarettes for
violations occurring on or after July 1, 2004.

See rule 701—10.6(421) for penalties related to failure to timely file a return, failure to timely pay
the tax due, audit deficiency, and willful failure to file a return with the intent to evade the tax. If, upon
audit, it is determined that any person has failed to pay at least 90 percent of the tax imposed by Iowa
Code chapter 453A, division I, which failure was not the result of a violation enumerated above, a penalty
of 5 percent of the tax deficiency shall be imposed. This penalty is not subject to waiver for reasonable
cause.

See rule 701—10.7(421) for statutory exceptions to penalty.
10.76(2) Tobacco.
See rule 701—10.6(421) for penalties related to failure to timely file a return, failure to timely pay

the tax due, audit deficiency, and willful failure to file a return with the intent to evade the tax.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/452A.65.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1303C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/453A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/453A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.6.pdf
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See rule 701—10.7(421) for statutory exceptions to penalty.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.28, 453A.31 and 453A.46.

[ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—10.77(453A) Interest.
10.77(1) Cigarettes. There shall be assessed interest at the rate established by rule 701—10.2(421)

from the due date of the tax to the date of payment counting each fraction of a month as an entire month.
For the purpose of computing the due date of any unpaid tax, a FIFO inventory method shall be used for
cigarettes and stamps. See rule 701—10.6(421) for examples of penalty and interest.

10.77(2) Tobacco. The interest rate on delinquent tobacco tax is the rate established by rule
701—10.2(421) counting each fraction of a month as an entire month. If an assessment for taxes due
is not allocated to any given month, the interest shall accrue from the date of assessment. See rule
701—10.6(421) for examples of penalty and interest.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.28 and 453A.46.

701—10.78 Reserved.

701—10.79(453A) Request for statutory exception to penalty. Any taxpayer who believes there is a
good reason to object to any penalty imposed by the department for failure to timely file returns or pay
the tax may submit a request for exception seeking that the penalty be waived. The request must be in
the form of a letter or affidavit and must contain all facts alleged by the taxpayer and a reason for why
the taxpayer qualifies for the exceptions. See rule 701—10.7(421).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.31 and 453A.46.
[ARC 5916C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—10.80 to 10.84 Reserved.

INHERITANCE
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—subrules 86.2(14) to 86.2(20)]

701—10.85 to 10.89 Reserved.

IOWA ESTATE
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—subrules 87.3(9) to 87.3(12)]

701—10.90 to 10.95 Reserved.

GENERATION SKIPPING
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—subrules 88.3(14) and 88.3(15)]

701—10.96 to 10.100 Reserved.

FIDUCIARY INCOME
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—89.6(422) and 89.7(422)]

701—10.101 to 10.109 Reserved.

HOTEL AND MOTEL
[Prior to 1/23/91, see 701—104.8(422A) and 104.9(422A)]

701—10.110 to 10.114 Reserved.

ALL TAXES

701—10.115(421)Application of payments to penalty, interest, and then tax due for paymentsmade
on or after January 1, 1995, unless otherwise designated by the taxpayer. The department will not

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.46.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5916C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.46.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453A.46.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5916C.pdf
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reapply prior payments made by the taxpayer to penalty or interest determined to be due after the date of
those prior payments. However, the department will apply payments to penalty and interest which were
due at the time the payment was made.

Example (a) — Delinquent Return
a. Tax due is $1,000.
b. Return filed two months late.
c. $1,000 paid with the return.
d. The department bills the additional tax in the third month after the due date. The taxpayer pays

the assessment in the third month.
The computation of additional tax is shown below:

Tax $1,000.00
Penalty 100.00 (10% failure to file penalty)
Interest 14.00 (2 months interest)
Total $1,114.00

Less payment 1,000.00
Additional tax due $ 114.00
Interest .80 (1 month interest)
Total due $ 114.80

Two years after the due date, the Internal Revenue Service conducts an audit and increases the
taxpayer’s taxable income. The department redetermines the taxpayer’s liability 26 months after the
due date as follows:

Tax as redetermined by the department $1,100.00
Less paid with return 1,000.00
Additional tax $ 100.00
Penalty 10.00 (10% failure to file penalty)
Interest 18.20 (26 months interest)
Total due $ 128.20

Example (b) — Timely Filed No Remit
a. Tax due is $1,000.
b. Return timely filed.
c. $0 paid.
The calculation for the total amount due five months after the due date is shown below:

Tax $1,000.00
Penalty 50.00 (5% failure to pay penalty)
Interest 35.00 (5 months interest)
Total due $1,085.00

The department bills the additional tax in the fifth month after the due date and the taxpayer pays the
additional amount in the eighth month after the due date. The payment is applied as follows:
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Tax $1,000.00
Penalty 50.00 (5% failure to pay penalty)
Interest 56.00 (8 months interest)
Total due $1,106.00
Amount paid $1,085.00
Balance tax due $21.00 subject to interest until paid.
The balance due was not paid.

Three years after the due date the taxpayer forwards a copy of an Internal Revenue Service audit
which increases the taxpayer’s income to the department. The department recomputes the taxpayer’s
liability as follows:

Tax as redetermined by the department $1,200.00
Less paid per prior audit 979.00
Balance due $ 221.00 (includes the balance due of $21)
Penalty 10.00 (5% failure to pay penalty on $200, the

$21.00 already bears penalty)
Interest 54.52 (36 months interest on $200 and 28

months interest on $21)
Total due $ 285.52

10.115(1) Refunds. In those instances where an audit reduced the amount of tax, penalty, and interest
due over the amount paid, the department will reapply payments so that amount refunded is tax on which
interest will accrue as set forth in the Iowa Code.

10.115(2) Partial payments made after notices of assessments are issued. Where partial payments
are made after a notice of assessment is issued, the department will reapply payments to penalty, interest,
and then to tax due until the entire assessed amount is paid. See Ashland Oil Inc. v. Iowa Department
of Revenue and Finance, 452 N.W.2d 162 (Iowa 1990). If penalty, interest, and tax are due and owing
for more than one tax period, any payment must be applied first to the penalty, then the interest, then the
tax for the oldest tax period, then to the penalty, interest, and tax to the next oldest tax period, and so on
until the payment is exhausted.

Where there are both agreed- and unagreed-to items as a result of an examination, the taxpayer and
the department may agree to apply payments to the penalty, interest, and then to tax due on the agreed-to
items of the examination when all of the penalty, interest, and tax on the agreed-to items are paid. In
these instances, subsequent payments will not be applied to penalty and interest accrued on the agreed-to
items of the examination.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.25(4).
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]

JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS

701—10.116(422,453B) Jeopardy assessments. A jeopardy assessment may be made where a return
has been filed and the director believes for any reason that assessment or collection of the tax will be
jeopardized by delay, or where a taxpayer fails to file a return, whether or not formally called upon to file a
return. In addition, all assessments made pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 453B are jeopardy assessments.
The department is authorized to estimate the applicable tax base and the tax upon the basis of available
information, add penalty and interest, and demand immediate payment.

A jeopardy assessment is due and payable when the notice of the assessment is served upon the
taxpayer. Proceedings to enforce the payment of the assessment by seizure or sale of any property of the
taxpayer may be instituted immediately.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.25.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7761B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/453B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
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701—10.117(422,453B) Procedure for posting bond. In the event a taxpayer seeks to post a bond
in lieu of summary collection of a jeopardy assessment, pending final determination of the amount
of tax legally due, an original and four copies of a separate written bond application conspicuously
titled “Jeopardy Assessment Bond Request” must be filed with the clerk of the hearings section for the
department. Thereafter, if the taxpayer and the department agree on an appropriate bond, the clerk of the
hearings section for the department shall be notified and the bond shall be approved by the clerk of the
hearings section for the department.

If the clerk of the hearings section for the department has not been notified that an agreement on the
bond has been reached within ten days after the date upon which the bond request was filed, the clerk of
the hearings section for the department shall transfer the file to the director who shall promptly schedule
a hearing on the bond request with written notice to be given the taxpayer and the department at least ten
days prior to the hearing.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.118(422,453B) Time limits. Bond requests may be made anytime after a timely protest to the
jeopardy assessment has been filed with the clerk of the hearings section for the department, except that
any bond request whereby the taxpayer seeks to postpone a scheduled sale of assets seized by or on behalf
of the department must be filed with the clerk of the hearings section for the department no later than ten
days from the date on which notice of the sale was mailed to, or otherwise served upon, the taxpayer.
Portions of an assessment which are undisputed must be paid in full at the time a bond request is filed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.119(422,453B) Amount of bond. In the event no agreement on the bond is reached, bonds
must be posted in an amount to be determined by the director consistent with the following:

10.119(1) If property has been seized or a lien has been filed and the taxpayer seeks only to postpone
the sale of property, pending final determination of the amount of tax legally due, the bond shall be in an
amount equal to the expected depreciation loss, storage cost, insurance costs and any and all other costs
associated with the distraint and storage of the property pending such final determination.

10.119(2) If property has been seized or a lien has been filed and the taxpayer seeks to prevent the
sale of property and to have the property returned for the taxpayer’s own use, pending final determination
of the amount of tax legally due, the bond shall be in an amount equal to the sale price the department
can reasonably expect to realize on any property seized plus all costs related to the distraint and storage
of the property.

10.119(3) If a taxpayer seeks to prevent the department from seizing property or placing a lien upon
property, pending final determination of the amount of tax legally due, the bond shall be in an amount
equal to the total amount of the department’s assessment including interest to the date of the bond.

Bonds may not be required in excess of double the amount of the department’s jeopardy assessment.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter

1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.120(422,453B) Posting of bond. If the taxpayer fails to post the bond as agreed upon within
15 days from the date the bond is approved by the clerk of the hearings section for the department, no
bond will be allowed and the director shall dismiss the bond request. If no agreement was reached and a
bond order is issued by the director, the taxpayer has ten days to post the bond. If the bond is not posted
within the ten-day period, the director shall dismiss the bond request.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.121(422,453B) Order. The director’s order shall be in writing and shall include findings of fact
based solely on the evidence in the record and on matters officially noticed in the record and shall include

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
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conclusions of law. The findings of fact and conclusions of law shall be separately stated. Findings of
fact shall be prefaced by a concise and explicit statement of underlying facts supporting the findings.
Each conclusion of law shall be supported by cited authority or by a reasoned opinion.

Orders will be issued within a reasonable time after termination of the hearing. Parties shall be
promptly notified of each order by delivery to them of a copy of the order by personal service or by
ordinary mail.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.122(422,453B) Director’s order. The director’s order constitutes the final order of the
department for purposes of judicial review. Parties shall be promptly notified of the director’s order by
delivery to them of a copy of the order by personal service or by ordinary mail.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.123(422,453B) Type of bond. The bond shall be payable to the department for the use of the
state of Iowa and shall be conditioned upon the full payment of the tax, penalty, interest, or fees that are
found to be due which remain unpaid upon the resolution of the contested case proceedings up to the
amount of the bond. Upon application of the taxpayer or the department, the director may, upon hearing,
fix a greater or lesser amount to reflect changed circumstances, but only after ten days’ prior notice is
given to the department or the taxpayer as the case may be.

A personal bond, without a surety, is only permitted if the taxpayer posts with the clerk of the hearings
section for the department, cash, a cashier’s check, a certificate of deposit, or other marketable securities
which are approved by the director with a readily ascertainable value which is equal in value to the total
amount of the bond required. If a surety bond is posted, the surety on the bond may be either personal
or corporate. The provisions of Iowa Code chapter 636 relating to personal and corporate sureties shall
govern to the extent not inconsistent with the provisions of this subrule.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.124(422,453B) Form of surety bond. The surety bond posted shall be in substantially the
following form:

BEFORE THE IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
HOOVER STATE OFFICE BUILDING

DES MOINES, IOWA

IN THE MATTER OF *
*

(Taxpayer’s Name, Address and * SURETY BOND
designate proceeding, e.g., *
income, sales, etc.) * DOCKET NO.

*

KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:

That we ______(taxpayer)______ as principal, and ______(surety)______, as surety, of the county
of ________________, and State of Iowa, are held and firmly bound unto the Iowa Department of
Revenue for the use of the State of Iowa, in the sum of $ ____________ dollars, lawful money of
the United States, for the payment of which sum we jointly and severally bind ourselves, our heirs,
devisees, successors and assigns firmly by these presents. The condition of the foregoing obligations
are, that, whereas the above-named principal has protested an assessment of tax, penalty, interest,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/636.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/453B.9.pdf
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or fees or any combination of them, made by the Iowa Department of Revenue, now if the principal
_________________________ shall promptly pay the amount of the assessed tax, penalty, interest or
fees found to be due upon the resolution of the contested case proceedings, then this bond shall be void,
otherwise to remain in full force and effect.

Dated this ____________ day of _______________________________, __________.

Principal

Surety

Surety
(corporate acknowledgment if surety is a corporation)

AFFIDAVIT OF PERSONAL SURETY

STATE OF IOWA )
COUNTY OF )

ss

I hereby swear or affirm that I am a resident of Iowa and am worth beyond my debts the amount set
opposite my signature below in the column entitled, “Worth Beyond Debts,” and that I have property
in the State of Iowa, liable to execution equal to the amount set opposite my signature in the column
entitled “Property in Iowa Liable to Execution.”

Signature
Worth

Beyond Debts
Property in Iowa

Liable to Execution
$ $

Surety (type name)
$ $

Surety (type name)

Subscribed and sworn to before me the undersigned Notary Public this _______________ day of
____________________, __________.

(Seal) Notary Public in and
for the State of Iowa

701—10.125(422,453B) Duration of the bond. The bond shall remain in full force and effect until the
conditions of the bond have been fulfilled or until the bond is otherwise exonerated as provided by law.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

701—10.126(422,453B) Exoneration of the bond. Upon conclusion of the contested case
administrative proceedings, the bond shall be exonerated by the director when any of the following
events occur: upon full payment of the tax, penalty, interest, costs or fees found to be due; upon filing
a bond for the purposes of judicial review which bond is sufficient to secure the unpaid tax penalty,
interest, costs and fees; or if no additional tax, penalty, interest, costs or fees are found to be due that
have not been previously paid, upon entry of a final unappealable order which resolves the underlying
protest.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1202, and sections 422.30 and 453B.9.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.30.pdf
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[Filed 12/31/81, Notice 11/25/81—published 1/20/82, effective 2/24/82]
[Filed 12/17/82, Notice 11/10/82—published 1/5/83, effective 2/9/83]
[Filed 12/16/83, Notice 11/9/83—published 1/4/84, effective 2/8/84]
[Filed 12/14/84, Notice 11/7/84—published 1/2/85, effective 2/6/85]
[Filed 8/23/85, Notice 7/17/85—published 9/11/85, effective 10/16/85]
[Filed 12/2/85, Notice 10/23/85—published 12/18/85, effective 1/22/86]
[Filed 9/5/86, Notice 7/30/86—published 9/24/86, effective 10/29/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]

[Filed 11/26/86, Notice 10/22/86—published 12/17/86, effective 1/21/87]
[Filed 12/11/87, Notice 11/4/87—published 12/30/87, effective 2/3/88]
[Filed 12/9/88, Notice 11/2/88—published 12/28/88, effective 2/1/89]
[Filed without Notice 6/12/89—published 6/28/89, effective 8/2/89]

[Filed 11/22/89, Notice 10/18/89—published 12/13/89, effective 1/17/90]
[Filed 11/21/90, Notice 10/17/90—published 12/12/90, effective 1/16/91]
[Filed 1/4/91, Notice 11/28/90—published 1/23/91, effective 2/27/91]
[Filed 12/6/91, Notice 10/30/91—published 12/25/91, effective 1/29/92]
[Filed 9/11/92, Notice 8/5/92—published 9/30/92, effective 11/4/92]

[Filed 12/4/92, Notice 10/28/92—published 12/23/92, effective 1/27/93]
[Filed 12/3/93, Notice 10/27/93—published 12/22/93, effective 1/26/94]
[Filed 11/18/94, Notice 10/12/94—published 12/7/94, effective 1/11/95]
[Filed 12/2/94, Notice 10/26/94—published 12/21/94, effective 1/25/95]
[Filed 11/3/95, Notice 9/27/95—published 11/22/95, effective 12/27/95]
[Filed 12/1/95, Notice 10/25/95—published 12/20/95, effective 1/24/96]1

[Filed emergency 3/11/96—published 3/27/96, effective 3/11/96]
[Filed 12/13/96, Notice 11/6/96—published 1/1/97, effective 2/5/97]
[Filed 9/5/97, Notice 7/30/97—published 9/24/97, effective 10/29/97]
[Filed 10/17/97, Notice 9/10/97—published 11/5/97, effective 12/10/97]
[Filed 12/12/97, Notice 11/5/97—published 12/31/97, effective 2/4/98]
[Filed 12/11/98, Notice 11/4/98—published 12/30/98, effective 2/3/99]
[Filed 4/30/99, Notice 3/24/99—published 5/19/99, effective 6/23/99]
[Filed 9/3/99, Notice 7/28/99—published 9/22/99, effective 10/27/99]
[Filed 12/10/99, Notice 11/3/99—published 12/29/99, effective 2/2/00]◊
[Filed 12/22/00, Notice 11/15/00—published 1/10/01, effective 2/14/01]
[Filed 12/7/01, Notice 10/31/01—published 12/26/01, effective 1/30/02]

[Filed 3/15/02, Notice 2/6/02—published 4/3/02, effective 5/8/02]
[Filed 5/9/03, Notice 11/27/02—published 5/28/03, effective 7/2/03]
[Filed 1/30/04, Notice 12/10/03—published 2/18/04, effective 3/24/04]
[Filed 10/22/04, Notice 9/15/04—published 11/10/04, effective 12/15/04]
[Filed 11/4/04, Notice 9/29/04—published 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04]
[Filed 12/30/04, Notice 11/24/04—published 1/19/05, effective 2/23/05]
[Filed 12/30/05, Notice 11/23/05—published 1/18/06, effective 2/22/06]
[Filed 5/5/06, Notice 3/29/06—published 5/24/06, effective 6/28/06]
[Filed 12/13/06, Notice 11/8/06—published 1/3/07, effective 2/7/07]
[Filed 2/8/08, Notice 1/2/08—published 2/27/08, effective 4/2/08]
[Filed 3/7/08, Notice 1/30/08—published 3/26/08, effective 4/30/08]
[Filed 12/10/08, Notice 11/5/08—published 12/31/08, effective 2/4/09]

[Filed ARC 7761B (Notice ARC 7632B, IAB 3/11/09), IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]
[Filed ARC 8225B (Notice ARC 8043B, IAB 8/12/09), IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]
[Filed ARC 8551B (Notice ARC 8354B, IAB 12/2/09), IAB 2/24/10, effective 3/31/10]
[Filed ARC 9103B (Notice ARC 8944B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10]
[Filed ARC 9308B (Notice ARC 9197B, IAB 11/3/10), IAB 12/29/10, effective 2/2/11]
[Filed ARC 9966B (Notice ARC 9856B, IAB 11/16/11), IAB 1/11/12, effective 2/15/12]
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[Filed ARC 0557C (Notice ARC 0452C, IAB 11/14/12), IAB 1/9/13, effective 2/13/13]
[Filed ARC 1250C (Notice ARC 1162C, IAB 10/30/13), IAB 12/25/13, effective 1/29/14]
[Filed ARC 1303C (Notice ARC 1231C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]
[Filed ARC 1442C (Notice ARC 1362C, IAB 3/5/14), IAB 4/30/14, effective 6/4/14]
[Filed ARC 1545C (Notice ARC 1469C, IAB 5/28/14), IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]
[Filed ARC 1767C (Notice ARC 1682C, IAB 10/15/14), IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15]
[Filed ARC 2657C (Notice ARC 2519C, IAB 4/27/16), IAB 8/3/16, effective 9/7/16]

[Filed ARC 5916C (Notice ARC 5796C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs
1 Inadvertently omitted IAC 12/20/95; inserted 2/14/96.
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CHAPTER 12
FILING RETURNS, PAYMENT OF TAX, PENALTY AND INTEREST

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—12.1(423) Returns and payment of tax. Every retailer collecting more than $50 in tax in any
one month shall make a monthly deposit with the department. A retailer collecting between $50 and
$500 a month shall deposit the actual amount of tax collected during the month or an amount equal to
not less than 30 percent of the amount of tax collected and paid during the preceding quarter. A retailer
collecting $500 or more a month shall deposit the actual amount of tax collected. This deposit is due by
the twentieth of the month following the month in which the tax is collected and applies only to the first
two months in the quarter.

On the quarterly return, every retailer shall report the gross sales for the entire quarter, listing
allowable deductions and figuring tax for the entire quarter. Space is provided on the return for a
deduction of tax deposited the first and second months of the quarter. The quarterly return is due on or
before the last day of the month following the end of the quarter.

Effective January 1, 1983, retailers collecting $50 a month and not more than $4000 in tax in a
semimonthly period shall deposit the actual amount of tax collected during the month or an amount
equal to one-third of the amount of tax collected and paid during the preceding quarter.

Every retailer collecting more than $4000 in tax in a semimonthly period shall make a semimonthly
deposit with the department. A retailer collecting more than $4000 in a semimonthly period shall deposit
(1) the actual amount of tax collected or an amount equal to not less than one-sixth of the amount of tax
collected and paid during the preceding quarter or (2) the actual amount of tax collected or an amount
equal to not less than one-sixth of the amount of tax collected and paid during the same quarter of the
previous year. The method of reporting selected by the retailer, either option 1 or option 2, shall remain
consistent for at least four quarters. The first semimonthly deposit is for the period from the first of the
month through the fifteenth of the month and is due on or before the twenty-fifth of the month. The
second semimonthly deposit is for the period from the sixteenth through the end of the month and is due
on or before the tenth day of the month following the month of collection. A deposit is not required for
the last semimonthly period of the calendar quarter.

Retailers required to make semimonthly or monthly deposits under any of the above methods of
estimating tax based upon a period when the tax rate was 4 percent shall adjust deposits for periods
beginning on or after July 1, 1992, to reflect the increase in the tax rate to 5 percent as provided in Iowa
Code section 422.43.

On the quarterly return, every retailer shall report the gross sales for the entire quarter listing all
allowable deductions and figuring tax for the entire quarter. Space is provided on the return for a
deduction of tax deposited for the previous five semimonthly deposits. The quarterly return is due on or
before the last day of the month following the end of the calendar quarter.

A seasonal business retailer with gross receipts in only one quarter during the year may request, and
the director may grant, permission to file and remit sales tax for only that specific quarter in which the
retailer conducted business.

Effective January 1, 1980, if it is expected that the total annual tax liability of a retailer will not
exceed $120 for a calendar year, the retailer may request, and the director may grant, permission to file
and remit sales tax on a calendar year basis. The returns and tax will be due and payable no later than
January 31 following each calendar year in which the retailer carried on business.

Following are nonexclusive examples the department could reasonably expect to be within the
guidelines for annual reporting:

1. A person selling tangible personal property or taxable services where a major portion of the
business is the selling of tangible personal property or taxable services exempt from the imposition of
tax; such as a wholesaler whose sales are primarily for resale, or a contractor whose business is primarily
new construction.

2. A person whose business is primarily seasonal, or a person engaged in part-time selling of
tangible personal property or taxable services.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.43.pdf
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3. A person whose sales are of a nontaxable service and who may, on occasion, sell tangible
personal property incidental to the service.

When the due date falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a legal holiday, the return or deposit will be due
the first business day following such Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday. If a return or deposit is placed
in the mails, properly addressed and postage paid, and postmarked on or before the due date for filing,
no penalty will attach should the return or deposit not be received until after that date. Mailed returns
should be addressed to Sales/Use Tax Processing, P.O. Box 10412, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.31 and 423.32.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.2(423) Remittances.
12.2(1) Submission of remittances. The correct amount of tax collected and due shall accompany

the forms prescribed by the department unless requirements for electronic transmission of remittances
or deposits and related information specify otherwise. The name, address, and permit number of the
sender and amount of tax for the quarterly remittance or a semimonthly or monthly deposit shall be stated
unless requirements for electronic transmission of remittances or deposits and related information specify
otherwise. Every return shall be signed and dated. Reporting forms and a self-addressed return envelope
shall be furnished by the department to the taxpayer unless electronic transmission requirements apply.
When feasible, the taxpayer shall use the items provided by the department when completing andmailing
a return and remittance. All remittances shall be made payable to the Iowa Department of Revenue.

12.2(2) Electronic payments required for semimonthly remitters. Semimonthly deposits and
quarterly remittances of taxpayers required to make semimonthly deposits shall be made electronically
in a format and by means specified by the department. Deposit forms are not required to be filed when
electronic transmission of deposits is done in the prescribed format by specified means. Quarterly
returns shall be filed separately from the electronic transfer of remittances for taxpayers required to
make semimonthly deposits. Deposits and remittances transmitted electronically are considered to have
been made on the date that the deposit or remittance is submitted in the electronic submission system.
The filing of a return within the period prescribed by law and payment of the tax required to be shown
thereon are simultaneous acts and if either condition is not met, a penalty shall be assessed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.31 and 423.32.
[ARC 5712C, IAB 6/16/21, effective 7/21/21; ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.3(423) Permits and negotiated rate agreements. A person making retail sales in Iowa is
required to obtain a sales tax permit from the department of revenue. Certain qualified purchasers, users,
or consumers may obtain a direct pay permit which allows qualified purchasers, users, or consumers
to remit tax directly to the department rather than to the retailer at the time of purchase or use. The
following provisions govern the issuance of each type of permit.

12.3(1) Sales tax permits. Sales tax permits will be required of all resident and nonresident persons
making retail sales at permanent locations within the state. A permit must be held for each location
except that retailers conducting business at a permanent location who also make sales at a temporary
location are not required to hold a separate permit for any temporary location. All tax collected from the
temporary location shall be remitted with the tax collected at the permanent location. Persons who are
registered retailers pursuant to rule 701—29.1(423) relating to use taxmay remit sales taxes collected at a
temporary location with their quarterly retailers use tax return. Retailers conducting a seasonal business
shall also obtain a regular permit. However, returns will be filed on either a quarterly or annual basis
depending upon the number of quarters in which sales are made. Sales tax permits will be required of
all persons, except cities and counties, who have sales activity from gambling.

12.3(2) Direct pay permits. Effective January 1, 1998, qualified purchasers, users, and consumers
of tangible personal property, specified digital products, or taxable services pursuant to Iowa Code
chapter 423 may remit tax owed directly to the department of revenue instead of the tax being collected
and remitted by the seller. A qualified purchaser, user, or consumer may not be granted or exercise this
direct pay option except upon proper application to the department and only after issuance of the direct
pay permit by the director of the department of revenue.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.32.pdf
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a. Qualifications for a direct pay permit. To qualify for a direct pay permit, all of the following
criteria must be met:

(1) The applicant must be a purchaser, user, or consumer of tangible personal property, specified
digital products, or taxable services.

(2) The applicant must have an accrual of sales and use tax liability on consumed goods of more
than $4,000 in a semimonthly period. A purchaser, user, or consumer may have more than one business
location and can combine the sales and use tax liabilities on consumed goods of all locations to meet
the requirement of $4,000 in sales and use tax liability in a semimonthly period to qualify, if the records
are located in a centralized location. If a purchaser, user, or consumer is combining more than one
location, only one direct pay tax return for all of the combined locations needs to be filed with the
department. However, local option sales and service tax should not be included in the tax base for
determining qualification for a direct pay permit. If a purchaser, user, or consumer has more than one
location, but not all locations wish to remit under a direct pay permit, the purchaser, user, or consumer
must indicate which locations will be utilizing the direct pay permit at the time of application.

(3) The applicant must make deposits and file returns pursuant to Iowa Code section 422.52. See
subrule 12.3(2), paragraph “d,” for further details.

b. Nonqualifying purchases or uses. The granting of a direct pay permit is not allowed for any of
the following:

(1) Taxes imposed on the sale, furnishing, or service of gas, electricity, water, heat, pay television
service, or communication service.

(2) Taxes imposed under Iowa Code section 422C.3 (sales tax on the rental receipts of qualifying
rental motor vehicles), Iowa Code section 423.7 (use tax on the sale or use of motor vehicles), or Iowa
Code section 423.7A (use tax on the lease price of qualifying leased motor vehicles).

c. Application and permit information. To obtain a direct pay permit, a purchaser, user, or
consumer must properly complete an application form prescribed by the director of revenue and provide
certification that the purchaser, user, or consumer has paid sales and use tax to the department of revenue
or vendors over the last two years prior to application, an average of $4,000 in a semimonthly period.

Upon approval, the director will issue a direct pay permit to qualifying applicants. The permit will
contain direct pay permit identifying information including a direct pay permit identification number.
The direct pay permit should be retained by the permit holder. When purchasing from a vendor, a permit
holder should give the vendor a certificate of exemption containing the information as set forth in rule
701—15.3(422,423).

d. Remittance and reporting. Sales, use, and local option tax that is to be reported and remitted to
the department will be on a semimonthly basis. Remittance of tax due under a direct pay permit will begin
with the first quarter after the direct pay permit is issued to the holder. The tax to be paid under a direct
pay permit must be remitted directly to the department by electronic funds transfer (EFT) only. A permit
holder need not have remitted by EFT prior to obtaining a direct pay permit to qualify for such a permit.
However, a permit holder must remit taxes due by EFT for transactions entered into on or after the date
the permit is issued. All local option sales and service tax due must be reported and remitted at the same
time as the sales and use taxes due under the direct pay permit for the corresponding tax period. However,
local option sales and service tax should not be included in the tax base for determining qualification for a
direct pay permit or frequency of remittance. Reports should be filed with the department on a quarterly
basis. The director may, when necessary and advisable in order to secure the collection of tax due, require
an applicant for a direct pay permit or a permit holder to file with the director a qualified surety bond as
set forth in Iowa Code section 422.52. A permit holder who fails to report or remit any tax when due is
subject to the penalty and interest provisions set forth in Iowa Code section 422.52.

e. Permit revocation and nontransferability. A direct pay permit may be used indefinitely unless
it is revoked by the director. A direct pay permit is not transferable and it may not be assigned to a
third party. The director may revoke a direct pay permit at any time the permit holder fails to meet the
requirements for a direct pay permit, misuses the direct pay permit, or fails to comply with the provisions
in Iowa Code section 422.53. If a direct pay permit is revoked, it is the responsibility of the prior holder
of the permit to inform all vendors of the revocation so the vendors may begin to collect tax at the time of
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purchase. A prior permit holder is responsible for any tax, penalty, and interest due for failure to notify
a vendor of revocation of a direct pay permit.

f. Record-keeping requirements. The parties involved in transactions involving a direct pay permit
shall have the following record-keeping duties:

(1) Permit holder. The holder of a direct pay permit must retain possession of the direct pay permit.
The permit holder must keep a record of all transactions made pursuant to the direct pay permit in
compliance with rule 701—11.4(422,423).

(2) Vendor. A vendor must retain a valid exemption certificate under rule 701—15.3(422,423)
which is received from the direct pay permit holder and retain records of all transactions engaged in
with the permit holder in which tax was not collected, in compliance with rule 701—11.4(422,423). A
vendor’s liability for uncollected tax is governed by the liability provisions of a seller under an exemption
certificate set forth in rule 701—15.3(422,423).

12.3(3) Negotiated rate agreements. Any person who has been issued or who has applied for a direct
pay permit may request the department to enter into a negotiated rate agreement with the permit holder or
applicant. These agreements are negotiated on a case-by-case basis and, if approved by the department,
allow a direct pay permit holder to pay the state sales, local option sales, or use tax on a basis calculated
by agreement between the direct pay permit holder and the department. Negotiated rate agreements are
not applicable to sales and use taxes set out in subrule 12.3(2), paragraph “b,” above, and no negotiated
rate agreement is effective for any period during which a taxpayer who is a signatory to the agreement
is not a direct pay permit holder.

All negotiated rate agreements shall contain the following information or an explanation for its
omission:

1. The name of the taxpayer who has entered into the agreement with the department.
2. The name and title of each person signing the agreement and the name, telephone or fax number,

and email or physical address of at least one person to be contacted if questions regarding the agreement
arise.

3. The period during which the agreement is in effect and the renewal or extension rights (if any)
of each party, and the effective date of the agreement.

4. The negotiated rate or rates, the classes of sales or uses to which each separate rate is applicable,
any items which will be excluded from the agreement, and any circumstances which will result in a
changed rate or rates or changed composition of classes to which rates are applicable.

5. Actions or circumstances which render the agreement void, or voidable at the option of either
party, and the time frame in which the agreement will be voided.

6. Rights, if any, of the parties to resort to mediation or arbitration.
7. An explanation of the department’s right to audit aspects of the agreement, including any right

to audit remaining after the agreement’s termination.
8. The conditions by which the agreement may be terminated and the effective date of the

termination.
9. The methodology used to determine the negotiated rate and any schedules needed to verify

percentages.
10. Any other matter deemed necessary to the parties’ mutual understanding of the agreement.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.

[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.4(423) Nonpermit holders. Persons not regularly engaged in selling at retail and who do not
have a permanent place of business but are temporarily engaged in selling from trucks, portable roadside
stands, concessionaires at state, county, district, or local fairs, carnivals and the like shall collect and
remit tax on a nonpermit basis. In such cases, a nonpermit identification certificate will be issued by the
department for record-keeping purposes and may be displayed in the same manner as a sales tax permit.
If the department deems it necessary and advisable in order to secure the collection of tax, transient or
itinerant sellers shall be required to post a bond or certificate of deposit. A cash bond or a surety bond
issued by a solvent surety company authorized to do business in Iowa shall be acceptable, provided the
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bonding company is approved by the insurance commissioner as to solvency and responsibility. The
amount and type of bond shall be determined according to the rules promulgated by the director.

The department shall determine the due date of returns and payment of tax for temporary permit
holders, giving due consideration to the type of business and frequency of sales. Persons holding
nonpermit identification certificates may be required to remit tax upon demand or at the end of the event.

Persons regularly engaged in selling tangible personal property or a specified digital product which
is exempt from tax, making nontaxable transactions, or engaged in performing a service which is not
enumerated in Iowa Code section 423.2 shall not be required to obtain a sales tax permit. However, if
the retailer makes taxable sales or provides taxable services, the retailer will be required to hold a permit
under the provisions of this rule.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.5(423) Regular permit holders responsible for collection of tax. A regular permit holder
may operate by selling merchandise by trucks, canvassers, or itinerant salespeople over fixed routes
within the county in which the permanent place of business is located or other counties in this state.
When this occurs, the regular permit holder is liable for reporting and paying tax on these sales. The
person doing the selling for the regular permit holder shall be required to have a form, either in possession
or in the vehicle, which authorizes that person to collect tax. This form is obtained from the department
and shall contain the name, address, and permit number of the retailer according to the records of the
department.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.14 and 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.6(423) Sale of business.
12.6(1) Final return due. A retailer selling the business shall file a return within the succeeding

month thereafter and pay all tax due. Any unpaid tax shall be due prior to the transfer of title of any
personal property to the purchaser and the tax becomes delinquent one month after the sale.

12.6(2) Record retention. A retailer discontinuing business shall maintain the business’s records for
a period of five years from the date of discontinuing the business unless a release from this provision is
given by the department. See 701—subrule 18.28(2) regarding possible sales and use tax consequences
relating to the sale of a business.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.33.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.7(423) Bankruptcy, insolvency or assignment for benefit of creditors. In cases of
bankruptcy, insolvency or assignment for the benefit of creditors by the taxpayer, the taxpayer shall
immediately file a return with the tax being due.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.31.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.8(423) Vending machines and other coin-operated devices. An operator who places
machines on location shall file a return which includes the sales price from sales from all machines
or devices operated by the retailer in Iowa during the period covered by the return. The mandatory
beverage container deposit required under the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 455C shall not be
considered part of the sales price.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1 and 423.2.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.9(423) Claim for refund of tax.
12.9(1) Eligibility for refund; filing claims. Refunds of tax shall be made only to those who have

actually paid the tax. A person or persons may designate the retailer who collects the tax as an agent for
purposes of receiving a refund of tax. A person or persons who claim a refund shall prepare the claim on
the prescribed form furnished by the department. A claim for refund shall be filed with the department,
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stating in detail the reasons and facts and, if necessary, supporting documents for which the claim for
refund is based.

12.9(2) Denial of refund claim—protest. If the claim for refund is denied, and the person wishes
to protest the denial, the department will consider a protest to be timely if filed no later than 60 days
following the date of denial. See rule 701—7.8(17A).

12.9(3) Request for abeyance. When a person is in a position of believing that the tax, penalty, or
interest paid or to be paid will be found not to be due at some later date, then in order to prevent the statute
of limitations from running out, a claim for refund or credit must be filed with the department within the
statutory period provided for in Iowa Code section 422.73(2). The claim must be filed requesting that it
be held in abeyance pending the outcome of any action which will have a direct effect on the tax, penalty
or interest involved. Nonexclusive examples of such action would be: court decisions, departmental
orders and rulings, and commerce commission decisions.

EXAMPLE A: X, an Iowa sales tax permit holder, is audited by the department for the period July
1, 1972, to June 30, 1977. A $10,000 tax, penalty and interest liability is assessed on materials the
department determines are not used in processing. X does not agree with the department’s position, but
still pays the full liability even though X is aware of pending litigation involving the materials taxed in
the audit.

Y is audited for the same period involving identical materials used to those taxed in the audit of X.
However, Y, rather than paying the assessment, takes the department through litigation and wins. The
final litigation is not completed until September 30, 1983.

X, on October 1, 1983, upon finding out about the decision of Y’s case, files a claim for refund
relating to its audit completed in June 1977. The claim will be totally denied as beyond the five-year
statute of limitations. However, if X had filed a claim along with payment of its audit in June 1977, and
requested that the claim be held in abeyance pending Y’s litigation, then X would have received a full
refund of its audit liability if the decision in Y’s case was also applicable to X.

EXAMPLE B: X, a utility company, filed a request for a rate increase with the commerce commission
on June 30, 1967. The rate increase became effective January 1, 1968. However, a final decision of
whether X was allowed this rate increase is not made until September 30, 1974. The rate increase was
disallowed. X then had to refund to its customers all disallowed, but collected, rate increases plus sales
tax. X files a claim for refund of the involved sales tax on December 30, 1974. Only the tax for the years
1970 to 1974 will be refunded. The tax for the years 1968 and 1969 will be denied as being beyond the
five-year statute set forth in Iowa Code section 422.73(2). However, if X had filed a claim covering the
rate increase any time before January 31, 1973, requesting it be held in abeyance pending the outcome of
the commerce commission ruling, then X would have been allowed a full refund of all the sales tax that
is refunded from the effective date of the rate increase, January 1, 1968, through September 30, 1974.

EXAMPLE C: X is audited by the department for the period July 1, 1973, to June 30, 1978, and
assessed July 31, 1978. X pays the assessment on December 31, 1978. No protest was filed and no
claim for refund or credit was filed requesting it be held in abeyance. On January 31, 1980, X files a
claim for refund relating to the entire audit. The claim is based on a recent court decision which makes
the tax liability paid by X now refundable. However, only the tax paid from January 1, 1975, through
June 30, 1978, will be allowed as this is the only portion within the five-year statute of limitations set
forth in Iowa Code section 422.73(2). If the claim had been filed on or before December 31, 1979, then
the entire audit period July 1, 1973, to June 30, 1978, could have been considered for refund as the claim
would have been filed within one year of payment.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.45.
[ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12; ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.10(423) Audit limitation for certain services. RescindedARC5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective
10/27/21.

701—12.11 Reserved.
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701—12.12(423) Extension of time for filing. Upon a proper showing of the necessity for extending the
due date, the director is authorized to grant an extension of time in which to file a return. The extension
shall not be granted for a period longer than 30 days. The request for the extension must be received on
or before the original due date of the return. It will be granted only if the person requesting the extension
shall have paid by the twentieth day of the month following the close of such quarter, 90 percent of the
estimated tax due.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.31.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.13(423) Determination of filing status.
12.13(1) Prior to January 1, 2003. Iowa Code sections 422.51(4) and 422.52 provide, based on

the amount of tax collected, how often retailers file deposits or returns with the department (see rule
701—12.1(422)).

The department will determine if the retailer’s current filing status is correct by reviewing the most
recent four quarters of the retailer’s filing history.

The following criteria will be used by the department to determine if a change in filing status is
warranted.

Filing Status Statutory Requirement Test Criteria

Semimonthly $4,000 in tax in a
semimonthly period.

Tax remitted in 3 of most recent 4 quarters
exceeds $24,000.

Monthly $50 in tax in a month. Tax remitted in 3 of most recent 4 quarters
exceeds $150.

Annual $120 or less in tax in
prior year.

Retailer remits $120 or less in tax for last
4 quarters and requests annual filing.

Seasonal Retailer remits tax for only 1 quarter
during the previous calendar year and
requests filing for 1 quarter only.

Quarterly All other filers.

When it is determined that a retailer’s filing status is to be changed, the retailer will be notified and
will be given 30 days to provide the department with a written request to prevent the change.

Retailers may request that they be allowed to file less frequently than the filing status selected by the
department but exceptions will only be granted in two instances:

a. Incorrect historical data is used in the conversion. A business may meet the criteria based on
initial information available, but, upon investigation, the filing history may prove that the business does
not meet the dollar criteria because of adjustments, amended returns, or requests for refunds.

b. Data available may have been distorted by the fact that it reflected an unusual pattern in tax
collection. The factors causing such a distortion must be documented and approved by department.

Exceptions will not be granted in instances where the retailer’s request is based on a decline in
business activity, reduction in employees or other potentially temporary business action which will affect
current and future reporting.

Retailers will be notified in writing of approval or denial of their request for reduced filing periods.
Retailers may request that they be allowed to file more frequently than the filing status selected by

the department. Approval will be granted based upon justification contained in the retailer’s request.
12.13(2) January 1, 2003, and after. Effective July 1, 2002, the department and the department

of management have the authority to change the above-mentioned filing thresholds established by
department rule. After review of these filing thresholds, the department has determined that new
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thresholds are necessary and are to be implemented January 1, 2003. Accordingly, this subrule sets
forth the filing thresholds for each filer based on the amount of sales tax collected.

Filing Status Threshold Test Criteria
Semimonthly Greater than $60,000 in

annual state sales tax (more
than $2,500 in a semimonthly
period).

Tax remitted in 3 of most recent 4 quarters
examined exceeds $15,000 per quarter.

Monthly Between $6,000 and $60,000
in annual state sales tax
(more than $500 in a monthly
period).

Tax remitted in 3 of most recent 4 quarters
examined exceeds $1,500 per quarter.

Quarterly Between $120 and $6,000 in
annual state sales tax.

Tax remitted in 3 of most recent 4 quarters
examined exceeds $30 per quarter.

Annual Less than $120 in state sales
tax for the prior year.

Tax remitted in prior year is less than $120.

Seasonal Retailer remits tax for only 1
quarter during the previous
calendar year and requests
filing for 1 quarter only.

A retailer shall be notified in writing when it is determined that a retailer’s filing status will be
changed. A retailer has the option of requesting, within 30 days of the date of the department’s notice of
a change in filing frequency, that the retailer file more or less frequently than required by the department.
A request to file on a less frequent basis than assigned by the department must be in writing and submitted
to the department. Once such a written request is filed by the retailer, the department will review the
request and issue a written determination to the retailer.

A change in assigned filing status to file on a less frequent basis will be granted in only two instances:
a. Incorrect historical data is used in the conversion. A business may meet the criteria based on

the original filing data, but, upon investigation, the filing history may prove that the business does not
meet the dollar criteria because of adjustments, amended returns, or requests for refunds.

b. Data available may have been distorted by the fact that the data reflected an unusual pattern
in tax collection. The factors causing such a distortion must be documented and approved by the
department.

A retailer may also request to file more frequently than assigned by the department; the request may
be made orally, in person, or by telephone. With the exception of those retailers who previously filed
on a quarterly basis and have been changed to an annual filing frequency, any retailer seeking to file on
a more frequent basis than assigned shall be required to deposit revenues by electronic funds transfer if
the department allows the retailer to file more frequently.

The department and the department of management may perform review of filing thresholds every
five years or as needed based on department discretion. Factors the departments will consider in
determining if the filing thresholds need to be changed include, but are not limited to: tax rate changes,
inflation, the need to maintain consistency with required multistate compacts, changes in law, and
migration between filing brackets.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.31.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.14(423) Immediate successor liability for unpaid tax. A retailer ceasing to do business is
obligated to prepare a final return and pay all tax due within the time required by law. If a retailer ceasing
to do business fails to do this, any immediate successor to the retailer who purchases the business or stock
of goods is obligated to withhold from the purchase price enough of the purchase price to pay the tax,
interest, or penalty which the retailer owes. Any immediate successor who intentionally fails to withhold
sufficient of the purchase price to pay the delinquent tax, interest, and penalty is personally liable for the
payment of the tax. However, if the immediate successor’s purchase of the business or stock of goods
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was made in good faith that the retailer owed no tax, interest, or penalty, then the department may waive
the immediate successor’s liability.

12.14(1) Immediate successors having a duty to withhold. Only an immediate successor who,
pursuant to a contract of sale, pays a purchase price to a retailer in return for the transfer of a going
business or a stock of goods is obligated to inquire if tax, penalty, or interest is due and to withhold
a portion of the purchase price if necessary. Persons who fail some aspect of this test, e.g., because
they take by operation of law rather than by contract or provide no consideration, are not obligated to
investigate or withhold. Nonexclusive examples of persons not so obligated are the following:

a. A person foreclosing on a valid security interest.
b. A person retaking possession of premises under a valid lease.
c. A spouse electing to take under a will.
d. A person taking by gift.
e. Any other person taking for what would legally be considered “for value” but without the

payment of a recognizable “purchase price.”
Included within the meaning of the phrase “immediate successor” is a corporation resulting from the
action of a sole proprietor who incorporates a business in which the sole proprietor is the only or
the controlling shareholder; or a sole proprietorship established from a corporation of which the sole
proprietor was the exclusive, majority, or controlling stockholder.

12.14(2) More than one immediate successor. If a retailer sells a business or stock of goods to two
or more persons the following rules apply:

a. Sale of stock of goods to two or more persons. If a retailer sells a substantial portion of the
retail business’s stock of goods to another person who will in turn offer those goods for sale in a retail
business, that person is an “immediate successor” and personally liable for payment of tax to the extent
of tax, interest, or penalty owed or the amount of the individual purchase price, whichever is the lesser.

EXAMPLE: A sells the stock of goods from a furniture business, in unequal portions, to B, C, and D.
B pays a $5,000 purchase price for a portion of the stock of goods, C pays $20,000 for a portion of the
stock of goods, and D pays a $30,000 purchase price for the remainder of A’s stock of goods. A, at the
time of the transfers, owes the department of revenue $10,000 in sales tax, interest, and penalty. Neither
B, C, nor D withholds any amount for payment of tax from the purchase price. B, C, and D individually
and together are liable for payment of the tax. Each is personally liable up to the amount of the purchase
price which each has paid or the amount of tax, interest, and penalty owing, whichever is the lesser. In
this example, B is liable for $5,000, the lesser amount of B’s purchase price ($5,000) and the amount of
tax which A owes ($10,000); C is liable for $10,000, since purchase price and tax owed are equal; and
D is liable for $10,000, the lesser amount of tax owed ($10,000) and D’s purchase price ($30,000). The
department can proceed against any one, two, or all three of the immediate successors up to the amount
of tax which each owes, as it chooses.

b. Purchase of differing places of business. If one person owns two or more places of business,
each having a separate sales tax permit, each location having its own permit is a separate business and
has a separate stock of goods for the purpose of determining successor liability. A person purchasing the
business at one location or the stock of goods from one location would be personally liable only for the
tax owed under the permit assigned to that location.

12.14(3) “Sale of a retailer’s business” characterized. Usually, the sale of only the machinery or
equipment used in a business without the sale or leasing of the realty of the business is not a sale of
the business itself. The transfer of a retailer’s machinery or equipment and business realty to a person
who continues to use the machinery, equipment, and realty for the sale of any type of tangible personal
property or specified digital products constitutes the selling of the retailer’s business, and the person to
whom the business is sold is an “immediate successor” and liable for tax.

EXAMPLE: A is a furniture dealer. The furniture business falls on hard times. A sells the stock of
goods (the furniture offered for sale) to B. A then sells the furniture store (business realty) to C. A also
sells C the office equipment and all other tangible personal property and specified digital products used
in the operation of the furniture store except for the stock of goods (furniture). C then uses the purchased
store and the office equipment in the operation of a sporting goods store. B takes the furniture purchased
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from A to B’s furniture store where it is sold. A owed the department $7,000 in sales tax. Both B and C
are immediate successors to A and personally liable for the sales tax.

12.14(4) “Good faith” characterized. An immediate successor to a retailer has purchased the
retailer’s business or stock of goods “in good faith” if the immediate successor demonstrates, by suitable
evidence, that one of the following situations exists. The list of situations is exclusive:

a. The department has provided the immediate successor with a certified statement that no
delinquent tax, interest, or penalty is unpaid; or

b. The immediate successor has taken “in good faith” a certified statement from the licensee,
retailer, or seller that no delinquent tax, interest, or penalty is unpaid as of the date of purchase.
Immediate successors should not rely upon oral statements from department personnel that no tax,
interest, or penalty is unpaid. An immediate successor should request a written statement to this effect.
For information regarding delinquent tax, interest, or penalty and tax liens write to: Collections Section
Supervisor, Iowa Department of Revenue, P.O. Box 10471, Hoover State Office Building, Des Moines,
Iowa 50306. A “certified statement” from a retailer is a statement the truth of which is attested to before
a notary public or other officer authorized to take oaths. A certified statement has been taken from a
retailer “in good faith” if the immediate successor, in the exercise of due diligence, had no reason to
believe a retailer’s statement was false or no reason to question the truth of the retailer’s statement.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.33.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.15(423) Officers and partners—personal liability for unpaid tax. If a retailer or purchaser
fails to pay sales tax when due, any officer of a corporation or association, or any partner of a partnership,
who has control of, supervision of, or the authority for remitting the sales tax payments and has a
substantial legal or equitable interest in the ownership of the corporation or partnership is personally
liable for payment of the tax, interest, and penalty if the failure to pay the tax is intentional. This
personal liability is not applicable to sales tax due and unpaid on accounts receivable. The dissolution of
a corporation, association, or partnership does not discharge a responsible person’s liability for failure
to pay tax.

12.15(1) Personal liability—how determined. There are various criteria which can be used to
determine which officers of a corporation have control of, supervision of, or the authority for remitting
tax payments. Some criteria are:

a. The duties of officers as outlined in the corporate bylaws,
b. The duties which various officers have assumed in practice,
c. Which officers are empowered to sign checks for the corporation,
d. Which officers hire and fire employees, and
e. Which officers control the financial affairs of the corporation. An officer in control of the

financial affairs of a corporation may be characterized as one who has final control as to which of the
corporation’s bills should or should not be paid and when bills which had been selected for payment
will be paid. “Final control” means a significant control over which bills should or should not be paid
rather than exclusive control. The observations in this paragraph are applicable to partnerships as well
as corporations.

12.15(2) “Accounts receivable” described. Officers and partners are not responsible for sales tax
due and owing on accounts receivable. An “account receivable” is a contractual obligation owing upon
an open account. An open account is one which is neither finally settled or finally closed, but is still
running and “open” to future payments or the assumption of future additional liabilities. The ordinary
consumer installment contract is not an “account receivable.” The amount due has been finally settled
and is not open to future adjustment. The usual consumer installment contract is a “note receivable”
rather than an account receivable. An account receivable purchased by a factor or paid by a credit card
company is, as of the date of purchase or payment, not an account receivable. An officer or partner will
be liable for the value of the account receivable purchased or paid. Officers and partners have the burden
of proving that tax is not due because it is a tax on an account receivable.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.33.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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12.15(3) Beginning date of personal liability. Officers and partners are not personally liable for state
sales tax due and unpaid prior to March 13, 1986. They are liable for state sales taxes which are both due
and unpaid on and after that date. See department rule 701—107.12(422B) for an explanation of officer
and partner liability for unpaid local option sales tax.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.16(423) Show sponsor liability. Persons sponsoring flea markets or craft, antique, coin, stamp
shows, or similar events are, under certain circumstances, liable for payment of sales tax, interest, and
penalty due and owing from any retailer selling property or services at the event. Included within the
meaning of the term “similar event” is any show at which guns or collectibles, e.g., depression glassware
or comic books, are sold or traded. To avoid liability, sponsors of these events must obtain from retailers
appearing at the events proof that a retailer possesses a valid Iowa sales tax permit or a statement from
the retailer, taken in good faith, that the property or service which the retailer offers for sale is not subject
to sales tax. “Good faith” may demand that the sponsor inquire into the nature of the property or service
sold or why the retailer believes the property or services for sale to be exempt from tax. A sponsor who
fails to take these measures assumes all of the liabilities of a retailer. This includes not only the obligation
to pay tax, penalty, and interest, but also to keep the records required of a retailer and to file returns.

Excluded from the requirements of this rule and from sponsor liability are organizations which
sponsor events fewer than three times a year and state, county, or district agricultural fairs.

This rule is intended to implement the requirements of Iowa Code section 423.33.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—12.17(423) Purchaser liability for unpaid sales tax. For sales occurring on and after March 13,
1986, if a purchaser fails to pay sales tax to a retailer required to collect the tax, the tax is payable by
the purchaser directly to the department. The general rule is that the department may proceed against
either the retailer or the purchaser for the entire amount of tax which the purchaser is, initially, obligated
to pay the retailer. However, see 701—subrule 15.3(2) for a situation in which the obligation to pay
the tax is imposed upon the purchaser alone. On or after January 1, 2016, see 701—Chapter 242 for
a situation in which the obligation to pay the tax is not imposed on an out-of-state business operating
within Iowa solely for the purpose of performing disaster or emergency-related work during a disaster
response period as those terms are defined in Iowa Code section 29C.24.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.33.
[ARC 3085C, IAB 5/24/17, effective 6/28/17]

701—12.18(423) Biodiesel production refund. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective
10/27/21.

701—12.19(15) Sales and use tax refund for eligible businesses. For eligible businesses approved
under the high quality jobs program, enterprise zone program, housing enterprise zone program, or
workforce housing tax incentives program by the economic development authority, a refund of sales
and use tax is available.

12.19(1) Sales and use tax eligible for refund. The sales and use tax for which the eligible business
can receive a refund consists of the following:

a. Sales and use tax paid for gas, electricity, water, or sewer utility services, goods, wares, or
merchandise, or on services rendered, furnished, or performed to or for a contractor or subcontractor and
used in the fulfillment of a written contract relating to the construction or equipping of a facility of the
eligible business.

b. If the eligible business is involved in a warehouse or a distribution center, sales and use tax
attributable to racks, shelving and conveyor equipment.

12.19(2) Sales and use tax ineligible for refund. The sales and use tax for which the eligible business
cannot receive a refund consists of the following:

a. Any local option sales tax paid is not eligible for the refund. The refund is limited to the state
sales and use tax paid.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.107.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.33.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/29C.24.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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b. Any sales and use tax attributable to intangible property, furniture, or furnishings is not eligible
for the refund. “Furnishings” means any furniture, appliances, equipment, and accessories that are
movable and with which a room or building is furnished for comfort, convenience, or aesthetic value.
Examples include rugs, décor, and window coverings. “Furnishings” does not include installed flooring
such as hardwood, carpet, ceramic, stone, laminate, or vinyl.

12.19(3) Claiming the refund. To receive the refund, the eligible business must file a claim for refund
within one year of project completion. For a manufacturing facility, project completion is the first date
upon which the average annualized production of finished project for the preceding 90-day period at the
manufacturing facility is at least 50 percent of the initial design capacity of the facility. For purposes
of the workforce housing tax incentives program, “project completion” means the same as defined in
Iowa Code section 15.355(2). For all other facilities, project completion is the date of completion of all
improvements necessary for the start-up, location, expansion or modernization of the business.

a. To request a refund of the sales and use tax paid for gas, electric, water or sewer utility services
used during construction, the eligible business must file Form IA 843, Claim for Refund, with the
department of revenue. The claim shall include the agreement number given by the Iowa economic
development authority, along with copies of invoices or a schedule to support the refund amount.

b. To request a refund of the sales and use tax paid on goods, wares, or merchandise, or on services
rendered to, furnished to, or performed for a contractor or subcontractor relating to the construction or
equipping of a facility, the eligible business must file the Construction Contract Claim for Refund form,
along with the Iowa Contractor’s Statement, with the department of revenue. It is not necessary to attach
invoices to the Construction Contract Claim for Refund form, but the department reserves the right to
request invoices when reviewing the refund claim.

c. To request a refund of the sales and use tax attributable to racks, shelving and conveyor
equipment, the eligible business must file Form IA 843, Claim for Refund, with the department of
revenue. The claim shall include the agreement number given by the Iowa economic development
authority, along with copies of invoices or a schedule to support the refund amount. The combined
amount of refunds attributable to sales and use tax paid on racks, shelving and conveyor equipment,
along with tax credit certificates issued for sales and use tax paid on racks, shelving and conveyor
equipment provided in 701—subrule 52.10(5), shall not exceed $500,000 during a fiscal year. The
requests for refunds or tax credit certificates will be processed in the order the requests are received on
a first-come, first-served basis until the amount of refunds or credits authorized for issuance has been
exhausted. If applications for refunds or tax credit certificates exceed the $500,000 limitation for any
fiscal year, the applications shall be considered in succeeding fiscal years.
[ARC 0414C, IAB 10/31/12, effective 12/5/12; ARC 1744C, IAB 11/26/14, effective 12/31/14; ARC 3837C, IAB 6/6/18, effective
7/11/18]

701—12.20(423) Collection, permit, and tax return exemption for certain out-of-state
businesses. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

[Filed 12/12/74]
[Filed 11/5/76, Notice 9/22/76—published 12/1/76, effective 1/5/77]
[Filed 9/2/77, Notice 6/15/77—published 9/21/77, effective 10/26/77]
[Filed emergency 4/28/78—published 5/17/78, effective 4/28/78]

[Filed 4/28/78, Notice 3/22/78—published 5/17/78, effective 7/1/78]
[Filed 1/5/79, Notice 11/29/78—published 1/24/79, effective 2/28/79]

[Filed emergency 3/2/79—published 3/21/79, effective 3/2/79]
[Filed 3/15/79, Notice 2/7/79—published 4/4/79, effective 5/9/79]

[Filed 1/18/80, Notice 12/12/79—published 2/6/80, effective 3/12/80]
[Filed emergency 7/17/80—published 8/6/80, effective 7/17/80]

[Filed 12/5/80, Notice 10/29/80—published 12/24/80, effective 1/28/81]
[Filed 9/11/81, Notice 8/5/81—published 9/30/81, effective 11/4/81]

[Filed 12/31/81, Notice 11/25/81—published 1/20/82, effective 2/24/82]
[Filed 3/25/82, Notice 2/17/82—published 4/14/82, effective 5/19/82]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/15.355.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.52.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0414C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1744C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3837C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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[Filed 7/16/82, Notice 6/9/82—published 8/4/82, effective 9/8/82]
[Filed 8/13/82, Notice 7/7/82—published 9/1/82, effective 10/6/82]

[Filed 11/19/82, Notice 10/13/82—published 12/8/82, effective 1/12/83]
[Filed emergency 12/17/82—published 1/5/83, effective 1/1/83]
[Filed emergency 2/10/83—published 3/2/83, effective 3/1/83]

[Filed 2/10/83, Notice 1/5/83—published 3/2/83, effective 4/6/83]
[Filed 9/9/83, Notice 8/3/83—published 9/28/83, effective 11/2/83]

[Filed 10/19/84, Notice 9/12/84—published 11/7/84, effective 12/12/84]
[Filed 1/10/86, Notice 12/4/85—published 1/29/86, effective 3/5/86]
[Filed 9/5/86, Notice 7/30/86—published 9/24/86, effective 10/29/86]
[Filed 10/3/86, Notice 8/13/86—published 10/22/86, effective 11/26/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 1/23/87, Notice 12/17/86—published 2/11/87, effective 3/18/87]
[Filed 4/13/88, Notice 3/9/88—published 5/4/88, effective 6/8/88]

[Filed 11/23/88, Notice 9/21/88—published 12/14/88, effective 1/18/89]
[Filed 11/22/89, Notice 10/18/89—published 12/13/89, effective 1/17/90]◊
[Filed 1/4/91, Notice 11/28/90—published 1/23/91, effective 2/27/91]
[Filed 5/23/91, Notice 4/17/91—published 6/12/91, effective 7/17/91]

[Filed emergency 7/1/92—published 7/22/92, effective 7/1/92]
[Filed 8/28/92, Notice 7/22/92—published 9/16/92, effective 10/21/92]
[Filed 9/24/93, Notice 8/18/93—published 10/13/93, effective 11/17/93]
[Filed 9/23/94, Notice 8/17/94—published 10/12/94, effective 11/16/94]
[Filed 11/14/97, Notice 10/8/97—published 12/3/97, effective 1/7/98]
[Filed 3/19/99, Notice 2/10/99—published 4/7/99, effective 5/12/99]
[Filed 9/17/99, Notice 8/11/99—published 10/6/99, effective 11/10/99]
[Filed 11/8/02, Notice 10/2/02—published 11/27/02, effective 1/1/03]
[Filed 11/12/08, Notice 10/8/08—published 12/3/08, effective 1/7/09]

[Filed ARC 9821B (Notice ARC 9741B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 0251C (Notice ARC 0145C, IAB 5/30/12), IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]
[Filed ARC 0414C (Notice ARC 0323C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 10/31/12, effective 12/5/12]
[Filed ARC 1665C (Notice ARC 1590C, IAB 8/20/14), IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14]
[Filed ARC 1744C (Notice ARC 1654C, IAB 10/1/14), IAB 11/26/14, effective 12/31/14]
[Filed ARC 3043C (Notice ARC 2896C, IAB 1/18/17), IAB 4/26/17, effective 5/31/17]
[Filed ARC 3085C (Notice ARC 2942C, IAB 2/15/17), IAB 5/24/17, effective 6/28/17]
[Filed ARC 3837C (Notice ARC 3724C, IAB 4/11/18), IAB 6/6/18, effective 7/11/18]
[Filed ARC 5712C (Notice ARC 5579C, IAB 4/21/21), IAB 6/16/21, effective 7/21/21]
[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9821B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9741B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0145C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0414C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0323C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1665C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1590C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1744C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1654C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3043C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2896C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2942C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3837C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3724C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5712C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5579C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5790C.pdf
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CHAPTER 13
PERMITS

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—13.1(423) Retail sales tax permit required. When used in this chapter or any other chapter
relating to retail sales, the word “permit” shall mean “a retail sales tax permit.”

A person shall not make taxable sales of taxable tangible personal property, specified digital
products, or services subject to tax until the person has procured a permit except as provided in rule
701—13.5(423). There is no charge for a retail sales tax permit. If a person makes retail sales from
more than one location, each location from which taxable sales of tangible personal property, specified
digital products, or services will occur shall be required to hold a permit. Retail sales tax permits are
issued to retailers for the purpose of making retail sales of tangible personal property, specified digital
products, or taxable services. Persons shall not apply for a permit for any other purpose. For details
regarding direct pay permits, see rule 701—12.3(423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.2(423) Application for permit.
13.2(1) Permit application. An application for a permanent permit shall be made upon a form

provided by the department, and the applicant shall furnish all information requested on such form. An
application for a permit for a business operating under a trade name shall state the trade name, as well
as the individual owner’s name, in the case of a sole ownership by an individual, or the trade name and
the name of all partners, in the case of a partnership.

13.2(2) Signatures required.
a. Paper applications. The application shall be signed by the owner, in the case of an individual

business; by a partner, in the case of a partnership, although all partners’ names shall appear on the
application; and by the president, vice president, treasurer or other principal officer of a corporation or
association, unless written authorization is given by the officers for another person to sign the application.

b. Electronic applications. For electronically transmitted applications, the application form shall
state that in lieu of a person’s handwritten signature, the email address will constitute a valid signature.

13.2(3) Date when sales begin. The application shall state the date when the applicant will begin
selling tangible personal property, specified digital products, or taxable services at retail in Iowa from
the location for which the application is made.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.3(423) Permit not transferable—sale of business. Permits shall not be transferable. A permit
holder selling the business shall cancel the permit, and the purchaser of the business shall apply for a
new permit in the purchaser’s own name.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.4(423) Permit—consolidated return optional. Two types of permit holders have the option
of filing a consolidated return. The first is a permit holder with multiple locations from which taxable
sales are made and the second is certain affiliated corporations.

13.4(1) Permit holders with multiple locations.
a. Permit holder option. Apermit holder procuringmore than one permit may file a separate return

for each permit or, if arrangements have been made with the department, the permit holder may file one
consolidated return reporting sales made at all locations for which a permit is held.

b. Filing a consolidated return. In order to file a complete consolidated sales tax return, the
taxpayer must file a form entitled Schedule of Consolidated Business Locations with its quarterly sales
tax return, and the schedule must include all of the following items: (1) the taxpayer’s consolidated
permit number; (2) the permit number for each Iowa location; (3) the amount of state sales tax by

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.12.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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business location; and (4) the amount of state sales tax due on goods consumed that are not assigned
to a specific business location. Failure by the taxpayer to file a Schedule of Consolidated Business
Locations form with a quarterly sales tax return will result in the consideration of the quarterly return
as incomplete, and the taxpayer will be subject to the penalty provisions set forth in Iowa Code section
421.27.

13.4(2) Affiliated corporations.
a. Application by affiliate group. Any group consisting of a parent and its affiliates, which is

entitled to file a consolidated return for federal income tax purposes and which makes retail sales of
tangible personal property, specified digital products, or taxable services, may make application to the
director for permission to make deposits and file a consolidated Iowa sales tax return. The application
shall be in writing and shall be signed by an officer of the parent corporation. It shall contain the
business name, address, federal identification number, and Iowa sales tax identification number of every
corporation seeking the right to file a consolidated return. The application shall state the initial tax period
for which the right to file a consolidated return is sought and shall be filed no later than 90 days prior
to the beginning of that period. The application shall also contain any additional relevant information
which the director may, in individual instances, require.

b. Joint and several liability. A parent corporation and each affiliate corporation that file a
consolidated return are jointly and severally liable for all tax, penalty, and interest found due for the tax
period for which a consolidated return is filed or required to be filed.

13.4(3) Requirements common to returns filed under subrules 13.4(1) and 13.4(2). Taxpayers shall
file consolidated returns only on forms provided by the department. All working papers used in the
preparation of the information required to complete the returns must be available for examination by the
department. Undercollections of sales tax at one or more locations or by one or more affiliates may not
be offset by overcollections at other locations or by other affiliates.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.31.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.5(423) Retailers operating a temporary business. A person not regularly engaged in selling
at retail and not having a permanent place of business but is temporarily selling from trucks, portable
roadside stands, concessionaires at state, county, district or local fairs, carnivals and the like shall not be
required to hold a permit. These retailers shall request an identification card from the department. The
card shall be in a form prescribed by the director and shall be completed and displayed by the retailer to
show authorization to collect tax. The issuance of the card by the department shall be dependent upon
the frequency of sales and other conditions as each individual case may warrant.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.6(423) Reinstatement of canceled permit. A person who previously held and canceled
a permit and wishes to reengage in business in the same county shall apply to the department for
reinstatement of the permit. Upon receipt of the proper clearance for previous tax returns, a new permit
shall be issued.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.7(423) Reinstatement of revoked permit. A revoked permit shall be reinstated only on such
terms and conditions as the case may warrant. Terms and conditions include payment of any tax liability
which may be due to the department. See rule 701—13.17(423) for a description of the circumstances
under which nonpayment of taxes may lead to revocation of a permit.

Pursuant to the director’s statutory authority in Iowa Code section 423.36(6) to restore licenses after
a revocation, the director has determined that upon the revocation of a sales tax permit the initial time,
the permit holder will be required to pay all delinquent sales tax liabilities, to file returns, and to post a
bond and to refrain from taxable occurrences under Iowa Code section 423.2 as required by the director
prior to the reinstatement or issuance of a new sales tax permit.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.27.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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As set forth above, the director may impose a waiting period during which the permit holder must
refrain from taxable occurrences pursuant to the penalties of Iowa Code section 423.40, not to exceed 90
days to restore a permit or issue a new permit after a revocation. The department may require a sworn
affidavit, subject to the penalties of perjury, stating that the permit holder has fulfilled all requirements
of said order of revocation, and stating the dates on which the permit holder refrained from taxable
occurrences.

Each of the following situations will be considered one offense, for the purpose of determining the
waiting period to reinstate a revoked permit or issue a new permit after a revocation unless otherwise
noted.

Failure to post a bond as required.
Failure to file a quarterly return or monthly deposit timely.
Failure to pay tax timely (including unhonored checks, failure to pay, and late payments).
Failure to file a quarterly return or a monthly deposit and pay tax shown on the return or deposit

timely (counts as two offenses).
The administrative law judge or director of revenue may order a waiting period after the revocation

not to exceed:
Five days for one through five offenses.
Seven days for six through seven offenses.
Ten days for eight through nine offenses.
Thirty days for ten offenses or more.
The administrative law judge or director of revenue may order a waiting period not to exceed:
Forty-five days if the second revocation occurs within 24 months of the first revocation.
Sixty days if the second revocation occurs within 18 months of the first revocation.
Ninety days if the second revocation occurs within 12 months of the first revocation.
Ninety days if the third revocation occurs within 36 months of the second revocation.
A revoked permit will not be reinstated if the department has received a certificate of noncompliance

from the child support recovery unit in regard to the permit holder, who is an individual requesting
reinstatement, until the unit furnishes the department with a withdrawal of the certificate of
noncompliance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2, 423.36, and 423.40.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.8(423) Withdrawal of permit. After investigation, the department will withdraw a permit
under the following conditions:

13.8(1) Upon a determination that the permit holder cannot be located in the state of Iowa and upon
failure to obtain service of an order to appear and show cause, after sending the notice by registered
certified mail or an attempt to personally serve the notice of the order.

13.8(2) Upon a determination that the permit holder cannot be located in the state of Iowa and upon a
determination by the department that a business has been terminated or abandoned by the permit holder,
without a request for cancellation signed by the permit holder.

13.8(3) The permit holder has become incapacitated or unable to respond or is deceased and has no
duly appointed trustee, guardian or individual holding a power of attorney, executor or administrator.

The withdrawal shall not constitute a revocation of said license, nor shall any penalties imposed for
revocation be applicable. A permit so withdrawn shall be reissued in its prior status at such time as any
affected permit holder so requests. The proceedings for withdrawal will be in conformity with Iowa
Code section 17A.18.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.18.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.9(422) Loss or destruction of permit. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective
10/27/21.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.40.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.40.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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701—13.10(423) Change of location. When a business changes locations, the same permit may be used
at the old and new locations if the new location is within Iowa and the ownership of the business remains
the same at the new location. Otherwise, the permit must be canceled and a new permit issued.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.11(423) Change of ownership. A retailer changing its business entity shall apply for a new
permit under the name of the new entity. This is required but not limited to such entity changes as
proprietorship to partnership, partnership to corporation or any combination thereof.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.12(422) Permit posting. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—13.13(423) Trustees, receivers, executors and administrators. By virtue of their appointment,
trustees, receivers, executors and administrators who continue to operate, manage or control a business
involving the sale of tangible personal property, specified digital products, or taxable services or engage
in liquidating the assets of a business by means of sales made in the usual course of trade shall collect and
remit tax on inventory and noninventory items. A permit of a ward, decedent, cestui que trust, bankrupt,
assignor or debtor for whom a receiver has been appointed, which is valid at the time a fiduciary relation
is created, shall continue to be a valid permit for the fiduciary to continue the business for a reasonable
time or to close out the business for the purpose of settling an estate or terminating or liquidating a trust.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.14(423) Vending machines and other coin-operated devices. An operator who places
machines on location shall hold one permit for the principal place of business, whether the same is
located in the state of Iowa or outside the state of Iowa.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.15(423) Other amusements. Billiard and pool tables, shooting galleries and other similar
undertakings operated in a regular place of business owned and managed by the operator shall not
come within the provisions of the rule with respect to holding one permit for the entire state. The
provision requiring a permit shall not include devices operated at fairs, circuses and carnivals which are
temporarily located within the state of Iowa.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.16(423) Substantially delinquent tax—denial of permit.
13.16(1) Substantial delinquency of tax.
a. Applicant identity. The department may deny a permit to any applicant who is, at the time of

application, substantially delinquent in paying any tax due which is administered by the department or
the interest or penalty on the tax. If the applicant is a partnership, a permit may be denied if a partner
is substantially delinquent in paying any tax, penalty, or interest regardless of whether the tax is in
any way a liability of or associated with the partnership. If an applicant for a permit is a corporation,
the department may deny the applicant a permit if any officer, with a substantial legal or equitable
interest in the ownership of the corporation, owes any delinquent tax, penalty, or interest of the applicant
corporation. In this latter instance, the corporation must, initially, owe the delinquent tax, penalty, or
interest, and the officer must be personally and secondarily liable for the tax. This is in contrast to the
situation regarding a partnership.

b. Tax administered by the department. The local option sales and service tax is a tax administered
by the department. Local vehicle, property, whether imposed on centrally assessed property or not, beer

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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and liquor, and insurance premium taxes are nonexclusive examples of taxes which are not administered
by the department.

13.16(2) Substantial delinquency factors. The amount of tax delinquent, the number of filing
periods for which a tax remains due and unpaid, and the length of time a tax has been unpaid are the
principal, but nonexclusive circumstances, which the department will use to determine whether an
applicant is “substantially” or insubstantially delinquent in paying a tax. The department may deny
a permit for substantial delinquency. Nonexclusive factors which the department will consider in
determining whether substantial delinquency will or will not result in the denial of an application for
a permit are the following: whether the delinquency was inadvertent, negligent, or intentional; the
amount of tax, interest, or penalty owed in relation to the applicant’s total financial resources; and
whether the applicant’s business is likely to survive over the long term if a license or permit is granted.

13.16(3) Child support noncompliance. The department will deny a permit to any applicant, who
is an individual, if the department has received a certificate of noncompliance from the child support
recovery unit in regard to the individual, until the unit furnishes the department with a withdrawal of the
certificate of noncompliance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—13.17(423) Substantially delinquent tax—revocation of permit. The department may revoke a
permit if the permit holder has become substantially delinquent in paying any tax which is administered
by the department or the interest or penalty on the tax. If the person holding a permit is a corporation,
the department may revoke the permit if any officer, with a substantial legal or equitable interest in
the ownership of the corporation, owes any delinquent tax, penalty, or interest of the permit-holding
corporation. In this latter instance, the corporation must, initially, owe the delinquent tax, penalty, or
interest, and the officer must be personally and secondarily liable for the tax. If the permit holder is
a partnership, a permit cannot be revoked for a partner’s failure to pay a tax which is not a liability
of the partnership. This is in contrast to the situation regarding an application for a permit. See rule
701—13.16(423). Also, see rule 701—13.16(423) for characterizations of the terms “tax administered
by the department” and “substantially delinquent” and for a description of some of the factors which
the department will use in determining whether substantial delinquency will or will not result in the
revocation of a permit. This rule is applicable to tax, interest, and penalty due and payable on and after
January 1, 1987.

A revoked permit will not be reinstated if the department has received a certificate of noncompliance
from the child support recovery unit in regard to the permit holder who is an individual requesting
reinstatement, until the unit furnishes the department with a withdrawal of the certificate of
noncompliance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.36.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

[Filed December 12, 1974]
[Filed 11/5/76, Notice 9/22/76—published 12/1/76, effective 1/5/77]
[Filed 1/18/80, Notice 12/12/79—published 2/6/80, effective 3/12/80]

[Filed emergency 7/17/80—published 8/6/80, effective 7/17/80]
[Filed 12/4/81, Notice 10/28/81—published 12/23/81, effective 1/27/82]
[Filed 5/7/82, Notice 3/31/82—published 5/26/82, effective 6/30/82]
[Filed 9/9/83, Notice 8/3/83—published 9/28/83, effective 11/2/83]
[Filed 9/5/86, Notice 7/30/86—published 9/24/86, effective 10/29/86]

[Filed 10/31/86, Notice 9/24/86—published 11/19/86, effective 12/24/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 1/23/87, Notice 12/17/86—published 2/11/87, effective 3/18/87]
[Filed 9/24/93, Notice 8/18/93—published 10/13/93, effective 11/17/93]
[Filed 10/20/95, Notice 9/13/95—published 11/8/95, effective 12/13/95]
[Filed 11/14/97, Notice 10/8/97—published 12/3/97, effective 1/7/98]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
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[Filed 10/30/98, Notice 9/23/98—published 11/18/98, effective 12/23/98]
[Filed 12/10/99, Notice 11/3/99—published 12/29/99, effective 2/2/00]
[Filed 3/30/00, Notice 2/23/00—published 4/19/00, effective 5/24/00]

[Filed 10/26/01, Notice 9/19/01—published 11/14/01, effective 12/19/01]
[Filed 11/8/02, Notice 10/2/02—published 11/27/02, effective 1/1/03]

[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]
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CHAPTER 14
COMPUTATION OF TAX

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—14.1(422) Tax not to be included in price. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective
10/27/21.

701—14.2(422,423,77GA,ch1130) Retail bracket system for state sales and local option sales and
service tax. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—14.3(423) Taxation of transactions due to rate change. The following provisions shall apply in
determining whether or not a transaction is subject to an existing rate of sales or use tax or to a new rate
of sales or use tax. In the examples contained in the rest of this rule, assume that a bill has been enacted
into law which increases the sales and use tax rate from 6 to 7 percent and that the effective date of this
bill is July 1.

14.3(1) General principles. A change in the sales tax rate applies to a sale of tangible personal
property and specified digital products if delivery of the property or product under a contract of sale
occurs on or after the effective date of the legislation which changes the rate of taxation. The intent of
the parties to the contract for sale determines when delivery occurs. However, in the event the intent is
not readily established from the contract, the rules set out in the Uniform Commercial Code (Iowa Code
chapter 554) shall apply in order to determine the place of delivery.

In the examples below, so long as delivery under a contract for sale occurs on or after July 1, the 7
percent sales tax rate applies. It is not necessary that any other aspects of the sale, such as payment for
the delivered property, occur on or after that date.

In the three examples immediately below, “delivery” is physical transfer of possession of the tangible
personal property directly from the seller to the purchaser. However, see subrule 14.3(2) for examples
of delivery which do not involve transfer of possession directly from the buyer to the seller, and subrule
14.3(3) which explains a type of delivery which does not involve any physical transfer of possession of
property.

EXAMPLE A: A enters into a sales contract to purchase a riding lawn mower from B. This contract
(offer and acceptance) is entered into on June 20. B delivers the lawn mower to A on June 28, and A
pays B for the lawn mower on July 3. Since delivery, under the contract for sale, occurred prior to July
1, the sales tax in this example is computed at the rate of 6 percent.

EXAMPLE B: A wants to purchase a home computer from B. On June 28, A orders the computer
from B and the parties agree that the contract of sale is made if and when B makes delivery of the home
computer to A. B delivers the computer on July 10. In this example, the sales tax is at the rate of 7
percent because delivery was not made until July 10. It is the delivery after July 1, rather than the lack
of the valid contract of sale prior to that date, which determines that the rate of tax shall be 7 rather than
6 percent.

EXAMPLE C: OnMay 1, A enters into a conditional sales contract with B to purchase a television set.
The contract requires A to make monthly installment payments for 36 months, beginning June 1. The
contract also requires B to deliver the television to A on or before July 15. B retains title to the television
set solely for the purpose of securing payment from A. A makes the first monthly payment to B on June
1. B delivers the television to A on the last day allowable, July 15. The 7 percent rate will apply. See
subrule 14.3(4) for more discussion of conditional sales.

14.3(2) Shipment by carrier. The following principles shall be used to determine the conditions
under which delivery is made pursuant to a contract for sale when the retailer utilizes a carrier to ship
tangible personal property to a purchaser. If the contract for sale makes no reference of an F.O.B. (free
on board) or F.A.S. (free along side) point or of any other point at which title and risk of loss with regard
to the tangible personal property are transferred from the retailer to the purchaser and contains no other
indication of a delivery point, it shall be presumed that delivery of the property occurs when the seller
transfers possession of the property to the carrier. If property is sold under a C.I.F. (cost, insurance and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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freight) or a C. & F. (cost and freight) contract, it shall also be presumed that delivery occurs when the
retailer transfers possession of the property to the carrier. If a contract for sale makes mention of an
F.O.B. or F.A.S. point, it shall be presumed that the parties intended delivery of the property at the time
the property reaches that point.

14.3(3) Constructive delivery. “Constructive delivery” has occurred if the retailer and the purchaser
agree that title, risk of loss, and right of possession to tangible personal property have passed from the
retailer to the purchaser; that is, the parties agree that a sale has occurred, but actual physical possession
of the property remains with the retailer or someone other than the buyer after the sale. If parties to
a contract of sale have agreed upon constructive delivery, the sale occurs at the time of constructive
delivery and not at the time of transfer of physical possession of the property from buyer to seller or at
an F.O.B., F.A.S., or similar type of point.

EXAMPLE: A owns an art gallery in DesMoines. Art collector B from Cedar Rapids visits the gallery.
Collector B wishes to purchase a painting that is very large. However, collector B cannot immediately
transport the painting back to Cedar Rapids. On June 1, A and B sign a contract for the sale of the
painting. Title to the painting, risk of loss, and the right to take possession of the painting immediately
pass to B. However, the parties also agree that B can store the painting with A in return for a small
monthly charge. B inquires of various parties whether or not they would be willing to transport the
painting from Des Moines to Cedar Rapids. B finds no one satisfactory to do this and eventually signs
a separate contract for transport with A in which A agrees to do the transporting. The transport of the
painting is accomplished on September 1. The painting was delivered from A to B in Des Moines on
June 1. Thus, its sale occurred on that date rather than September 1. Delivery was accomplished with
the “constructive” delivery which occurred on June 1 rather than by the physical transfer of possession
from A to B which occurred on September 1. Because of this, the rate of tax is 6 and not 7 percent.

14.3(4) Conditional sales. A “conditional sale” is no different from an absolute sale, except in the
matter of payment. Hansen v. Kuhn, 284 N.W. 249, 226 Iowa 794 (1939). A conditional sale has not
occurred until delivery under a contract of conditional sale has occurred. See Example C in subrule
14.3(1) for an example of a conditional sales contract in which delivery of the property under the contract
occurred long after the making of the contract and after the buyer had made several payments under the
contract. As soon as delivery has occurred, tax on the sales price of the sale is due to the department.
See rule 701—16.47(423) for additional discussion of conditional sales.

14.3(5) Use tax—changed rate of taxation on the use of tangible personal property and specified
digital products. A changed use tax rate applies to the use of tangible personal property and specified
digital products in Iowa when the first taxable use occurs on or after the effective date of the legislation
which changes the rate of tax. In the following example, assume that the change in the use tax rate is
from 6 to 7 percent and that the legislation which enacts this change is effective as of July 1.

EXAMPLE: On May 24, A and B enter into a contract for A’s purchase of a machine from B. Under
the contract, delivery of the machine to A is to occur outside the state of Iowa, F.O.B., Minneapolis,
Minnesota. On June 27, A takes delivery of the machine in Minneapolis. A then transports the machine
into Iowa on July 2. A’s transport of the machine into Iowa constitutes a use of the machine by A in
Iowa for the first time. Under these circumstances, the machine is subject to the 7 percent rate since the
tax rate in effect at the time of first use, July 2, governs if property is purchased outside of Iowa.

14.3(6) Changed rate for the sales tax on enumerated services. A changed sales tax rate on
enumerated services applies if services are rendered, furnished, or performed in Iowa on or after the
effective date of the legislation which changes the rate. The date upon which the parties enter into
a service contract is not of importance in determining whether the old rate or new rate is applicable.
Nor, for the purpose of computing the sales tax, is it important to know when the product or result of
the service is used by the ultimate user. This situation must be distinguished from the application of
use tax to services. For use tax purposes, the date when the product or result of the service is used
may be important. See subrule 14.3(7). For the purposes of this subrule and subrules 14.3(7), 14.3(8),
and 14.3(9), assume that the rate of tax is being raised from 6 to 7 percent and that the effective date
of the legislation which increases the rate is July 1.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.14.3.pdf
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EXAMPLE A: On June 1, A and B enter into a service contract in which B agrees to provide testing
laboratory services to A. B performs these services in Iowa on June 26. The results of these services are
forwarded to A on July 8, and A observes those results and makes use of them on that latter day. Under
these circumstances, the testing laboratory services were subject to service tax at the rate of 6 percent
because B rendered, furnished, or performed the services on June 26, which is prior to July 1.

EXAMPLE B: On June 1, B offers to perform testing laboratory services for A. A and B agree that the
offer is not accepted until B actually performs the test laboratory services. The services are performed
on July 5, and the results forwarded to A on July 8. Under these circumstances, the testing laboratory
services are subject to tax at the 7 percent rate. The services are subject to that rate because the services
were rendered on July 5 and not because the parties entered into the contract for services on July 5. As
in Example A above, if a contract had been entered into before July 1, and the services performed after
that date, service tax at the 7 percent rate would still have been applicable.

EXAMPLE C: On June 7, A enters into a service contract with B for the repair of A’s automobile.
The contract provides that A shall make installment payments for 12 months. The automotive repairs
are extensive. B begins repair of the automobile on June 9 and completes repair on June 27. Since sales
tax is due when the service is rendered, furnished, or performed, the tax is 6 percent of the contract
price. Installment payments made on and after July 1 do not accrue any greater rate of tax. This situation
is different from a service contract entered into prior to July 1, which requires periodic payments for
continuous services, as set forth under subrule 14.3(8).

EXAMPLE D: A, a civic center, contracts with B, an orchestra, to perform on July 10. The contract
is made on May 26. A sells tickets of admission for B’s July 10 concert. The tickets are sold in the
month of June and from July 1 to and including July 9. All ticket sales in June are subject to tax at the
6 percent rate, and all ticket sales in July are subject to tax at the 7 percent rate. In this example, the
contract between A and B is not a taxable service contract. The taxable events are the sales of admission
tickets between A and the purchasers of the tickets. The date when a ticket is delivered to a purchaser
controls whether the tax rate is 6 or 7 percent.

14.3(7) Changed rate of use tax on services. If the product or result of a taxable service rendered,
furnished, or performed outside of this state is first used in this state on or after July 1, the 7 percent use
tax rate applies.

EXAMPLE: On June 14, A and B enter into a contract for repair of A’s machine, the repair to be done
outside of Iowa. On June 28, the machine is delivered to B who performs the taxable service of machine
repair and returns the machine to A in Iowa on July 1. Under these circumstances, the product or result
of the taxable machine repair service is first used by A on July 1; therefore, the 7 percent tax rate applies.

14.3(8) Service contracts requiring periodic payments. If parties enter into a service contract prior to
July 1, and the contract requires periodic payments, payments made on or after July 1 under the contract
are subject to the 7 percent sales or use tax rate.

EXAMPLE A: A and B enter into an agreement for the lease of equipment on April 1. The lease is
for a term of five years and requires monthly payments. A is the lessee and B is the lessor. For all rental
payments made on or after July 1, the tax rate is 7 percent.

EXAMPLE B: On May 1, A joined a private club and paid membership fees for the privilege of
participating in athletic sports provided to club members. A must make periodic payments every three
months. These payments are made in January, April, July, and October. Under these circumstances, A’s
July payment and payments made subsequently are subject to tax at the rate of 7 percent.

14.3(9) Gas, electricity, water, heat, solid waste collection, sewer, pay television, and
communication services. The sales price from the sales, furnishing, or service of gas, electricity, water,
heat, and communication service are subject to the sales, services, and use tax at the 7 percent rate when
the date of billing the customer falls on or after July 1. The sales price from the services of solid waste
collection and disposal, sewer, and pay television are also treated in this manner.

EXAMPLE A: A is the customer of the B water utility. A receives a bill from B on July 5. The billing
date is July 1, and the bill is for water provided during the month of June. Under these circumstances,
sales tax should be billed at the rate of 7 percent, because the date of billing is July 1.
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EXAMPLEB:A is the customer of the B electric utility company. A receives a bill from the B company
on July 2. There is no billing date set forth on the bill. The bill was mailed by the B company to A on
June 28. Under these circumstances, the billing date is June 28, and the sales tax should be billed at the
rate of 6 percent. Had B listed a billing date in its books and records as a receivable different than the
mailing date, i.e., June 26, this latter date (June 26) would be considered the billing date.

EXAMPLEC: A is the customer of the B rural electric cooperative (REC). A is responsible for reading
its meter and remitting the proper amount for electricity and sales tax to B. B, in its tariff filed with the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), has set forth the first date of each month as the last day for
its customers to read their meters. B does not send a bill to A. Under these circumstances of customer
self-billing where no bill is sent by B to A, the first date of each month is the billing date and where that
date falls on July 1 and the first date of each month thereafter, the sales tax should be paid at the rate of
7 percent.

If the date set forth in the tariff had been the last day of the month, then a self-billing attributable to
June 30 would require payment of sales tax at the 6 percent rate.

EXAMPLE D: A is the customer of B telephone company. A receives a bill from B company on July
3, covering intrastate long distance telephone calls in June and local service in July. The billing date
on the face of the bill is June 28. Under these circumstances, all telephone services, local and intrastate
long distance, should be billed sales tax at the rate of 6 percent.

If, in this example, the billing date on the bill had been July 1, the sales tax should be billed at the
rate of 7 percent for all telephone services, local and intrastate long distance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

[Filed December 12, 1974]
[Filed 11/5/76, Notice 9/22/76—published 12/1/76, effective 1/5/77]
[Filed 4/28/78, Notice 3/22/78—published 5/17/78, effective 7/1/78]

[Filed emergency 2/9/83—published 3/2/83, effective 3/1/83]
[Filed 4/22/83, Notices 3/2/83, 3/16/83—published 5/11/83, effective 6/15/83]

[Filed emergency 12/13/85—published 1/1/86, effective 1/1/86]
[Filed 2/7/86, Notice 1/1/86—published 2/26/86, effective 4/2/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 3/26/92, Notice 2/19/92—published 4/15/92, effective 3/20/92]

[Filed emergency 7/1/92—published 7/22/92, effective 7/1/92]
[Filed 8/28/92, Notice 7/22/92—published 9/16/92, effective 10/21/92]
[Filed 11/25/98, Notice 10/21/98—published 12/16/98, effective 1/29/99]

[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]
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CHAPTER 15
DETERMINATION OF A SALE AND SALE PRICE

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—15.1(422) Conditional sales to be included in gross sales. RescindedARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21,
effective 10/27/21.

701—15.2(422,423) Repossessed goods. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.3(423) Exemption certificates, direct pay permits, fuel used in processing, and beer and
wine wholesalers.

15.3(1) General provision. The sales price from the sale of tangible personal property or specified
digital products to a purchaser for any exempt purpose are not subject to tax as provided by the Iowa sales
and use tax statutes. In addition, a seller of tangible personal property or specified digital products need
not collect Iowa sales or use tax from a purchaser that possesses a valid direct pay permit issued by the
department of revenue. However, the following are requirements for the exemption and noncollection
of tax by a seller when a direct pay permit is involved:

a. The sales tax liability for all sales of tangible personal property, specified digital products, and
taxable services is upon the seller and the purchaser unless the seller takes from the purchaser a valid
exemption certificate stating under penalty of perjury that the purchase is for a nontaxable purpose and is
not a retail sale, or the seller is not obligated to collect tax due, or unless the seller takes a fuel exemption
certificate. If the tangible personal property, specified digital products, or services are purchased tax-free
pursuant to a valid exemption certificate and the tangible personal property, specified digital products, or
services are used or disposed of by the purchaser in a nonexempt manner, the purchaser is solely liable
for the taxes and shall remit the taxes directly to the department. The protection afforded a seller by
this paragraph does not apply to a seller who fraudulently fails to collect tax or to a seller who solicits
purchasers to participate in the unlawful claiming of an exemption.

b. The director is required to provide exemption certificates to assist retailers in properly
accounting for nontaxable sales of tangible personal property, specified digital products, or services
to buyers for exempt purposes. These exemption certificates must be completed as to the information
required on the form in order to be valid.

15.3(2) Retailer-provided exemption certificates. Retailers may provide their own exemption
certificates. Those exemption certificates must contain information required by the department,
including, but not limited to: the seller’s name, the buyer’s name and address, the buyer’s nature of
business (wholesaler, retailer, manufacturer, lessor, other), the reason for purchasing tax-exempt (e.g.,
resale or processing), the general description of the products purchased, and state sales tax or I.D.
registration number. The certificate must be signed and dated by the buyer.

a. An exemption certificate or blanket exemption certificate as referred to in paragraph “b” cannot
be used to make a tax-free purchase of any tangible personal property, specified digital products, or
service not covered by the certificate. For example, the certificate used to purchase a chemical consumed
in processing cannot be used to purchase a generator which is going to become an integral part of other
tangible personal property which will be ultimately sold at retail.

b. Any person repeatedly selling the same type of property or service to the same purchaser for
resale, processing, or for any other exempt purpose may accept a blanket certificate covering more than
one transaction. A seller who accepts a blanket certificate is required periodically to inquire of the
purchaser to determine if the information on the blanket certificate is accurate and complete. Such an
inquiry by the seller shall be deemed evidence of good faith on the part of the seller.

c. When due to extraordinary circumstances in the nature of fire, flood, or other cases of
destruction beyond the taxpayer’s control, a seller does not have an exemption certificate on file, the
seller may show by other evidence, such as a signed affidavit by the purchaser, that the property or
service was purchased for an exempt purpose.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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d. The liability for the tax does not shift from the seller to the purchaser if the seller has not
accepted a valid exemption certificate in good faith. If the seller has actual knowledge of information or
circumstances indicating that it is unlikely that the property or services will be used by the purchaser in
an exempt manner, then in order to act in good faith the seller must make further inquiry to determine the
facts supporting the exemption certificate. In addition, if the nature of the business of the purchaser, as
shown by the exemption certificate, indicates that it is unlikely that the property or services will be used
in an exempt manner, then in order to act in good faith the seller must make further inquiry to determine
the facts supporting the exemption certificate.

EXAMPLE 1. A seller is expected to inquire to discover the facts supporting the claimed exemption
if the seller knows that the property or services will not be, or it is unlikely that the property or services
will be, resold or used in processing by that purchaser. This further inquiry is expected even when there
is nothing in the nature of the business as shown on the valid exemption certificate to cause the seller to
make further inquiry.

EXAMPLE 2. A seller is expected to inquire to discover the facts supporting the claimed exemption
of the sale of sawdust or a tool chest purchased by a gas station since such items are rarely resold by a
gas station.

EXAMPLE 3. A seller is not expected to make further inquiry, in the absence of actual knowledge, to
determine which light bulbs bought by a hardware store are for use in the store or those purchased for
resale.

If the seller has met the requirements set forth above in accepting a valid exemption certificate, the
seller shall be deemed to have acted in good faith and the liability for the tax shifts to the purchaser who
becomes solely liable for the taxes.

e. A seller is relieved from liability for sales tax if (1) a purchaser deletes the tax reimbursement
from the payment to the seller or if the purchaser makes a notation on an invoice such as “not subject
to tax” or “resale” and (2) if the seller can produce written evidence to show that an attempt was made
to obtain an exemption certificate to show that the transaction was exempt from tax but was unable to
obtain said certificate from the purchaser.

f. The failure of a permit holder to act in good faith while giving or receiving exemption
certificates may result in the revocation of the sales tax permit. Revocation is authorized under the
provisions of Iowa Code section 423.36.

g. The purchase of tangible personal property, specified digital products, or services which are
specifically exempt from tax under the Iowa Code need not be evidenced by an exemption certificate.
However, if certificates are given to support these transactions, they do not relieve the seller of the
responsibility for tax if at some later time the transaction is determined to be taxable.

h. A person who is selling tangible personal property, specified digital products, or services, but
who is not making taxable sales at retail, shall not be required to hold a permit. When this person
purchases tangible personal property, specified digital products, or services for resale, the person shall
furnish a certificate in accordance with these rules to the supplier stating that the property or services
was purchased for the purpose of resale.

i. For information regarding the use of exemption certificates for contractors, see 701—Chapter
19.

15.3(3) Fuel exemption certificates.
a. Definitions.
“Fuel” includes, but is not limited to, heat, steam, electricity, gas, water, or any other tangible

personal property consumed in creating heat, power, or steam.
“Fuel consumed in processing” includes fuel used in grain drying or providing heat or cooling

for livestock buildings, fuel used for generating electric current, fuel consumed in implements of
husbandry engaged in agricultural production, as well as fuel used in “processing” as defined in rules
701—18.29(423) and 701—230.15(423). See rule 701—17.2(423) for a detailed description of “fuel
used in processing.” See rule 701—17.3(423) for extensive discussion regarding electricity and steam
used in processing.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/701.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/701.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.18.29.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.230.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.17.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.17.3.pdf
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“Fuel exemption certificate” is a certificate given by a purchaser and signed under penalty of
perjury to assist a seller in properly accounting for nontaxable sales of fuel consumed in processing.
The fuel exemption certificate must contain information required by the department, including, but not
limited to: the seller’s name and address; the purchaser’s name and address; the type of fuel purchased,
e.g., electricity, propane; a description of the purchaser’s business, e.g., farmer, manufacturer of
steel products, food processor; a general description of the type of processing in which the fuel is
consumed, e.g., grain drying, raising livestock, generating electricity, or manufacture of tangible
personal property; and the percentage exemption claimed. The fuel exemption certificate must be
signed under penalty of perjury by the purchaser and dated. The seller may demand from the purchaser
additional documentation attached to the fuel exemption certificate which is reasonably necessary to
support the claim of exemption for fuel consumed in processing. In the absence of separate metering,
documentation reasonably necessary to support a claim for exemption will consist of either an electrical
consultant’s survey or of a document prepared by the purchaser in accordance with the requirements
of subrule 15.3(4). Attachment of documentation is not necessary if the purchaser has furnished the
seller with documentation when filing an earlier exemption certificate and a substantial change in the
purchaser’s operation had not occurred since the documentation was furnished or if fuel consumed by
the purchaser in processing is separately metered and billed by the seller.

“Substantial change” means a change in the purchaser’s use or disposition of tangible personal
property and services such that the purchaser pays less than 90 percent of the purchaser’s actual sales
tax liability.

b. If fuel is purchased tax-free pursuant to a fuel exemption certificate which has been accepted by
the seller and the purchaser uses or disposes of the fuel in a nonexempt manner, the purchaser is solely
liable for sales tax and shall remit that tax directly to the department. A seller can, however, rely upon
a fuel exemption certificate for sales occurring within five years subsequent to the date of the certificate
only. For later sales, the seller must secure a new certificate of exemption from the purchaser.

c. A purchaser may apply to the department for review of any fuel exemption certificate. The
department shall review the certificate and determine the correct amount of exemption within 12
months from the date of application. The department shall notify a purchaser of any determination
that is different from the purchaser’s claim of exemption. Failure to determine the correct amount
of exemption within 12 months from the date of application shall constitute a determination on
the department’s part that the claim of exemption on the fuel certificate is correct as submitted. A
determination regarding an exemption certificate is final unless the purchaser appeals to the director for
a revision of the determination within 60 days from the date of the notice of determination. The director
shall grant a hearing and upon the hearing, the director shall determine the correct exemption and notify
the purchaser of the decision by mail. The decision is final unless the purchaser seeks judicial review
of the director’s decision under Iowa Code section 422.55 within 60 days from the date of the notice of
the director’s decision. The purchaser must notify the seller of any change in percentage.

d. The effective date of the legislation allowing use of an exemption certificate for fuel used in
processing is January 1, 1988. However, a certificate which is complete and correct according to subrule
15.3(3), paragraph “a,” and any other requirement of the director, which is signed and dated prior to
January 1, 1988, shall, if accepted by a seller in good faith, protect the seller to the extent described in
subrule 15.3(3), paragraph “b,” for energy consumed on or after January 1, 1988. Exemption certificates
filed with the seller prior to January 1, 1988, also expire five years from date of acceptance.

15.3(4) Determining percentage of electricity used in processing. When electricity is purchased for
consumption both for processing and for taxable uses, and the use of the electricity is recorded on a
single meter, the purchaser must allocate the use of the electricity according to taxable and nontaxable
consumption if an exemption for nontaxable use is to be claimed. The calculations which support the
allocation, if properly performed, can serve as the documentation reasonably necessary to support a claim
of exemption for fuel used in processing. The following method with its alternative table may be used
to determine the percentage of electricity used on the farm or in a factory which is exempt by virtue of
its being used in processing. See subrule 15.3(4), paragraph “e,” for alternative methods of computing

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.55.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
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exempt use, including exempt use by a new business. First, the base period for the calculations must be
selected.

a. Ordinarily, the 12 months previous to the date upon which the exemption is calculated are used
as the base period for determining the percentage of electricity exempt as used in processing. This
immediately previous 12-month period is used because it is a span of time which is (1) recent enough to
accurately reflect future electric usage; (2) extended enough to take into account variations in electrical
usage resulting from changes in temperature occurring with the seasons; and (3) is not so long as to
require unduly burdensome calculations. However, individual circumstances can dictate that a shorter
or longer period than 12 months will be used or that some 12-month period other than that immediately
previous to the date upon which the exemption certificate is filed, will be used.

EXAMPLE: Mr.Wilson is a farmer. He files an exemption certificate for the period beginning January
1, 1990. The year 1989 is one with a very mild winter, a relatively cool summer, and a very dry autumn.
Mr.Wilson uses no electricity for grain drying and substantially less electricity than usual for heating and
cooling his livestock buildings. Mr.Wilson must use a 12-month period which is more representative of
his usual exempt electrical consumption than that of January through December 1989.

EXAMPLE: Mr. Jackson is also a farmer. He files an exemption certificate for the period beginning
January 1, 1991. The year 1990 is one in which the summer is extraordinarily hot, the winter exceedingly
cold, and the autumn very wet. Mr. Jackson uses far more electricity than normal to dry his grain and heat
and cool his livestock buildings. He should use a 12-month period more representative of his customary
exempt use of electricity than the period January through December 1990.

EXAMPLE: Company A manufactures its product in a factory which has no windows and is heavily
insulated. The factory always runs 40 hours per week, 52 weeks per year. Because of these and other
circumstances, Company A’s electrical usage does not vary significantly from month to month, and it
is easy enough to document this. Company A can calculate its percentage of exempt use of electricity
based on a one-month, rather than a 12-month, period.

EXAMPLE: Company B manufactures widgets. The “economic cycle” for widget production is, on
the average, 36 months long. During this economic cycle, there are times when, for months at a time,
the factory will operate three shifts. At other times, for weeks at a time, the entire factory will be shut
down and its personnel laid off. The only accurate way to determine exempt percentage of electricity
used is to calculate electrical use over the entire economic cycle. Therefore, 36 months, rather than 12
months, would be the base period.

b. Calculating kilowatts used per hour by various electrical devices. The first step in computing
percentage of exemption is to determine the number of kilowatts used per hour for each device in farm or
factory. If kilowatts consumed per hour of a device’s use is not listed on the device or otherwise readily
obtainable, formulas can be used to determine this information.
Lights

For incandescent bulbs, add rated wattages and divide by 1,000. For fluorescent lights, add rated
wattages plus an additional 20 percent of rated wattages, then divide by 1,000.

Incandescent Lights:

Watts
1,000

= Kilowatts Per Hour

Fluorescent and Other High Intensity Lights:

Watts + .20 (Watts)
1,000

= Kilowatts Per Hour

Devices Other Than Lights
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For these devices, use the wattage rating given by the manufacturer and divide by 1,000 to obtain
approximate kilowatts used per hour of operation.

Watts
1,000

= Kilowatts Per Hour

If an appliance does not list a watt rating, tables provided by Iowa State University Cooperative Extension
Service can be used especially by farmers who are attempting to compute their exempt percentage of
electricity used. Persons using a table are reminded to convert watts to kilowatts before proceeding to
further calculations.

c. The average number of kilowatts consumed per hour of operation for any one device must next
be multiplied by the total number of hours which the device is operated during the base period. A person
may use intermediate calculations. For example, assume that a machine used in processing consumes
20 kilowatts per hour of operation. The machine is operated, during a 12-month base period, 40 hours
per week during 50 weeks. The machine is not placed in operation when the factory is closed for two
weeks vacation. Exempt use is calculated as follows:

Kilowatts
Per Hour

Hours Operated
Per Week

Weeks Operated in 12-Month
Period Equals Number of
Exempt Kilowatt Hours

20 × 40 × 50 = 40000

Assume that a grain dryer uses 30 kilowatts per hour of operation. During a 12-month base period, the
grain dryer is used in processing 200 hours per month, for 3 months. The calculation for total number
of kilowatt hours of exempt use for the 12-month period is as follows:

Kilowatts
Per Hour

Hours of Exempt
Use Per Month

Number of Months of Exempt
Use Equals Total Number of
Exempt Kilowatt Hours

30 × 200 × 3 = 18000

d. The following is a very simplified example of a worksheet for determining the percentage of
electricity qualifying for exemption when a single meter records both exempt and taxable use.

Kilowatts
Per Hour of
Operation

Average Hours
of Operation
Per 12-Month
Base Period

Average
Kilowatt Hours
Per 12-Month
Base Period

Total

All Exempt Usage
Production Machine #1 10 1000 10000
Production Machine #2 10 1000 10000
Other 10 1000 10000

Total Exempt Usage 30000(A)

All Taxable Usage
Air Conditioners 10 3000 30000
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Kilowatts
Per Hour of
Operation

Average Hours
of Operation
Per 12-Month
Base Period

Average
Kilowatt Hours
Per 12-Month
Base Period

Total

General Lighting 10 3000 30000
Office Equipment 10 3000 30000
Space Heaters 10 3000 30000
Other 10 3000 30000

Total Taxable Usage 150000(B)
Total—All Usages 180000(C)

30000 A
180000

or
C

= Percentage of Electricity Purchase Qualifying for Exemption = 16.60%

The number actually used in the base period can be determined by reference to billings for the base
period. If the number of kilowatt hours calculated to have been used does not approximate the number
actually used in the base period, the calculations are deficient and should be performed again. Once the
precise percentage of exemption has been calculated, that percentage must be applied during any period
for which a purchaser is requesting exemption. Any substantial and permanent change in the amount of
electricity consumed or in the proportion of exempt and nonexempt use of electricity is an occasion for
recomputing the exempt percentage and for filing a new exemption certificate.

e. The following are nonexclusive alternatives to the above method of determining the percentage
of electricity which is exempt because it is used in processing. First, if currently only one meter exists to
measure both exempt and nonexempt use of electricity, the most accurate method of determining exempt
and nonexempt use may be separate metering of these two uses. This possibility is especially practical
if all exempt use results from the activities of one machine, however large. If separate metering is
impossible or impractical, it may be useful to employ the services of an energy consultant. If using energy
consultant’s service is impractical, it may be possible to secure, from the manufacturer of a machine
used in processing, the number of kilowatts which a machine uses per hour of operation. Often, these
manufacturer’s studies give a more accurate measure of a machine’s use of electricity than the formulas
set out in paragraph 15.3(4)“b” above. This circumstance is especially true with regard to large electric
motors.

If a business is new, and no historical data exists for use in calculating exempt and nonexempt
percentages of electricity or other fuel consumed, any person calculating future exempt use must make
the best projections possible. If calculating future exempt use with no past historical data to serve as
a basis for the calculations, it is suggested that conservative estimates of exempt use be made. Using
these conservative estimates can avoid future liability for sales tax on the part of the purchaser of the
electricity. Possibly, in calculating exempt use of fuel for a new business, historical data from existing
similar businesses can be used if available from persons not in direct competition to the person claiming
the exemption.

Ordinarily any method of determining the percentage of electricity used in processing will involve
calculating both exempt and nonexempt usage. However, in certain instances it is acceptable to calculate
only exempt or nonexempt usage in one column and to list separately the equipment or devices making
the exempt or nonexempt use of the electricity separate. This practice can normally be followed where
electrical usage does not fluctuate dramatically and where usage is either predominantly exempt or
predominantly not exempt.

15.3(5) Applicability. The provisions of subrule 15.3(4) explaining the determination of the
percentage exemption for electricity also apply to other types of fuel such as natural gas, LP, etc., when
used for exempt purposes.

15.3(6) Special certificates of beer and wine wholesalers. Beer or wine purchased from a wholesaler
holding a Class A or F permit has been purchased for resale if the purchaser provides the wholesaler with

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
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a retail beer or wine permit or liquor license number. A wholesaler’s record of account with an individual
retailer is a complete and correct exemption certificate for the purposes of beer or wine sales and provides
all the protection which the usual exemption certificate (see subrule 15.3(2)) provides if the record of
account contains the retailer’s beer or wine permit or liquor license number and all other information
concerning the account is taken in good faith by the wholesaler. The words “beer,” “permit,” “retailer,”
“wholesaler,” and “wine” have the same definitions for the purposes of this rule as the definitions given
them in Iowa Code section 123.3.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.3, 423.36 and 423.45.
[ARC 2349C, IAB 1/6/16, effective 2/10/16; see Rescission note at end of chapter; ARC 2768C, IAB 10/12/16, effective 11/16/16;
ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—15.4(422,423) Bad debts. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.5(422,423) Recovery of bad debts by collection agency or attorney. RescindedARC5915C,
IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.6(422,423) Discounts, rebates and coupons. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective
10/27/21.

701—15.7(422,423) Trading stamps are not a discount. Rescinded IAB 11/14/01, effective 12/19/01.

701—15.8(423) Returned merchandise. When merchandise is sold and returned by a customer who
secures an allowance or a return of the full purchase price, the seller may deduct the amount allowed as
full credit or refund, provided the merchandise is taxable merchandise and tax has been previously paid
on the sales price.

An allowance shall not be made for the return of any merchandise which (1) is exempt from either
sales or use tax; or (2) has not been reported in the taxpayer’s tax previously paid.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.31.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—15.9(422) Goods damaged in transit. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.10(422) Consignment sales. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.11(423) Leased departments. When a permit holder leases a part of the premises where
the permit holder’s retail business is conducted, the lessor shall immediately notify the department
and supply the following information: (1) name and home office address of the lessee; (2) type of
merchandise sold by the lessee or service performed; (3) date when the lessee began making sales or
performing services at retail in Iowa on the leased premises; and (4) whether the lessee has secured a
permit to account directly to the department for tax due or if the lessee’s sales will be accounted for
in the lessor’s tax return. Upon request, the department shall furnish a form to the lessor on which to
report this information.

If the lessor fails to notify the department that a part of the premises has been leased and does not
furnish the requested information, the lessor shall be responsible for tax due as a result of sales by the
lessee, unless the lessee has properly remitted the tax due.

The lessor who has leased a part of the premises shall report to the department the names and
addresses of all lessees. If the lessor is accounting for the lessee’s sales, the lessor shall, after the name
of each lessee, show the amount of net taxable sales made by the lessee and which net taxable sales are
included in the lessor’s return. If the lessee is reporting the tax directly to the department, the lessor shall
show the permit number of the lessee.

When the lessee has terminated selling activities, the lessor shall immediately notify the department.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.25.

[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.45.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2349C.pdf
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701—15.12(423) Excise tax included in and excluded from gross receipts.
15.12(1) An excise tax which is not an Iowa sales or use tax may be excluded from the gross receipts

or purchase price of the sale or use of property or taxable services only if all of the following conditions
exist:

a. The excise tax is imposed upon the identical sale which the Iowa sales tax is imposed upon or
upon the sale which measures the taxable use or upon a use identical to the Iowa taxable use and not
upon some event or activity which precedes or occurs after the sale or use.

b. The legal incidence of the excise tax falls upon the purchaser who is responsible for payment of
the Iowa sales tax. The purchaser must be obligated to pay the excise tax either directly to the government
in question or to another person (e.g., the retailer) who acts as a collector of the tax. SeeGurley v. Rhoden,
421 U.S. 200, 95 S. Ct. 1605, 44 L.Ed.2d 110 (1975) for a description of the circumstances under which
the legal, as opposed to the economic, burden of an excise tax falls upon the purchaser.

c. The name of the tax is specifically stated and the amount of the tax separately set out on the
invoice, bill of sale, or upon another document which embodies a record of the sale.

EXAMPLE 1. The federal government imposes an excise tax upon the act of manufacturing tangible
personal property within the United States. The amount of the tax is measured as a percentage of the price
for the first sale of the property, which is usually to a wholesaler. However, one particular manufacturer
sells its manufactured goods at retail in Iowa. Even if this tax meets the requirements for exclusion
of paragraphs “b” and “c” above, it is not excludable because it does not meet the requirements of
paragraph “a.” The tax is not imposed upon the act of sale but upon the prior act of manufacture. The
tax is merely measured by the amount of the proceeds of the sale.

EXAMPLE 2. The federal government imposes an excise tax of 4 percent on a retailer’s gross receipts
from sales of tangible personal property. The law allows the retailer to separately identify and bill a
customer for the tax. However, if a retailer fails to pay the tax, the government cannot collect it from
a purchaser and if the government assesses tax against the retailer and secures a judgment requiring the
retailer to pay the tax, the retailer who has failed to collect the tax from a purchaser on the initial sale
has no right of reimbursement from the purchaser. This tax is not excludable from Iowa excise tax. Its
economic burden falls upon the purchaser. However, since neither the government nor the retailer has
any legal right to demand payment of the tax from a purchaser, the legal incidence of the tax is not upon
the purchaser; and the tax would not meet the requirements of paragraph “b” above.

15.12(2) As of January 1, 1988, the following federal excise taxes are includable in the gross receipts
of Iowa sales tax:

a. The federal gallonage taxes on distilled spirits, wines, and beer imposed by 26 U.S.C. Sections
5001, 5041, and 5051.

b. The tax imposed by 26 U.S.C. Section 5701 with regard to cigars, cigarettes, and cigarette
papers and tubes.

c. The federal tax on gasoline imposed under 26 U.S.C. Section 4081.
d. The federal tax on tires, inner tubes, and tread rubber imposed by 26 U.S.C. Section 4071.
e. The federal manufacturer’s excise tax imposed by 26 U.S.C. Section 4061 has been repealed.
15.12(3) The following excise taxes are excluded from the amount of gross receipts:
a. The federal tax imposed by 26 U.S.C. Section 4251(a) on the communication services of local

telephone service, toll telephone service, and teletypewriter exchange service.
b. The federal tax imposed by 26 U.S.C. Section 4051 upon the first retail sale of automobile and

truck chassis and bodies; truck trailer and semitrailer chassis and bodies and tractors of the kind chiefly
used for highway transportation in combination with trailers or semitrailers.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1 and 423.2.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—15.13(423) Freight, other transportation charges, and exclusions from the exemption
applicable to these services. The determination of whether freight and other transportation charges
shall be subject to sales or use tax is dependent upon the terms of the sale agreement.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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15.13(1) Charges separately stated. When tangible personal property or a taxable service is sold at
retail in Iowa or purchased for use in Iowa and under the terms of the sale agreement the seller is to
deliver the property to the buyer or the purchaser is responsible for delivery and such delivery charges
are stated and agreed to in the sale agreement or the charges are separate from the sale agreement, the
sales price of the freight or transportation charges shall not be subject to tax. This exemption does not
apply to the service of transporting electrical energy or the service of transporting natural gas.

15.13(2) Charges not separately stated. When freight and other transportation charges are not
separately stated in the sale agreement or are not separately sold, the sales price of the freight or
transportation charges become a part of the sales price of the sale of tangible personal property
or a taxable service and are subject to tax. Where a sales agreement exists, the freight and other
transportation charges are subject to tax unless the freight and other transportation charges are separately
contracted. If the written contract contains no provisions separately itemizing such charge, tax is due
on the full contract price with no deduction for transportation charge, regardless of whether or not such
transportation charges are itemized separately on the invoice.

15.13(3) Exemption. The sales price from charges for delivery of electricity or natural gas are exempt
from tax to the extent that the sales price from the sale, furnishing, or service of electricity or natural
gas or its use are exempt from sales or use tax under Iowa Code chapter 423. The exclusions from this
exemption relating to the transportation of natural gas and electricity are applicable to all contracts for the
performance of these transportation services. Below are examples which explain some of the principal
circumstances in which the transport of natural gas or electricity is a service subject to tax.

Freight and transportation charges include, but are not limited to, the following charges or fees:
freight; transportation; shipping; delivery; or trip charges.

EXAMPLE 1. Consumer ABC, located in Des Moines, contracts with supplier DEF, located in
Waterloo, for DEF to sell gas and electricity to ABC. ABC then contracts with utility GHI to transport
the energy over GHI’s network (of pipes or wires) from Waterloo to ABC’s facility in Des Moines.
GHI’s transport of ABC’s energy is a taxable service. The transportation of natural gas and electricity
by a utility is a taxable service of furnishing natural gas or electricity whether or not that utility or some
other utility produces the natural gas or generates the electricity furnished. A utility’s transportation of
gas or electricity is a “transportation service” specifically excluded from the exemption in Iowa Code
section 423.3(70).

EXAMPLE 2. Consumer ABC contracts with utility DEF for DEF to provide electricity from DEF’s
generating plant in Mason City to ABC’s location in Cedar Rapids. Transport of the electricity is by way
of DEF’s network of long distance transmission lines. The contract between ABC and DEF states the
prices to be paid for the purchase of various amounts of electricity and also sets out the amounts to be
paid for transport of electricity and constitutes separate sales of electricity and transportation services.
In these circumstances, amounts which ABC pays DEF for transport of the electricity are taxable.

EXAMPLE 3. As in Example 2, consumer ABC contracts with utility DEF for the delivery of
electricity from DEF’s generating plant in Mason City to ABC’s location in Cedar Rapids, ownership
of the electricity to pass to ABC in Cedar Rapids. Also, as in Example 2, the contract between ABC
and DEF states varying prices to be paid for the purchase and transportation of varying amounts of
electricity and constitutes separate sales of electricity and transportation services. Transport of the
electricity will be by way of GHI’s transmission lines. DEF contracts with GHI for the transport of
the electricity to ABC’s plant in Cedar Rapids. At the time the contract is signed, GHI asks DEF for
an exemption certificate stating that DEF will resell GHI’s transportation service to ABC. GHI must
either secure the certificate or collect Iowa sales tax from DEF. GHI is furnishing a taxable electricity
transportation service to DEF, which DEF will in turn furnish to ABC. DEF must collect tax from ABC.

EXAMPLE 4. In this example, the same contract exists between ABC and DEF as exists in Example
3. However, in this example, a breakdown at DEF’s plant in Mason City prevents DEF from generating
the electricity which it is contractually obligated to provide to ABC. DEF is forced to purchase both
electricity and its transport from JKL. The contract between DEF and JKL states the prices to be paid for
the purchase of various amounts of electricity and also sets out the amounts to be paid for the transport
of this electricity and constitutes separate sales of electricity and transportation services. JKL asks DEF

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.3.pdf
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for an exemption certificate stating that DEF has purchased the electricity and its transport for resale to
ABC. In this case, JKL must secure an exemption certificate from DEF to avoid collecting tax on its sale
and transport of the electricity for DEF.

EXAMPLE 5. Again, ABC and DEF have contracted, as they did in Example 2, for DEF to sell
and transport electricity from Mason City to Cedar Rapids. However, their agreement mentions only
one combined price for sale and delivery of the electricity. There is no separately contracted price for
transport of the electricity, in contrast to the situation in Example 2. In this case, the entire amount which
ABC pays to DEF is taxable as the entire amount paid is for the sale of tangible personal property.

EXAMPLE 6. Manufacturer EFG contracts with utility DEF for the purchase of natural gas with a
separate contract for its delivery. The gas is to be transported from DEF’s storage facility near Osceola
to EFG’s manufacturing plant in Fort Dodge by way of DEF’s pipeline. Ownership of the gas passes
from DEF to EFG in Fort Dodge. EFG uses 92 percent of the gas which is transported to its plant in
processing the tangible personal property manufactured there. The receipts which EFG pays DEF for
the transport of the gas are excluded from the transportation exemption, but they are not excluded from
the processing exemption. Ninety-two percent of those receipts are exempt from tax because that is the
percentage of gas used by EFG in processing. In addition, utility DEF charges manufacturer EFG $9.95
as a delivery fee for the gas. Since the purchase of the gas has a 92 percent exemption from Iowa sales
tax because of a 92 percent usage in processing, 92 percent of the delivery charge of $9.95 is also exempt
from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2 and 423.3.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—15.14(422,423) Installation charges when tangible personal property is sold at
retail. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.15(423) Premiums and gifts. A person who gives away or donates tangible personal property,
specified digital products, or taxable services shall be deemed to be a consumer of such property,
products, or services for tax purposes. The sales price from the sale of tangible personal property,
specified digital products, or taxable services to such persons for such purposes shall be subject to tax.

When a retailer purchases tangible personal property, a specified digital product, or a taxable service,
exclusive of tax, for the purpose of resale in the regular course of business and later gives it away or
donates it, the retailer shall include in the return the value of the property, product, or service at the
retailer’s cost price.

When a retailer sells tangible personal property, specified digital products, or taxable services and
furnishes a premium with the property, product, or service sold, the retailer is considered to be the
ultimate consumer or user of the premium furnished.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1 and 423.2.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—15.16(422) Gift certificates. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.17(422,423) Finance charge. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.18(422,423) Coins and other currency exchanged at greater than face value. Rescinded
ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.19(422,423) Trade-ins. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—15.20(422,423) Corporate mergers which do not involve taxable sales of tangible personal
property or services. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

[Filed December 12, 1974]
[Filed 11/5/76, Notice 9/22/76—published 12/1/76, effective 1/5/77]
[Filed 9/2/77, Notice 6/15/77—published 9/21/77, effective 10/26/77]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-22-2021.pdf
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[Filed 4/28/78, Notice 3/22/78—published 5/17/78, effective 7/1/78]
[Filed 1/5/79, Notice 11/29/78—published 1/24/79, effective 2/28/79]
[Filed 3/15/79, Notice 2/7/79—published 4/4/79, effective 5/9/79]

[Filed 5/23/80, Notice 3/19/80—published 6/11/80, effective 7/16/80]
[Filed emergency 7/17/80—published 8/6/80, effective 7/17/80]

[Filed 12/5/80, Notice 10/29/80—published 12/24/80, effective 1/28/81]
[Filed 8/13/82, Notice 7/7/82—published 9/1/82, effective 10/6/82]

[Filed emergency 2/9/83—published 3/2/83, effective 3/1/83]
[Filed 4/22/83, Notices 3/2/83, 3/16/83—published 5/11/83, effective 6/15/83]

[Filed 9/9/83, Notice 8/3/83—published 9/28/83, effective 11/2/83]
[Filed 10/3/86, Notice 8/13/86—published 10/22/86, effective 11/26/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 1/23/87, Notice 12/17/86—published 2/11/87, effective 3/18/87]
[Filed 11/25/87, Notice 10/21/87—published 12/16/87, effective 1/20/88]
[Filed 3/18/88, Notice 2/10/88—published 4/6/88, effective 5/11/88]
[Filed 4/28/88, Notice 3/23/88—published 5/18/88, effective 6/22/88]
[Filed 9/30/88, Notice 8/24/88—published 10/19/88, effective 11/23/88]
[Filed 11/23/88, Notice 9/21/88—published 12/14/88, effective 1/18/89]
[Filed 11/22/89, Notice 10/18/89—published 12/13/89, effective 1/17/90]
[Filed 3/26/92, Notice 2/19/92—published 4/15/92, effective 5/20/92]

[Filed emergency 7/1/92—published 7/22/92, effective 7/1/92]
[Filed 8/28/92, Notice 7/22/92—published 9/16/92, effective 10/21/92]
[File 9/24/93, Notice 8/18/93—published 10/13/93, effective 11/17/93]
[Filed 1/12/96, Notice 12/6/95—published 1/31/96, effective 3/6/96]
[Filed 6/12/97, Notice 5/7/97—published 7/2/97, effective 8/7/97]

[Filed 11/14/97, Notice 10/8/97—published 12/3/97, effective 1/7/98]
[Filed 4/17/98, Notice 12/3/97—published 5/6/98, effective 6/10/98]
[Filed 12/10/99, Notice 11/3/99—published 12/29/99, effective 2/2/00]
[Filed 9/15/00, Notice 8/9/00—published 10/4/00, effective 11/8/00]

[Filed 10/26/01, Notice 9/19/01—published 11/14/01, effective 12/19/01]
[Filed 12/19/01, Notice 11/14/01—published 1/9/02, effective 2/13/02]
[Filed 6/21/02, Notice 5/15/02—published 7/10/02, effective 8/14/02]
[Filed 11/14/07, Notice 9/26/07—published 12/5/07, effective 1/9/08]

[Filed ARC 2349C (Amended Notice ARC 2239C, IAB 11/11/15; Notice ARC 2178C, IAB 9/30/15),
IAB 1/6/16, effective 2/10/16]1

[Filed ARC 2768C (Notice ARC 2636C, IAB 7/20/16), IAB 10/12/16, effective 11/16/16]
[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

1 Amendments to 15.3(3)“a,” definition of “Fuel consumed in processing,” (ARC 2349C, Item 1) rescinded by 2016 Iowa Acts,
House File 2433, section 6, on 3/21/16. Amendments removed and prior language restored IAC Supplement 4/27/16.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2349C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2239C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2178C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2768C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2636C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5790C.pdf
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CHAPTER 17
EXEMPT SALES

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—17.1(422,423) Gross receipts expended for educational, religious, and charitable
purposes. Prior to July 1, 2001, net proceeds of an organization are exempt to the extent such proceeds
are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes, except receipts from games of skill,
games of chance, raffles, and bingo. Iowa Code section 422.45(3) requires that the activity from which
the proceeds are derived must be from sales of educational, religious, or charitable activities and that
the net proceeds be expended on these types of qualifying activities to be exempt from sales tax. For
the purposes of determining if net proceeds are exempt from tax under this rule, subsequent to the sales
event, the department analyzes the activities and the extent to which the net proceeds are expended
on such activities. Net proceeds are exempt from sales tax to the extent that they are expended on
educational, religious, or charitable activities.

17.1(1) Evaluation. For purposes of this rule, educational, religious, and charitable activities will be
evaluated as follows:

a. Educational. The acquisition of knowledge tending to develop and train the individual. An
activity that has as its primary purpose to educate by teaching. An activity that has as its primary objective
to give educational instruction. An activity where the educational process is not merely incidental. An
activity where the purpose is systematic instruction. The term educational purpose is synonymous with
educational undertaking, and therefore, it can also include recreational activities as well as an activity
designed to offer culture to the public. Activities which are directly related to the educational process
of such as intramural sports and tests given to students or prospective students to measure intelligence,
ability, or aptitude are considered educational for purposes of the exemption found in Iowa Code section
422.45(3). Municipal or civic art and science centers and libraries are also considered educational for
purposes of the exemption.

EXAMPLE 1: Little Folks, a local preschool, has a chili supper to raise money for playground
equipment, educational materials, and classroom furniture. The net proceeds from the supper are
exempt from sales tax because the total amount of the net proceeds from the chili supper will be
used for educational purposes. In addition, purchases made by the preschool may be exempt from
tax if the preschool can meet the qualifications to be classified as an educational institution. See
701—17.11(422,423) for additional information regarding this exemption.

EXAMPLE 2: A local ballet company promotes the arts, provides classes and instruction on various
types of dance, and sponsors and performs at numerous recitals that are free to the public. At its location,
the ballet company has a gift shop in which patrons can purchase T-shirts, dance wear, and costumes.
All proceeds are utilized by the ballet company to pay for its operational expenses and to perform the
activities previously mentioned. The proceeds from this gift shop are exempt from Iowa sales tax to the
extent they are utilized to pay for the stated educational activities.

b. Religious. The words “religious purpose” are analogous to religious worship. In the broadest of
terms, it includes all forms of belief in the existence of superior beings capable of exercising power over
the human race. As commonly accepted, it means the final recognition of God. It encompasses forms
of worship, reference to one’s views about God, or the relationship to one’s creator. It also includes the
use of property by a religious society or by a body of persons as a place for public worship.

EXAMPLE 1: A local church has a bake sale. All the net proceeds are returned to the church for
religious purposes. Bake sales are generally exempt from sales tax unless the product is sold for
“on-premises consumption” (see 701—20.5(422,423)), but the net proceeds are exempt from tax in any
event because they are going to be used for religious purposes. However, any purchases made by the
church that are not for resale are subject to sales tax. See 701—subrule 17.1(3).

EXAMPLE 2: Another local church conducts bingo games every Thursday. The net proceeds from
the bingo activities will be used for religious purposes. However, bingo and other gambling activities are
subject to sales tax regardless of the manner in which the proceeds are going to be used. See 17.1(5)“t.”

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.45.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.45.pdf
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c. Charitable. The term “charitable” may be applied to almost anything that tends to promote
well-doing and well-being for public good or public welfare with no pecuniary profit to the one
performing the service or the giving of gifts by persons kindly disposed toward others, without
obligation. An activity for the benefit of the public at large which includes relief of poverty, advancement
of education or religion, promotion of health, providing a government or municipal service, and other
activities, the purpose of which is to benefit the community, is considered charitable. Maintenance of
public parks is a valid charitable purpose. Schools, Red Cross, Boy Scouts, and relief agencies are
charitable. Profit-making organizations are not charitable, but may engage in charitable activities. An
activity where net earnings go to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual sponsoring the
activity is not charitable.

EXAMPLE 1: A local, nonprofit animal shelter that provides shelter, medical care, socialization, and
adoption services for homeless animals sells T-shirts and sweatshirts depicting rescued animals as a
fund-raiser. All the net proceeds from the sales will go to and be used by the animal shelter to defray
the costs it incurs. Sales of the T-shirts and sweatshirts would be exempt from sales tax since the net
proceeds would be expended on a charitable purpose. Items purchased by the shelter for resale would
also be exempt from sales tax. Items purchased by the shelter that are not for resale, such as dog or cat
food that will be used by the shelter, would be subject to sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: An American Legion post conducts a pancake supper as a fund-raiser for disabled
veterans. Some of the net proceeds are used to benefit disabled veterans and the remainder will be used
by the American Legion post to pay rent and utilities at its location. Pursuant to subrule 17.1(2), when
a portion of the net proceeds are intended to be expended for a qualifying exempt activity, then sales
tax should not be collected from the consumer. In turn, the sponsoring organization of the activity, in
this case the American Legion post, would not need to remit sales tax on the portion of the net proceeds
that is expended for the charitable activity. However, the portion of net proceeds used by the American
Legion post to pay rent and utilities is subject to sales tax due to the fact that the net proceeds were not
used for a qualifying activity.

EXAMPLE 3: A nonprofit hospital operates a gift shop. All of the proceeds are used to defray costs of
hospital care for indigent patients who are unable to pay for such care. Due to the fact that all of the net
proceeds are used for a charitable purpose, the proceeds are exempt from sales tax. In addition, effective
July 1, 1998, purchases made by the nonprofit hospital are also exempt from sales tax.

17.1(2) Entire proceeds. An Attorney General’s Opinion issued on November 2, 1967, indirectly
offers a test of whether the gross receipts from an educational, charitable, or religious activity are entirely
spent for such purpose. The test is whether all expenditures are so related to the activity so that the
expenditure itself is for an educational, charitable, or religious purpose. The term “entire proceeds” is
defined as those proceeds remaining after direct expenses have been deducted from the gross receipts
derived from the activity or event. In addition to this definition, the expenses should be necessary and
have an immediate bearing or relationship to the fulfillment of the activity. For example, the cost of food
for a fund-raising meal would be a direct expense. However, the cost of a victory celebration because the
fund-raising dinner was a success would not be a direct expense. Another example of where the direct
expense rule would be violated would be where an educational institution invested proceeds from an art
show into income-producing property and the remainder to purchase books for the library.

Examples of where cost of items would be a valid direct expense include, but are not limited to: 1.
Cost of food, if for a fund-raising meal or the selling of food items. 2. Cost of tickets, if the receipts
from the tickets are the principal receipts for the activity or event, or 3. Cost of entertainment, if the
entertainment is the principal proceeds for the activity or event, such as a fund-raising dance.

For sales made on or after July 1, 1993, an exemption from sales tax shall be allowed even though
the entire proceeds are not used for educational, religious, or charitable purposes. The exemption shall
apply only to that portion of the proceeds used for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

At the time of the selling event a presumption is made that sales tax will not be charged and collected
from the consumer on the property or service sold. This particular exemption is dependent upon how the
entire proceeds from the sale are expended, which follows the selling event. If after the event a portion
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of the proceeds is expended for a noneducational, nonreligious, or noncharitable purpose, tax is due on
that portion of the proceeds in the quarterly period in which that portion was expended.

17.1(3) Purchases by organizations. Organizations engaged in educational, religious, or charitable
activities which sell tangible personal property or render, furnish or perform taxable services at retail
in Iowa in connection with such activities shall be exempt from the payment of sales tax on their
gross receipts derived from such sales, provided two requirements are met: (1) The activity must be
educational, religious, or charitable and (2) the entire proceeds must be used for educational, religious,
or charitable purposes.

Organizations that qualify for an exemption shall be entitled to purchase tangible personal property
which they resell in connection with such activities without being charged tax on the property. They may
give their suppliers a proper certificate of resale, indicating they are using the property for the exempt
purpose as outlined and explaining that they do not hold a permit for the reason that their receipts from
the sale of tangible personal property in connection with the activities are exempt from tax. Purchases
by educational, religious, or charitable organizations which are not for resale, cannot be purchased free
of sales tax. Nonprofit educational institutions should see rule 17.11(422,423) for taxable status of their
purchases.

17.1(4) General information. The following is general information, important to organizations
involved in educational, religious, or charitable activities:

a. There is no authority in the Iowa Code to grant a nonprofit corporation any type of blanket sales
or use tax exemption on its purchases because the organization is exempted from federal or state income
taxes.

b. Nonprofit corporations and educational, religious, or charitable organizations are subject to
audit and should keep financial records for five years which meet acceptable accounting procedures.

c. Nonprofit corporations and educational, religious, or charitable organizations can be held
responsible for the payment of sales and use taxes as would any other individual, retailer, or corporation.

d. Nonprofit corporations and educational, religious, or charitable organizations are not required
to obtain a sales tax permit or any type of registration number if they are not making taxable sales. There
is no provision in the Iowa Code which requires that such organizations have a special sales tax number
or registration number and none are issued by the department of revenue. However, if such organizations
are making sales which are subject to tax, then a sales tax permit must be obtained.

e. There is no statutory authority to require an organization or an individual to acquire an
exemption letter or special certificate in order to claim an exemption under Iowa Code section 422.45(3).
However, the burden of proof that an organization is entitled to an exemption lies with the organization.
If an organization or individual wishes to notify the department of revenue of an upcoming event, or
if an organization or individual wishes to inquire about the tax status of an activity, the department
encourages contact with its main office in Des Moines, Iowa. Inquiries should be made in writing
explaining in detail the event and how the proceeds therefrom are going to be used, and the time and
place of the event. All inquiries should be made in advance of the event.

Under Iowa Code section 422.54, the department does have statutory authority to verify whether
an individual or an organization which is making retail sales is required to file a return. Therefore,
organizations or individuals may be asked to provide written information regarding the retail sales in a
manner or form required by the department and return it to the nearest department of revenue field office
within 30 days from the date the information was requested by the department.

Failure to complete and remit the requested information as required may result in a formal audit of
the organization’s or individual’s records.

Inquiries regarding an individual’s or an organization’s sales tax exemption status relating to its
fund-raising activities should be made to the department’s taxpayer services section in Des Moines. Any
decisions reached by the department of revenue are conditional pending an audit and verification of how
the proceeds from the event were used.

f. Even though an activity or an organization has been recognized as one which could avail itself
to the exemption provided by Iowa Code section 422.45(3), it can still be held responsible for sales tax

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.17.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.45.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.54.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.45.pdf
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on gross receipts if the department finds, upon additional investigation, that the proceeds expended by
the organization were not for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

17.1(5) Specific information. Listed below are some common situations in which the sales tax
exemption provided by section 422.45(3) may or may not be applicable:

a. Gross receipts from the sale of food and tangible personal property by individuals and
organizations at bazaars, sporting events, fairs, carnivals, and centennial organizations, where the entire
proceeds are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes, are exempt.

b. Gross receipts from sales by students where the gross receipts therefrom are expended for
educational, religious, or charitable purposes or school-related functions, are exempt.

c. Gross receipts from the sales of food and tangible personal property by the Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, YMCA, 4-H and their satellite organizations, where the entire proceeds therefrom are expended
for educational, religious, or charitable purposes, are exempt.

d. Gross receipts from tickets or admissions, except to athletic events of educational institutions,
to the extent net proceeds therefrom are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes, are
exempt.

e. Gross receipts from church-related functions, such as the ladies’ auxiliary, except gambling
activities, where the entire proceeds are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes, are
exempt.

f. Gross receipts from activities or events where the entire proceeds therefrom are donated to
support governmental or municipal services are considered charitable, and therefore, are exempt. Also,
entire proceeds expended for civic projects are exempt. An example would be proceeds from activities
of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, Lions Clubs, or Kiwanis which are expended on a civic project.

g. Sales to organization members, primarily for the purpose of the selling organization, are
exempt if the selling organization is educational, religious, or charitable. Examples are sales of
uniforms, insignias, and equipment by Scout organizations to their members, sales of Bibles by a church
to its members, and sales of choir robes by a church to its members.

h. A summer camp or ranch is generally considered a form of amusement which provides
recreation to those who attend. If it is operated for profit, it is a form of commercial recreation and the
gross receipts therefrom would be subject to sales tax. If it is not operated for profit, but is operated
to help underprivileged children, or any child, and educates the child in some manner, the sales tax
exemption would apply.

i. Rescinded IAB 11/20/96, effective 12/25/96.
j. Admissions to athletic events of educational institutions (except athletic events of elementary

and secondary educational institutions) are taxable under Iowa Code section 422.43 regardless of how
the proceeds are expended. Educational institutions having proceeds from athletic events should obtain
an Iowa sales tax permit. See 701—subrule 16.26(2).

k. The gross receipts from admissions to and the sale of tangible personal property at centennial
events are exempt from sales tax only if the entire proceeds from such sales are used for educational,
religious, or charitable purposes. Whether a centennial is educational rather than a commercial
amusement depends on the activities and events held at the centennial.

l. Aprofessional golf tournament or any similar event where spectators view professional athletics
is not an educational activity.

m. Generally, organizations which produce plays and concerts are not conducting educational
activities unless there is evidence that the organization has as its primary objective to give educational
instruction to the members of its organization, and the plays and concerts are a means to practice what
is learned through the organization. However, each situation is factual and must be evaluated on its
own merits.

n. The mere renting of facilities to be used by another person or organization for educational,
religious, or charitable purposes is not an educational, religious or charitable activity.

o. Where proceeds are used to reimburse individuals for the cost of transporting their automobiles
to an antique car show, the proceeds are not considered to be expended for educational purposes, and the
gross receipts from the car show are subject to tax.
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p. Activities to raise funds to send members of educational, religious, or charitable organizations
to conventions and other similar events which are directly related to the purposes of the educational,
religious, or charitable organization are within the exemption requirements provided in Iowa Code
section 422.45(3).

q. Organizations whose function is to promote by advertising the use of a particular product which
can be purchased at retail, even though educating the public, do not qualify for the exemption provided
by Iowa Code section 422.45(3).

r. Sales of tangible personal property by civic and municipal art and science centers are of
an educational value and the gross receipts therefrom are exempt from tax if the entire proceeds are
expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

s. Organizations such as the Big Ten Conference, Big Eight Conference, and the Missouri Valley
Conference are, themselves, educational institutions since they are made up of member schools which
are educational institutions. Any other public body made up of educational institutions could be entitled
to the exemptions found in Iowa Code sections 422.45(5) and 422.45(8).

t. All proceeds from games of skill, games of chance, raffles, and bingo games as defined in Iowa
Code chapter 99B are subject to sales tax regardless of who is operating the game and regardless of how
the proceeds therefrom are expended except that those games operated by a county or a city are exempt
from collecting the sales tax. See rule 701—18.39(422). When organizations operate such games, they
are required to have a sales tax permit and a gambling license. See 195—Chapters 20 to 25 of the rules.

17.1(6) Taxability of profits on or after July 1, 2001. Effective July 1, 2001, gross receipts from
the sale or rental of tangible personal property or services in which the profits are used by or donated
to a qualifying nonprofit entity are exempt from Iowa sales or use tax. The profits must be expended
on educational, religious, or charitable activities in order for the sales transactions to be exempt from
sales tax. For the purposes of determining if sales transactions are exempt from tax under this rule, the
department determines the extent to which the profits are expended. Sales transactions are exempt from
sales tax to the extent that profits are expended on educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

This exemption does not apply to the gross receipts from games of skill, games of chance, raffles,
and bingo games as defined in Iowa Code chapter 99B.

a. To qualify for exemption from tax, all of the following criteria must be met:
(1) The gross receipts and profits must be from a retail sale of tangible personal property or taxable

services;
(2) The profits from the sale must be used by or donated to one of the following:
1. An entity that is exempt from federal income tax under Internal Revenue Code Section

501(c)(3);
2. A government entity; or
3. A private nonprofit educational institution;
(3) The exemption is allowed to the extent that the profits are expended for any of the following

purposes:
1. Educational. For purposes of this rule, “educational” means any of the following:
● The acquisition of knowledge tending to develop and train the individual.
● An activity that has as its primary purpose to educate by teaching.
● An activity that has as its primary objective to give educational instruction.
● An activity for which the educational process is not merely incidental. An activity where the

purpose is systematic instruction.
The term “educational purpose” is synonymous with “educational undertaking” and, therefore, it

can include recreational activities as well as an activity designed to offer culture to the public. Activities
which are directly related to the educational process such as intramural sports and tests given to students
or prospective students to measure intelligence, ability, or aptitude are considered educational for
purposes of the exemption found in Iowa Code section 422.45(3). Municipal or civic science centers
and libraries are also considered educational for purposes of the exemption.

EXAMPLE 1: Little Folks, a local nonprofit preschool that is exempt from federal tax under IRC
Section 501(c)(3), has a chili supper to raise money for playground equipment, educational materials,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.45.pdf
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and classroom furniture. The sales transactions from the supper are exempt from sales tax because the
total amount of the profits from the chili supper will be used for educational purposes. In addition,
purchases made by the preschool may be exempt from tax if the preschool can meet the qualifications
to be classified as a private nonprofit educational institution. See 701—17.11(422,423) for additional
information regarding this exemption.

EXAMPLE 2: A local nonprofit ballet company, which is exempt from federal income tax under IRC
Section 501(c)(3), promotes the arts, provides classes and instruction on various types of dance, and
sponsors and performs at numerous recitals that are free to the public. At its location, the ballet company
has a gift shop in which patrons can purchase T-shirts, dance wear, and costumes. All profits are utilized
by the ballet company to pay for its operational expenses and to perform the activities pre
viously mentioned. The gross receipts from this gift shop are exempt from Iowa sales tax to the extent
that the profits therefrom are utilized to pay for the stated educational activities.

2. Religious. The phrase “religious purpose” is analogous to “religious worship.” In the broadest of
terms, it includes all forms of belief in the existence of superior beings or things capable of exercising
power over the human race. It also includes the use of property by a religious society or by a body of
persons as a place for public worship.

EXAMPLE 1: A local church, which is exempt from federal income tax under IRC Section 501(c)(3),
has a bake sale. All of the bake sale profits are returned to the church for religious purposes. Bake
sales are generally exempt from sales tax unless the product is sold for “on-premises consumption” (see
701—20.5(422,423)), but the bake sale profits are exempt from tax in any event because they are to be
used for religious purposes. However, generally, any purchases made by the church that are not for resale
are subject to sales tax. See 701—subrule 17.1(3).

EXAMPLE 2: Another local church, exempt from federal income tax under IRC Section 501(c)(3),
conducts bingo games every Thursday. The profits from the bingo activities will be used for religious
purposes. However, bingo and other gambling activities are subject to sales tax regardless of the manner
in which the profits are going to be used. See 17.1(5)“t.”

3. Charitable. A charitable act is an act done out of goodwill, benevolence, and a desire to add or
improve the good of humankind in general or any class or portion of humankind, with no pecuniary profit
inuring to the person performing the service or giving the gift. The term “charitable” may be applied
to almost anything that tends to promote well-doing and well-being for public good or public welfare
with no pecuniary profit inuring to the one performing the service or the giving of gifts by persons
kindly disposed toward others, without obligation. An activity for the benefit of the public at large
which includes relief of poverty, advancement of education or religion, promotion of health, providing a
government or municipal service, and other activities, the purpose of which is to benefit the community,
is considered charitable. Maintenance of public parks is a valid charitable purpose. Schools, the Red
Cross, the Boy Scouts, and relief agencies are charitable. Profit-making organizations are not charitable,
but may donate to a qualifying organization that is a charitable organization or that engages in charitable
activities. An activity from which the profits go to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual
sponsoring the activity is not charitable. However, the casual sale exemption may apply to this type of
situation. See 701—18.28(422,423) for information regarding the casual sale exemption.

EXAMPLE 1: A local, nonprofit animal shelter that is exempt from federal income tax under IRC
Section 501(c)(3) provides shelter, medical care, socialization, and adoption services for homeless
animals and, as a fund-raiser, sells T-shirts and sweatshirts depicting rescued animals. All of the profits
from the sales will go to and be used by the animal shelter to defray the costs it incurs. Sales of the
T-shirts and sweatshirts would be exempt from sales tax since the profits from the sales would be
expended on a charitable purpose. Items purchased by the shelter for resale would also be exempt from
sales tax. Items purchased by the shelter that are not for resale, such as dog or cat food that will be used
by the shelter, would be subject to sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: A nonprofit hospital, which has received exemption from federal income tax under
IRC Section 501(c)(3), operates a gift shop. All of the profits are used to defray costs of hospital care for
indigent patients who are unable to pay for such care. Due to the fact that all of the profits from the gift
shop are used for a charitable purpose, the gross receipts would be exempt from sales tax. In addition,
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effective July 1, 1998, purchases made by the nonprofit hospital would also be exempt from sales tax.
See Iowa Code section 422.45(54).

b. Profits. Gross receipts are exempt from sales tax to the extent that the profits are used by or
donated to a qualifying organization and used for a qualifying activity. Profits are the gross receipts
minus qualifying expenditures. The test of what is a qualifying expenditure is whether all expenditures
are so related to the activity so that the expenditure itself is for an educational, charitable, or religious
purpose. The term “profits” is defined as those proceeds remaining after direct expenses have been
deducted from the gross receipts derived from the activity or event. In addition to this definition, the
expenses should be necessary and have an immediate bearing or relationship to the fulfillment of the
activity. For example, the cost of food for a fundraising meal would be a direct expense. However, the
cost of a victory celebration because the fundraising dinner was a success would not be a direct expense.
Another example of when the direct expense rule would be violated is a situation in which an educational
institution invests profits from an art show into income-producing property and uses the remainder of
the profits to purchase books for the library.

Examples of when the cost of items would be a valid direct expense include, but are not limited to:
(1) cost of food, if for a fundraising meal or the selling of food items; (2) cost of tickets, if the receipts
from the tickets are the principal receipts for the activity or event; or (3) cost of entertainment, if the
entertainment is the principal source of proceeds for the activity or event, such as a fundraising dance.

At the time of the selling event, a presumption is made that sales tax will not be charged to and
collected from the consumer on the property or service sold. This particular exemption is dependent
upon how the profits from the sale are expended, which follows the selling event. If after the event a
portion of the profits is expended for a noneducational, nonreligious, or noncharitable purpose, tax is
due on that portion of the gross receipts in the quarterly period in which that portion was expended.

c. Purchases. Any organization that purchases tangible personal property or services for resale, the
profits from the sales of which will be used by or donated to a qualifying organization, shall not pay tax on
the property or services purchased for resale. Organizations that purchase tangible personal property or
services for resale may give their suppliers a proper certificate of resale, indicating that the organizations
are using the property for the exempt purpose as outlined and explaining that they do not hold a permit for
the reason that their receipts from the sale of tangible personal property in connection with the activities
are exempt from tax. Purchases by qualifying organizations which are not for resale cannot be purchased
free of sales tax. Nonprofit private educational institutions should see rule 17.11(422,423) for taxable
status of their purchases.

d. General information. The following is general information that is important to organizations
involved in educational, religious, or charitable activities:

(1) There is no authority in the Iowa Code to grant a nonprofit corporation any type of blanket sales
or use tax exemption on its purchases because the organization is exempted from federal or state income
taxes.

(2) Nonprofit corporations and educational, religious, or charitable organizations are subject to
audit and should keep for three years financial records which meet acceptable accounting procedures.

(3) Nonprofit corporations and educational, religious, or charitable organizations can be held
responsible for the payment of sales and use taxes as would any other individual, retailer, or corporation.

(4) Nonprofit corporations and educational, religious, or charitable organizations are not required
to obtain a sales tax permit or any type of registration number if they are not making taxable sales. There
is no provision in the Iowa Code which requires that such organizations have a special sales tax number
or registration number and none are issued by the department of revenue. However, if such organizations
are making sales that are subject to tax, then a sales tax permit must be obtained.

(5) There is no statutory authority to require an organization or an individual to acquire an
exemption letter or special certificate in order to claim an exemption under Iowa Code section 422.45(3).
However, the burden of proof that an organization is entitled to an exemption lies with the organization.
If an organization or individual wishes to notify the department of revenue of an upcoming event, or
if an organization or individual wishes to inquire about the tax status of an activity, the department
encourages contact with its main office in Des Moines, Iowa. Inquiries should be made in writing
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explaining in detail the event, how the profits therefrom are going to be used, and the time and place of
the event. All inquiries should be made in advance of the event.

Under Iowa Code section 422.54, the department does have statutory authority to verify whether
an individual or an organization which is making retail sales is required to file a return. Therefore,
organizations or individuals may be asked to provide written information regarding the retail sales in a
manner or form required by the department and return it to the nearest department of revenue field office
within 30 days from the date the information was requested by the department.

Failure to complete and remit the requested information as required may result in a formal audit of
the records of the organization or individual.

Inquiries regarding an individual’s or an organization’s sales tax exemption status relating to its
fundraising activities should be made to the department’s taxpayer services section in Des Moines. Any
decisions reached by the department of revenue are conditional pending an audit and verification of how
the profits from the event were used.

(6) Even though an activity or an organization has been recognized as one which could avail itself
to the exemption provided by Iowa Code section 422.45(3), it can still be held responsible for sales tax
on gross receipts if the department finds, upon additional investigation, that the proceeds expended by
the organization were not for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

(7) The gross receipts from sales made by a nonprofit organization that engages in the sale of any
tangible personal property or enumerated services will be presumed to be taxable, unless the taxpayer
can present proof that the profits are expended for an educational, religious, or charitable purpose.
For example, XYZ is a certified nonprofit organization by the Internal Revenue Service under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. XYZ has an ice-skating facility and charges all patrons to use
the facility. Iowa does not presume that the gross receipts from sales by XYZ are exempt just because
XYZ is a nonprofit organization. Instead, there is a presumption that the gross receipts received by
XYZ from its patrons would be subject to tax, unless XYZ can show that the profits are expended for
a qualifying educational, religious, or charitable purpose or that XYZ qualifies for another exemption
as set forth in Iowa Code section 422.45.

e. Specific information. Listed below are some common situations in which the sales tax
exemption provided by Iowa Code section 422.45(3) may or may not be applicable:

(1) Gross receipts from the sales of food and tangible personal property by individuals and
organizations at bazaars, sporting events, fairs, carnivals, and centennial celebrations are exempt to the
extent the profits are used by or donated to a qualifying organization and are expended for educational,
religious, or charitable purposes.

(2) Gross receipts from sales by students are exempt to the extent the profits therefrom are donated
to a qualifying organization and are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

(3) Gross receipts from the sales of food and tangible personal property by the Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, YMCA, 4-H and their satellite organizations are exempt to the extent that the profits are expended
for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

(4) Gross receipts from tickets or admissions, except for gross receipts from tickets or admissions
to athletic events of educational institutions, which are used or donated to a qualifying organization are
exempt to the extent the profits therefrom are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

(5) Gross receipts from church-related functions, such as the ladies’ auxiliary, except gambling
activities, are exempt to the extent the profits therefrom are donated to or used by a qualifying
organization and are expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

(6) Gross receipts from activities or events to the extent the profits therefrom are donated and
expended to support governmental or municipal services are considered charitable and, therefore, are
exempt. Also, profits from these activities, to the extent they are expended for civic projects, are exempt.
An example would be profits from activities of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, Lions Club, or Kiwanis
which are expended on a civic project.

(7) Sales to organization members, primarily for the purpose of the selling organization, are
exempt if the selling organization is a qualifying organization to the extent the profits are expended for
educational, religious, or charitable purposes. Examples are sales of uniforms, insignias, and equipment
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by Scout organizations to their members, sales of Bibles by a church to its members, and sales of choir
robes by a church to its members.

(8) A summer camp or ranch is generally considered a form of amusement which provides
recreation to those who attend. If it is operated for profit, it is a form of commercial recreation and
the gross receipts therefrom would be subject to sales tax. If it is not operated for profit, has received
exemption from federal income tax under IRC Section 501(c)(3), and the profits are expended for a
qualifying purpose, such as to help underprivileged children or to educate a child in some manner, the
sales tax exemption would apply.

(9) Admissions to athletic events of educational institutions (except athletic events of elementary
and secondary educational institutions) are taxable under Iowa Code section 422.43 regardless of how the
proceeds are expended. Educational institutions receiving proceeds from athletic events should obtain
an Iowa sales tax permit. See 701—subrule 16.26(2).

(10) The gross receipts from admissions to and the sale of tangible personal property at centennial
events are exempt from sales tax if the organization sponsoring the event is a qualifying organization
or the profits are donated to a qualifying organization and to the extent the profits from such sales are
expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes. Whether a centennial is educational rather
than a commercial amusement depends on the activities and events held at the centennial.

(11) A professional golf tournament or any similar event at which spectators view professional
athletics is not an educational activity. However, if the profits from the golf tournament are donated
to a qualifying organization and expended for educational, religious, or charitable purposes, the sales are
exempt from tax.

(12) Generally, qualifying nonprofit organizations which produce plays and concerts are not
conducting educational activities unless there is evidence that the organization has as its primary
objective to give educational instruction to the members of its organization, and the plays and concerts
are a means to practice what is learned through the organization. However, each situation is factual and
must be evaluated on its own merits.

(13) The mere renting of facilities to be used by another person or organization for educational,
religious, or charitable purposes is not an educational, religious, or charitable activity.

(14) When profits from an activity are used to reimburse individuals for the cost of transporting
their automobiles to an antique car show, the profits are not considered to be expended for educational
purposes, and the gross receipts from the car show are subject to tax.

(15) Activities to raise funds to send members of qualifying educational, religious, or charitable
organizations to conventions and other similar events which are directly related to the purposes of the
qualifying educational, religious, or charitable organization are within the exemption requirements
provided in Iowa Code section 422.45(3).

(16) An organization whose function is to promote by advertising the use of a particular product
which can be purchased at retail does not qualify for the exemption provided by Iowa Code section
422.45(3), even though promotion by advertising may educate the public.

(17) Sales of tangible personal property by civic and municipal art and science centers are of an
educational value and the gross receipts therefrom are exempt to the extent the profits are expended for
educational, religious, or charitable purposes.

(18) Organizations such as the Big Ten Conference, Big 12 Conference, and the Missouri Valley
Conference are, themselves, educational institutions since they are made up of member schools which
are educational institutions. Any other public body made up of educational institutions could be entitled
to the exemptions found in Iowa Code sections 422.45(5) and 422.45(8).

(19) All proceeds from games of skill, games of chance, raffles, and bingo games as defined in Iowa
Code chapter 99B are subject to sales tax regardless of who is operating the game and regardless of how
the proceeds therefrom are expended, except that those games operated by a county or a city are exempt
from collecting the sales tax. See rule 701—18.39(422). When organizations operate such games, they
are required to have a sales tax permit and a gambling license. See 481—Chapter 100.

This rule is intended to implement 2001 Iowa Acts, House File 736, section 2, and Iowa Code
sections 422.45(5), 422.45(8), and 423.1.
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701—17.2(422) Fuel used in processing—when exempt. Receipts from the sale of tangible personal
property which is to be consumed as fuel in creating power, heat or steam for processing, including grain
drying or for generating electric current, shall be exempt from sales tax.

The exemption provided in the case of tangible personal property consumed as fuel in creating heat
applies only when such heat is directly applied in the actual processing of tangible personal property
intended to be sold ultimately at retail, as distinguished from heat which is used for the purpose of
heating buildings, whether such buildings be manufacturing or processing plants, warehouses or offices.
Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v. Iowa State Tax Commission, 259 Iowa 178, 142 N.W.2d 407 (1966).

Fuel used in processing is exempt to creameries, dairies or ice cream factories only to the extent that
the fuel is used in the actual processing of the finished product. This does not include combustible fuel
used for storage after the manufacturing process is completed. For the treatment of electricity or steam
used as a fuel or for any other purposes in processing by creameries, dairies, ice cream factories or other
processors before, on or after July 1, 1985, see rule 17.3(422,423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.42(3).

701—17.3(422,423) Processing exemptions. Carbon dioxide in a liquid, solid or gaseous form,
electricity, steam, or other taxable services to be used in the processing of tangible personal property
intended to be sold ultimately at retail are exempt from sales tax.

17.3(1) Services used in processing. Electricity, steam, or any other taxable service is used in
processing only if the taxable service is used in any operation which subjects raw material to some
special treatment which changes, by artificial or natural means, the form, context, or condition of the
raw material and results in a change of the raw material into marketable tangible personal property
intended to be sold ultimately at retail. The following are nonexclusive examples of what would and
would not be considered electricity, steam or other taxable services used in processing:

a. The gross receipts from the sale of electricity or steam consumed as power or used in the actual
processing of tangible personal property intended to be sold ultimately at retail would be exempt from tax.
The gross receipts are to be distinguished from those of electricity or steam consumed for the purpose of
lighting, ventilating, or heating manufacturing plants, warehouses, or offices. These latter gross receipts
would be taxable.

b. The gross receipts from electricity used in the freezing of tangible personal property, ultimately
to be sold at retail, to make the property marketable would be exempt from sales tax, Fischer Artificial
Ice & Cold Storage Co. v. Iowa State Tax Commission, 81 N.W.2d 437 (Iowa 1957).

c. Electricity used merely in the refrigeration or the holding of tangible personal property for the
purpose of preventing spoilage or to preserve the property in its present state would not be “used in
processing” and, therefore, its gross receipts would be subject to tax, Fischer Artificial Ice, supra.

d. Prior to July 1, 1995, electricity or other fuel used by greenhouses and their related facilities for
the purposes of growing plants is not under any circumstances fuel which is used in processing, and the
gross receipts from its sales would be subject to tax. On and after July 1, 1995, electricity or other fuel
used for heating or cooling of a building used in the commercial production of flowering, ornamental,
or vegetable plants, is exempt from tax. See 701—subrule 18.57(2) for more information.

17.3(2) Carbon dioxide in a liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, and other taxable
services used in processing. An expanded definition of “processing” is allowed to manufacturers
of food products for human consumption using carbon dioxide in a liquid, solid, or gaseous form,
electricity, steam, and other taxable services. The definition of processing applicable to persons who
are not manufacturers of food products but who are using taxable services is found in subrule 17.3(1).

a. “Manufacturer” characterized. A manufacturer is a person or entity different from a merchant,
dealer, or retailer. See Commonwealth v. Thackara Mfg. Co., 27 A. 13 (Pa. 1893). In order for a business
to be a manufacturer the principal business of that business must be manufacturing. See Associated
General Contractors v. State Tax Commission, 123 N.W.2d 922 (Iowa 1963). Another distinction is
that a merchant or retailer sells in order to earn a profit and a manufacturer sells to take profits already
earned from prior activity. See State v. Coastal Petrol Inc., 198 So. 610 (Ala. 1940). A person primarily
engaged in selling tangible personal property in order to earn a profit and only incidentally engaged
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in creating products suitable for use from raw materials is not a manufacturer. A retail grocery store,
incidentally and not primarily engaged in manufacturing activities such as meat cutting or production
and packaging of baked goods, is not a “manufacturer of food products for human consumption” and
not entitled to claim the special processing exemption allowed to those manufacturers. Retail food
stores, restaurants, and other persons incidentally engaged in foodmanufacturing activities can, however,
continue to claim on their incidental processing activities the processing exemption allowed to persons
who are not manufacturers of food products for human consumption. See subrule 17.3(1).

b. For sales occurring on and after July 1, 1985, the following activities constitute processing
when performed by a manufacturer to create food products for human consumption. Any carbon dioxide
in a liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable services primarily used in the
performance of these activities is exempt from tax.

(1) Treatment of material that changes its form, context, or condition in order to produce a
marketable food product for human consumption. “Special” treatment of the material to change its
form, context, or condition is not necessary. Examples of “treatment” which would not be “special” are
the following: washing, sorting and grading of fruits or vegetables; the washing, sorting, and grading
of eggs; and the mixing or agitation of liquids. By way of contrast, sterilization would be “special
treatment.”

(2) Maintenance of quality or integrity of the food product and the maintenance or the changing of
temperature levels necessary to avoid spoilage or to hold the food in marketable condition. Any carbon
dioxide in liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service used in freezers,
heaters, coolers, refrigerators, or evaporators used in cooling or heating which holds the food product at
a temperature necessary to maintain quality or integrity or avoid spoilage of the food or to hold the food
product in marketable condition is exempt from tax. It is not necessary that the taxable service be used
to raise or lower the temperature of the food. Also, processing of food products for human consumption
does not cease when the food product is in marketable form. Any carbon dioxide in liquid, solid, or
gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service used to maintain or to change a temperature
necessary to keep the product marketable is exempt from tax.

(3) Any carbon dioxide in liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service
primarily used in the maintenance of environmental conditions necessary for the safe or efficient use of
machinery or material used to produce the food product is exempt from tax. For example, electricity used
to air-condition a room in which meat is stored is exempt from tax if the purpose of the air conditioning is
to maintain the meat in a condition in which it is easy to slice rather than for the comfort of the employees
who work in the room.

(4) Any carbon dioxide in liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service
primarily used in sanitation and quality control activities is exempt from tax. Nonexclusive examples
exempt from tax include taxable services used in pH meters, microbiology counters and incubators used
to test the purity or sanitary nature of a food product. For example, electricity used in egg-candling
lights would be exempt from tax. Also, electricity, steam, or any other taxable service used to power
equipment which cleans and sterilizes food production equipment would be exempt from tax. Electricity
used to power refrigerators used to store food samples for testing would be exempt from tax. Finally,
electricity used to power “bug lights” or other insect killing equipment used in areas where food products
are manufactured or stored would be exempt from tax.

(5) Any carbon dioxide in liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service
used in the formation of packaging for marketable food products for human consumption is exempt
from tax. For example, electricity used by a food manufacturer in plastic bottle forming machines is
exempt from tax if the plastic bottles will be used to hold a marketable food product, such as milk. Any
electricity, steam or other taxable service used in the heating, compounding, liquefying and forming of
plastic pellets into these plastic bottles is exempt.

(6) Any carbon dioxide in liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service
used in placement of the food product into shipping containers is exempt from tax. For example,
electricity used by a food manufacturer to place food products into packing cases, pallets, crates,
shipping cases, or other similar receptacles is exempt.
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(7) Any carbon dioxide in liquid, solid, or gaseous form, electricity, steam, or other taxable service
used to move material which will become a marketable food product or used to move the marketable
food product itself until shipment from the building of manufacture is exempt from tax. This includes,
but is not limited to, taxable services used in pumps, conveyors, forklifts, and freight elevators moving
the material or food product and taxable services used in door openers which open doors for forklifts
or other devices moving the material or product. Any loading dock which is attached to a building of
manufacture is a part of that building. Any electricity, steam, or other taxable service used to move any
food products to a loading dock is exempt from tax. If a food product is carried outside its building of
manufacture by any conveyor belt system, electricity used by any portion of the system located outside
the building is taxable.

17.3(3) Measurement of taxable and nontaxable use of electricity and steam. The exemption
provided in the case of electricity or steam applies only upon the gross receipts from the sale of electricity
or steam when the energy is consumed as power or is used in the processing of food products or other
tangible personal property intended to be sold ultimately at retail, as distinguished from electricity
or steam which is consumed for taxable purposes. When practical, electricity or steam consumed as
power or used directly in processing must be separately metered and separately billed by the supplier
thereof to clearly distinguish energy so consumed from electricity or steam which is consumed for
purposes or under conditions where the exemption would not apply. If it is impractical to separately
meter electricity or steam which is exempt from that electricity or steam upon which tax will apply,
the purchaser must furnish an exemption certificate to the supplier with respect to what percentage of
electricity or steam in the case of each purchaser is subject to the exemption. See 701—subrule 15.3(2).
The exemption certificate must be supported by a study showing how the percentage was developed.
When a certificate and study are accepted by the supplier as a basis for determining exemption, any
changes in the processing method, changes in equipment or alterations in plant size or capacity affecting
the percentage of exemption will necessitate the filing of a new and revised statement by the purchaser.
When the electric or steam energy is separately metered, enabling the supplier to accurately apply the
exemption in the case of processing energy, the purchaser need only file an exemption certificate since
the supplier, under such conditions, will separately record and compute the consumption of energy
which is exempt from tax apart from that energy which is subject to tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.42(3) and 423.1.

701—17.4(422,423) Commercial fertilizer and agricultural limestone. Rescinded ARC 4117C, IAB
11/7/18, effective 12/12/18.

701—17.5(422,423) Sales to the American Red Cross, the Coast Guard Auxiliary, Navy-Marine
Corps Relief Society, and U.S.O. Receipts from the sale of tangible personal property or from
rendering, furnishing, or providing taxable services to the American Red Cross, Coast Guard Auxiliary,
Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society, and U.S.O. shall be exempt from sales tax.

Purchases made by the Red Cross, Coast Guard Auxiliary, Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society or
U.S.O. outside of Iowa for use in Iowa shall be exempt from use tax.

Department of Employment v. United States, 1966, 385 U.S. 355, 87 S.Ct. 464, 17L.Ed.2d 414.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.45(1), 422.45(5), and 423.4(4).

701—17.6(422,423) Sales of vehicles subject to registration—new and used—by dealers. Receipts
derived from the sale at retail in Iowa of new and used vehicles subject to registration under the motor
vehicle laws of Iowa shall be exempt from sales tax. When the vehicles are registered at the office of the
county treasurer or the motor vehicle registration division, Iowa department of transportation, the tax is
collected as use tax. Vehicle dealers selling tangible personal property or taxable services in Iowa, in
addition to new or used vehicles, shall be required to hold a permit. Upon filing their quarterly returns,
dealers shall show the amount of their gross receipts derived from the sale of new and used vehicles
subject to registration and shall take appropriate deductions.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.15.3.pdf
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The purchaser of a new or used vehicle subject to registration shall be required to pay use tax when
the vehicle is registered in Iowa under the Iowa motor vehicle law; and, the county treasurer or the motor
vehicle registration division, department of transportation (whichever issues the registration) shall collect
use tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.45(4), 423.7 and 423.8.

701—17.7(422,423) Sales to certain federal corporations. The department holds that the following
are some of the federal corporations immune from the imposition of sales and use tax in connection with
their purchases:

1. Central Bank for Cooperatives and Banks for Cooperatives
2. Commodity Credit Corporation
3. Farm Credit Banks
4. Farmers Home Administration
5. Federal Credit Unions
6. Federal Crop Insurance Corporation
7. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
8. Federal Financing Bank
9. Federal Home Loan Banks
10. Federal Intermediate Credit Banks
11. Federal Land Banks and Federal Land Bank Associations
12. Federal National Mortgage Association
13. Federal Reserve Bank
14. Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation
15. Production Credit Association
16. Student Loan Marketing Association
17. Tennessee Valley Authority
The federal statutes creating the above corporations contain provisions substantially identical with

Section 26 of the Federal Farm Loan Act which has been construed as barring the imposition of state
and local sales taxes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.45(1), 422.45(5), and 423.4(4).

701—17.8(422) Sales in interstate commerce—goods transported or shipped from this state. When
tangible personal property is sold within the state and it is transported to a point outside the state, or it is
transferred to a common carrier, to the mails, or to parcel post for shipment to a point without the state,
sales tax shall not apply, provided the property is not returned to a point within the state except solely
in the course of interstate commerce or transportation. See 701—subrule 26.2(3) for a description of an
exemption applicable to services performed on the above-described property on or after May 22, 1999.

EXAMPLE: Company A sells point-of-sale computer equipment. The company is located in Des
Moines, Iowa. Company A enters into a contract with company B to sell the latter company a large
number of point-of-sale computers. Company B is located in Little Rock, Arkansas. A transfers
possession of the computers to a common carrier in Des Moines, Iowa, for shipment to B in Little Rock.
Sale of the computers is exempt from Iowa sales tax.

17.8(1) Proof of transportation. The most acceptable proof of transportation outside the state shall
be:

a. A waybill or bill of lading made out to the retailer’s order calling for transport; or
b. An insurance or registry receipt issued by the United States postal department, or a post office

department’s receipts; or
c. A trip sheet signed by the retailer’s transport agency which shows the signature and address of

the person outside the state who received the transported goods.
17.8(2) Certificate of out-of-state delivery. Iowa retailers making delivery and therefore sales out of

state shall use a certificate in lieu of trip sheets. The certificate shall be completed at the time of sale,
identifying the merchandise delivered and signed by the purchaser upon delivery.
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17.8(3) Exemption not applicable. Sales tax shall apply when tangible personal property is delivered
in the state to the buyer or the buyer’s agent, even though the buyer may subsequently transport that
property out of the state and, also, when tangible personal property is sold in Iowa to a carrier and then
delivered by the purchasing carrier to a point outside of Iowa for the carrier’s use.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45(46).

701—17.9(422,423) Sales of breeding livestock, fowl and certain other property used in agricultural
production. The gross receipts from the sales of the following tangible personal property relating to
agricultural production is exempt from tax.

17.9(1) Sales of agricultural breeding livestock. “Livestock” means domestic animals which are
raised on a farm as a source of food or clothing, Van Clief v. Comptroller of State of Md., 126 A.2d
865 (Md. 1956) and In the Matter of Simonsen Mill Inc., Declaratory Ruling of the State Board, Docket
No. 211, April 24, 1980. The term includes cattle, sheep, hogs, and goats. On and after July 1, 1995,
ostriches, rheas, and emus are livestock and their sales are also exempt from tax. On and after July 1,
1997, fish and any other animals which are products of aquaculture are considered to be livestock as
well. Effective March 6, 2002, and retroactively to April 1, 1995, farm deer and bison are also included
in the term “livestock.” “Farm deer” are defined as set forth in Iowa Code section 189A.2 and commonly
include animals belonging to the cervidae family, such as fallow deer, red deer or elk and sika. However,
“farm deer” does not include unmarked free-ranging elk. Sales of the foregoing are exempt from tax.
Excluded from the term are horses, mules, other draft animals, dogs, cats, and other pets. Also excluded
from the term are mink, fish (prior to July 1, 1997), bees, or other nondomesticated animals even if raised
in captivity and even if raised as a source of food or clothing. Also excluded is any animal raised for
racing. Effective May 23, 2003, the definition of “livestock” includes whitetail deer and mule deer, but
not free-ranging whitetail deer and mule deer.

The sale of agricultural livestock is exempt from tax under this subrule only if the purchaser intends
to use the livestock primarily for breeding at the time of purchase. The sale of agricultural livestock
which is capable of, but will not be used for breeding or primarily for breeding, is not exempt from tax
under this subrule. However, sales of most nonbreeding agricultural livestock to farmers would be a sale
for resale and exempt from tax.

EXAMPLE 1: A breeding service purchases a prize bull from a farmer. At the time of sale the intent is
to use the bull for breeding other cattle. The sale of the bull is exempt from tax even though three years
later the breeding service sells the bull to a meat packer.

EXAMPLE 2: A farmer purchases dairy cows. To ensure production of milk over a sustained period
of time, dairy cows must be bred to produce calves. If a farmer purchases dairy cows for the primary
purpose of using them to produce milk and incidentally breeds them to ensure that this milk will be
produced, the sale of the dairy cows to the farmer is not exempt from tax under this subrule. If the
farmer purchases the dairy cows for the primary purpose of using them to produce calves and, incidental
to that purpose, at times sells the milk which the cows produce, the sale of the dairy cows to the farmer
is exempt from tax under this subrule.

17.9(2) Sales of domesticated fowl. “Domesticated fowl” means any domesticated bird raised as a
source of food, either eggs or meat. The word includes, but is not limited to, chickens, ducks, turkeys,
and pigeons raised for meat rather than for racing or as pets. On and after July 1, 1995, the word includes
ostriches, rheas, and emus. Excluded from the meaning of the word are nondomesticated birds, such as
pheasants, raised for meat or any other purpose. The purchase of any domesticated fowl for the purpose
of providing eggs or meat is exempt from tax, whether purchased by a person engaged in agricultural
production or not.

17.9(3) Sales of herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, food, medication, and agricultural drainage tile
(including gross receipts from the installation of agricultural drainage tile) which are to be used in
disease, weed, or insect control or health promotion of plants or livestock produced as part of agricultural
production for market are exempt from tax. On and after April 1, 1990, sales of adjuvants, surfactants,
and other products which enhance the effects of herbicides, pesticides, or insecticides used for the reasons
listed above are also exempt from tax. As used in this subrule:
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a. “Adjuvant” is any substance which is added to a herbicide, pesticide, or insecticide to increase
its potency.

b. “Agricultural production” is limited to what would ordinarily be considered a farming
operation undertaken for profit. The term refers to the raising of crops or livestock for market on
an acreage. See Bezdek’s Inc. v. Iowa Department of Revenue (Linn Cty. Dist. Ct., May 14, 1984).
Included within the meaning of the phrase “agricultural production” is any feedlot operation whether
or not the land upon which a feedlot operation is located is used to grow crops to feed the livestock in
the feedlot, and regardless of whether or not the livestock fed are owned by persons conducting the
feedlot operation; operations growing and raising hybrid seed corn or other seed for sale to farmers; and
nurseries, ranches, orchards, and dairies. On and after July 1, 1995, “agricultural production” includes
the raising of flowering, ornamental, or vegetable plants in commercial greenhouse or elsewhere for
sale in the ordinary course of business. On and after July 1, 1997, the phrase also includes any kind of
aquaculture. The following are excluded from the meaning of “agricultural production”: commercial
greenhouses (prior to July 1, 1995); logging; catfish raising (prior to July 1, 1997); production of
Christmas trees; beekeeping; and the raising of mink, other nondomesticated furbearing animals,
and nondomesticated fowl (other than ostriches, rheas, and emus). The above list of exclusions and
inclusions within the term “agricultural production” is not exhaustive.

c. “Food” includes vitamins, minerals, other nutritional food supplements, and hormones sold to
promote the growth of livestock.

d. “Herbicide” means any substance intended to prevent, destroy, or retard the growth of plants
including fungi. The term shall include preemergence, postemergence, lay-by, pasture, defoliant,
desiccant herbicides and fungicides.

e. “Insecticide” means any substance used to kill insects. Any substance used merely to repel
insects is not an insecticide. Mechanical devices which are used to kill insects are not insecticides.

f. “Livestock.” See subrule 17.9(1) for the definition of this term. In addition, for the purposes
of this subrule, the word “livestock” includes domesticated fowl.

g. “Medication” is not limited to antibiotics or other drugs administered to livestock.
h. “Plants” includes fungi such as mushrooms, crops commonly grown in this state such as corn,

soybeans, oats, hay, alfalfa hay, wheat, sorghum, and rye. Also included within the meaning of the term
are flowers, small shrubs, and fruit trees. Excluded from the meaning of the term are fir trees raised for
Christmas trees and any trees raised to be harvested for their wood.

i. “Pesticide” means any substance which is used to kill rodents or smaller vermin, other than
insects, such as nematodes, spiders, or bacteria. For the purposes of this subrule, a disinfectant is a
pesticide. Excluded from the term “pesticide” is any substance which merely repels pests or any device,
such as a rat trap, which kills pests by mechanical action.

j. “Surfactant” is a substance which is active on a surface.
The following are examples of taxable and nontaxable sales related to agricultural production for

market:
1. The sale of any substance which is not itself an insecticide, herbicide, or pesticide used to

make more effective or enhance the function of any insecticide, herbicide, or pesticide is subject to tax
prior to April 1, 1990. On and after April 1, 1990, sales of adjuvants, surfactants, and other products
which are used to enhance the effectiveness of any insecticide, herbicide, or pesticide used in agricultural
production are exempt from tax.

2. The sale of herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, food, medication, drainage tile, and exempt
products listed in “1” above to any person not engaged in agricultural production for market is exempt if
the property sold will be used for an exempt purpose, e.g., disease control, on behalf of another person
engaged in agricultural production for market.

17.9(4) The sale of fuel used to provide heat or cooling for livestock buildings is exempt from tax.
For the purposes of this subrule, electricity is considered to be a “fuel,” and the term “livestock” includes
domesticated fowl. If a building is used partially for housing livestock and partially for a nonexempt
purpose, for any portions of the building which are heated or cooled, a proportional exemption from
sales tax may be claimed based upon a percentage calculated from a fraction, the numerator of which
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is the number of square feet of the building heated or cooled and used for housing livestock, and the
denominator of which is the number of square feet heated or cooled in the entire building.

17.9(5) On and after July 1, 1995, sales of fuel for heating or cooling greenhouses, buildings, or
parts of buildings used for the production of flowering, ornamental, or vegetable plants intended for sale
in the ordinary course of business are exempt from tax. See subrule 17.9(4) above for the formula for
calculating exempt use if a building is only partly used for plant raising.

17.9(6) On and after July 1, 1997, sales of tangible personal property for use as a fuel in the raising
of agricultural products by aquaculture are exempt from tax.

17.9(7) Fuel, gas, electricity, water and heat consumed in implements of husbandry.
a. An implement of husbandry is defined to mean any tool, equipment, or machine necessary to

the carrying on of the business of agricultural production and without which that work could not be done.
Reaves v. State, 50 S.W.2d 286 (Tex. Crim. App. Ct. 1932). An airplane or helicopter designed for and
used primarily in spraying or dusting of plants which are raised as part of agricultural production for
market is an implement of husbandry.

b. Treatment of fuel used in implements of husbandry prior to July 1, 1985, and subsequent to June
30, 1987. Prior to July 1, 1985, and subsequent to June 30, 1987, the sale of fuel used in any implement
of husbandry, whether self-propelled or not, is exempt from tax if consumed while the implement is
engaged in agricultural production. Thus, fuel used not only in tractors or combines but also fuel used
in implements which cannot move under their own power is exempt from tax. The sale of fuel used in
milk coolers and milking machines, stationary irrigation equipment, implements used to handle feed,
grain and hay and to provide water for livestock, is exempt from tax even though these implements of
husbandry would not, at least ordinarily, be “self-propelled.”

c. Sale of fuel used in implements of husbandry on and after July 1, 1985, to and including
June 30, 1987. On and after July 1, 1985, to and including June 30, 1987, only the sale of fuel used
in “self-propelled” implements was exempt from tax. A “self-propelled” implement of husbandry is
one which is capable of movement from one place to another under its own power. An implement of
husbandry is not self-propelled simply because it has moving parts. Tractors, combines, and motor
trucks used exclusively for delivery and application of fertilizer would be nonexclusive examples of
self-propelled implements of husbandry. An irrigation system, which rotates a shaft that dispenses water
and a wheel or wheels which support the shaft in a circle about a wellhead which remains stationary, is
not a “self-propelled” implement of husbandry.

d. For the purposes of this subrule, electricity used to power an implement of husbandry engaged
in agricultural production or consumed in grain drying is considered to be a “fuel.”

e. On and after July 1, 1987, the gross receipts from the sale of gas, electricity, water, or heat used
in implements of husbandry engaged in agricultural production which is not otherwise exempt under the
previous provisions of this subrule, is exempt from tax. See subrule 17.9(3) for the characterization of
“Agricultural production” applicable to this subrule.

17.9(8) Water, when sold to farmers who are purchasing water for both livestock production as well
as for household and sanitation use, shall be subject to the imposition of the tax the same as electricity
or steam in rule 17.3(422,423).

Water sold to farmers and others and used directly as drinking water for livestock or poultry products
for market, shall be exempt from the imposition of tax. Water used for other purposes such as household
use, sanitation, or swimming pools shall be subject to tax. When water is used in livestock production,
as well as for other purposes, the water may, when practical, be separately metered and separately
billed to clearly distinguish the water consumed for livestock purposes from other purposes. When it
is impractical to separately meter water which is exempt from that which is taxable, the purchaser may
furnish a statement to the seller which will enable the seller to determine the percentage of water subject
to the exemption. In the absence of proof to the contrary, the retailer of the water shall bill and collect
tax on the first 4,000 gallons of water per month. The first 4,000 gallons of water per month will be
considered to be for nonexempt use and the balance will be considered to be used as part of agricultural
production.
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17.9(9) Refunds regarding farm deer and bison. Effective March 6, 2002, and retroactive to April
1, 1995, refunds of tax, penalty or interest may be claimed for sale of feed and feed supplements and
additives when used for consumption by farm deer or bison. To be eligible for refund, the sale must have
occurred between April 1, 1995, and March 6, 2002, and the refund claim must be filed prior to October
1, 2002. Refund claims are limited to $50,000 in aggregate and will not be allowed if not timely filed.
If the amount of claims totals more than $50,000 in aggregate, the department will prorate the $50,000
among all the claimants in relation to the amounts of the claimants’ valid claims.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.42, 422.43, and 423.1 and 2003 Iowa
Acts, chapter 149, sections 1 and 4.

701—17.10(422,423) Materials used for seed inoculations. All forms of inoculation, whether for
promotion of better growth and healthier plants or for prevention or cure of mildew of plants or disease
of seeds and bulbs, are intended for the same general purpose. Sales tax shall not be imposed on any
material used for inoculation.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.42(3) and 423.1(1).

701—17.11(422,423) Educational institution. Goods, wares or merchandise purchased by any private
nonprofit educational institution in the state and used for educational purposes shall be exempt from
sales tax. The gross receipts from the sale of textbooks and hot lunches to students shall be exempt
from sales tax to the extent the profits from the sales are used for educational purposes. The sales of the
yearbooks to schools which have executed contracts with yearbook companies to purchase yearbooks
are considered sales for resale and are exempt from tax. The sales of yearbooks from the school to
the students and others are considered an educational activity and are exempt to the extent the profits
therefrom are expended for educational purposes.

Effective January 1, 2002, “educational institution” means an institution which primarily functions
as a school, college, or university with students, faculty, and an established curriculum. The faculty
of an educational institution must be associated with the institution and the curriculum must include
basic courses which are offered every year. “Educational institution” includes an institution primarily
functioning as a library.

EXAMPLE 1: ABC Child Care (ABC) is a private nonprofit organization that provides the service of
caring for children newborn to six years of age. In addition, ABC teaches the children basic learning
skills such as shapes, numbers, colors, and the alphabet. ABC teaches the same skills every year using
the same techniques. ABC is not a private educational institution. ABC’s primary purpose is to provide
child care. The education of the children is a secondary activity. Consequently, ABC would not qualify
for exemption from sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: Little People’s Preschool is a nonprofit private organization that teaches children from
the ages of three to six years old. Little People’s Preschool teaches the children basic learning skills such
as shapes, numbers, colors and the alphabet by using certified faculty and accredited curriculum. Little
People’s Preschool is a private nonprofit educational institution and is eligible to claim the exemption.

When purchases are made by any private nonprofit educational institution and the institution is acting
as an agent for the sale to any student or other person, the sales are taxable if the proceeds from the sale
are not used for educational purposes.

When private nonprofit educational institutions contract with food service companies to make sales
of food or other sales at the educational institution, certain sales by the food service company are taxable
or exempt depending on the circumstances.

Taxable Sales
A. All cash sales of meals or foods that could not be purchased in the same form or quantity in a retail

store accepting food coupons (see rule 701—20.1(422,423) to 20.6(422,423)), shall be taxable whether
sold at snack bars, grills, cafeterias, restaurants, or cafes and whether or not sold to students.

B. All vending machine sales without exception.
C. Special event billings to colleges for feeding of guests not connected with the college.
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D. Special event billings to colleges for feeding at banquets, parties, or social events not connected
with the college.

E. Cash sales of any function where collection is made direct, whether or not to students.
F. Sales to fraternities or sororities for parties, banquets or social events not billed to college.
G. Special event feedings of commercial or social clubs such as chambers of commerce, Rotarians,

Kiwanis, alumni, advertising clubs, or political groups, even though billed through the college.
Exempt Sales

A. Student board billing to include freshman days and student orientation when billed to the college
and included in tuition.

B. Students and faculty casual board when billed to college.
C. Teas, conferences, and parties when given by faculty for students and billed to the college.
D. Athletic or training table feeding when billed to the college.
E. Special events sponsored by colleges for visiting dignitaries, or functions related to education and

billed to the college.
F. Picnics for students on education field trips and billed to the college.
The above examples are not all-inclusive, only a general guideline.
A private nonprofit educational institution consists of a school, college, or university with students,

faculty, and an established curriculum, a group of qualifying organizations acting in concert, or libraries.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.42, 422.43, 422.45(3) as amended by

2001 Iowa Acts, House File 736, section 2, 422.45(7), 422.45(8) as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, House
File 736, section 3, 423.1, and 423.4.

701—17.12(422) Coat or hat checkrooms. The operation of a checkroom is not a taxable service or an
admission to any amusement or athletic event; therefore, the gross receipts from this operation shall not
be included in the gross receipts on which sales tax is computed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.43.

701—17.13(422,423) Railroad rolling stock. Railroad rolling stock is that portion of railroad property
which is incapable of being affixed or annexed on any one place but is wholly intended for movement
on rails to transport persons or property whether for hire or not for hire and includes materials and parts
used therefor. Locomotives, railroad cars, and materials and parts used therefor shall be exempt from tax.
This exemption includes maintenance-of-way equipment which is used to transport persons or property.
Also, fuel and lubricants used in railroad rolling stock are materials used in railroad rolling stock and
their sales are exempt from tax. Enumerated services are not railroad rolling stock and are not exempt
from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45(10).

701—17.14(422,423) Chemicals, solvents, sorbents, or reagents used in processing. Chemicals,
solvents, sorbents, and reagents directly used and consumed, dissipated, or depleted in processing
tangible personal property intended to be sold ultimately at retail shall be exempt from sales and use
tax. For the purpose of this rule for periods on or after January 1, 1980, free newspapers or shoppers’
guides or both are considered to be retail sales for the purpose of the processing exemption.

17.14(1) Definitions.
a. “Chemical” is a substance which is primarily used for producing a chemical effect. A chemical

effect results from a chemical process wherein the number and kind of atoms in a molecule are changed
in form (e.g., where oxygen and hydrogen are combined to make water). A chemical process is distinct
from a physical process wherein only the state of matter changes (e.g., where water is frozen into ice or
heated into steam).

b. “Solvent” is a substance (usually liquid) primarily used in dissolving something; as water is
the appropriate solvent of most salts, alcohol of resins, and ether of fats.

c. “Sorbent” is a substance which takes up and holds either by adsorption or absorption. To be a
sorbent for purpose of the exemption, a substance must be primarily used as a sorbent.
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d. “Reagent” is a substance used for various purposes, (as in detecting, examining, or measuring
other substances, in preparing materials, in developing photographs) because it takes part in one or more
chemical reactions or biological processes. A reagent is also a substance used to convert one substance
into another by means of the reaction which it causes. To be a reagent for purpose of the exemption, a
substance must be primarily used as a reagent.

For the purpose of this rule, a catalyst is considered to be a chemical, solvent, sorbent, or reagent. A
catalyst is a substance which promotes or initiates a chemical reaction, and as such is exempt from tax
if consumed, dissipated, or depleted during processing of tangible personal property which is intended
to be ultimately sold at retail.

17.14(2) Conditions for exemption. To qualify for this exemption, all of the following conditions
must be met:

a. The item must be a chemical, solvent, sorbent, or reagent.
b. The chemical, solvent, sorbent, or reagent must be directly used and consumed, dissipated, or

depleted during processing as defined in rule 701—18.29(422,423).
c. The processing must be performed on tangible personal property intended to be sold ultimately

at retail.
d. The chemical, solvent, sorbent, or reagent need not become an integral or component part of

the processed tangible personal property.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.42(3) and 423.1(1).

701—17.15(422,423) Demurrage charges. Charges for returning tangible personal property after the
agreed-upon date which are true demurrage charges supported by a written agreement do not constitute
taxable sales and are exempt from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.43.

701—17.16(422,423) Sale of a draft horse. The gross receipts from the sale of draft horses, when
purchased for use and so used as a draft horse, shall not be subject to tax. For the purposes of this
rule, horses commonly known as Clydesdale, Belgian, Shire, and Percheron will be considered draft
horses. However, upon proper showing, other breeds will be granted the exemption by the director, but
the burden of proof lies with the one seeking the exemption. Jones v. Iowa State Tax Commission, 74
N.W.2d 563 (Iowa 1956). These breeds are used as a draft horse when they are used to pull a load. It is
not required that the load be of a commercial nature. Such horses used to pull loads in shows or for the
conveyance of persons or property are being so used as draft horses.

The effective date of this rule is for periods beginning on or after July 1, 1978.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.45(17) and 423.4(4).

701—17.17(422,423) Beverage container deposits. Tax shall not apply to beverage container deposits.
This rule is also applicable to all mandatory beverage container deposits required under the provisions
of Iowa Code chapter 455C including deposits on items sold through vending machines.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 455C.

701—17.18(422,423) Films, video tapes and other media, exempt rental and sale.
17.18(1) Exempt rental. The gross receipts from the rental of films, video and audio tapes or discs,

records, photos, copy, scripts, or other media used for the purpose of transmitting that which can be seen,
heard or read shall not be taxable if the lessee either:

a. Imposes a charge for the viewing or rental of the media and that charge will be subject to Iowa
sales or use tax, or

b. The lessee broadcasts the contents of the media for public viewing or listening.
The gross receipts from lessees who are film exhibitors or who rent video tapes and discs would

ordinarily be exempt from tax under this rule. The rental of media for reproduction of images into
newspapers or periodicals will not be exempt from tax under this rule since neither of criteria “a” or
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“b” above will occur. The rental of films, video tapes and video discs for home viewing is not exempt
from tax.

17.18(2) Exempt sale. Retroactive to July 1, 1984, gross receipts from the sale to persons regularly
engaged in the business of leasing or renting media of motion picture films, video and audio tapes or
discs, and records, or any other media which can be seen, heard, or read are exempt from tax if the
ultimate leasing or renting of the media is subject to Iowa sales or use tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.45(24) and 422.45(41).

701—17.19(422,423) Gross receipts from the sale or rental of tangible personal property or from
services performed, rendered, or furnished to certain nonprofit corporations exempt from tax.

17.19(1) On and after July 1, 1988, the gross receipts from the sale or rental of tangible personal
property or from services performed, rendered, or furnished to the following nonprofit corporations are
exempt from tax.

a. Community health centers as defined in 42 U.S.C.A. Section 254c.
b. Migrant health centers as defined in 42 U.S.C.A. Section 254b.
17.19(2) After July 1, 1985, the gross receipts from the sale or rental of tangible personal property

or from services performed, rendered or furnished to the following nonprofit corporations are exempt
from tax.

a. Residential care facilities and intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded and
residential care facilities for the mentally ill licensed by the department of health under Iowa Code
chapter 135C.

b. Residential facilities for mentally retarded children licensed by the department of human
services under Iowa Code chapter 237 including facilities maintained by “individuals” as defined in
section 237.1(7) until and including June 30, 1989. On and after July 1, 1989, all residential facilities
for child foster care (not only those for mentally retarded children) licensed by the department of human
services under chapter 237, other than those maintained by “individuals” as defined in Iowa Code
section 237.1(7) are eligible for the exemption.

c. Rehabilitation facilities that provide accredited rehabilitation services to persons with
disabilities which are accredited by the commission on accreditation of rehabilitation facilities or the
accreditation council for services for mentally retarded and other developmentally disabled persons and
adult day care services approved for reimbursement by the department of human services.

d. Community mental health centers accredited by the department of human services under Iowa
Code chapter 225C.

17.19(3) The exemption does not apply to tax paid on the purchase of building materials by a
contractor which are used in the construction, remodeling or reconditioning of a facility used or to be
used for one or more of the uses set forth in subrule 17.19(2). See 1985 O.A.G. 66.

17.19(4) Taxes payable on transactions occurring between July 1, 1980, and July 1, 1985, involving
the retail sale or rental of tangible personal property or from services performed, rendered, or furnished
to a nonprofit corporation described in subrule 17.19(2) and which have not been paid by the nonprofit
corporation are no longer due and payable after July 1, 1985, and these taxes are not to be collected
notwithstanding any other provisions of the Code.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45.

701—17.20(422) Raffles. Gross receipts from the sale of fair raffle tickets pursuant to Iowa Code section
99B.5 are not subject to tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45(32).

701—17.21(422) Exempt sales of prizes. Rescinded ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21.

701—17.22(422,423) Modular homes. On and after July 1, 1988, 40 percent of the gross receipts from
the sale of a modular home is exempt from tax. A “modular home” is any structure, built in a factory,
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made to be used as a place for human habitation which cannot be attached or towed behind a motor
vehicle and which does not have permanently attached to its body or frame any wheels or axles.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45.

701—17.23(422,423) Sales to other states and their political subdivisions. On and after July 1, 1990,
gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal property or from the furnishing of electrical energy,
natural or artificial gas, or communication service to another state or political subdivision of another state
are exempt from tax if that other state provides a similar reciprocal exemption for Iowa and its political
subdivisions. The states known to provide a similar reciprocal exemption to Iowa and its subdivisions (as
of October 1, 1998) are Illinois, Kentucky, North Dakota, South Dakota, and the District of Columbia.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45.

701—17.24(422) Nonprofit private museums. For sales occurring on or after July 1, 1990, the gross
receipts of all sales of goods, wares, merchandise, or services used for educational, scientific, historic
preservation, or aesthetic purpose to a nonprofit private museum are exempt from tax. A “museum” is
an institution organized for educational, scientific, historical preservation, or aesthetic purposes which is
predominately devoted to the care and exhibition of a collection of objects in a room, building, or locale.
This collection must be open to the public on a regular basis, and its staff must be available to answer
questions regarding the collection. See the example at the end of the rule for a characterization of the
phrase “open to the public on a regular basis.”

Words contained in exemption statutes are strictly construed; all doubt regarding their meaning is
resolved in favor of taxation and against exemption. Ballstadt v. Iowa Department of Revenue, 368
N.W.2d 147 (Iowa 1985) and Iowa Movers and Warehousemen’s Association v. Briggs, 237 N.W.2d 759
(Iowa 1976). Furthermore, an institution is not a “museum” unless it can be included in the “ordinary
and usual public concept” of a museum, regardless of the abstract definition of the term within which
the institution might fit. See Sorg v. Department of Revenue, 269 N.W.2d 129 (Iowa 1978). Using the
above principles, the department excludes from its definition of “museum” the following: aquariums,
arboretums, botanical gardens, nature centers, planetariums, and zoos. Included within the meaning of
“museum” are: art galleries, historical museums, museums of natural history, and museums devoted to
one particular subject or one person.

EXAMPLE: The Blank County History Museum is open every Tuesday afternoon from 1 p.m. to 4:30
p.m., other than on national holidays. The museum is open periodically or at fixed intervals, so it is open
“on a regular basis,” even though, each week, it is open only briefly.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45(43).

701—17.25(422,423) Exempt sales by excursion boat licensees. The following sales by licensees
authorized to operate excursion gambling boats are exempt from Iowa sales and use tax: (1) charges for
admission to excursion gambling boats, and (2) gross receipts from gambling games authorized by the
state racing and gaming commission and conducted on excursion gambling boats.

Gross receipts from charges other than those for admissions or authorized gambling games would
ordinarily be taxable. The following is a nonexclusive list of taxable licensee sales: parking fees, sales
of souvenirs, vending machine sales, prepared meals, liquor and other beverage sales, and gross receipts
from nongambling video games and other types of games which do not involve gambling.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 99F.10(6).

701—17.26(422,423) Bedding for agricultural livestock or fowl. See subrules 17.9(1) and 17.9(2)
and paragraph 17.9(3)“a” for definitions applicable to this rule. Between July 1, 1985, and June 30,
1992, inclusive, only the sale of woodchips or sawdust used in the production of agricultural livestock or
fowl was exempt from tax. The sale of other materials used as bedding in the production of agricultural
livestock or fowl was not exempt from tax. On and after July 1, 1992, the gross receipts from the sale
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of not only woodchips or sawdust but also of hay, straw, paper or any other materials used for bedding
in the production of agricultural livestock or fowl is exempt from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45(30).

701—17.27(422,423) Statewide notification center service exemption. On and after January 1, 1995,
taxable services rendered, furnished or performed by a statewide notification center established under
Iowa Code section 480.3 which provides notice to operators of underground facilities who excavate in
the area of these facilities are exempt from tax. This exemption is also applicable to taxable services
rendered, furnished, or performed by any vendor selected by the board of directors of the statewide
notification center to provide notification services.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1995 Iowa Acts, House
File 550.

701—17.28(422,423) State fair and fair societies. For periods beginning on or after July 1, 1996, the
gross receipts from sales or services rendered, furnished, or performed by the state fair organized under
Iowa Code chapter 173 or a county, district or fair society organized under Iowa Code chapter 174 are
exempt from sales tax. This exemption does not apply to individuals, entities, or others that sell or
provide services at the state, county, district fair, or fair societies organized under Iowa Code chapters
173 and 174. See 701—subrule 16.26(2) for examples of this rule’s application.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1996 Iowa Acts, chapter
1124.

701—17.29(422,423) Reciprocal shipment of wines. A winery licensed or permitted pursuant to laws
regulating alcoholic beverages in a state which affords this state an equal reciprocal shipping privilege
may ship into this state by private common carrier, to a person 21 years or age or older, not more than
18 liters of wine per month, for consumption or use by such person. Such wine shall not be resold.
Shipment of wine pursuant to this rule is not subject to sales tax under Iowa Code section 422.43 or use
tax under Iowa Code section 423.2.

“Equal reciprocal shipping privilege” means allowing wineries located in this state to ship wine into
another state, not for resale, but for consumption or use by a person 21 years of age or older.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.187 as enacted by 1996 Iowa Acts, chapter
1101.

701—17.30(422,423) Nonprofit organ procurement organizations. On and after July 1, 1998, the
gross receipts from sales of tangible personal property to, or from services rendered, furnished, or
performed for, a statewide, nonprofit organ procurement organization are exempt from tax.

An “organ procurement organization” is an organization which performs or coordinates the activities
of retrieving, preserving, or transplanting organs, which maintains a system of locating prospective
recipients for available organs, and which is registered with the United Network for Organ Sharing and
designated by the United States Secretary of Health and Human Services pursuant to 42 CFR § 485,
subpt. D.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1156.

701—17.31(422,423) Sale of electricity towater companies. On or after July 1, 1998, the gross receipts
from the sale of electricity to water companies assessed for property tax pursuant to Iowa Code sections
428.24, 428.26, and 428.28, which is used solely for the purpose of pumping water from a river or
well is exempt from sales tax. For the purposes of this rule, “river” means a natural body of water or
waterway that is commonly known as a river. “Well,” for the purposes of this rule, means an issue of
water from the earth; a mineral spring; a pit or hole sunk into the earth to reach a water supply; a shaft
or hole sunk to obtain oil, water, gas, etc.; a shaft or excavation in the earth, in mining, from which
run branches...Pacific Gas and Electric Company v. Hufford, 319 P.2d 1033, 1040 (Calif. 1957), citing
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Webster’s New International Dictionary, 2nd ed., unabridged. Also see rule 701—17.3(422,423) for
additional information regarding the processing exemption.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1161.

701—17.32(422) Food and beverages sold by certain organizations are exempt. Retroactively to
July 1, 1988, the gross receipts from sales of food and beverages for human consumption by certain
organizations that promote Iowa products and any other food or beverage sold in conjunction with the
promoted Iowa product by the organization.

17.32(1) To claim the exemption, an organization must meet all of the following qualifications:
a. The organization must be nonprofit,
b. The organization must principally promote a food or beverage product for human consumption

that is produced, grown, or raised in Iowa, and
c. The organization must be exempt from federal income tax under Section 501(c) of the Internal

Revenue Code.
17.32(2) Claim for refunds of tax, interest, or penalty paid for the period of July 1, 1988, to June 30,

1998, must be limited to $25,000 in the aggregate and will not be allowed unless filed prior to October
1, 1998. If the amount of the claimed refunds for this period totals more than $25,000, the department
must prorate the $25,000 among all claims. In addition, refunds of tax, interest, or penalty paid will only
be refunded to the organization that actually paid the tax and did not collect the tax from the customer
for the period in which the refund is requested or to an individual that paid the tax during the authorized
period and had a receipt of the transaction.

EXAMPLE 1. A nonprofit association that is also exempt from federal income tax under Section
501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code promotes the sale of turkey. In October of 1997, inWinterset, Iowa,
the organization sold turkey sandwiches, chips, and beverages to patrons of a festival encouraging the
touring and preservation of its historic covered bridges. The association did not separately charge sales
tax to the customers for the food purchased. Instead, the association remitted the sales tax on the gross
receipts from the event from its own funds. The gross receipts from the sales of the turkey sandwiches
would be exempt from sales tax. The association would be entitled to submit a request for refund of the
tax paid on the gross receipts from the selling event by October 1, 1998.

EXAMPLE 2. A local nonprofit organization that is exempt from federal income tax under Section
501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code promotes the sale of Iowa corn. On May 8, 1998, during a festival
promoting Pella, Iowa’s beautiful tulips and heritage, the association sold Iowa sweet corn on an “all
you can eat” basis for one price to patrons of the festival. The organization charged its customers tax
in addition to the price charged. The organization would not qualify to claim a refund for the sales tax
paid on the gross receipts from the festival due to the organization’s not paying the sales tax from its
own funds for the May 8, 1998, event. Instead, the organization collected the tax from its customers and
remitted the tax to the department. However, a customer of the organization would be entitled to a refund
if the customer can produce a receipt of the transaction indicating the tax was paid by the customer for
the period at issue.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, chapter
1091.

701—17.33(422,423) Sales of building materials, supplies and equipment to not-for-profit rural
water districts. Retroactive to July 1, 1998, sales of building materials, supplies, and equipment to
not-for-profit rural water districts (those organized under Iowa Code chapter 504A and as provided
by Iowa Code chapter 357A), which are used by the districts for the construction of their facilities,
are exempt from tax. See rule 701—19.3(422,423) for definitions of the terms “building materials,”
“building supplies,” and “building equipment” which are applicable to this rule. Additionally, for
the purposes of this rule, cranes, underground boring machines, water main pulling equipment, and
similar machinery used by a rural water district for the construction of its facilities are “building
equipment.” This rule does not exempt rentals of building equipment from tax, but a rural water
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district’s rentals of building equipment may be exempt from tax if the rental is on or in connection with
new construction, alteration, reconstruction, remodeling, or expansion of real property or a structure.
See rule 701—19.13.(422,423)

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1999 Iowa Acts, chapter
59.

701—17.34(422,423) Sales to hospices. As of July 1, 1999, gross receipts from the sale or rental of
tangible personal property to or the performance of services for any freestanding nonprofit hospice
facility which operates a hospice program are exempt from tax if the property or service is purchased for
use in the hospice’s program. A “hospice program” is any program operated by a public agency, a private
organization, or a subdivision of either, which is primarily engaged in providing care to terminally ill
individuals. A “freestanding hospice facility” is any hospice program housed in a building which is
dedicated only to the hospice program and which is not attached to any other building or complex of
buildings. An individual is “terminally ill” if that individual has a medical prognosis that the individual’s
life expectancy is six months or less if the illness runs its normal course.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 1999 Iowa Acts, chapter
62.

701—17.35(422,423) Sales of livestock ear tags. On and after July 1, 2000, sales of livestock ear tags
by a nonprofit organization, the income of which is exempt from federal taxation under Section 501(c)(6)
of the Internal Revenue Code, are exempt from tax if the proceeds of those sales are used in bovine
research programs selected or approved by the nonprofit organization. For the purposes of this rule, the
definition of “livestock” is found in subrule 17.9(1).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code Supplement section 422.45 as amended by 2000 Iowa
Acts, chapter 1169.

701—17.36(422,423) Sale or rental of information services. Effective May 15, 2000, and retroactive
to March 15, 1995, the gross receipts from the service of the sale or rental of information services
are exempt from tax. This exemption does not repeal by implication the tax on the performance of
the services of investment counseling, of all financial institutions, private employment agencies, test
laboratories, detective services, or any other services enumerated by statute. They remain taxable; see
701—Chapter 26, generally.

“Information services” means every business activity, process, or function by which a seller or
its agent accumulates, prepares, organizes, or conveys data, facts, knowledge, procedures, and like
services to a particular buyer (or its agent) of the information through any tangible or intangible medium.
Information accumulated, prepared, or organized for a particular buyer, its agent, a group of buyers, or
their agent, is an information service even though it may incorporate preexisting components of data or
other information.

Information services include, but are not limited to, database files, mailing lists, subscription files,
market research, credit reports, surveys, real estate listings, bond rating reports, abstracts of title, bad
check lists, broadcasting rating services, wire services, scouting reports, white and yellow page listings,
and other similar items of compiled information prepared for a particular customer. The furnishing of
artwork (including musical compositions and films), drawings, illustrations, or other graphic material
is not the performance of an “information service”; nor does the term include information prepared for
general dissemination to the public in the form of books, magazines, newsletters, video or audio tapes,
compact disks, or any other medium commonly used to communicate with large numbers of customers.
The sale of a book, magazine, or similar item is not the sale of an information service, even if the item
contains material of practical use (e.g., in conducting a private, for-profit business) to its purchaser.

The following specific examples illustrate the general principles set out above.
EXAMPLE A. John Doe buys a packaged set of preprinted documents and instructions which

anyone may purchase and which is entitled “Legal Eagle.” Mr. Doe prepares his own will by reading
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the instructions, making choices and filling in the blanks on the preprinted documents. Mr. Doe has
purchased tangible personal property and not an information service. His purchase is taxable.

EXAMPLEB. A taxpayer buys a book entitled “Doing Your Own Iowa Individual Income Tax,” which
is written by an accountant and is available to any buyer. The taxpayer uses the book to prepare her own
IA 1040. Since her purchase contains information prepared for general dissemination to the public in
the form of a book, that purchase is a taxable sale of tangible personal property and not an exempt sale
of an information service.

EXAMPLE C. The seller provides, for a fee, a weekly bulletin listing information on real estate of use
to brokers selling homes in a certain Iowa county. The seller secures the information from a multiple
listing service without applying any independent thought during the compiling of that information. The
bulletin is useful only to those brokers and not to the general public. Since the bulletin is a “real estate
listing” and has been prepared for a particular group of customers and not for the general public, its sale
is the sale of an information service rather than the sale of tangible personal property and is thus exempt
from tax.

EXAMPLE D. A-1 Corporation sells gourmet meats through the mail. A-1 rents its list of customers
to whom it mails its catalog to other retailers who specialize in sales of goods or services to the wealthy.
Since the list is a “mailing list” and made available only to a particular group of buyers, its rental is the
performance of an exempt information service and not the taxable rental of tangible personal property.

EXAMPLE E. Company E is a tariff bureau which specializes in compiling and preparing tariff
schedules. E acquires these schedules from various companies throughout the country. E then provides
these schedules to common carriers who subscribe to its service. Its printed tariff schedules are
published in bound and loose-leaf form; they may be updated daily. E’s providing the schedules is
the performance of an exempt information service because the schedules are compiled for a particular
group of customers and they are items of compiled information similar to the files, lists, reports, and
other information services named above.

EXAMPLE F. Company F compiles and prints telephone directories. F purchases white and yellow
page listings from various telephone companies and uses those listings to make up its directories. F’s
purchases of the white and yellow page listings are purchases of an exempt information service. Any
sales on F’s part of the directories to the general public would be sales of tangible personal property
subject to tax.

EXAMPLE G. Company G purchases the assets of four businesses. The primary asset of each of the
businesses is a database containing names, addresses, and other customer information of use to G but
not to anyone other than a company similar to G. G transfers the lists to its own computers by way of
paper or magnetic tape. G has purchased an exempt information service with its purchases of the four
databases.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code Supplement section 422.45 as amended by 2000 Iowa
Acts, chapter 1195, section 3.

701—17.37(422,423) Temporary exemption from sales tax on certain utilities. Effective February 5,
2001, the sales of specific energy sources are exempt from Iowa sales tax. Specified sales of energy are
exempt from local option taxes as well; see rule 701—107.9(422B).

This exemption is not applicable to electricity, regardless of whether the electricity is used for heat.
Electricity charges on utility bills will continue to be subject to Iowa sales and local option taxes. This
exemption does not impact franchise fees. Franchise fees will continue to be imposed where applicable.

17.37(1) Definitions. The following definitions are applicable to this rule:
“Fuel” means a liquid source of energy for a residential dwelling, individual apartment unit, or

condominium. “Fuel” includes propane, heating fuel, and kerosene. However, “fuel” does not include
blended kerosene used as motor fuel or special fuel.

“Heat” means to increase or maintain the temperature of a residential dwelling, apartment unit, or
condominium. Due to metered gases and fuels being used for other purposes in the dwelling, such as
clothes dryers, gas stoves, and hot water heaters, this temporary exemption for metered gas used for
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heating purposes will also be extended to metered gases and fuels used for appliances in the residential
dwelling, individually metered apartment unit, or individually metered condominium.

“Metered gas” means natural gas that is billed based on metered usage to provide energy to a
residential dwelling, individually metered apartment unit, or individually metered condominium.

“Residential dwelling” means a structure used exclusively for human occupancy. This does not
include commercial or agricultural structures, nor does it include nonresidential buildings attached
to or detached from a residential dwelling, such as a detached garage or outbuilding. However, a
garage attached to the residential dwelling that is used strictly for residential purposes will fall within
the exemption. Also excluded from this exemption are classified commercial facilities. Classified
commercial facilities include, but are not limited to, nursing homes, adult living facilities, assisted
living facilities, halfway houses, charitable residential facilities, YMCA residential facilities, YWCA
residential facilities, apartment units not individually metered, and group homes.

17.37(2) Metered gas exemption. Effective February 5, 2001, the gross receipts from the sale,
furnishing or service of metered gas for residential customers which is used to provide energy to
residential dwellings, individually metered apartment units, and individually metered condominiums,
and that has a billing date of March 2001 or April 2001, are exempt from sales tax.

a. Billing date determinative. The determining factor for exemption for metered gas is the billing
date for the metered gas. The exemption applies only to bills for metered gas which are dated in March
2001 or April 2001.

If a billing for the same usage period needs to be billed more than once due to loss of the original bill
or some other error, the billing date of the original bill controls qualification for exemption of metered
gas. For example, a utility company issues a billing for metered gas on January 8, 2001, and customer A
loses the billing. Customer A calls the utility company in late February and requests that a new billing
be issued. The utility company issues a replacement billing to customer A and the replacement bill has
a date of March 3, 2001. The date of the original billing issued to customer A is determinative for the
purpose of qualifying for the exemption. The fact that a previously taxable billing was reissued during
an exemption period does not qualify the reissued billing for the exemption.

b. Qualifying usage. All metered gas billed to a residential customer duringMarch 2001 and April
2001, which will be used as energy for a residential dwelling, individually metered apartment unit, or
individually metered condominium as defined in this rule, qualifies for exemption. This exemption
includes metered gas used to operate heating units, appliances, and hot water heaters.

c. Qualifying structures. Structures that include both residential and commercial usage on the
same meter are subject to a proration formula to obtain the qualifying portion eligible for exemption.
To qualify for proration, the structure must be used for both commercial and residential purposes. The
purchaser must furnish an exemption certificate to the supplier with respect to that percentage of metered
gas that is eligible for exemption. See 701—subrule 15.3(2). The exemption certificate must be in
writing and detail how the percentages of exempt residential usage and taxable nonresidential usage
were developed. For example, a gift shop, Miss Barb’s Bangles and Baubles, is located on the town
square of Indianola, Iowa. Above the gift shop is an apartment. The gas usage of the apartment and
the gift shop are monitored by one gas meter. The metered gas usage for the apartment is exempt, but
usage for the gift shop is not. As a result, a proration formula must be established to separately reflect
the metered gas usage of the apartment and the gift shop. In addition, the occupant of the apartment must
provide an exemption certificate to the metered gas utility company to request the exemption. Approved
exemption certificates are available upon request from the department.

It is important to note that the exemption for metered gas is limited to metered gas provided to
residential customers. Consequently, a building containing apartment units is not considered to be
residential. Instead, if it is classified as commercial property for property tax or any other purpose it is
not eligible for exemption unless each apartment has a separate meter to monitor usage.

d. Credit. A utility company that sells, furnishes or services metered gas to residential customers
may bill customers sales tax even if the customer qualifies for the exemption from sales tax under this
subrule in March and April 2001 if the utility company cannot adjust its billing process in time to
accommodate this exemption. Subsequently, the utility company must provide a credit for tax collected
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from a qualifying utility customer during the exemption period and the credit is to appear on the first
possible billing date after March 31, 2001.

17.37(3) Fuel exemption. Effective February 5, 2001, through March 31, 2001, the gross receipts
from the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel used to heat a residential dwelling, apartment unit, or
condominium is exempt from sales tax.

a. Qualifying fuel. Any fuel which is used to provide heat for a residential dwelling, apartment
unit, or condominium, as defined for the purposes of this rule, is exempt from tax. The fuel must be used
to heat the residential dwelling, apartment unit, or condominium.

b. Delivery date determinative. The determining factor for exemption from sales tax is the delivery
date of the fuel. Payment date, billing date, or date of execution of the contract for fuel is not a factor.
Prices established by contracts executed to establish a fixed price for fuel are not impacted by this
exemption. The exemption for fuel applies to the furnishing of the fuel and the delivery service. Only
fuel delivered in the time frame beginning February 5, 2001, through March 31, 2001, is exempt.

Consequently, contracts executed to establish a fixed price for fuel, which may also include total
or partial prepayment for the fuel under the contract, are exempt only for the amount of fuel delivered
beginning February 5, 2001, through March 31, 2001. For example, in September 2000, customer A
executed a contract with a propane retailer for fuel which will be delivered in January, February, March
and April of 2001. Customer A pays $1,000 of the contract price to the retailer. Customer A cannot
claim exemption for the entire $1,000 previously paid. Instead, customer A may only receive exemption
on the $525 in gross receipts in fuel delivered under the contract from February 5, 2001, through March
31, 2001.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, House
File 1.

701—17.38(422,423) State sales tax phase-out on energies. Beginning January 1, 2002, the state sales
tax is phased out at the rate of 1 percent per year on the gross receipts from the sale, furnishing, or service
of metered natural gas, electricity and fuels, including propane and heating oils, to residential customers
for use as energy for residential dwellings, apartment units, and condominiums for human occupancy.

Local option taxes are not included in the phase-out of the state sales tax.
This phase-out of tax does not impact franchise fees. Franchise fees will continue to be imposed

where applicable.
17.38(1) Definitions. The following definitions are applicable to this rule:
“Energy” means a substance that generates power to operate fixtures or appliances within a

residential dwelling or that creates heat or cooling within a residential dwelling.
“Fuel” means a liquid source of energy for a residential dwelling, individual apartment unit, or

condominium. “Fuel” includes propane, heating fuel, and kerosene. However, “fuel” does not include
blended kerosene used as motor fuel or special fuel.

“Metered gas” means natural gas that is billed based on metered usage to provide energy to a
residential dwelling, individual apartment unit, or individual condominium.

“Residential dwelling” means a structure used exclusively for human occupancy. This does not
include commercial or agricultural structures, nor does it include nonresidential buildings attached to
or detached from a residential dwelling, such as an outbuilding. However, a garage attached to or
detached from a residential dwelling and that is used strictly for residential purposes will fall within
the phase-out provisions. A building containing apartment units is not considered to be qualifying
property for purposes of this rule. However, if each apartment has a separate meter, it may qualify for the
phase-out if classified as qualifying property by the utility. Also excluded from the phase-out provisions
are certain nonqualifying properties that include, but are not limited to, nursing homes, adult living
facilities, assisted living facilities, halfway houses, charitable residential facilities, YMCA residential
facilities, YWCA residential facilities, apartment units not individually metered, and group homes.

17.38(2) Schedule for phase-out of tax. State sales tax will be phased out at the rate of 1 percent per
year based on the following schedule:
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a. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2002, through December 31,
2002, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2002, through December 31, 2002, the rate of state tax is 4 percent
of the gross receipts.

b. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2003, through December 31,
2003, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2003, through December 31, 2003, the rate of state tax is 3 percent
of the gross receipts.

c. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2004, through December 31,
2004, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2004, through December 31, 2004, the rate of state tax is 2 percent
of the gross receipts.

d. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2005, through December 31,
2005, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2005, through December 31, 2005, the rate of state tax is 1 percent
of the gross receipts.

e. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the
sale, furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2006, or if the sale,
furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of the fuel occur on or
after January 1, 2006, the rate of state tax is 0 percent of the gross receipts.

17.38(3) Determination of tax rate. Determination of the rate of state tax to be imposed on a
transaction depends on the type of energy that is being purchased.

a. Electricity or metered natural gas. If the energy being purchased is either electricity or natural
gas, then the rate of tax is governed by either the billing date or meter reading date. For example, ABC
natural gas company sends out bills with a billing date of December 31, 2002, to qualifying residential
customers. However, the bills to these qualifying customers are not placed in the United States mail until
January 2, 2003. Based on the foregoing facts, the state sales tax to be imposed on the bills is 4 percent.
Four percent is the tax rate imposed at the time of the billing date on the gas bills sent to the customers.

If a billing for the same usage period needs to be billed more than once due to loss of the original bill
or some other error, the billing date of the original bill controls qualification for the phase-out provisions
ofmetered gas or electricity. For example, a utility company issues a billing formetered gas onDecember
28, 2001, to a customer and the customer loses the billing. The customer calls the utility company on
January 10, 2002, to report the lost billing and to request a new billing. The utility company issues a
new billing with a billing date of January 12, 2002, to the customer. The original billing date issued to
the customer is determinative for the tax rate to be imposed. As a result, a 5 percent state tax rate should
be imposed on the billing because the original billing date was prior to January 1, 2002.

b. Fuel and heating oil. The proper rate of tax to be imposed for the sale, furnishing or service of
fuel including propane is governed by the date of delivery of the fuel to the customer. Consequently, if
a farmer purchases propane for home heating by executing and paying for the propane in October 2002
but the propane is not delivered to the farmer until January 2003, the rate of state sales tax that should
be imposed on the transaction is 3 percent.

17.38(4) Qualifying and nonqualifying usage. Customers that have both qualifying and
nonqualifying usage on the same meter or fuel tank are subject to a proration formula to obtain
the qualifying portion eligible for the phase-out provisions. In these situations the percentage of
qualifying usage must be determined by the purchaser for the purposes of applying the phase-out tax.
Nonqualifying usage would be subject to the full state tax rate. Consequently, a proration of the metered
gas, electricity or fuel usage for the qualifying and the nonqualifying usage must be calculated by the
purchaser. See 701—subrules 15.3(4) and 15.3(5) for guidance on proration of electricity, natural
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gas and fuels. In addition, the purchaser must furnish an exemption certificate to the supplier with
respect to that percentage of metered gas or electricity that is eligible for the phase-out provisions.
See 701—subrule 15.3(2). The customer may provide a calculation which includes only the usage not
subject to phase-out.

The customer must notify the utility provider of the percentage of qualifying and nonqualifying
usage and the customer has the burden of proof regarding the percentage. The customer is liable for
any mistakes or misrepresentations made regarding the computation or for failure to notify the utility
provider in writing of the percentage of qualifying or nonqualifying usage.

Security lights used by customers that are billed as a flat rate tariff will be subject to the phase-out
if the customer is classified as a residential customer. However, if a customer uses security lights which
are billed as a flat rate tariff and that customer is classified as a commercial customer, the gross receipts
including the usage of the security lights are not subject to the phase-out of state sales tax and are subject
to the full state sales tax rate, unless another exemption from state sales tax is applicable.

17.38(5) Reporting over the phase-out period. Sales/use tax returns will be filed on the same basis
as they are currently filed. During each phase-out period, the entire gross receipts from sales should be
reported on the return. The appropriate state sales tax rate for the tax period will be applied by claiming
the phased-out portion of the tax rate as a deduction on the return.

Gross receipts for local option taxes are also to be reported in their entirety and computed by applying
the appropriate local option tax rate.

The following are examples regarding how state sales and local option taxes should be reported:
EXAMPLE 1. Reporting of tax by an energy provider:

Gross receipts for a tax period in 2002 $100,000
Phase-out (20,000 for the first year, 40,000 for the second year, etc.) ___20,000
Taxable sales 80,000
State tax at 5% (to compute state sales tax due) 4,000
Gross receipts to be reported for local option 100,000
Local option tax rate (assuming a 1% local option tax rate) × 1%
Local option tax due 1,000
Total tax due (local option and state sales tax) $5,000

EXAMPLE 2. Reporting of tax on an individual billing:

Monthly charge during a billing or delivery period in 2002 $400
State tax rate × 4%
State tax due 16
Gross receipts for local option tax 400
Local option tax rate × 1%
Local option tax due 4
Total tax (local option and state sales tax) $20

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, House
Files 1 and 705.

701—17.39(422,423) Art centers. Effective July 1, 2001, the gross receipts from sales of goods, wares,
ormerchandise or from services performed, rendered, or furnished to a private nonprofit art center located
in Iowa which are used in the operation of the art center are exempt from sales and use tax.

To be eligible for this exemption all of the following criteria must apply:
17.39(1) The organization seeking to claim this exemption must be a private nonprofit art center.

For the purpose of this rule, an “art center” is defined as a structure that displays aesthetic objects which
are the product of the conscious use of skill and creative imagination. The structure housing the art must
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be open to the public with regular hours and with staff available to answer visitors’ questions. “Open to
the public on a regular basis” means the facility is open for visitors periodically or at fixed intervals.

17.39(2) The art center must be located in Iowa.
17.39(3) Purchases of tangible personal property or services must be for the operation of the art

center.
This rule is intended to implement 2001 Iowa Acts, House File 736, section 4.

701—17.40(422,423) Community action agencies. Effective July 1, 2002, the gross receipts from
sales of tangible personal property and enumerated services performed for, furnished or rendered to a
community action agency and used for the purposes of a community action agency, as defined in Iowa
Code section 216A.93, are exempt from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 as amended by 2002 Iowa Acts, House
File 2622, section 9.

701—17.41(422,423) Legislative service bureau. Effective April 22, 2002, sales by the legislative
service bureau and its legislative information office of mementos and other items relating to Iowa history,
historical sites, the general assembly, and the state capitol are exempt from tax. The exemption applies
to a sale only if it occurs on the premises of property controlled by the legislative council, at the state
capitol, or on other state property.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.45 and 2002 Iowa Acts, House File 2585,
section 1.
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CHAPTER 30
FILING RETURNS, PAYMENT OF TAX, PENALTY AND INTEREST

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—30.1(423) Liability for use tax and denial and revocation of permit.
30.1(1) Collection responsibility is placed upon all interstate sellers who sell tangible personal

property or taxable services for use in Iowa, provided the seller maintains directly or by a subsidiary,
an office, distribution house, sale house, warehouse, or other place of business or any representative
operating within the state either permanently or temporarily. The term “representative” includes, but is
not limited to, agent, employee, and an independent contractor. The seller is required to apply for and
hold a certificate of registration and file a retailer’s use tax return. The registered seller shall bill the
Iowa customer, show tax as a separate item on the invoice, and indicate thereon the seller’s registration
number.

Generally, the following nonexclusive factual situations would constitute sufficient nexus for the
state of Iowa to require an out-of-state vendor to collect Iowa use tax:

a. Out-of-state retailer owns or maintains within Iowa, either directly or by subsidiary, an office,
distribution house, warehouse or other place of business.

b. Out-of-state retailer has a representative located in Iowa permanently or temporarily.
1. A representative solicits sales in Iowa as an employee of the retailer.
2. A representative solicits sales in Iowa as an independent broker, or jobber who is under contract

with the vendor.
3. A representative acts as a consultant on behalf of a vendor and, while not taking orders, provides

regular and significant services to a customer or customers in Iowa.
c. Out-of-state retailer installs in Iowa property it sells.
d. Out-of-state retailer is a construction contractor performing a contract, in whole or in part, in

Iowa.
e. Out-of-state retailer performs service work in Iowa.
f. Out-of-state retailer regularly engages in delivery of its products by its own trucks in the state

of Iowa.
Nelson v. Sears, Roebuck & Company, 312 U.S. 359 (1941); General Trading Company v. State Tax

Commission of the State of Iowa, 322 U.S. 335 (1944); Scripto v. Carson, 362 U.S. 207 (1960); National
Geographic Society v. California Board of Equalization, 430 U.S. 551 (1977); In Re: Webber Furniture,
290 N.W.2d 865 (S.D. 1980); Standard Pressed Steel Company v. State of Washington Department of
Revenue, 419 U.S. 560 (1975).

30.1(2) The purchaser for use in this state shall pay tax to the seller, if the seller is registered with
the department to collect use tax for the state. If the seller is not registered with the department to
collect use tax for the state, the purchaser shall remit the tax directly to the department. A purchaser who
possesses a valid direct pay permit issued by the department does not remit tax to the seller. Instead, the
purchaser remits tax directly to the department. For further details regarding direct pay permits see rule
701—12.3(422).

30.1(3) The department may deny a permit to collect use tax to any applicant who is, at the time of
application, substantially delinquent in paying any tax due which is administered by the department or
the interest or penalty on the tax. If the applicant is a partnership, the department may deny the applicant a
permit if a partner is substantially delinquent in paying any tax, penalty, or interest regardless of whether
the tax is in any way a liability of or associated with the partnership. If an applicant for a permit is
a corporation, the department may deny the applicant a permit if any officer, with a substantial legal
or equitable interest in the ownership of the corporation, owes any delinquent tax, penalty, or interest
of the applicant corporation. In this latter instance, the corporation must, initially, owe the delinquent
tax, penalty, or interest and the officer must be personally and secondarily liable for the tax. This is in
contrast to the situation regarding a partnership. See rule 701—13.16(422) for characterizations of the
terms “tax administered by the department” and “substantially delinquent” in paying a tax. This subrule
is applicable to tax, interest, and penalty due and payable on and after January 1, 1987.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.12.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.13.16.pdf
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The department will deny a permit to any applicant who is an individual if the department has
received a certificate of noncompliance from the child support recovery unit in regard to the individual,
until the unit furnishes the department with a withdrawal of the certificate of noncompliance.

30.1(4) The department may revoke the permit of any permit holder who becomes substantially
delinquent in paying any tax which is administered by the department or the interest or penalty on the
tax. If the permit holder is a corporation, the department may revoke the permit if any corporate officer
with a substantial legal or equitable interest in the ownership of the corporation owes any delinquent tax,
penalty, or interest of the applicant corporation. In this latter instance, the permit-holding corporation
must, initially, owe the delinquent tax, penalty, or interest and the officer must be personally and
secondarily liable for the tax. A permit may not be revoked if the permit holder is a partnership and
a partner is substantially delinquent in paying tax, penalty, or interest which is not a liability of the
partnership. This is in contrast to the situation regarding an application for a permit. See the preceding
subrule. Also, see rule 701—13.16(422) for characterizations of the terms “tax administered by the
department” and “substantially delinquent” in paying a tax. This subrule is applicable to tax, interest,
and penalty due and payable on and after January 1, 1987.

The department will revoke the permit of an individual permit holder if the department has received
a certificate of noncompliance from the child support recovery unit in regard to the individual, unless
the unit furnishes the department with a withdrawal of the certificate of noncompliance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.53 as amended by 1997 Iowa Acts, House
File 266, and Iowa Code sections 423.6, 423.9, 423.10, and 423.14.

701—30.2(423) Measure of use tax. The current rate of tax shall be applied to the purchase price of:
30.2(1) Tangible personal property, less the amount of tangible personal property traded in on the

purchase.
30.2(2) The use in Iowa of the product or result of enumerated services obtained outside this state

or the use in Iowa of enumerated services rendered, furnished or performed in Iowa.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(3) and 423.2.

701—30.3(421,423) Consumer’s use tax return. A person purchasing tangible personal property or
taxable service from an out-of-state source for use in Iowa subject to the use tax law shall be liable for the
payment of use tax. The person shall be required to file a consumer’s use tax return with the department,
reporting and remitting use tax on all property or taxable service purchased for use in Iowa during the
quarterly period covered by the return, unless the seller from whom the purchase is made is registered
with the department and has collected use tax on the purchase. For consumer’s use tax due and unpaid on
and after July 1, 1990, corporate officer and partner liability and the “good faith” exception for successor
liability shall be applicable. See department rules 701—12.14(422B) and 701—12.15(422,423) for a
detailed explanation of immediate successor liability and corporate and partner liability, respectively.

A person purchasing tangible personal property or a taxable service in only one quarter during the
year may request, and the director may grant, permission to file and remit use tax for only that specific
quarter.

If it is expected that the total annual tax liability of a consumer will not exceed $120 for a calendar
year, the consumer may request, and the director may grant, permission to file and remit use tax on a
calendar year basis. The return and tax will be due and payable no later than January 31 following each
calendar year.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 421.26, 421.28, and 423.14.

701—30.4(423) Retailer’s use tax return. Every retailer collecting or owing more than $1500 in tax in
any one month shall make a monthly deposit with the department. The deposit is due by the twentieth
of the month following the month in which the tax is collected and applies only to the first two months
of the quarter. The monthly deposit requirement is effective April 1, 1982.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.13.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.53.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.12.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.12.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.26.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/421.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.14.pdf
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A seasonal business retailer with gross receipts in only one quarter during the year may request, and
the director may grant, permission to file and remit use tax for only that specific quarter in which the
retailer conducted business.

If it is expected that the total annual tax liability of a retailer will not exceed $120 for a calendar year,
the retailer may request, and the director may grant, permission to file and remit sales tax on a calendar
year basis. The return and tax will be due and payable no later than January 31 following each calendar
year in which the retailer carried on business.

A retailer’s use tax return form shall be furnished by the department to each holder of a certificate
of registration at the close of each quarterly period for use in reporting and remitting use tax due for
the preceding quarterly period. The quarterly periods for the year end respectively on March 31, June
30, September 30 and December 31. One month shall be allowed immediately following the quarterly
period in which to file returns and remit tax without becoming delinquent, unless the department shall
otherwise provide.

On the quarterly return, every retailer shall report the gross sales for the entire quarter, listing
allowable deductions and figuring tax for the entire quarter. Space is provided on the return for a
deduction of tax deposited the first and second months of the quarter.

When the due date falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a legal holiday, the monthly deposit or return will
be due the first business day following such Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday. If a deposit or return is
placed in the mails, properly addressed and postage paid, and postmarked on or before the due date for
filing, no penalty will attach should the return not be received until after that date. Mailed returns should
be addressed to Sales/Use Tax Processing, P.O. Box 10412, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.

30.4(1) If the certificate holder uses or consumes tangible personal property in the state of Iowa
subject to the use tax law, the cost of such purchases made during a given monthly or quarterly period
shall also be included on the retailer’s use tax return.

30.4(2) If the certificate holder delivers property or products that result from more than one
out-of-state location for use in Iowa and from which separate billings are made, a supplement to the
return shall also be filed showing the amount of taxable sales made for each respective location.

30.4(3) Determination of filing status. Iowa Code section 423.13 provides, based on the amount of
tax collected, how often certificate holders file deposits or returns with the department.

The department will determine if the certificate holder’s current filing status is correct by reviewing
the most recent four quarters of the certificate holder’s filing history.

The following criteria will be used by the department to determine if a change in filing status is
warranted.

Filing Status Statutory Requirement Test Criteria
Monthly $1,500 in tax per month. Tax in 3 of most recent 4 quarters

exceeds $4,500.
Seasonal Retailer remits tax for only one quarter

during the previous calendar year and
requests filing for one quarter only.

Annual $120 or less in tax in prior year. Retailer remits $120 or less in tax, for last
4 quarters and requests annual filing.

Quarterly All other filers.

When it is determined that a certificate holder’s filing status is to be changed, the certificate holder
will be notified and will be given 30 days to provide the department with a written request to prevent the
change.

Certificate holders may request that they be allowed to file less frequently than the filing status
selected by the department but exceptions will only be granted in two instances:

1. Incorrect historical data is used in the conversion. A business may meet the criteria based
on information available to the computer, but upon investigation, the filing history may prove that the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.13.pdf
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business does not meet the dollar criteria because of adjustments, amended returns, or requests for
refunds.

2. Data available may have been distorted by the fact that it reflected an unusual pattern in tax
collection. The factors causing such a distortion must be documented and approved by the taxpayer
services section.

Exceptions will not be granted in instances where the certificate holder’s request is based on a decline
in business activity, reduction in employees or other potentially temporary business action which will
affect current and future reporting.

Certificate holders will be notified in writing of approval or denial of their request for reducing filing
periods.

Certificate holders may request that they be allowed to file more frequently than the filing status
selected by the department. Approval will be granted based upon justification contained in the certificate
holder’s request.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 412.14, 423.13 and 423.14.

701—30.5(423) Collection requirements of registered retailers. A retailer registered with the
department shall collect from the retailer’s customers and remit to the department all use tax due on
all tangible personal property or enumerated services rendered, furnished or performed in Iowa or the
products or results of enumerated taxable services rendered, furnished, or performed, sold for use in
Iowa, unless expressly authorized by the department to do otherwise.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.9 and 423.10.

701—30.6(423) Bracket system to be used by registered vendors. A registered vendor who has
occasion to sell tangible personal property or enumerated services rendered, furnished or performed in
Iowa or products or results of enumerated taxable services rendered, furnished or performed may use
the bracket system maintained by the department, which was adopted under the provisions of the Iowa
retail sales tax law. The registered seller shall be required to remit tax to the department at the current
rate applied to the purchase price of all taxable property or enumerated services rendered, furnished or
performed in Iowa or the products or results of all enumerated taxable services sold.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—30.7(423) Sales tax or use tax paid to another state. When a person has already paid to any
other state of the United States a state sales, use, or occupational tax on specifically identified tangible
personal property or taxable services on its sale or use, prior to bringing the property into Iowa, and the
tax is equal to or greater than the current rate of tax imposed by the Iowa use tax law, no additional use
tax shall be due the state of Iowa by such person.

If the amount of tax already paid by such person to any other state of the United States on specifically
identified tangible personal property or taxable services prior to bringing the property into Iowa is less
than the current rate of tax imposed by Iowa law, use tax shall be due the state of Iowa on the difference
in tax paid to the foreign state and the tax due under the Iowa law.

When a person claims exemption from payment of use tax on the grounds that the tax has already
been paid to any other state of the United States with respect to the sale or use of the property or service
in question prior to bringing it into Iowa, the burden of proof is upon that person to show the department,
county treasurer, or the motor vehicle division of the Iowa department of transportation, by document,
that the tax has been paid.

Credits shall not be allowed for sales, use, or occupational tax already paid in any state of the United
States against the Iowa use tax relating to the acquisition cost of property being brought into this state
when such tax already paid was paid on the gross receipts of lease/rental payments of tangible personal
property used in another state.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.25.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/412.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.25.pdf
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701—30.8(423) Registered retailers selling tangible personal property on a conditional sale
contract basis. A retailer shall report and remit to the department the full amount of tax computed on
the full sale price on the return for the quarterly period during which the sale was made.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1 and 423.2.

701—30.9(423) Registered vendors repossessing goods sold on a conditional sale contract basis. A
registered retailer repossessing tangible personal property which has been sold on a conditional sale
contract basis and remitting use tax to the department on the full purchase price may take a deduction on
the retailer’s use tax return for the quarterly period in which the goods were repossessed in an amount
equal to the credit allowed to the purchaser for the goods returned, if the retailer has returned use tax to
the purchaser on the unpaid balance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1 and 423.2.

701—30.10(423) Penalties for late filing of a monthly tax deposit or use tax returns. Renumbered
as 701—10.30(423), IAB 1/23/91.

701—30.11(423) Claim for refund of use tax. A claim for refund of use tax shall be made upon forms
provided by the department. Each claim shall be filed with the department, properly executed and clearly
stating the facts and reasons upon which the claim is based.

Refunds of tax shall be made only to those who have actually paid the tax. A person or persons
may designate the person who collects the tax as an agent for purposes of receiving a refund of tax.
Use tax paid to the county treasurer or motor vehicle division, Iowa department of public safety, on
motor vehicles shall be refunded directly to the person paying the tax upon presentation of a properly
documented claim.

When a person believes the tax, penalty, or interest paid or to be paid will be found not to be due at
some later date, then to prevent the statute of limitations from running, a claim for refund must be filed
with the department within the statutory period provided in Iowa Code section 422.73(1). The claim
must be filed requesting that it be held in abeyance pending the outcome of any action which will have
a direct effect on the tax involved and a possible refund. Nonexclusive examples of situations would be
court decisions, departmental rulings, and commerce commission decisions. See rule 701—12.9(422)
for specific examples.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.73(1) and 423.23.

701—30.12(423) Extension of time for filing. Upon a proper showing of the necessity for extending the
due date, the director is authorized to grant an extension of time in which to file a return. The extension
shall not be granted for a period longer than 30 days. The request for the extension must be received on
or before the original due date of the return, and it must be signed by the retailer or a duly authorized
agent.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.13.
[Filed 12/12/74]

[Filed 9/2/77, Notice 6/15/77—published 9/21/77, effective 10/26/77]
[Filed emergency 4/28/78—published 5/17/78, effective 4/28/78]
[Filed emergency 3/2/79—published 3/21/79, effective 3/2/79]

[Filed 1/18/80, Notice 12/12/79—published 2/6/80, effective 3/12/80]
[Filed emergency 7/17/80—published 8/6/80, effective 7/17/80]

[Filed 12/5/80, Notice 10/29/80—published 12/24/80, effective 1/28/81]
[Filed emergency 3/5/82—published 3/31/82, effective 4/1/82]

[Filed 7/16/82, Notice 6/9/82—published 8/4/82, effective 9/8/82]
[Filed 9/9/83, Notice 8/3/83—published 9/28/83, effective 11/2/83]

[Filed 10/19/84, Notice 9/12/84—published 11/7/84, effective 12/12/84]
[Filed 1/10/86, Notice 12/4/85—published 1/29/86, effective 3/5/86]
[Filed 9/5/86, Notice 7/30/86—published 9/24/86, effective 10/29/86]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.10.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/01-23-1991.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.73.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.12.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.73.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.23.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.13.pdf
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[Filed 10/31/86, Notice 9/24/86—published 11/19/86, effective 12/24/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 1/23/87, Notice 12/17/86—published 2/11/87, effective 3/18/87]
[Filed 9/18/87, Notice 8/12/87—published 10/7/87, effective 11/11/87]
[Filed 4/13/88, Notice 3/9/88—published 5/4/88, effective 6/8/88]

[Filed 1/4/91, Notice 11/28/90—published 1/23/91, effective 2/27/91]
[Filed 5/23/91, Notice 4/17/91—published 6/12/91, effective 7/17/91]
[Filed 10/20/95, Notice 9/13/95—published 11/8/95, effective 12/13/95]
[Filed 10/17/97, Notice 9/10/97—published 11/5/97, effective 12/10/97]
[Filed 11/14/97, Notice 10/8/97—published 12/3/97, effective 1/7/98]

[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5790C.pdf
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CHAPTER 34
VEHICLES SUBJECT TO REGISTRATION

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—34.1(321) Definitions.
“Dealer” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 321.1(17).
“Directly and primarily used in recycling” means the same as defined in rule 701—230.19(423).
“Optional service agreement”means an arrangement to prepay or pay for a predetermined price for

future vehicle services, including but not limited to oil changes and tire rotation.
“Regular course of business” means the activities that a person normally engages in as part of

managing the person’s trade or business. If referring to a dealer licensed under Iowa Code section 322.7,
“regular course of business” further includes only the make or makes of new vehicles listed on the
dealer’s license.

“Single-member LLC” means a limited liability company (LLC) of which income is reported on
Schedule C of the owner’s personal income tax return. A single-member LLC shall be treated as a sole
proprietorship.

“Vehicle protection package” means services including but not limited to exterior paint protection;
interior fabric, leather, and vinyl protection; rust proofing; and undercoating that are purchased at the
time the vehicle is purchased.

“Vehicle subject to registration” means any vehicle subject to registration pursuant to Iowa Code
section 321.18.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.2(321) Purchase price.
34.2(1) “Purchase price” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“a” and does

not include:
a. Cash discounts.
b. Allowances for the trade-in of a vehicle subject to registration, as further outlined in rule

701—34.3(321).
c. Gasoline, if separately itemized.
d. Fees imposed by the dealer for document processing, including but not limited to those

commonly known as “doc fees.”
e. Any manufacturer’s cash rebate to a purchaser which is applied to the purchase price of a

vehicle.
f. Optional service agreements, if separately itemized.
g. Vehicle protection plans, if separately itemized.
h. Costs listed under Iowa Code section 423.1(51)“a.”
34.2(2) “Purchase price” shall, by way of example and not limitation, include, if valued in money,

whether or not paid in money:
a. Accessories.
b. Additional equipment.
c. Services.
d. Freight and manufacturer’s tax, valued in money.
e. In-kind compensation.
f. Costs listed under Iowa Code section 423.1(51)“b.”
EXAMPLE: Person A is a shareholder and employee in Corporation. In the months of April through

November, Person A worked a substantial amount of overtime. In December, Corporation allowed
Person A to choose whether to be paid for the overtime by receiving additional wages or by taking
title to a corporate vehicle. Person A chose to take the vehicle, and Corporation transferred the title of
the vehicle to Person A. The transfer of the vehicle to Person A was “in-kind” compensation paid by
Corporation to Person A for the overtime hours worked. This compensation constitutes consideration.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.230.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/322.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.34.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
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The fee for new registration is due on the amount of overtime pay that would be due had Person A opted
to be paid.

34.2(3) Beginning January 1, 2022, a bill of sale, or equivalent documentation, is required to
establish purchase price. The bill of sale, or equivalent documentation, must be signed by the seller.
The county treasurer, department of transportation, or department may require additional or alternative
documentation as necessary to sufficiently establish purchase price.

34.2(4) In case of doubt related to the purchase price, the county treasurer or the department of
transportation shall collect the fee. A claim for refund may be filed by the taxpayer if the taxpayer
believes the fee has been erroneously collected.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.3(321) Trades.
34.3(1) Trades, generally.
a. A trade-in allowance is excluded from the purchase price only if the requirements of Iowa Code

section 321.105A(2)“a”(2)(c) are met.
EXAMPLE A: Person D has an automobile with a value of $5,000. Person E also has an automobile

valued at $5,000. They decide to trade automobiles. Person D and Person E make an even trade,
automobile for automobile, with no money changing hands. The fee for new registration is not due
on either automobile because the exchange is even in value.

EXAMPLE B: Person B has an automobile with a value of $2,000. Person C has an automobile valued
at $3,500. Person B and Person C decide to trade automobiles. Person B pays Person C $1,500 in cash
for the difference in value. Person B will pay the fee for new registration on $1,500. Person C will not
pay the fee for new registration because the trade-in allowance reduces the purchase price to $0.

EXAMPLE C: Person F has an automobile with a value of $5,000. Person G has an automobile valued
at $3,000 and a forklift valued at $2,000. The forklift is not a vehicle subject to registration. They
decide to trade these three items. An even trade is made, Person F’s automobile in exchange for Person
G’s automobile and forklift, with no money changing hands. Thus, Person G cannot receive a trade-in
allowance for the forklift against the $5,000 purchase price of Person F’s automobile. Person G will,
however, receive a trade-in allowance on the value of the automobile, a vehicle subject to registration.
Therefore, Person G will pay a fee for new registration on $2,000. Person F will not pay the fee for new
registration because the trade-in allowance reduces the purchase price to $0.

b. Unless otherwise excluded, a trade-in allowance is excluded from the purchase price only if
the person(s) listed on the title of the traded vehicle are the same as the person(s) listed on the newly
acquired vehicle. See Iowa Code section 321.105A(2).

EXAMPLE: Person H and Person I are unrelated and, together, own a vehicle subject to registration.
The owner on the title of the vehicle is listed as “Person H or Person I.” Person I trades in the vehicle
toward the purchase of a new vehicle to be owned together by Person I and Person J, also unrelated. The
owner on the title of the new vehicle is listed as “Person I or Person J.” The trade-in allowance is not
allowed against the purchase price because Person J is not one of the persons on the original vehicle title.

34.3(2) Trades involving family members under Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“a”(2)(c)(ii). This
allowance is only for lineal relationships and does not extend to nonlineal family members.
Consequently, this allowance is not extended to brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, or cousins.

EXAMPLE A: Grandmother and Grandfather are married and own a vehicle subject to registration
together. The owner on the title of the vehicle is listed as “Grandmother or Grandfather.” Grandmother
trades in the vehicle toward the purchase of a new vehicle. The owner on the title of the new vehicle
is listed as “Grandmother or Grandson.” The trade-in allowance is allowed against the purchase price
because all parties are lineal family members.

EXAMPLE B: Aunt and Uncle are married and own a vehicle subject to registration together. The
owner on the title of the vehicle is listed as “Aunt or Uncle.” Aunt trades in the vehicle toward the
purchase of a new vehicle. The owner on the title of the new vehicle is listed as “Aunt or Niece.” The
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trade-in allowance is not allowed against the purchase price because Niece is not a lineal family member
of Aunt or Uncle.

34.3(3) Trades involving an entity.
a. When an entity is involved, the names on the title of the trade-in and newly acquired vehicle

generally must be the same, except for sole proprietorships, which are not distinguished from the
individual owner.

b. A trade-in credit is not allowed when a corporate vehicle owner trades a vehicle subject to
registration in on behalf of a stockholder to purchase a new vehicle in the stockholder’s name, or vice
versa.

EXAMPLE A: Corporation S owns a vehicle subject to registration. The owner on the title of the
vehicle is listed as “Corporation S.” Corporation S trades the vehicle in for a new vehicle of equivalent
value, which is titled in the name of “Stockholder G.” Stockholder Gmust pay the fee for new registration
on the value of the new vehicle because no trade-in allowance is allowed.

EXAMPLE B: Business, Inc. and Person K own a vehicle subject to registration. The owner on the
title of the vehicle is listed as “Business, Inc. or Person K.” Person K trades in the vehicle toward the
purchase of a new vehicle. The owner on the title of the new vehicle is listed as “Person K.” The trade-in
allowance is allowed against the purchase price because the original title is listed as “or” ownership and
the received vehicle title contains only parties that were on the traded vehicle title.

34.3(4) Trades involving a dealer.
a. The dealer must be regularly engaged in the business of selling the type of vehicles involved in

the trade.
EXAMPLEA: Person L trades a boat toward the purchase of a new vehicle subject to registration. The

vehicle’s purchase price is $10,000, and the dealer allows a trade-in allowance of $5,000 for the boat.
The dealer is not regularly engaged in the business of selling boats. The trade-in amount of $5,000 for
the boat does not reduce the amount subject to the fee for new registration because the traded vehicle
is not one that the dealer sells in the regular course of business. The fee for new registration is due on
$10,000.

EXAMPLE B: Person M is purchasing a new vehicle subject to registration for $40,000 and trades in
a combine. The dealer is regularly engaged in the business of selling both vehicles subject to registration
and farm equipment. The dealer allows a trade-in of $30,000 for Person M’s combine. Therefore, the
price of the vehicle is $40,000 minus the $30,000 trade-in allowance. Person M pays the dealer the
difference of $10,000. Since the dealer is regularly engaged in the business of selling farm equipment,
the $30,000 trade-in allowance is not included in the purchase price. The fee for new registration is due
on $10,000.

EXAMPLE C: Person N purchases a new truck and uses a truck that Person N currently owns as a
trade. Person N goes to Truck Dealer to purchase the new truck. The truck that Person N wants has
to be ordered from the manufacturer and will take six months for delivery. Truck Dealer prepares a
purchase order showing the retail price of $50,000 and a trade-in allowance for Person N’s truck of
$20,000. Since the truck being ordered will not be delivered for six months, Truck Dealer allows Person
N to drive the traded truck until the new truck arrives. Truck Dealer still allows Person N the $20,000
trade-in allowance regardless of the additional miles Person N may put on the traded truck. Since the
purchase order for the new truck shows a $20,000 trade-in allowance, the fee for new registration is
imposed on $30,000.

EXAMPLE D: Person O owns a car dealership corporation and a separate farm tractor dealership
corporation. Person P wishes to purchase a car worth $40,000 from Person O’s car dealership. Person
P uses a tractor as trade, and Person O’s car dealership allows a trade-in allowance of $40,000. Person
P furnishes no money. Since Person P’s tractor was traded to the car dealership and not the tractor
dealership, the trade-in allowance cannot be used for purposes of the fee for new registration. The fee
for new registration is imposed on $40,000.

EXAMPLE E: Person Q owns two cars and wants to trade both cars toward the purchase of a new
car. Car Dealer allows a trade-in allowance of $5,000 for the first car and $7,000 for the second car, for
a total trade-in allowance of $12,000. The purchased car price is $14,000. Since Car Dealer is in the
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business of selling used cars, both of Person Q’s cars can be used as a trade-in allowance. The fee for
new registration is imposed on $2,000.

b. For purpose of the fee for new registration, the total trade-in amount will be deducted from
the purchase price, even if the trade-in is used to pay off an outstanding loan balance. The amount the
purchaser owes on the traded-in vehicle is not relevant in determining the purchase price of the new
vehicle.

EXAMPLE A: Person D purchases a vehicle for $35,000 and trades in a vehicle as part of the
transaction. The dealer gives a trade-in amount of $15,000 based on the actual value of the vehicle
being traded. Person D still owes $10,000 on the traded vehicle. A portion of the $15,000 trade-in
value is used to pay off the $10,000 remaining loan balance. In this example, $15,000 is allowed as a
trade for fee for purposes of the new registration.

EXAMPLEB: Person E “trades down” a car by purchasing a vehicle for $20,000 and trades in a vehicle
valued at $30,000. Person E also has a loan on the vehicle being traded in. The car dealership may give
enough of a trade-in allowance to pay off the loan and have money left over to pay on the new vehicle.
Even though the trade-in allowance may be quite large, the full amount of the trade should be allowed
for purposes of the fee for new registration. In this case, the trade-in allowance is $30,000, and since
that exceeds the price of the new vehicle, no fee for new registration is due.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.4(321) Manufacturer’s rebate.
34.4(1) A manufacturer’s rebate can be used to reduce the purchase price of a vehicle subject to the

fee for new registration. To qualify, all of the following must be present:
a. A rebate must be a return of an amount that the purchaser would otherwise have paid;
b. The rebate must be in the form of money;
c. The rebate must be offered by a manufacturer licensed under Iowa Code section 322.27;
d. The rebate must be applied to the purchase price of the vehicle;
e. The rebate is strictly a transaction between a manufacturer and a purchaser.
(1) The rebate must be from an entity acting as a manufacturer of such vehicle being purchased

when offering the rebate. The rebate cannot be from a vehicle manufacturer engaging in other activities,
such as a manufacturer acting in the capacity of a credit card issuer or a financing program; and

(2) The purchaser must be in the process of purchasing the vehicle when the rebate is given. The
rebate cannot be given to a customer in a situation similar to the credit card rebate program, in which
the customer earns the right to the rebate over a period of time. Purchase of the vehicle must occur
simultaneously with the receipt of the rebate, and the rebate cannot be allowed unless the customer
purchases the vehicle.

34.4(2) Paymentmethods, such as credit or debit cards, issued by vehiclemanufacturers that are used
as a rebate toward the price of the manufacturer’s vehicle are not considered a manufacturer’s rebate for
the purposes of the fee for new registration. These types of rebates cannot be used toward reducing the
purchase price of a vehicle subject to the fee for new registration.

EXAMPLE: Person R purchases a vehicle subject to registration with a purchase price of $30,000 and
trades in a vehicle valued at $10,000. The manufacturer of the newly purchased vehicle gives Person R
$1,000 on a manufacturer-issued credit card as a “rebate.” Person R pays $19,000 in cash for the new
vehicle. The fee for new registration is due on $20,000, because the “rebate” was issued on a credit card
rather than applied directly to the price.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
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701—34.5(321) Selling and purchasing the same vehicle. If a person sells a vehicle subject to
registration and then buys the same vehicle back, the transaction is not exempt from the fee for new
registration. These are two separate transactions, and both are subject to the fee for new registration.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.6(321) Federal excise tax. To be excluded from the fee for new registration, the federal excise
tax must meet both of the following requirements:

34.6(1) It must be imposed upon the purchaser and be due at the time of the retail sale.
34.6(2) It must be billed or charged as a separate item.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,

Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.7(321) Sales to a Native American. If a dealer delivers a vehicle to a resident Native American
on a reservation and, at a later time, the resident Native American registers the vehicle at the county
treasurer’s office, the fee for new registration is not due since the delivery took place on a reservation.

34.7(1) If the vehicle is delivered off a reservation, the fee for new registration is due even if the
sole use of the vehicle is on a reservation.

34.7(2) If delivery takes place on a reservation, but the owner is not a member of any federally
recognized tribe, the fee for new registration is due.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.8(321) Sale of chassis with added equipment or accessories.
34.8(1) If a dealer sells a chassis and the purchaser has the dealer install any equipment, the fee for

new registration is due on the full purchase price, including the chassis and the equipment. This is a
completed vehicle when driven off the dealer’s lot.

34.8(2) If the chassis is purchased from a dealer and the equipment is installed by the purchaser from
a third party, the fee for new registration is due on the chassis and sales tax is due on the equipment.

EXAMPLE A: Business S purchases a chassis from an auto dealer for $20,000. Business S wants a
lift added to the chassis. The auto dealer agrees to sell and install the lift for $15,000. The auto dealer
takes the chassis to a lift dealer for purchase and installation of the lift. After the installation, Business S
returns to the auto dealer to take delivery of the completed vehicle. Business S requests the auto dealer
itemize the chassis price of $20,000 and the lift price of $15,000. Business S pays the auto dealer $35,000
for the complete vehicle. The chassis and lift together are a vehicle subject to registration, because both
constitute the completed vehicle, and the fee for new registration is due on $35,000.

EXAMPLE B: Business T purchases a chassis from an auto dealer for $20,000. Business T wants a
lift added to the chassis. However, Business T will purchase the lift from a third party and not from
the auto dealer. Business T pays the dealer $20,000 for the chassis. Business T drives the chassis to a
lift dealer to purchase and install a lift for $12,000. The purchase of the chassis from the auto dealer is
subject to the fee for new registration because it alone constitutes the completed vehicle purchased. The
purchase and installation of the lift from the lift dealer are subject to Iowa sales tax and any applicable
local option tax, rather than the vehicle fee for new registration.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.9(321) Sale of a boat or ATV with a trailer.
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34.9(1) If a boat or ATV dealer sells a boat or ATV with a trailer as a packaged deal, the dealer must
itemize the boat or ATV, boat or ATV accessories, and trailer. The fee for new registration is due on the
purchase price of the trailer.

34.9(2) If the boat or ATV dealer does not itemize, it is assumed the full price of the packaged deal
is for the purchase of a trailer and not for the boat or ATV and accessories. The fee for new registration
will be calculated based on the full price of the packaged deal.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.10(321) Administration.
34.10(1) Vehicle registrants may utilize either a paper or electronic affidavit as a method of

submission. The title and registration application created under Iowa Code section 321.20 is an affidavit
for purposes of this rule.

34.10(2) Exemptions shall be divided into eight categories as follows:
a. UT01 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(19) and 321.105A(2)“c”(20).
b. UT02 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(1).
c. UT03 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(3) and 321.105A(2)“c”(12).
d. UT04 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(14).
e. UT05 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(6).
f. UT06 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(2).
g. UT07 - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(5).
h. UT08:
(1) UT08b - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(10).
(2) UT08c - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(8).
(3) UT08d - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(16).
(4) UT08e - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(7).
(5) UT08i - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(18).
(6) UT08j - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(13).
(7) UT08k - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(11).
(8) UT08s - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(17).
(9) UT08 - Other - Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(4), 321.105A(2)“c”(9),

321.105A(2)“c”(15), and 321.105A(2)“c” (21) to 321.105A(2)“c”(31).
34.10(3) The burden of proof regarding whether an exemption applies is upon the person claiming

the exemption.
34.10(4) Signatures are required on all affidavits. If a fleet (five or more vehicles) of vehicles is

being registered, an affidavit for each vehicle within the fleet must be completed and signed.
34.10(5) Any claim for exemption from the fee for new registration made by a purchaser with a

county treasurer is subject to review and ultimate determination by the department. If, after review, an
exemption is found to have been claimed improperly, penalty and interest may apply in addition to the
fee for new registration.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.11(321) Shell businesses.
34.11(1) The 90-day temporary period of operation under Iowa Code section 321.55(2) does not

apply to a vehicle owned by a shell business.
34.11(2) Factors that indicate a business is a shell business include, but are not limited to, a lack of

specific business activity or purpose and failure to maintain a physical location in the state in which the
business is registered.

34.11(3) If the department determines that the nonresident owner of the vehicle is a shell business,
it is presumed that:
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a. The Iowa resident in control of the vehicle is the actual owner of the vehicle;
b. The vehicle is subject to Iowa registration; and
c. The payment of the fee for new registration is owed by the Iowa resident.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,

Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.12(321) Purchased for resale.
34.12(1) Amotor vehicle dealer licensed under IowaCode chapter 322may title or title and register a

vehicle using an exemption under either Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(14) or 321.105A(2)“c”(15)
if the vehicle is operated in a manner consistent with the lawful use of dealer plates under Iowa Code
section 321.57 and any associated rules.

34.12(2) In order for a vehicle to be considered to be “held for resale,” all of the following criteria
must be met during all times that the vehicle is registered to the dealer:

a. The dealer must be licensed in Iowa pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 322;
b. Any use of the vehicle by the dealer must not constitute a taxable sale;
c. The dealer must keep the vehicle in its inventory for sale at all times;
d. The person using the vehicle must be aware of and accept that the vehicle may be sold at any

time, resulting in the removal of the vehicle from that person’s possession;
e. The dealer must permit the vehicle to be used without charge;
f. The dealer must not title the vehicle in its name and must operate the vehicle with dealer plates

as provided in Iowa Code section 321.57.
34.12(3) If, at any time after the exemption is issued until the vehicle is no longer considered to be

in the dealer’s inventory, the dealer fails to maintain any criteria defined in subrule 34.12(2), the fee for
new registration is due on the purchase price paid by the dealer at the time of acquisition of the vehicle.

34.12(4) If a dealership license expires and is not renewed or the dealer license has been revoked,
the dealer must title and register all the vehicles in the dealership inventory within 30 days of the license
revocation or expiration. The fee for new registration is due on the purchase price paid by the dealer at the
time of acquisition of each vehicle. However, if a dealer license is suspended, a dealer is not required
to title or register the vehicles in the dealer’s inventory because a suspension is merely a temporary
interruption in the dealership business. The dealer’s exemption remains intact during the period of
suspension.

EXAMPLE: Person R owns Auto Dealer, a sole proprietorship. Person R’s child, Person U, needs
a car, and Person R gifts a car worth $5,000 from Auto Dealer’s inventory to Person U. The vehicle
had previously been registered as a vehicle purchased for resale. Person U does not provide any
consideration. Person U does not owe the fee for new registration on the transfer. However, Auto
Dealer owes the fee for new registration on the purchase price paid by Auto Dealer at the time of
acquisition. The vehicle was purchased for resale; however, it was not sold by Auto Dealer. As a result,
Auto Dealer loses its dealer exemption for resale on this vehicle, and the fee for new registration is due
on the purchase price paid by the dealer at the time of acquisition of each vehicle.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.13(321) Loans. Relief from a loan balance constitutes consideration for the purposes of the fee
for new registration.

EXAMPLE A: A vehicle is titled in Person V’s name with a loan also in Person V’s name. Person V
transfers the title to Person W, who assumes the unpaid balance of the loan. A new lien is filed. The fee
for new registration is due on Person V’s outstanding loan balance.

EXAMPLE B: A vehicle is titled in Person X’s name with an outstanding loan balance of $10,000.
Person X transfers the title to Person Y. Person Y takes out a $15,000 loan to pay off Person X’s
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outstanding loan of $10,000 and also to have $5,000 for repairs to Person Y’s house. The fee for new
registration is due only on Person X’s outstanding loan balance of $10,000.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.14(321) Leased vehicles.
34.14(1) The fee for new registration on leased vehicles is a liability of the owner (lessor) of the

vehicle and not the lessee.
34.14(2) Owners/lessors may require the lessee to reimburse the owner/lessor, by adding the fee for

new registration to themonthly lease payment or by requiring the lessee to pay the fee for new registration
up front.

34.14(3) When a lessee chooses to terminate a lease and purchase the vehicle being leased, the
purchase is subject to a fee for new registration on the purchase price. There is no refund of the fee for
new registration paid on the lease price.

34.14(4) If an existing lease is transferred to another lessee, no additional fee for new registration is
due so long as the title to the vehicle is maintained by the same lessor and the terms of the lease are not
changed.

34.14(5) When a vehicle with an existing lease established in another state is registered in Iowa, the
lease price is calculated as established in Iowa Code section 321.105A(3)“b” and then shall be prorated
for the number of months remaining on the lease. No credit is allowed for any fee or tax paid to another
state.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.15(321) Vehicles purchased for the purpose of being leased and used exclusively for
interstate commerce.

34.15(1) The department makes a distinction between a true lease and a contract to haul. While an
agreement may be a lease for purposes of the Interstate Commerce Commission, this does not mean it
is a lease for purposes of the fee for new registration. A true lease exists when the owner (lessor) gives
the lessee exclusive possession of the lessor’s property for a specified period. A contract to haul exists
when an owner contracts to do a piece of work while retaining control of the vehicle and methods of
operation. A contract to haul is not a lease; therefore, the vehicle is not exempt.

34.15(2) An intrastate delivery occurs when property is picked up at one location in Iowa and
delivered to another location in Iowa, regardless of whether the vehicle travels in another state in
between pick-up and delivery. For example, picking up property in Des Moines and delivering it
to Cedar Rapids is an intrastate delivery. Conversely, in an interstate delivery, either the pick-up or
delivery site will be located outside of Iowa.

EXAMPLE A: Leasing Company A purchased a cargo van for the purpose of leasing it to XYZ
Trucking. The lease agreement is for 36 months. XYZ Trucking will pick up property from Iowa
businesses to be delivered out of state. XYZ Trucking never uses the van for intrastate deliveries within
Iowa. XYZ Trucking uses this van exclusively in interstate commerce. All of the trips are either totally
outside the state of Iowa, or, if a product is loaded in Iowa, the product is delivered outside of Iowa. As
long as pick-up and delivery points are in different states, then the trip is considered interstate commerce.
As such, the van in this example may be purchased by Leasing Company A exempt from the fee for new
registration.

EXAMPLE B: Leasing Company A purchases a flatbed truck for the purpose of leasing it to XYZ
Trucking, located within Iowa. The lease is for five months. XYZ Trucking will use the truck for
deliveries out of state and in Iowa. Since some deliveries occur in Iowa, the subsequent use in Iowa is
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not solely for interstate commerce. The purchase by Leasing Company A (lessor) of the flatbed is subject
to the fee for new registration.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.16(321) Iowa Code chapter 326 vehicles.
34.16(1) The period for substantiating mileage by the department is fiscal year July 1 to June 30,

with an exception if the initial registration period is a short year (less than 12 months). Mileage during
that period will be totaled with the first full year for substantiation purposes.

34.16(2) Whether a vehicle is registered prorate or has county plates does not determine eligibility
for exemption.

34.16(3) Records must be kept from the first four years of operation of the vehicle for at least ten
years to prove the vehicle has consistently been eligible for the exemption. Summary records, such as
the monthly or annual records required by the International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA), may be kept
to prove the mileage requirement was met. Records are required for power units but not for trailers or
semi-trailers.

34.16(4) The exempt status of a trailer or semi-trailer is based upon to what it is attached. If attached
to an exempt power unit, the trailer or semi-trailer is also exempt.

EXAMPLEA: XYZ Trucking purchased two semi-tractors two years ago. An exemption was claimed
because 25 percent of the mileage for each was out-of-state mileage and they met the registered weight
requirement. Two years later, XYZ Trucking decided one of the semi-tractors will be used only in
Iowa. The registered weight did not change, but the 25 percent out-of-state mileage requirement was not
maintained for the first four years, so the exemption no longer applies. XYZ Trucking’s book value is
$60,000, and the market value is $75,000. The book value is less than the market value; the fee for new
registration is imposed on the $60,000 book value.

EXAMPLE B: Two years ago, XYZ Trucking purchased a power unit and a semi-trailer. The power
unit was used in excess of the 25 percent mileage requirement and met the 13-ton weight requirement, so
an exemption was claimed. They were originally registered prorate. This year, XYZ Trucking decided
to register the power unit and semi-trailer with county plates instead of renewing the prorate registration.
Although the power unit and semi-trailer will be county-plated, XYZ Trucking will still use the power
unit 25 percent outside of Iowa. The registered weight did not change. Since both the 25 percent mileage
factor and the 13-ton registered weight factor are met, the fee for new registration is not due.

EXAMPLE C: Two years ago, XYZ Trucking purchased a power unit and a semi-trailer. Both the
power unit and semi-trailer were used in excess of the 25 percent mileage requirement and met the
13-ton weight requirement, so an exemption was claimed. The power unit and the semi-trailer were
originally registered prorate. This year, XYZ Trucking decided to register the semi-trailer with county
plates instead of renewing the prorate registration. The power unit will still be used 25 percent outside
of Iowa. The mileage of the semi-trailer does not matter because there is no record-keeping requirement
for trailers or semi-trailers. The registered weight did not change. Since both the 25 percent mileage
factor and weight requirements continue to be met, the fee for new registration is not due.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.17(321) Vehicles purchased outside of Iowa.
34.17(1) Vehicles purchased with no intent for use in Iowa.
a. Vehicles that are purchased by a nonresident for use in a location other than Iowa are not subject

to the fee for new registration upon move-in to Iowa. The determination of intention of use in Iowa is
a factual determination. The county treasurer should consider any appropriate factors including, but not
limited to, the following:

(1) Whether the vehicle was owned by the owner for a significant time prior to relocation to Iowa.
A longer period of ownership while in another location may be indicative of intent of use in the other

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/326.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
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location. Conversely, if the vehicle was purchased near the time of relocation to Iowa, this might suggest
intent of use in Iowa.

(2) Whether the vehicle was registered in another location.
(3) Whether a substantial number of miles were driven in the vehicle in another location since the

owner purchased the vehicle.
b. Vehicles purchased in countries other than the United States of America are not eligible for this

exemption.
EXAMPLE: Person A, a resident ofMoline, Illinois, purchased a vehicle from a dealership in Chicago,

Illinois, one week before Person A moved to Davenport, Iowa. The vehicle was registered in Illinois.
Person A was not aware at the time of purchase that Person A’s employer would transfer Person A to
Iowa. Person A’s intent was not to use the vehicle in Iowa; therefore, Iowa’s fee for new registration is
not due.

34.17(2) Vehicles purchased with intent of use in Iowa. Credit may be allowed for a fee for new
registration paid to another state or country. For the credit to apply, the owner must show proof that
the owner was legally required to, and did in fact, pay a fee for new registration, a sales/use tax, or an
occupational tax to another state or country for the vehicle being registered in Iowa. Evidence of the
payment may include, but is not limited to, purchase records, canceled checks, or invoices.

EXAMPLE A: Person L is an Iowa resident. While in Nevada, Person L purchased a new camper for
$20,000. Nevada did not require Person L to pay a state fee for new registration or a state sales, use,
or occupational tax. Person L brought the camper back to Iowa. The camper requires an Iowa title and
registration. Since no state fee for new registration or state sales, use, or occupational tax was paid to
the state of Nevada, Iowa’s fee for new registration is due on the purchase price of $20,000.

EXAMPLEB: Person Q is an Iowa resident and spends the winter months in Florida. Person Q decides
to purchase a new vehicle in Florida for $35,000. Person Q is required to pay 5 percent Florida state sales
tax. Person Q chooses not to title or register the vehicle in Florida. After spending the winter months
in Florida, Person Q returns to Iowa and brings the new vehicle. Since Person Q had to pay a 5 percent
Florida state sales tax, Person C receives a credit for that amount against Iowa’s fee for new registration.

EXAMPLE C: Iowa resident Person W purchases a vehicle for $25,000 while in Arizona. Person W
was required to pay an Arizona state sales tax of 2 percent and a county tax of 1 percent. Person W
returns to Iowa with the vehicle. The bill of sale shows a breakdown as follows:

Purchase Price..........................................$25,000
Arizona State Sales Tax................................$500
Arizona County Tax......................................$250
Total Amount Due...................................$25,750

When Person W titles and registers the vehicle in Iowa, the 5 percent Iowa fee for new registration
would be $1,250. PersonW receives credit only for the Arizona state sales tax of $500 but not the county
sales tax. Iowa fee for new registration is as follows:

Iowa Fee for New Registration................................$1,250
Less Arizona State Sales Tax......................................$500
Iowa Fee for New Registration Due............................$750

EXAMPLE D: Iowa resident Person Z purchases an $80,000 vehicle in California and is required to
pay a 9 percent California state sales tax of $7,200. Person Z returns to Iowa with the vehicle. The bill
of sale shows:

Purchase Price..........................................$80,000
California State Sales Tax..........................$7,200
Total Amount Due....................................$87,200
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When Person Z titles and registers the vehicle in Iowa, the 5 percent Iowa fee for new registration
would be $4,000. Since Person Z paid a California state sales tax of $7,200, which was more than the
Iowa fee for new registration, the Iowa fee for new registration is not due.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.18(321) Business entity to business entity transfers with the same ownership and
purpose. Transactions between two business entities may be exempted from the fee for new registration
if certain criteria are met, as described in Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(3).

EXAMPLE A: Person F owns and operates a family farm with Person F’s spouse as a sole
proprietorship and wants to transfer assets (including a vehicle subject to registration) from Person F’s
personal name into a corporation (of which Person F and Person F’s spouse are the sole shareholders).
Person F filed articles of incorporation earlier this year with the secretary of state and intends to use the
corporation to continue to operate Person F’s family farm, the same purpose as the sole proprietorship.
This transaction is eligible for the exemption described in Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(3)
because the vehicle is being transferred from an eligible business type (sole proprietorship) to a
corporation, with the ownership of the businesses being the same and the transaction occurring within
two years of the corporation being formed, and the newly formed corporation was formed for the
purpose of continuing the family farm business.

EXAMPLE B: Person G wants to start a construction business. Person G currently does not operate
any business. Person G files articles of incorporation and wants to transfer a truck from Person G’s
personal name into the corporation. This transaction is not eligible for the exemption described in Iowa
Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(3) because the purpose of the corporation is not to continue an existing
eligible business.

EXAMPLE C: Person H operates a delivery business as a sole proprietorship and wants to expand.
Person H gets together with two investors and files articles of incorporation with all three partners as
shareholders and wants to transfer a van into the corporation. This transaction is not eligible for the
exemption described in Iowa Code section 321.105A(2)“c”(3) because the ownership of the corporation
is not the same as the sole proprietorship, since all of the stock of the corporation is not owned by Person
H.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—34.19(321) Homemade vehicles.
34.19(1) For the purposes of the vehicle fee for new registration, a homemade vehicle is one that

has been constructed from any combination of new, used, or homemade parts that does not resemble
a vehicle that was manufactured under a specific year, make, and model by a manufacturer and is not
intended for resale.

34.19(2) Homemade vehicles include:
a. A vehicle that has been structurally modified so that it does not have the same appearance as a

similar vehicle from the same manufacturer.
EXAMPLE: A vehicle with modified fenders, engine compartment lid, and front end, but still

recognizable as the make/model of the vehicle, is not considered homemade;
b. A vehicle that has been constructed entirely from homemade parts and materials not obtained

from other vehicles; or
c. A vehicle that has been constructed by using major component parts from one or more

manufactured vehicles and cannot be identified as a specific make and model.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,

Senate File 366.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
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701—34.20(321,423)Glider kit vehicles. Aglider kit vehicle is exempt from the fee for new registration
upon sale or transfer by the person who purchased the parts and assembled the vehicle if sales or use tax
was paid when the parts were purchased and the vehicle has never been registered previously. A glider
kit vehicle would be subject to the fee for new registration, barring other applicable exemptions, if the
glider kit vehicle is subsequently sold. Glider kit parts may be eligible for the resale exemption if the
purchaser of the parts can satisfy the requirements of rule 701—225.4(423) to qualify for the exemption
provided by Iowa Code section 423.3(2).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.105A as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 366, and Iowa Code section 423.3.
[ARC 5911C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

[Filed December 12, 1974]
[Filed 9/2/77, Notice 6/15/77—published 9/21/77, effective 10/26/77]
[Filed 4/28/78, Notice 3/22/78—published 5/17/78, effective 7/1/78]
[Filed 1/5/79, Notice 11/29/78—published 1/24/79, effective 2/28/79]
[Filed 1/18/80, Notice 12/12/79—published 2/6/80, effective 3/12/80]
[Filed 12/5/80, Notice 10/29/80—published 12/24/80, effective 1/28/81]
[Filed 8/13/82, Notice 7/7/82—published 9/1/82, effective 10/6/82]

[Filed 4/22/83, Notices 3/2/83, 3/16/83—published 5/11/83, effective 6/15/83]
[Filed 9/9/83, Notice 8/3/83—published 9/28/83, effective 11/2/83]

[Filed 10/4/85, Notice 8/28/85—published 10/23/85, effective 11/27/85]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]

[Filed 12/29/86, Notice 11/19/86—published 1/14/87, effective 2/18/87]
[Filed 9/30/88, Notice 8/24/88—published 10/19/88, effective 11/23/88]
[Filed 11/22/89, Notice 10/18/89—published 12/13/89, effective 1/17/90]
[Filed 8/16/91, Notice 7/10/91—published 9/4/91, effective 10/9/91]

[Filed 10/25/91, Notice 9/18/91—published 11/13/91, effective 12/18/91]
[Filed 12/20/91, Notice 11/13/91—published 1/8/92, effective 2/12/92]
[Filed 7/17/92, Notice 6/10/92—published 8/5/92, effective 9/9/92]

[Filed 9/24/93, Notice 8/18/93—published 10/13/93, effective 11/17/93]
[Filed 12/30/94, Notice 11/23/94—published 1/18/95, effective 2/22/95]
[Filed 11/3/95, Notice 9/27/95—published 11/22/95, effective 12/27/95]
[Filed 12/13/96, Notice 11/6/96—published 1/1/97, effective 2/5/97]
[Filed 6/12/97, Notice 5/7/97—published 7/2/97, effective 8/7/97]

[Filed 12/10/99, Notice 11/3/99—published 12/29/99, effective 2/2/00]
[Filed 10/26/01, Notice 9/19/01—published 11/14/01, effective 12/19/01]
[Filed 1/18/02, Notice 12/12/01—published 2/6/02, effective 3/13/02]
[Filed 3/26/04, Notice 2/18/04—published 4/14/04, effective 5/19/04]

[Filed ARC 5911C (Notice ARC 5782C, IAB 7/14/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.225.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.105A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5911C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5782C.pdf
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CHAPTER 40
DETERMINATION OF NET INCOME

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—40.1(422) Net income defined. Net income for state individual income tax purposes shall mean
federal adjusted gross income as properly computed under the Internal Revenue Code and shall include
the adjustments in 701—40.2(422) to 701—40.9(422). The remaining provisions of this rule and
701—40.12(422) to 701—40.79(422) shall also be applicable in determining net income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 8605B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10; ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective
12/7/11]

701—40.2(422) Interest and dividends from federal securities. For individual income tax purposes,
the state is prohibited by federal law from taxing dividends from corporations owned or sponsored by
the federal government, or interest derived from obligations of the United States and its possessions,
agencies, and instrumentalities. Therefore, if the federal adjusted gross income of an individual, taxable
by Iowa, includes dividends or interest of this type, an adjustment must be made by deducting the amount
of the dividend or interest. If the inclusion of an amount of income or the amount of a deduction is
based upon federal adjusted gross income and federal adjusted gross income includes dividends from
corporations owned or sponsored by the federal government, or interest derived from obligations of the
United States and its possessions, agencies, and instrumentalities, a recomputation of the amount of
income or deduction must be made excluding dividends or interest of this type from the calculations.

A federal statute exempts stocks and obligations of the United States Government, as well as the
interest on the obligations, from state income taxation (see 31 USCS Section 3124(a)).

“Obligations of the United States” are those obligations issued “to secure credit to carry on the
necessary functions of government.” Smith v. Davis (1944) 323 U.S. 111, 119, 89 L.Ed. 107, 113, 65
S.Ct. 157, 161. The exemption is aimed at protecting the “borrowing” and “supremacy” clauses of the
United States Constitution. Society for Savings v. Bowers (1955) 349 U.S. 143, 144, 99 L.Ed.2d 950,
955, 75 S.Ct. 607, 608; Hibernia v. City and County of San Francisco (1906) 200 U.S. 310, 313, 50
L.Ed. 495, 496, 26 S.Ct. 265, 266.

Tax-exempt credit instruments possess the following characteristics:
1. They are written documents,
2. They bear interest,
3. They are binding promises by the United States to pay specified sums at specified dates, and
4. They have Congressional authorization which also pledges the faith and credit of the United

States in support of the promise to pay. Smith v. Davis, supra.
A governmental obligation that is secondary, indirect, or contingent, such as a guaranty of a

nongovernmental obligor’s primary obligation to pay the principal amount of and interest on a
note, is not an obligation of the type exempted under 31 USCS Section 3124(1). Rockford Life
Ins. Co. v. Department of Revenue, 107 S.Ct. 2312 (1987).

The following list contains widely held United States Government obligations, but is not intended
to be all-inclusive.

This noninclusive listing indicates the position of the department with respect to the income tax status
of the listed securities. It is based on current federal law and the interpretation thereof by the department.
Federal law or the department’s interpretation is subject to change. Federal law precludes all states from
imposing an income tax on the interest income from direct obligations of the United States Government.
Also, preemptive federal lawmay preclude state taxation of interest income from the securities of federal
government-sponsored enterprises and agencies and from the obligations of U.S. territories. Any profit
or gain on the sale or exchange of these securities is taxable.

40.2(1) Federal obligations and obligations of federal instrumentalities the interest on which is
exempt from Iowa income tax.

a. United States Government obligations: United States Treasury—Principal and interest from
bills, bonds, and notes issued by the United States Treasury exempt under 31 U.S.C. Section 3124[a].

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.79.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8605B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9103B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9820B.pdf
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1. Series E, F, G, H, and I bonds
2. United States Treasury bills
3. U.S. Government certificates
4. U.S. Government bonds
5. U.S. Government notes
6. Original issue discount (OID) on a United States Treasury obligation
b. Territorial obligations:
1. Guam—Principal and interest from bonds issued by the Government of Guam (48 USCS

Section 1423[a]).
2. Puerto Rico—Principal and interest from bonds issued by the Government of Puerto Rico (48

USCS Section 745).
3. Virgin Islands—Principal and interest from bonds issued by the Government of the Virgin

Islands (48 USCS Section 1403).
4. Northern Mariana Islands—Principal and interest from bonds issued by the Government of the

Northern Mariana Islands (48 USCS Section 1681(c)).
c. Federal agency obligations:
1. Commodity Credit Corporation—Principal and interest from bonds, notes, debentures, and

other similar obligations issued by the Commodity Credit Corporation (15 USCS Section 713a-5).
2. Banks for Cooperatives—Principal and interest from notes, debentures, and other obligations

issued by Banks for Cooperatives (12 USCS Section 2134).
3. Farm Credit Banks—Principal and interest from systemwide bonds, notes, debentures, and

other obligations issued jointly and severally by Banks of the Federal Farm Credit System (12 USCS
Section 2023).

4. Federal Intermediate Credit Banks—Principal and interest from bonds, notes, debentures, and
other obligations issued by Federal Intermediate Credit Banks (12 USCS Section 2079).

5. Federal Land Banks—Principal and interest from bonds, notes, debentures, and other
obligations issued by Federal Land Banks (12 USCS Section 2055).

6. Federal Land Bank Association—Principal and interest from bonds, notes, debentures, and
other obligations issued by the Federal Land Bank Association (12 USCS Section 2098).

7. Financial Assistance Corporation—Principal and interest from notes, bonds, debentures, and
other obligations issued by the Financial Assistance Corporation (12 USCS Section 2278b-10[b]).

8. Production Credit Association—Principal and interest from notes, debentures, and other
obligations issued by the Production Credit Association (12 USCS Section 2077).

9. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)— Principal and interest from notes, bonds,
debentures, and other such obligations issued by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (12 USCS
Section 1825).

10. Federal Financing Bank—Interest from obligations issued by the Federal Financing Bank.
Considered to be United States Government obligations (12 USCS Section 2288, 31 USCS Section
3124[a]).

11. Federal Home Loan Bank—Principal and interest from notes, bonds, debentures, and other
such obligations issued by any Federal Home Loan Bank and consolidated Federal Home Loan Bank
bonds and debentures (12 USCS Section 1433).

12. Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC)—Principal and interest from notes,
bonds, debentures, and other such obligations issued by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation (12 USCS Section 1725[e]).

13. Federal Financing Corporation—Principal and interest from notes, bonds, debentures, and other
such obligations issued by the Federal Financing Corporation (12 USCS Section 2288(b)).

14. Financing Corporation (FICO)—Principal and interest from any obligation of the Financing
Corporation (12 USCS Sections 1441[e][7] and 1433).

15. General Services Administration (GSA)—Principal and interest from General Services
Administration participation certificates. Considered to be United States Government obligations (31
USCS Section 3124[a]).
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16. Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
● Principal and interest from War Housing Insurance debentures (12 USCS Section 1739[d]).
● Principal and interest from Rental Housing Insurance debentures (12 USCS Section 1747g[g]).
● Principal and interest from Armed Services Mortgage Insurance debentures (12 USCS Section

1748b[f]).
● Principal and interest from National Defense Housing Insurance debentures (12 USCS Section

1750c[d]).
● Principal and interest from Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund debentures (12 USCS Section

1710[d]).
17. National Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility—Income from notes, bonds,

debentures, and other obligations issued on behalf of the National Credit Union Administration Central
Liquidity Facility (12 USCS Section 1795k[b]).

18. Resolution Funding Corporation—Principal and interest from obligations issued by the
Resolution Funding Corporation (12 USCS Sections 1441[f][7] and 1433).

19. Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae)—Principal and interest from obligations
issued by the Student Loan Marketing Association. Considered to be United States Government
obligations (20 USCS Section 1087-2[1], 31 USCS Section 3124[a]).

20. Tennessee Valley Authority—Principal and interest from bonds issued by the Tennessee Valley
Authority (16 USCS Section 831n-4[d]).

21. United States Postal Service—Principal and interest from obligations issued by the United
States Postal Service (39 USCS Section 2005[d][4]).

22. Treasury Investment Growth Receipts.
23. Certificates on Government Receipts.
40.2(2) Taxable securities. There are a number of securities issued under the authority of an Act of

Congress which are subject to the Iowa income tax. These securities may be guaranteed by the United
States Treasury or supported by the issuing agency’s right to borrow from the Treasury. Some may be
backed by the pledge of full faith and credit of the United States Government. However, it has been
determined that these securities are not direct obligations of the United States Government to pay a
specified sum at a specified date, nor are the principal and interest from these securities specifically
exempted from taxation by the respective authorizing Acts. Therefore, income from such securities is
subject to the Iowa income tax. Examples of securities which fall into this category are those issued by
the following agencies and institutions:

a. Federal agency obligations:
1. Federal or State Savings and Loan Associations
2. Export-Import Bank of the United States
3. Building and Loan Associations
4. Interest on federal income tax refunds
5. Postal Savings Account
6. Farmers Home Administration
7. Small Business Administration
8. Federal or State Credit Unions
9. Mortgage Participation Certificates
10. Federal National Mortgage Association
11. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac)
12. Federal Housing Administration
13. Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae)
14. Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae)
15. Merchant Marine (Maritime Administration)
16. Federal Agricultural Mortgage Corporation (Farmer Mac)
b. Obligations of international institutions:
1. Asian Development Bank
2. Inter-American Development Bank
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3. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank)
c. Other obligations:
Washington D.C. Metro Area Transit Authority
Interest from repurchase agreements involving federal securities is subject to Iowa income tax.

Nebraska Department of Revenue v. John Loewenstein, 513 US 123 (1994). Everett v. State Dept. of
Revenue and Finance, 470 N.W.2d 13 (Iowa 1991).

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, interest from Mortgage Backed Certificate
Guaranteed by Government National Mortgage Association (“Ginnie Maes”) is subject to Iowa income
tax. See Rockford Life Insurance Company v. Illinois Department of Revenue, 96 L.Ed.2d 152.

For the treatment of interest or dividends from regulated investment companies (mutual funds) that
invest in obligations of the type discussed in this rule, see rule 701—40.52(422).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 1101C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]

701—40.3(422) Interest and dividends from foreign securities and securities of state and other
political subdivisions. Interest and dividends from foreign securities and from securities of state and
other political subdivisions are to be included in Iowa net income. Certain types of interest and dividends,
because of specific exemption, are not includable in income for federal tax purposes. To the extent such
income has been excluded for federal income tax purposes, unless the item of income is specifically
exempted from state taxation by the laws or constitution of Iowa or of the United States, it must be
added to Iowa taxable income.

The following is a noninclusive listing of bonds issued by the state of Iowa and its political
subdivisions, interest on which is exempt from both federal and state income taxes.

1. Board of regents: Bonds issued under Iowa Code sections 262.41, 262.51, 262.60, 262A.8, and
263A.6.

2. Urban renewal: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 403.9(2).
3. Municipal housing law - low-income housing: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 403A.12.
4. Subdistricts of soil conservation districts, revenue bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code

section 161A.22.
5. Aviation authorities, revenue bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 330A.16.
6. Rural water districts: Bonds and notes issued under Iowa Code section 357A.15.
7. County health center: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 331.441(2)“c”(7).
8. Iowa finance authority, water pollution control works and drinking water facilities financing:

Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 16.131(5).
9. Iowa finance authority, beginning farmer loan program: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section

16.64.
10. Iowa finance authority, Iowa comprehensive petroleum underground storage tank fund: Bonds

issued under Iowa Code section 455G.6(14).
11. Iowa finance authority, 911 program notes and bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section

34A.20(6).
12. Quad Cities interstate metropolitan authority bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section

28A.24.
13. Prison infrastructure revenue bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code sections 12.80(3) and

16.177(8).
14. Community college residence halls and dormitories bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code

section 260C.61.
15. Community college bond program bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 260C.71(6).
16. Interstate bridges bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 313A.36.
17. Iowa higher education loan authority: Obligations issued by the authority pursuant to Iowa

Code section 261A.27.
18. Vision Iowa program: Bonds issued pursuant to Iowa Code section 12.71(8).
19. School infrastructure program bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 12.81(8).
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20. Iowa utilities board and Iowa consumer advocate building project bonds: Bonds issued under
Iowa Code section 12.91(9).

21. Iowa jobs program revenue bonds: Bonds issued under Iowa Code section 12.87(8).
Interest from repurchase agreements involving obligations of the type discussed in this rule is subject

to Iowa income tax. Nebraska Department of Revenue v. John Loewenstein, 513 US 123 (1994). Everett
v. State Dept. of Revenue and Finance, 470 N.W.2d 13 (Iowa 1991).

For the treatment of interest or dividends from regulated investment companies (mutual funds) that
invest in obligations of the type discussed in this rule, see rule 701—40.52(422).

Gains and losses from the sale or other disposition of bonds issued by the state of Iowa or its political
subdivisions, as distinguished from interest income, shall be taxable for state income tax purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 8605B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 1101C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13; ARC 1665C, IAB 10/15/14, effective
11/19/14; ARC 4309C, IAB 2/13/19, effective 3/20/19; ARC 5673C, IAB 6/2/21, effective 7/7/21]

701—40.4(422) Certain pensions, annuities and retirement allowances. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04,
effective 12/29/04.

701—40.5(422) Military pay.
40.5(1) Rescinded IAB 6/3/98, effective 7/8/98.
40.5(2) For income received for services performed prior to January 1, 1969, and for services

performed for tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 1977, but before January 1, 2011. An Iowa
resident who is on active duty in the armed forces of the United States, as defined in Title 10, United
States Code, Section 101, shall include all income received for such service performed prior to January
1, 1969, and for services performed during tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 1977, but
before January 1, 2011. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2011, see rule 701—40.76(422).
However, the taxability of this active duty military income shall be terminated for any income received
for services performed effective the day after either of the two following conditions:

a. When universal compulsory military service is reinstated by the United States Congress.
“Compulsory military service” is defined to be the actual act of drafting individuals into the military
service and not just the registration of individuals under the Military Selective Service Act (50
App. U.S.C. 453); or

b. When a state of war is declared to exist by the United States Congress.
Federal active duty does not include a member of the national guard when called for training by order

of the governor through order of the adjutant general. These members are in the service of the state and
not on active duty of the United States. Federal active duty also does not include members of the various
military reserve programs. A taxpayer must be on active federal duty to qualify for exemption. National
guard and reservists who undergo voluntary training are not on active duty in a federal status. National
guard and reservist pay does not qualify for the military exemption and such pay is taxable by the state
of Iowa.

Compensation received from the United States Government by nonresident members of the armed
forces who are temporarily present in the state of Iowa pursuant to military orders is exempt from Iowa
income tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.5.
[ARC 9822B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.6(422) Interest and dividend income. This rule applies to interest and dividends from foreign
securities and securities of state and other political subdivisions. Interest and dividends from foreign
securities and from securities of state and other political subdivisions are to be included in Iowa taxable
income. Certain types of interest and dividends, because of specific exemption, are not included in
income for federal tax purposes. To the extent such income has been excluded for federal income
tax purposes, unless the term of income is specifically exempted from state taxation by the laws or
constitutions of Iowa or of the United States, it must be added to Iowa taxable income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
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701—40.7(422) Current year capital gains and losses. In determining short-term or long-term capital
gain or loss the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are to be followed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.8(422) Gains and losses on property acquired before January 1, 1934. When property was
acquired prior to January 1, 1934, the basis as of January 1, 1934, for determining capital or other gains
or losses is the higher of cost, adjusted for depreciation allowed or allowable to January 1, 1934, or fair
market value as of that date.

If, as a result of this provision, a basis is to be used for purposes of Iowa individual income tax which
is different from the basis used for purposes of federal income tax, appropriate adjustment must be made
and detailed schedules supplied in the computation of Iowa taxable income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.9(422) Work opportunity tax credit and alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit. Where
an individual claims the work opportunity tax credit under Section 51 of the Internal Revenue Code
or the alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit under Section 40 of the Internal Revenue Code, the
amount of credit allowable must be used to increase federal taxable income. The amount of credit
allowable used to increase federal adjusted gross income is deductible in determining Iowa net income.
The work opportunity tax credit applies to eligible individuals who begin work before January 1, 2012.
The adjustment for the alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit is applicable for tax years beginning
on or after January 1, 1980.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 422.7 as amended by 2012
Iowa Acts, Senate File 2328.
[ARC 0337C, IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]

701—40.10(422) Exclusion of interest or dividends. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04.

701—40.11(422) Two-earnermarried couple deduction. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04.

701—40.12(422) Income from partnerships or limited liability companies. Residents engaged in
a partnership or limited liability company, even if located or doing business outside the state of Iowa,
are taxable upon their distributive share of net income of such partnership or limited liability company,
whether distributed or not, and are required to include such distributive share in their return. A
nonresident individual who is a member of a partnership or limited liability company doing business in
Iowa is taxable on that portion of net income which is applicable to the Iowa business activity whether
distributed or not. See 701—Chapter 45.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.7, 422.8, and 422.15.

701—40.13(422) Subchapter “S” income. Where a corporation elects, under Sections 1371-1379 of
the Internal Revenue Code, to distribute the corporation’s income to the shareholders, the corporation’s
income, in its entirety, is subject to individual reporting whether or not actually distributed. Both resident
and nonresident shareholders shall report their share of the corporation’s net taxable income on their
respective Iowa returns. Isaacson v. Iowa State Tax Commission, 183 N.W.2d 693, Iowa Supreme Court,
February 9, 1971. Residents shall report their distributable share in total while nonresidents shall report
only their portion of their distributable share which was earned in Iowa. For tax years beginning on
or after January 1, 1996, residents should refer to 701—Chapter 50 to determine if they qualify to
compute Iowa taxable income by allocation and apportionment. See 701—Chapter 54 for allocation
and apportionment of corporate income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.7, 422.8, 422.15, and 422.36.

701—40.14(422) Contract sales. Interest derived as income from a land contract is intangible personal
property and is assignable to the recipient’s domicile. Gains received from the sale or assignment of land
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contracts are considered to be gains from real property in this state and are assignable to this state. As
to nonresidents, see 701—40.16(422).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.7 and 422.8.

701—40.15(422)Reporting of incomes bymarried taxpayerswho file a joint federal return but elect
to file separately for Iowa income tax purposes. Married taxpayers who have separate incomes and
have filed jointly for federal income tax purposes can elect to file separate Iowa returns or to file separately
on the combined Iowa return form. Where married persons file separately, both must use the optional
standard deduction if either elects to use it, or bothmust claim itemized deductions if either elects to claim
itemized deductions. The provisions of Treasury Regulation § 1.63-1 are equally applicable regarding
the election to use the standard deduction or itemized deductions for Iowa income tax purposes. The
spouses’ election to file separately for Iowa income tax purposes is subject to the condition that incomes
received by the taxpayers and the deductions for business expenses are allocated between the spouses
as the incomes and deductions would have been allocated if the taxpayers had filed separate federal
returns. Any Iowa additions to net income and any deductions to net income which pertain to taxpayers
filing separately for Iowa income tax purposes must also be allocated accurately between the spouses.
Thus, if married taxpayers file a joint federal return and elect to file separate Iowa returns or separately
on the combined Iowa return, the taxpayers are required to compute their separate Iowa net incomes as
if they had determined their federal adjusted gross incomes on separate federal returns with the Iowa
adjustments to net income.

However, the fact that the taxpayers file separately for Iowa income tax purposes does not mean
that the spouses will be subject to limitations that would apply if the taxpayers had filed separate federal
returns. Instead, tax provisions that are applicable for taxpayers filing joint federal returns are also
applicable to the taxpayers when they file separate Iowa returns unless the tax provisions are superseded
by specific provisions in Iowa income tax law.

For example, married taxpayers that file separate federal returns cannot take the child and dependent
care credit (in most instances) and cannot take the earned income credit. Taxpayers that file a joint
federal return and elect to file separately for Iowa income tax purposes can take the child and dependent
care credit and the earned income credit on their Iowa returns assuming they meet the qualifications for
claiming these credits on the joint federal return.

The following paragraphs and examples are provided to clarify some issues and provide some
guidance for taxpayers who filed a joint federal income tax return and elect to file separate Iowa returns
or separately on the combined Iowa return form.

1. Election to expense certain depreciable business assets. When married taxpayers who have filed a
joint federal return elect to file separate Iowa returns or separately on the combined Iowa return form, the
taxpayers may claim the same deduction for the expensing of depreciable business assets as they were
allowed on their joint federal return of up to $100,000 (for the tax year beginning on or after January 1,
2003, and which is adjusted annually for inflation for subsequent tax years) as authorized under Section
179 of the Internal Revenue Code. In a situation where one spouse is a wage earner and the second
spouse has a small business, the second spouse may claim the same deduction for expensing depreciable
assets of up to $100,000 (for the tax year beginning on or after January 1, 2003) that was allowable on the
taxpayers’ joint federal return. The fact that a spouse elects to file a separate Iowa return or separately
on the combined return form after filing a joint federal return does not mean the spouse is limited to the
same deduction for expensing of depreciable business assets of up to $50,000 (for the tax year beginning
on or after January 1, 2003) that would have applied if the spouse had filed a separate federal return.

In situations where a married couple has ownership of a business, the deduction for the expensing of
depreciable assets which is allowable on the spouses’ joint federal return should be allocated between the
spouses in the same ratio as incomes and losses from the business are reported by the spouses. Subrule
40.15(4) sets out criteria for allocation of incomes and losses of businesses in which married couples
have an ownership interest.

2. Capital losses. Except for the Iowa capital gains deduction for limited amounts of net capital
gains from certain types of assets described in rule 701—40.38(422), the federal income tax provision
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for reporting capital gains and losses and for the carryover of capital losses in excess of certain amounts
are applicable for Iowa individual income tax purposes. When married taxpayers file a joint federal
income tax return and elect to file separate Iowa returns or separately on the combined return form, the
spouses must allocate capital gains and losses between them on the basis of the ownership of the assets
that were sold or exchanged. That is, the spouses must allocate the capital gains and losses between them
on the separate Iowa returns as the capital gains and losses would have been allocated if the taxpayers had
filed separate federal returns instead of a joint federal return. However, each spouse is not subject to the
$1,500 capital loss limitation on the separate Iowa return which is applicable to a married taxpayer that
files a separate federal return. Instead, the spouses are collectively subject to the same $3,000 capital loss
limitation for married taxpayers filing joint federal returns which is authorized under Section 1211(b)
of the Internal Revenue Code. In circumstances where both spouses have net capital losses, each of
the spouses can claim a capital loss of up to $1,500 on the separate Iowa return. In a situation where
one spouse has a net capital loss of less than $1,500 and the other spouse has a capital loss greater than
$1,500, the first spouse can claim the entire capital loss, while the second spouse can claim the portion of
the net capital loss on the joint federal return that was not claimed by the first spouse. In no case can the
net capital losses claimed on separate Iowa returns by married taxpayers exceed the $3,000 maximum
capital loss that is allowed on the joint federal return. In a circumstance where one spouse has a net
capital loss and the other spouse has a net capital gain, the amounts of capital gains and losses claimed
by the spouses on their separate Iowa returns must conformwith the net capital gain amount or net capital
loss amount claimed on the joint federal return for the taxpayers. The following examples illustrate how
capital gains and losses are to be allocated between spouses filing separate Iowa returns or separately on
the combined Iowa return form for married taxpayers who filed joint federal returns.

EXAMPLE 1. A married couple filed a joint federal return which showed a net capital loss of $3,000.
All of the capital loss was attributable to the husband, as thewife had no capital gains or losses. Therefore,
when the taxpayers filed separate Iowa returns, the husband’s return showed a $3,000 capital loss and
the wife’s return showed no capital gains or losses.

EXAMPLE 2. A married couple filed a joint federal return showing a net capital loss of $3,000, which
was the maximum loss they could claim, although they had aggregate capital losses of $8,000. The
husband had a net capital loss of $6,000 and the wife had a net capital loss of $2,000. When the taxpayers
filed their separate Iowa returns each spouse claimed a net capital loss of $1,500, since each spouse had
a capital loss of up to $1,500. The husband had a net capital loss carryover of $4,500 and the wife had
a net capital loss carryover of $500.

EXAMPLE 3. A married couple filed a joint federal return showing a net capital loss of $2,500. The
husband had a net capital gain of $7,500 and the wife had a net capital loss of $10,000. The wife claimed
a net capital loss of $10,000 on her separate Iowa return, while the husband reported a net capital gain
of $7,500 on his separate Iowa return.

EXAMPLE 4. A married couple filed a joint federal return showing a net capital loss of $3,000. The
wife had a net capital loss of $800 and the husband had a net capital loss of $2,500. The wife claimed a
$800 net capital loss on her separate Iowa return. The husband claimed a net capital loss on his separate
Iowa return of $2,200 which was the portion of the net capital loss claimed on the joint federal return
that was not claimed by the wife. The husband had a net capital loss carryover of $300.

3. Unemployment compensation benefits. When a husband and wife have filed a joint federal
return and elect to file separate Iowa returns or separately on the Iowa combined return form, the
spouses are to report the same amount of unemployment compensation benefits on their Iowa returns as
was reported for federal income tax purposes as provided in Section 85 of the Internal Revenue Code.
When unemployment compensation benefits are received in the tax year the benefits are to be reported
by the spouse or spouses who received the benefits as a result of employment of the spouse or spouses.
Nonresidents of Iowa, including nonresidents covered by the reciprocal agreement with Illinois, are
to report unemployment compensation benefits on the Iowa income tax return as Iowa source income
to the extent the benefits pertain to the individual’s employment in Iowa. In a situation where the
unemployment compensation benefits are the result of employment in Iowa and in one or more other
states, the unemployment compensation benefits should be allocated to Iowa on the basis of the
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individual’s Iowa salaries and wages for the employer to the total salaries and wages for the employer.
However, to the extent that unemployment compensation benefits pertain to a person’s employment in
Iowa for a railroad and the benefits are paid by the railroad retirement board, the benefits are totally
exempt from Iowa income tax pursuant to 45 U.S.C. Section 352(e).

40.15(1) Income from property in which only one spouse has an ownership interest but which is
not used in business. If ownership of property not used in a business is in the name of only one spouse
and each files a separate state return, income derived from such property may not be divided between
husband and wife but must be reported by only that spouse possessing the ownership interest.

40.15(2) Income from property in which both husband and wife have an ownership interest but which
is not used in a business. A husband and wife who file a joint federal return and elect to file separate Iowa
returns must each report the share of income from jointly or commonly owned real estate, stocks, bonds,
bank accounts, and other property not used in a business in the same manner as if their federal adjusted
gross incomes had been determined separately. The rules for determining the manner of reporting this
income depend upon the nature of the ownership interest and, in general, may be summarized as follows:

a. Joint tenants. A husband and wife owning property as joint tenants with the right of
survivorship, a common example of which is a joint savings account, should each report on separate
returns one-half of the income from the savings account held by them in joint tenancy.

b. Tenants in common. Income from property held by husband and wife as tenants in common is
reportable by them in proportion to their legally enforceable ownership interests in the property.

40.15(3) Salary and wages derived from personal or professional services performed in the course
of employment. A husband and wife who file a joint federal return and elect to file separate Iowa
returns must report on each spouse’s state return the salary and wages which are attributable to services
performed pursuant to each individual’s employment. The income must be reported on Iowa separate
returns in the same manner as if their federal adjusted gross incomes had been determined separately.
The manner of reporting wages and salaries by spouses is dependent upon the nature of the employment
relationship and is subject to the following rules:

a. Interspousal employment—salary or wages paid by one spouse to the other. Wages or
compensation paid for services or labor performed by one spouse with respect to property or business
owned by the other spouse may be reported on a separate return if the amount of the payment is
reasonable for the services or labor actually performed. It is presumed that the compensation or wages
paid by one spouse to the other is not reasonable nor allowable for purposes of reporting the income
separately unless a bona fide employer-employee relationship exists. For example, unless actual
services are rendered, payments are actually made, working hours and standards are set and adhered
to, unemployment compensation and workers’ compensation requirements are met, the payments may
not be separately reported by the salaried spouse.

b. Wages and salaries received by a husband or wife pursuant to an employment agreement with
an employer other than a spouse. Wages or compensation paid for services or labor performed by a
husband or wife pursuant to an employment agreement with some other employer is presumed income
of only that spouse that is employed and must be reported separately only by that spouse.

40.15(4) Income from a business in which both husband and wife have an ownership
interest. Income derived from a business the ownership of which is in both spouses’ names, as
evidenced by record title or by the existence of a bona fide partnership agreement or by other recognized
method of establishing legal ownership, may be allocated between spouses and reported on separate
individual state income tax returns provided that the interest of each spouse is allocated according to
the capital interest of each, the management and control exercised by each, and the services performed
by each with respect to such business. Compliance with the conditions contained in paragraphs “a” or
“b” of this subrule and consideration of paragraphs “c,” “d,” and “e” of this subrule must be made in
allocating income from a business in which both husband and wife have an ownership interest.

a. Allocation of partnership income. Allocation of partnership income between spouses is
presumed valid only if partnership information returns, as required for income tax purposes, have
currently been filed with respect to the federal self-employment tax law. An oral understanding does
not constitute a bona fide partnership implied merely from a common ownership of property.
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b. Allocation of income derived from a business other than a partnership in which both husband
and wife claim an ownership interest. In the case of a business owned by a husband and wife who filed
a joint federal income tax return in which one of them claimed all of the income therefrom for federal
self-employment tax purposes, it will be presumed for purposes of administering the state income tax
law, unless expressly shown to the contrary by the taxpayer, that the spouse who claimed that income
for federal self-employment tax purposes did, thereby, with the consent of the other spouse, claim all
right to such income and that therefore such income must be included in the state income tax return of
the spouse who claimed it for federal self-employment tax purposes if the husband and wife file separate
state income tax returns.

c. Capital contribution. In determining the weight to be attributed to the capital contribution of
each spouse to a business, consideration may be given only to that invested capital which is legally
traceable to each individual spouse. Capital existing under the right, dominion, and control of one
spouse which is invested in the business is presumed to be a capital contribution of that spouse. Sham
transactions which do not affect real changes of ownership in capital between spouses in that such
transactions do not legally disturb the right, dominion, and control of the assignor or the donor over
the capital must be disregarded in determining capital contribution of the recipient spouse.

d. Management and control. Participation in the control and management of a business must be
distinguished from the regular performance of nonmanagerial services. Contribution of management
and control with respect to the business must be of a substantial nature in order to accord it weight in
making an allocation of income. Substantial participation in management does not necessarily involve
continuous or even frequent presence at the place of business, but it does involve genuine consultation
with respect to at least major business decisions, and it presupposes substantial acquaintance with
an interest in the operations, problems, and policies of the business, along with sufficient maturity
and background of education or experience to indicate an ability to grasp business problems that are
appreciably commensurate with the demands of the enterprise concerned. Vague or general statements
as to family discussions at home or elsewhere will not be accepted as a sufficient showing of actual
consultation.

e. Services performed. The amount of services performed by each spouse is a factor to be
considered in determining proper allocation of income from a business in which each spouse has
an ownership interest. In order to accord weight to services performed by an individual spouse, the
services must be of a beneficial nature in that they make a direct contribution to the business. For
example, for a business operation, whether it is a retail sales enterprise, farming operation or otherwise,
in which both husband and wife have an ownership interest, the services contributed by the spouses
must be directly connected with the business operation. Services for the family such as planting and
maintaining family gardens, domestic housework, cooking family meals, and routine errands and
shopping, are not considered to be services performed or rendered as an incident of or a contribution to
the particular business; such activities by a spouse must be disregarded in determining the allocable
income attributable to that spouse.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 8356B, IAB 12/2/09, effective 1/6/10]

701—40.16(422) Income of nonresidents. Except as otherwise provided in this rule all income of
nonresidents derived from sources within Iowa is subject to Iowa income tax.

Net income received by a nonresident taxpayer from a business, trade, profession, or occupation in
Iowa must be reported.

Income from the sale of property, located in Iowa, including property used in connection with the
trade, profession, business or occupation of the nonresident, is taxable to Iowa even though the sale is
consummated outside of Iowa, and provided that the property was sold before subsequent use outside of
Iowa. Any income from the property prior to its sale is also Iowa taxable income.

Income received from a trust or an estate, where the income is from Iowa sources, is taxable,
regardless of the situs of the estate or trust. Dividends received in lieu of, or in partial or full payment
of, an amount of wages or salary due for services performed in Iowa by a nonresident shall be
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considered taxable Iowa income. Annuities, interest on bank deposits and interest-bearing obligations,
and dividends are not allocated to Iowa except to the extent to which they are derived from a business,
trade, profession, or occupation carried on within the state of Iowa by the nonresident.

Interest received from the sale of property, on an installment contract even though the gain from the
sale of the property is subject to Iowa taxation, is not allocable to Iowa if the property is not part of the
nonresident’s trade, profession, business or occupation. As to residents, see 701—40.14(422).

40.16(1) Nonresidents exempt from paying tax. See 701—subrules 39.5(10) and 39.5(11) for the net
income exemption amounts for nonresidents.

These provisions for reducing tax in 701—subrule 39.5(10), paragraph “c,” and 701—subrule
39.5(11), paragraph “b,” do not apply to the Iowa minimum tax which must be paid irrespective of the
amount of Iowa income that an individual has.

40.16(2) Compensation for personal services of nonresidents. The Iowa income of a nonresident
must include compensation for personal services rendered within the state of Iowa. The salary or other
compensation of an employee or corporate officer who performs services related to businesses located
in Iowa, or has an office in Iowa, are not subject to Iowa tax, if the services are performed while the
taxpayer is outside of Iowa. However, the salary earned while the nonresident employee or officer is
located within the state of Iowa would be subject to Iowa taxation. The Iowa taxable income of the
nonresident shall include that portion of the total compensation received from the employer for personal
services for the tax year which the total number of working days that the individual was employed within
the state of Iowa bears to the total number of working days within and without the state of Iowa.

Compensation paid by an Iowa employer for services performed wholly outside of Iowa by a
nonresident is not taxable income to the state of Iowa. However, all services performed within Iowa,
either part-time or full-time, would be taxable to the nonresident and must be reported to this state.

Compensation received from the United States Government by a nonresident member of the armed
forces is explained in 701—40.5(422).

Income from commissions earned by a nonresident traveling salesperson, agent or other employee for
services performed or sales made and whose compensation depends directly on the volume of business
transacted by the nonresident will include that proportion of the compensation receivedwhich the volume
of business transacted by the employee within the state of Iowa bears to the total volume of business
transacted by the employee within and without the state. Allowable deductions will be apportioned on
the same basis. However, where separate accounting records are maintained by a nonresident or the
employer of the business transacted in Iowa, then the amount of Iowa compensation can be reported
based upon separate accounting.

Nonresident actors, singers, performers, entertainers, wrestlers, boxers (and similar performers),
must include as Iowa income the gross amount received for performances within this state.

Nonresident attorneys, physicians, engineers, architects (and other similar professions), even
though not regularly employed in this state, must include as Iowa income the entire amount of fees or
compensation received for services performed in this state.

If nonresidents are employed in this state at intervals throughout the year, as would be the case if
employed in operating trains, planes, motor buses, or trucks and similar modes of transportation, between
this state and other states and foreign countries, and who are paid on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, the
gross income from sources within this state is that portion of the total compensation for personal services
which the total number of working days employed within the state bears to the total number of working
days both within and without the state. If paid on a mileage basis, the gross income from sources within
this state is that portion of the total compensation for services which the number of miles traveled in Iowa
bears to the total number of miles traveled both within and without the state. If paid on some other basis,
the total compensation for personal services must be apportioned between this state and other states and
foreign countries in such a manner as to allocate to Iowa that portion of the total compensation which is
reasonably attributable to personal services performed in this state. Any alternative method of allocation
is subject to review and change by the director. However, pursuant to federal law, nonresidents who
earn compensation in Iowa and one or more other states for a railway company, an airline company, a
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merchant marine company, or a motor carrier are only subject to the income tax laws of their state of
residence, and the compensation would not be considered gross income from sources within Iowa.

40.16(3) Income from business sources within and without the state. When income is derived from
any business, trade, profession, or occupation carried on partly within and partly without the state only
such income as is fairly and equitably attributable to that portion of the business, trade, profession, or
occupation carried on in this state, or to services rendered within the state shall be included in the gross
income of a nonresident taxpayer. In any event, the entire amount of such income both within andwithout
the state is to be shown on the nonresident’s return.

40.16(4) Apportionment of business income from business carried on both within and without the
state.

a. If a nonresident, or a partnership or trust with a nonresident member, transacts business both
within and without the state, the net income must be so apportioned as to allocate to Iowa a portion of
the income on a fair and equitable basis, in accordance with approved methods of accounting.

b. The amount of net income attributable to the manufacture or sale of tangible personal property
shall be that portion which the gross sales made within the state bears to the total gross sales. The gross
sales of tangible personal property are in the state if the property is delivered or shipped to a purchaser
within this state, regardless of the F.O.B. point or other conditions of the sale.

c. Income derived from business other than the manufacture or sale of tangible personal property
shall be attributed to Iowa in that portion which the Iowa gross receipts bear to the total gross receipts.
Gross receipts are attributable to this state in the portion which the recipient of the service receives benefit
of the service in this state.

d. If the taxpayer believes that the gross sales or gross receipts methods subjects the taxpayer to
taxation on a greater portion of net income than is reasonably attributable to the business within this
state the taxpayer may request the use of separate accounting or another alternative method which the
taxpayer believes to be proper under the circumstances. In any event, the entire income received by the
taxpayer and the basis for a special method of allocation shall be disclosed in the taxpayer’s return.

e. On or after January 1, 2016, see 701—Chapter 242 for allocation and apportionment of net
income to Iowa by an out-of-state business or out-of-state employee who enters Iowa to perform disaster
and emergency-related work during a disaster response period as those terms are defined in Iowa Code
section 29C.24.

40.16(5) Income from intangible personal property. Business income of nonresidents from rentals
or royalties for the use of, or the privilege of using in this state, patents, copyrights, secret processes and
formulas, goodwill, trademarks, franchises, and other like property is income from sources within the
state.

Income of nonresidents from intangible personal property such as shares of stock in corporations,
bonds, notes, bank deposits and other indebtedness is not taxable as income from sources within this
state except where such income is derived from a business, trade, profession, or occupation carried on
within this state by the nonresident. If a nonresident buys or sells stocks, bonds, or other such property,
so regularly, systematically and continuously as to constitute doing business in this state, the profit or
gain derived from such activity is taxable as income from a business carried on within Iowa.

Following are examples to illustrate when intangible income may or may not be subject to the
allocation provisions of Iowa Code section 422.8 and rules 701—40.15(422) and 701—42.5(422):

EXAMPLE A - An Illinois resident is a laborer at a factory in Davenport. A $50 payroll deduction is
made each week from the laborer’s paycheck to the company’s credit union. The Illinois resident will
earn $600 in interest income from the Iowa credit union account in 1983. The interest income would
not be included in the net income allocated to Iowa since the interest income is not derived from the
taxpayer’s business or utilized for business purposes.

EXAMPLE B - A Nebraska resident is a self-employed plumber, who has a plumbing business in
Council Bluffs. The plumber has an interest-bearing checking account in an Iowa bank which the
plumber uses to pay bills for the plumbing business. The plumber will earn $200 in interest income
from the checking account in 1982. The plumber will have a net income of $25,000 from the plumbing
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business which will be reported on the plumber’s 1982 Iowa return. The interest income earned by this
nonresident would be taxable to Iowa since it is derived from the business and is utilized in the business.

EXAMPLE C - An Illinois resident has a farm in Illinois. The Illinois resident has an account in an
Iowa savings and loan association and invests earnings from the Illinois farm in the Iowa savings and
loan account. In 1982, the Illinois farmer will earn $1,000 in interest income from the account in the
Iowa savings and loan. The interest income is not included in the net income allocable to Iowa since the
interest income is not derived from the taxpayer’s trade or business.

EXAMPLE D - An Illinois resident has Iowa farms. The Illinois resident invests the profits from the
farms in a savings account in an Iowa bank. Several times a year, the taxpayer transfers part of the funds
from the savings account to the taxpayer’s checking account to purchase machinery to be used in the
farming operations. The interest income would not be included in income allocated to Iowa since the
interest income is not derived from the taxpayer’s trade or business nor is the savings account utilized
as a business account.

EXAMPLE E - An Illinois resident is a physician, whose practice is in Iowa. The physician has a
business checking account in an Iowa bank that is used to pay the bills relating to the physician’s practice.
In the same bank, the physician has a personal savings account where all the physician’s receipts for a
given month are deposited. On the first working day of the month, funds are transferred from the savings
account to the checking account to pay the bills that have accrued during the month. The interest income
from the savings account would be included in net income allocated to Iowa since it is derived from and
utilized in the business.

EXAMPLEF -A nonresident has a farm in Iowawhich is the nonresident’s principal business, although
this person is an Illinois resident. The nonresident has an interest-bearing checking account in an Iowa
bank. This checking account is used to pay personal expenditures as well as to pay expenses incurred in
operation of the farm. In 1982, the taxpayer will earn $550 in interest from the checking account. The
interest would be included in net income allocated to Iowa since the interest is derived from the business,
generated from a business account, and utilized in the business.

Income of a nonresident beneficiary from an estate or trust, distributed or distributable to the
beneficiary out of income from intangible personal property of the estate or trust, is not income from
sources in this state and is not taxable to the nonresident beneficiary unless the property is so used by
the estate or trust as to create a business, trade, profession, or occupation in this state.

Whether or not the executor or administrator of an estate or the trustee of a trust is a resident of
this state is immaterial, insofar as the taxation of income of beneficiaries from the estate or trust are
concerned.

EXAMPLEG -A nonresident is a partner in a family investment partnership in which the other partners
are members of the same family. The other partners are residents of Iowa. The partnership invests in
mutual funds, interest-bearing securities and stocks which produce interest, dividend and capital gain
income for the partnership. The partners who are Iowa residents make occasional decisions in Iowa on
what investments should be made by the partnership. The distributive share of interest, dividend and
capital gain income reported by the nonresident would not be included in net income allocated to Iowa
since it was not derived from a business carried on within the state.

40.16(6) Distributive shares of nonresident partners. When a partnership derives income from
sources within this state as determined in 40.16(3) to 40.16(5), the nonresident members of the
partnership are taxable only upon that portion of their distributive share of the partnership income
which is derived from sources within this state.

40.16(7) Interest and dividends from government securities. Interest and dividends from federal
securities subject to the federal income tax under the Internal Revenue Code are not to be included in
determining the Iowa net income of a nonresident, but any interest and dividends from securities and
from securities of state and other political subdivisions exempt for federal income tax under the Internal
Revenue Code are to be included in the Iowa net income of a nonresident to the extent that same are
derived from a business, trade, profession, or occupation carried on within the state of Iowa by the
nonresident.
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40.16(8) Gains or losses from sales or exchanges of real property and tangible personal property
by a nonresident of Iowa. If a nonresident realizes any gains or losses from sales or exchanges of real
property or tangible personal property within the state of Iowa, such gains or losses are subject to the
Iowa income tax and shall be reported to this state by the nonresident. Gains or losses attributable to
Iowa will be determined as follows:

1. Gains or losses from sales or exchanges of real property located in this state are allocable to
this state.

2. Capital gains and losses from sales or exchanges of tangible personal property are allocable to
this state if the property had a situs in this state at the time of the sale.

In determining whether a short-term or long-term capital gain or a capital loss is involved in a sale
or exchange, and determining the amount of a gain from the sale of real or tangible property in Iowa, the
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are to be followed.

40.16(9) Capital gains or losses from sales or exchanges of ownership interests in Iowa business
entities by nonresidents of Iowa. Nonresidents of Iowa who sell or exchange ownership interests in
various Iowa business entities will be subject to Iowa income tax on capital gains and capital losses
from those transactions for different entities as described in the following paragraphs:

a. Capital gains from sales or exchanges of stock in C corporations and S corporations. When
a nonresident of Iowa sells or exchanges stock in a C corporation or an S corporation, that shareholder
is selling or exchanging the stock, which is intangible personal property. The capital gain received by
a nonresident of Iowa from the sale or exchange of capital stock of a C corporation or an S corporation
is taxable to the state of the personal domicile or residence of the owner of the capital stock unless the
stock attains an independent business situs apart from the personal domicile of the individual who sold
the capital stock. The stock may acquire an independent business situs in Iowa if the stock had been used
as an integral part of some business activity occurring in Iowa in the year in which the sale or exchange
of the stock had taken place. Whether the stock has attained an independent business status is determined
on a factual basis.

For example, a situation in which capital stock owned by a nonresident of Iowa was used as collateral
to secure a loan to remodel a retail store in Iowa, regardless of the ownership of the store, would meet
the test for the stock being used as an integral part of some business activity in Iowa.

Assuming that the gain from the sale or exchange of stock is attributable to Iowa, the next step is
to determine how much of the gain is attributable to Iowa. This is computed on the basis of the Iowa
allocation and apportionment rules applicable to the separate business the stock has become an integral
part of for the year in which the sale or exchange occurred. For example, if the business was subject to
Iowa income tax on 40 percent of its income in the year of the sale or exchange, then 40 percent of the
capital gain would be attributable or taxable by Iowa.

However, the fact that the gain from the sale or exchange of stock is taxable or partially taxable
to Iowa does not mean that the dividends received by the nonresident in the year of sale are taxable to
Iowa. Dividends from stock used in an Iowa specific business activity would not be taxable to Iowa
except under special circumstances. An illustration of these special circumstances would be when the
dividends are from capital stock from a business where the purchase and sale of stock constitute a regular
business in Iowa. In this situation the dividends would be taxable to Iowa. See subrule 40.16(5).

b. Capital gains from sales or exchanges of interests in partnerships. When a nonresident of
Iowa sells or exchanges the individual’s interest in a partnership, the nonresident is actually selling an
intangible since the partnership can continue without the nonresident partner and the assets used by the
partnership are legally owned by the partnership and an individual retains only an equitable interest in
the assets of the partnership by virtue of the partner’s ownership interest in the partnership. However,
because of the unique attributes of partnerships, the owner’s interest in a partnership is considered to
be localized or “sourced” at the situs of the partnership’s activities as a matter of law. Arizona Tractor
Co. v. Arizona State Tax Com’n., 566 P.2d 1348, 1350 (Ariz. App. 1997); Iowa Code chapter 486 (unique
attributes of a partnership defined). Therefore, if a partnership conducts all of its business in Iowa, 100
percent of the gain on the sale or exchange of a partnership interest would be attributable to Iowa. On
the other hand, if the partnership conducts 100 percent of its business outside of Iowa, none of the gain
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would be attributable to Iowa for purposes of the Iowa income tax. In the situation where a partnership
conducts business both in and out of Iowa, the capital gain from the sale or exchange of an interest in the
partnership would be allocated or apportioned in and out of Iowa based upon the partnership’s activities
in and out of Iowa in the year of the sale or exchange.

Note that if a partnership is a publicly traded partnership and is taxed as a corporation for federal
income tax purposes, any capital gains realized on the sale or exchange of a nonresident partner’s interest
in the partnership will receive the same tax treatment as the capital gain from the sale or exchange of an
interest in a C corporation or an S corporation as specified in paragraph “a” of this subrule.

c. Capital gains from sales or exchanges of sole proprietorships. When a nonresident sells
or exchanges the individual’s interest in a sole proprietorship, the nonresident is actually selling or
exchanging tangible and intangible personal property used in this business because the sole proprietor
is the legal and equitable owner of all such assets. Therefore, the general source or situs rules governing
the gain from the sale or exchange of tangible property and intangible property by a nonresident
individual control. Thus, if the sole proprietorship is located in Iowa, the gain from the sale or exchange
of the proprietorship by a nonresident would be taxable to Iowa.

d. Capital gains from sales or exchanges of interests in limited liability companies. Limited
liability companies are hybrid business entities containing elements of both a partnership and a
corporation. If a limited liability company properly elected to file or would have been required to file a
federal partnership tax return, a capital gain from the sale or exchange of an ownership interest in the
limited liability company by a nonresident member of the company would be taxable to Iowa to the same
extent as if the individual were selling a similar interest in a partnership as described in paragraph “b”
of this subrule. However, if the limited liability company properly elected or would have been required
to file a federal corporation tax return, a nonresident member who sells or exchanges an ownership
interest in the limited liability company would be treated the same as if the nonresident were selling a
similar interest in a C corporation or an S corporation as described in paragraph “a” of this subrule.

e. Taxation of corporate liquidations. As a matter of Iowa law, the proceeds from corporate
liquidating distributions are not considered to be the proceeds from the sale or exchange of corporate
stock. Rather, such proceeds represent the transfer back to the shareholder of that shareholder’s pro-rata
share of the actual assets of the corporation in which each shareholder held only an equitable ownership
interest prior to the dissolution. Lynch v. State Board of Assessment and Review, 228 Iowa 1000,
1003-1004, 291 N.W. 161 (1940). The amount of such gain is calculated by subtracting the distribution
realized from the shareholder’s basis in the stock. Id. Thus, any gain realized by the shareholder upon
such distribution is considered a capital gain from a sale or exchange of the assets by the shareholder for
purposes of sourcing the shareholder’s liquidating distribution gain. Consequently, the gain, whether
it is from a distribution of cash or other property, is controlled by the general source or situs rules in
subrule 40.16(8) governing the taxation of the sale or exchange of tangible personal property by a
nonresident and subrule 40.16(10) governing the sale or exchange of intangible personal property by a
nonresident.

f. Capital losses realized by a nonresident of Iowa from the sale or exchange of an ownership
interest in an Iowa business entity. In a situation where a nonresident of Iowa sells the ownership interest
in an Iowa business entity and has a capital loss from the transaction, the nonresident can claim the loss
on the Iowa income tax return under the same circumstances that a capital gain would have been reported
as described in paragraphs “a” through “e” of this subrule. The federal income tax provisions for netting
Iowa source capital gains and losses are applicable as well as the federal provisions for limiting the net
capital loss in the tax year to $3,000, with the carryover of the portion of net capital losses that exceed
$3,000.

40.16(10) Capital gains and losses from sales or exchanges of intangible personal property other
than ownership interests in business entities. Capital gains and losses realized by a nonresident of Iowa
from the sale or exchange of intangible personal property (other than interests in business entities)
are taxable to Iowa if the intangible property was an integral part of some business activity occurring
regularly in Iowa prior to the sale or exchange. In the case of an intangible asset which was an integral
part of a business activity of a business entity occurring regularly within and without Iowa, a capital
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gain or loss from the sale or exchange of the intangible asset by a nonresident of Iowa would be reported
to Iowa in the ratio of the Iowa business activity to the total business activity for the year of the sale.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.5, 422.7, and 422.8.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 8702B, IAB 4/21/10, effective 5/26/10; ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective
10/27/10; ARC 3085C, IAB 5/24/17, effective 6/28/17]

701—40.17(422) Income of part-year residents. A taxpayer who was a resident of Iowa for only a
portion of the taxable year is subject to the following rules of taxation:

1. For that portion of the taxable year for which the taxpayer was a nonresident, the taxpayer shall
allocate to Iowa only the income derived from sources within Iowa.

2. For that portion of the taxable year for which the taxpayer was an Iowa resident, the taxpayer
shall allocate to Iowa all income earned or received whether from sources within or without Iowa.

A taxpayer moving into Iowa may adjust the Iowa-source gross income on Schedule IA 126 by the
amount of the moving expense to the extent allowed by Section 217 of the Internal Revenue Code. Any
reimbursement of moving expense shall be included in Iowa-source gross income. A taxpayer moving
from Iowa to another state or country may not adjust the Iowa-source gross income by the amount of
moving expense, nor should any reimbursement of moving expense be allocated to Iowa.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.5, 422.7, and 422.8.

701—40.18(422) Net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers. Net operating losses shall be allowed
or allowable for Iowa individual income tax purposes and will be computed using a method similar to
the method used to compute losses allowed or allowable for federal income tax purposes. In determining
the applicable amount of Iowa loss carrybacks and carryovers, the adjustments to net income set forth in
Iowa Code section 422.7 and the deductions from net income set forth in Iowa Code section 422.9 must
be considered.

40.18(1) Treatment of federal income taxes.
a. Refund of federal income taxes due to net operating loss carrybacks or carryovers shall be

reflected in the following manner:
(1) Accrual basis taxpayers shall accrue refunds of federal income taxes to the year in which the

net operating loss occurs.
(2) Cash basis taxpayers shall reflect refunds of federal income taxes in the return for the year in

which the refunds are received.
(3) Refunds reported in the year in which the net operating loss occurs which contain both

business and nonbusiness components shall be analyzed and separated accordingly. The amount of
refund attributable to business income shall be that amount of federal taxes paid on business income
which are being refunded.

b. Federal income taxes paid in the year of the loss which contain both business and nonbusiness
components shall be analyzed and separated accordingly. Federal income taxes paid in the year of the
loss shall be reflected as a deduction to business income to the extent that the federal income tax was
the result of the taxpayer’s trade or business. Federal income taxes paid which are not attributable to
a taxpayer’s trade or business shall also be allowed as a deduction but will be limited to the amount of
gross income which is not derived from a trade or business.

40.18(2) Nonresidents doing business within and without Iowa. If a nonresident does business both
within and without Iowa, the nonresident shall make adjustments reflecting the apportionment of the
operating loss on the basis of business done within and without the state of Iowa, according to rule
701—40.16(422). The apportioned income or loss shall be added or deducted, as the case may be, to
any amount of other income attributable to Iowa for that year.

40.18(3) Loss carryback and carryforward. The net operating loss attributable to Iowa as
determined in rule 701—40.18(422) shall be subject to the federal 2-year carryback and 20-year
carryover provisions if the net operating loss was for a tax year beginning after August 5, 1997, or
subject to the federal 3-year carryback and the 15-year carryforward provisions if the net operating loss
was for a tax year beginning prior to August 6, 1997. However, in the case of a casualty or theft loss
for an individual taxpayer or for a net operating loss in a presidentially declared disaster area incurred
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by a taxpayer engaged in a small business or in the trade or business of farming, the net operating loss
is to be carried back 3 taxable years and forward 20 taxable years if the loss is for a tax year beginning
after August 5, 1997. The net operating loss or casualty or theft loss shall be carried back or over to the
applicable year as a reduction or part of a reduction of the taxable income attributable to Iowa for that
year. However, a net operating loss shall not be carried back to a year in which the taxpayer was not
doing business in Iowa. If the election under Section 172(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code is made,
the Iowa net operating loss shall be carried forward 20 taxable years if the net operating loss is for a
tax year beginning after August 5, 1997, or the net operating loss shall be carried forward 15 taxable
years if the loss is for a tax year beginning before August 6, 1997. A copy of the federal election made
under Section 172(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code must be attached to the Iowa individual return
filed with the department.

40.18(4) Loss not applicable. No part of a net loss for a year for which an individual was not subject
to the imposition of Iowa individual income tax shall be included in the Iowa net operating loss deduction
applicable to any year prior to or subsequent to the year of the loss.

40.18(5) Special adjustments applicable to net operating losses. Section 172(d) of the Internal
Revenue Code provides for certain modifications when computing a net operating loss. These
modifications refer to, but are not limited to, such things as considerations of other net operating loss
deductions, treatment of capital gains and losses, and the limitation of nonbusiness deductions. Where
applicable, the modifications set forth in Section 172 of the Internal Revenue Code shall be considered
when computing the net operating loss carryover or carryback for Iowa income tax purposes.

40.18(6) Distinguishing business or nonbusiness items. In computing a net operating loss,
nonbusiness deductions may be claimed only to the extent of nonbusiness income. Therefore, it
is necessary to distinguish between business and nonbusiness income and expenses. For Iowa net
operating loss purposes, an item will retain the same business or nonbusiness identity which would be
applicable for federal income tax purposes.

40.18(7) Examples. The computation of a net operating loss deduction for Iowa income tax purposes
is illustrated in the following examples:

a. Individual A had the following items of income for the taxable year:

Gross income from retail sales business $125,000
Interest income from federal securities 2,000
Salary from part-time job 12,500

Individual A’s federal return showed the following deductions:
Business deductions (retail sales) $150,000
Itemized (nonbusiness) deductions:

Interest $400
Real estate tax 600
Iowa income tax 800 $ 1,800

Individual A paid $3,000 federal income tax during the year which consisted of $2,500 federal
withholding (business) and a $500 payment (nonbusiness) which was for the balance of the prior year’s
federal tax liability.

The federal computations are as follows:
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Per Return Computed NOL
Income:

Retail Sales $125,000 $125,000
Interest income-federal securities 2,000 2,000
Salary 12,500 12,500

Subtotal $139,500 $139,500

Deductions:
Business $150,000 $150,000
Itemized deductions 1,800 1,800

(Loss) per federal ($ 12,300)
Computed net operating loss ($ 12,300)

Since the nonbusiness deductions do not exceed the nonbusiness income, the loss per the federal
return and the computed net operating loss are the same.

The Iowa computations are as follows:

Per Return Computed NOL
Income:

Retail sales $125,000 $125,000
Salary 12,500 12,500

Subtotal $137,500 $137,500

Deductions:
Business $150,000 $150,000
Federal tax deductions 3,000 2,500
Itemized deductions 1,000 -

(Loss) per return ($ 16,500)
Computed Iowa NOL ($ 15,000)

NOTE: Itemized (nonbusiness deductions) are eliminated due to the lack of nonbusiness income. The
only nonbusiness income, interest from federal securities, is not taxable for Iowa income tax purposes
under Iowa Code section 422.7. The only federal tax deduction allowable is that related to business
activity.

b. Individual B had the following items of income for the taxable year:

Gross income from restaurant business $300,000
Wages 12,000
Business long-term capital gain @100% 1,000
Municipal bond interest (nonbusiness) 1,000
Federal tax refund of prior year taxes 500
Iowa tax refund of prior year taxes 100

Individual B’s federal return showed the following deductions:
Business deductions from restaurant $333,000
Itemized deductions:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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Interest (nonbusiness) $590
Real estate tax (nonbusiness) 780
Iowa income tax* 520
Alimony (nonbusiness) 600
Union dues (business) 100 2,590

*Iowa estimated payments totaled $220 of which $70 related to nonbusiness income and $150 related
to business capital gains and business profits. $300 in Iowa tax was withheld from his wages.

Individual B paid $2,000 in federal income taxes during the tax year. $1,500 of this amount was
withholding on wages and $500 was a federal estimated payment based on capital gains and projected
business profits.

In the previous year 75 percent of B’s income was from business sources and 25 percent was from
nonbusiness sources.

The federal computations are as follows:

Per Return Computed NOL
Income:

Retail sales $300,000 $300,000
Wages 12,000 12,000
Capital gains 500(a) 1,000(a)
Iowa refund 100 100

Subtotal $312,600 $313,100

Deductions:
Business $333,000 $333,000
Itemized deductions 2,590 575(b)

(Loss) per federal ($ 22,990)
Computed net operating loss ($ 20,475)

(a) Capital gains are reduced by 50 percent in computing adjusted gross income, but must be reported in
full in computing a net operating loss.

(b) Itemized deductions are limited to business deductions consisting of $100 for union dues, $450 for
Iowa tax on business income, and nonbusiness deductions to the extent of nonbusiness incomewhich
amounts to $25. The only nonbusiness income is 25 percent of the $100 Iowa refund.

The Iowa computations are as follows:

Per Return Computed NOL
Income:

Retail sales $300,000 $300,000
Wages 12,000 12,000
Capital gains 500 1,000
Municipal bond interest 1,000 1,000
Federal refund 500 500
Subtotal $314,000 $314,500
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Deductions:
Business $333,000 $333,000
Federal tax 2,000 2,000
Itemized deductions 2,070(c) 1,225(d)

(Loss) per return ($ 23,070)
Computed Iowa NOL ($ 21,725)

(c) Iowa income tax is not an itemized deduction for Iowa income tax purposes.
(d) Itemized deductions are limited to business deductions of $100 for union dues and nonbusiness

deductions to the extent of nonbusiness income of $1,125. Nonbusiness income includes $1,000
of municipal bond interest and 25 percent ($125) of the federal tax refund.
40.18(8) Net operating losses for nonresidents and part-year residents for tax years beginning on or

after January 1, 1982. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1982, nonresidents and part-year
residents may carryback/carryforward only those net operating losses from Iowa sources. Nonresidents
and part-year residents may not carryback/carryforward net operating losses which are from all sources.

Before the Iowa net operating loss of a nonresident or part-year resident is available for
carryback/carryforward to another tax year, the loss must be decreased or increased by a number of
possible adjustments depending on which adjustments are applicable to the taxpayer for the year of the
loss. Iowa Net Operating Loss (NOL) Worksheet (41-123) may be used to make the adjustments to the
net operating loss and compute the net operating loss deduction available for carryback/carryforward.

If the net operating loss was increased by an adjustment for an individual retirement account or
H.R.10 retirement plan, the net operating loss should be decreased by the amount of the adjustment.
The net operating loss should also be decreased by the amount of any capital loss or by the capital gain
deduction to the extent the capital loss or capital gain deduction was from the sale or exchange of an
asset from an Iowa source.

In a situation where the nonresident or part-year resident taxpayer received a federal income tax
refund in the year of the NOL, the refund should reduce the loss in the ratio of the Iowa source income
to the all source income for the tax year in which the refund was generated.

The net operating loss should be increased by any federal income tax paid in the loss year for a prior
year in the ratio of the Iowa income for the prior year to the all source income for the prior year. Federal
income tax withheld from wages or other compensation received in the loss year may be used to increase
the Iowa net operating loss to the extent the tax is withheld from wages or other compensation earned in
Iowa.

Federal estimate tax payments would be allocated to Iowa and increase the net operating loss on
the basis of the Iowa income not subject to withholding to total income not subject to withholding. In
any case where this method of allocation of federal estimate payments to Iowa is not considered to
be equitable, the taxpayer may allocate the payments using another method as long as this method is
disclosed on the taxpayer’s Iowa individual income tax return for the year of the loss. However, the
burden of proof is on the taxpayer to show that an alternate method of allocation is equitable.

Nonbusiness deductions included in the itemized deductions paid during the year of the net operating
loss may be used to increase the NOL to the extent of nonbusiness income which is reported to Iowa
in computation of the net operating loss. In most instances of net operating losses for nonresidents, no
itemized deductions will be allowed in computing the net operating loss deduction. This is because most
nonresidents will have no nonbusiness income reported to Iowa. Business deductions included in the
federal itemized deductions may be used to increase the net operating loss deduction to the extent the
deductions pertain to a business, trade, occupation or profession conducted in Iowa.

EXAMPLE A. A nonresident taxpayer had the following all source income and Iowa source income
for 1982:
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Category All Source Income Iowa Source Income

Wages $20,000 $20,000
Interest 5,000 0
Rental income 5,000 5,000
Business loss (50,000) (10,000)
Iowa net income (loss) ($20,000) $15,000

The nonresident taxpayer did not have an Iowa net operating loss available for carryback/carryforward
for Iowa income tax purposes because the taxpayer’s Iowa source income was not negative. The
taxpayer’s all source loss of ($20,000) does not qualify for carryback/carryforward on the Iowa return.
However, since the taxpayer’s all source income is negative, the taxpayer will not have an Iowa income
tax liability for the year of the all source loss.

EXAMPLE B. A nonresident taxpayer received a federal refund of $1,000 in 1983. The refund was
from the taxpayer’s 1981 federal return where the taxpayer’s Iowa income was 20% of the total income.
$2,000 of federal income tax was withheld from the taxpayer’s Iowa wages in 1982. The taxpayer had
$10,000 in itemized deductions in 1982. However, the taxpayer had no Iowa nonbusiness income in
1982. In addition, no Iowa business deductions were included in the itemized deductions available on
the federal return. The individual had the following all source income and Iowa source income in 1982:

Category All Source Income Iowa Source Income

Wages $60,000 $10,000
Interest 3,000 0
Rental income 5,000 5,000
Farm income loss (30,000) (30,000)
Capital gain 2,000 2,000
Total incomes $40,000 ($13,000)

The taxpayer’s Iowa source loss of ($13,000) was decreased by $200 of the federal refund since 20%
of the refund was considered to be from Iowa income. The loss was decreased by $3,000 which was
the capital gain deduction of the Iowa source asset sold in 1982. The loss was increased by the federal
income tax withheld of $2,000 from Iowa wages. Because there is no Iowa source nonbusiness income
nor Iowa source business deductions, the taxpayer’s itemized deductions will not affect the net operating
loss deduction.

Shown below is a recap of the net operating loss deduction for the nonresident taxpayer.

Iowa source net loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ($13,000)
Iowa portion of federal refund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
Federal tax withheld on Iowa wages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2,000)
Capital gain deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000

Total ($11,800)

The taxpayer’s net operating loss deduction available for carryback/carryforward to another tax year is
($11,800).

After all adjustments are made to the Iowa net operating loss to compute the net operating
loss deduction available for carryback/carryforward, the NOL deduction is applied to the
carryback/carryforward tax year as described in paragraph “a” and paragraph “b” below:

a. Application of net operating losses to tax years beginning prior to January 1, 1982. In cases
where a net operating loss deduction for a nonresident or part-year resident for a tax year beginning on
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or after January 1, 1982, is applied to a tax year beginning prior to January 1, 1982, the net operating loss
deduction is applied to the taxable income for the carryback/carryforward year unless the NOL deduction
is greater than the taxable income. If the NOL deduction is greater than the taxable income, the taxable
income is increased by any Iowa source capital loss or any Iowa source capital gain deduction before the
NOL deduction is applied against the taxable income.

EXAMPLE 1. A nonresident taxpayer has an Iowa net operating loss deduction of ($15,000) from the
taxpayer’s 1982 Iowa return. The taxpayer is carrying the NOL deduction back to 1979 where taxpayer’s
Iowa taxable income was $14,000. The taxpayer had a net capital loss of $3,000 in 1979. Because
the taxpayer’s 1979 taxable income of $14,000 was $1,000 less than the NOL deduction, the taxable
income was increased by $1,000 of the net capital loss so there would be no carryover of the NOL to
1980. However, since the NOL deduction erased all the taxable income for 1979, the taxpayer would be
granted a refund of all the Iowa income tax paid for the carryback year of 1979, plus applicable interest.

b. Application of net operating losses to tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1982. In
situations where a net operating loss of a nonresident or part-year resident for a tax year beginning on or
after January 1, 1982, is carried back/carried forward for application to a tax year beginning on or after
January 1, 1982, the net operating loss deduction is applied to the Iowa source income of the taxpayer
for the carryback/carryforward year. The Iowa source income is the income on line 25 of Section B of
Schedule IA-126 for the 1982 and 1983 Iowa returns and line 26 of Section B of Schedule IA-126 for
the 1984 Iowa return and the incomes on similar corresponding lines of Section B of Schedule IA-126
for tax years after 1984. In situations where the net operating loss deductions are larger than the Iowa
source incomes, the Iowa source incomes are increased by any Iowa source capital gains or capital losses
that are applicable, not to exceed the NOL deduction.

The Iowa source net income after reduction by the NOL deduction is divided by the all source
income for the taxpayer. The resulting percentage is the adjusted Iowa income percentage. This
percentage is subtracted from 100 percent to arrive at the revised nonresident/part-year resident credit
for the taxpayer. The taxpayer’s overpayment as a result of the net operating loss is the amount by which
the revised nonresident/part-year credit exceeds the nonresident/part-year credit prior to application of
the net operating loss deduction.

EXAMPLE 1. A nonresident taxpayer had a net operating loss deduction of $11,800 for the 1996 tax
year. When the 1996 Iowa return was filed, the taxpayer elected to carry the loss forward to the 1997 tax
year. The taxpayer’s all source net income and Iowa source net income for 1997 were as shown below.
The net operating loss carryforward from 1996 is deducted only from the Iowa source income for 1997:

Category All Source Income Iowa Source Income

Wages $ 60,000 $ 20,000
Interest 3,000 0
Rental income 10,000 3,000
Farm income 25,000 25,000
Capital gain 2,000 2,000
Net operating loss

carryforward — (11,800)
Iowa net income $100,000 $ 38,200

The Iowa source income of $38,200 after reduction by the NOL carryforward is divided by the all source
income of $100,000 which results in an Iowa income percentage of 38.2. This percentage is subtracted
from 100 percent to arrive at the nonresident/part-year resident credit percentage of 61.8. When the tax
after credit amount of $7,364 is multiplied by the nonresident/part-year credit percentage of 61.8, this
results in a credit of $4,551. This credit is $869 greater than the nonresident/part-year credit of $3,682
would have been for 1997 without application of the net operating loss deduction which was carried
forward from 1996.
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40.18(9) Net operating loss carryback for a taxpayer engaged in the business of
farming. Notwithstanding the net operating loss carryback periods described in subrule 40.18(3), a
taxpayer who is engaged in the trade or business of farming as defined in Section 263A(e)(4) of the
Internal Revenue Code and has a loss from farming as defined in Section 172(b)(1)(F) of the Internal
Revenue Code for a tax year beginning on or after January 1, 1998, this loss from farming is a net
operating loss which the taxpayer may carry back five taxable years prior to the year of the loss.
Therefore, if a taxpayer has a net operating loss from the trade or business of farming for the 1998 tax
year, the net operating loss from farming can be carried back to the taxpayer’s 1993 Iowa return and
can be applied to the income shown on that return. The farming loss is the lesser of (1) the amount
that would be the net operating loss for the tax year if only income and deductions from the farming
business were taken into account, or (2) the amount of the taxpayer’s net operating loss for the tax year.
Thus, if a taxpayer has a $10,000 loss from a grain farming business and the taxpayer had wages in the
tax year of $7,000, the taxpayer’s loss for the year is only $3,000. Therefore, the taxpayer has a net
operating loss from farming of $3,000 that may be carried back five years.

However, if a taxpayer has a net operating loss from the trade or business of farming for a taxable
year beginning in 1998 or for a taxable year after 1998 and makes a valid election for federal income tax
purposes to carry back the net operating loss two years, or three years if the loss was in a presidentially
declared disaster area or related to a casualty or theft loss, the net operating loss must be carried back two
years or three years for Iowa income tax purposes. A copy of the federal election made under Section
172(i)(3) for the two-year or three-year carryback in lieu of the five-year carryback may be attached to
the Iowa return or the amended Iowa return to show why the carryback was two years or three years
instead of five years.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.5 and 422.7 and Iowa Code Supplement
section 422.9(3).

701—40.19(422) Casualty losses. Casualty losses may be treated in the same manner as net operating
losses and may be carried back three years and forward seven years in the event said casualty losses
exceed income in the loss year.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.20(422) Adjustments to prior years. When Iowa requests for refunds are filed, they shall be
allowed only if filed within three years after the tax payment upon which a refund or credit became due,
or one year after the tax payment was made, whichever time is the later. Even though a refund may be
barred by the statute of limitations, a loss shall be carried back and applied against income on a previous
year to determine the correct amount of loss carryforward.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.73.

701—40.21(422) Additional deduction for wages paid or accrued for work done in Iowa by certain
individuals. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, but before January 1, 1989, a taxpayer
who operates a business which is considered to be a small business as defined in subrule 40.21(2) is
allowed an additional deduction for 50 percent of the first 12 months of wages paid or accrued during
the tax years for work done in Iowa by employees first hired on or after January 1, 1984, or after July
1, 1984, where the taxpayer first qualifies as a small business under the expanded definition of a small
business effective July 1, 1984, and meets one of the following criteria.

A handicapped individual domiciled in this state at the time of hiring.
An individual domiciled in this state at the time of hiring who meets any of the following conditions:
1. Has been convicted of a felony in this or any other state or the District of Columbia.
2. Is on parole pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 906.
3. Is on probation pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 907 for an offense other than a simple

misdemeanor.
4. Is in a work release program pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 247A.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.73.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/906.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/907.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/247A.pdf
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An individual, whether or not domiciled in this state at the time of the hiring, who is on parole or
probation and to whom the interstate probation and parole compact under Iowa Code section 913.40
applies.

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1989, the additional deduction for wages paid or
accrued for work done in Iowa by certain individuals is 65 percent of the wages paid for the first 12
months of employment of the individuals, not to exceed $20,000 per individual. Individuals must meet
the same criteria to qualify their employers for this deduction for tax years beginning on or after January
1, 1989, as for tax years beginning before January 1, 1989.

For tax years ending after July 1, 1990, a taxpayer who operates a business which does not qualify
as a small business specified in subrule 40.21(2) may claim an additional deduction for wages paid or
accrued for work done in Iowa by certain convicted felons provided the felons are described in the four
numbered paragraphs above and the following unnumbered paragraph and provided the felons are first
hired on or after July 1, 1990. The additional deduction is 65 percent not to exceed $20,000 for the first
12 months of wages paid for work done in Iowa.

The qualifications mentioned in subrules 40.21(1), 40.21(4), 40.21(5) and 40.21(6) and in subrule
40.21(3), paragraphs “f” and “g,” apply to the additional deduction for work done in Iowa by a convicted
felon in situations where the taxpayer is not a small business as well as in situations where the taxpayer
is a small business.

The additional deduction applies to any individual hired on or after July 1, 2001, whether or not
domiciled in Iowa at the time of hiring, who is on parole or probation and to whom either the interstate
probation and parole compact under Iowa Code section 907A.1 or the compact for adult offenders under
Iowa Code chapter 907B applies. The amount of additional deduction for hiring this individual is equal
to 65 percent of the wages paid, but the additional deduction is not to exceed $20,000 for the first 12
months of wages paid for work done in Iowa.

40.21(1) The additional deduction shall not be allowed for wages paid to an individual who was
hired to replace an individual whose employment was terminated within the 12-month period preceding
the date of first employment. However, if the individual being replaced left employment voluntarily
without good cause attributable to the employer or if the individual was discharged for misconduct
in connection with the individual’s employment as determined by the department of workforce
development, the additional deduction shall be allowed.

The determination of whether an individual left employment voluntarily without good cause
attributable to the employer or if the individual was discharged for misconduct is a factual determination
which must be made on a case-by-case basis.

40.21(2) The term “small business” means a business entity organized for profit including but not
limited to an individual proprietorship, partnership, joint venture, association or cooperative. It includes
the operation of a farm, but not the practice of a profession. The following conditions apply to a business
entity which is a small business for purposes of the additional deduction for wages:

a. The small business shall not have had more than 20 full-time equivalent employee positions
during each of the 26 consecutive weeks within the 52-week period immediately preceding the date on
which an individual for whom an additional deduction for wages is taken was hired. Full-time equivalent
position means any of the following:

1. An employment position requiring an average work week of 40 or more hours;
2. An employment position for which compensation is paid on a salaried full-time basis without

regard to hours worked; or
3. An aggregation of any number of part-time positions which equal one full-time position. For

purposes of this subrule each part-time position shall be categorized with regard to the average number
of hours worked each week as a one-quarter, half, three-quarter, or full-time position, as set forth in the
following table:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/913.40.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/907A.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/907B.pdf
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Average Number of Weekly Hours Category
More than 0 but less than 15 ¼
15 or more but less than 25 ½
25 or more but less than 35 ¾
35 or more 1 (full-time)

b. The small business shall not have more than $1 million in annual gross revenues, or after
July 1, 1984, $3 million in annual gross revenues or as the average of the three preceding tax years.
“Annual gross revenues” means total sales, before deducting returns and allowances but after deducting
corrections and trade discounts, sales taxes and excise taxes based on sales, as determined in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.

c. The small business shall not be an affiliate or subsidiary of a business which is dominant in its
field of operation. “Dominant in its field of operation” means having more than 20 full-time equivalent
employees and more than $1 million of annual gross revenues, or after July 1, 1984, $3 million of
annual gross revenues or as the average of the three preceding tax years. “Affiliate or subsidiary of a
business dominant in its field of operations” means a business which is at least 20 percent owned by a
business dominant in its field of operation, or by partners, officers, directors, majority stockholders, or
their equivalent, of a business dominant in that field of operation.

d. “Operation of a farm” means the cultivation of land for the production of agricultural crops,
the raising of poultry, the production of eggs, the production of milk, the production of fruit or other
horticultural crops, grazing or the production of livestock. Operation of a farm shall not include the
production of timber, forest products, nursery products, or sod and operation of a farm shall not include
a contract where a processor or distributor of farm products or supplies provides spraying, harvesting or
other farm services.

e. “The practice of a profession” means a vocation requiring specialized knowledge and
preparation including but not limited to the following: medicine and surgery, podiatry, osteopathy,
osteopathic medicine and surgery, psychology, psychiatry, chiropractic, nursing, dentistry, dental
hygiene, optometry, speech pathology, audiology, pharmacy, physical therapy, occupational therapy,
mortuary science, law, architecture, engineering and surveying, and accounting.

40.21(3) Definitions.
a. The term “handicapped person” means any person who has a physical or mental impairment

which substantially limits one or more major life activities, has a record of such impairment, or is
regarded as having such an impairment.

The term handicapped does not include any person who is an alcoholic or drug abuser whose
current use of alcohol or drugs prevents the person from performing the duties of employment or
whose employment, by reason of current use of alcohol or drugs, would constitute a direct threat to the
property or the safety of others.

b. The term “physical or mental impairment” means any physiological disorder or condition,
cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical loss affecting one or more of the following body systems:
neurological; musculoskeletal; special sense organs; respiratory, including speech organs;
cardiovascular; reproductive; digestive; genitourinary; hemic and lymphatic; skin and endocrine; or
any mental or psychological disorder, such as intellectual disability, organic brain syndrome, emotional
or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities.

c. The term “major life activities” means functions such as caring for one’s self, performing
manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working.

d. The term “has a record of such impairment” means has a history of, or has been misclassified
as having, a mental or physical impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities.

e. The term “is regarded as having such an impairment” means:
1. Has a physical or mental impairment that does not substantially limit major life activities but

that is perceived as constituting such a limitation;
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2. Has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits major life activities only as a result
of the attitudes of others toward such impairment; or

3. Has none of the impairments defined as physical or mental impairments, but is perceived as
having such an impairment.

f. The term “successfully completing a probationary period” includes those instances where the
employee quits without good cause attributable to the employer during the probationary period or was
discharged for misconduct during the probationary period.

g. The term “probationary period” means the period of probation for newly hired employees, if
the employer has a written probationary policy. If the employer has no written probationary policy for
newly hired employees, the probationary period shall be considered to be six months from the date of
hire.

40.21(4) If a newly hired employee has been certified as either a vocational rehabilitation referral
or an economically disadvantaged ex-convict for purposes of qualification for the work opportunity tax
credit under Section 51 of the Internal Revenue Code, that employee shall be considered to have met the
qualifications for the additional wage deduction.

A vocational rehabilitation referral is any individual certified by a state employment agency as
having a physical or mental disability which, for the individual constitutes or results in a substantial
handicap to employment. In addition, the individual must have been referred to the employer after
completion or while receiving rehabilitation services pursuant to either a state or federal approved
vocational rehabilitation program.

For all other newly hired employees, the employer has the burden of proof to show that the employees
meet the qualifications for the additional wage deduction.

40.21(5) The taxpayer shall include a schedule with the filing of its tax return showing the name,
address, social security number, date of hiring and wages paid of each employee for which the taxpayer
claims the additional deduction for wages.

40.21(6) If the employee for which an additional deduction for wages was allowed fails to
successfully complete a probationary period and the taxpayer has already filed an Iowa individual
income tax return taking the additional deduction for wages, the taxpayer shall file an amended return
adding back the additional deduction for wages. The amended return shall state the name and social
security number of the employee who failed to successfully complete a probationary period.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 422.7 as amended by 2012
Iowa Acts, Senate File 2247.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 0337C, IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]

701—40.22(422) Disability income exclusion.
40.22(1) Effective for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, a taxpayer who is permanently

and totally disabled and has not attained age 65 by the end of the tax year or reachedmandatory retirement
age can exclude a maximum of $100 per week of payments received in lieu of wages. In order for the
payments to qualify for the exclusion, the payments must be made under a plan providing payment of
such amounts to an employee for a period during which the employee is absent from work on account
of permanent and total disability.

40.22(2) In the case of a married couple where both spouses meet the qualifications for the disability
exclusion, each spouse may exclude $5,200 of income received on account of disability.

40.22(3) There is a reduction in the exclusion, dollar for dollar, to the extent that a taxpayer’s federal
adjusted gross income (determined without this exclusion and without the deduction for the two-earner
married couple) exceeds $15,000. In the case of a married couple, both spouses’ incomes must be
considered for purposes of determining if the disability income exclusion is to be reduced for income that
exceeds $15,000. The taxpayers’ disability income exclusion is eliminated when the taxpayers’ federal
adjusted gross income is equal to or exceeds $20,200. The deduction of the taxpayers’ disability income
exclusion because the taxpayers’ federal adjusted gross income is greater than $15,000 is illustrated in
the following example:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2011/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7761B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0337C.pdf
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A married couple is filing their 1984 Iowa return. The husband retired during the year and received
$8,000 in disability income during the 40-week period in 1984 that he was retired. The husband’s other
income in 1984 was $2,500 and the wife’s income was $7,500.

Of the $8,000 in disability payments received by the husband in the 40-week period he was retired
in 1984, only $4,000 is eligible for the exclusion. This is because the maximum amount that can be
excluded on a weekly basis as a result of the disability exclusion is $100.

However, the $4,000 that qualifies for the exclusion must be reduced to the extent that the taxpayer’s
federal adjusted gross income exceeds $15,000. In this example, the taxpayer’s federal adjusted gross
income is $18,000, which exceeds $15,000 by $3,000. Therefore, the amount eligible for exclusion of
$4,000 must be reduced by $3,000. This gives the taxpayers an exclusion of $1,000.

40.22(4) For purposes of the disability income exclusion, “permanent and total disability” means the
individual is unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of a medically determinable
physical or mental impairment which (a) can be expected to last for a continuous period of 12 months or
more or (b) can be expected to result in death. A certificate from a qualified physician must be attached
to the individual’s tax return attesting to the taxpayer’s permanent and total disability as of the date the
individual claims to have retired on disability. The certificate must include the name and address of
the physician and contain an acknowledgment that the certificate will be used by the taxpayer to claim
the exclusion. In an instance where an individual has been certified as permanently and totally disabled
by the Veterans Administration, Form 6004 may be attached to the return instead of the physician’s
certificate. Form 6004 must be signed by a physician on the VA disability rating board.

40.22(5) Mandatory retirement age is the age at which the taxpayer would have been required to
retire under the employer’s retirement program.

40.22(6) The disability income exclusion is not applicable to federal income tax for tax years
beginning after 1983. There are many revenue rulings, court cases and other provisions which were
relevant to the disability income exclusion for the tax periods when the exclusion was available on
federal returns. These provisions, court cases and revenue rulings concerning the disability income
exclusion are equally applicable to the disability income exclusion on Iowa returns for tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 1984.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.23(422) Social security benefits. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, but
before January 1, 2014, social security benefits received are taxable on the Iowa return. Although
Tier 1 railroad retirement benefits were taxed similarly as social security benefits for federal income
tax purposes beginning on or after January 1, 1984, these benefits are not subject to Iowa income tax. 45
U.S.C. Section 231m prohibits taxation of railroad retirement benefits by the states.

The following subrules specify how social security benefits are taxed for Iowa individual income tax
purposes for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, but prior to January 1, 1994; for tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 1994, but prior to January 1, 2007; and for tax years beginning on or
after January 1, 2007, but prior to January 1, 2014:

40.23(1) Taxation of social security benefits for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, but
prior to January 1, 1994. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, but prior to January 1,
1994, social security benefits are taxable on the Iowa return to the same extent as the benefits are taxable
for federal income tax purposes. When both spouses of a married couple receive social security benefits
and file a joint federal income tax return but separate returns or separately on the combined return form,
the taxable portion of the benefits must be allocated between the spouses. The following formula should
be used to compute the amount of social security benefits to be reported by each spouse on the Iowa
return:

Total Social Security Benefit
Received by Husband (or Wife)Taxable Social Security Benefits

on the Federal Return ×
Total Social Security Benefits
Received by Both Spouses

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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The example shown below illustrates how taxable social security benefits are allocated between
spouses:

A married couple filed a joint federal income tax return for 1984. They filed separately on the
combined return form for Iowa income tax purposes. During the tax year the husband received $6,000
in social security benefits and the wife received $3,000 in social security benefits. $2,000 of the social
security benefits was taxable on the federal return.

The $2,000 in taxable social security benefits is allocated to the spouses on the following basis:

Husband Wife
$6,000 $3,000

$2,000 ×
$9,000

= $1,333.40 $2,000 ×
$9,000

= $666.60

In situations where taxpayers have received both social security benefits and Tier 1 railroad
retirement benefits and are taxable on a portion of those benefits, the formula which follows should be
used to determine the social security benefits to be included in net income:

Total Social Security Benefit
ReceivedTaxable Social Security Benefits

and Railroad Retirement
Benefits on Federal Return

× Total Social Security Benefits and
Railroad Retirement Benefits

Received

40.23(2) Taxation of social security benefits for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1994,
but prior to January 1, 2007. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1994, but prior to January 1,
2007, although up to 85 percent of social security benefits received may be taxable for federal income tax
purposes, no more than 50 percent of social security benefits will be taxable for state individual income
tax purposes. Thus, in the case of Iowa income tax returns for 1994 through 2006, social security benefits
will be taxed as the benefits were taxed from 1984 through 1993 as described in subrule 40.23(1).

The amount of social security benefits that is subject to tax is the lesser of one-half of the annual
benefits received in the tax year or one-half of the taxpayer’s provisional income over a specified base
amount. The provisional income is the taxpayer’s modified adjusted gross income plus one-half of
the social security benefits and one-half of the railroad retirement benefits received. Although railroad
benefits are not taxable, one-half of the railroad retirement benefits receivedmay be used to determine the
amount of social security benefits that is taxable for state income tax purposes. Modified adjusted gross
income is the taxpayer’s federal adjusted gross income, plus interest that is tax-exempt on the federal
return, plus any of the following incomes:

1. Savings bond proceeds used to pay expenses of higher education excluded from income under
Section 135 of the Internal Revenue Code.

2. Foreign source income excluded from income under Section 911 of the Internal Revenue Code.
3. Income from Guam, American Samoa, and the Northern Mariana Islands excluded under

section 931 of the Internal Revenue Code.
4. Income from Puerto Rico excluded under Section 933 of the Internal Revenue Code.
A taxpayer’s base amount is: (a) $32,000 if married and a joint federal return was filed, (b) $0 if

married and separate federal returns were filed by the spouses and (c) $25,000 for individuals who filed
federal returns and used a filing status other than noted in (a) and (b).

The IA 1040 booklet and instructions for 1994 through 2006 will include a worksheet to compute
the amount of social security benefits that is taxable for Iowa income tax purposes. An example of the
social security worksheet follows. Similar worksheets will be used for computing the amount of social
security benefits that is taxable for years 1995 through 2006. An example of the social security worksheet
follows:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.23.pdf
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1. Enter amount(s) from box 5 of all of Form(s) SSA-1099. If a
joint return was filed, enter totals from box 5 of Form(s) SSA-1099
for both spouses. Do not include railroad retirement benefits from
RRB-1099 here. See line 3. 1.

2. Divide line 1 amount above by 2. 2.
*3. Add amounts of the following incomes from Form 1040:

wages, taxable interest income, dividend income, taxable state and local
income tax refunds, alimony, business income or loss, capital gain or
loss, capital gain distributions, other gains, taxable IRA distributions,
taxable pensions and annuities, incomes from Schedule E, farm income
or loss, unemployment compensation, other income and 1/2 of railroad
retirement benefits from RRB 1099. 3.

4. Enter amount from Form 1040, line 8b for interest that is
federally tax-exempt. 4.

5. Add lines 2, 3 and 4. 5.
6. Enter total adjustment to income from Form 1040. 6.
7. Subtract line 6 from line 5. 7.
8. Enter on line 8 one of the following amounts based on the filing

status used on Form 1040: Single, Head of Household, or Qualifying
Widow(er), enter $25,000. Married filing jointly, enter $32,000. Married
filing separately, enter $0 ($25,000 if you did not live with spouse any
time in 1994). 8.

9. Subtract line 8 from line 7. If zero or less enter 0. If line 9 is
zero, none of the social security benefits are taxable. If line 9 is more
than zero, go to line 10. 9.

10. Divide line 9 amount above by 2. 10.
11. Taxable social security benefits enter smaller of line 2 or line

10 here and on line 14 IA 1040. 11.

*If applicable, include on line 3 the following incomes excluded from federal adjusted gross income:
foreign earned income, income excluded by residents of Puerto Rico, American Samoa, and Guam and
proceeds from savings bonds used for higher education.

Married taxpayers who filed a joint federal return and are filing separate Iowa returns or separately on
the combined return form can allocate taxable social security benefits between them with the following
formula.

Total Social Security Benefit
Received by Husband (or Wife)Taxable Social Security Benefits

From Worksheet ×
Total Social Security Benefits
Received by Both Spouses

40.23(3) Taxation of social security benefits for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2007, but
prior to January 1, 2014. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2007, but prior to January 1,
2014, the amount of social security benefits subject to Iowa income tax will be computed as described
in subrule 40.23(2), but will be further reduced by the following percentages:

Calendar years 2007 and 2008 32%
Calendar year 2009 43%
Calendar year 2010 55%
Calendar year 2011 67%
Calendar year 2012 77%
Calendar year 2013 89%

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.23.pdf
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The Iowa individual income tax booklet and instructions for 2007 through 2013 will include
a worksheet to compute the amount of social security benefits that is taxable for Iowa income tax
purposes. An example of the social security worksheet follows:

1. Enter amount(s) from box 5 of Form(s) SSA-1099. If a joint
return was filed, enter totals from box 5 of Form(s) SSA-1099 for both
spouses. Do not include railroad retirement benefits from RRB-1099
here. See line 3. 1.

2. Divide line 1 amount above by 2. 2.
*3. Add amounts of the following incomes from Form 1040:

wages, taxable interest income, dividend income, taxable state and local
income tax refunds, alimony, business income or loss, capital gain or
loss, capital gain distributions, other gains, taxable IRA distributions,
taxable pensions and annuities, incomes from Schedule E, farm income
or loss, unemployment compensation, other income and 1/2 of railroad
retirement benefits from RRB 1099. 3.

4. Enter amount from Form 1040, line 8b for interest that is
federally tax-exempt. 4.

5. Add lines 2, 3 and 4. 5.
6. Enter total adjustment to income from Form 1040. 6.
7. Subtract line 6 from line 5. 7.
8. Enter on line 8 one of the following amounts based on the filing

status used on Form 1040: Single, Head of Household, or Qualifying
Widow(er), enter $25,000. Married filing jointly, enter $32,000. Married
filing separately, enter $0 ($25,000 if you did not live with spouse
anytime during the year). 8.

9. Subtract line 8 from line 7. If zero or less enter 0. If line 9 is
zero, none of the social security benefits are taxable. If line 9 is more
than zero, go to line 10. 9.

10. Divide line 9 amount above by 2. 10.
11. Taxable social security benefits before phase-out exclusion.

Enter smaller of line 2 or line 10. 11.

12. Multiply line 11 by applicable exclusion percentage. 12.
13. Taxable social security benefits. Subtract line 12 from line 11. 13.

*If applicable, include on line 3 the following incomes excluded from federal adjusted gross income:
foreign earned income, income excluded by residents of Puerto Rico, American Samoa, and Guam and
proceeds from savings bonds used for higher education and employer-provided adoption benefits.

Married taxpayers who filed a joint federal return and are filing separate Iowa returns or separately on
the combined return form can allocate taxable social security benefits between them with the following
formula.

Total Social Security Benefit
Received by Spouse 1 (or Spouse 2)Taxable Social Security Benefits

From Worksheet ×
Total Social Security Benefits
Received by Both Spouses

The amount on line 12 of this worksheet is the phase-out exclusion of social security benefits which
must be included in net income in determining whether an Iowa return must be filed in accordance
with rules 701—39.1(422) and 701—39.5(422), and this amount must also be included in net income in
calculating the special tax computation in accordance with rule 701—39.15(422).

40.23(4) Taxation of social security benefits for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. For
tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2014, no social security benefits are taxable on the Iowa return.
However, the 100 percent phase-out exclusion of social security benefits must still be included in net
income in determiningwhether an Iowa returnmust be filed in accordance with rules 701—39.1(422) and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.39.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.39.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.39.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.39.1.pdf
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701—39.5(422), and the 100 percent phase-out exclusion of social security benefitsmust also be included
in net income in calculating the special tax computation in accordance with rule 701—39.15(422).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2006 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 2408.

701—40.24(99E) Lottery prizes. Prizes awarded under the Iowa Lottery Act are Iowa earned income.
Therefore, individuals who win lottery prizes are subject to Iowa income tax in the aggregate amount of
prizes received in the tax year, even if the individuals were not residents of Iowa at the time they received
the prizes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 99E.19.

701—40.25(422) Certain unemployment benefits received in 1979. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04,
effective 12/29/04.

701—40.26(422) Contributions to the judicial retirement system. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04, effective
12/29/04.

701—40.27(422) Incomes fromdistressed sales of qualifying taxpayers. For tax years beginning on or
after January 1, 1986, taxpayers with gains from sales, exchanges, or transfers of property must exclude
those gains from net income, if the gains are considered to be distressed sale transactions.

40.27(1) Qualifications that must be met for transactions to be considered distressed sales. There
are a number of qualifications that must be met before a transaction can be considered to be a distressed
sale. The transaction must involve forfeiture of an installment real estate contract, the transfer of real or
personal property securing a debt to a creditor in cancellation of that debt, or from the sale or exchange
of property as a result of actual notice of foreclosure. The following three additional qualifications need
to have been met.

a. The forfeiture, transfer, or sale or exchange was done for the purpose of establishing a positive
cash flow.

b. Immediately before the forfeiture, transfer, or sale or exchange, the taxpayer’s debt-to-asset
ratio exceeded 90 percent as computed under generally accepted accounting principles.

c. The taxpayer’s net worth at the end of the tax year was less than $75,000.
In determining the taxpayer’s debt-to-asset ratio immediately before the forfeiture, transfer, or sale

or exchange and at the end of the tax year, the taxpayer must include any asset transferred within 120
days prior to the transaction or within 120 days prior to the end of the tax year without adequate and full
consideration in money or money’s worth.

Proof of forfeiture of the installment real estate contract, proof of transfer of property to a creditor in
cancellation of a debt, or a copy of the notice of foreclosure constitutes documentation of the distressed
sale and must be made a part of the return. Balance sheets showing the taxpayer’s debt-to-asset ratio
immediately before the distressed sale transaction and the taxpayer’s net worth at the end of the tax year
must also be included with the income tax return. The balance sheets supporting the debt-to-asset ratio
and the net worth must list the taxpayer’s personal assets and liabilities as well as the assets and liabilities
of the taxpayer’s farm or other business.

For purposes of this provision, in the case of married taxpayers, except in the instance when the
husband and wife live apart at all times during the tax year, the assets and liabilities of both spouses must
be considered in determining the taxpayers’ net worth or the taxpayers’ debt-to-asset ratio.

40.27(2) Losses from distressed sale transactions of qualifying taxpayers. Losses from distressed
sale transactions meeting the qualifications described above were disallowed prior to the time that
the provision for disallowing these losses was repealed in the 1990 session of the General Assembly.
Taxpayers whose Iowa income tax liabilities were increased because of disallowance of losses from
distressed sales transactions may file refund claims with the department to get refunds of the taxes paid
due to disallowance of the losses. Refund claims will be honored by the department to the extent that

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.39.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.39.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/99E.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/11-24-2004.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/11-24-2004.pdf
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the taxpayers provide verification of the distressed sale losses and the claims are filed within the statute
of limitations for refund given in Iowa Code subsection 422.73(2).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.28(422) Losses from passive farming activities. Rescinded IAB 2/18/04, effective 3/24/04.

701—40.29(422) Intangible drilling costs. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1986, but
before January 1, 1987, intangible drilling and development costs which pertain to any well for the
production of oil, gas, or geothermal energy, and which are incurred after the commencement of the
installation of the production casing for the well, are not allowed as an expense in the tax year when the
costs were paid or incurred and must be added to net income. Instead of expensing the intangible drilling
and development costs which are incurred after the commencement of the installation of the production
casing for a well, the expenses must be amortized over a 26-month period, beginning in the month in
which the costs are paid or incurred if the costs were incurred for a well which is located in the United
States, the District of Columbia, and those continental shelf areas which are adjacent to United States
territorial waters and over which the United States has exclusive rights with respect to the exploration
and exploitation of natural resources as provided in Section 638 of the Internal Revenue Code.

In the case of intangible drilling and development costs which are incurred for oil or gas wells
outside the United States, those costs must be recovered over a ten-year straight-line amortization period
beginning in the year the costs are paid or incurred. However, in lieu of amortization of the costs, the
taxpayer may elect to add these costs to the basis of the property for cost depletion purposes.

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, the intangible drilling costs, which are an
addition to income subject to amortization, are the intangible drilling costs described in Section 57(a)(2)
of the Internal Revenue Code. These intangible drilling costs are an item of tax preference for federal
minimum tax purposes for tax years beginning after December 31, 1986.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.30(422) Percentage depletion. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, the
percentage depletion that is an addition to net income is the depletion described in Section 57(a)(1) of
the Internal Revenue Code only to the extent the depletion applies to an oil, gas, or geothermal well.
This depletion is an item of tax preference for federal minimum tax purposes for tax years beginning
after December 31, 1986.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]

701—40.31(422) Away-from-home expenses of state legislators. For tax years beginning on or after
January 1, 1987, state legislators whose personal residences in their legislative districts are more than 50
miles from the state capitol may claim the same deductions for away-from-home expenses as are allowed
on their federal income tax returns under Section 162(h)(1)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code. These
individuals may claim deductions for meals and lodging per “legislative day” in the amount of per diem
allowance for federal employees in effect for the tax year. The portion of this per diem allowance which
is equal to the daily expense allowance authorized for state legislators in Iowa Code section 2.10 may be
claimed as an adjustment to income. The balance of the per diem allowance for federal employees must
be allocated between lodging expenses and meal expenses and is deductible as a miscellaneous itemized
deduction. However, only 50 percent of the amount attributable to meal expenses may be deducted for
tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1994.

State legislators whose personal residences in their legislative districts are 50 miles or less from the
state capitol may claim a deduction for meals and lodging of $50 per “legislative day.” However, in lieu
of either of the deduction methods previously described in this rule, any state legislator may elect to
itemize adjustments to income for amounts incurred for meals and lodging for the “legislative days” of
the state legislator.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.73.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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701—40.32(422) Interest and dividends from regulated investment companies which are exempt
from federal income tax. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, interest and dividends
from regulated investment companies which are exempt from federal income tax under the Internal
Revenue Code are subject to Iowa income tax. See rule 701—40.52(422) for a discussion of the Iowa
income tax exemption of some interest and dividends from regulated investment companies that invest
in certain obligations of the state of Iowa and its political subdivisions the interest from which is exempt
from Iowa income tax. To the extent that a loss on the sale or exchange of stock in a regulated investment
company was disallowed on an individual’s federal income tax return pursuant to Section 852(b)(4)(B)
of the Internal Revenue Code because the taxpayer held the stock six months or less and because the
regulated investment company had invested in federal tax-exempt securities, the loss is allowed for
purposes of computation of net income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.33(422) Partial exclusion of pensions and annuities for retired and disabled public
employees. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04.

701—40.34(422) Exemption of restitution payments for persons of Japanese ancestry. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 1988, restitution payments authorized by P.L. 100-383 to individuals
of Japanese ancestry who were interned during World War II are exempt from Iowa income tax to
the extent the payments are included in federal adjusted gross income. P.L. 100-383 provides for a
payment of $20,000 for each qualifying individual who was alive on August 10, 1988. In cases where
the qualifying individuals have died prior to the time that the restitution payments were received, the
restitution payments received by the survivors of the interned individuals are also exempt from Iowa
income tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.35(422) Exemption of Agent Orange settlement proceeds received by disabled veterans
or beneficiaries of disabled veterans. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1989, proceeds
from settlement of a lawsuit against the manufacturer or distributor of a Vietnam herbicide received by a
disabled veteran or the beneficiary of a disabled veteran for damages from exposure to the herbicide
are exempt from Iowa income tax to the extent the proceeds are included in federal adjusted gross
income. For purposes of this rule, Vietnam herbicide means a herbicide, defoliant, or other causative
agent containing a dioxin, including, but not limited to, Agent Orange used in the Vietnam conflict
beginning December 22, 1961, and ending May 7, 1975.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.36(422) Exemption of interest earned on bonds issued to finance beginning farmer loan
program. Interest earned on or after July 1, 1989, from bonds or notes issued by the agricultural
development authority to finance the beginning farmer loan program is exempt from the state income
tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 175.17 and 422.7.

701—40.37(422) Exemption of interest from bonds issued by the Iowa comprehensive
petroleum underground storage tank fund board. Interest received from bonds issued by the Iowa
comprehensive petroleum underground storage tank fund board is exempt from state individual income
tax. This is effective for interest received from these bonds on or after May 5, 1989, but before July
1, 2009.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 455G.6.

701—40.38(422) Capital gain deduction or exclusion for certain types of net capital gains. For tax
years beginning on or after January 1, 1998, net capital gains from the sale of the assets of a business
described in subrules 40.38(2) to 40.38(8) are excluded in the computation of net income for qualified
individual taxpayers. This includes net capital gains from the sales of real property, sales of assets of a

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.52.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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business entity, sales of certain livestock of a business, sales of timber, liquidation of assets of certain
corporations, and certain stock sales which are treated as acquisition of assets of a corporation. “Net
capital gains” means capital gains net of capital losses because Iowa’s starting point for computing net
income is federal adjusted gross income. A business includes any activity engaged in by a person or
caused to be engaged in by a person with the object of gain, benefit, or advantage, either direct or indirect.
Subrule 40.38(1) describes the criteria for material participation which are required for the exclusion of
certain capital gains related to the sale of real property and the sale of assets of business entities. Subrule
40.38(9) describes situations in which the capital gain deduction otherwise allowed is not allowed for
purposes of computation of a net operating loss or for computation of the taxable income for a tax year
to which a net operating loss is carried.

40.38(1) Material participation in a business if the taxpayer has been involved in the operation of
the business on a regular, continuous, and substantial basis for ten or more years at the time assets of
the business are sold or exchanged. If the taxpayer has regular, continuous and substantial involvement
in the operations of a business which meets the criteria for material participation in an activity under
Section 469(h) of the Internal Revenue Code and the federal tax regulations for material participation in
26 CFR §1.469-5 and §1.469-5T, for the ten years prior to the date of the sale or exchange of the assets
of a business, the taxpayer shall be considered to have satisfied the material participation requirement
for this subrule. In determining whether a particular taxpayer has material participation in a business,
participation of the taxpayer’s spouse in a business must also be taken into account. The spouse’s
participation in the business must be taken into account even if the spouse does not file a joint state
return with the taxpayer or if the spouse has no ownership interest in the business. The activities of
other family members, employees, or consultants are not attributed to the taxpayer to determine material
participation.

a. Work done in connection with an activity shall not be treated as participation in the activity if
such work is not of a type that is customarily done by an owner and one of the principal purposes for the
performance of such work is to avoid the disallowance of any loss or credit from such activity.

b. Work done in an activity by an individual in the individual’s capacity as an investor is not
considered to be material participation in the business or activity unless the investor is directly involved
in the day-to-day management or operations of the activity or business. Investor-type activities include
the study and review of financial statements or reports on operations of the activity, preparing or
compiling summaries or analyses of finances or operations of the activity for the individual’s own use,
and monitoring the finances or operations of the activity in a nonmanagerial capacity.

c. A taxpayer is most likely to have material participation in a business if that business is the
taxpayer’s principal business. However, for purposes of this subrule, it is possible for a taxpayer to have
had material participation in more than one business in a tax year.

d. A highly relevant factor in material participation in a business is how regularly the taxpayer is
present at the place where the principal operations of a business are conducted. In addition, a taxpayer is
likely to have material participation in a business if the taxpayer performs all functions of the business.
The fact that the taxpayer utilizes employees or contracts for services to perform daily functions in a
business will not prevent the taxpayer from qualifying as materially participating in the business, but the
services will not be attributed to the taxpayer.

e. Generally, an individual will be considered as materially participating in a tax year if the
taxpayer satisfies or meets any of the following tests:

(1) The individual participates in the business for more than 500 hours in the taxable year.
EXAMPLE. Joe and Sam Smith are brothers who formed a computer software business in 2001 in

Altoona, Iowa. In 2011, Joe spent approximately 550 hours selling software for the business and Sam
spent about 600 hours developing new software programs for the business. Both Joe and Sam would be
considered to have materially participated in the computer software business in 2011.

(2) The individual’s participation in the business constitutes substantially all of the participation of
all individuals in the business for the tax year.

EXAMPLE. Roger McKee is a teacher in a small town in southwest Iowa. He owns a truck with a
snowplow blade. He contracts with some of his neighbors to plow driveways. He maintains and drives
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the truck. In the winter of 2011, there was little snow so Mr.McKee spent only 20 hours in 2011 clearing
driveways. Roger McKee is deemed to have materially participated in the snowplowing business in
2011.

(3) The individual participates in the business for more than 100 hours in the tax year, and no other
individual spends more time in the business activity than the taxpayer.

(4) The individual participates in two or more businesses, excluding rental businesses, in the tax
year and participates for more than 500 hours in all of the businesses and more than 100 hours in each
of the businesses, and the participation is not material participation within the meaning of one of the
tests in subparagraphs 40.38(1)“e”(1) to (3) and (5) to (7). Thus, the taxpayer is regarded as materially
participating in each of the businesses.

EXAMPLE. Frank Evans is a full-time CPA. He owns a restaurant and a record store. In 2011,
Mr. Evans spent 400 hours working at the restaurant and 150 hours at the record store and other
individuals spent more time in the business activity than he did. Mr. Evans is treated as a material
participant in each of the businesses in 2011.

(5) An individual who has materially participated (determined with regard to subparagraphs
40.38(1)“e”(1) to (4)) in a business for five of the past ten years will be deemed a material participant
in the current year.

EXAMPLE. Joe Bernard is the co-owner of a plumbing business. He retired in 2008 after 35 years
in the business. Since Joe’s retirement, he has retained his interest in the business. Joe is considered to
be materially participating in the business for the years through 2013 or for the five years after the year
of retirement. Thus, if the plumbing business is sold before the end of 2013, the sale will qualify for
the Iowa capital gain deduction on Joe’s 2013 Iowa return because he was considered to be a material
participant in the business according to the federal rules for material participation.

(6) An individual who has materially participated in a personal service activity for at least
three years will be treated as a material participant for life. A personal service activity involves the
performance of personal services in the fields of health, law, engineering, architecture, accounting,
actuarial science, performing arts, consulting or any other trade or business in which capital is not a
material income-producing factor.

EXAMPLE. Gerald Williams is a retired attorney, but he retains an interest in the law firm he was
involved in for over 40 years. Because the law firm is a personal service activity, Mr.Williams is
considered to be a material participant in the law firm even after his retirement from the firm.

(7) An individual who participates in the business activity for more than 100 hours may be treated
as materially participating in the activity if, based on all the facts and circumstances, the individual
participates on a regular, continuous, and substantial basis. Management activities of a taxpayer are
not considered for purposes of determining if there was material participation if either of the following
applies: any person other than the taxpayer is compensated for management services, or any person
provides more hours of management services than the taxpayer.

f. The following paragraphs provide clarification regarding material participation:
(1) A retired or disabled farmer is treated as materially participating in a farming activity for the

current year if the farmer materially participated in the activity for five of the last eight years before the
farmer’s retirement or disability. That is, the farmer must have been subject to self-employment tax in
five of the eight years before retirement or disability and had to have been either actively farming so the
income was reported on Schedule F or materially participating in a crop-share activity for five of the last
eight years prior to retirement or disability. The farmer must be receiving old-age benefits under Title II
of the Social Security Act to be considered a retired farmer.

EXAMPLE. Fred Smith was 80 years old in 2011 when he sold 200 acres of farmland he had owned
since 1951. Mr. Smith retired in 2001 when he began receiving old-age benefits under Title II of the
Social Security Act. In the last eight years before retirement, Mr. Smith was paying self-employment
tax on his farm income which was reported on Schedule F for each of those eight years. In the years
before he sold the farmland, Mr. Smith was leasing the farmland on a cash-rent basis, wherebyMr. Smith
would not be considered to be materially participating in the farming activity. Because Mr. Smith had
material participation in the farmland in the eight years before retirement, Mr. Smith was considered to
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have met the material participation requirement, so the capital gain qualified for the Iowa capital gain
deduction.

(2) A surviving spouse of a farmer is treated as materially participating in the farming activity
for the current tax year if the farmer met the material participation requirements at the time of death
and the spouse actively participates in the farming business activity. That is, the spouse participates in
the making of management decisions relating to the farming activity or arranges for others to provide
services (such as repairs, plowing, and planting). However, if the surviving spouse was retired at the time
of the farmer’s death and the deceased spouse materially participated in the farming activity for five of
the last eight years prior to the deceased spouse’s retirement, then the surviving spouse is deemed to be
materially participating, even if the surviving spouse did not actively participate in the farming activity.
See IRS Technical Service Memorandum 200911009, March 13, 2009.

(3) Limited partners of a limited partnership. The limited partners will not be treated as materially
participating in any activity of a limited partnership except in a situation where the limited partner
would be treated as materially participating under the material participation tests in subparagraphs
40.38(1)“e”(1), (5) and (6) above as if the taxpayer were not a limited partner for the tax year.

(4) Cash farm lease. A farmer who rents farmland on a cash basis will not generally be considered
to be materially participating in the farming activity. The burden is on the landlord to show there was
material participation in the cash-rent farm activity.

(5) Farm landlord involved in crop-share arrangement. A farm landlord is subject to
self-employment tax on net income from a crop-share arrangement with a tenant. The landlord is
considered to be materially participating with the tenant in the crop-share activity if the landlord meets
one of the four following tests:

TEST 1. The landlord does any three of the following: (1) Pays or is obligated to pay for at least half
the direct costs of producing the crop; (2) Furnishes at least half the tools, equipment, and livestock used
in producing the crop; (3) Consults with the tenant; and (4) Inspects the production activities periodically.

TEST 2. The landlord regularly and frequently makes, or takes part in making, management decisions
substantially contributing to or affecting the success of the enterprise.

TEST 3. The landlord worked 100 hours or more spread over a period of five weeks or more in
activities connected with crop production.

TEST 4. The landlord has done tasks or performed duties which, considered in their total effect, show
that the landlord was materially and significantly involved in the production of the farm commodities.

(6) Conservation reserve payments (CRP). Farmers entering into long-term contracts providing for
less intensive use of highly erodible or other specified cropland can receive compensation for conversion
of such land in the form of an “annualized rental payment.” Although the CRP payments are referred
to as “rental payments,” the payments are considered to be receipts from farm operations and not rental
payments from real estate.

If an individual is receiving CRP payments and is not considered to be retired from farming, the CRP
payments are subject to self-employment tax. If individuals actively manage farmland placed in the CRP
program by directly participating in seeding, mowing, and planting the farmland or by overseeing these
activities and the individual is paying self-employment tax, the owner will be considered to have had
material participation in the farming activity.

(7) Rental activities or businesses. For purposes of subrules 40.38(1) and 40.38(2), the general
rule is that a taxpayer may have material participation in the rental activity unless covered by a specific
exception in this subrule (for example, the exceptions for farm rental activities in subparagraphs
40.38(1)“f”(4), (5) and (6)). Rental activity or rental business is as the term is used in Section 469(c)
of the Internal Revenue Code. Rental activity or rental business does not typically involve day-to-day
involvement since gross income from this activity represents amounts paid mainly for the use of the
property. Examples of qualifying involvement in operations of the property that are considered material
participation activities if performed on a regular, continuous and substantial basis include advertising,
interviewing potential tenants, preparing leases, collecting rent, handling security deposits, receiving
questions and complaints from tenants, and performing routine maintenance.
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EXAMPLE. Ryan Stanley is an attorney who has owned two duplex units since 1998 and has received
rental income from these duplexes since 1998. Mr. Stanley is responsible for the maintenance of the
duplexes and may hire other individuals to perform repairs and other upkeep on the duplexes. However,
no person spends more time in operating, managing and maintaining the duplexes than Mr. Stanley, and
Mr. Stanley spends more than 100 hours per year in operating, managing and maintaining the duplexes.
The duplexes are sold in 2011, resulting in a capital gain. Mr. Stanley can claim the capital gain deduction
on the 2011 Iowa return since he met the material participation requirements for this rental activity.

(8) Like-kind exchanges and involuntary conversions. Material participation can be tacked on in
cases of replacement property acquired under a like-kind exchange under Section 1031 of the Internal
Revenue Code or an involuntary conversion under Section 1033 of the Internal Revenue Code.

EXAMPLE. Dustin James owned Farm A, and he materially participated in the operation of Farm A
for 10 years. Mr. James executed a like-kind exchange for Farm B, and he materially participated in
the operation of this farm for 4 years until he retired. Mr. James sold Farm B 2 years after he retired.
Although he only materially participated in the operation of Farm B for 4 of the last 8 years before
he retired, the operation of Farm A can be tacked on for purposes of the material participation test.
Mr. James meets the material participation test since he participated in farming activity for the last 14
years before he retired.

(9) Record-keeping requirements. Taxpayers are required to provide proof of services performed
and the hours attributable to those services. Detailed records should be maintained by the taxpayer, on
as close to a daily basis as possible at or near the time of the performance of the activity, to verify that the
material participation test has been met. However, material participation can be established by any other
reasonable means, such as approximating the number of hours based on appointment books, calendars,
or narrative summaries. Records prepared long after the activity, in preparation of an audit or proceeding,
are insufficient to establish participation in an activity.

40.38(2) Net capital gains from the sale of real property used in a business. Net capital gains from
the sale of real property used in a business are excluded from net income on the Iowa return of the owner
of a business to the extent that the owner had held the real property in the business for ten or more years
and had materially participated in the business for at least ten years. For purposes of this provision,
material participation is defined in Section 469(h) of the Internal Revenue Code and described in detail
in subrule 40.38(1). It is not required that the property be located in Iowa for the owner to qualify for
the deduction.

a. Meaning of the term “held” for purposes of this rule. For capital gains reported for tax years
ending prior to January 1, 2006, the term “held” is defined as “owned.” James and Linda Bell, Decision
of the Administrative Law Judge, Docket No. 01DORF013, January 15, 2002, and David V. and Julie
K. Gorsche v. Iowa State Board of Tax Review, Case No. CVCV 8379, Polk County District Court, May
5, 2011. Therefore, the property held by the taxpayer must have been owned by the taxpayer for ten or
more years to meet the time held requirement for the capital gain deduction for tax years ending prior
to January 1, 2006. For capital gains reported for tax years ending on or after January 1, 2006, the
term “held” is determined using the holding period provisions set forth in Section 1223 of the Internal
Revenue Code and the federal regulations adopted pursuant to Section 1223. Therefore, as long as the
holding period used to compute the capital gain is ten years or more, the time held requirement for the
capital gain deduction will be met for tax years ending on or after January 1, 2006.

b. Sale to a lineal descendant. For purposes of taxation of capital gains from the sale of real
property of a business by a taxpayer, there is no waiver of the ten-year material participation requirement
when the property is sold to a lineal descendant of the taxpayer as there is for capital gains from sales of
businesses described in subrule 40.38(3).

c. In situations in which real property was sold by a partnership, subchapter S corporation, limited
liability company, estate, or trust and the capital gain from the sale of the real property flows through to
the owners of the business entity for federal income tax purposes, the ownersmay exclude the capital gain
from their net incomes if the real property was held for ten or more years and the owners had materially
participated in the business for ten years prior to the date of sale of the real property, irrespective of
whether the type of business entity changed during the ten-year period prior to the date of sale. That is,
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if the owner of the business had held and materially participated in the business in the entire ten-year
period before the sale, the fact that the business changed from one type of entity to another during the
period does not disqualify the owner from excluding capital gains from the sale of real estate owned by
the business during that whole ten-year period.

d. Installments received in the tax year from installment sales of businesses are eligible for the
exclusion of capital gains from net income if all relevant criteria were met at the time of the installment
sale. Herbert Clausen and Sylvia Clausen v. Iowa Department of Revenue and Finance, Law No. 32313,
Crawford County District Court, May 24, 1995. For example, if a taxpayer received an installment
payment in 2011 from the sale of a business that occurred in 2007, the installment received in 2011
would qualify for the exclusion if the taxpayer had held the business for ten or more years and had
materially participated in the business for a minimum of ten years at the time of the sale in 2007.

e. Capital gains from the sale of real property by a C corporation do not qualify for the capital
gain deduction except under the specific circumstances of a liquidation described in subrule 40.38(7).

f. Capital gains from the sale of real property held for ten or more years for speculation but not
used in a business do not qualify for the capital gain deduction.

g. The following noninclusive examples illustrate how this subrule applies:
EXAMPLE 1. ABC Company, an S corporation, owned 1,000 acres of land. John Doe is the sole

shareholder of ABCCompany and hadmaterially participated inABCCompany and heldABCCompany
for more than ten years at the time that 500 acres of the land were sold for a capital gain of $100,000
in 2011. The capital gain recognized in 2011 by ABC Company and which passed to John Doe as
the shareholder of ABC Company is exempt from Iowa income tax because Mr. Doe met the material
participation and time held requirements.

EXAMPLE 2. John Smith and Sam Smith both owned 50 percent of the stock in Smith and Company,
which was an S corporation that held 1,000 acres of farmland. Sam Smith had managed all the farming
operations for the corporation from the time the corporation was formed in 1990. John Smith was an
attorney who lived and practiced law in Denver, Colorado. John Smith was the father of Sam Smith. In
2011, Smith and Company sold 200 acres of the farmland for a $50,000 gain. $25,000 of the capital gain
passed through to John Smith and $25,000 of the capital gain passed through to Sam Smith. The farmland
was sold to Jerry Smith, who was another son of John Smith. Both John Smith and Sam Smith had owned
the corporation for at least ten years at the time the land was sold, but only Sam Smith had materially
participated in the corporation for the last ten years. Sam Smith could exclude the $25,000 capital gain
from the land sale because he had met the time held and material participation requirements. John Smith
could not exclude the $25,000 capital gain since, although he had met the time held requirement, he
did not meet the material participation requirement. Although the land sold by the corporation was
sold to John Smith’s son, a lineal descendant of John Smith, the capital gain John Smith realized from
the land sale does not qualify for exemption for state income tax purposes. There is no waiver of the
ten-year material participation requirement for a taxpayer’s sale of real estate from a business to a lineal
descendant of the taxpayer as is described for the sale of business assets in subrule 40.38(3).

EXAMPLE 3. Jerry Jones had owned and had materially participated in a farming business for 15
years and raised row crops in the business. There were 500 acres of land in the farming business; 300
acres had been held for 15 years, and 200 acres had been held for 5 years. If Mr. Jones sold the 200
acres of land that had been held only 5 years, any capital gain from the sale of this land would not be
excludable since the land was part of the farming business but had been held for less than 10 years. If
the 300 acres of land that had been held for 15 years had been sold, the capital gain from that sale would
qualify for exclusion.

EXAMPLE 4. John Pike owned a farming business for more than ten years. In this business, Mr. Pike
farmed a neighbor’s land on a crop-share basis throughout the period. Mr. Pike bought 80 acres of land in
2004 and farmed that land until the land was sold in 2011 for a capital gain of $20,000. The capital gain
was taxable on Mr. Pike’s Iowa return since the farmland had been held for less than ten years although
the business had been operated by Mr. Pike for more than ten years.

EXAMPLE 5. Joe and John Perry were brothers in a partnership for six years which owned 80 acres
of land. The brothers dissolved the partnership in 2005, formed an S corporation, and included the land
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in the assets of the S corporation. The land was sold in 2011 to Brian Perry, who was the grandson of
John Perry. The Perry brothers realized from the land sale a capital gain of $15,000, which was divided
equally between the brothers. Joe Perry was able to exclude the capital gain he had received from the
sale as he had held the land and had materially participated in the business for at least ten years at the time
the land was sold. John Perry was unable to exclude the capital gain because, although he had owned
the land for ten years, he had not materially participated in the business for ten years when the land was
sold. The fact that the land was sold to a lineal descendant of John Perry is not relevant because the sale
involved only real property held in a business and not the sale of all, or substantially all, of the tangible
personal property and intangible property of the business.

EXAMPLE 6. ToddMyers had a farming business which he had owned and in which he had materially
participated for 20 years. There were two tracts of farmland in the farming business. In 2011, he sold
one tract of farmland in the farming business that he had held for more than 10 years for a $50,000
capital gain. The farmland was sold to a person who was not a lineal descendant. During the same year,
Mr. Myers had $30,000 in long-term capital losses from sales of stock. In this situation, on Mr. Myers’
2011 Iowa return, the capital gains would not be applied against the capital losses. Because the capital
losses are unrelated to the farming business, Mr. Myers does not have to reduce the Iowa capital gain
deduction by the capital losses from the sales of stock.

EXAMPLE 7. Jim Casey had owned farmland in Greene County, Iowa, since 1987, and had materially
participated in the farming business. In 1998, Mr. Casey entered into a like-kind exchange under Section
1031 of the Internal Revenue Code for farmland located in Carroll County, Iowa. Mr. Casey continued
to materially participate in the farming business in Carroll County. The farmland in Carroll County was
sold in 2005, resulting in a capital gain. For federal tax purposes, the holding period for the capital gain
starts in 1987 under Section 1223 of the Internal Revenue Code. Because Mr. Casey held the farmland
in Carroll County for less than ten years, based on Iowa law at the time of the sale, the capital gain from
the sale does not qualify for the Iowa capital gain deduction. The deduction is not allowed even though
the holding period for federal tax purposes is longer than ten years because the capital gain was reported
for a tax year ending prior to January 1, 2006. If the farmland was sold in 2006, the gain would qualify
for the capital gain deduction since the capital gain would have been reported for a tax year ending on
or after January 1, 2006.

EXAMPLE 8. Jane and Ralph Murphy, a married couple, owned farmland in Iowa since 1975. Ralph
died in 1994 and, under his will, Jane acquired a life interest in the farm. The farmland was managed by
their son Joseph after Ralph’s death. Jane died in 1998, and Joseph continued to materially participate
and manage the farm operation. Joseph sold the farmland in 2006 and reported a capital gain. For federal
tax purposes under Section 1223 of the Internal Revenue Code, the holding period for the capital gain
starts in 1994, when Ralph died. Because the holding period for the capital gain was ten years or more
under Section 1223 of the Internal Revenue Code, Joseph is entitled to the capital gain deduction under
Iowa law since he materially participated for ten or more years and the capital gain was reported for a
tax year ending on or after January 1, 2006.

40.38(3) Net capital gains from the sale of assets of a business by an individual who had held the
business for ten or more years and had materially participated in the business for ten or more years. Net
capital gains from the sale of the assets of a business are excluded from an individual’s net income to the
extent that the individual had held the business for ten or more years and had materially participated in
the business for ten or more years. In addition to the time held and material participation qualifications
for the capital gain deduction, the owner of the business must have sold substantially all of the tangible
personal property or the service of the business in order for the capital gains to be excluded from taxation.

a. For purposes of this subrule, the phrase “substantially all of the tangible personal property or
the service of the business” means that the sale of the assets of a business during the tax year must
represent at least 90 percent of the fair market value of all of the tangible personal property and service
of the business on the date of sale of the business assets. Thus, if the fair market value of a business’s
tangible personal property and service was $400,000, the business must sell tangible personal property
and service of the business that had a fair market value of 90 percent of the total value of those assets to
achieve the 90 percent or more standard. However, this does not mean that the amount raised from the
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sale of the assets must be $360,000 in order for the 90 percent standard to be met, only that the assets
involved in the sale of the business must represent 90 percent of the total value of the business assets.

b. If the 90 percent of assets test is met, capital gains from other assets of the business can also
be excluded. Some of these assets include, but are not limited to, stock of another corporation, bonds,
including municipal bonds, and interests in other businesses. If the 90 percent test has been met, all of
the individual assets of the business do not have to have been held for ten or more years on the date
of sale for the capital gains from the sale of these assets to be excluded in computing the taxpayer’s
net income. This statement is made with the assumption that the taxpayer has owned the business and
materially participated in the business for ten or more years prior to the sale of the assets of the business.

c. In most instances, the sale of merchandise or inventory of a business will not result in capital
gains for the seller of a business, so the proceeds from the sale of these items would not be excluded
from taxation.

d. For the purposes of this subrule, the term “service of the business” means intangible assets used
in the business or for the production of business income which, if sold for a gain, would result in a capital
gain for federal income tax purposes. Intangible assets that are used in the business or for the production
of income include, but are not limited to, the following items: (1) goodwill, (2) going concern value,
(3) information base, (4) patent, copyright, formula, design, or similar item, (5) client lists, and (6) any
franchise, trademark, or trade name. The type of business that owns the intangible asset is immaterial,
whether the business is a manufacturing business, a retail business, or a service business, such as a law
firm or an accounting firm.

e. When the business held by the taxpayer for a minimum of ten years is sold to an individual or
individuals who are all lineal descendants of the taxpayer, the taxpayer is not required to have materially
participated in the business for ten years prior to the sale of the business in order for the capital gain
to be excluded in the computation of net income. The term “lineal descendant” means children of
the taxpayer, including legally adopted children and biological children, stepchildren, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, and any other lineal descendants of the taxpayer.

f. In situations in which substantially all of the tangible personal property or the service of the
business was sold by a partnership, subchapter S corporation, limited liability company, estate, or trust
and the capital gains from the sale of the assets flow through to the owners of the business entity for
federal income tax purposes, the owners can exclude the capital gains from their net incomes if the
owners had held the business for ten or more years and had materially participated in the business for
ten years prior to the date of sale of the tangible personal property or service, irrespective of whether
the type of business entity changed during the ten-year period prior to the sale. The criteria for material
participation in a business may be found in subrule 40.38(1).

g. Installments received in the tax year from installment sales of businesses are eligible for the
exclusion if all relevant criteria were met at the time of the installment sale. Herbert Clausen and Sylvia
Clausen v. Iowa Department of Revenue and Finance, Law No. 32313, Crawford County District Court,
May 24, 1995. For example, if a taxpayer received an installment payment in 2011 from the sale of a
business that occurred in 2007, the installment received in 2011 would qualify for the exclusion if, at
the time of the sale in 2007, the taxpayer had held the business for ten or more years and had materially
participated in the business for a minimum of ten years.

h. Sale of capital stock of a corporation to a lineal descendant or to another individual does not
constitute the sale of a business for purposes of the capital gain deduction, whether the corporation is a
C corporation or an S corporation.

i. Capital gains from the sale of an ownership interest in a partnership, limited liability company
or other entity are not eligible for the capital gain deduction. Ranniger v. Iowa Department of Revenue
and Finance, Iowa Supreme Court, No. 11, 06-0761, March 21, 2008.

j. The sale of one activity of a business or one distinct part of a business may not constitute the
sale of a business for purposes of this rule unless the activity or distinct part is a separate business entity
such as a partnership or sole proprietorship which is owned by the business or unless the activity or
distinct part of a business represents the sale of at least 90 percent of the fair market value of the tangible
personal property or service of the business.
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In order to determine whether the sale of the business assets constitutes the sale of a business for
purposes of excluding capital gains recognized from the sale, refer to 701—subrule 54.2(1) relating to a
unitary business. If activities or locations comprise a unitary business, then 90 percent or more of that
unitary business must be sold to meet the requirement for capital gains from the sale to be excluded from
taxation. If the activity or location constitutes a separate, distinct, nonunitary business, then 90 percent
of the assets of that location or activity must be sold to qualify for the exclusion of the capital gain.
The burden of proof is on the taxpayer to show that a sale of assets of a business meets the 90 percent
standard.

k. The following noninclusive examples illustrate how this subrule applies:
EXAMPLE 1. Joe Rich is the sole owner of Eagle Company, which is an S corporation. In 2011,

Mr. Rich sold all the stock of Eagle Company to his son, Mark Rich, and recognized a $100,000 gain on
the sale of the stock. This capital gain would be taxable on Joe Rich’s 2011 Iowa return since the sale
of stock of a corporation did not constitute the sale of the tangible personal property and service of a
business.

EXAMPLE 2. Randall Insurance Agency, a sole proprietorship, is owned solely by Peter Randall. In
2011, Peter Randall received capital gains from the sale of all tangible assets of the insurance agency. In
addition, Mr. Randall had capital gains from the sale of client lists and goodwill to the new owners of the
business. Since Mr. Randall had held the insurance agency for more than ten years and had materially
participated in the insurance agency for more than ten years at the time of the sale of the tangible property
and intangible property of the business, Mr. Randall can exclude the capital gains from the sale of the
tangible assets and the intangible assets in computing net income on his 2011 Iowa return.

EXAMPLE 3. Joe Brown owned and materially participated in a sole proprietorship for more than
ten years. During the 2011 tax year, Mr. Brown sold two delivery trucks and had capital gains from the
sale of the trucks. At the time of sale, the trucks were valued at $30,000, which was about 10 percent of
the fair market value of the tangible personal property of the business. Mr. Brown could not exclude the
capital gains from the sale of the trucks on his 2011 Iowa return as the sale of those assets did not involve
the sale of substantially all of the tangible personal property and service of Mr. Brown’s business.

EXAMPLE 4. Rich Bennet owned a restaurant and a gift shop that were in the same building and
were part of a sole proprietorship owned only by Mr. Bennet, who had held and materially participated
in both business activities for over ten years. Mr. Bennet sold the gift shop in 2011 for $100,000 and had
a capital gain of $40,000 from the sale. The total fair market value of all tangible personal property and
intangible assets in the proprietorship at the time the gift shop was sold was $250,000. Mr. Bennet could
not exclude the capital gain on his 2011 Iowa return because he had not sold at least 90 percent of the
tangible and intangible assets of the business.

EXAMPLE 5. Joe and Ray Johnson were partners in a farm partnership that they had owned for
12 years in 2011 when the assets of the partnership were sold to Ray’s son Charles. Joe Johnson had
materially participated in the partnership for thewhole time that the business was in operation, so he could
exclude the capital gain he had received from the sale of the partnership assets. Although Ray Johnson
had not materially participated in the farm business, he could exclude the capital gain he received from
the sale of the assets of the partnership because the sale of the partnership assets was to his son, a lineal
descendant.

EXAMPLE 6. Kevin and Ron Barker owned a partnership which owned a chain of six gas stations in
an Iowa city. In 2011, the Barkers sold 100 percent of the property of two of the gas stations and received
a capital gain of $30,000 from the sale. Separate business records were kept for each of the gas stations.
Since the partnership was considered to be a unitary business and the Barkers sold less than 90 percent of
the fair market value of the business, the Barkers could not exclude the capital gain from the sale of the
gas stations from the incomes reported on their 2011 Iowa returns. However, any gain from the sale of
the real property may qualify for exclusion, assuming the ten-year time held and material participation
qualifications are met.

EXAMPLE 7. Rudy Stern owned a cafe in one Iowa city and a fast-food restaurant in another Iowa city.
Mr. Stern had held both businesses and had materially participated in the operation of both businesses
for ten years. Each business was operated with a separate manager and kept separate business records.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.54.2.pdf
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In 2011, Mr. Stern sold all the tangible and intangible assets associated with the cafe and received a
capital gain from the sale of the cafe. Mr. Stern can exclude the capital gain from his net income for
2011 because the cafe and fast-food restaurant were considered to be separate and distinct nonunitary
businesses.

EXAMPLE 8. Doug Jackson is a shareholder in an S corporation, Jackson Products Corporation.
Mr. Jackson has a 75 percent ownership interest in the S corporation, and he has materially participated
in the operations of the S corporation since its incorporation in 1980. In 2008, Mr. Jackson transferred
10 percent of his ownership interest in the S corporation to Doug Jackson Irrevocable Trust. The income
from the irrevocable trust was reported onMr. Jackson’s individual income tax return. In 2011, the assets
of Jackson Products Corporation were sold, resulting in a capital gain. Mr. Jackson can claim the capital
gain deduction on both his 65 percent ownership held in his name and the 10 percent irrevocable trust
ownership since the capital gain from the irrevocable trust flows through to Mr. Jackson’s income tax
return, and Mr. Jackson retained a 75 percent interest in the S corporation for more than ten years.

40.38(4) Net capital gains from sales of cattle or horses used for certain purposes which were held
for 24 months by taxpayers who received more than one-half of their gross incomes from farming or
ranching operations. Net capital gains from the sales of cattle or horses held for 24 months or more for
draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes qualify for the capital gain deduction if more than 50 percent
of the taxpayer’s gross income in the tax year is from farming or ranching operations. Proper records
should be kept showing purchase and birth dates of cattle and horses. The absence of records may make
it impossible for the owner to show that the owner held a particular animal for the necessary holding
period. Whether cattle or horses are held for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes depends on all
the facts and circumstances of each case.

a. Whether cattle or horses sold by the taxpayer after the taxpayer has held them 24 months or
more were held for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes may be determined from federal court
cases on such sales and the standards and examples included in 26 CFR §1.1231-2.

b. In situations where the qualifying cattle or horses are sold by the taxpayer to a lineal descendant
of the taxpayer, the taxpayer does not need to have had more than 50 percent of gross income in the tax
year from farming or ranching activities in order for the capital gain to be excluded.

c. Capital gains from sales of qualifying cattle or horses by an S corporation, partnership, or
limited liability company, where the capital gains flow through to the individual owners for federal
income tax purposes, are eligible for the exclusion only in situations in which the individual owners
have more than 50 percent of their gross incomes in the tax year from farming or ranching activities, or
where the sale of the qualifying cattle or horses was to lineal descendants of the owners reporting the
capital gains from the sales of the qualifying cattle or horses.

d. Capital gains from sales of qualifying cattle or horses by a C corporation are not eligible for
the capital gain deduction.

e. A taxpayer’s gross income from farming or ranching includes amounts the individual has
received in the tax year from cultivating the soil or raising or harvesting any agricultural commodities.
Gross income from farming or ranching includes the income from the operation of a stock, dairy,
poultry, fish, bee, fruit, or truck farm, plantation, ranch, nursery, range, orchard, or oyster bed, as
well as income in the form of crop shares received from the use of the taxpayer’s land. Gross income
from farming or ranching also includes total gains from sales of draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting
livestock. In the case of individual income tax returns for the 2011 tax year, gross income from farming
or ranching includes the total of the amounts from line 9 or line 50 of Schedule F and line 7 of Form
4835, Farm Rental Income and Expenses, plus the share of partnership income from farming, the share
of distributable net taxable income from farming of an estate or trust, and total gains from the sale of
livestock held for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes, as shown on Form 4797, Sale of Business
Property. In the case of an individual’s returns for tax years beginning after 2011, equivalent lines from
returns and supplementary forms would be used to determine a taxpayer’s gross income from farming
or ranching for those years.

To make the calculation as to whether more than half of the taxpayer’s gross income in the tax year
is from farming or ranching operations, the gross income from farming or ranching as determined in the
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previous paragraph is divided by the taxpayer’s total gross income. If the resulting percentage is greater
than 50 percent, the taxpayer’s capital gains from sales of cattle and horses will be considered for the
capital gain deduction.

In instances where married taxpayers file a joint return, the gross income from farming or ranching of
both spouses will be considered for the purpose of determining whether the taxpayers received more than
half of their gross income from farming or ranching. However, in situations where married taxpayers file
separate Iowa returns or separately on the combined return form, each spouse must separately determine
whether that spouse has more than 50 percent of gross income from farming or ranching operations.

EXAMPLE. Bob Deen had a cattle operation that owned black angus cattle in the operation for
breeding purposes. In 2011, Mr. Deen sold 40 head of cattle that had been held for breeding purposes for
two years. Mr. Deen’s total gross income from farming was $125,000, but he had a $10,000 loss from
his farming operation. Mr. Deen also had wages of $25,000 from a job at a local farming cooperative.
Because Mr. Deen had more than 50 percent of his gross income in 2011 from farming operations, he
could exclude the capital gain from the sale of the breeding cattle. Although Mr. Deen had a loss from
his farming activities, he still had more than 50 percent of his gross income in the tax year from those
activities.

40.38(5) Net capital gains from sale of breeding livestock, other than cattle or horses, held for 12
or more months by taxpayers who received more than one-half of their gross incomes from farming or
ranching operations. Net capital gains from the sale of breeding livestock, other than cattle or horses,
held for 12 or more months from the date of acquisition qualify for the capital gain deduction, if more
than one-half of the taxpayer’s gross income is from farming or ranching. For the purposes of this
subrule, “livestock” has a broad meaning and includes hogs, mules, donkeys, sheep, goats, fur-bearing
mammals, and other mammals. Livestock does not include poultry, chickens, turkeys, pigeons, geese,
other birds, fish, frogs, or reptiles. If livestock other than cattle or horses is considered to have been
held for breeding purposes under the criteria established in 26 CFR §1.1231-2, the livestock will also
be deemed to have been breeding livestock for purposes of this subrule. In addition, for the purposes of
this subrule livestock does not include cattle and horses held for 24 or more months for draft, breeding,
dairy, or sporting purposes which were described in subrule 40.38(4).

a. The procedure in subrule 40.38(4) for determining whether more than one-half of a taxpayer’s
gross income is from farming or ranching operations is also applicable for this subrule.

b. In an instance in which a taxpayer sells breeding livestock other than cattle or horses which have
been held for 12 or more months, and the sale of the livestock is to a lineal descendant of the taxpayer,
the taxpayer is not required to have more than one-half of the gross income in the tax year from farming
or ranching operations to be eligible for the capital gain deduction.

c. Capital gains from sales of qualifying livestock other than cattle or horses by an S corporation,
partnership, or limited liability company, where the capital gains flow through to the owners of the
respective business entity for federal income tax purposes, qualify for the capital gain deduction to the
extent the owners receiving the capital gains meet the qualifications for the deduction on the basis of
having more than one-half of the gross income in the tax year from farming or ranching operations.

d. Capital gains from the sale of qualifying livestock other than cattle or horses by a C corporation
are not eligible for the capital gain deduction.

40.38(6) Net capital gains from sales of timber held by the taxpayer for more than one year. Capital
gains from qualifying sales of timber held by the taxpayer for more than one year are eligible for the
capital gain deduction. In all of the following examples of circumstances where gains from sales of
timber qualify for capital gain treatment, it is assumed that the timber sold was held by the owner for
more than one year at the time the timber was sold. The owner of the timber can be the owner of the land
on which the timber was cut or the holder of a contract to cut the timber. In the case where a taxpayer
sells standing timber the taxpayer held for investment, any gain from the sale is a capital gain. Timber
includes standing trees usable for lumber, pulpwood, veneer, poles, pilings, cross ties, and other wood
products. Timber eligible for the capital gain deduction does not apply to sales of pulpwood cut by a
contractor from the tops and limbs of felled trees. Under the general rule, the cutting of timber results
in no gain or loss, and it is not until the sale or exchange that gain or loss is realized. But if a taxpayer

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.38.pdf
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owned or had a contractual right to cut timber, the taxpayer may make an election to treat the cutting
of timber as a sale or exchange in the year the timber is cut. Gain or loss on the cutting of the timber
is determined by subtracting the adjusted basis for depletion of the timber from the fair market value of
the timber on the first day of the tax year in which the timber is cut. For example, the gain on this type
of transaction is computed as follows:

Fair market value of timber on January 1, 2011 $400,000
Adjusted basis for depletion - $100,000
Capital gain on cutting of timber $300,000

The fair market value shown above of $400,000 is the basis of the timber. A later sale of the cut
timber including treetops and stumps would result in ordinary income for the taxpayer and not a capital
gain.

a. Evergreen trees, such as those used as Christmas trees, that are more than six years old at the
time they are severed from their roots and sold for ornamental purposes, are included in the definition
of timber for purposes of this subrule. The term “evergreen trees” is used in its commonly accepted
sense and includes pine, spruce, fir, hemlock, cedar, and other coniferous trees. Where customers of the
taxpayer cut down the Christmas tree of their choice on the taxpayer’s farm, there is no sale until the tree
is cut. However, evergreen trees sold in a live state do not qualify for capital gain treatment.

b. Capital gains or losses also are received from sales of timber by a taxpayer who has a contract
which gives the taxpayer an economic interest in the timber. The date of disposal of the timber shall
be the day the timber is cut, unless payment for the timber is received before the timber is cut. Under
this circumstance, the taxpayer may treat the date of the payment as the date of disposal of the timber.
Additional information about gains and losses from the sale of timber is included under 26 CFR §1.631-1
and §1.631-2.

c. Capital gains from the sale of qualifying timber by an S corporation, partnership, or limited
liability company, which flow to the owners of the respective business entity for federal individual
income tax purposes, are eligible for the capital gain deduction.

d. Capital gains from the sale of timber by a C corporation do not qualify for the capital gain
deduction.

40.38(7) Capital gains from the liquidation of assets of corporations which are recognized as sales of
assets for federal income tax purposes. Capital gains realized from liquidations of corporations which are
recognized as sales of assets for federal income tax purposes under Section 331 of the Internal Revenue
Code may be eligible for the capital gain deduction. To the extent the capital gains are reported by the
shareholders of the corporations for federal income tax purposes and the shareholders are individuals,
the shareholders are eligible for the capital gain deduction if the shareholders meet the qualifications for
time of ownership and time of material participation in the corporation being liquidated. The burden
of proof is on the shareholders to show they meet these time of ownership and material participation
requirements.

40.38(8) Capital gains from certain stock sales which are treated as acquisitions of assets of the
corporation for federal income tax purposes. Capital gains received by individuals from a sale of stock
of a target corporation which is treated as an acquisition of the assets of the corporation under Section
338 of the Internal Revenue Code may be excluded if the individuals receiving the capital gains had held
an interest in the target corporation and had materially participated in the corporation for ten years prior
to the date of the sale of the corporation. The burden of proof is on the taxpayer to show eligibility to
exclude the capital gains from these transactions in the computation of net income for Iowa individual
income tax purposes.

40.38(9) Treatment of capital gain deduction for tax years with net operating losses and for tax
years to which net operating losses are carried. The following paragraphs describe the tax treatment of
the capital gain deduction in a tax year with a net operating loss and the tax treatment of a capital gain
deduction in a tax year to which a net operating loss was carried:
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a. The capital gain deduction otherwise allowable on a return is not allowed for purposes of
computing a net operating loss from the return which can be carried to another tax year and applied
against the income for the other tax year.

EXAMPLE. Joe Jones filed a 2011 return showing a net loss of $12,000. On this return, Mr. Jones
claimed a capital gain deduction of $3,000 from sale of breeding livestock, other than cattle or horses,
held for 12months or more which was considered in computing the loss of $12,000. However, the $3,000
capital gain deduction is not allowed in the computation of the net operating loss deduction for 2011 for
purposes of carrying the net operating loss deduction to another tax year. Thus, the net operating loss
deduction for 2011 is $9,000.

b. In the case of net operating losses which are carried back to a tax year where the taxpayer has
claimed the capital gain deduction, the capital gain deduction is not allowed for purposes of computing
the income to which the net operating loss deduction is applied.

EXAMPLE. John Brown had a net operating loss of $20,000 on the Iowa return he filed for 2011.
Mr. Brown elected to carry back the net operating loss to his 2009 Iowa return. The 2009 return showed a
taxable income of $27,000which included a capital gain deduction of $3,000. For purposes of computing
the income in the carryback year to which the net operating loss would be applied, the income was
increased by $3,000 to disallow the capital gain deduction properly allowed in computing taxable income
for the carryback year. Therefore, the net operating loss deduction from 2011 was applied to an income
of $30,000 for the carryback year.

40.38(10) Sale of employer securities to an Iowa employee stock ownership plan. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2012, 50 percent of the net capital gain from the sale or exchange of
employer securities of an Iowa corporation to a qualified Iowa employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)
may be eligible for the Iowa capital gain deduction. To be eligible for the capital gain deduction, the
qualified Iowa ESOP must own at least 30 percent of all outstanding employer securities issued by the
Iowa corporation after completion of the transaction.

a. Definitions. The following definitions apply to this subrule:
“Employer securities” means the same as defined in Section 409(l) of the Internal Revenue Code.

“Employer securities” includes common stock issued by the employer and preferred stock if the
provisions of Section 409(l)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code are met.

“Iowa corporation” means a corporation whose commercial domicile, as defined in Iowa Code
section 422.32, is in Iowa. A limited liability company is not considered an Iowa corporation.

“Qualified Iowa ESOP”means an employee stock ownership plan, as defined in Section 4975(e)(7)
of the Internal Revenue Code, and trust that are established by an Iowa corporation for the benefit of the
employees of the corporation.

b. The material participation requirements set forth in subrule 40.38(1) do not apply for the sale of
employer securities to an Iowa ESOP. In addition, the holding period requirements set forth in paragraph
40.38(2)“a” do not apply for the sale of employer securities to an Iowa ESOP.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2012 Iowa Acts, House
File 2465, division XII.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 0073C, IAB 4/4/12, effective 5/9/12; ARC 0398C, IAB 10/17/12, effective
11/21/12; ARC 1303C, IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]

701—40.39(422) Exemption of interest from bonds or notes issued to fund the 911 emergency
telephone system. Interest received on or after May 4, 1990, from bonds or notes issued by the Iowa
finance authority to fund the 911 emergency telephone system is exempt from the state income tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.7 and 477B.20.
[ARC 4309C, IAB 2/13/19, effective 3/20/19]

701—40.40(422) Exemption of active-duty military pay of national guard personnel and armed
forces reserve personnel received for services related to operation desert shield. For tax years ending
on or after August 2, 1990, military pay received by persons in the national guard and persons in the
armed forces military reserve is exempt from state income tax to the extent the military pay is not
otherwise excluded from taxation and the military pay is for active-duty military service on or after
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August 2, 1990, pursuant to military orders related to Operation Desert Shield. The exemption applies
to individuals called to active duty in Iowa to replace other persons who were in military units who
were called to serve on active duty outside Iowa provided the military orders specify that the active duty
assignment in Iowa pertains to Operation Desert Shield.

Persons filing original returns or amended returns on Form IA 1040X for tax years where the exempt
income was received should print the notation, “Operation Desert Shield” at the top of the original return
form or amended return form. A copy of the military orders showing the person was called to active duty
and was called in support of Operation Desert Shield should be attached to the original return form or
amended return form to support the exemption of the active duty military pay.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.41(422) Disallowance of private club expenses. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04.

701—40.42(422) Depreciation of speculative shell buildings.
40.42(1) For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1992, speculative shell buildings constructed

or reconstructed after that date may be depreciated as 15-year property under the accelerated cost
recovery system of the Internal Revenue Code. If the taxpayer has deducted depreciation on the
speculative shell building on the taxpayer’s federal income tax return, that amount of depreciation must
be added to the federal adjusted gross income in order to deduct depreciation computed under this rule.

40.42(2) On sale or other disposition of the speculative building, the taxpayer must report on the
taxpayer’s Iowa individual income tax return the same gain or loss as is reported on the taxpayer’s
federal individual income tax return. If, while owned by the taxpayer, the building is converted from a
speculative shell building to another use, the taxpayer must deduct the same amount of depreciation on
the taxpayer’s Iowa tax return as is deducted on the taxpayer’s federal tax return.

40.42(3) For the purposes of this rule, the term “speculative shell building” means a building as
defined in Iowa Code section 427.1(27)“c.”

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.43(422) Retroactive exemption for payments received for providing unskilled in-home
health care services to a relative. Retroactive to January 1, 1988, for tax years beginning on or after that
date, supplemental assistance payments authorized under Iowa Code section 249.3(2)“a”(2) which are
received by an individual providing unskilled in-home health care services to amember of the caregiver’s
family are exempt from state income tax to the extent that the individual caregiver is not a licensed health
care professional designated in Iowa Code section 147.13, subsections 1 to 10.

For purposes of this exemption, a member of the caregiver’s family includes a spouse, parent,
stepparent, child, stepchild, brother, stepbrother, sister, stepsister, lineal ancestor such as grandparent
and great-grandparent, and lineal descendant such as grandchild and great-grandchild, and those
previously described relatives who are related by marriage or adoption. Those licensed health care
professionals who are not eligible for this exemption include medical doctors, doctors of osteopathy,
physician assistants, psychologists, podiatrists, chiropractors, physical therapists, occupational
therapists, nurses, dentists, dental hygienists, optometrists, speech pathologists, audiologists, and other
similar licensed health care professionals.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]

701—40.44(422,541A) Individual development accounts. Individual development accounts are
authorized for low-income taxpayers for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1994. Additions to
the accounts are described in the following subrule:

40.44(1) Exemption of additions to individual development accounts. The following additions to
individual development accounts are exempt from the state income tax of the owners of the accounts to
the extent the additions were subject to federal income tax:

a. The amount of contributions made in the tax year to an account by persons and entities other
than the owner of the account.
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b. The amount of any savings refund or state match payments made in the tax year to an account
as authorized for contributions made to the accounts by the owner of the account.

c. Earnings on the account in the tax year or interest earned on the account.
40.44(2) Additions to net income for withdrawals from individual development accounts. Rescinded

IAB 9/11/96, effective 10/16/96.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.7, 541A.2 and 541A.3 as amended by

2008 Iowa Acts, Senate File 2430.

701—40.45(422) Exemption for distributions from pensions, annuities, individual retirement
accounts, or deferred compensation plans received by nonresidents of Iowa. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 1994, a distribution from a pension plan, annuity, individual retirement
account, or deferred compensation plan which is received by a nonresident of Iowa is exempt from
Iowa income tax to the extent the distribution is directly related to the documented retirement of the
pensioner, annuitant, owner of individual retirement account, or participant in a deferred compensation
arrangement. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1996, distributions of nonqualified
retirement benefits which are paid by a partnership to its retired partners and which are received by a
nonresident of Iowa are exempt from Iowa income tax to the extent the distribution is directly related
to the documented retirement of the partner. In a situation where the pensioner, annuitant, owner of
the individual retirement account, or participant of a deferred compensation arrangement dies before
the date of documented retirement, any distribution from the pension, annuity, individual retirement
account, or deferred compensation arrangement will not be taxable to the beneficiary receiving the
distributions if the beneficiary is a nonresident of Iowa. If the pensioner, annuitant, owner of the
individual retirement account, or participant of a deferred compensation arrangement dies after the date
of documented retirement, any distributions from the pension, annuity, individual retirement account,
or deferred compensation arrangement will not be taxable to a beneficiary receiving distributions if the
beneficiary is a nonresident of Iowa.

For purposes of this rule, the distributions from the pensions, annuities and deferred compensation
arrangements were from pensions, annuities, and deferred compensation earned entirely or at least
partially from employment or self-employment in Iowa. For purposes of this rule, distributions from
individual retirement arrangements were from individual retirement arrangements that were funded by
contributions from the arrangements that were deductible or partially deductible on the Iowa income
tax return of the owner of the individual retirement accounts.

The following subrules include definitions and examples which clarify when distributions from
pensions, annuities, individual retirement accounts, and deferred compensation arrangements are
exempt from Iowa income tax, when the distributions are received by nonresidents of Iowa:

40.45(1) Definitions.
a. The word “beneficiary” means an individual who receives a distribution from a pension or

annuity plan, individual retirement arrangement, or deferred compensation plan as a result of either the
death or divorce of the pensioner, annuitant, participant of a deferred compensation arrangement, or
owner of an individual retirement account.

b. The term “individual’s documented retirement” means any evidence that the individual can
provide to the department of revenue which would establish that the individual or the individual’s
beneficiary is receiving distributions from the pension, annuity, individual retirement account, or the
deferred compensation arrangement due to the retirement of the individual.

Examples of documents that would establish an individual’s retirement may include: copies of birth
certificates or driver’s licenses to establish an individual’s age; copies of excerpts from an employer’s
personnel manual or letter from employer to establish retirement or early retirement policies; a copy of
a statement from a physician to establish an individual’s disability which could have contributed to a
person’s retirement.
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c. The term “nonresident” applies only to individuals and includes all individuals other than those
individuals domiciled in Iowa and those individuals who maintain a permanent place of abode in Iowa.
See 701—subrule 38.17(2) for the definition of domicile.

40.45(2) Examples:
a. John Jones had worked for the same Iowa employer for 32 years when he retired at age 62 and

moved to Arkansas in March of 1994. Mr. Jones started receiving distributions from the pension plan
from his former employer starting in May 1994. Because Mr. Jones was able to establish that he was
receiving the distributions from the pension plan due to his retirement from his employment, Mr. Jones
was not subject to Iowa income tax on the distributions from the pension plan. Note that Mr. Jones had
sold his Iowa residence in March and established his domicile in Arkansas at the time of his move to
Arkansas.

b. Wanda Smith was the daughter of John Smith who died in February 1994 after 25 years of
employment with a company in Urbandale, Iowa. Wanda Smith was the sole beneficiary of John and
started receiving distributions from John’s pension in April 1994. Wanda Smith was a bona fide resident
of Oakland, California, when she received distributions from her father’s pension. Wandawas not subject
to Iowa income tax on the distributions since she was a nonresident of Iowa at the time the distributions
were received.

c. Martha Graham was 55 years old when she quit her job with a firm in Des Moines to take a
similar position with a firm in Dallas, Texas. Ms. Graham had worked for the Des Moines business for
22 years before she resigned from the job in May 1994. Starting in July 1994, Ms. Graham received
monthly distributions from the pension from her former Iowa employer. Although Ms. Graham was a
nonresident of Iowa, she was subject to Iowa income tax on the pension distribution since the taxpayer
didn’t have a documented retirement.

d. William Moore was 58 years old when he quit his job with a bank in Mason City in February
1994 after 30 years of employment with the bank. By the time Mr.Moore started receiving pension
payments from his employment with the bank, he had moved permanently to NewMexico. Shortly after
he arrived in New Mexico, Mr. Moore secured part-time employment. The pension payments were not
taxable to Iowa as Mr. Moore was retired notwithstanding his part-time employment in New Mexico.

e. Joe Brown had worked for an Iowa employer for 25 years when he retired in June 1992 at the
age of 65. Mr. Brown started receiving monthly pension payments in July 1992. Mr. Brown resided in
Iowa until August 1994, when he moved permanently to Nevada to be near his daughter. Mr. Brown
was not taxable to Iowa on the pension payments he received after his move to Nevada. Mr. Brown’s
retirement occurred in June 1992 when he resigned from full-time employment.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.8.

701—40.46(422) Taxation of compensation of nonresident members of professional athletic
teams. Effective for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1995, the Iowa source income of a
nonresident individual who is a member of a professional athletic team includes the portion of the
individual’s total compensation for services provided for the athletic team that is in the ratio that the
number of duty days spent in Iowa rendering services for the team during the tax year bears to the total
number of duty days spent both within and without Iowa in the tax year. Thus, if a nonresident member
of a professional athletic team has $50,000 in total compensation from the team in 1995 and the athlete
has 20 Iowa duty days and 180 total duty days for the team in 1995, $5,556 of the compensation would
be taxable to Iowa ($50,000 × 20/180 = $5,556).

The following subrules include definitions, examples, and other information which clarify Iowa’s
taxation of nonresident members of professional athletic teams:

40.46(1) Definitions.
a. The term “professional athletic team” includes, but is not limited to, any professional baseball,

basketball, football, soccer, or hockey team.
b. The term “member of a professional athletic team” includes those employees who are active

players, players on the disabled list, and any other persons required to travel and who travel with and
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perform services on behalf of a professional athletic team on a regular basis. This includes, but is not
limited to, coaches, managers, and trainers.

c. The term “total compensation for services rendered as a member of a professional athletic
team” means the total compensation received during the taxable year for services rendered. “Total
compensation” includes, but is not limited to, salaries, wages, bonuses (as described in subparagraph
(1) of this paragraph), and any other type of compensation paid during the taxable year to a member of
a professional athletic team for services performed in that year. Such compensation does not include
strike benefits, severance pay, termination pay, contract or option year buy-out payments, expansion or
relocation payments, and any other payments not related to services rendered for the team.

For purposes of this paragraph, “bonuses” included in “total compensation for services rendered as
a member of a professional athletic team” subject to the allocation described in this rule are:

(1) Bonuses earned as a result of play (i.e., performance bonuses) during the season, including
bonuses paid for championship, playoff, or “bowl” games played by a team, or for themember’s selection
to all-star, league, or other honorary positions; and

(2) Bonuses paid for signing a contract, unless all of the following conditions are met:
1. The payment of the signing bonus is not conditional upon the signee playing any games for the

team, or performing any subsequent services for the team, or even making the team;
2. The signing bonus is payable separately from the salary and any other compensation; and
3. The signing bonus is nonrefundable.
d. Except as provided in subparagraphs (4) and (5) of this paragraph, the term “duty days” means

all days during the taxable year from the beginning of the professional athletic team’s official preseason
training period through the last game in which the team competes or is scheduled to compete. Duty
days are included in the allocation described in this rule for the tax year in which they occur, including
where a team’s official preseason training period through the last game in which the team competes, or
is scheduled to compete, occurs during more than one tax year.

(1) Duty days also includes days on which a member of a professional athletic team renders
a service for a team on a date which does not fall within the previously mentioned period (e.g.,
participation in instructional leagues, the “Pro Bowl” or promotional “caravans”). Rendering a service
includes conducting training and rehabilitation activities, but only if conducted at the facilities of the
team.

(2) Included within duty days are game days, practice days, days spent at team meetings,
promotional caravans and preseason training camps, and days served with the team through all
postseason games in which the team competes or is scheduled to compete.

(3) Duty days for any person who joins a team during the period from the beginning of the
professional athletic team’s official preseason training period through the last game in which the team
competes, or is scheduled to compete, begins on the day the person joins the team. Conversely, duty
days for any person who leaves a team during such period ends on the day the person leaves the team.
When a person switches teams during a taxable year, separate duty day calculations are to be made for
the period the person was with each team.

(4) Days for which amember of a professional athletic team is not compensated and is not rendering
services for the team in any manner, including days when the member of a professional athletic team
has been suspended without pay and prohibited from performing any services for the team, are not to be
treated as duty days.

(5) Days for which a member of a professional athletic team is on the disabled list and does not
conduct rehabilitation activities at facilities of the team and is not otherwise rendering services for the
team in Iowa, are not to be considered duty days spent in Iowa. However, all days on the disability list
are considered to be included in total duty days spent both within and outside the state of Iowa.

(6) Total duty days for members of a professional athletic team that are not professional athletes
are the number of days in the year that the members are employed by the professional athletic team.
Thus, in the case of a coach of a professional athletic team who was coach for the entire year of 1995,
the coach’s total duty days for 1995 would be 365.
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(7) Travel days in Iowa by a team member that do not involve a game, practice, team meeting,
all-star game, or other personal service for the team are not considered to be duty days in Iowa. However,
to the extent these days fall within the period from the team’s preseason training period through the
team’s final game, these Iowa travel days will be considered in the total duty days spent within and
outside Iowa, for team members who are professional athletes.

(8) Duty days in Iowa do not include days a team member performs personal services for the
professional athletic team in Iowa on those days that the team member is a bona fide resident of a state
with which Iowa has a reciprocal tax agreement. See rule 701—38.13(422).

40.46(2) Filing composite Iowa returns for nonresident members of professional athletic
teams. Professional athletic teams may file composite Iowa returns on behalf of team members who
are nonresidents of Iowa and who have compensation that is taxable to Iowa from duty days in Iowa
for the athletic team. However, the athletic team may include on the composite return only those team
members who are nonresidents of Iowa and who have no Iowa source incomes other than the incomes
from duty days in Iowa for the team. The athletic team may exclude from the composite return any
team member who is a nonresident of Iowa and whose income from duty days in Iowa is less than
$1,000. See rule 701—48.1(422) about filing Iowa composite returns.

40.46(3) Examples of taxation of nonresident members of professional athletic teams.
a. Player A, a member of a professional athletic team, is a nonresident of Iowa. Player A’s

contract for the team requires A to report to such team’s training camp and to participate in all
exhibition, regular season, and playoff games. Player A has a contract which covers seasons that occur
during year 1/year 2 and year 2/year 3. Player A’s contract provides that A is to receive $500,000
for the year 1/year 2 season and $600,000 for the year 2/year 3 season. Assuming player A receives
$550,000 from the contract during taxable year 2 ($250,000 for one-half the year 1/year 2 season and
$300,000 for one-half the year 2/year 3 season), the portion of compensation received by player A for
taxable year 2, attributable to Iowa, is determined by multiplying the compensation player A receives
during the taxable year ($550,000) by a fraction, the numerator of which is the total number of duty
days player A spends rendering services for the team in Iowa during taxable year 2 (attributable to both
the year 1/year 2 season and the year 2/year 3 season) and the denominator of which is the total number
of player A’s duty days spent both within and outside Iowa for the entire taxable year.

b. Player B, a member of a professional athletic team, is a nonresident of Iowa. During the season,
B is injured and is unable to render services for B’s team. While B is undergoing medical treatment at
a clinic, which is not a facility of the team, but is located in Iowa, B’s team travels to Iowa for a game.
The number of days B’s team spends in Iowa for practice, games, meetings, for example, while B is
present at the clinic, are not to be considered duty days spent in Iowa for player B for that taxable year
for purposes of this rule, but these days are considered to be included within total duty days spent both
within and outside Iowa.

c. Player C, a member of a professional athletic team, is a nonresident of Iowa. During the season,
C is injured and is unable to render services for C’s team. C performs rehabilitation exercises at the
facilities of C’s team in Iowa as well as at personal facilities in Iowa. The days C performs rehabilitation
exercise in the facilities of C’s team are considered duty days spent in Iowa for player C for that taxable
year for purposes of this rule. However, days player C spends at personal facilities in Iowa are not to be
considered duty days spent in Iowa for player C for that taxable year for purposes of this rule, but the
days are considered to be included within total duty days spent both within and outside Iowa.

d. Player D, a member of a professional athletic team, is a nonresident of Iowa. During the season,
D travels to Iowa to participate in the annual all-star game as a representative of D’s team. The number
of days D spends in Iowa for practice, the game, meetings, for example, are considered to be duty days
spent in Iowa for player D for that taxable year for purposes of this rule, as well as included within total
duty days spent both within and outside Iowa.

e. Assume the same facts as given in paragraph “d,” except that player D is not participating in
the all-star game and is not rendering services for D’s team in any manner. Player D is instead traveling
to and attending this game solely as a spectator. The number of days player D spends in Iowa for the
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game is not to be considered to be duty days spent in Iowa for purposes of this rule. However, the days
are considered to be included within total duty days spent both within and outside Iowa.

40.46(4) Use of an alternative method to compute taxable portion of a nonresident’s compensation
as a member of a professional athletic team. If a nonresident member of a professional athletic team
believes that the method provided in this rule for allocation of the member’s compensation to Iowa is
not equitable, the nonresident member may propose the use of an alternative method for the allocation
of the compensation to Iowa. The request for an alternative method for allocation must be filed no later
than 60 days before the due date of the return, considering that the due date may be extended for up to
6 months after the original due date if at least 90 percent of the tax liability was paid by the original due
date (April 30 for taxpayers filing on a calendar-year basis).

The request for an alternative method should be filed with the Taxpayer Services and Policy
Division, P.O. Box 10457, Des Moines, Iowa 50306. The request must set forth the alternative method
for allocation to Iowa of the compensation of the nonresident professional team member. In addition,
the request must specify, in detail, why the method for allocation of the compensation set forth in this
rule is not equitable, as well as why the alternative method for allocation of the compensation is more
equitable than the method provided in this rule. The burden of proof is on the nonresident professional
team member to show that the alternative method is more equitable than the method provided in the rule.

If the department determines that the alternative method is more reasonable for allocation of the
taxable portion of the team member’s compensation than the method provided in this rule, the team
member can use the alternative method on the current return and on subsequent returns.

If the department rejects the team member’s use of the alternative method, the team member may
file a protest within 60 days of the date of the department’s letter of rejection. The nonresident team
member’s protest of the department’s rejection of the alternate formula must be made in accordance
with rule 701—7.8(17A) and must state, in detail, why the method provided in this rule is not equitable,
as well as why the alternative method for allocation of the compensation is more equitable than the
method set forth in this rule.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.3, 422.7, and 422.8.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 0251C, IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]

701—40.47(422) Partial exclusion of pensions and other retirement benefits for disabled
individuals, individuals who are 55 years of age or older, surviving spouses, and survivors. For tax
years beginning on or after January 1, 1995, an individual who is disabled, is 55 years of age or older, is
a surviving spouse, or is a survivor with an insurable interest in an individual who would have qualified
for the exclusion is eligible for a partial exclusion of retirement benefits received in the tax year. For
tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2001, the partial exclusion of retirement benefits received in
the tax year is increased up to a maximum of $6,000 for a person other than a husband or wife who files
a separate state return and up to a maximum of $12,000 for a husband and wife who file a joint Iowa
return. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1998, the partial exclusion of retirement benefits
received in the tax year was increased up to a maximum of $5,000 for a person, other than a husband or
wife who files a separate state income tax return, and up to a maximum of $10,000 for a husband and
wife who file a joint state income tax return. A husband and wife filing separate state income tax returns
or separately on a combined state return are allowed a combined exclusion of retirement benefits of up
to a maximum of $10,000 for tax years beginning in 1998, 1999 and 2000 and a combined exclusion
of up to a maximum of $12,000 for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2001. The $10,000
or $12,000 exclusion shall be allocated to the husband and wife in the proportion that each spouse’s
respective pension and retirement benefits received bear to the total combined pension and retirement
benefits received by both spouses. See rule 701—40.80(422) for the exclusion of military retirement
pay for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2014.

EXAMPLE 1. A married couple elected to file separately on the combined return form. Both spouses
were 55 years of age or older. The wife received $95,000 in retirement benefits and the husband received
$5,000 in retirement benefits. Since the wife received 95 percent of the retirement benefits, she would
be entitled to 95 percent of the $10,000 retirement income exclusion or a retirement income exclusion
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of $9,500. The husband would be entitled to 5 percent of the $10,000 retirement income exclusion or an
exclusion of $500.

EXAMPLE 2. A married couple elected to file separately on the combined return form. Both spouses
were 55 years of age or older. The husband had $15,000 in retirement benefits from a pension. The
wife received no retirement benefits. In this situation, the husband can use the entire $10,000 retirement
income exclusion to exclude $10,000 of his pension benefits since the spouse did not use any of the
$10,000 retirement income exclusion for the tax year.

EXAMPLE 3. A married couple elected to file separately on the combined return form. One spouse
was 52 years of age and received a pension income of $20,000. The other spouse was 55 years of age
and received no pension income. Since the spouse receiving the pension income was not 55 years of
age, no exclusion is allowed on the Iowa return.

EXAMPLE 4. A married couple elected to file separately on the combined return form. One spouse
was 52 years of age and received a pension income of $10,000. The other spouse was 55 years of age
and received a pension income of $8,000. Since only one spouse receiving the pension income was 55
years of age, an exclusion of $8,000 is allowed on the Iowa return. The exclusion of $8,000 is allowed
since a married couple is allowed a combined exclusion of up to $12,000.

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1995, but prior to January 1, 1998, the retirement
income exclusion was up to $3,000 for single individuals, up to $3,000 for each married person filing
a separate Iowa return, up to $3,000 for each married person filing separately on the combined return
form, and up to $6,000 for married taxpayers filing joint Iowa returns. For example, a married couple
elected to file separately on the combined return form and both spouses were 55 years of age or older.
One spouse had $2,000 in pension income that could be excluded, since the pension income was $3,000
or less. The other spouse had $6,000 in pension income and could exclude $3,000 of that income due to
the retirement income exclusion. This second spouse could not exclude an additional $1,000 of the up
to $3,000 retirement income exclusion that was not used by the other spouse.

“Insurable interest” is a term used in life insurance which also applies to this rule and is defined to
be “such an interest in the life of the person insured, arising from the relations of the party obtaining the
insurance, either as credit of or surety for the assured, or from the ties of blood or marriage to him, as
would justify a reasonable expectation of advantage or benefit from the continuance of his life.”Warnock
v. Davis, 104 U.S. 775, 779, 26 L.Ed. 924; Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Luchs, 2 S.Ct. 949, 952, 108
U.S. 498, 27 L.Ed. 800; Appeal of Corson, 6 A. 213, 215, 113 Pa. 438, 57 Am. Rep. 479; Adams’ Adm’r
v. Reed, Ky., 36 S.W. 568, 570; Trinity College v. Travelers’ Co., 18 S.E. 175, 176, 113 N.C. 244, 22
L.R.A. 291; Opitz v. Karel, 95 N.W. 948, 951, 118 Wis. 527, 62 L.R.A. 982. It is not necessary that the
expectation of advantage or profit should always be capable of pecuniary estimation, for a parent has
an insurable interest in the life of his child, and a child in the life of his parent, a husband in the life of
his wife, and a wife in the life of her husband. The natural affection in cases of this kind is considered
as more powerful, as operating the more efficaciously, to protect the life of the insured than any other
consideration, but in all cases there must be a reasonable ground, founded on relations to each other,
either pecuniary or of blood or affinity, to expect some benefit or advantage from the continuance of the
life of the assured. Warnock v. Davis, 104 U.S. 775, 26 L.Ed. 924; Appeal of Corson, 6 A. 213, 215,
113 Pa. 438, 57 Am. Rep. 479; Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Luchs, 2 S.Ct. 949, 952, 108 U.S. 498,
27 L.Ed. 800.

For purposes of this rule, the term “insurable interest” will be considered to apply to a beneficiary
receiving retirement benefits due to the death of a pensioner or annuitant under the same circumstances
as if the beneficiary were receiving life insurance benefits as a result of the death of the pensioner or
annuitant.

For purposes of this rule, the term “survivor” is a person other than the surviving spouse of an
annuitant or pensioner who is receiving the annuity or pension benefits because the person was a
beneficiary of the pensioner or annuitant at the time of death of the pensioner or annuitant. In addition,
in order for this person to qualify for the partial exclusion of pensions or retirement benefits, this
survivor must have had an insurable interest in the pensioner or annuitant at the time of death of the
annuitant or pensioner.
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A survivor other than the surviving spouse will be considered to have an insurable interest in the
pensioner or annuitant if the survivor is a son, daughter, mother, or father of the annuitant or pensioner.
The relationship of these individuals to the pensioner or annuitant is considered to be so close that no
separate pecuniary or monetary interest between the pensioner or annuitant and any of these relatives
must be established.

A survivor may include relatives of the pensioner or annuitant other than those relatives that were
mentioned above. However, before any of these relatives can be considered to be a survivor for purposes
of this rule, the relative must have had some pecuniary interest in the continuation of the life of the
pensioner or annuitant. That is, the relative must establish a relationship with the pensioner or annuitant
that shows there was a reasonable expectation of an advantage or benefit which the person would have
received with the continuance of the life of the pensioner or annuitant.

The fact that a niece of the pensioner or annuitant was named beneficiary of an uncle’s pension where
the uncle had no closer relatives does not in itself establish that the niece had an insurable interest in the
pension benefits, if the niece was not receiving monetary benefits or the niece did not have some special
relationship to the uncle at the time of the uncle’s death.

If a grandson was receiving college tuition regularly from his grandfather and received the
grandfather’s pension as a beneficiary of the grandfather after the grandfather’s death, the grandson
would be deemed to have an insurable interest in the benefits and would be eligible for the partial
retirement benefit exclusion.

A person who is not related to the pensioner or annuitant, such as a partner in a business or a creditor,
may have an insurable interest in the pensioner or annuitant. However, the burden of proof is on a
nonrelated person to show that the person had an insurable interest in the pensioner or the annuitant at
the time of death of the pensioner or annuitant.

There are numerous court cases which deal with whether a person had established an insurable
interest in the life of an individual that was insured. These cases may be used as a guideline to determine
whether or not a person receiving a pension or annuity due to the death of an annuitant or pensioner
had an insurable interest in the annuitant or pensioner at the time of death of the pensioner or annuitant.
Thus, if a person would have met criteria for an insurable interest for purposes of an interest in a person’s
life insurance policy, the person would also be considered to be qualified for an insurable interest in a
pensioner or annuitant.

Retirement benefits subject to the retirement income exclusion include, but are not limited to:
benefits from defined benefit or defined contribution pension and annuity plans, benefits from annuities,
incomes from individual retirement accounts, benefits from pension or annuity plans contributed by
an employer or maintained or contributed by a self-employed person and benefits and earnings from
deferred compensation plans. However, the exclusion does not apply to social security benefits. A
surviving spouse who is not disabled or is not 55 years of age or older can only exclude retirement
benefits received as a result of the death of the other spouse and on the basis that the deceased spouse
would have been eligible for the exclusion in the tax year. In order for a survivor other than the
surviving spouse to qualify for the partial exclusion of retirement benefits, the survivor must have
received the retirement benefits as a result of the death of a pensioner or annuitant who would have
qualified for the exclusion in the tax year on the basis of age or disability. In addition, the survivor other
than the surviving spouse would have had to have an insurable interest in the pensioner or annuitant at
the time of the death of the pensioner or annuitant.

For purposes of this rule, a disabled individual is a person who is receiving benefits as a result of
retirement from employment or self-employment due to disability. In addition, a person is considered
to be a disabled individual if the individual is determined to be disabled in accordance with criteria
established by the Social Security Administration or other federal or state governmental agency.

Note that the pension or other retirement benefits that are excluded from taxation for certain
individuals are to be considered as a part of net income for purposes of determining whether or not a
particular individual’s income is low enough to exempt that taxpayer from tax. In addition, the pension
or other retirement benefits that are excluded from taxation for certain individuals are to be considered
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as a part of net income for the alternative tax computation, which is available to all taxpayers except
those taxpayers filing as single individuals.

Finally, the pension or other retirement benefits are to be considered as a part of net income for
individuals using the single filing status whose tax liabilities are limited so the liabilities cannot reduce
the person’s net income plus exempt benefits below $9,000, or below $18,000 for taxpayers 65 years of
age or older for the 2007 and 2008 tax years, or below $24,000 for taxpayers 65 years of age or older for
the 2009 and subsequent tax years.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.5 and 422.7.
[ARC 8605B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 1665C, IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14]

701—40.48(422) Health insurance premiums deduction. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 1996, the amounts paid by a taxpayer for health insurance for the taxpayer, the taxpayer’s spouse, and
the taxpayer’s dependents are deductible in computing net income on the Iowa return to the extent the
amounts paid were not otherwise deductible in computing adjusted gross income. However, amounts
paid by a taxpayer for health insurance on a pretax basis whereby the portion of the wages of the taxpayer
used to pay health insurance premiums is not included in the taxpayer’s gross wages for income tax or
social security tax purposes are not deductible on the Iowa return.

In situations where married taxpayers pay health insurance premiums from a joint checking or other
joint account and the taxpayers are filing separate state returns or separately on the combined return
form, the taxpayers must allocate the deduction between the spouses on the basis of the net income of
each spouse to the combined net income unless one spouse can show that only that spouse’s income was
deposited to the joint account.

In circumstances where a taxpayer is self-employed and takes a deduction on the 1996 federal return
for 30 percent of the premiums paid for health insurance on the federal return, the taxpayer would
be allowed a deduction on the Iowa return for the portion of the health insurance premiums that was
not deducted on the taxpayer’s federal return, including any health insurance premiums deducted as an
itemized medical deduction under Section 213 of the Internal Revenue Code.

For purposes of the state deduction for health insurance premiums, the same premiums for the
same health insurance or medical insurance coverage qualify for this deduction as would qualify for
the federal medical expense deduction. Thus, premiums paid for contact lens insurance qualify for the
health insurance deduction. Also eligible for the deduction for tax years beginning in the 1996 calendar
year are premiums paid by a taxpayer before the age of 65 for medical care insurance effective after the
age of 65, if the premiums are payable (on a level payment basis) for a period of ten years or more or
until the year the taxpayer attains the age of 65 (but in no case for a period of less than five years). For
tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1997, premiums for long-term health insurance for nursing
home coverage are eligible for this deduction to the extent the premiums for long-term health care
services are eligible for the federal itemized deduction for medical and dental expenses, irrespective of
the limitations set forth in Section 213(d)(10) of the Internal Revenue Code. For example, a 55-year-old
taxpayer who paid $1,050 in premiums for long-term health insurance for nursing home coverage for
the 2004 tax year would be allowed a deduction for Iowa purposes for the entire $1,050, even though
the limitation for the federal itemized deduction for medical expenses in Section 213(d)(10) of the
Internal Revenue Code for these premiums for this taxpayer is $980.

Amounts paid under an insurance contract for other than medical care (such as payment for loss of
limb or life or sight) are not deductible, unless the medical charge is stated separately in the contract or
provided in a separate statement.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 1997 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 129.

701—40.49(422) Employer social security credit for tips. Employers in the food and beverage
industry are allowed a credit under Section 45B of the Internal Revenue Code for a portion of the social
security taxes paid or incurred after 1993 on employee tips. The credit is equal to the employer’s FICA
obligation attributable to tips received which exceed tips treated as wages for purposes of satisfying
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minimum wage standards of the Fair Labor Standards Act. The credit is allowed only for tips received
by an employee in the course of employment from customers on the premises of a business for which
the tipping of employees serving food or beverages is customary. To the extent that an employer takes
the credit for a portion of the social security taxes paid or incurred, the employer’s deduction for the
social security tax is reduced accordingly. For Iowa income tax purposes, the full deduction for the
social security tax paid or incurred is allowed for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1994.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code Supplement section 422.7.

701—40.50(422) Computing state taxable amounts of pension benefits from state pension
plans. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1995, a retired member of a state pension plan, or
a beneficiary of a member, who receives benefits from the plan where there was a greater contribution
to the plan for the member for state income tax purposes than for federal income tax purposes can
report less taxable income from the benefits on the Iowa individual income tax return than was reported
on the federal return for the same tax year. This rule applies only to a member of a state pension plan,
or the beneficiary of a member, who received benefits from the plan sometime after January 1, 1995,
and only in circumstances where the member received wages from public employment in 1995, 1996,
1997, or 1998, or possibly in 1999 for certain teachers covered by the state pension plan authorized
in Iowa Code chapter 294 so the member had greater contributions to the state pension plan for state
income tax purposes than for federal income tax purposes. Starting with wages paid on or after January
1, 1999, to employees covered by a state pension plan other than teachers covered by the state pension
plan authorized in Iowa Code chapter 294, contributions made to the pension plan will be made on a
pretax basis for state income tax purposes as well as for federal income tax purposes. However, in the
case of teachers covered by the state pension plan authorized in Iowa Code chapter 294, contributions
to the pension plan on behalf of these teachers on a pretax basis for state income tax purposes may start
after January 1, 1999.

For example, in the case of a state employee whowas covered by IPERS and hadwages from covered
public employment of $41,000 or more in 1995, that person would have made posttax contributions to
IPERS of $1,517 for state income tax purposes for 1995 and zero posttax contributions to IPERS for
federal income tax purposes for 1995. The $1,517 in contributions to IPERS for federal income tax
purposes was made on a pretax basis and was considered to have been made by the employee’s employer
or the state of Iowa and not the employee. At the time this employee receives retirement benefits from
IPERS, the retired employee will be subject to federal income tax on the portion of the benefits that is
attributable to the $1,517 IPERS contribution made in 1995. However, this employee will not be subject
to state income tax on the portion of the IPERS benefits received which is attributable to the $1,517
contribution to IPERS for 1995.

This rule does not apply to members or beneficiaries of members who elect to take a lump sum
distribution of benefits from a state pension plan in lieu of receiving monthly payments of benefits from
the plan.

The following subrules further clarify how the portion of certain state pension benefits that is
taxable for state individual income tax purposes for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1995, is
determined.

40.50(1) Definitions related to state taxation of benefits from state pension plan. The following
definitions clarify those terms and phrases that have a bearing on the state’s taxation of certain individuals
who receive retirement benefits from state pension plans:

a. For purposes of this rule, the terms “state pension,” “state pensions,” and “state pension plans”
mean only those pensions and those pension plans authorized in Iowa Code chapter 97A for public safety
peace officers, chapter 97B for Iowa public employees (IPERS), chapter 294 for certain teachers, and
chapter 411 for police officers and firefighters. There are other pension plans available for some public
employees in the state which may be described as “state pensions” or “state pension plans” in other
contexts or situations, but these pension plans are not covered by this rule. An example of a pension
plan that is not a “state pension plan” for purposes of this rule is the judicial retirement system for state
judges authorized in Iowa Code section 602.9101.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/294.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/294.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/294.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/97A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/97B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/294.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/411.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/602.9101.pdf
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b. For purposes of this rule, “member” is an individual who was employed in public service
covered by a state pension plan and is either receiving or was receiving benefits from the pension plan.

c. For purposes of this rule, “beneficiary” is a person who has received or is receiving benefits
from a state pension plan due to the death of an individual or member who earned benefits in a state
pension plan.

d. For purposes of this rule, the term “IPERS” means the Iowa public employees retirement
system.

e. For purposes of this rule, the term “pretax,” when the term is applied to a contribution made
to a state pension plan during a year from a public employee’s compensation, means a contribution to
a state pension plan that is not taxed on the employee’s income tax return for the tax year in which the
contribution is made. The contribution is considered to have been made by the state or the employee’s
employer and not by the employee so this contribution is not part of the employee’s basis in the pension
that is not taxed when the pension is received.

f. For purposes of this rule, the term “posttax,” when the term is applied to a contribution made
to a state pension plan during a year from a public employee’s compensation, means the contribution is
included in the employee’s taxable income for the tax year of the contribution and the contribution is
considered to have been made by the employee. That is, the contribution is part of the employee’s basis
in the pension which is not taxed at the time the pension is received.

40.50(2) Computation of the taxable amount of the state pension for federal income tax purposes. An
individual who receives benefits in the tax year from one of the state pension plans is not subject to federal
income tax on the benefits to the extent of the pensioner’s or member’s recovery of posttax contribution
to the pension plan. The individual receiving benefits in the year from a state pension plan should get a
Form 1099-R showing the total benefits received in the tax year from the pension plan. The individual
can determine the federal taxable amount of the benefits by using the general rule or the simplified general
rule which is described in federal publication 17 or federal publication 575. Note that members who first
receive pension benefits after November 18, 1996, must compute the federal taxable amount of their
pension benefits by using the simplified general rule shown in the federal tax publications. Note also
that individuals receiving benefits in the tax year from IPERS who started receiving benefits in 1993 or
in later years will receive information with the 1099-R form which shows the amount of gross benefits
received in the tax year that is taxable for federal income tax purposes.

40.50(3) Computing the taxable amount of state pension benefits for state individual income tax
purposes. An individual receiving state pension benefits in the tax year must have a number of facts
about the state pension in order to be able to compute the taxable amount of the pension for Iowa
income tax purposes. The individual must know the gross pension benefits received in the tax year,
the taxable amount of the pension for federal income tax purposes, the employee’s contribution to the
pension for federal income tax purposes, and the employee’s contribution to the pension for state income
tax purposes. In situations where the employee’s contribution for state income tax purposes is equal to
the contribution for federal income tax purposes, the same amount of the pension will be taxable on the
state income tax return as is taxable on the federal return.

In cases when all of an individual’s employment covered by a state pension plan occurred on or after
January 1, 1995, so that all the contributions to the pension plan (other than posttax service purchases) for
the employee were made on a pretax basis for federal income tax purposes, all of the benefits received
from the pension would be taxed on the federal income tax return. In this situation, the state taxable
amount of the pension would be computed using the general rule or the simplified general rule shown in
federal publication 17 or federal publication 575. The employee’s state contribution or state basis would
be entered on line 2 of the worksheet in the federal publication that is usually used to compute the taxable
amount of the pension for the federal income tax return.

To compute the state taxable amount of the state pension in situations where the employee had
a contribution to the pension for federal tax purposes, the federal taxable amount for the year is first
subtracted from the gross pension benefit received in the year which leaves the amount of the pension
received in the year which was not taxable on the federal return. Next, the member’s posttax contribution
or basis in the pension for federal tax purposes is divided by the member’s posttax contribution or basis
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in the pension for state income tax purposes which provides the ratio of the member’s federal basis or
contribution to the member’s state contribution or basis. Next, the amount of the state pension received
in the year that is not taxed on the federal return is divided by the ratio or percentage that was determined
in the previous step, which provides the exempt amount of the pension for state tax purposes. Finally, the
state exempt amount determined in the previous step is subtracted from the gross amount received in the
year, which leaves the taxable amount for state income tax purposes. Note that individuals who retired
in 1993 and in years after 1993 and are receiving benefits from IPERS will receive information from
IPERS which will advise them of the taxable amount of the pension for state income tax purposes. The
examples in subrule 40.50(4) are provided to illustrate how the state taxable amounts of state pension
benefits received in the tax year are computed in different factual situations.

40.50(4) Examples.
a. A state employee retired in April 1996 and started receiving IPERS benefits in April 1996. The

retired state employee received $1,794.45 in gross benefits from IPERS in 1996. The federal taxable
amount of the benefits was $1,690.36. The employee’s federal posttax contribution or basis in the pension
was $4,907 and the state posttax contribution or basis was $7,194. The nontaxable amount of the IPERS
benefits for federal income tax was $104.09 which was calculated by subtracting the federal taxable
amount of $1,690.36 from the gross amount of the benefits of $1,794.45. The ratio of the employee’s
posttax contribution to the pension for federal income tax purposes was 68.21 percent of the employee’s
contribution to the pension for state income tax purposes. This was determined by dividing $4,907 by
$7,194. The nontaxable amount of the IPERS benefit for federal income tax purposes of $104.09 was
then divided by 68.21 percent, which is the ratio determined in the previous step, and which results in a
total of $152.60. This was the nontaxable amount of the pension for state income tax purposes. When
$152.60 is subtracted from the gross benefits of $1,794.45 paid in the year, the remaining amount is
$1,641.85 which is the taxable amount of the pension that should be reported on the individual’s Iowa
individual income tax return for the 1996 tax year.

b. A state employee retired in July 1995. The retired employee received $1,881.88 in IPERS
benefits in 1996 and $1,790.60 of the benefits was taxable on the individual’s federal return for 1996. The
person’s federal posttax contribution to the IPERS pension was $3,130 and the posttax contribution for
state income tax purposeswas $3,821. The amount of benefits not taxable for federal income tax purposes
was $91.28 which was computed by subtracting the amount of pension benefits of $1,790.60 that was
taxable on the federal income tax return from the gross benefits of $1,881.88 received in 1996. The
retiree’s federal posttax contribution of $3,130 to IPERSwas divided by the retiree’s posttax contribution
of $3,821 to IPERS for state income tax purposes which resulted in a ratio of 81.91 percent. The amount
of IPERS benefits of $91.28 exempt for federal income tax purposes is divided by the 81.91 percent
computed in the previous step which results in an amount of $111.44 which is the amount of IPERS
benefits received in 1996 which is not taxable on the Iowa return. $111.44 is subtracted from the gross
benefits of $1,881.88 received in 1996 which leaves the state taxable amount for 1996 of $1,770.44.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, House
File 2513.

701—40.51(422) Exemption of active-duty military pay of national guard personnel and
armed forces military reserve personnel for overseas services pursuant to military orders for
peacekeeping in the Bosnia-Herzegovina area. For active duty military pay received on or after
November 21, 1995, by national guard personnel and by armed forces military reserve personnel, the
pay is exempt from state income tax to the extent the military pay was earned overseas for services
performed pursuant to military orders related to peacekeeping in the Bosnia-Herzegovina area. In
order for the active duty pay to qualify for exemption from tax, the military service had to have been
performed outside the United States, but not necessarily in the Bosnia-Herzegovina area.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 1997 Iowa Acts, House
File 355.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.50.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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701—40.52(422) Mutual funds. Iowa does not tax dividend or interest income from regulated
investment companies to the extent that such income is derived from interest on United States
Government obligations or obligations of this state and its political subdivisions. The exemption is
also applicable to income from regulated investment companies which is derived from interest on
government-sponsored enterprises and agencies where federal law specifically precludes state taxation
of such interest. Income derived from interest on securities which are merely guaranteed by the federal
government or from repurchase agreements collateralized by the United States Government obligations
is not excluded and is subject to Iowa income tax. There is no distinction between Iowa’s tax treatment
of interest received by a direct investor as compared with a mutual fund shareholder. The interest retains
its same character when it “flows-through” the mutual fund and is subject to taxation accordingly.

Taxpayers may subtract from federal adjusted gross income, income received from any of the
obligations listed in subrule 40.2(1) and rule 701—40.3(422) above, even if the obligations are owned
indirectly through owning shares in a mutual fund:

1. If the fund invests exclusively in these state tax-exempt obligations, the entire amount of the
distribution (income) from the fund may be subtracted.

2. If the fund invests in both exempt and nonexempt obligations, the amount represented by the
percentage of the distribution that the mutual fund identifies as exempt may be subtracted.

3. If the mutual fund does not identify an exempt amount or percentage, taxpayers may figure the
amount to be subtracted by multiplying the distribution by the following fraction: as the numerator, the
amount invested by the fund in state-exempt United States obligations; as the denominator, the fund’s
total investment. Use the year-end amounts to figure the fraction if the percentage ratio has remained
constant throughout the year. If the percentage ratio has not remained constant, take the average of the
ratios from the fund’s quarterly financial reports.

Therefore, if the federal adjusted gross income of an individual, taxable by Iowa, includes dividends
or interest of this type, an adjustment must be made deducting the amount of the dividend or interest.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.53(422) Deduction for contributions by taxpayers to the Iowa educational savings
plan trust and addition to income for refunds of contributions previously deducted. The Iowa
educational savings plan trust was created so that individuals and certain other qualified participants can
contribute funds on behalf of beneficiaries in accounts administered by the treasurer of state to cover
qualified education expenses of the beneficiaries. The Iowa educational savings plan trust includes the
college savings Iowa plan and the Iowa advisor 529 plan. The following subrules provide details on
how individuals’ net incomes are affected by contributions to beneficiaries’ accounts, interest and any
other earnings earned on beneficiaries’ accounts, and refunds of contributions which were previously
deducted. Definitions and other information about establishing college savings Iowa accounts may be
found in rules promulgated by the treasurer of state. See 781—Chapter 16.

40.53(1) Deduction from net income for contributions made to the Iowa educational savings plan
trust on behalf of beneficiaries.

a. An individual referred to as a “participant” can claim a deduction on the Iowa individual income
tax return for contributions made by that individual to the Iowa educational savings plan trust on behalf
of a beneficiary.

b. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2015, if a participant makes a contribution to
the Iowa educational savings plan trust on or after January 1, but on or before the deadline for filing
an Iowa individual income tax return, excluding extensions, the participant may elect to have the
deduction for the contribution apply to that participant’s Iowa individual income taxes for the calendar
year immediately preceding the year in which the contribution was made. Once a participant has elected
to apply a contribution to the calendar year immediately preceding the year in which the contribution
was made, the contribution is deemed to have been made on December 31 of that previous calendar
year. Once the election has been made, the deduction for that contribution may only be applied in
computing the taxpayer’s Iowa net income for the calendar year immediately preceding the year in
which the contribution was made. Contributions made on or after January 1, but before the deadline

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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for filing Iowa individual income taxes, that the participant elects to have applied to the immediately
preceding calendar year shall count toward the maximum contribution that may be deducted for that
previous year. See paragraph 40.53(1)“c” below.

EXAMPLE: An individual makes a contribution to her Iowa educational savings plan account on April
5, 2018. The deadline for filing a 2017 Iowa income tax return is April 30, 2018. The individual elects
to have the contribution apply to her 2017 individual income taxes instead of her 2018 Iowa individual
income taxes. The department of revenue will consider the individual’s contribution to have been made
on December 31, 2017. The individual may now claim a deduction for the contribution, up to the annual
maximum deduction, on her 2017 Iowa income taxes. However, because the individual elected to have
her contribution apply to her 2017 Iowa income taxes, she cannot claim the deduction for the April 5,
2018, contribution on her 2018 Iowa income tax return.

c. The deduction on the 1998 Iowa return cannot exceed $2,000 per beneficiary for contributions
made in 1998 or the adjusted maximum annual amount for contributions made after 1998. Note that the
maximum annual amount that can be deducted per beneficiary may be adjusted or increased to an amount
greater than $2,000 for inflation on an annual basis. Rollover contributions from other states’ educational
savings plans will qualify for the deduction, subject to the maximum amount allowable. Starting with
tax years beginning in the 2000 calendar year, a participant may contribute an amount on behalf of a
beneficiary that is greater than $2,000, but may claim a deduction on the Iowa individual return of the
lesser of the amount contributed or $2,000 as adjusted by inflation. For example, if a taxpayer made a
$5,000 contribution on behalf of a beneficiary to the Iowa educational savings plan trust in 2000, the
taxpayer may claim a deduction on the IA 1040 return for 2000 in the amount of $2,054, as this amount
is $2,000 as adjusted for inflation in effect for 2000.

EXAMPLE: An individual has ten grandchildren from the age of six months to 12 years. In October
1998, the person became a participant in the Iowa educational savings plan trust by making $2,000
contributions to the trust on behalf of each of the ten grandchildren. When the participant filed the 1998
Iowa individual income tax return, the participant could claim a deduction on the return for the $20,000
contributed to the Iowa educational savings plan trust on behalf of the individual’s ten grandchildren.

40.53(2) Exclusion of interest and earnings on beneficiary accounts in the Iowa educational savings
plan trust. To the extent that interest or other earnings accrue on a beneficiary’s account in the Iowa
educational savings plan trust, the interest or other earnings are excluded for purposes of computing net
income on the Iowa individual income tax return of the participant or the return of the beneficiary.

40.53(3) Including on the Iowa individual return amounts refunded to the participant from the
Iowa educational savings plan trust that had previously been deducted. The refund or withdrawal of
funds is to be included in net income on a participant’s Iowa individual income tax return to the extent
that contributions to the account had been deducted on prior Iowa individual income tax returns of the
participant if the participant cancels a beneficiary’s account in the Iowa educational savings plan trust
and receives a refund of the funds in the account made on behalf of the beneficiary or if the participant
makes a withdrawal from the Iowa educational savings plan trust for purposes other than the following:

a. Qualifying higher education withdrawals. The payment of qualified higher education expenses
as defined in Section 529(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The term “qualified higher education
expenses” does not include tuition expenses related to attendance at an elementary or secondary school.

b. Qualifying elementary and secondary tuition withdrawals. For withdrawals made on or after
January 1, 2018, the payment of tuition expenses in connection with and required for enrollment or
attendance at an elementary or secondary school in Iowa which is accredited under Iowa Code section
256.11, and which adheres to the provisions of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Iowa Code
chapter 216. These qualified tuition expenses shall not exceed $10,000 per beneficiary per year. This
limitation is based on the beneficiary, not the participant.

Participants are responsible for tracking the amount of qualified tuition expense payments a
beneficiary may receive from other participants. If a beneficiary’s distributions exceed this annual
limitation, the most recent payments are presumed to be the nonqualifying payments. By agreement
amongst themselves, account holders are permitted to choose an alternative method for determining
which payments are nonqualifying. An alternative method is presumed valid if, after the additions

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.53.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/216.pdf
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to income required by this paragraph, the beneficiary’s total qualifying tax-free withdrawals for
elementary or secondary school tuition expenses do not exceed the $10,000 limitation. However, upon
request, the account holders are responsible for providing the department with adequate documentation
to substantiate the method used.

c. Change in beneficiaries. A change in beneficiaries under, or transfer to another account within,
the Iowa educational savings plan trust.

d. ABLE rollovers. A transfer to the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust, provided such change or
transfer is permitted under Iowa Code section 12D.6(5).

EXAMPLE: Because a beneficiary of a certain participant died in the year 2000, this participant in
the Iowa educational savings plan trust canceled the participant agreement for the beneficiary with the
trust and received a refund of $4,200 of funds in the beneficiary’s account. Because $4,000 of the refund
represented contributions that the participant had deducted on prior Iowa individual income tax returns,
the participant was to report on the Iowa return for the tax year 2000, $4,000 in contributions that had
been deducted on the participant’s Iowa returns for 1998 and 1999.

EXAMPLE: Beneficiary A is an elementary school student who attends an accredited elementary
school located in Iowa. Participant B and participant C have each opened an Iowa educational savings
plan trust account with A as the designated beneficiary. In January 2019, participant B withdraws $6,000
from B’s account to pay A’s spring semester tuition. In August 2019, participant C withdraws $6,000
from C’s account to pay for A’s fall semester tuition. Although neither B nor C has made a withdrawal in
excess of $10,000, that limitation is based on the beneficiary, A, who has received a total of $12,000 in
distributions in 2019. Because A’s total distributions have exceeded the annual limitation on distributions
related to elementary or secondary school tuition, the participants must include the $2,000 excess in their
net income. Because C’s withdrawal was made after B’s, the entire excess is presumed attributable to C,
and therefore C must include the entire $2,000 excess in C’s Iowa net income for 2019, unless B and C
can show that they agreed to an alternative method of allocating the excess amount.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 7761B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 3664C, IAB 2/28/18, effective 4/4/18; ARC 4516C, IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]

701—40.54(422) Roth individual retirement accounts. Roth individual retirement accounts were
authorized in the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 and are applicable for tax years beginning after
December 31, 1997. Generally, no deduction is allowed on either the federal income tax return or the
Iowa individual income tax return for a contribution to a Roth IRA. The following subrules include
information about tax treatment of certain transactions for Roth IRAs.

40.54(1) Taxation of income derived from rolling over or converting existing IRAs to Roth IRAs. At
the time existing IRAs are rolled over to or converted to Roth IRAs in the 1998 calendar year or in a
subsequent year, any income realized from the rollover or conversion of the existing IRA is taxable.
However, in the case of conversion of existing IRAs to Roth IRAs in 1998, the taxpayer can make an
election to have all the income realized from the conversion subject to tax in 1998 rather than have the
conversion income spread out over four years. If the conversion income is spread out over four years,
one-fourth of the conversion income is included on the 1998 Iowa and federal returns of the taxpayer
and one-fourth of the income is included on the taxpayer’s Iowa and federal returns for each of the
following three tax years. Note that if an existing IRA for an individual is converted to a Roth IRA for
the individual in a calendar year after 1998, all the income realized from the conversion is to be reported
on the federal return and the Iowa return for that tax year for the individual. That is, when conversion of
existing IRAs to Roth IRAs occurs after 1998, there is no provision for having the conversion income
taxed over four years.

For example, an Iowa resident converted three existing IRAs to one Roth IRA in 1998, realized
$20,000 in income from the conversion, and did not elect to have all the conversion income taxed on
the 1998 Iowa and federal returns. Because the taxpayer did not make the election so all the conversion
income was taxed in 1998, $5,000 in conversion income was to be reported on the taxpayer’s federal
and Iowa returns for 1998 and similar incomes were to be reported on the federal and Iowa returns
for 1999, 2000, and 2001. Note that to the extent the recipient of the Roth IRA conversion income is

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/12D.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7761B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3664C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4516C.pdf
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eligible, the conversion income is subject to the pension/retirement income exclusion described in rule
701—40.47(422).

40.54(2) Roth IRA conversion income for part-year residents. To the extent that an Iowa resident
has Roth IRA conversion income on the individual’s federal income tax return, the same income will
be included on the resident’s Iowa income tax return. However, when an individual with Roth IRA
conversion income in the tax year is a part-year resident of Iowa, the individual may allocate the
conversion income on the Iowa return in the ratio of the taxpayer’s months in Iowa during the tax year
to 12 months. In a situation where an individual spends more than half of a month in Iowa, that month
is to be reported to Iowa for purposes of the allocation.

For example, an individual moved to Des Moines from Omaha on June 12, 1998, and had $20,000
in Roth IRA conversion income in 1998. Because the individual spent 7 months in Iowa in 1998, 7/12,
or 60 percent, of the $20,000 in conversion income is allocated to Iowa. Thus, $12,000 of the conversion
income should be reported on the taxpayer’s Iowa return for 1998.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 2357.

701—40.55(422) Exemption of income payments for victims of the Holocaust and heirs of
victims. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2000, income payments received by individuals
because they were victims of the Holocaust or income payments received by individuals who are heirs
of victims of the Holocaust are excluded in the computation of net incomes, to the extent the payments
were included in the individuals’ federal adjusted gross incomes. Victims of the Holocaust were victims
of persecution in the World War II era for racial, ethnic or religious reasons by Nazi Germany or other
Axis regime.

Holocaust victims may receive income payments for slave labor performed in the World War II
era. Income payments may also be received by Holocaust victims as reparation for assets stolen from,
hidden from, or otherwise lost in the World War II era, including proceeds from insurance policies of
the victims. The World War II era includes the time of the war and the time immediately before and
immediately after the war. However, income from assets acquired with the income payments or from
the sale of those assets shall not be excluded from the computation of net income. The exemption of
income payments shall only apply to the first recipient of the income payments who was either a victim
of persecution by Nazi Germany or any other Axis regime or a person who is an heir of the victim of
persecution.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 217.39 and 422.7.

701—40.56(422) Taxation of income from the sale of obligations of the state of Iowa and its political
subdivisions. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2001, income from the sale of obligations of
the state of Iowa and its political subdivisions shall be added to Iowa net income to the extent not already
included. Gains or losses from the sale or other disposition of bonds issued by the state of Iowa or its
political subdivisions shall be included in Iowa net income unless the law authorizing these obligations
specifically exempts the income from the sale or other disposition of the bonds from the Iowa individual
income tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, chapter
116.

701—40.57(422) Installment sales by taxpayers using the accrual method of accounting. For tax
years beginning on or after January 1, 2000, and prior to January 1, 2002, taxpayers who use the accrual
method of accounting and who have sales or exchanges of property that they reported on the installment
method for federal income tax purposes must report the total amount of the gain or loss from the
transaction in the tax year of the sale or exchange pursuant to Section 453 of the Internal Revenue Code
as amended up to and including January 1, 2000.

EXAMPLE 1. Taxpayer Jones uses the accrual method of accounting for reporting income. In 2001,
Mr. Jones sold farmland he had held for eight years for $200,000 which resulted in a capital gain of

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.47.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/217.39.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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$50,000. For federal income tax purposes, Mr. Jones elected to report the transaction on the installment
basis, where he reported $12,500 of the gain on his 2001 federal return and will report capital gains of
$12,500 on each of his federal returns for the 2002, 2003 and 2004 tax years.

However, for Iowa income tax purposes, Mr. Jones must report on his 2001 Iowa return the entire
capital gain of $50,000 from the land sale. Although Taxpayer Jonesmust report a capital gain of $12,500
on each of his federal income tax returns for 2002, 2003 and 2004, from the installment sale of the
farmland in 2001, he will not have to include the installments of $12,500 on his Iowa income tax returns
for those three tax years because Mr. Jones had reported the entire capital gain of $50,000 from the 2001
transaction on his 2001 Iowa income tax return.

EXAMPLE 2. Taxpayer Smith uses the accrual method of accounting for reporting income. In 2002,
Mr. Smith sold farmland he had held for eight years for $500,000 which resulted in a capital gain of
$100,000. For federal income tax purposes, Mr. Smith elected to report the transaction on the installment
basis, where he reported $20,000 of the gain on his 2002 federal return and will report the remaining
capital gains on federal returns for the four subsequent tax years. Because this installment sale occurred
in 2002, Mr. Smith shall report $20,000 of the capital gain on his Iowa income tax return for 2002 and
will report the balance of the capital gains from the installment sale on Iowa returns for the next four tax
years, the same as reported on his federal returns for those years.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2002 Iowa Acts, House
File 2116.

701—40.58(422) Exclusion of distributions from retirement plans by national guard members and
members of military reserve forces of the United States. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 2002, members of the Iowa national guard or members of military reserve forces of the United States
who are ordered to national guard duty or federal active duty are not subject to Iowa income tax on the
amount of distributions received during the tax year from qualified retirement plans of the members to the
extent the distributions were taxable for federal income tax purposes. In addition, the members are not
subject to state penalties on the distributions even though the members may have been subject to federal
penalties on the distributions for early withdrawal of benefits. Because the distributions described above
are not taxable for Iowa income tax purposes, a national guard member or armed forces reserve member
who receives a distribution from a qualified retirement plan may request that the payer of the distribution
not withhold Iowa income tax from the distribution.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 422.7 as amended by 2012
Iowa Acts, Senate File 2097.
[ARC 0337C, IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]

701—40.59(422) Exemption of payments received by a beneficiary from an annuity purchased
under an employee’s retirement plan when the installment has been included as part of a decedent
employee’s estate. Rescinded ARC 1137C, IAB 10/30/13, effective 12/4/13.

701—40.60(422) Additional first-year depreciation allowance.
40.60(1) Assets acquired after September 10, 2001, but before May 6, 2003. For tax periods ending

after September 10, 2001, but beginning before May 6, 2003, the additional first-year depreciation
allowance (“bonus depreciation”) of 30 percent authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue
Code, as enacted by Public Law No. 107-147, Section 101, does not apply for Iowa individual income
tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal income tax return must add the total
amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after September 10, 2001, but before May 6, 2003,
and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code without regard to Section 168(k).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2011/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0337C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/10-30-2013.pdf
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reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired
after September 10, 2001, but before May 6, 2003, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

See 701—subrule 53.22(1) for examples illustrating how this subrule is applied.
40.60(2) Assets acquired after May 5, 2003, but before January 1, 2005. For tax periods beginning

after May 5, 2003, but beginning before January 1, 2005, the bonus depreciation of 50 percent
authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Public Law No. 108-27,
Section 201, may be taken for Iowa individual income tax. If the taxpayer elects to take the 50 percent
bonus depreciation, the depreciation deduction allowed on the Iowa individual income tax return is the
same as the depreciation deduction allowed on the federal income tax return for assets acquired after
May 5, 2003, but before January 1, 2005.

a. If the taxpayer elects to take the 50 percent bonus depreciation and had filed an Iowa return prior
to February 24, 2005, which reflected the disallowance of 50 percent bonus depreciation, the taxpayer
may choose between two options to reflect this change. Taxpayer may either file an amended return for
the applicable tax year to reflect the 50 percent bonus depreciation provision, or taxpayer may reflect the
change for 50 percent bonus depreciation on the next Iowa return filed subsequent to February 23, 2005.
Taxpayer must choose only one of these two options. Regardless of the option chosen, taxpayer must
complete and attach a revised Form IA 4562A to either the amended return or the return filed subsequent
to February 23, 2005.

EXAMPLE 1: Taxpayer filed a 2003 Iowa individual income tax return on April 15, 2004, which
reflected an adjustment of $50,000 for the difference between federal depreciation and Iowa depreciation
relating to the disallowance of 50 percent bonus depreciation. Taxpayer now elects to take the 50 percent
bonus depreciation for Iowa tax purposes. Taxpayer may either amend the 2003 Iowa return to reflect a
$50,000 reduction in Iowa taxable income, or taxpayer may take the additional deduction of $50,000 on
taxpayer’s 2004 Iowa return that is filed after February 23, 2005.

EXAMPLE 2: Assume the same facts as given in Example 1, and taxpayer filed a 2004 Iowa return
prior to February 24, 2005. Taxpayer did not take an additional $50,000 deduction on the 2004 Iowa
return. Taxpayer may either amend the 2003 Iowa return to reflect a $50,000 reduction in Iowa taxable
income, or taxpayer may take the additional deduction of $50,000 on taxpayer’s 2005 Iowa return.

b. If the taxpayer elects not to take the 50 percent bonus depreciation, taxpayer must add the
total amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after May 5, 2003, but before January 1, 2005,
and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code without regard to Section 168(k). If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year,
the applicable depreciation catch-up adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa
tax purposes. The gain or loss reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes
must be adjusted for Iowa tax purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets. The adjustment for
both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired after May 5, 2003, but
before January 1, 2005, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

40.60(3) Assets acquired after December 31, 2007, but before January 1, 2010. For tax periods
beginning after December 31, 2007, but beginning before January 1, 2010, the bonus depreciation of
50 percent authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Public Law
No. 110-185, Section 103, and Public Law 111-5, Section 1201, does not apply for Iowa individual
income tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal income tax return must add the
total amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after December 31, 2007, but before January 1,
2010, and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code without regard to Section 168(k).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.22.pdf
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reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired
after December 31, 2007, but before January 1, 2010, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

See rule 701—53.22(422) for examples illustrating how this rule is applied.
40.60(4) Qualified disaster assistance property. For property placed in service after December 31,

2007, with respect to federal declared disasters occurring before January 1, 2010, the bonus depreciation
of 50 percent authorized in Section 168(n) of the Internal Revenue Code for qualified disaster assistance
property, as amended by Public Law 110-343, Section 710, does not apply for Iowa individual income
tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal income tax return must add the total
amount of depreciation claimed on qualified disaster assistance property and subtract the amount of
depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS)
depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code without regard to
Section 168(n).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss
reported on the sale or disposition of this property for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of such property.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying disaster assistance
property can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

40.60(5) Assets acquired after December 31, 2009, but before January 1, 2014. For tax periods
beginning after December 31, 2009, but beginning before January 1, 2014, the bonus depreciation
authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Public Law No. 111-240,
Section 2022, Public Law No. 111-312, Section 401, and Public Law No. 112-240, Section 331, does
not apply for Iowa individual income tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal
income tax return must add the total amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after December
31, 2009, but before January 1, 2014, and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property
using the modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under
Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code without regard to Section 168(k).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss
reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired
after December 31, 2009, but before January 1, 2014, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

See 701—subrule 53.22(3) for examples illustrating how this subrule is applied.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2013 Iowa Acts, Senate

File 106.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 1101C, IAB 10/16/13, effective
11/20/13]

701—40.61(422) Exclusion of active duty pay of national guardmembers and armed forcesmilitary
reserve members for service under orders for Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Noble Eagle,
Operation Enduring Freedom or Operation New Dawn. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 2003, active duty pay received by national guard members and armed forces reserve members is
excluded to the extent the income is included in federal adjusted gross income and to the extent the
active duty pay is for service under military orders for Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Noble Eagle
or Operation Enduring Freedom. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2010, active duty pay
received by national guard members and armed forces reserve members is excluded to the extent the
income is included in federal adjusted gross income and to the extent the active duty pay is for service
under military orders for Operation New Dawn. National guard members and military reserve members
receiving active duty pay on or after January 1, 2003, but before January 1, 2011, for service not covered

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8589B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9820B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1101C.pdf
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by military orders for one of the operations specified above are subject to Iowa income tax on the active
duty pay to the extent the active duty pay is included in federal adjusted gross income. For active duty
pay received on or after January 1, 2011, see rule 701—40.76(422). An example of a situation where the
active duty pay may not be included in federal adjusted gross income is when the active duty pay was
received for service in an area designated as a combat zone or in an area designated as a hazardous duty
area so the income may be excluded from federal adjusted gross income. That is, if an individual’s active
duty military pay is not subject to federal income tax, the active duty military pay will not be taxable on
the individual’s Iowa income tax return.

National guard members and military reserve members who are receiving active duty pay for service
on or after January 1, 2003, that is exempt from Iowa income tax, may complete an IA W-4 Employee
Withholding Allowance Certificate and claim exemption from Iowa income tax for active duty pay
received during the time they are serving on active duty pursuant to military orders for Operation Iraqi
Freedom, Operation Noble Eagle, Operation Enduring Freedom or Operation New Dawn.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2011 Iowa Acts, House
File 652.
[ARC 9822B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.62(422) Deduction for overnight expenses not reimbursed for travel away from home of
more than 100 miles for performance of service as a member of the national guard or armed forces
military reserve. A taxpayer may subtract, in computing net income, the costs not reimbursed that were
incurred for overnight transportation, meals and lodging expenses for travel away from the taxpayer’s
homemore than 100miles, to the extent the travel expenses were incurred for the performance of services
on or after January 1, 2003, by the taxpayer as a national guard member or an armed forces military
reserve member. The deduction for Iowa tax purposes is the same that is allowed for federal income tax
purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2005 Iowa Acts, House
File 186.

701—40.63(422) Exclusion of income frommilitary student loan repayments. Individuals serving on
active duty in the national guard, armed forces military reserve or the armed forces of the United States
may subtract, to the extent included in federal adjusted gross income, income from military student loan
repayments made on or after January 1, 2003.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2003 Iowa Acts, House
File 674.

701—40.64(422) Exclusion of death gratuity payable to an eligible survivor of a member of the
armed forces, including a member of a reserve component of the armed forces who has died while
on active duty. An eligible survivor of a member of the armed forces, including a member of a reserve
component of the armed forces, who has died while on active duty may subtract, to the extent included
in federal adjusted gross income, a gratuity death payment made to the eligible survivor of a member
of the armed forces who died while on active duty after September 10, 2001. This exclusion applies to
a gratuity death payment made to the eligible survivor of any person in the armed forces or a reserve
component of the armed forces who died while on active duty after September 10, 2001.

The purpose of the death gratuity is to provide a cash payment to assist a survivor of a deceased
member of the armed forces to meet financial needs during the period immediately following a service
member’s death and before other survivor benefits, if any, become available.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2003 Iowa Acts, House
File 674.

701—40.65(422) Section 179 expensing.
40.65(1) In general. Iowa taxpayers who elect to expense certain depreciable business assets in the

year the assets were placed in service under Section 179 of the Internal Revenue Code must also expense
those same assets for Iowa income tax purposes in that year. However, for certain years, the Iowa

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.76.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9822B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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limitations on this deduction are different from the federal limitations for the same year. This means
that for some tax years, adjustments are required to determine the correct Iowa section 179 expensing
deduction, as described in this rule.

40.65(2) Claiming the deduction.
a. Timing and requirement to follow federal election. A taxpayer who takes a federal section 179

deduction must also take the deduction for the same asset in the same year for Iowa purposes, except
as expressly provided by Iowa law or this rule. A taxpayer who takes a federal section 179 deduction
is not permitted to opt out of taking the same deduction for Iowa purposes. A taxpayer who does not
take a federal section 179 deduction on a specific qualifying asset is not permitted to take a section 179
deduction for Iowa purposes on that asset.

b. Qualifying for the deduction. Whether a specific business asset qualifies for a section 179
deduction is determined by the Internal Revenue Code (Title 26, U.S. Code) and applicable federal
regulations for both federal and Iowa purposes.

c. Amount of the Iowa deduction. Generally, the Iowa deduction must equal the amount of the
federal deduction taken for the same asset in the same year, subject to special Iowa limitations. The
following chart provides a comparison of the Iowa and federal section 179 dollar limitations and
reduction limitations. See rule 701—53.23(422) for the section 179 rules applicable to corporations
(both C and S corporations) and other entities subject to the corporate income tax, and see rule
701—59.24(422) for the section 179 rules applicable to financial institutions subject to the franchise tax.

Section 179 Deduction Allowances Under Federal and Iowa Law
Federal Iowa

Tax Year Dollar Limitation Reduction Limitation Dollar Limitation Reduction Limitation
2003 $ 100,000 $ 400,000 $ 100,000 $ 400,000
2004 102,000 410,000 102,000 410,000
2005 105,000 420,000 105,000 420,000
2006 108,000 430,000 108,000 430,000
2007 125,000 500,000 125,000 500,000
2008 250,000 800,000 250,000 800,000
2009 250,000 800,000 133,000 530,000
2010 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2011 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2012 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2013 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2014 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2015 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2016 500,000 2,010,000 25,000 200,000
2017 510,000 2,030,000 25,000 200,000
2018 1,000,000 2,500,000 70,000 280,000
2019 1,020,000 2,550,000 100,000 400,000
2020 and later Iowa limitations are the same as federal

d. Reduction. Both the federal and the Iowa deductions for section 179 assets are reduced (phased
out dollar for dollar) for taxpayers whose total section 179 assets placed in service during a given year
cost more than the amount specified (reduction limitation) for that year. Like the deduction limitation,
the Iowa and federal reduction limitations are different for certain years. See paragraph 40.65(2)“c” for
applicable limitations.

EXAMPLE: Taxpayer purchases $400,000 worth of qualifying section 179 assets and places all of
them in service in 2018. Taxpayer claims a section 179 deduction of $400,000 for the full cost of the
assets on the 2018 federal return. The Iowa section 179 deduction for 2018 is phased out dollar for
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dollar by the amount of section 179 assets placed in service in excess of $280,000. This means that, for
2018, the Iowa deduction is fully phased out if the taxpayer placed in service section 179 assets that cost,
in total, more than $350,000. Since the cost of the qualifying assets in this example exceeds the Iowa
section 179 phase-out limit, the taxpayer cannot claim any section 179 deduction on the Iowa return.
However, the taxpayer may depreciate the entire cost of the assets for Iowa purposes.

e. Amounts in excess of the Iowa limits.
(1) Recovering the excess. Due to the differences between the Iowa and federal limitations for

certain years, taxpayers may have a federal section 179 deduction that exceeds the amount allowed
for Iowa purposes. This excess amount is handled in different ways depending on the source of the
deduction.

1. Assets placed in service by the taxpayer or entity reporting the deduction. The cost of any
section 179 assets placed in service by the taxpayer in excess of the Iowa limitation for a given year
may be recovered through regular depreciation under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code, without
regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k). The Iowa section 179 and depreciation deductions
and any basis adjustments resulting from the difference in timing of the recovery between Iowa and
federal law are calculated and tracked on forms made available on the department’s website.

EXAMPLE: Taxpayer purchases a $100,000 piece of equipment and places it in service in 2018.
Taxpayer claims a section 179 deduction of $100,000 for the full cost of the equipment on the 2018
federal return. Taxpayer is also required to claim a section 179 deduction of $70,000 on the 2018 Iowa
return (the full amount of the federal deduction up to the Iowa limit). The taxpayer can depreciate the
remaining $30,000 cost of the equipment for Iowa purposes.

2. Special election for assets placed in service by a pass-through entity when the section 179
deduction is claimed by the owner of that pass-through. See subrule 40.65(3) for information on a special
election available to certain owners of pass-through entities related to any section 179 deductions passed
through from a partnership or other entity that, in the aggregate, exceed the Iowa limitations.

(2) Application of limitation to pass-throughs. In the case of pass-through entities, section 179
limitations apply at both the entity level and the owner level. Pass-through entities that are required to
file an Iowa return and that actually place section 179 assets in service should follow 40.65(2)“e”(1)“1”
to account for any assets for which the total federal section 179 deductions for a given year exceeded
the Iowa limitation. Owners of pass-throughs receiving section 179 deductions from one or more
pass-throughs that, in the aggregate, exceed the Iowa limitations should follow 40.65(2)“e”(1)“2.”

EXAMPLE: Partner A (an individual and an Iowa resident) owns 50 percent interests in each of three
partnerships: C, D, and E. Partnership C does business exclusively in Iowa, places $200,000 worth of
section 179 assets in service during tax year 2019 and claims a federal section 179 deduction for the
full cost of the assets. Because C is required to file an Iowa partnership return, C is subject to the
Iowa section 179 limitations for 2019 and must adjust its Iowa section 179 deduction as provided in
40.65(2)“e”(1)“1.” C passes 50 percent of its section 179 deduction ($100,000 for federal purposes,
$50,000 for Iowa purposes) through to A. A also receives $50,000 each in section 179 deductions from
D and E, for a total of $150,000 in section 179 deductions (for Iowa purposes) in 2019. A is subject to
the $100,000 Iowa section 179 deduction limitation for 2019, but because A received total section 179
deductions from one or more pass-throughs in excess of the 2019 Iowa limitation, A is eligible for the
special election referenced in 40.65(2)“e”(1)“2.”

f. Income limitation. The Iowa section 179 deduction for any given year is limited to the
taxpayer’s income from active conduct in a trade or business in the same manner that the section
179 deduction is limited for federal purposes. If an allowable Iowa section 179 deduction exceeds
the taxpayer’s business income for a given year, any excess may be carried forward as described in
paragraph 40.65(2)“g.”

g. Carryforward. This paragraph applies only to amounts that do not exceed the Iowa section 179
deduction limitations for a given year but do exceed the taxpayer’s business income for that year. As
with the federal deduction, allowable Iowa section 179 deductions claimed in a given year that exceed
a taxpayer’s business income may be carried forward and claimed in future years. This carryforward,
if any, is calculated using only amounts up to the Iowa limit. Any federal section 179 deduction the
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taxpayer claimed in excess of the Iowa limit is not an Iowa section 179 deduction and therefore is not
eligible for the carryforward described in this paragraph. Such amounts must instead be recovered as
described in paragraph 40.65(2)“e,” or in subrule 40.65(3) for taxpayers receiving the deduction from
one or more pass-through entities and making the special election as described in that subrule.

EXAMPLE: Taxpayer purchases a $100,000 piece of equipment and places it in service in 2019.
Taxpayer claims a section 179 deduction of $100,000 for the full cost of the equipment on the 2019
federal return. Taxpayer is also required to claim a section 179 deduction of $100,000 on the 2019
Iowa return (because the federal deduction is equal to the Iowa limit for the year, the Iowa and federal
deductions are the same). However, the taxpayer has only $50,000 in business income for 2019, so the
allowable deduction for that year is limited to $50,000. The remaining $50,000 may be carried forward
and applied as a section 179 deduction (subject to all limitations) in 2020, and in any future years until
the amount is fully deducted.

h. Differences in basis. Iowa adjustments for differences between the Iowa and federal section
179 deduction limitations may cause the taxpayer to have a different basis in the same asset for Iowa
and federal purposes. Taxpayers are required to use forms made available on the department’s website
to calculate and track these differences.

40.65(3) Section 179 deduction received from a pass-through entity. In some cases, an individual or
entity that receives income from one or more pass-through entities may receive a section 179 deduction in
excess of the Iowa deduction limitation listed in paragraph 40.65(2)“c” for a given year. The individual
or entity may be eligible for a special election with regard to that excess section 179 deduction, as
described in this subrule.

a. Tax years beginning before January 1, 2018. For tax years beginning before January 1, 2018,
the amount of any section 179 deduction received in excess of the Iowa deduction limitation for that year
is not eligible for the special election.

b. Special election available for tax years 2018 and 2019. For tax years beginning on or after
January 1, 2018, but before January 1, 2020, an individual or entity that receives a section 179 deduction
from one or more pass-through entities in excess of the Iowa deduction limitation for that tax year may
elect to deduct the excess in future years, as described in this subrule. See rule 701—53.23(422) for rules
applicable to corporations (both C and S corporations) and other entities subject to the corporate income
tax, and see rule 701—59.24(422) for rules applicable to financial institutions subject to the franchise
tax.

(1) This special election applies only to section 179 deductions passed through to the individual or
entity by one or more other entities.

(2) If the total Iowa section 179 deduction passed through to the individual or entity exceeds the
federal section 179 deduction limitation for that year, the individual or entity may only use the amount
up to the federal limitation when calculating the deduction under this election. Any amount in excess of
the federal limitation shall not be deducted for Iowa purposes.

c. Section 179 assets of an individual or entity. An individual or entity that makes the special
election may not claim an Iowa section 179 deduction for any assets the individual or entity placed in
service during the same year but must instead depreciate such assets using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) without regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k) of the Internal
Revenue Code. To the extent the individual or entity claimed a federal section 179 deduction on those
assets, the Iowa depreciation deductions and any basis adjustments resulting from the difference in timing
of the recovery between Iowa law and federal law are calculated and tracked on forms made available
on the department’s website.

EXAMPLE: A is a sole proprietor who places in service $20,000 worth of section 179 assets in tax year
2018 and claims the deduction for the full amount for federal purposes. A is also a partner in Partnership
B, an out-of-state partnership with no Iowa filing obligation. Partnership B also places section 179
assets in service, properly claims a federal section 179 deduction, and passes a total of $100,000 of
that deduction through to A. For federal purposes, A has a total of $120,000 in section 179 deductions.
Because A has section 179 deductions from a pass-through that exceed the Iowa limitation for the year,
A is eligible for the special election. A makes the special election and claims the maximum Iowa section
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179 deduction of $70,000 on the amount passed through from Partnership B. Under the special election,
A will be allowed to deduct the remaining $30,000 passed through from Partnership B over the next five
years, as described in paragraph 40.65(3)“e.” However, because A made the special election, A will be
required to depreciate the entire $20,000 cost of the assets A placed in service as a sole proprietor.

d. Calculating the special election. An eligible individual or entity electing to take advantage of
the special election must first add together all section 179 deductions which the individual or entity
received from all relevant pass-through entities. The individual or entity must claim an aggregate Iowa
section 179 deduction equal to the Iowa limit for the tax year. This amount must be subtracted from
the total. Whatever remains is the amount the individual or entity will be permitted to deduct (special
election deduction) in future years.

e. Special election deduction.
(1) Calculation. The remaining amount from paragraph 40.65(3)“d” must be divided into five

equal shares.
(2) Claiming the special election deduction. The individual or entity may deduct one of the five

shares in each of the next five years. The dollar limitations and reduction limitations on section 179
deductions do not apply to special deduction amounts allowed over the five-year period under this
paragraph.

(3) Excess special deduction. The special election deduction for a given year is limited to the
taxpayer’s business income for that year. Any excess may be carried forward to future years. Any
amounts carried forward under this subparagraph shall be added to, and treated in the same manner as,
regular Iowa section 179 deduction carryforwards as described in paragraph 40.65(2)“g.”

EXAMPLE: A is an Iowa resident who is a partner in a partnership that does not do business in Iowa. In
2019, the partnership passes through a $600,000 federal section 179 deduction and does not recalculate
the deduction for Iowa purposes, because the partnership has no obligation to file an Iowa return. A
claims an Iowa section 179 deduction of $100,000 (the 2019 Iowa limitation) and elects the five-year
carryforward for the rest, meaning A will be allowed to take a $100,000 Iowa deduction in each of the
next five years.

In 2020, A is eligible for the $100,000 deduction carried forward under the election, but A only has
$50,000 in business income. The deduction is limited to business income, so A can only use $50,000
of the deduction in this year. However, A will be permitted to treat the excess $50,000 as a section 179
carryforward and use it to offset business income in future years until the deduction is used up.

f. Basis. The individual’s or entity’s basis in the pass-through entity assets is adjusted by the full
amount of the section 179 deduction passed through in the year that the section 179 deduction is received
and is therefore the same for both Iowa and federal purposes.

g. Later tax years. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, Iowa fully conforms to
the federal section 179 deduction and special Iowa treatment for excess section 179 deductions received
from pass-throughs is not available.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2019 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 220.
[ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10; ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 1101C, IAB 10/16/13, effective
11/20/13; ARC 4142C, IAB 11/21/18, effective 12/26/18; ARC 4517C, IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]

701—40.66(422) Deduction for certain unreimbursed expenses relating to a human organ
transplant. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2005, a taxpayer, while living, may subtract
up to $10,000 in unreimbursed expenses that were incurred relating to the taxpayer’s donation of all or
part of a liver, pancreas, kidney, intestine, lung or bone marrow to another human being for immediate
human organ transplantation. The taxpayer can claim this deduction only once, and the deduction
can be claimed in the year in which the transplant occurred. The unreimbursed expenses must not be
compensated by insurance to qualify for the deduction.

The unreimbursed expenses which are eligible for the deduction include travel expenses, lodging
expenses and lost wages. If the deduction is claimed for travel expenses and lodging expenses, these
expenses cannot also be claimed as an itemized deduction for medical expenses under Section 213(d)

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/422.7.pdf
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of the Internal Revenue Code for Iowa tax purposes. The deduction for lost wages does not include any
sick pay or vacation pay reimbursed by an employer.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2005 Iowa Acts, House
File 801.

701—40.67(422) Deduction for alternativemotor vehicles. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 2006, but beginning before January 1, 2015, a taxpayer may subtract $2,000 for the cost of a clean fuel
motor vehicle if the taxpayer was eligible to claim for federal tax purposes the alternative motor vehicle
credit under Section 30B of the Internal Revenue Code for this motor vehicle.

The vehicles eligible for this deduction include new qualified fuel cell motor vehicles, new advanced
lean burn technologymotor vehicles, new qualified hybridmotor vehicles, qualified plug-in electric drive
motor vehicles and new qualified alternative fuel vehicles. The advanced lean burn technology, qualified
hybrid and qualified alternative fuel vehicles must be placed in service before January 1, 2011, to qualify
for the deduction. The qualified plug-in electric drive motor vehicles must be placed in service before
January 1, 2012, to qualify for the deduction. The qualified fuel cell motor vehicles must be placed
in service before January 1, 2015, to qualify for the deduction. A taxpayer must claim a credit on the
taxpayer’s federal income tax return on federal Form 8910 to claim the deduction on the Iowa return.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.68(422) Injured veterans grant program.
40.68(1) For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2006, a taxpayer who receives a grant under

the injured veterans grant program provided in 2006 IowaActs, Senate File 2312, section 1, may subtract,
to the extent included in federal adjusted gross income, the amount of the grant received. The injured
veterans grant program is administered by the Iowa department of veterans affairs, and grants of up to
$10,000 are provided to veterans who are residents of Iowa and are injured in the line of duty in a combat
zone or in a zone where the veteran was receiving hazardous duty pay after September 11, 2001.

40.68(2) For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2006, a taxpayer may subtract, to the
extent not otherwise deducted in computing adjusted gross income, the amounts contributed to the
department of veterans affairs for the purpose of providing grants under the injured veterans grant
program established in 2006 Iowa Acts, Senate File 2312, section 1. If a deduction is claimed for these
amounts contributed to the injured veterans grant program, this deduction cannot also be claimed as
an itemized deduction for charitable contributions under Section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code for
Iowa tax purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2006 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 2312.

701—40.69(422) Exclusion of ordinary or capital gain income realized as a result of involuntary
conversion of property due to eminent domain. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2006, a
taxpayer may exclude the amount of ordinary or capital gain income realized as a result of the involuntary
conversion of property due to eminent domain for Iowa individual income tax. Eminent domain refers
to the authority of government agencies or instrumentalities of government to requisition or condemn
private property for any public improvement, public purpose or public use. The exclusion for Iowa
individual income tax can only be claimed in the year in which the ordinary or capital gain income was
reported on the federal income tax return.

In order for an involuntary conversion to qualify for this exclusion, the sale must occur due to the
requisition or condemnation, or its threat or imminence, if it takes place in the presence of, or under the
threat or imminence of, legal coercion relating to a requisition or condemnation. There are numerous
federal revenue rulings, court cases and other provisions relating to the definitions of the terms “threat”
and “imminence,” and these are equally applicable to the exclusion of ordinary or capital gains realized
for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2006.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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40.69(1) Reporting requirements. In order to claim an exclusion of ordinary or capital gain income
realized as a result of involuntary conversion of property due to eminent domain, the taxpayer must attach
a statement to the Iowa individual income tax return in the year in which the exclusion is claimed. The
statement should state the date and details of the involuntary conversion, including the amount of the
gain being excluded and the reasons why the gain meets the qualifications of an involuntary conversion
relating to eminent domain. In addition, if the gain results from the sale of replacement property as
outlined in subrule 40.69(2), information must be provided in the statement on that portion of the gain
that qualified for the involuntary conversion.

40.69(2) Claiming the exclusion when gain is not recognized for federal tax purposes. For federal
tax purposes, an ordinary or capital gain is not recognized when the converted property is replaced with
property that is similar to, or related in use to, the converted property. In those cases, the basis of the
old property is simply transferred to the new property, and no gain is recognized. In addition, when
property is involuntarily converted into money or other unlike property, any gain is not recognized when
replacement property is purchased within a specified period for federal tax purposes.

For Iowa individual income tax purposes, no exclusion will be allowed for ordinary or capital gain
income when there is no gain recognized for federal tax purposes. The exclusion will only be allowed
in the year in which ordinary or capital gain income is realized due to the disposition of the replacement
property for federal tax purposes, and the exclusion is limited to the amount of the ordinary or capital
gain income relating to the involuntary conversion. The basis of the property for Iowa individual income
tax purposes will remain the same as the basis for federal tax purposes and will not be altered because
of the exclusion allowed for Iowa individual income tax.

EXAMPLE: In 2007, taxpayer sold some farmland as a result of an involuntary conversion relating
to eminent domain and realized a gain of $50,000. However, the taxpayer purchased similar farmland
immediately after the sale, and no gain was recognized for federal tax purposes. Therefore, no exclusion
is allowed on the 2007 Iowa individual income tax return. In 2009, taxpayer sold the replacement
farmland that was not subject to an involuntary conversion and realized a total gain of $70,000, which
was reported on the 2009 federal income tax return. The taxpayer can claim a deduction of $50,000
on the 2009 Iowa individual income tax return relating to the gain that resulted from the involuntary
conversion.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.

701—40.70(422) Exclusion of income from sale, rental or furnishing of tangible personal property
or services directly related to production of film, television or video projects.

40.70(1) Projects registered on or after January 1, 2007, but before July 1, 2009. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2007, a taxpayer who is a resident of Iowa may exclude, to the extent
included in federal adjusted gross income, income received from the sale, rental or furnishing of tangible
personal property or services directly related to the production of film, television, or video projects that
are registered with the film office of the Iowa department of economic development.

Income which can be excluded on the Iowa return must meet the criteria of a qualified expenditure
for purposes of the film qualified expenditure tax credit as set forth in rule 701—42.37(15,422). See rule
701—38.17(422) for the determination of Iowa residency.

However, if a taxpayer claims this income tax exclusion, the same taxpayer cannot also claim the
film qualified expenditure tax credit as described in rule 701—42.37(15,422). In addition, any taxpayer
who claims this income tax exclusion cannot have an equity interest in a business which received a
film qualified expenditure tax credit. Finally, any taxpayer who claims this income tax exclusion cannot
participate in the management of the business which received the film qualified expenditure tax credit.

EXAMPLE: A production company which registers with the film office for a project is a limited
liability company with three members, all of whom are Iowa residents. If any of the three members
receives income that is a qualified expenditure for purposes of the film qualified expenditure tax credit,
such member(s) cannot exclude this income on the Iowa income tax return because the member(s) has
an equity interest in the business which received the credit.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.42.37.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.38.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.42.37.pdf
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40.70(2) Projects registered on or after July 1, 2009. For tax years beginning on or after July 1, 2009,
a taxpayer who is a resident of Iowa may exclude no more than 25 percent of the income received from
the sale, rental or furnishing of tangible personal property or services directly related to the production
of film, television, or video projects that are registered with the film office of the Iowa department of
economic development in the year in which the qualified expenditure occurred. A reduction of 25 percent
of the income is allowed to be excluded for the three subsequent tax years.

EXAMPLE: An Iowa taxpayer received $10,000 in income in the 2010 tax year related to qualified
film expenditures for a project registered on February 1, 2010. The $10,000 was reported as income
on taxpayer’s 2010 federal tax return. Taxpayer may exclude $2,500 of income on the Iowa individual
income tax return for each of the tax years 2010-2013.

40.70(3) Repeal of exclusion. The exclusion of income from the sale, rental or furnishing of tangible
personal property or services directly related to production of film, television or video projects is repealed
for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2012. However, the exclusion is still available if the
contract or agreement related to a film project was entered into on or before May 25, 2012. Assuming
the same facts as those in the example in subrule 40.70(2), the taxpayer can continue to exclude $2,500
of income on the Iowa individual income tax return for the 2012 and 2013 tax years since the contract
or agreement was entered into on or before May 25, 2012.

This rule is intended to implement 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2337, sections 38 to 40, and Iowa
Code section 422.7 as amended by 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2337, section 33.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 8702B, IAB 4/21/10, effective 5/26/10; ARC 0398C, IAB 10/17/12, effective
11/21/12]

701—40.71(422) Exclusion for certain victim compensation payments. Effective for tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2007, a taxpayer may exclude from Iowa individual income tax any
income received from certain victim compensation payments to the extent this income was reported on
the federal income tax return. The amounts which may be excluded from income include the following:

1. Victim compensation awards paid under the victim compensation program administered by the
department of justice in accordance with Iowa Code section 915.81, and received by the taxpayer during
the tax year.

2. Victim restitution payments received by a taxpayer during the tax year in accordance with Iowa
Code chapter 910 or 915.

3. Damages awarded by a court, and received by a taxpayer, in a civil action filed by a victim
against an offender during the tax year.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2007 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 70.

701—40.72(422) Exclusion of Vietnam Conflict veterans bonus.
40.72(1) For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2007, but before January 1, 2013, a taxpayer

who received a bonus under the Vietnam Conflict veterans bonus program may subtract, to the extent
included in federal adjusted gross income, the amount of the bonus received. The Vietnam Conflict
veterans bonus is administered by the Iowa department of veterans affairs, and bonuses of up to $500 are
awarded to residents of Iowa who served on active duty in the armed forces of the United States between
July 1, 1973, and May 31, 1975.

40.72(2) For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2008, but before January 1, 2013, a taxpayer
who received a bonus under the Vietnam Conflict veterans bonus program may subtract, to the extent
included in federal adjusted gross income, the amount of the bonus received. The Vietnam Conflict
veterans bonus is administered by the Iowa department of veterans affairs. Bonuses of up to $500 are
awarded to veterans who were inducted into active duty service from the state of Iowa, who served on
active duty in the United States armed forces between July 1, 1958, and May 31, 1975, and who have
not received a bonus for that service from Iowa or another state.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 422.7 as amended by 2012
Iowa Acts, Senate File 2038.
[ARC 0337C, IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.70.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8589B.pdf
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701—40.73(422) Exclusion for health care benefits of nonqualified tax dependents. Effective for
tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2009, but beginning before January 1, 2011, a taxpayer
may exclude from Iowa individual income tax the income reported from including nonqualified tax
dependents on the taxpayer’s health care plan, to the extent this income was reported on the federal
income tax return.

40.73(1) Term of coverage. Iowa Code section 509A.13B provides that group insurance, group
insurance for public employees, and individual health insurance policies or contracts permit continuation
of existing coverage for an unmarried child of an insured or enrollee, if the insured or enrollee so elects.
If the election is made, it will be in effect through the policy anniversary date on or after the date the
child marries, ceases to be a resident of Iowa, or attains the age of 25, whichever occurs first, so long as
the unmarried child maintains full-time status as a student in an accredited institution of postsecondary
education. These children can be included on the health care coverage even though they are not claimed
as a dependent on the federal and Iowa income tax returns.

40.73(2) Federal treatment. Section 105(b) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that the income
reported from including dependents on the taxpayer’s health care coverage is exempt from federal income
tax. However, income is reported for federal income tax purposes on the value of the health care coverage
of children who are not claimed as dependents on the taxpayer’s federal and Iowa income tax returns
for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2009, but beginning before January 1, 2011. The amount
of income included on the federal income tax return is allowed to be excluded on the Iowa return. For
tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2011, income is no longer reported on the federal income tax
return on the value of health care coverage of children who are not claimed as dependents and who have
not attained age 27 as of the end of the tax year; therefore, no adjustment is required on the Iowa return.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2011 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 512.
[ARC 8605B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.74(422) Exclusion for AmeriCorps Segal Education Award. Effective for tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2010, a taxpayer may exclude from Iowa individual income tax any
amount of AmeriCorps Segal Education Award to the extent the education award was reported as
income on the federal income tax return. The AmeriCorps Segal Education Award is available to
individuals who complete a year of service in the AmeriCorps program. The education award can
be used to pay education costs at institutions of higher learning, for educational training, or to repay
qualified student loans.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 482.
[ARC 8605B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]

701—40.75(422) Exclusion of certain amounts received from Iowa veterans trust fund. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2010, a taxpayer may subtract, to the extent included in federal adjusted
gross income, the amounts received from the Iowa veterans trust fund related to travel expenses directly
related to follow-upmedical care for wounded veterans and their spouses and amounts received related to
unemployment assistance during a period of unemployment due to prolonged physical or mental illness
or disability resulting from military service.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2010 Iowa Acts, House
File 2532.
[ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10]

701—40.76(422) Exemption of active duty pay for armed forces, armed forces military reserve,
or the national guard. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2011, all pay received from the
federal government for military service performed while on active duty status in the armed forces, armed
forces military reserve, or the national guard is excluded to the extent the pay was included in federal
adjusted gross income.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/509A.13B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8605B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9820B.pdf
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40.76(1) Definition of active duty personnel. Active duty personnel who qualify for the exclusion
include the following:

a. Active duty members of the regular armed forces, which include the Army, Navy, Marines, Air
Force and Coast Guard of the United States.

b. Members of a reserve component of the Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard who
are on an active duty status as defined in Title 10 of the United States Code.

c. Members of the national guard who are in an active duty status as defined in Title 10 of the
United States Code.

40.76(2) Military personnel who do not qualify for the exclusion include the following:
a. Members of a reserve component of the Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard who

are not in an active duty status as defined in Title 10 of the United States Code.
b. Full-time members of the national guard who perform duties in accordance with Title 32 of the

United States Code.
c. Other members of the national guard who are not in an active duty status as defined in Title 10

of the United States Code.
d. Other members of the national guard who do not receive pay from the federal government.
40.76(3) Income from nonmilitary activities. Any wages earned from nonmilitary wages for

personal services conducted in Iowa by both residents and nonresidents of Iowa will still be subject to
Iowa individual income tax. In addition, both residents and nonresidents of Iowa who earn income from
businesses, trades, professions or occupations operated in Iowa that are unrelated to military activity
will be subject to Iowa individual income tax on that income.

40.76(4) Exemption from Iowa withholding. Active duty personnel meeting the requirements of
subrule 40.76(1) who are receiving pay from the federal government on or after January 1, 2011, that is
exempt from Iowa individual income tax may complete an IA W-4 Employee Withholding Allowance
Certificate and claim exemption from Iowa income tax for active duty pay received from the federal
government.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2011 Iowa Acts, House
File 652.
[ARC 9822B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.77(422) Exclusion of biodiesel production refund. A taxpayer may exclude, to the extent
included in federal adjusted gross income, the amount of the biodiesel production refund described in
rule 701—250.1(423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 9821B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—40.78(422) Allowance of certain deductions for 2008 tax year.
40.78(1) For the tax year beginning on or after January 1, 2008, but before January 1, 2009, the

following deductions provided in the federal Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, Public
Law No. 110-343, will be allowed on the Iowa individual income tax return:

a. The deduction for certain expenses of elementary and secondary school teachers allowed under
Section 62(a)(2)(D) of the Internal Revenue Code.

b. The deduction for qualified tuition and related expenses allowed under Section 222 of the
Internal Revenue Code.

c. The deduction for disaster-related casualty losses allowed under Section 165(h) of the Internal
Revenue Code.

40.78(2) Taxpayers who did not claim these deductions on the Iowa return for 2008 as originally
filed, or taxpayers who claimed these deductions on the Iowa return as filed and subsequently filed
an amended return disallowing these deductions, must file an amended return for the 2008 tax year
to claim these deductions. The amended return must be filed within the statute of limitations provided
in 701—subrules 43.3(8) and 43.3(15). If the amended return is filed within the statute of limitations,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.76.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9822B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.250.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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the taxpayer is only entitled to a refund of the excess tax paid. The taxpayer will not be entitled to any
interest on the excess tax paid.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.7 and 422.9 as amended by 2011 Iowa
Acts, Senate File 533.
[ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.79(422) Special filing provisions related to 2010 tax changes.
40.79(1) For the tax year beginning on or after January 1, 2010, but before January 1, 2011, the

following adjustments will be allowed on the Iowa individual income tax return:
a. The deduction for certain expenses of elementary and secondary school teachers allowed under

Section 62(a)(2)(D) of the Internal Revenue Code.
b. The deduction for qualified tuition and related expenses allowed under Section 222 of the

Internal Revenue Code.
c. The increased expensing allowance authorized under Section 179(b) of the Internal Revenue

Code.
40.79(2) Taxpayers who did not claim these adjustments on the Iowa return for 2010 as originally

filed have two options to reflect these adjustments. Taxpayer may either file an amended return for the
2010 tax year to reflect these adjustments or taxpayer may reflect these adjustments on the tax return for
the 2011 tax year. If the taxpayer elects to reflect these adjustments on the 2011 tax return, the following
provisions are suspended related to the claiming of the following adjustments for 2011:

a. The limitation based on income provisions and regulations of Section 179(b)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code with regard to the Section 179(b) adjustment.

b. The applicable dollar limit provision of Section 222(b)(2)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code with
regard to the qualified tuition and related expenses adjustment.

40.79(3) Examples. The following noninclusive examples illustrate how this rule applies:
EXAMPLE 1: Taxpayer claimed a $150,000 Section 179 expense on the federal return for 2010.

Taxpayer only claimed a $134,000 Section 179 expense on the Iowa return as originally filed for 2010.
Taxpayer elects not to file an amended return for 2010, but to make the adjustment on the 2011 Iowa
return. Taxpayer reported a loss from the taxpayer’s trade or business on the 2011 federal return, so no
Section 179 expense can be claimed on the federal return for 2011 in accordance with Section 179(b)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code. Taxpayer can claim the $16,000 ($150,000 less $134,000) difference as a
deduction on the Iowa return for 2011 since the income provision of Section 179(b)(3) is suspended for
Iowa tax purposes.

EXAMPLE 2: Taxpayers are a married couple who claimed a $4,000 tuition and related expenses
deduction on their federal return for 2010. Taxpayers did not claim this deduction on their Iowa return
as originally filed for 2010. Taxpayers elected not to file an amended return for 2010, but to make the
adjustment on the 2011 Iowa return. Taxpayers reported federal adjusted gross income in excess of
$160,000 on their 2011 federal return, so no deduction for tuition and related expenses can be claimed on
the 2011 federal return in accordance with Section 222(b)(2)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code. Taxpayers
can claim the $4,000 deduction on the Iowa return for 2011 since the dollar limit provision of Section
222(b)(2)(B) is suspended for Iowa tax purposes.

EXAMPLE 3: Taxpayer is an elementary school teacher who claimed a $250 deduction for
out-of-pocket expenses for school supplies on the federal return for 2010. Taxpayer did not claim this
deduction on the Iowa return as originally filed for 2010. Taxpayer elected not to file an amended return
for 2010, but to make the adjustment on the 2011 Iowa return. Taxpayer also claimed a $200 deduction
for out-of-pocket expenses for school supplies on the federal return for 2011. Taxpayer can claim a
$450 ($250 plus $200) deduction on the Iowa return for 2011.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Acts, Senate File 533, section 143.
[ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—40.80(422) Exemption for military retirement pay. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 2014, retirement pay received by taxpayers from the federal government for military service performed
in the armed forces, armed forces reserves, or national guard is exempt from state income tax. In addition,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
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amounts received by a surviving spouse, former spouse, or other beneficiary of a taxpayer who served
in the armed forces, armed forces reserves, or national guard under the Survivor Benefit Plan are also
exempt from state income tax for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. The retirement pay is
only deductible to the extent it is included in the taxpayer’s federal adjusted gross income.

40.80(1) Coordination with pension exclusion. The exclusion of retirement pay is in addition to
the partial exclusion, provided in rule 701—40.47(422), of pensions and other retirement benefits for
disabled individuals, individuals who are 55 years of age or older, surviving spouses and survivors.
In addition, taxpayers who receive retirement pay under federal law that combines retirement pay for
both uniformed service and the federal civil service retirement system or federal employees’ retirement
system must prorate the retirement pay based on years of service.

EXAMPLE 1: A married individual who is 60 years of age receives $20,000 of federal retirement pay
from military service and $30,000 in retirement pay from the Iowa public employees’ retirement system
during the 2014 tax year. The taxpayer can exclude $20,000 of military retirement pay and $12,000 as a
pension exclusion under rule 701—40.47(422), for a total exclusion of $32,000 on the taxpayer’s Iowa
individual income tax return for the 2014 tax year.

EXAMPLE 2: A single taxpayer who is 65 years of age receives $60,000 as a federal pension during
the 2014 tax year. The taxpayer has 20 years of military service and 27 years of civilian employment
with the federal government. The military retirement pay portion is $25,532 (20 years divided by 47
years multiplied by $60,000). The taxpayer can exclude $25,532 of military retirement pay and $6,000
as a pension exclusion under rule 701—40.47(422), for a total exclusion of $31,532 on the taxpayer’s
Iowa individual income tax return for the 2014 tax year.

40.80(2) Coordination with filing threshold and alternate tax. The military retirement pay is
excluded from the calculation of income used to determine whether an Iowa income tax return is
required to be filed pursuant to 701—subrules 39.1(1) and 39.5(10) through 39.5(13). In addition,
the military retirement pay is excluded from the calculation of the special tax computation for all
low-income taxpayers except single taxpayers pursuant to rule 701—39.9(422) and is excluded from
the calculation of the special tax computation for taxpayers who are 65 years of age or older under rule
701—39.15(422).

40.80(3) Iowa withholding. The amount of military retirement pay is excluded from the calculation
of payments used to determine whether Iowa tax should be withheld from pension and annuity payments
as determined pursuant to 701—subrule 46.3(4).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.5 and 422.7 as amended by 2014 Iowa
Acts, Senate File 303.
[ARC 1665C, IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14]

701—40.81(422) Iowa ABLE savings plan trust. The Iowa ABLE savings plan trust was created so
that individuals can contribute funds on behalf of designated beneficiaries into accounts administered by
the treasurer of state. The funds contributed to the trust may be used to cover future disability-related
expenses of the designated beneficiary. The funds contributed to the trust are intended to supplement, but
not supplant, other benefits provided to the designated beneficiary by various federal, state, and private
sources. The Iowa ABLE savings plan program is administered by the treasurer of state under the terms
of Iowa Code chapter 12I. The following subrules provide details about how an individual’s net income is
affected by contributions to a beneficiary’s account, by interest and any other earnings on a beneficiary’s
account, and by distributions of contributions which were previously deducted.

40.81(1) Definitions.
“Account owner” means an individual who enters into a participation agreement under Iowa Code

chapter 12I for the payment of qualified disability expenses on behalf of a designated beneficiary.
“Designated beneficiary” means an individual who is a resident of this state or a resident of a

contracting state and who meets the definition of “eligible individual” found in Section 529A of the
Internal Revenue Code.

“Iowa ABLE savings plan trust” means a qualified ABLE program administered by the Iowa
treasurer of state under the terms of Iowa Code chapter 12I.
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“Other qualified ABLE program” refers to any qualified ABLE program administered by another
state with which the Iowa treasurer of state has entered into an agreement under the terms of Iowa Code
section 12I.10 (see subrule 40.81(2) below).

“Qualified ABLE program” means the same as defined in Section 529A of the Internal Revenue
Code.

“Qualified disability expenses” means the same as defined in Section 529A of the Internal Revenue
Code.

40.81(2) Contracting with other states. Iowa Code section 12I.10 allows the treasurer of state
to choose to defer implementation of Iowa’s own qualified ABLE program and instead enter into an
agreement with another state that already has a qualified ABLE program, to provide Iowa residents
access to that state’s qualified ABLE program, provided that the other state’s program meets the
qualifications set out in Iowa Code section 12I.10(1).

40.81(3) Subtraction from net income for contributions made to the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust
or other qualified ABLE program. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2016, individuals can
subtract from their Iowa net income the amount contributed to the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust or
other qualified ABLE program on behalf of a designated beneficiary during the tax year, subject to the
maximum contribution level for that year. This subtraction is not allowed for any contribution that is
a transfer from an Iowa educational savings plan trust account and that was previously deducted as a
contribution to the Iowa educational savings plan trust.

40.81(4) Exclusion of interest and earnings on beneficiary accounts in the Iowa ABLE savings plan
trust or other qualified ABLE program. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2016, to the extent
that interest or other earnings accrue on an account in the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust or other qualified
ABLE program (if the account owner is an Iowa resident), the interest or other earnings are excluded for
purposes of computing net income on the designated beneficiary’s Iowa individual income tax return.

40.81(5) Addition to net income of amounts distributed to the participant from the Iowa ABLE
savings plan trust or other qualified ABLE program that had previously been deducted.

a. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2016, if a taxpayer, as an account owner, cancels
the account owner’s account in the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust or other qualified ABLE program and
receives a distribution of the funds in the account, the amount of the distribution shall be included in
net income on the account owner’s Iowa individual income tax return to the extent that contributions to
the account had been deducted on prior state individual income tax returns of the account owner or any
other person as a contribution to the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust or other qualified ABLE program or
as a contribution to an Iowa educational savings plan trust account.

b. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2016, if a taxpayer makes a withdrawal of funds
previously deducted by the taxpayer or any other person from the Iowa ABLE savings plan trust or
other qualified ABLE program for purposes other than the payment of qualified disability expenses, the
amount of the withdrawal shall be included in net income on the taxpayer’s Iowa individual income tax
return to the extent that contributions to the account had been deducted on prior Iowa individual income
tax returns of the taxpayer or any other person as contributions to a qualified ABLE program or an Iowa
educational savings plan trust account.

40.81(6) Maximum contribution level. The amount of the deduction available for an individual
taxpayer each year for contributions on behalf of any one designated beneficiary to the Iowa ABLE
savings plan trust or other qualified ABLE program may not exceed the maximum contribution level for
that year. The maximum contribution level is set by the treasurer of state. The maximum contribution
level is indexed yearly for inflation pursuant to Iowa Code section 12D.3(1).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 2691C, IAB 8/31/16, effective 10/5/16; ARC 4516C, IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]

701—40.82(422,541B) First-time homebuyer savings accounts.
40.82(1) Definitions. Definitions that apply to the first-time homebuyer savings account program

may be found in Iowa Code section 541B.2.
40.82(2) Establishing an account.
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a. Account holders.
(1) A first-time homebuyer savings account holder must be an individual or married couple.
(2) Any individual may establish a first-time homebuyer savings account by opening an account

that meets the requirements provided in this rule.
(3) A married couple who files a joint Iowa income tax return may establish a joint first-time

homebuyer savings account by opening a joint savings account that meets the requirements provided
in this rule. Married couples who file separately or separately on a combined return for Iowa income tax
purposes may not establish a joint first-time homebuyer savings account.

(4) There is no limit on the number of first-time homebuyer savings accounts that any account
holder may open. However, account holders are subject to other restrictions under the Iowa Code and
these rules, including but not limited to the annual contribution limits and aggregate lifetime limits in
paragraph 40.82(4)“c.”

(5) No account holder may open or hold more than one account for the same designated beneficiary.
(6) The account holder may change the designated beneficiary of the account at any time.
b. Beneficiaries.
(1) In order to be a designated beneficiary of a first-time homebuyer savings account, an individual

must:
1. Be a resident of Iowa, as defined in Iowa Code section 422.4,
2. Not own, either individually or jointly, any single-family or multifamily residence, and
3. Not have owned or purchased, individually or jointly, any single-family or multifamily

residence at any time in the three years immediately prior to both:
● The date on which the individual is designated the beneficiary of a first-time homebuyer savings

account, and
● The date of the qualified home purchase for which the eligible home costs are paid or reimbursed

from the first-time homebuyer savings account.
(2) The designated beneficiary may also be the account holder.
(3) Each account shall have only one designated beneficiary.
(4) The account holder must designate a beneficiary, on forms provided by the department, by April

30 of the year immediately following the tax year in which the account holder opened the account.
c. Account requirements. To qualify as a first-time homebuyer savings account, the account must

be:
(1) An interest-bearing savings account meeting the qualifications for a “savings deposit” under 12

CFR 204.2(d),
(2) At a state or federally chartered bank, savings and loan association, credit union, or trust

company in Iowa, and
(3) Used exclusively as a first-time homebuyer savings account, in compliance with the

requirements of this rule.
40.82(3) Maintaining the account.
a. Contributing to the account.
(1) Any person may make cash contributions to a first-time homebuyer savings account. Cash

contributions may be made by people other than the account holder or the beneficiary. However, only
the account holder may claim a deduction for contributing to a first-time homebuyer savings account, as
described in subrule 40.82(4).

(2) There is no limit on the amount of contributions that may be made to or retained in a first-time
homebuyer savings account. However, there are restrictions on the amounts that can be deducted for
Iowa income tax purposes, as described in subrule 40.82(4).

b. Documenting transactions.
(1) Annual reports. For each tax year beginning with the tax year in which the first-time homebuyer

savings account is established, the account holder must submit a report to the department showing all
account activity during the tax year. The report shall be included with the taxpayer’s Iowa individual
income tax return and must show the account number of, all deposits into, and withdrawals from, the
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first-time homebuyer savings account, along with any other information required by the forms provided
by the department.

(2) Withdrawal reports. All withdrawals must be reported, on forms provided by the department,
within 90 days of the date of the withdrawal or, for withdrawals made less than 90 days before an account
holder files an income tax return with the department, no later than the date the return is filed. Account
holders must report both withdrawals for eligible home costs and any nonqualifying withdrawals. Any
withdrawal that appears on the annual report but that is not properly reported at the time it is made shall be
deemed to be a nonqualifying withdrawal that must be added back on the account holder’s Iowa income
tax return for the tax year in which the withdrawal was made.

(3) Account fees. Fees and charges for the maintenance of the account that are deducted from
the account by the financial institution in which the first-time homebuyer savings account is held shall
not be considered withdrawals for the purposes of the reporting requirements described in paragraph
40.82(3)“b.”

c. Nonqualifying withdrawals. Funds may be withdrawn from a first-time homebuyer savings
account at any time. However, once any nonqualifying withdrawal, as defined in subparagraph
40.82(5)“a”(2), is made, the account holder may no longer claim the Iowa income tax benefits
related to the first-time homebuyer savings account described in subrule 40.82(4). Furthermore, any
nonqualifying withdrawal shall also result in an addition to income and penalty as described in subrule
40.82(5).

d. Ten-year limitation. An account shall not remain designated a first-time homebuyer savings
account for more than ten years, beginning with the year in which the account was first opened. Any
funds remaining in the account on January 1 of the tenth calendar year following the year in which the
account holder first opened the account shall be deemed immediately withdrawn and may be subject to
Iowa income taxes and penalties as described in subrule 40.82(5). The account holder has no obligation
to close the account, but as of January 1 of the tenth calendar year after the year in which the account
was opened, the account will no longer be a first-time homebuyer savings account entitled to the Iowa
income tax benefits described in this rule. A change in the designated beneficiary of the account does
not extend the ten-year period in which the account holder may maintain a first-time homebuyer savings
account; the period still runs from the year the account was first opened.

e. Exclusively first-time homebuyer account. For an account to qualify as a first-time homebuyer
savings account, the account holder shall use the account exclusively as a first-time homebuyer savings
account consistent with these rules.

40.82(4) Deductions.
a. Deduction for contributions. Any funds contributed to the first-time homebuyer savings

account by the account holder during the tax year may be deducted from the account holder’s net
income on the account holder’s Iowa individual income tax return for that year, subject to the limitations
described in paragraph 40.82(4)“c.” Although anyone may contribute funds to the first-time homebuyer
savings account, only the account holder may claim the deduction, and the deduction may be claimed
only for amounts the account holder personally contributed.

b. Deduction for interest. To the extent that any interest earned on the funds in a first-time
homebuyer savings account is included in the account holder’s Iowa income for a tax year, the amount
of that interest may be deducted from the account holder’s net income on the account holder’s Iowa
individual income tax return for that tax year, subject to the lifetime limitation described in subparagraph
40.82(4)“c”(2).

c. Limitations.
(1) Annual limitation. The deduction described in paragraph 40.82(4)“a” is subject to the

limitations described in paragraphs “1” and “2” below. These limitations apply to the total contributions
that the account holder makes to all first-time homebuyer savings accounts owned by the account holder:

1. Joint first-time homebuyer savings account holders. Formarried couples who are joint first-time
homebuyer savings account holders, the deduction is limited to $4,000 per year, adjusted annually for
inflation.
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2. For all other taxpayers who are first-time homebuyer savings account holders, the deduction is
limited to $2,000 per year, adjusted annually for inflation.

(2) Lifetime limitation. Account holders are subject to an aggregate lifetime limit on the deductions
described in paragraphs 40.82(4)“a” and “b.” No account holder may take total deductions under this
program in excess of the lifetime limitation in place for the tax year in which the account holder first
opens a first-time homebuyer savings account. The applicable lifetime limit imposed upon taxpayers
opening an account in a given year is calculated annually by multiplying the annual limit in effect for
that year by 10.

(3) Annual publication of limitations. Each year, the department shall publish the annual
contribution limit as indexed for inflation and the lifetime limit applicable to account holders who open
accounts during that year.

40.82(5) Additions to income.
a. Nonqualifying withdrawals.
(1) Addition to income. If there is any nonqualifying withdrawal, as defined in subparagraph

40.82(5)“a”(2), during the tax year, the account holder must add to the account holder’s Iowa net income
for that year the full amount of the nonqualifying withdrawal, to the extent such income was previously
deducted under paragraph 40.82(4)“a.” Any nonqualifying withdrawal also makes the account holder
ineligible to claim any further deductions described in subrule 40.82(4) in any future tax year.

(2) Nonqualifying withdrawal defined.
1. Any withdrawal from a first-time homebuyer savings account for any purpose other than the

payment or reimbursement of the designated beneficiary’s eligible home costs in connection with a
qualified home purchase is a nonqualifying withdrawal. A nonqualifying withdrawal includes but is
not limited to a withdrawal caused by the death of the account holder and withdrawal made pursuant
to garnishment, levy, bankruptcy order, or any other order. If a nonqualifying withdrawal occurs, the
account holder cannot cure the nonqualifying withdrawal by returning funds to the account.

2. A withdrawal shall be presumed to be a nonqualifying withdrawal unless:
● Ownership of the qualifying homewhich the funds from the account are used to purchase passes

to the designated beneficiary within 60 days of the date the funds are withdrawn, and
● The designated beneficiary actually occupies the home as the designated beneficiary’s primary

residence within 90 days of the date the funds are withdrawn.
3. Notwithstanding subparagraph 40.82(5)“a”(2), any amount transferred between different

first-time homebuyer savings accounts of the same account holder by a person other than the account
holder shall not be considered a nonqualifying withdrawal.

b. Unused funds. Any amount remaining in a first-time homebuyer savings account on January 1
of the tenth calendar year after the calendar year in which the account holder first opened any first-time
homebuyer savings account shall be considered immediately withdrawn. This remaining amount shall
be subject to the add-back described in paragraph 40.82(5)“a.”

c. Penalties. For any amount considered a withdrawal required to be added to net income pursuant
to this subrule, the account holder shall be assessed a penalty equal to 10 percent of the amount of the
withdrawal. The penalty shall not apply to withdrawals made by reason of the death of the account
holder or to withdrawals made pursuant to a garnishment, levy, or other order, including but not limited
to an order in bankruptcy following a filing for protection under the federal Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C.
§101 et seq.

d. Examples.
EXAMPLE 1: Taxpayer eligible for the deduction; no addition to income or penalty from

nonqualifying withdrawal. A is an individual. In 2018, A creates a new interest-bearing savings
account with a financial institution. In 2018, A submits a form to the department designating the
account as a first-time homebuyer savings account and designating Z, an Iowa resident who has never
owned a home, as the beneficiary of the account. In tax year 2018, A contributes $1,000 to the first-time
homebuyer savings account. A contributes $1,000 per year to the first-time homebuyer savings account
during tax years 2019, 2020, and 2021. Every year, A timely submits the required annual reports and
all accompanying information. In 2021, after A contributed $1,000 to the first-time homebuyer savings
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account, Z made a qualified home purchase. A withdrew the entire balance of the first-time homebuyer
savings account and applied the amount to eligible home costs. Within 90 days of withdrawing the
funds, A submitted the required withdrawal report and the necessary supporting documentation to the
department.

Result: A is allowed to deduct from net income the amount of the contributions generated from the
first-time homebuyer account, since the yearly contributions are below the annual limits. A is allowed
to deduct $1,000 each year from A’s 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 net income. Additionally, A is allowed
to deduct income from interest generated from the account each year. A does not have any addition to
net income or any penalties associated with the withdrawal or usage of the funds.

EXAMPLE 2: Nonqualifying withdrawal of entire account due to voluntary withdrawal by A. Assume
the same facts as Example 1. However, rather than making a qualified withdrawal, in 2021, A withdraws
the entire balance of the first-time homebuyer savings account and pays for Z’s college tuition.

Result: The withdrawal is a nonqualified withdrawal. Any withdrawal that is not for eligible home
costs is a nonqualified withdrawal. A’s nonqualified withdrawal has three results. First, the amount
of the nonqualified withdrawal is added back to the account holder’s net income for the tax year in
which the nonqualified withdrawal occurred. In this example, A’s 2021 net income would increase by
the amount of the contributions that A previously deducted. (See Iowa Code section 422.7(41)“c”(1).)
Second, A will be assessed a penalty equal to 10 percent of the total contributions that A previously
deducted. (See Iowa Code section 422.7(41)“d.”) Third, A will no longer be able to claim the first-time
homebuyer deduction in any future tax years. (See Iowa Code section 422.7(41)“b”(2)(b).) A is barred
from claiming the first-time homebuyer deduction in the future, even if A attempts to open a first-time
homebuyer account for a different beneficiary in a different tax year.

EXAMPLE 3: Nonqualifying withdrawal of entire account by legal process. Assume the same facts
as Example 1. However, rather than a qualifying withdrawal occurring, in 2021, a creditor levies the
entire balance of the first-time homebuyer account in order to satisfy A’s debt to the creditor.

Result: The levy is a nonqualified withdrawal. Any withdrawal, including a withdrawal that is
caused by a legal process not initiated by A, that is not for a qualified home purchase is a nonqualified
withdrawal. Example 3 has the same result as Example 2, except in Example 3, A does not incur a 10
percent penalty because the withdrawal was due to a levy. (See Iowa Code section 422.7(41)“d.”)

EXAMPLE 4: Nonqualifying withdrawal of a partial balance of a first-time homebuyer savings
account. A is an individual. In 2018, A creates a new interest-bearing savings account with a financial
institution. In 2018, A submits a form with the department designating the account as a first-time
homebuyer savings account and designating Z, an Iowa resident who has never owned a home, as
the beneficiary of the account. In tax year 2018, A contributes $1,000 to the first-time homebuyer
savings account. A contributes $1,000 per year to the first-time homebuyer savings account during
tax years 2019, 2020, and 2021. Every year, A timely submits the required annual reports and all
accompanying information. After making the $1,000 deposit for 2021, A has a total of $4,100 in the
first-time homebuyer savings account. In 2022, A withdraws $1,000 from the account in order to pay
for personal expenses.

Result: The $1,000 withdrawal is a nonqualifying withdrawal. A must file a withdrawal report with
the department within 90 days of the withdrawal. A withdrawal report is required for both qualifying
and nonqualifying withdrawals. The $1,000 withdrawal will result in the addition of $1,000 to A’s 2022
net income. A will also be assessed a $100 penalty. The balance of the first-time homebuyer account
is $3,100. Subject to the ten-year limitation and the other requirements of the deduction, A may use
the remaining $3,100 for Z’s eligible home costs prior to January 1, 2028. If A does so, A will not
have the $3,000 added back to A’s net income or face any penalties associated with the $3,000 eligible
home costs. Regardless of what occurs with the remaining $3,100, A will be prohibited from claiming
the first-time homebuyer deduction for any period after the date of the nonqualified withdrawal. This
is true even if A attempts to repay the $1,000 withdrawal or if A attempts to open any other first-time
homebuyer accounts.

EXAMPLE 5: No withdrawals made within ten years of opening the account. A is an individual. In
March of 2018, A creates a new interest-bearing savings account with a financial institution. A completes
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all of the necessary paperwork and designates Z as the beneficiary of the account. In 2018, and in each
subsequent year, A contributes $1,000 to the first-time homebuyer savings account. On December 31,
2027, A has made a total of $10,000 dollars in contributions to the account, has taken a deduction for
each contribution, and has made no withdrawals from the account. On January 1, 2028, Z still has not
purchased a qualifying home.

Result: As of January 1, 2028, the account is no longer a first-time homebuyer savings account,
and the entire account balance is deemed to have been withdrawn in a nonqualifying withdrawal. A is
required to report the entire $10,000 previously deducted for contributions to the account as income in
tax year 2028 and pay a $1,000 penalty for the nonqualifying withdrawal. A can no longer open a new
first-time homebuyer savings account or take any deductions for contributions made to another account
under the program.

EXAMPLE 6: Divorce between taxpayers with a joint account. A and B are a married couple who file
a joint Iowa income tax return. In 2018, A and B open a joint savings account and take the necessary
steps to designate it as a joint first-time homebuyer savings account. In 2018, A and B contribute $2,000
to the account and deduct the full amount on their joint Iowa income tax return for 2018. They contribute
the same amount, file joint returns, and deduct the full amount in tax years 2019, 2020, and 2021. In
2022, A and B divorce. The divorce decree divides the funds in the account evenly between A and B.

Result: In this situation, when the funds from the account are distributed between A and B, the
entire withdrawal is deemed to be a nonqualifying withdrawal, and A and B are jointly and severally
liable for the payment of the tax and penalty due on the entire amount that they previously deducted for
contributions to the first-time homebuyer savings account.

Alternative result: A and B can avoid this result by taking some steps before the divorce decree is
entered. Prior to the divorce decree, A and B can each open a new first-time homebuyer savings account
individually. As long as the divorce decree orders that funds from the original joint first-time homebuyer
savings account be transferred to A’s and B’s new individual accounts, the funds may be transferred
without triggering a nonqualifying withdrawal, A and B will not be subject to taxes or penalties on their
previous contributions to the account, and each will still be eligible to take deductions for contributions
to their new accounts, subject to the applicable limitations. In this scenario, the transfer must occur
as a direct result of a court order; if A or B transfers funds themselves, the transfer is deemed to be a
nonqualifying withdrawal.

Even if the funds in A and B’s original joint account are successfully transferred without triggering
a nonqualifying withdrawal as described above, both A and B will still be jointly and severally liable for
any tax or penalty due on any nonqualifying withdrawal that either makes later, up to the amount they
deducted on their joint returns prior to the divorce.

EXAMPLE 7: Death of the account holder. A is an individual. In 2018, A creates a new
interest-bearing savings account with a financial institution. In 2018, A submits a form to the department
designating the account as a first-time homebuyer savings account and designating Z, an Iowa resident
who has never owned a home, as the beneficiary of the account. In tax year 2018, A contributes $1,000
to the first-time homebuyer savings account. A makes $1,000 contributions per year to the first-time
homebuyer savings account during tax years 2019, 2020, and 2021. Every year, A timely submits the
required annual reports and all accompanying information. In 2022, A dies without having withdrawn
any funds from the account either for a qualifying home purchase for Z or for any other reason.

Result: All of the funds in the account are deemed immediately withdrawn at the time of A’s death.
Because this is a nonqualifying withdrawal, the $4,000 in contributions which A previously deducted
must be included as income on A’s final return. However, because the reason for the deemed withdrawal
was A’s death, the 10 percent penalty is not included on A’s final return.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 and chapter 541B.
[ARC 3770C, IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18]

701—40.83(422) Like-kind exchanges of personal property completed after December 31, 2017,
but before tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2020.
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40.83(1) In general. Public Law 115-97, Section 13303, repealed the deferral of gain or loss from
exchanges of like-kind personal property for federal purposes under Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue
Code. This federal repeal applies to exchanges completed after December 31, 2017, unless the taxpayer
began the exchange by transferring personal property or receiving replacement personal property on or
before that date. Iowa did not conform to this federal repeal for Iowa individual income tax purposes for
tax periods beginning before January 1, 2019. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019, but
before January 1, 2020, Iowa generally conforms to the federal treatment of gain or loss from exchanges
of like-kind personal property, but eligible taxpayers may elect the treatment that applied under prior
federal law for Iowa purposes. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, Iowa fully conforms
to the federal treatment for these exchanges, and no special election is available. This rule governs
exchanges of like-kind personal property completed after December 31, 2017, but before tax periods
beginning on or after January 1, 2020. This rule does not apply to exchanges completed during any tax
year beginning on or after January 1, 2020.

40.83(2) Qualification. Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code in effect on December 21,
2017, and any applicable federal regulations govern whether transactions involving the disposition
and acquisition of personal property qualify for Iowa individual income tax purposes as a like-kind
exchange of personal property subject to the deferral of gain or loss, and also govern the date and
tax period during which an exchange is considered completed. The treatment of such transactions
as a like-kind exchange for Iowa individual income tax purposes is either mandatory or permissive
depending on the date the like-kind exchange is completed.

a. Like-kind exchanges completed after December 31, 2017, but before tax periods beginning on
or after January 1, 2019. Transactions involving the disposition and acquisition of personal property
that qualify under this subrule as a like-kind exchange completed after December 31, 2017, but before
tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, are required to be treated as a like-kind exchange for
Iowa individual income tax purposes.

b. Like-kind exchanges completed during tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, but
before January 1, 2020. For tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, Iowa is conformed to the
federal repeal of deferral of gain or loss from exchanges of like-kind personal property, so the federal
and Iowa treatment of such transactions under Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code will generally
be the same. However, transactions involving the disposition and acquisition of personal property that
qualify under this subrule as a like-kind exchange completed during tax periods beginning on or after
January 1, 2019, but before January 1, 2020, may at the election of the taxpayer be treated as a like-kind
exchange for Iowa individual income tax purposes. The election is made by completing the necessary
worksheets and forms and making the required adjustments on the Iowa return as described in subrule
40.83(3). No special attachment or statement is required. The election only applies to the transactions
involved in the like-kind exchange, and the taxpayer may elect or not elect to treat other qualifying
transactions as a like-kind exchange for Iowa purposes.

40.83(3) Calculation and Iowa adjustments. A taxpayer required to or electing to treat qualifying
transactions as a like-kind exchange for Iowa tax purposes must make certain Iowa calculations and
adjustments on forms and worksheets made available on the department’s website. The IA 8824
Worksheet described in this subrule need not be included with the Iowa return but must be kept with
the taxpayer’s records. The taxpayer is responsible for providing documentation at the department’s
request to substantiate a like-kind exchange under this rule.

a. Like-kind exchange calculation. The taxpayer must complete Parts I and II of the IA 8824
Worksheet to compute the Iowa recognized gain, if any, the Iowa deferred gain or loss, and the Iowa
basis of the like-kind personal property received in the like-kind exchange.

EXAMPLE 1: X, a sole proprietor engaged in commercial farming and filing on a calendar-year basis,
trades a tractor with a fair market value (FMV) of $25,000 along with $75,000 in cash to Y for a new
tractor with an FMV of $100,000. For purposes of this example it is assumed that the tractor trade occurs
in 2019 and qualifies as a like-kind exchange and that X elects such treatment for Iowa individual income
tax purposes under paragraph 40.83(2)“b.” At the time of the trade, the adjusted basis of X’s old tractor
is $0 for federal tax purposes and is $13,680 for Iowa tax purposes. X realizes a gain for Iowa purposes
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on the exchange of the old tractor in the amount of $11,320 ($100,000 FMV of new tractor - $75,000 cash
paid - $13,680 Iowa adjusted basis of old tractor). Because X did not receive any cash or other property
that was not like-kind, or assume any liabilities from Y, the entire amount of X’s $11,320 realized gain
qualifies for deferral, so X recognizes $0 of gain on the exchange for Iowa tax purposes. As a result, X’s
basis in the new tractor for Iowa tax purposes is $88,680 ($13,680 Iowa adjusted basis of old tractor +
$75,000 cash paid by X).

b. Iowa nonconformity adjustment.
(1) The taxpayer must complete Part III of the IA 8824 Worksheet to adjust for the difference

between any recognized Iowa gain from the exchange as calculated on the IA 8824 Worksheet, Part II,
and any gain or loss (including gain or loss recaptured as ordinary income) recognized on the taxpayer’s
federal return.

EXAMPLE 2: Assume the same facts as given in Example 1. Because the tractor trade occurred in
2019, it will not qualify as a like-kind exchange for federal tax purposes but will instead be treated as
two separate transactions: a sale of the old tractor and a purchase of the new tractor. X recognizes a
gain for federal tax purposes on the sale of the old tractor in the amount of $25,000 ($25,000 sales price
of old tractor - $0 federal adjusted basis of old tractor), the entire amount of which is recaptured as
ordinary income because of prior depreciation. X reports the $25,000 of income on the federal return.
X is required to report the same $25,000 as income on the Iowa return but is also allowed a $25,000
subtraction on the same Iowa return because X’s recognized gain for Iowa tax purposes is $0 as calculated
in Example 1. X’s nonconformity adjustment of -$25,000 must be reported on the Iowa return in the
manner prescribed on the IA 8824 Worksheet.

(2) If the total recognized federal gain is reported using the installment sale method under Section
453 of the Internal Revenue Code, the total amount of any Iowa nonconformity adjustment related to
that federal gain must be claimed over the same installment period, and the proportion of the total Iowa
nonconformity adjustment claimed for each tax year shall equal the same proportion that the federal gain
reported for that tax year bears to the total amount of federal gain that will ultimately be reported for
all tax years resulting from the disposition of the personal property. The taxpayer must complete an IA
8824 Worksheet for each tax year that an Iowa nonconformity adjustment is claimed.

c. Cost recovery adjustments.
(1) The taxpayer must complete the IA 4562A to account for any differences between the federal

and Iowa cost recovery deductions related to the like-kind personal property involved in the like-kind
exchange, including if the taxpayer’s basis in the like-kind personal property received is different for
federal and Iowa purposes, or if the taxpayer claimed additional first-year depreciation or a section
179 deduction for federal purposes on the like-kind property received in the exchange. See rule
701—40.60(422) for requirements related to the disallowance of additional first-year depreciation for
Iowa individual income tax purposes. See rule 701—40.65(422) for the section 179 limitations imposed
under the Iowa individual income tax.

(2) Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6 prescribes rules related to the calculation of depreciation for
certain assets involved in a like-kind exchange, but a taxpayer may elect to not have those rules apply
pursuant to Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(i). A taxpayer may choose to make a similar election under
Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(i) for Iowa tax purposes with regard to a like-kind exchange under this
rule if the personal property otherwise would have qualified for such federal election notwithstanding
the fact that no like-kind exchange occurred for federal purposes or the fact that no election was actually
made for federal tax purposes in accordance with Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(j). The election is
made by calculating depreciation for Iowa tax purposes on the personal property involved in the like-kind
exchange using the method described in Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(i) on the timely filed Iowa
return, including extensions, for the same tax year that the like-kind exchange was completed. No special
attachment or statement is required.

EXAMPLE 3: Assume the same facts as given in Examples 1 and 2. X elects additional first-year
depreciation on the new tractor and claims a depreciation deduction on the federal return of $100,000
(100 percent of X’s federal basis). X is required to add back the total amount of the federal depreciation
on the Iowa return because Iowa does not allow additional first-year depreciation. But X is permitted
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deductions for regular depreciation on the new tractor with an Iowa basis of $88,680 ($13,680 carryover
basis from old tractor + $75,000 excess basis from cash paid) under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code, without regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k). See rule 701—40.60(422) for more
information on the disallowance of additional first-year depreciation.

EXAMPLE 4: Assume the same facts as given in Examples 1 and 2. X elects to expense the entire cost
of the new tractor under Section 179 of the Internal Revenue Code and claims a deduction on the federal
return of $100,000. X is also required to claim the section 179 deduction on the new tractor for Iowa tax
purposes pursuant to subrule 40.65(2). However, the amount that represents the carryover basis from the
old tractor ($13,680) is not eligible for the deduction under Section 179(d)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code, so the cost of the new tractor that is eligible for the section 179 deduction for Iowa purposes is
only $75,000 (excess basis from cash paid). This is the amount of section 179 deduction that X must
claim on the Iowa return, subject to the applicable Iowa dollar limitation and reduction limitations in
rule 701—40.65(422). Because X is the taxpayer who placed the new tractor in service, X is permitted
deductions for regular depreciation on the carryover basis in the new tractor ($13,680) under Section
168 of the Internal Revenue Code, without regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7 as amended by 2018 Iowa Acts, chapter
1161 [Senate File 2417].
[ARC 4614C, IAB 8/14/19, effective 9/18/19]

701—40.84(422) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption.
40.84(1) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption, generally. For tax years beginning on or

after January 1, 2019, certain qualifying communications service providers may subtract, to the
extent included in income, the amount of qualifying government grants used to install broadband
infrastructure that facilitates broadband service in targeted service areas at or above download and
upload speeds identified by the Federal Communications Commission pursuant to Section 706 of the
federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, as amended. This rule explains terms not defined in Iowa
Code section 422.7.

40.84(2) Definitions.
“Facilitate” shall have the same meaning as defined in Iowa Code section 8B.1.
“Grant”means a transfer for a governmental purpose of money or property to a transferee that is not

a related party to or an agent of the transferor. The transfer must not impose any obligation or condition
to directly or indirectly repay any amount to the transferor or a related party. Obligations or conditions
intended solely to assure expenditure of the transferred moneys in accordance with the governmental
purpose of the transfer do not prevent a transfer from being a grant.

1. “Federal grant” means any grant issued by the United States government, including any agency
or instrumentality thereof.

2. “State grant” means any grant issued by any state of the United States, the District of Columbia,
or a territory or possession of the United States, including any agency or instrumentality thereof.

3. “Local grant” means any grant issued by any city, county, township, school district, or any other
unit of local government, including any agency or instrumentality thereof.

40.84(3) Limitation on certain refund claims. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019,
and before January 1, 2020, refund claims resulting from this exemption must be filed prior to October
1, 2020. No refunds shall be issued for claims filed on or after that date.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7.
[ARC 5606C, IAB 5/5/21, effective 6/9/21]

701—40.85(422) Interest expense deduction adjustments. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 2020, the limit on the amount of business interest expense that a taxpayer may deduct in a taxable year
under Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 163(j) does not apply for Iowa purposes. This rule provides
information on how taxpayers must calculate and report their business interest expense deduction for
Iowa purposes for tax year 2018 (subrule 40.85(2)), when Iowa did not conform to the limitation; tax
year 2019 (subrule 40.85(3)), when Iowa did conform to the limitation; and tax years 2020 and later
(subrule 40.85(4) et seq.), when Iowa again does not conform to this limitation. All references to the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4614C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/8B.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5606C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
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Code of Federal Regulations (Treas. Reg.) and certain other information in this rule are based on final
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations and guidance in effect on January 13, 2021.

40.85(1) Definitions. The following terms apply to the interpretation and application of this rule.
“Current-year business interest expense” means the same as defined in Treas. Reg. Section

1.163(j)-1(b)(9).
“Excess business interest expense” means the same as defined in Treas. Reg. Section

1.163(j)-1(b)(16).
“Iowa partnership”means any partnership required to file an Iowa return (IA 1065) for the relevant

tax year.
“Iowa S corporation” means any S corporation required to file an Iowa return (IA 1120S) for the

relevant tax year.
“Non-Iowa partnership” means any partnership that is not required to file an Iowa return (IA 1065)

for the relevant tax year.
“Non-Iowa S corporation” means any S corporation that is not required to file an Iowa return (IA

1120S) for the relevant tax year.
40.85(2) Tax year 2018. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2018, but before January 1,

2019 (tax year 2018), Iowa conforms with the IRC in effect on January 1, 2015, meaning the 30 percent
limitation on the business interest expense deduction first imposed by IRC Section 163(j) under Public
Law 115-97 (TCJA) does not apply for Iowa purposes.

a. In general. For tax year 2018, Iowa taxpayers are permitted to deduct current-year business
interest expense without regard to the limitations imposed by IRC Section 163(j) under the TCJA.
The taxpayer’s additional deduction is computed on the 2018 Nonconformity Adjustments Worksheet.
Taxpayers who qualify for these higher Iowa deductions in 2018 may need to make further adjustments
in 2019 for amounts deducted under this subrule for Iowa purposes but disallowed and carried forward
for federal purposes. See subrule 40.85(3) for more information about these 2019 adjustments.

b. Special rules for partnerships and S corporations.
(1) Iowa partnerships and S corporations. Partnerships and S corporations required to file Iowa

returns in tax year 2018 are required to make adjustments for Iowa’s nonconformity with IRC Section
163(j) at the entity level, meaning they can deduct the full interest expense on the entity’s own Iowa
return and the reduction to the partner’s or shareholder’s share of the entity’s income will be included in
the all source modifications line of the partners’ or shareholders’ Iowa Schedules K-1.

EXAMPLE 1: P, a partnership doing business in Iowa, has $100,000 in current-year business interest
expense in 2018. For federal purposes, $20,000 of that amount is disallowed under IRC Section 163(j).
The partnership deducts $80,000 at the entity level in 2018, and the remaining disallowed $20,000 is
allocated to the partners to be deducted in future years. For Iowa purposes, the $80,000 of business
interest expense allowed for federal purposes is included in the partnership’s non-separately stated
ordinary business income (loss), and the partnership will make an adjustment on the entity’s IA 1065 to
deduct the $20,000 of current-year business interest expense that was disallowed for federal purposes.
The $20,000 additional Iowa deduction will be reported to the partners as an all source modification on
the partners’ IA 1065 Schedules K-1, and partners will receive the benefit of this all source modification
item when the partners report their Iowa partnership income on their own Iowa tax return for the year.
The partners will not be permitted to make further Iowa adjustments on their own Iowa tax return for
the excess business interest expense amounts passed through to them from the partnership for federal
purposes.

(2) Owners of partnerships and S corporations with no entity-level 2018 Iowa filing requirement.
1. Non-Iowa partnerships. Iowa partners who received interest expense deductions from

partnerships that were not required to file 2018 Iowa returns may claim the larger Iowa deduction
for business interest expenses passed through from the partnership on the partner’s own 2018 Iowa
return by including in the partner’s Iowa deduction the amount of disallowed business interest expense
deduction shown on the 2018 federal Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 13, code K, received from the
non-Iowa partnership.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
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EXAMPLE 2: X is an Iowa resident and a partner in P2, an out-of-state partnership with no business in
Iowa and no Iowa filing obligation. In 2018, P2 has $100,000 in current-year business interest expense
and is subject to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation for federal purposes. At the entity level, P2 is permitted
to deduct $80,000 on its 2018 federal partnership return. The $20,000 in excess business interest expense
is then allocated to P2’s partners. X is allocated $5,000 in excess business interest expense from P2.
Because P2 is not required to file an Iowa return, and therefore X did not receive a 2018 IA 1065 Schedule
K-1 from P2, X is permitted to deduct the $5,000 allocated from P2 as current-year business interest
expense on X’s 2018 Iowa income tax return.

2. Non-Iowa S corporations. Iowa shareholders of S corporations that have no Iowa filing
requirement are limited to the deduction actually passed through to them on the federal Schedule
K-1 received from the S corporation for Iowa purposes in tax year 2018. These shareholders are not
permitted to make adjustments for interest expense disallowed at the entity level for the non-Iowa S
corporation.

EXAMPLE 3: R is an Iowa resident and a shareholder in X, an out-of-state S corporation with no
business in Iowa and no Iowa filing obligation. In 2018, X has $100,000 in current-year business interest
expense and is subject to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation for federal purposes. At the entity level, X
is permitted to deduct $80,000 on its 2018 federal income tax return. The $20,000 in excess business
interest expense is then carried forward to be deducted by X in future tax years. Because X is not required
to file an Iowa return, and excess business interest expense amounts are carried forward at the entity level
for S corporations rather than being allocated to shareholders, R is not eligible to make an adjustment
for X’s disallowed business interest expense amounts on R’s 2018 Iowa income tax return. R will only
be able to benefit from the deductions for these disallowed amounts for Iowa purposes in the same years
that X actually deducts the carried-forward amounts for federal purposes.

40.85(3) Tax year 2019. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019, but before January 1,
2020 (tax year 2019), Iowa conforms to the IRC in effect on March 24, 2018.

a. Applicable limitation. For tax year 2019, Iowa conforms to the 30 percent limitation on
the business interest expense deduction imposed by IRC Section 163(j). Because of Iowa’s fixed
conformity date, Iowa did not conform with the higher 50 percent limitation retroactively imposed by
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law 116-136, to the extent
that increased limitation applied in tax year 2019 for federal purposes. For tax year 2019 only, taxpayers
are required to calculate their Iowa business interest expense deduction by applying the limitations of
IRC Section 163(j) without regard to IRC Section 163(j)(10).

EXAMPLE 4: Taxpayer Z has an adjusted taxable income (ATI) of $100,000 for tax year 2019 and
$80,000 in deductible business interest expense. For federal purposes, Z’s business interest expense
deduction is limited to $50,000 (50 percent of ATI) under the CARES Act. However, because Iowa only
conforms to the 30 percent limitation imposed by the TCJA, and not the higher CARES Act limitation
for 2019, Z’s Iowa business interest expense deduction for the year is limited to $30,000. Z will report
this difference by entering a negative $20,000 adjustment on IA 101, line 3 (Z may have additional
adjustments on this line if the current year federal deduction included amounts carried forward from
2018).

b. Addition to income for tax year 2018 federal carryforward amounts deducted in tax year
2019. To the extent a taxpayer’s tax year 2019 federal business interest expense deduction includes
amounts that were disallowed and carried forward to future years under IRC Section 163(j) in tax year
2018 for federal purposes, but allowed as a deduction in tax year 2018 for Iowa purposes under paragraph
40.85(2)“a” (in general), subparagraph 40.85(2)“b”(1) (Iowa partnerships and S corporations), or
numbered paragraph 40.85(2)“b”(2)“1” (non-Iowa partnerships), these carried-forward amounts
must be added back in computing Iowa income. These prior deductions and current adjustments are
calculated and tracked on the IA 101 Nonconformity Adjustments form. Note that shareholders of
non-Iowa S corporations should not be required to add back 2018 carryforward amounts deducted by
the S corporation 2019, because the shareholders were not permitted to deduct these excess amounts for
Iowa purposes in 2018. See numbered paragraph 40.85(2)“b”(2)“2.”

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
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EXAMPLE 5: X is a partner in P under the same facts described in Example 1 above. For tax year 2019,
X completes federal Form 8990 and is eligible to deduct $1,000 of the excess business interest expense
allocated to X from P in 2018 on X’s 2019 federal income tax return. This $1,000 federal deduction
for prior-year excess business interest expense allocated from P must be added back in computing X’s
2019 Iowa income. The same add-back would be required if this scenario were applied to the facts in
Example 2 above.

40.85(4) Tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020. For tax years beginning on or after
January 1, 2020, Iowa does not conform with the IRC Section 163(j) business interest expense deduction
limitation.

a. Current-year business interest expense. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020,
a taxpayer’s current-year business interest expense is fully deductible to the extent permitted by IRC
Section 163 for Iowa purposes without regard to any limitation under subsection 163(j). Even though
Iowa does not conform to IRC Section 163(j), provisions of the IRC other than Section 163(j) may subject
interest expense to disallowance, deferral, capitalization, or other limitations, and those other provisions
of the IRC still generally apply for Iowa purposes. No additional Iowa adjustments are permitted for
federal limitations such as those described in Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-3(b)(4), which are determined
after the application of IRC Section 163(j) for federal purposes. See Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-3 for
examples of other provisions of the IRC that may restrict interest expense deductions for federal and
Iowa purposes, independent of the IRC Section 163(j) limitation.

b. Carryforward.
(1) Special one-time carryforward catch-up (tax year 2020 only). For tax years beginning on or

after January 1, 2020, but before January 1, 2021 (tax year 2020), taxpayers who filed a 2019 Iowa return
are permitted to deduct all interest expense deduction amounts that were disallowed and carried forward
under IRC Section 163(j) for Iowa purposes in tax year 2019. This deduction shall be calculated and
reported on the taxpayer’s 2020 Iowa income tax return using form IA 163A. Business interest expense
amounts carried over from tax year 2018 at the federal level shall not be deducted for Iowa tax purposes
in tax year 2020.

EXAMPLE 6: In 2019, X had $100,000 in current-year business interest expense. X’s business interest
expense deduction was limited to $50,000 for federal purposes and limited to $30,000 for Iowa purposes
due to Iowa’s nonconformity with the CARES Act for that year. See paragraph 40.85(3)“a.” In 2020,
X is again subject to an IRC Section 163(j) limitation and is not permitted to deduct any prior-year
carryforward amounts for federal purposes. However, because Iowa does not conform to the IRC Section
163(j) limitation for 2020, Xmay deduct all of X’s current-year business interest expense and all $70,000
($100,000 - $30,000) of X’s disallowed Iowa interest expense carried over from 2019. X must complete
the IA 163 in order to calculate X’s current-year business interest expense deduction, and the IA 163A to
determine the total amount of 2019 disallowed Iowa interest expense amounts which may be deducted
in full on X’s 2020 Iowa return.

(2) Addition to income for prior-year federal carryforward amounts deducted in the current year.
When current-year interest expense is limited at the federal level, the disallowed business interest
expense is carried forward to be deducted in future years for federal purposes, when certain conditions
are met. See Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-1(b)(10) for the definition of “disallowed business interest
expense.” Iowa law allows taxpayers to fully deduct current-year business interest expense, and no
amounts are carried forward for Iowa purposes. Disallowed business interest expense carryforward
amounts from prior years, including excess business interest expense allocated to a partner in a prior
year, cannot be deducted for Iowa purposes except as described in subparagraph 40.85(4)“b”(1). All
prior-year disallowed business interest expense carryforward amounts deductible under IRC Section
163(j) in the current year at the federal level, including excess business interest expense allocated to a
partner in a prior year, must be added back in computing the taxpayer’s Iowa income for the year.

EXAMPLE 7: In 2020, taxpayer X has $100,000 in current-year business interest expense. For federal
purposes, X is subject to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation. X deducts $70,000 in business interest
expense on X’s 2020 federal return and carries the remaining $30,000 forward to be deducted in future
years. For Iowa purposes, X deducts the full $100,000 in current-year business interest expense in 2020.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
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In 2021, X has $50,000 in current-year business interest expense. For federal purposes, X is
permitted to deduct the full $50,000 in interest expense generated in 2021, plus $5,000 of the amount
that was disallowed in 2020 for a total federal deduction of $55,000 in 2021. X must add the federal
carryforward amount ($5,000) back on X’s 2021 Iowa return, limiting X’s 2021 Iowa deduction to the
$50,000 in current-year business interest expense.

40.85(5) Partners and partnerships.
a. Partnership-level adjustments. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, an Iowa

partnership that is subject to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation for federal purposes is permitted to deduct
all current-year business interest expense at the partnership level in that tax year for Iowa purposes.

(1) Excess business interest expense. A partnership may include as a reduction on the partnership’s
Iowa income tax return any excess business interest expense, as defined in Treas. Reg. Section
1.163(j)-1(b)(16), of the partnership that was disallowed and allocated to the partners for that tax year
for federal purposes.

(2) Tiered partnerships. For partnerships that receive excess business interest expense passed
through from a partnership in which they are a partner, see paragraph 40.85(5)“b” for information on
how to report Iowa adjustments for that passed-through income.

b. Partner-level adjustments.
(1) Interest expense from Iowa partnerships. Iowa adjustments related to excess business interest

expense of an Iowa partnership are made at the entity level as described in subparagraph 40.85(5)“a”(1)
and are reported to partners on an IA 1065 Schedule K-1. Partners are not permitted to make any Iowa
adjustment at the partner level to their federal interest expense deduction for amounts of excess business
interest expense allocated from an Iowa partnership on the partner’s federal Schedule K-1 related to that
Iowa partnership. See Example 1 above.

(2) Interest expense from non-Iowa partnerships. For tax years beginning on or after January 1,
2020, partners may include as part of their Iowa business interest expense deduction the total amount
of current-year excess business interest expense deduction passed through to them from all non-Iowa
partnerships as shown on the federal Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 13, code K. See Example 2 above.

(3) Partnership basis. A partner’s basis is reduced (but not below zero) by the amount of excess
business interest expense the partnership passes through to the partner each year. See Treas. Reg. Section
163(j)-6(h) for detailed information about how to make these basis adjustments. For federal purposes,
immediately before disposition of the partnership interest, the partner’s basis is then increased by the
amount of any passed-through business interest expense which has not yet been treated as paid or
accrued by the partner as described in Treas. Reg. Section 163(j)-6(h)(3). No basis increase at the time
of disposition is allowed for Iowa purposes for passed-through business interest expense amounts that
were deducted for Iowa, but not for federal, purposes due to Iowa’s nonconformity with IRC Section
163(j).

40.85(6) S corporation adjustments. For federal purposes, IRC Section 163(j) limitations are applied
at the S corporation level. Unlike partnerships, disallowed business interest expense amounts are carried
forward and deducted in future years at the entity level rather than being passed through to shareholders.
See rule 701—53.29(422) for more information about the IRC Section 163(j) adjustments required for
corporations, including S corporations, for Iowa purposes. See also Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-6(l) for
more information about the application of IRC Section 163(j) to S corporations for federal purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7(60).
[ARC 5733C, IAB 6/30/21, effective 8/4/21]

701—40.86(422) COVID-19 grant exclusion.
40.86(1) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Administering agency” means the economic development authority, the Iowa finance authority, or

the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
“Grant recipient”means a person who applies for and is issued a qualifying COVID-19 grant by an

administering agency.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.85.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.29.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5733C.pdf
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“Issued” means the approval of the grant recipient’s application and amount for a qualifying
COVID-19 grant by an administering agency, regardless of when the grant funds were paid by the
administering agency.

40.86(2) Qualifying COVID-19 grant programs.
a. The department is responsible for determining whether a grant program provides a “qualifying

COVID-19 grant” as defined in Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 619, section 5. In making this determination, and for purposes of the definition of “qualifying
COVID-19 grant,” a grant program is “created to primarily provide COVID-19 related financial
assistance to economically impacted individuals and businesses located in this state” if that grant
program, at the time of its inception, was intended by the administering agency to provide a majority
(more than 50 percent) of its financial assistance to or for the benefit of either or both of the following
persons economically affected by the COVID-19 pandemic:

(1) Individuals living in Iowa.
(2) Businesses that are doing business in Iowa or are deriving income from sources within Iowa.
b. The administering agency shall notify the director of the existence of any grant program it

believes may be a qualifying COVID-19 grant program. Upon such notification, the department will
request from the administering agency the information necessary to determine whether that program is a
qualifying COVID-19 grant as defined in Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 619, section 5, and this rule. The administering agency shall provide the department with
the requested information within the time frame prescribed by the department in its request. Failure
to provide the requested information to the department shall prevent the department from determining
that the grant program is a qualifying COVID-19 grant. Grant programs not specifically listed below
in paragraph 40.86(2)“c” are not qualifying COVID-19 grants and are not eligible for the exclusion
provided in this rule, even if that program may otherwise meet the definition of “qualifying COVID-19
grant” in Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts, Senate File 619, section 5.

c. The following is an exhaustive list of programs that have been identified by the department as
qualifying COVID-19 grants, including a general description of each program’s grant recipients, that
may qualify for the exclusion from Iowa net income under subrule 40.86(3):

(1) Beef up Iowa program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipient is Iowa State University.

(2) Iowa beginning farmer debt relief fund administered by the Iowa finance authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa beginning farmers.

(3) Iowa biofuels relief program administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa biodiesel and ethanol producers.

(4) Iowa county fairs relief fund administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa county and district fairs.

(5) IowaCOVID-19 business disruption relief program administered by the economic development
authority. Grant recipients include Iowa bars, taverns, breweries, distilleries, wineries, and other similar
drinking establishments.

(6) Iowa COVID-19 targeted small business sole operator fund administered by the economic
development authority. Grant recipients include Iowa targeted small businesses.

(7) Iowa disposal assistance program administered by the department of agriculture and land
stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa pork and egg producers.

(8) Iowa eviction and foreclosure prevention program administered by the Iowa finance authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa residential renters and homeowners.

(9) Iowa homeowner foreclosure prevention program administered by the Iowa finance authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa residential homeowners.

(10) Iowa hospital COVID-19 relief fund administered by the economic development authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa hospitals.

(11) Iowa livestock producer relief fund administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa livestock producers.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.86.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.86.pdf
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(12) Iowa movie theatre relief grant program administered by the economic development authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa movie theaters.

(13) Iowa nonprofit recovery fund administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa nonprofit organizations.

(14) Iowa renewable fuel retail recovery program administered by the department of agriculture and
land stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa fuel retailers.

(15) Iowa rent and utility assistance program administered by the Iowa finance authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa residential renters.

(16) Iowa residential utility disruption prevention program administered by the economic
development authority. Grant recipients include Iowa residential renters and homeowners.

(17) Iowa restaurant and bar relief grant program administered by the economic development
authority. Grant recipients include Iowa bars, breweries, brewpubs, distilleries, wineries, and
restaurants.

(18) Iowa small business relief grant program administered by the economic development authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa small businesses.

(19) Iowa small business utility disruption prevention program administered by the economic
development authority. Grant recipients include Iowa small businesses and small nonprofit
organizations.

(20) Local produce and protein program administered by the department of agriculture and land
stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa schools, early childcare centers, specialty crop producers,
and food hubs.

(21) Meat processing expansion and development program administered by the department of
agriculture and land stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa meat and poultry processing businesses
and employees and Iowa livestock producers.

(22) Pack the pantry program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipients include Iowa food pantries.

(23) Pass the pork program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipients include Iowa food banks.

(24) Turkey to table program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipients include Iowa food banks.

40.86(3) Excluding qualifying COVID-19 grants from Iowa net income.
a. Generally. A grant recipient may subtract a qualifying COVID-19 grant when calculating Iowa

net income if all of the following apply:
(1) The grant was issued as part of a qualifying COVID-19 grant program identified in paragraph

40.86(2)“c.”
(2) The grant was issued on or after March 17, 2020, and on or before December 31, 2021.
(3) The grant funds were included in the grant recipient’s net income for a tax year ending on

or after March 17, 2020, but beginning before January 1, 2024. The grant may only be subtracted to
the extent it is included in the grant recipient’s net income for that qualifying tax year. A qualifying
COVID-19 grant that is exempt from federal income tax, and thus not included in the grant recipient’s
Iowa net income, does not qualify for an additional subtraction on the grant recipient’s Iowa return.

b. Third-party payee of grant funds. A third-party payee of qualifying COVID-19 grant funds is
not eligible for this exemption from Iowa income. If the proceeds of a qualifying COVID-19 grant
are paid to someone other than the grant recipient, only the grant recipient on whose behalf the grant
proceeds were paid may qualify for this exemption from Iowa income.

c. Repayment. Grant funds that were repaid to the administering agency for any reason are not
eligible for this exemption from Iowa income.

d. Reporting requirements. A grant recipient who received qualifying COVID-19 grant funds and
who excludes those funds when calculating Iowa net income should retain documentation to support the
claimed exclusion. A grant recipient must provide such documentation to the department if requested.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.86.pdf
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The required documentation may include, but is not limited to, documentation to support that the grant
recipient was issued and received the grant within the qualifying periods.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 619, section 5.
[ARC 5817C, IAB 8/11/21, effective 7/13/21]

[Filed 12/12/74]
[Filed 12/10/76, Notice 9/22/76—published 12/29/76, effective 2/2/77]
[Filed 10/14/77, Notice 9/7/77—published 11/2/77, effective 12/7/77]
[Filed 9/18/78, Notice 7/26/78—published 10/18/78, effective 11/22/78]
[Filed 12/7/79, Notice 10/31/79—published 12/26/79, effective 1/30/80]

[Filed emergency 7/17/80—published 8/6/80, effective 7/17/80]
[Filed 12/5/80, Notice 10/29/80—published 12/24/80, effective 1/28/81]
[Filed 11/20/81, Notice 10/14/81—published 12/9/81, effective 1/13/82]
[Filed 10/22/82, Notice 9/15/82—published 11/10/82, effective 12/15/82]
[Filed 12/3/82, Notice 10/27/82—published 12/22/82, effective 1/26/83]
[Filed 3/23/84, Notice 2/15/84—published 4/11/84, effective 5/16/84]
[Filed 7/27/84, Notice 6/20/84—published 8/15/84, effective 9/19/84]◊
[Filed 8/10/84, Notice 7/4/84—published 8/29/84, effective 10/3/84]
[Filed 1/25/85, Notice 12/19/84—published 2/13/85, effective 3/20/85]
[Filed 5/3/85, Notice 3/27/85—published 5/22/85, effective 6/26/85]
[Filed 5/31/85, Notice 4/24/85—published 6/19/85, effective 7/24/85]
[Filed 9/6/85, Notice 7/31/85—published 9/25/85, effective 10/30/85]
[Filed 8/22/86, Notice 7/16/86—published 9/10/86, effective 10/15/86]
[Filed 10/3/86, Notice 8/27/86—published 10/22/86, effective 11/26/86]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed emergency 12/23/87—published 1/13/88, effective 12/23/87]
[Filed 1/7/88, Notice 12/2/87—published 1/27/88, effective 3/2/88]
[Filed 2/19/88, Notice 1/13/88—published 3/9/88, effective 4/13/88]
[Filed 9/18/88, Notice 7/13/88—published 9/7/88, effective 10/12/88]
[Filed 1/4/89, Notice 11/30/88—published 1/25/89, effective 3/1/89]

[Filed 9/29/89, Notice 8/23/89—published 10/18/89, effective 11/22/89]
[Filed 1/19/90, Notice 12/13/89—published 2/7/90, effective 3/14/90]
[Filed 8/30/90, Notice 7/25/90—published 9/19/90, effective 10/24/90]
[Filed 11/7/91, Notice 10/2/91—published 11/27/91, effective 1/1/92]◊
[Filed 1/17/92, Notice 12/11/91—published 2/5/92, effective 3/11/92]◊

[Filed emergency 5/8/92—published 5/27/92, effective 5/8/92]
[Filed 9/11/92, Notice 8/5/92—published 9/30/92, effective 11/4/92]
[Filed 10/9/92, Notice 9/2/92—published 10/28/92, effective 12/2/92]
[Filed 6/4/93, Notice 2/17/93—published 6/23/93, effective 7/28/93]
[Filed emergency 7/15/93—published 8/4/93, effective 7/15/93]

[Filed 9/10/93, Notice 8/4/93—published 9/29/93, effective 11/3/93]
[Filed emergency 10/22/93—published 11/10/93, effective 10/22/93]
[Filed 12/17/93, Notice 11/10/93—published 1/5/94, effective 2/9/94]
[Filed 5/20/94, Notice 4/13/94—published 6/8/94, effective 7/13/94]

[Filed 9/23/94, Notice 8/17/94—published 10/12/94, effective 11/16/94]
[Filed 1/12/95, Notice 12/7/94—published 2/1/95, effective 3/8/95]
[Filed 7/14/95, Notice 6/7/95—published 8/2/95, effective 9/6/95]
[Filed 1/12/96, Notice 12/6/95—published 1/31/96, effective 3/6/96]
[Filed 7/25/96, Notice 6/19/96—published 8/14/96, effective 9/19/96]
[Filed 8/23/96, Notice 7/17/96—published 9/11/96, effective 10/16/96]
[Filed 5/30/97, Notice 4/23/97—published 6/18/97, effective 7/23/97]
[Filed 9/19/97, Notice 8/13/97—published 10/8/97, effective 11/12/97]◊

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5817C.pdf
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[Filed 2/20/98, Notice 1/14/98—published 3/11/98, effective 4/15/98]◊
[Filed 5/15/98, Notice 4/8/98—published 6/3/98, effective 7/8/98]

[Filed 10/2/98, Notice 8/26/98—published 10/21/98, effective 11/25/98]
[Filed emergency 1/8/99 after Notice 12/2/98—published 1/27/99, effective 1/8/99]

[Filed 9/17/99, Notice 8/11/99—published 10/6/99, effective 11/10/99]
[Filed 12/23/99, Notice 11/17/99—published 1/12/00, effective 2/16/00]
[Filed 2/3/00, Notice 12/29/99—published 2/23/00, effective 3/29/00]
[Filed 1/5/01, Notice 11/29/00—published 1/24/01, effective 2/28/01]
[Filed 3/15/02, Notice 1/23/02—published 4/3/02, effective 5/8/02]

[Filed 10/11/02, Notice 9/4/02—published 10/30/02, effective 12/4/02]
[Filed 9/26/03, Notice 8/20/03—published 10/15/03, effective 11/19/03]
[Filed 11/6/03, Notice 10/1/03—published 11/26/03, effective 12/31/03]
[Filed 1/30/04, Notice 12/24/03—published 2/18/04, effective 3/24/04]◊
[Filed 8/12/04, Notice 7/7/04—published 9/1/04, effective 10/6/04]
[Filed emergency 9/24/04—published 10/13/04, effective 9/24/04]

[Filed 10/22/04, Notice 9/15/04—published 11/10/04, effective 12/15/04]
[Filed 11/4/04, Notice 9/29/04—published 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04]

[Filed emergency 2/25/05—published 3/16/05, effective 2/25/05]
[Filed 9/22/05, Notice 8/3/05—published 10/12/05, effective 11/16/05]
[Filed 7/28/06, Notice 6/21/06—published 8/16/06, effective 9/20/06]
[Filed 11/1/06, Notice 8/16/06—published 11/22/06, effective 12/27/06]
[Filed 12/13/06, Notice 11/8/06—published 1/3/07, effective 2/7/07]
[Filed 1/11/07, Notice 12/6/06—published 1/31/07, effective 3/7/07]
[Filed 6/27/07, Notice 5/23/07—published 7/18/07, effective 8/22/07]
[Filed 10/5/07, Notice 8/15/07—published 10/24/07, effective 11/28/07]
[Filed 10/5/07, Notice 8/29/07—published 10/24/07, effective 11/28/07]
[Filed 3/7/08, Notice 1/30/08—published 3/26/08, effective 4/30/08]

[Filed 10/31/08, Notice 9/24/08—published 11/19/08, effective 12/24/08]
[Filed ARC 7761B (Notice ARC 7632B, IAB 3/11/09), IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]
[Filed ARC 8356B (Notice ARC 8223B, IAB 10/7/09), IAB 12/2/09, effective 1/6/10]
[Filed ARC 8589B (Notice ARC 8430B, IAB 12/30/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8605B (Notice ARC 8481B, IAB 1/13/10), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8702B (Notice ARC 8512B, IAB 2/10/10), IAB 4/21/10, effective 5/26/10]
[Filed ARC 9103B (Notice ARC 8944B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10]
[Filed ARC 9821B (Notice ARC 9741B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9822B (Notice ARC 9739B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9820B (Notice ARC 9740B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 0073C (Notice ARC 0005C, IAB 2/8/12), IAB 4/4/12, effective 5/9/12]
[Filed ARC 0251C (Notice ARC 0145C, IAB 5/30/12), IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]
[Filed ARC 0337C (Notice ARC 0232C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]
[Filed ARC 0398C (Notice ARC 0292C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12]
[Filed ARC 1101C (Notice ARC 0976C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1137C (Notice ARC 1002C, IAB 9/4/13), IAB 10/30/13, effective 12/4/13]
[Filed ARC 1303C (Notice ARC 1231C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]
[Filed ARC 1665C (Notice ARC 1590C, IAB 8/20/14), IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14]
[Filed ARC 2691C (Notice ARC 2617C, IAB 7/6/16), IAB 8/31/16, effective 10/5/16]
[Filed ARC 3085C (Notice ARC 2942C, IAB 2/15/17), IAB 5/24/17, effective 6/28/17]
[Filed ARC 3664C (Notice ARC 3542C, IAB 1/3/18), IAB 2/28/18, effective 4/4/18]
[Filed ARC 3770C (Notice ARC 3657C, IAB 2/28/18), IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18]
[Filed ARC 4142C (Notice ARC 4022C, IAB 9/26/18), IAB 11/21/18, effective 12/26/18]
[Filed ARC 4309C (Notice ARC 4176C, IAB 12/19/18), IAB 2/13/19, effective 3/20/19]
[Filed ARC 4516C (Notice ARC 4408C, IAB 4/24/19), IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7761B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7632B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8356B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8223B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8589B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8430B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8605B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8481B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8702B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8512B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9103B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8944B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9821B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9741B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9822B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9739B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9820B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9740B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0073C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0005C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0251C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0145C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0337C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0232C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0398C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0292C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1101C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0976C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1137C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1002C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1303C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1231C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1665C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1590C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2691C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2617C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2942C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3664C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3542C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3770C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3657C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4142C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4022C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4309C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4176C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4516C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4408C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 4517C (Notice ARC 4406C, IAB 4/24/19), IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]
[Filed ARC 4614C (Notice ARC 4500C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/14/19, effective 9/18/19]

[Filed ARC 5606C (Amended Notice ARC 5503C, IAB 3/10/21; Notice ARC 5399C, IAB 1/27/21),
IAB 5/5/21, effective 6/9/21]

[Filed ARC 5673C (Notice ARC 5553C, IAB 4/7/21), IAB 6/2/21, effective 7/7/21]
[Filed ARC 5733C (Notice ARC 5612C, IAB 5/5/21), IAB 6/30/21, effective 8/4/21]

[Filed Emergency ARC 5817C, IAB 8/11/21, effective 7/13/21]
[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4517C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4406C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4614C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4500C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5606C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5503C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5399C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5673C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5553C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5733C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5612C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5817C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5790C.pdf
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CHAPTER 53
DETERMINATION OF NET INCOME

[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—53.1(422) Computation of net income for corporations. Net income for state purposes shall
mean federal taxable income, before deduction for net operating losses, as properly computed under the
Internal Revenue Code, and shall include the adjustments in 701—53.2(422) to 701—53.13(422) and
701—53.17(422) to 701—53.26(422). The remaining provisions of this rule and 701—53.14(422) to
701—53.16(422) shall also be applicable in determining net income.

In the case of a corporation which is a member of an affiliated group of corporations filing a
consolidated income tax return for the taxable year for federal income tax purposes, but files a separate
return for state purposes, taxable income as properly computed for federal purposes is determined as
if the corporation had filed a separate return for federal income tax purposes for the taxable year and
each preceding taxable year for which it was a member of an affiliated group. For purposes of this
paragraph, the taxpayer’s separate taxable income shall be determined as if the election provided by
Section 243(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code had been in effect for all those years.

When a federal short period return is filed and the federal taxable income is required to be adjusted
to an annual basis, the Iowa taxable income shall also be adjusted to an annual basis. The tax liability
for a short period is computed by multiplying the taxable income for the short period by 12 and dividing
the result by the number of months in the short period. The tax is determined on the resulting total as
if it were the taxable income, and the tax computed is divided by 12 and multiplied by the number of
months in the short period. This adjustment shall apply only to income attributable to business carried
on within the state of Iowa.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.
[ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

701—53.2(422) Net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers. In years beginning after December
31, 1954, net operating losses shall be allowed or allowable for Iowa corporation income tax purposes to
the same extent they are allowed or allowable for federal corporation income tax purposes for the same
period, provided the following adjustments are made:

53.2(1) Additions to income.
a. Refunds of federal income taxes due to net operating loss and credit carrybacks shall be reflected

in the following manner:
(1) Accrual basis taxpayers shall accrue refunds of federal income taxes to the year in which the

net operating loss or excess credit occurs. The federal refund shall still accrue for tax periods beginning
on or after January 1, 2009, even though the Iowa net operating loss carryback is not allowed.

(2) Cash basis taxpayers shall reflect refunds of federal income taxes in the return for the year in
which the refunds are received. The federal refund due to any net operating loss carryback for federal
income tax purposes for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2009, must still be reflected even
though the Iowa net operating loss carryback is not allowed.

b. Iowa income tax deducted on the federal return for the loss year shall be reflected as an addition
to income in the year of the loss.

c. Interest and dividends received in the year of the loss on federally tax-exempt securities shall
be reflected as additions to income in the year of the loss.

53.2(2) Reductions of income.
a. Federal income tax paid or accrued during the year of the net operating loss shall be reflected

to the extent allowed by law as an additional deduction in the year of the loss.
b. Iowa income tax refunds reported as income for federal return purposes in the loss year shall

be reflected as reductions of income in the year of the loss.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.26.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9820B.pdf
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c. Interest and dividends received from federal securities during the loss year shall be reflected in
the year of the loss as a reduction of income.

53.2(3) If a corporation does business both within and without Iowa, it shall make adjustments
reflecting the apportionment and allocation of its operating loss on the basis of business done within
and without the state of Iowa after completing the provisions of subrules 53.2(1) and 53.2(2).

a. After making the adjustments to federal taxable income as provided in 53.2(1) and 53.2(2),
the total net allocable income or loss shall be added to or deducted from, as the case may be, the net
federal income or loss as adjusted for Iowa tax purposes. The resulting income or loss so determined
shall be subject to apportionment as provided in rules 701—54.5(422), 54.6(422) and 54.7(422). The
apportioned income or loss shall be added or deducted, as the case may be, to the amount of net allocable
income or loss properly attributable to Iowa. This amount is the taxable income or net operating loss
attributable to Iowa for that year.

b. The net operating loss attributable to Iowa, as determined in rule 701—53.2(422), shall be
subject to a 3-year carryback and a 15-year carryover provision for tax years beginning prior to August
6, 1997. This loss shall be carried back or over to the applicable year as a reduction or part of a reduction
of the net income attributable to Iowa for that year. However, an Iowa net operating loss shall not be
carried back to a year in which the taxpayer was not doing business in Iowa. If the election under Section
172(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code is made, the Iowa net operating loss shall be carried forward 15
taxable years. A copy of the federal election made under Section 172(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
must be attached to the Iowa corporation income tax return filed with the department.

c. For tax years beginning after August 5, 1997, but before January 1, 2009, a net operating loss
attributable to Iowa, as determined in rule 701—53.2(422), incurred in a presidentially declared disaster
area by a corporation engaged in a small business or in the trade or business of farming must be carried
back 3 taxable years and carried forward 20 taxable years. All other net operating losses attributable to
Iowa must be carried back 2 taxable years and carried forward 20 taxable years. This loss shall be carried
back or over to the applicable year as a reduction or part of a reduction of the net income attributable
to Iowa for that year. However, an Iowa net operating loss shall not be carried back to a year in which
the taxpayer was not doing business in Iowa. If the election under Section 172(b)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code is made, the Iowa net operating loss shall be carried forward 20 taxable years. A copy of
the federal election made under Section 172(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code must be attached to the
Iowa corporation income tax return filed with the department.

d. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1998, but before January 1, 2009, for a taxpayer
who is engaged in the trade or business of farming as defined in Section 263A(e)(4) of the Internal
Revenue Code and has a loss from farming as defined in Section 172(b)(1)(F) of the Internal Revenue
Code including modifications prescribed by rule by the director, the Iowa loss from the trade or business
of farming is a net operating loss which may be carried back five taxable years prior to the taxable year
of the loss. However, if a taxpayer has a net operating loss from the trade or business of farming for a
taxable year beginning in 1998 or for a taxable year after 1998 and makes a valid election for federal
income tax purposes to carry back the net operating loss two years, or three years if the loss was in a
presidentially declared disaster area or related to a casualty or theft loss, the net operating loss must be
carried back two years or three years for Iowa income tax purposes. A copy of the federal election made
under Section 172(i)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code for the two-year or three-year carryback in lieu of
the five-year carryback must be attached to the Iowa return or the Form IA 1139 Application for Refund
Due to the Carryback of Corporate Farming Losses, to show why the carryback was two years or three
years instead of five years. However, an Iowa net operating loss shall not be carried back to a year in
which the taxpayer was not doing business in Iowa.

When the taxpayer carries on more than one trade or business within a corporate shell or files a
consolidated Iowa corporation income tax return, the income or loss from each trade or business must
be combined to determine the amount of net operating loss that exists and whether it is a net operating
loss from the trade or business of farming.

EXAMPLE 1. The taxpayer carries on the trade or business of farming and also the trade or business
of trucking for entities outside the corporate shell. For the tax year, the taxpayer had a net operating loss

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.2.pdf
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from farming of $25,000 and net income from trucking of $10,000 for a net operating loss for the year of
$15,000 which is a net operating loss from the trade or business of farming which may be carried back
5 tax years and forward 20 tax years.

EXAMPLE 2. The taxpayer carries on the trade or business of farming and the trade or business of
construction. For the tax year, the taxpayer had income from farming of $12,000 and a net operating loss
from construction of $45,000 for a net operating loss for the year of $33,000 which is a net operating
loss from the trade or business of construction which may be carried back 2 tax years and forward 20
tax years.

EXAMPLE 3. The taxpayer carries on the trade or business of farming and the trade or business of
construction. During the tax year, the taxpayer had a net operating loss of $18,000 from farming and a net
operating loss of $9,000 from construction for a total net operating loss of $27,000. Of this net operating
loss, $18,000 is from farming and may be carried back 5 years and forward 20 years and $9,000 is from
construction and may be carried back 2 years and forward 20 years.

e. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2009, a net operating loss attributable to Iowa,
as determined in rule 701—53.2(422), shall be carried forward 20 taxable years. The net operating loss
cannot be carried back to a previous tax year. The federal refund due to any carryback of a federal net
operating loss must still be included in income as provided in subrule 53.2(1), paragraph “a.”

53.2(4) No part of a net operating loss for a year which the corporation was not subject to the
imposition of Iowa corporation income tax shall be included in the Iowa net operating loss deduction
applicable to any year prior to or subsequent to the year of the loss. To be deductible, a net operating
loss must be sustained from that portion of the corporation’s trade or business carried on in Iowa.

53.2(5) No part of a net operating loss may be carried back or carried forward if the carryback or
carryforward would be disallowed for federal income tax purposes under Sections 172(b)(1)(E) and
172(h) of the Internal Revenue Code. This provision is effective for tax years beginning on or after
January 1, 1989.

53.2(6) The carryover of Iowa net operating losses after reorganizations or mergers is limited to
the same extent as the carryover of a net operating loss is limited under the provisions of Sections 381
through 386 of the Internal Revenue Code and regulations thereunder or any other section of the Internal
Revenue Code or regulations thereunder. Where the taxpayer files as a part of a consolidated income tax
return for federal income tax purposes, but a separate return for Iowa income tax purposes, the limitation
on an Iowa net operating loss carryover must be determined as though a separate income tax return was
filed for federal income tax purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 483.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]

701—53.3(422) Capital loss carryback.
53.3(1) Capital losses shall be allowed or allowable for Iowa corporation income tax purposes to

the same extent they are allowed or allowable for federal corporation income tax purposes. Capital
loss carrybacks shall be treated as an adjustment to federal taxable income to arrive at net allocable and
apportionable income.

a. For accrual-basis taxpayers the federal income tax refund shall not be accrued to the loss year
but rather treated as a reduction in federal income tax paid in the carryback year.

b. Cash-basis taxpayers shall include the federal income tax refund in Iowa taxable income in the
year received.

c. Where the taxpayer files a separate Iowa corporation income tax return but files as part of a
federal consolidated income tax return, the portion of the federal refund due to a capital loss carryback
attributable to the taxpayer shall be calculated by computing the federal tax deduction in the carryback
year as follows:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.2.pdf
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Separate Company Income -
Separate Company Capital Consolidated
Loss Carryback × Federal Tax × 50%
Sum of the Incomes of Profit after Capital
Companies - Sum of Separate Loss Carryback
Company Capital Loss
Carrybacks to Profit
Companies

53.3(2) When the carryback year has both allocable and apportionable capital gains, the capital loss
carryback shall be applied pro rata on a percentage basis of the specific gain to the total gains.

EXAMPLE: Assume a taxpayer has a 1973 capital loss carryback available of $2000. The loss would
be applied in the following manner:

1970 1970 1970
Total Capital Gain Allocable Gain Apportionable Gain

$16,000 $4,000 $12,000

Allocable gain –$4,000
Total capital gain –$16,000 = ¼ or 25% of carryback

to allocable gain
1970 allocable capital gain after application of loss carryback:
$4,000 less ($2,000 × 25%) = $3,500 net allocable capital gain.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 422.35 and 422.37.

701—53.4(422) Net operating and capital loss carrybacks and carryovers. If the taxpayer, for tax
periods beginning prior to January 1, 2009, has both a net operating loss and a capital loss carryback to
a prior tax year, the capital loss shall be carried back first and then the new operating loss offset against
any remaining income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 483.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]

701—53.5(422) Interest and dividends from federal securities. See rule 701—40.2(422) for a
discussion of the exempt status of interest and dividends from federal securities.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.6(422) Interest and dividends from foreign securities, and securities of state and their
political subdivisions. Interest and dividends from foreign securities and from securities of state and
their political subdivisions are to be included in Iowa taxable income. Certain types of interest and
dividends, because of specific exemption, are not includable in income for federal tax purposes. To the
extent such income has been excluded for federal income tax purposes, unless the item of income is
specifically exempted from state taxation by the laws or constitution of Iowa or of the United States, it
must be added to Iowa taxable income. See rule 701—40.3(422) for a listing of obligations of the state
of Iowa and its political subdivisions, the interest from which is exempt from Iowa corporation income
tax. For the tax treatment of interest or dividends from regulated investment companies (mutual funds)
that invest in obligations of the type discussed in rule 701—40.3(422), see rule 701—40.52(422).

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, add dividends received from regulated
investment companies exempt from federal tax under Section 852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code
and subtract the loss on the sale or exchange of a share of a regulated investment company held for six
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months or less to the extent the loss was disallowed under Section 852(b)(4)(B) of the Internal Revenue
Code.

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2001, add, to the extent not already included, income
from the sale of obligations of the state of Iowa and its political subdivisions. Gains or losses from
the sale or other disposition of bonds issued by the state of Iowa or its political subdivisions shall be
included in Iowa taxable income unless the law authorizing these obligations specifically exempts the
income from the sale or other disposition from Iowa corporation income tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, House
File 715.

701—53.7(422) Safe harbor leases. For tax years ending after January 1, 1981, deductions in
determining federal taxable income for sale-leaseback agreements taken as a result of the application
of Section 168(f)(8) of the Internal Revenue Code shall be added in determining Iowa taxable income
to the extent such deductions cannot be taken under provisions of Sections 162, 163 and 167 of the
Internal Revenue Code. The lessor shall add depreciation and interest expense, and the lessee shall
add rental expense. When the deduction for depreciation is not allowed under a previous provision
of this rule, the lessee shall be allowed a deduction for depreciation on any property involved in a
sale-leaseback agreement. This depreciation shall be computed in accordance with Section 168(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code. Income received as a result of a sale-leaseback agreement shall be deducted
in determining Iowa taxable income. The lessee shall deduct interest income and the lessor shall deduct
rent income. Each lessor and lessee corporation shall include a copy of federal Form 6793 in its Iowa
corporation income tax return for the year in which a safe harbor lease is entered into.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.8(422) Additions to federal taxable income.
53.8(1) Disallowance of private club expenses. Rescinded IAB 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04.
53.8(2) Percentage depletion. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1986, add the amount

that percentage depletion of an oil, gas, or geothermal well computed under Section 613 of the Internal
Revenue Code is in excess of cost depletion computed under Section 611 of the Internal Revenue Code.

53.8(3) Charitable contributions relating to the charitable conservation contribution tax credit.
For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2008, a taxpayer who claims a charitable conservation
contribution tax credit in accordance with rule 701—52.37(422) cannot claim a deduction for charitable
contributions under Section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code for the amount of the contribution for
which the tax credit is claimed for Iowa tax purposes.

53.8(4) Charitable contributions relating to school tuition organizations. For tax years beginning
on or after July 1, 2009, a taxpayer who claims a school tuition organization tax credit in accordance
with rule 701—52.38(422) cannot claim a deduction for charitable contributions under Section 170 of
the Internal Revenue Code for the amount of the contribution to the school tuition organization for which
the tax credit is claimed for Iowa tax purposes.

53.8(5) Charitable contributions relating to the endow Iowa tax credit. For tax years beginning on
or after January 1, 2010, a taxpayer who claims an endow Iowa tax credit in accordance with rule
701—52.23(15E,422) cannot claim a deduction for charitable contributions under Section 170 of the
Internal Revenue Code for the amount of the contribution for which the tax credit is claimed for Iowa
tax purposes.

53.8(6) Charitable contributions related to the from farm to food donation tax credit. For tax
years beginning on or after January 1, 2014, a taxpayer who claims a from farm to food donation tax
credit in accordance with rule 701—52.45(422,85GA,SF452) cannot claim a deduction for charitable
contributions under Section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code for the amount of the contribution for
which the tax credit is claimed for Iowa tax purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 and 2013 Iowa Acts, Senate File 452.
[ARC 1303C, IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]
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701—53.9(422) Gains and losses on property acquired before January 1, 1934. Where property was
acquired prior to January 1, 1934, the basis as of January 1, 1934, for determining capital or other gains
or losses is the higher of cost, adjusted for depreciation allowed or allowable to January 1, 1934, or fair
market value as of that date. City National Bank of Clinton v. Iowa State Tax Commission, 251 Iowa 603,
102 N.W.2d 381 (1960).

If as a result of this provision a basis is to be used for purposes of Iowa corporation income tax which
is different from the basis used for purposes of federal income tax, appropriate adjustment must be made
and detailed schedules supplied in the computation of Iowa taxable income.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.10(422)Work opportunity tax credit and alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit. Where
provided for in the Internal Revenue Code, as detailed below, a deduction shall be allowed for the amount
of credit to the extent that the credit increased federal taxable income.

53.10(1) For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1977, the amount of credit allowable for
federal work opportunity tax credit as provided for in Section 51 of the Internal Revenue Code shall be
a deduction from Iowa taxable income to the extent the credit increased income.

53.10(2) For tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 1980, the amount of credit allowable for the
federal alcohol and cellulosic biofuel fuels credit as provided for in Section 40 of the Internal Revenue
Code shall be a deduction from Iowa taxable income to the extent the credit increased income.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 422.35 as amended by 2012
Iowa Acts, Senate File 2328.
[ARC 0337C, IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]

701—53.11(422) Additional deduction for wages paid or accrued for work done in Iowa by certain
individuals. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1984, a taxpayer which is considered to be a
small business corporation, as defined by subrule 53.11(2), is allowed a deduction for 50 percent of the
first 12 months of wages paid or accrued during the tax years for work done in Iowa for employees first
hired on or after January 1, 1984.

A handicapped individual domiciled in this state at the time of hiring.
An individual domiciled in this state at the time of hiring who meets any of the following conditions:
1. Has been convicted of a felony in this or any other state or the District of Columbia.
2. Is on parole pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 906.
3. Is on probation pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 907 for an offense other than a simple

misdemeanor.
4. Is in a work release program pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 904.
An individual, whether or not domiciled in this state at the time of the hiring, who is on parole or

probation and to whom the interstate probation and parole compact under Iowa Code chapter 913 applies.
For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1989, a taxpayer which is considered to be a small

business corporation, as defined by subrule 53.11(2) is allowed a deduction for 65 percent not to exceed
$20,000 of the first 12 months of wages paid or accrued during the tax year for work done in Iowa for
employees first hired after January 1, 1989, who meet the above criteria.

53.11(1) The additional deduction shall not be allowed for wages paid to an individual who was
hired to replace an individual whose employment was terminated within the 12-month period preceding
the date of first employment. However, if the individual being replaced left employment voluntarily
without good cause attributable to the employer or if the individual was discharged for misconduct in
connection with the individual’s employment as determined by the Iowa division of job service of the
department of employment services, the additional deduction shall be allowed.

The determination of whether an individual left employment voluntarily without good cause
attributable to the employer or if the individual was discharged for misconduct is a factual determination
which must be made on a case-by-case basis.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
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53.11(2) The term “small business corporation” includes the operation of a farm but does not
include the practice of a profession. The following conditions apply for the purpose of determining
what constitutes a small business corporation.

a. A small business corporation shall not have had more than 20 full-time equivalent positions
during each of the 26 consecutive weeks within the 52-week period immediately preceding the date on
which the individual for whom an additional deduction for wages is takenwas hired. Full-time equivalent
position means any of the following:

1. An employment position requiring an average work week of 40 or more hours;
2. An employment position for which compensation is paid on a salaried full-time basis without

regard to hours worked; or
3. An aggregation of any number of part-time positions which equal one full-time position. For

purposes of this subrule each part-time position shall be categorized with regard to the average number
of hours worked each week as a one-quarter, half, three-quarter, or full-time position, as set forth in the
following table:

Average Number of Weekly Hours Category
More than 0 but less than 15 ¼
15 or more but less than 25 ½
25 or more but less than 35 ¾
35 or more 1 (full-time)

b. A small business corporation shall not have more than $1 million in annual gross revenues or
after July 1, 1984, $3 million in annual gross revenues or as the average of the three preceding tax years.
“Annual gross revenues” means total sales, before deducting returns and allowances but after deducting
corrections and trade discounts, sales taxes and excise taxes based on sales, as determined in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.

c. A small business corporation shall not be an affiliate or subsidiary of a business which is
dominant in its field of operation. “Dominant in its field of operation” means having more than 20
full-time equivalent employees and more than $1 million of annual gross revenues or after July 1,
1984, $3 million of annual gross revenues or as the average of the three preceding tax years. “Affiliate
or subsidiary of a business dominant in its field of operations” means a business which is at least 20
percent owned by a business dominant in its field of operation, or by partners, officers, directors,
majority stockholders, or their equivalent, of a business dominant in that field of operation.

d. “Operation of a farm” means the cultivation of land for the production of agricultural crops,
the raising of poultry, the production of eggs, the production of milk, the production of fruit or other
horticultural crops, grazing or the production of livestock. Operation of a farm shall not include the
production of timber, forest products, nursery products, or sod and operation of a farm shall not include
a contract where a processor or distributor of farm products or supplies provides spraying, harvesting or
other farm services.

e. “The practice of a profession” means a vocation requiring specialized knowledge and
preparation including but not limited to the following: medicine and surgery, podiatry, osteopathy,
osteopathic medicine and surgery, psychology, psychiatry, chiropractic, nursing, dentistry, dental
hygiene, optometry, speech pathology, audiology, pharmacy, physical therapy, occupational therapy,
mortuary science, law, architecture, engineering and surveying, and accounting.

53.11(3) Definitions.
a. The term “handicapped person” means any person who has a physical or mental impairment

which substantially limits one or more major life activities, has a record of such impairment, or is
regarded as having such an impairment.

The term handicapped does not include any person who is an alcoholic or drug abuser whose
current use of alcohol or drugs prevents the person from performing the duties of employment or
whose employment, by reason of current use of alcohol or drugs, would constitute a direct threat to the
property or the safety of others.
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b. The term “physical or mental impairment” means any physiological disorder or condition,
cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical loss affecting one or more of the following body systems:
neurological; musculoskeletal; special sense organs; respiratory, including speech organs;
cardiovascular; reproductive; digestive; genitourinary; hemic and lymphatic; skin and endocrine; or
any mental or psychological disorder, such as intellectual disability, organic brain syndrome, emotional
or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities.

c. The term “major life activities” means functions such as caring for one’s self, performing
manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working.

d. The term “has a record of such impairment” means has a history of, or has been misclassified
as having, a mental or physical impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities.

e. The term “is regarded as having such an impairment” means:
1. Has a physical or mental impairment that does not substantially limit major life activities but

that is perceived as constituting such a limitation;
2. Has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits major life activities only as a result

of the attitudes of others toward such impairment; or
3. Has none of the impairments defined as physical or mental impairments, but is perceived as

having such an impairment.
f. The term “successfully completing a probationary period” includes those instances where the

employee quits without good cause attributable to the employer during the probationary period or was
discharged for misconduct during the probationary period.

g. The term “probationary period” means the period of probation for newly hired employees, if
the employer has a written probationary policy. If the employer has no written probationary policy for
newly hired employees, the probationary period shall be considered to be six months from the date of
hire.

53.11(4) If a newly hired employee has been certified as either a vocational rehabilitation referral
or an economically disadvantaged ex-convict for purposes of qualification for the work opportunity tax
credit under Section 51 of the Internal Revenue Code, that employee shall be considered to have met the
qualifications for the additional wage deduction.

A vocational rehabilitation referral is any individual certified by a state employment agency as
having a physical or mental disability which, for the individual, constitutes or results in a substantial
handicap to employment. In addition, the individual must have been referred to the employer after
completion or while receiving rehabilitation services pursuant to either a state or federal approved
vocational rehabilitation program.

For all other newly hired employees, the employer has the burden of proof to show that the employees
meet the qualifications for the additional wage deduction.

53.11(5) The taxpayer shall include a schedule with the filing of its tax return showing the name,
address, social security number, date of hiring and wages paid of each employee for which the taxpayer
claims the additional deduction for wages.

53.11(6) If the employee for which an additional deduction for wages was allowed fails to
successfully complete a probationary period and the taxpayer has already filed an Iowa corporation
income tax return taking the additional deduction for wages, the taxpayer shall file an amended return
adding back the additional deduction for wages. The amended return shall state the name and social
security number of the employee who failed to successfully complete a probationary period.

53.11(7) For tax years ending after July 1, 1990, a taxpayer who did not qualify for the additional
deduction for wages paid or accrued for work done in Iowa by certain individuals set forth above is
allowed an additional deduction of 65 percent not to exceed $20,000 of the first 12 months of wages paid
or accrued for work done in Iowa for employees first hired on or after July 1, 1990, if the new employee
is:

a. An individual domiciled in this state at the time of the hiring who meets any of the following
conditions:

(1) Has been convicted of a felony in this or any other state or the District of Columbia.
(2) Is on parole pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 906.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/906.pdf
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(3) Is on probation pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 907, for an offense other than a simple
misdemeanor.

(4) Is in a work release program pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 904, division IX.
b. An individual, whether or not domiciled in this state at the time of the hiring, who is on parole

or probation and to whom the interstate probation and parole compact under Iowa Code section 907A.1
applies.

The additional deduction is not allowed for wages paid to an individual who was hired to replace
an individual whose employment was terminated within the 12-month period preceding the date of
first employment. However, if the individual being replaced left employment voluntarily without good
cause attributable to the employer or if the individual was discharged for misconduct in connection with
the individual’s employment as determined by the Iowa division of job service of the department of
employment services, the additional deduction is allowed.

The determination of whether an individual left employment voluntarily without good cause
attributable to the employer or if the individual was discharged for misconduct is a factual determination
which must be made on a case-by-case basis.

The taxpayer must include a schedule with the filing of its tax return showing the name, address,
social security number, date of hiring, and wages paid of each employee for whom the taxpayer claims
the additional deduction for wages.

If the employee for whom an additional deduction for wages was allowed fails to successfully
complete a probationary period and the taxpayer has already filed an Iowa corporation income tax
return taking the additional deduction for wages, the taxpayer must file an amended return adding back
the additional deduction for wages. The amended return must state the name and social security number
of the employee who failed to successfully complete a probationary period.

53.11(8) The additional deduction applies to any individual hired on or after July 1, 2001, whether or
not domiciled in Iowa at the time of hiring, who is on parole or probation and to whom either the interstate
probation and parole compact under Iowa Code section 907A.1 or the compact for adult offenders under
Iowa Code chapter 907B applies. The amount of additional deduction for hiring this individual is equal
to 65 percent of the wages paid, but the additional deduction is not to exceed $20,000 for the first 12
months of wages paid for work done in Iowa. The conditions set out in the unnumbered paragraphs
under paragraph “b” of subrule 53.11(7) also apply to the deduction for the hiring of certain individuals
in this subrule.

This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 422.35 as amended by 2012
Iowa Acts, Senate File 2247.
[ARC 0337C, IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]

701—53.12(422) Federal income tax deduction. “Federal income taxes” shall mean those income taxes
paid or payable to the United States Government and shall not include taxes paid or payable or taxes
deemed to have been paid to a foreign country. Construction Products, Inc. v. Briggs, State Board of
Tax Review, Case No. 25, February 1, 1972. “Federal income taxes” includes the federal alternative
minimum tax. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1990, and before January 1, 1996, “federal
income taxes” includes the federal environmental tax. Because the federal environmental tax is deducted
in computing federal taxable income and Iowa Code subsection 422.35(4) only allows a deduction for 50
percent of the federal income tax paid or accrued, the federal environmental tax deducted in computing
federal taxable income must be added to federal taxable income.

53.12(1) Cash basis taxpayer.
a. When a taxpayer is reporting on the cash basis, 50 percent of the amount of federal income taxes

actually paid during the taxable period is allowable as a deduction, whether or not such taxes represent
the preceding year’s tax or additional taxes for prior years. Fifty percent of a federal tax refund shall be
reported as income in the year received.

b. A corporation reporting on the cash basis may deduct 50 percent of the federal income tax
on the accrual basis if an election is made upon filing the first return. If the corporation claims an
accrual deduction on the first return, it shall be considered as an election. Once the election is made,
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the corporation may change the basis of federal income tax deduction only with the permission of the
director. If a change in accounting method is approved or required by the Internal Revenue Service, the
director is deemed to have approved the change in the basis of the federal tax deduction.

c. The federal income tax deduction during the transitional period following a change in
accounting method from cash to accrual is the accrual deduction in the year of change, plus any cash
payment of federal income tax paid in the year of the change for the tax year prior to the change in
accounting method, reduced by a refund of federal income tax paid for the tax year prior to the year of
the change in accounting method received in the year of the change. For the year of change and years
subsequent to the year of the change, the deduction shall be the accrual deduction plus any federal
income tax paid for a tax year prior to the year of change as a result of an amended federal return or
federal audit, reduced by any refund of federal income tax paid for a tax year prior to the year of the
change in accounting method.

d. The federal income tax deduction during the transitional period following a change in
accounting method from accrual to cash is the cash deduction in the year of change, plus any cash
payment of federal estimated income tax paid in the year prior to the year of the change for the year of
the change. Any refund of federal income tax from a tax year prior to the year of the change received in
the year of the change or in a subsequent year is properly accrued to the prior tax year. Any payment
of federal income tax due to an amended return or federal audit for a tax year prior to the year of the
change made in the year of the change or a subsequent year is accrued to that prior tax year. (For
information on amended returns, see 701—subrule 52.3(4).)

53.12(2) Accrual basis taxpayer.
a. The amount of federal income tax to be allowed as a deduction for an accrual basis taxpayer is

limited to 50 percent of the actual federal income tax liability for that year.
b. Additional federal income taxes and refunds of federal income taxes (except for 53.12(2)“c”)

shall be a part of the tax liability accrued for such prior years.
c. Refunds resulting from net operating loss carrybacks, investment credit carrybacks, unused

excess profits tax credits, and similar items shall be included in income for Iowa corporation income tax
purposes in the year in which such refunds are legally accrued.

53.12(3) Rescinded, effective February 2, 1977.
53.12(4) Consolidated federal income tax allocation.
a. When a corporation joins with at least one other corporation in the filing of a consolidated

federal income tax return, the allowable deduction shall be 50 percent of the consolidated federal income
tax liability allocable to that corporation. The allocation of the consolidated federal income tax shall be
determined as follows: The net consolidated federal income tax liability is multiplied by a fraction, the
numerator of which is the taxpayer’s federal taxable income as computed on a separate basis, and the
denominator of which is the total federal taxable incomes of each corporation included in the consolidated
return. If the computation of the taxable income of a member results in an excess of deductions over
gross income such member’s taxable income shall be zero. Sibley State Bank v. Bair, State Board of Tax
Review, Docket No. 182, May 26, 1978. Internorth, Inc., and Northern Propane Gas Company v. Iowa
State Board of Tax Review, Iowa Department of Revenue and GeraId D. Bair, Director of Revenue, 333
N.W.2d 471 (Iowa 1983).

b. If a corporation joins with at least one other corporation in the filing of a consolidated federal
income tax return, the federal income tax deduction allowed the Iowa taxpayer shall not exceed 50
percent of the consolidated federal income tax liability.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.13(422) Iowa income taxes and Iowa tax refund. Iowa corporation income taxes paid or
accrued during the tax year as may be applicable under themethod of filing are permissible deductions for
federal corporation income tax purposes, but are not permissible deductions for purposes of determining
Iowa net taxable income. To the extent taxes were deducted in the determination of federal taxable
income, they shall be added to federal taxable income for Iowa corporation income tax purposes. Refunds
of Iowa income tax to the extent that the refunds were included in the determination of federal taxable
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income shall be subtracted from federal taxable income, only to the extent that a deduction for Iowa
income taxes was disallowed on a prior Iowa return. Iowa income tax refunds resulting from Iowa
refundable tax credits are not allowed as a deduction for Iowa corporation income tax purposes.

EXAMPLE: Corporation A reports income on a cash basis and made Iowa estimated payments of
$2,000 during the 2003 tax year. The $2,000 of estimated payments was claimed as a deduction for
federal income tax purposes, but was not allowed as a deduction for Iowa tax purposes. The 2003 Iowa
return reported a tax liability of $1,600. Corporation A had $2,000 of Iowa estimated payments and a
$500 ethanol blended gasoline tax credit, and received a $900 Iowa tax refund in 2004. Of the $900
refund reported as income on the federal return, Corporation A will be allowed a $400 ($2,000 - $1,600)
reduction on the Iowa return for 2004.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.14(422)Method of accounting, accounting period. The return shall be computed on the same
basis and for the same accounting period as the taxpayer’s return for federal corporation income tax
purposes. Permission to change accounting methods or accounting periods for corporation tax purposes
is not required provided the taxpayer furnishes the department with a copy of the federal consent.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.15(422) Consolidated returns.
53.15(1) Definition. The term “common parent” as used in these rules shall have the same general

meaning as when used in the federal income tax regulation. However, where the common parent is not
subject to the Iowa income tax because of the provisions of 701—subrule 52.1(1) or because of specific
exemption under Iowa Code section 422.34, the common parent shall designate as the agent for the
affiliated group, one of its subsidiaries subject to the Iowa income tax and shall notify the director of the
same in writing. Where the common parent has designated one of its subsidiaries to act as agent for the
affiliated group, reference in this rule to “common parent” shall mean the designated agent.

Unless otherwise distinctly expressed, the terms used in this rule shall have the same meaning as
when used in a comparable context in the federal income tax regulations for consolidated returns except
for determining whether an affiliated group had exercised its privilege of filing a consolidated return.
All references to the “commissioner” or “district director” in the federal regulations shall be construed
to mean the director for purposes of the Iowa rules.

a. An affiliated group of corporations which did not file a consolidated return for the immediately
preceding taxable year may file a consolidated return in lieu of separate returns for the taxable year. Each
corporation which is subject to the Iowa corporation income tax and has been a member during any part
of the taxable year for which the consolidated return is to be filed must consent (as provided in paragraph
53.15(1)“d”) to the filing of the consolidated return.

b. If a group wishes to exercise its privilege of filing a consolidated return, the consolidated return
must be filed not later than the date prescribed by Iowa Code section 422.21 (including extensions of
time) for the filing of the common parent’s return. The consolidated return may not be withdrawn after
the last day for filing (including extensions of time) but the group may change the basis of its return at
any time prior to the last day.

c. The consolidated return shall be made on Form IA-1120 for the group by the common parent
corporation. The common parent corporation of the group must attach a copy of the federal Form 851
(Affiliations Schedule) to the consolidated return.

d. If a group wishes to exercise its privilege of filing a consolidated return, each subsidiary must
consent to the filing of the consolidated return for the year. The subsidiaries must consent to the filing
of an Iowa consolidated return by joining in the filing of an Iowa consolidated return on or before the
due date (including any extensions of time). If both separate and consolidated returns are filed on or
before the due date (including any extensions of time), the latest returns filed will be considered as the
taxpayers’ election in regards to the filing of separate or consolidated returns.

e. The common parent, for all purposes other than the making of the consent required by subrule
53.15(1)“a,” shall be the sole agent for each subsidiary in the group, duly authorized to act in its own
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name in all matters relating to the tax liability for the consolidated return year. No subsidiary shall have
authority to act for or to represent itself in any matter. The provisions of this paragraph shall apply
whether or not a consolidated return is made for any subsequent year and whether or not one or more
subsidiaries have become or have ceased to be members of the group at any time. If a subsidiary has
ceased to be a member of the group and if the subsidiary files written notice of the cessation with the
director, then upon request of the subsidiary, the director will furnish it with a copy of any notice of
deficiency in respect of the tax for a consolidated return year for which it was a member. The filing of
the written notification and request by a corporation shall not have the effect of limiting the scope of the
agency of the common parent.

f. Unless the director agrees to the contrary, an agreement entered into by the common parent
extending the time within which a notice of deficiency may be issued, or a levy or a proceeding in court
begun in respect of the tax for a consolidated return year shall be applicable to each corporation which
was a member of the group during any part of the taxable year and to each corporation, the income of
which was included in the consolidated return for the taxable year, notwithstanding that the liability of
the corporation is subsequently computed on the basis of a separate return under these rules.

g. If the common parent corporation contemplates dissolution, or is about to be dissolved, or if
for any other reason its existence is about to terminate, it shall forthwith notify the director of that fact
and designate another member to act as its agent in its place to the same extent and subject to the same
conditions and limitations as are applicable to the common parent. If this notice is not given by the
common parent, the remaining members may, subject to the approval of the director, designate another
member to act as agent, and notice of the designation shall be given to the director. Until a notice in
writing designating a new agent has been approved by the director, any notice of deficiency or other
communications mailed to the common parent shall be considered as having been properly mailed to
the agent of the group. If the director has reasons to believe that the existence of the common parent
has terminated, the director may, if deemed advisable, deal directly with any member in respect of its
liability.

53.15(2) When director may require consolidated return. In accordance with the provisions of rule
701—53.15(422), the director may require a consolidated return for those members of an affiliated group
of corporations which would be eligible to elect to consolidate their incomes under Iowa Code section
422.37 if the filing of separate returns for such corporations would improperly reflect the taxable incomes
of said corporations or of said group.

53.15(3) Discontinuance of filing consolidated returns.
a. An affiliated groupwhich filed (or was required to file) a consolidated return for the immediately

preceding taxable year is required to file a consolidated return for the taxable year unless it is allowed to
discontinue filing consolidated returns, or unless a federal consolidated return is not filed by the group.

b. In the event that a consolidated filing for Iowa tax purposes is discontinued for any reason, the
common parent shall so notify the department by letter. The mere filing of separate returns does not, in
itself, constitute sufficient notice.

c. The following constitute factors for determining when consolidated filing for Iowa tax purposes
can be discontinued:

(1) If the filing of separate returns will more clearly disclose the taxable income of each member of
the affiliated group. Corporations should note that such determination is vested in the director. Therefore,
corporations should make application to the director within a reasonable time prior to the due date of the
return (including extensions of time). Normally, this would be not later than 90 days prior to said due
date. The application should set forth in detail the taxable income on both a consolidated and separate
basis together with the reasons why separate returns would more clearly disclose Iowa taxable income.
The mere fact that the consolidated tax liability is greater or less than the combined separate liabilities
is not, of itself, a ground for discontinuance of consolidated filing.

(2) If one or more of the members of the affiliated group cease to be subject to Iowa corporate
income tax, consolidation may be discontinued in whole or in part.

(3) If one or more of the members of the affiliated group change in character so that they are no
longer taxable under the Iowa corporate income tax law.
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EXAMPLE: Common parent A is a manufacturer. Subsidiary B is a company engaged in small
loans. A and B file consolidated Iowa returns. In a subsequent taxable year, B changes its business by
surrendering its small loan company license and obtains a state bank charter. Even though A and B
continue to file federal consolidated returns, B is now a corporation exempt from tax under Iowa Code
section 422.34. Therefore A and B should discontinue filing Iowa consolidated returns.

(4) If the affiliated group is purchased by another corporation or affiliated group so that after the
purchase the stockholders own less than 50 percent of the fair market value of all classes of outstanding
stock of the new corporation or affiliated group then the old group must discontinue filing Iowa
consolidated returns. The new group may exercise its privilege of filing a consolidated return.

d. If a group is allowed to discontinue filing consolidated returns for any taxable year, then each
member of the affiliated group subject to Iowa tax must file a separate return for such year on or before
the last day prescribed by law (including extensions of time) for the filing of the consolidated return for
such year.

e. A group shall be considered as remaining in existence, for the purposes of the Code, in
accordance with the rules prescribed in Treasury Regulation Section 1.1502-75(d).

f. If a consolidated return erroneously includes the income of one or more corporations which
were not members of the group at any time during the consolidated return year, the tax liability of such
corporations will be determined upon the basis of separate returns (or a consolidated return of another
group, if paragraph 53.15(1)“c” or 53.15(3)“a” applies) and the consolidated return will be considered
as including only the income of the corporations which were members of the group during that taxable
year.

g. In any case in which amounts have been assessed and paid upon the basis of a consolidated
return, and where the tax liability of one or more of the corporations included in the consolidated return
is to be computed in the manner described in paragraph 53.15(3)“f,” the amounts so paid shall be
allocated between the group composed of the corporations properly included in the consolidated return
and each of the corporations, whose tax liability is to be computed on a separate basis (or on the basis of
a consolidated return of another group) in such manner as the corporations which were included in the
consolidated return, and where the tax liability of one or more of the corporations included absence of
an agreement, the tax liability of the group shall be allocated under subrule 53.12(4).

h. The taxable year of members of the group, including rules for changing the parent’s taxable
year, income to be included in the separate returns, and the time for making separate returns for periods
not included in a consolidated return for the purposes of the Iowa Code, shall be in accordance with the
rules prescribed in Treasury Regulation Section 1.1502-76(a)-(c).

53.15(4) Determination of consolidated Iowa income.
a. Unless otherwise provided by these rules or manifestly inconsistent with the provisions of the

Iowa Code, the consolidated taxable income for a consolidated return year under the Iowa Code shall be
determined in the same manner and under the same procedures, including intercompany adjustments and
eliminations, as are required by the federal income tax regulations in the case of a federal consolidated
return.

b. If the Iowa affiliated group differs in its members from the federal affiliated group, such
nonqualifying member(s) shall not be considered includable corporations and all computations
hereunder shall be made as if such member(s) were not members of the affiliated group. The
consolidated federal income tax liability shall be allocated between includable corporations and
nonincludable corporations by subrule 53.12(4).

c. The apportionment provisions of Iowa Code section 422.33 shall be taken into account by an
affiliated group doing business within and without Iowa. All members of an affiliated group which join
in the filing of an Iowa consolidated return shall determine the portion of the consolidated net income
earned within and without Iowa by the same method. All intercompany transactions shall be eliminated
in the determination of the apportionment factors.

The gross receipts of each corporation which joins in the filing of an Iowa consolidated corporation
income tax return shall be included in the computation of the business activity ratio. The gross receipts of
each corporation shall be included in the numerator of the business activity ratio to the extent that it has
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nexus in Iowa and its gross receipts are not eliminated by intercompany adjustments and are considered
Iowa gross receipts by rules 701—54.2(422) to 701—54.8(422). The gross receipts of each corporation
shall be included in the denominator of the business activity ratio to the extent its gross receipts are not
eliminated by intercompany adjustments.

d. On or after January 1, 2016, see 701—Chapter 242 for requirements of an out-of-state business
to be a part of an affiliated group filing an Iowa consolidated return that enters Iowa to perform disaster
and emergency-related work during a disaster response period as those terms are defined in Iowa Code
section 29C.24.

53.15(5) Schedules. Supporting schedules shall be filed with the consolidated return. The statement
of gross income and deductions and other schedules required for each corporation shall be prepared
and filed in columnar form so that the details of the items of gross income, deductions, and credits
for each member may be readily ascertained. A column shall also be provided giving effect to any
eliminations and adjustments. The items included in the column for eliminations and adjustments should
be symbolized to identify contra items affected, and suitable explanations appended, if necessary. Similar
schedules shall contain in columnar form a reconciliation of retained earnings for each corporation,
together with a reconciliation of consolidated retained earnings. Consolidated balance sheets at the
beginning and close of the taxable year of the group shall accompany the consolidated return prepared in
a form similar to that required for other schedules. Transactions with a subsidiary which is not included as
part of the Iowa consolidated return shall not be considered as intercompany transactions for elimination
purposes in computing the consolidated Iowa taxable income for the return period.

53.15(6) Liability for tax.
a. Except as provided in paragraph 53.15(6)“b,” the common parent corporation and each

subsidiary subject to the Iowa corporation income tax which was a member of the affiliated group
during any part of the consolidated return year shall be severally liable for the tax for the year computed
in accordance with Iowa Code chapter 422, on or before the due date (not including extensions of time)
for the filing of the consolidated return for that year.

b. If a subsidiary has ceased to be a member of the group and if the cessation resulted from a
bona fide sale or exchange of its stock for fair value and occurred prior to the date upon which any
deficiency is assessed, the director may make an assessment and collection of the deficiency from the
former subsidiary in an amount not exceeding the portion of the deficiency which the director may
determine to be allocable to it. If the director makes assessment and collection of any part of a deficiency
from the former subsidiary, then for purposes of any credit or refund of the amount collected from the
former subsidiary the agency of the common parent under the provisions of paragraph 53.15(1)“e” shall
not apply.

c. No agreement entered into by one or more members of the affiliated group with any other
member of the group shall in any case have the effect of reducing the liability prescribed under this
subrule.

53.15(7) Computation of contribution. Computation of a separate corporation’s contribution to
consolidated income or net operating loss subject to Iowa tax for purposes of net operating loss
carryover and carryback limitations shall be as follows:

A D separate corporation contribution to
B

× C ×
A

+ E =
consolidated income subject to Iowa tax.

A = Separate corporation gross sales within and without Iowa after elimination of all intercompany
transactions.

B = Consolidated gross sales within and without Iowa after elimination of all intercompany
transactions.

C = Iowa consolidated net income subject to apportionment.
D = Separate corporation gross sales within Iowa after elimination of all intercompany transactions.
E = Separate corporation income allocable to Iowa.
53.15(8) Limitations on net operating loss carryover and carryback.
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a. Definitions.
(1) The term “separate return year” means a year in which a corporation filed a separate return and

also a year for which it joined (or was required to join) in the filing of an Iowa consolidated return by
another affiliated group.

(2) The term “separate return limitation year” means any separate return year of a member of the
group or of a predecessor of the member.

b. Limitation on net operating loss carryover. Anet operating loss from a separate return limitation
year of a member of the group may be carried over only to the extent that the member contributed to the
Iowa consolidated taxable income as computed under subrule 53.15(7). A net operating loss carryover
from a separate return limitation year cannot create or increase a consolidated net operating loss which
is carried back for tax years beginning prior to January 1, 2009.

A consolidated net operating loss may be carried over to a consolidated return year without limitation
even though in the carryover year the affiliated group contains members which were not members of the
group in the loss year.

If a member of the affiliated group in the loss year leaves the group through the sale of its stock or
because it is now a corporation exempt from tax under Iowa Code section 422.34, its share, as determined
by subrule 53.15(7), of the unabsorbed consolidated net operating loss at the end of the consolidated
return year during which the member left the group or became exempt from tax may not be carried
forward to a subsequent consolidated return.

c. Limitation on net operating loss carryback for tax periods beginning prior to January 1,
2009. Amember’s share of an Iowa consolidated net operating loss as computed under subrule 53.15(7)
must be carried back to a separate return year, unless the affiliated group elected to carry the net
operating loss forward. However, if the member was not in existence in the carryback year but had
been a member of the group for every tax year of its existence, its share of the Iowa consolidated loss
may be carried back to a separate return year of the common parent.

If a consolidated net operating loss is carried back to a consolidated return year and all members of
the affiliated group are the same in the carryback year as in the loss year, the consolidated net operating
loss may be carried back without limitation. If there are members of the affiliated group in the loss year
which were not members in the carryback year, then the formula in subrule 53.15(7) must be used to
determine the portion of the consolidated net operating loss attributable to the members in existence
in the carryback year and which may be carried back. Any member of the affiliated group which was
a member of the loss-year affiliated group which has been a member of the group since its formation
will be regarded as having been a member of the group in the carryback year even though it was not
then in existence. A merger or liquidation of members within the affiliated group will be disregarded in
determining whether there has been a change in the group between the loss year and the carryback year.

The amount of net operating loss that may be carried back from a separate return year to a
consolidated return year is limited to the extent that the former member contributed to the Iowa
consolidated taxable income as computed under subrule 53.15(7).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 483, and section 422.37.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10; ARC 3085C, IAB 5/24/17, effective
6/28/17]

701—53.16(422) Federal rulings and regulations. In determining whether “taxable income,” “net
operating loss deduction” or any other deductions are computed for federal tax purposes under, or have
the same meaning as provided by, the Internal Revenue Code, the department will use applicable rulings
and regulations that have been duly promulgated by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, unless the
director has created rules and regulations or has exercised discretionary powers as prescribed by statute
which call for an alternative method for determining “taxable income,” “net operating loss deduction,”
or any other deductions, or unless the department finds that an applicable Internal Revenue ruling or
regulation is unauthorized according to the Iowa Code.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.
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701—53.17(422) Depreciation of speculative shell buildings.
53.17(1) For tax years beginning on or after July 1, 1992, speculative shell buildings constructed or

reconstructed after that date may be depreciated as 15-year property under the accelerated cost recovery
system of the Internal Revenue Code. If the taxpayer has deducted depreciation on the speculative shell
building on the taxpayer’s federal income tax return, that amount of depreciation must be added to the
federal taxable income in order to deduct depreciation under this rule.

53.17(2) On sale or other disposition of the speculative shell building, the taxpayer must report
on the taxpayer’s Iowa corporation income tax return the same gain or loss reported on the taxpayer’s
federal corporation income tax return. If, while owned by the taxpayer, the building is converted from a
speculative shell building to another use, the taxpayer must deduct the same amount of depreciation on
the taxpayer’s Iowa tax return as is deducted on the taxpayer’s federal tax return.

53.17(3) For the purposes of this rule, the term “speculative shell building” means a building as
defined in Iowa Code section 427.1, subsection (27)“c.”

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.18(422) Deduction of multipurpose vehicle registration fee. For tax years beginning on or
after January 1, 1992, and before January 1, 2005, corporations may claim a deduction for 60 percent
of the amount of the registration fee paid for a multipurpose vehicle under Iowa Code section 321.124,
subsection 3, paragraph “h.” In order to qualify for this deduction, no part of the multipurpose vehicle
registration fee may have been deducted as an ordinary and necessary business expense.

For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2005, the deduction for Iowa corporation income
tax for multipurpose vehicle registration fees is the same as allowed under Section 164 of the Internal
Revenue Code for federal tax purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.19(422) Deduction of foreign dividends. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1992,
corporations may claim a deduction based on percentage of ownership as set forth in Section 243 of the
Internal Revenue Code for foreign dividends including Subpart F income as defined in Section 952 of
the Internal Revenue Code. See Kraft General Foods, Inc. v. Iowa Department of Revenue and Finance,
505 U.S. 71, 120 L.Ed 59, 112 S.Ct. 2365 (1992).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.20(422) Employer social security credit for tips. Employers in the food and beverage
industry are allowed a credit under Section 45B of the Internal Revenue Code for a portion of the social
security taxes paid or incurred after 1993 on employee tips. The credit is equal to the employer’s FICA
obligation attributable to tips received which exceed tips treated as wages for purposes of satisfying
minimum wage standards of the Fair Labor Standards Act. The credit is allowed only for tips received
by an employee in the course of employment from customers on the premises of a business for which
the tipping of employees serving food or beverages is customary. To the extent that an employer takes
the credit for a portion of the social security taxes paid or incurred, the employer’s deduction for the
social security tax is reduced accordingly. For Iowa income tax purposes, the full deduction for the
social security tax paid or incurred is allowed for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 1994. No
social security tax credit is allowed on the Iowa corporation income tax return.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 1995 Iowa Acts, chapter
152.

701—53.21(422) Deductions related to the Iowa educational savings plan trust. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2016, certain qualifying organizations may establish Iowa education
savings plan trust accounts as participants, as described in Iowa Code chapter 12D. Taxpayers may
make contributions to such qualifying organizations so that the organization can deposit the contribution
into the organization’s Iowa education savings plan trust account. However, for Iowa income tax
purposes, a taxpayer must add back any portion of the federal charitable contribution deduction allowed

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/427.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.124.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/12D.pdf
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for a contribution to a qualifying organization, to the extent that the taxpayer designated that any part
of such contribution be used for the direct benefit of a dependent of a shareholder or for the benefit of
any other specific person chosen by the taxpayer.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2016 Iowa Acts, chapter
1107.
[ARC 3664C, IAB 2/28/18, effective 4/4/18]

701—53.22(422) Additional first-year depreciation allowance.
53.22(1) Assets acquired after September 10, 2001, but before May 6, 2003. For tax periods ending

after September 10, 2001, but beginning before May 6, 2003, the additional first-year depreciation
allowance (“bonus depreciation”) of 30 percent authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue
Code, as enacted by Public Law No. 107-147, Section 101, does not apply for Iowa corporation income
tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal income tax return must add the total
amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after September 10, 2001, but before May 6, 2003,
and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code without regard to Section 168(k).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss
reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired
after September 10, 2001, but before May 6, 2003, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

The following nonexclusive examples illustrate how this subrule applies:
EXAMPLE 1: Taxpayer acquired a $100,000 qualifying asset on January 1, 2002, which has a five-year

life for depreciation purposes. Using the bonus depreciation provision in Section 168(k) of the Internal
Revenue Code, taxpayer was entitled to a $44,000 depreciation deduction on the federal return for 2002.
For Iowa purposes, taxpayer must use the MACRS depreciation method which results in a $20,000
depreciation deduction on the Iowa return for 2002. Therefore, a $24,000 ($44,000 – $20,000) increase
to net income relating to this depreciation adjustment must be made on the Iowa return for 2002.

EXAMPLE 2: Taxpayer acquired a $1,000,000 qualifying asset on January 1, 2002, which has a
ten-year life for depreciation purposes. This asset was sold on December 31, 2005, for $500,000. Using
the bonus depreciation provision, taxpayer claimed $677,440 of depreciation deductions on the federal
returns for 2002-2005. This results in a basis for this asset of $322,560 ($1,000,000 – $677,440), and a
gain of $177,440 ($500,000 – $322,560) on the federal return for 2005 on the sale of the asset.

Using the MACRS depreciation method, taxpayer claimed $539,200 of depreciation deductions on
the Iowa returns for 2002-2005. This results in a basis for this asset of $460,800 ($1,000,000 – $539,200),
and a gain of $39,200 ($500,000 – $460,800) on the Iowa return for 2005 on the sale of the asset.
Therefore, a decrease to net income of $138,240 ($177,440 – $39,200) relating to this gain adjustment
must be made on the Iowa return for 2005.

53.22(2) Assets acquired after May 5, 2003, but before January 1, 2005. For tax periods beginning
after May 5, 2003, but beginning before January 1, 2005, the bonus depreciation of 50 percent authorized
in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Public Law No. 108-27, Section 201,
may be taken for Iowa corporation income tax. If the taxpayer elects to take the 50 percent bonus
depreciation, the depreciation deduction allowed on the Iowa corporation income tax return is the same
as the depreciation deduction allowed on the federal income tax return for assets acquired after May 5,
2003, but before January 1, 2005.

a. If the taxpayer elects to take the 50 percent bonus depreciation and had filed an Iowa return prior
to February 24, 2005, which reflected the disallowance of 50 percent bonus depreciation, the taxpayer
may choose between two options to reflect this change. Taxpayer may either file an amended return for
the applicable tax year to reflect the 50 percent bonus depreciation provision, or taxpayer may reflect the
change for 50 percent bonus depreciation on the next Iowa return filed subsequent to February 23, 2005.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3664C.pdf
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Taxpayer must choose only one of these two options. Regardless of the option chosen, taxpayer must
complete and attach a revised Form IA 4562A to either the amended return or the return filed subsequent
to February 23, 2005.

See 701—subrule 40.60(2), paragraph “a,” for examples illustrating how this subrule is applied.
b. If the taxpayer elects not to take the 50 percent bonus depreciation, taxpayer must add the

total amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after May 5, 2003, but before January 1, 2005,
and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code without regard to Section 168(k). If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year,
the applicable depreciation catch-up adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa
tax purposes. The gain or loss reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes
must be adjusted for Iowa tax purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets. The adjustment for
both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired after May 5, 2003, but
before January 1, 2005, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

53.22(3) Assets acquired after December 31, 2007, but before January 1, 2010. For tax periods
beginning after December 31, 2007, but beginning before January 1, 2010, the bonus depreciation of
50 percent authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Public Law
No. 110-185, Section 103, and Public Law 111-5, Section 1201, does not apply for Iowa corporation
income tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal income tax return must add the
total amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after December 31, 2007, but before January 1,
2010, and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost
recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code without regard to Section 168(k).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss
reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired
after December 31, 2007, but before January 1, 2010, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

The following nonexclusive examples illustrate how this subrule applies:
EXAMPLE 1: Taxpayer acquired a $100,000 qualifying asset on January 10, 2008, which has a

five-year life for depreciation purposes. Using the bonus depreciation provision in Section 168(k) of the
Internal Revenue Code, taxpayer was entitled to a $44,000 depreciation deduction on the federal return
for 2008. For Iowa purposes, taxpayer must use the MACRS depreciation method which results in a
$20,000 depreciation deduction on the Iowa return for 2008. Therefore, a $24,000 ($44,000 – $20,000)
increase to net income relating to this depreciation adjustment must be made on the Iowa return for 2008.

EXAMPLE 2: Taxpayer acquired a $1,000,000 qualifying asset on January 10, 2008, which has a
ten-year life for depreciation purposes. This asset was sold on December 31, 2011, for $500,000. Using
the bonus depreciation provision, taxpayer claimed $677,440 of depreciation deductions on the federal
returns for 2008-2011. This results in a basis for this asset of $322,560 ($1,000,000 – $677,440), and a
gain of $177,440 ($500,000 – $322,560) on the federal return for 2011 on the sale of the asset.

Using the MACRS depreciation method, taxpayer claimed $539,200 of depreciation deductions on
the Iowa returns for 2008-2011. This results in a basis for this asset of $460,800 ($1,000,000 – $539,200),
and a gain of $39,200 ($500,000 – $460,800) on the Iowa return for 2011 on the sale of the asset.
Therefore, a decrease to net income of $138,240 ($177,440 – $39,200) relating to this gain adjustment
must be made on the Iowa return for 2011.

53.22(4) Qualified disaster assistance property. For property placed in service after December 31,
2007, with respect to federal declared disasters occurring before January 1, 2010, the bonus depreciation
of 50 percent authorized in Section 168(n) of the Internal Revenue Code for qualified disaster assistance
property, as amended by Public Law 110-343, Section 710, does not apply for Iowa corporation income
tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal income tax return must add the total
amount of depreciation claimed on qualified disaster assistance property and subtract the amount of

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.40.60.pdf
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depreciation taken on such property using the modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS)
depreciation method applicable under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code without regard to
Section 168(n).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss
reported on the sale or disposition of this property for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of such property.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying disaster assistance
property can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

53.22(5) Assets acquired after December 31, 2009, but before January 1, 2014. For tax periods
beginning after December 31, 2009, but beginning before January 1, 2014, the bonus depreciation
authorized in Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Public Law No. 111-240,
Section 2022, Public Law No. 111-312, Section 401, and Public Law No. 112-240, Section 331, does
not apply for Iowa corporation income tax. Taxpayers who claim the bonus depreciation on their federal
income tax return must add the total amount of depreciation claimed on assets acquired after December
31, 2009, but before January 1, 2014, and subtract the amount of depreciation taken on such property
using the modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS) depreciation method applicable under
Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code without regard to Section 168(k).

If any such property was sold or disposed of during the tax year, the applicable depreciation catch-up
adjustment must be made to adjust the basis of the property for Iowa tax purposes. The gain or loss
reported on the sale or disposition of these assets for federal tax purposes must be adjusted for Iowa tax
purposes to account for the adjusted basis of assets.

The adjustment for both depreciation and the gain or loss on the sale of qualifying assets acquired
after December 31, 2009, but before January 1, 2014, can be calculated on Form IA 4562A.

See subrule 53.22(3) for examples illustrating how this subrule is applied.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2013 Iowa Acts, Senate

File 106.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 1101C, IAB 10/16/13, effective
11/20/13]

701—53.23(422) Section 179 expensing.
53.23(1) In general. Iowa taxpayers that elect to expense certain depreciable business assets in the

year the assets were placed in service under section 179 of the Internal Revenue Code must also expense
those same assets for Iowa income tax purposes in that year. However, for certain years, the Iowa
limitations on this deduction are different from the federal limitations for the same year. This means
that for some tax years, adjustments are required to determine the correct Iowa section 179 expensing
deduction, as described in this rule.

53.23(2) Claiming the deduction.
a. Timing and requirement to follow federal election. A taxpayer that takes a federal section 179

deduction must also take the deduction for the same asset in the same year for Iowa purposes, except
as expressly provided by Iowa law or this rule. A taxpayer that takes a federal section 179 deduction
is not permitted to opt out of taking the same deduction for Iowa purposes. A taxpayer that does not
take a federal section 179 deduction on a specific qualifying asset is not permitted to take a section 179
deduction for Iowa purposes on that asset.

b. Qualifying for the deduction. Whether a specific business asset qualifies for a section 179
deduction is determined by the Internal Revenue Code (Title 26, U.S. Code) and applicable federal
regulations for both federal and Iowa purposes.

c. Amount of the Iowa deduction. Generally, the Iowa deduction must equal the amount of the
federal deduction taken for the same asset in the same year, subject to special Iowa limitations. The
following chart provides a comparison of the Iowa and federal section 179 dollar limitations and
reduction limitations. See rule 701—40.65(422) for the section 179 rules applicable to individuals

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8589B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9820B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1101C.pdf
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and other noncorporate entities, and see rule 701—59.24(422) for the section 179 rules applicable to
financial institutions subject to the franchise tax.

Section 179 Deduction Allowances Under Federal and Iowa Law
Federal Iowa

Tax Year Dollar Limitation Reduction Limitation Dollar Limitation Reduction Limitation
2003 $ 100,000 $ 400,000 $ 100,000 $ 400,000
2004 102,000 410,000 102,000 410,000
2005 105,000 420,000 105,000 420,000
2006 108,000 430,000 108,000 430,000
2007 125,000 500,000 125,000 500,000
2008 250,000 800,000 250,000 800,000
2009 250,000 800,000 133,000 530,000
2010 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2011 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2012 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2013 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2014 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2015 500,000 2,000,000 500,000 2,000,000
2016 500,000 2,010,000 25,000 200,000
2017 510,000 2,030,000 25,000 200,000
2018 1,000,000 2,500,000 70,000 280,000
2019 1,020,000 2,550,000 100,000 400,000
2020 and later Iowa limitations are the same as federal

d. Reduction. Both the federal and the Iowa deductions for section 179 assets are reduced (phased
out dollar for dollar) for taxpayers whose total section 179 assets placed in service during a given year
cost more than the amount specified (reduction limitation) for that year. Like the deduction limitation,
the Iowa and federal reduction limitations are different for certain years. See paragraph 53.23(2)“c” for
applicable limitations.

EXAMPLE: Taxpayer, a corporation, purchases $400,000 worth of qualifying section 179 assets and
places all of them in service in 2018. Taxpayer claims a section 179 deduction of $400,000 for the full
cost of the assets on the 2018 federal return. For corporations, the Iowa section 179 deduction for 2018 is
phased out dollar for dollar by the amount of section 179 assets placed in service in excess of $280,000.
This means that, for 2018, the Iowa deduction is fully phased out if the taxpayer placed in service section
179 assets that cost, in total, more than $350,000. Since the cost of the qualifying assets in this example
exceeds the Iowa section 179 phase-out limit, the taxpayer cannot claim any section 179 deduction on
the Iowa return. However, the taxpayer may depreciate the entire cost of the assets for Iowa purposes.

e. Amounts in excess of the Iowa limits.
(1) Recovering the excess. Due to the differences between the Iowa and federal limitations for

certain years, taxpayers may have a federal section 179 deduction that exceeds the amount allowed
for Iowa purposes. This excess amount is handled in different ways depending on the source of the
deduction.

1. Assets placed in service by the taxpayer or entity reporting the deduction. The cost of any
section 179 assets placed in service by the taxpayer in excess of the Iowa limitation for a given year
may be recovered through regular depreciation under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code, without
regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k). The Iowa section 179 and depreciation deductions
and any basis adjustments resulting from the difference in timing of the recovery between Iowa and
federal law are calculated and tracked on forms made available on the department’s website.
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EXAMPLE: Taxpayer, a corporation, purchases a $100,000 piece of equipment and places it in service
in 2018. Taxpayer claims a section 179 deduction of $100,000 for the full cost of the equipment on the
2018 federal return. Taxpayer is also required to claim a section 179 deduction of $70,000 on the 2018
Iowa return (the full amount of the federal deduction up to the Iowa limit for corporations for 2018). The
taxpayer can depreciate the remaining $30,000 cost of the equipment for Iowa purposes.

2. Special election for assets placed in service by a pass-through entity when the section 179
deduction is claimed by an owner of that pass-through. See subrule 53.23(3) for information on a special
election available to certain owners of pass-through entities related to any section 179 deductions passed
through from a partnership or other entity that, in the aggregate, exceed the Iowa limitations.

(2) Special information for pass-throughs. In the case of pass-through entities, section 179
limitations apply at both the entity level and the owner level. Pass-through entities that are required to
file an Iowa return and that actually place section 179 assets in service should follow 53.23(2)“e”(1)“1”
to account for any assets for which the total federal section 179 deductions for a given year exceeded
the Iowa limitation. Owners of pass-throughs receiving section 179 deductions from one or more
pass-throughs that, in the aggregate, exceed the Iowa limitations should follow 53.23(2)“e”(1)“2.”

EXAMPLE: A, Inc. (a corporation doing business exclusively in Iowa) owns 50 percent interests in
each of three partnerships: C, D, and E. Partnership C, which also does business exclusively in Iowa,
places $200,000 worth of section 179 assets in service during tax year 2019 and claims a federal section
179 deduction for the full cost of the assets. Because C is required to file an Iowa partnership return, C
is subject to the Iowa section 179 limitations for 2019 and must adjust its Iowa section 179 deduction as
provided in 701—numbered paragraph 40.65(2)“e”(1)“1.” C passes through 50 percent of its section 179
deduction ($100,000 for federal purposes, $50,000 for Iowa purposes) to A, Inc. A, Inc. also receives
$50,000 each in section 179 deductions from D and E, for a total of $150,000 in section 179 deductions
(for Iowa purposes) in 2019. A, Inc. is subject to the $100,000 Iowa section 179 deduction limitation for
2019, but because A, Inc. received total section 179 deductions from one or more pass-throughs in excess
of the 2019 Iowa limitation, A, Inc. is eligible for the special election referenced in 53.23(2)“e”(1)“2.”

f. Income limitation. The Iowa section 179 deduction for any given year is limited to the
taxpayer’s income from active conduct in a trade or business in the same manner that the section 179
deduction is limited for federal purposes. If an allowable Iowa section 179 deduction exceeds the
taxpayer’s business income for a given year, any excess allowable Iowa section 179 deduction may be
carried forward as described in paragraph 53.23(2)“g.”

g. Carryforward. This paragraph applies only to amounts that do not exceed the Iowa section 179
deduction limitations for a given year but do exceed the taxpayer’s business income for that year. As
with the federal deduction, allowable Iowa section 179 deductions claimed in a given year that exceed
a taxpayer’s business income may be carried forward and claimed in future years. This carryforward,
if any, is calculated using only amounts up to the Iowa limit. Any federal section 179 deduction the
taxpayer claimed in excess of the Iowa limit is not an Iowa section 179 deduction and therefore is not
eligible for the carryforward described in this paragraph. Such amounts must instead be recovered as
described in paragraph 53.23(2)“e,” or in subrule 53.23(3) for taxpayers receiving the deduction from
one or more pass-through entities and making the special election as described in that subrule.

h. Difference in basis. Iowa adjustments for differences between the Iowa and federal section 179
deduction limitations may cause the taxpayer to have a different basis in the same asset for Iowa and
federal purposes. Taxpayers are required to use forms made available on the department’s website to
calculate and track these differences.

53.23(3) Section 179 deduction received from a pass-through entity. In some cases, an entity that
receives income from one or more pass-through entities may receive a section 179 deduction in excess of
the Iowa deduction limitation listed in paragraph 53.23(2)“c” for a given year. The entity may be eligible
for a special election with regard to that excess section 179 deduction, as described in this subrule.

a. Tax years beginning before January 1, 2018. For tax years beginning before January 1, 2018,
the amount of any section 179 deduction received by a corporation (both C and S corporations) or an
entity subject to the corporate income tax in excess of the Iowa deduction limitation for that year is not
eligible for the special election.
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b. Special election available for tax years 2018 and 2019. For tax years beginning on or after
January 1, 2018, but before January 1, 2020, a corporation (both C and S corporations) or an entity
subject to the corporate income tax that receives a section 179 deduction from one or more pass-through
entities in excess of the Iowa deduction limitation for that tax year may elect to deduct the excess in future
years, as described in this subrule. See rule 701—40.65(422) for rules applicable to individuals and other
noncorporate entities, and see rule 701—59.24(422) for rules applicable to financial institutions subject
to the franchise tax.

(1) This special election applies only to section 179 deductions passed through to the corporation
or entity subject to the corporate income tax by one or more other entities.

(2) If the total Iowa section 179 deduction passed through to the corporation or entity subject to the
corporate income tax exceeds the federal section 179 deduction limitation for that year, the corporation
or other entity may only use the amount up to the federal limitation when calculating the deduction under
this election. Any amount in excess of the federal limitation shall not be deducted for Iowa purposes.

c. Section 179 assets of a corporation or entity subject to the corporate income tax. A corporation
or entity subject to the corporate income tax that makes this special election may not claim an Iowa
section 179 deduction for any assets the corporation or entity placed in service during the same year
but must instead depreciate such assets using the modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS)
without regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. To the extent
the corporation or entity claimed a federal section 179 deduction on those assets, the Iowa depreciation
deductions and any basis adjustments resulting from the difference in timing of the recovery between
Iowa law and federal law are calculated and tracked on formsmade available on the department’s website.

EXAMPLE: A, Inc., a corporation doing business in Iowa, places in service $20,000 worth of section
179 assets in tax year 2019 and claims the deduction for the full amount for federal purposes. A, Inc. is
also a member of B, LLC, an entity that has elected to be taxed as a partnership for federal purposes and
does not do any business in Iowa. B, LLC also places section 179 assets in service, properly claims a
federal section 179 deduction, and passes a total of $150,000 of that deduction through to A, Inc. For
federal purposes, A, Inc. has a total of $170,000 in section 179 deductions. Because A, Inc. has section
179 deductions from a pass-through that exceed the Iowa limitation for 2019, A, Inc. is eligible for the
special election. A, Inc. makes the special election and claims the maximum Iowa section 179 deduction
of $100,000 on the amount passed through from B, LLC. Under the special election, A, Inc. will be
allowed to deduct the remaining $50,000 passed through from B, LLC over the next five years, as
described in paragraph 53.23(3)“e.” However, because A, Inc. made the special election, A, Inc. will
be required to depreciate the entire $20,000 cost of the assets A, Inc. placed in service in 2019.

d. Calculating the special election. A corporation or other entity subject to the corporate income
tax that elects to take advantage of the special election must first add together all section 179 deductions
which the corporation or other entity received from all relevant pass-through entities. The corporation
or other entity must claim an aggregate Iowa section 179 deduction equal to the Iowa limit for the tax
year. This amount must be subtracted from the total. Whatever remains is the amount the corporation or
other entity will be permitted to deduct (special election deduction) in future years.

e. Special election deduction.
(1) Calculation. The remaining amount from paragraph 53.23(3)“d” must be separated into five

equal shares.
(2) Claiming the special election deduction. The corporation or other entity may deduct one of the

five shares in each of the next five years. The dollar limitations and reduction limitations on section
179 deductions do not apply to special deduction amounts allowed over the five-year period under this
paragraph.

(3) Excess special deduction. The special election deduction for a given year is limited to the
taxpayer’s business income for that year. Any excess may be carried forward to future years. Any
amounts carried forward under this subparagraph shall be added to, and treated in the same manner as,
regular Iowa section 179 deduction carryforwards as described in paragraph 53.23(2)“g.”

EXAMPLE: D, Inc., a corporation doing business in Iowa, is a partner in a partnership that does not do
business in Iowa. In 2019, the partnership passes through a $600,000 federal section 179 deduction and
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does not recalculate the deduction for Iowa purposes because the partnership has no obligation to file an
Iowa return. D, Inc. claims an Iowa section 179 deduction of $100,000 (the 2019 Iowa limitation) and
elects the five-year carryforward for the rest, meaning the corporation will be allowed to take a $100,000
Iowa deduction in each of the next five years.

In 2020, D, Inc. is eligible for the $100,000 deduction carried forward under the election, but the
corporation only has $50,000 in business income. The deduction is limited to business income, so the
corporation can only use $50,000 of the deduction in this year. However, D, Inc. will be permitted to
treat the excess $50,000 as a section 179 carryforward and use it to offset business income in future years
until the deduction is used up.

f. Basis. The individual’s or entity’s basis in the pass-through entity assets is adjusted by the full
amount of the section 179 deduction passed through in the year that the section 179 deduction is received
and is therefore the same for both Iowa and federal purposes.

g. Later tax years. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, Iowa fully conforms to
the federal section 179 deduction and special Iowa treatment for excess section 179 deductions received
from pass-throughs is not available.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35 as amended by 2019 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 220.
[ARC 9103B, IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10; ARC 9820B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 1101C, IAB 10/16/13, effective
11/20/13; ARC 4142C, IAB 11/21/18, effective 12/26/18; ARC 4517C, IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]

701—53.24(422) Exclusion of ordinary or capital gain income realized as a result of involuntary
conversion of property due to eminent domain. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2006, a
taxpayer may exclude the amount of ordinary or capital gain income realized as a result of the involuntary
conversion of property due to eminent domain for Iowa corporation income tax. Eminent domain refers
to the authority of government agencies or instrumentalities of government to requisition or condemn
private property for any public improvement, public purpose or public use. The exclusion for Iowa
purposes can only be claimed in the year in which the ordinary or capital gain income was reported on
the federal income tax return.

In order for an involuntary conversion to qualify for this exclusion, the sale must occur due to the
requisition or condemnation, or its threat or imminence, if it takes place in the presence of, or under the
threat or imminence of, legal coercion relating to a requisition or condemnation. There are numerous
federal revenue rulings, court cases and other provisions relating to the definitions of the terms “threat”
and “imminence,” and these are equally applicable to the exclusion of ordinary or capital gains realized
for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2006.

53.24(1) Reporting requirements. In order to claim an exclusion of ordinary or capital gain income
realized as a result of involuntary conversion of property due to eminent domain, the taxpayer must attach
a statement to the Iowa corporation income tax return in the year in which the exclusion is claimed. The
statement should state the date and details of the involuntary conversion, including the amount of the
gain being excluded and the reasons why the gain meets the qualifications of an involuntary conversion
relating to eminent domain. In addition, if the gain results from the sale of replacement property as
outlined in subrule 53.24(2), information must be provided in the statement on that portion of the gain
that qualified for the involuntary conversion.

53.24(2) Claiming the exclusion when gain is not recognized for federal tax purposes. For federal
tax purposes, an ordinary or capital gain is not recognized when the converted property is replaced with
property that is similar to, or related in use to, the converted property. In those cases, the basis of the
old property is simply transferred to the new property, and no gain is recognized. In addition, when
property is involuntarily converted into money or other unlike property, any gain is not recognized when
replacement property is purchased within a specified period for federal tax purposes.

For Iowa corporation tax purposes, no exclusion will be allowed for ordinary or capital gain income
when there is no gain recognized for federal tax purposes. The exclusion will only be allowed in the
year in which ordinary or capital gain income is realized due to the disposition of the replacement
property for federal tax purposes, and the exclusion is limited to the amount of the ordinary or capital gain

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/422.35.pdf
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income relating to the involuntary conversion. The basis of the property for Iowa corporation income
tax purposes will remain the same as the basis for federal tax purposes and will not be altered because
of the exclusion allowed for Iowa corporation income tax.

EXAMPLE: In 2007, taxpayer sold some farmland as a result of an involuntary conversion relating
to eminent domain and realized a gain of $50,000. However, the taxpayer purchased similar farmland
immediately after the sale, and no gain was recognized for federal tax purposes. Therefore, no exclusion
is allowed on the 2007 Iowa corporation income tax return. In 2009, taxpayer sold the replacement
farmland that was not subject to an involuntary conversion and realized a total gain of $70,000, which
was reported on the 2009 federal income tax return. The taxpayer can claim a deduction of $50,000
on the 2009 Iowa corporation income tax return relating to the gain that resulted from the involuntary
conversion.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.

701—53.25(422) Exclusion of income from sale, rental or furnishing of tangible personal property
or services directly related to production of film, television, or video projects.

53.25(1) Projects registered on or after January 1, 2007, but before July 1, 2009. For tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2007, a taxpayer that is an Iowa-based business may exclude, to the
extent included in federal taxable income, income received from the sale, rental or furnishing of tangible
personal property or services directly related to the production of film, television, or video projects that
are registered with the film office of the Iowa department of economic development.

Income which can be excluded on the Iowa return must meet the criteria of a qualified expenditure
for purposes of the film qualified expenditure tax credit as set forth in rule 701—52.34(15,422). An
Iowa-based business is a business whose commercial domicile as defined in Iowa Code section 422.32(3)
is in Iowa.

However, if a taxpayer claims this income tax exclusion, the same taxpayer cannot also claim the
film qualified expenditure tax credit as described in rule 701—52.34(15,422). In addition, any taxpayer
who claims this income tax exclusion cannot have an equity interest in a business which received a
film qualified expenditure tax credit. Finally, any taxpayer who claims this income tax exclusion cannot
participate in the management of the business which received the film qualified expenditure tax credit.

EXAMPLE: A production company which registers with the film office for a project is a corporation
which is domiciled in Iowa. If this same corporation receives income that is a qualified expenditure for
purposes of the film qualified expenditure tax credit, the corporation cannot exclude this income on the
Iowa corporation income tax return because the corporation has claimed the film qualified expenditure
tax credit.

53.25(2) Projects registered on or after July 1, 2009. For tax years beginning on or after July 1,
2009, a taxpayer that is an Iowa-based business may exclude no more than 25 percent of the income
received from the sale, rental or furnishing of tangible personal property or services directly related
to the production of film, television, or video projects that are registered with the film office of the
Iowa department of economic development in the year in which the qualified expenditure occurred. A
reduction of 25 percent of the income is allowed to be excluded for the three subsequent tax years.

EXAMPLE: An Iowa taxpayer received $10,000 in income in the 2010 tax year related to qualified
film expenditures for a project registered on February 1, 2010. The $10,000 was reported as income on
taxpayer’s 2010 federal tax return. Taxpayer may exclude $2,500 of income on the Iowa corporation
income tax return for each of the tax years 2010-2013.

53.25(3) Repeal of exclusion. The exclusion of income from the sale, rental or furnishing of tangible
personal property or services directly related to production of film, television or video projects is repealed
for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2012. However, the exclusion is still available if the
contract or agreement related to a film project was entered into on or before May 25, 2012. Assuming
the same facts as those in the example in subrule 53.25(2), the taxpayer may continue to exclude $2,500

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
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of income on the Iowa corporation income tax return for the 2012 and 2013 tax years since the contract
or agreement was entered into on or before May 25, 2012.

This rule is intended to implement 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2337, sections 38 to 40, and Iowa
Code section 422.35 as amended by 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2337, section 35.
[ARC 8589B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 0398C, IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12]

701—53.26(422) Exclusion of biodiesel production refund. A taxpayer may exclude, to the extent
included in federal taxable income, the amount of the biodiesel production refund described in rule
701—250.1(423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.
[ARC 9821B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—53.27(422) Like-kind exchanges of personal property completed after December 31, 2017,
but before tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2020.

53.27(1) In general. Public Law 115-97, Section 13303, repealed the deferral of gain or loss from
exchanges of like-kind personal property for federal purposes under Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue
Code. This federal repeal applies to exchanges completed after December 31, 2017, unless the taxpayer
began the exchange by transferring personal property or receiving replacement personal property on or
before that date. Iowa did not conform to this federal repeal for Iowa corporation income tax purposes
for tax periods beginning before January 1, 2019. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019, but
before January 1, 2020, Iowa generally conforms to the federal treatment of gain or loss from exchanges
of like-kind personal property, but eligible taxpayers may elect the treatment that applied under prior
federal law for Iowa purposes. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, Iowa fully conforms
to the federal treatment for these exchanges, and no special election is available. This rule governs
exchanges of like-kind personal property completed after December 31, 2017, but before tax periods
beginning on or after January 1, 2020. This rule does not apply to exchanges completed during any tax
year beginning on or after January 1, 2020.

53.27(2) Qualification. Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code in effect on December 21,
2017, and any applicable federal regulations govern whether transactions involving the disposition and
acquisition of personal property qualify for Iowa corporate income tax purposes as a like-kind exchange
of personal property subject to the deferral of gain or loss and also govern the date and tax period
during which an exchange is considered completed. The treatment of such transactions as a like-kind
exchange for Iowa corporate income tax purposes is either mandatory or permissive depending on the
date the like-kind exchange is completed.

a. Like-kind exchanges completed after December 31, 2017, but before tax periods beginning on
or after January 1, 2019. Transactions involving the disposition and acquisition of personal property
that qualify under this subrule as a like-kind exchange completed after December 31, 2017, but before
tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, are required to be treated as a like-kind exchange for
Iowa corporate income tax purposes.

b. Like-kind exchanges completed during tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, but
before January 1, 2020. For tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, Iowa is conformed to the
federal repeal of deferral of gain or loss from exchanges of like-kind personal property, so the federal
and Iowa treatment of such transactions under Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code will generally
be the same. However, transactions involving the disposition and acquisition of personal property that
qualify under this subrule as a like-kind exchange completed during tax periods beginning on or after
January 1, 2019, but before January 1, 2020, may at the election of the taxpayer be treated as a like-kind
exchange for Iowa corporate income tax purposes. The election is made by completing the necessary
worksheets and forms and making the required adjustments on the Iowa return as described in subrule
53.27(3). No special attachment or statement is required. The election only applies to the transactions
involved in the like-kind exchange, and the taxpayer may elect or not elect to treat other qualifying
transactions as a like-kind exchange for Iowa purposes.

53.27(3) Calculation and Iowa adjustments. A taxpayer required to or electing to treat qualifying
transactions as a like-kind exchange for Iowa tax purposes must make certain Iowa calculations and
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adjustments on forms and worksheets made available on the department’s website. The IA 8824
Worksheet described in this subrule need not be included with the Iowa return but must be kept with
the taxpayer’s records. The taxpayer is responsible for providing documentation at the department’s
request to substantiate a like-kind exchange under this rule.

a. Like-kind exchange calculation. The taxpayer must complete Parts I and II of the IA 8824
Worksheet to compute the Iowa recognized gain, if any, the Iowa deferred gain or loss, and the Iowa
basis of the like-kind personal property received in the like-kind exchange.

EXAMPLE 1: X, a corporation engaged in commercial farming and filing on a calendar-year basis,
trades a tractor with a fair market value (FMV) of $25,000 along with $75,000 in cash to Y for a new
tractor with an FMV of $100,000. For purposes of this example it is assumed that the tractor trade occurs
in 2019 and qualifies as a like-kind exchange and that X elects such treatment for Iowa corporate income
tax purposes under paragraph 53.27(2)“b.” At the time of the trade, the adjusted basis of X’s old tractor
is $0 for federal tax purposes and is $13,680 for Iowa tax purposes. X realizes a gain for Iowa purposes
on the exchange of the old tractor in the amount of $11,320 ($100,000 FMV of new tractor - $75,000 cash
paid - $13,680 Iowa adjusted basis of old tractor). Because X did not receive any cash or other property
that was not like-kind, or assume any liabilities from Y, the entire amount of X’s $11,320 realized gain
qualifies for deferral, so X recognizes $0 of gain on the exchange for Iowa tax purposes. As a result, X’s
basis in the new tractor for Iowa tax purposes is $88,680 ($13,680 Iowa adjusted basis of old tractor +
$75,000 cash paid by X).

b. Iowa nonconformity adjustment.
(1) The taxpayer must complete Part III of the IA 8824 Worksheet to adjust for the difference

between any recognized Iowa gain from the exchange as calculated on the IA 8824 Worksheet, Part II,
and any gain or loss (including gain or loss recaptured as ordinary income) recognized on the taxpayer’s
federal return.

EXAMPLE 2: Assume the same facts as given in Example 1. Because the tractor trade occurred in
2019, it will not qualify as a like-kind exchange for federal tax purposes but will instead be treated as
two separate transactions: a sale of the old tractor and a purchase of the new tractor. X recognizes a
gain for federal tax purposes on the sale of the old tractor in the amount of $25,000 ($25,000 sales price
of old tractor - $0 federal adjusted basis of old tractor), the entire amount of which is recaptured as
ordinary income because of prior depreciation. X reports the $25,000 of income on the federal return.
X is required to report the same $25,000 as income on the Iowa return but is also allowed a $25,000
subtraction on the same Iowa return because X’s recognized gain for Iowa tax purposes is $0 as calculated
in Example 1. X’s nonconformity adjustment of -$25,000 must be reported on the Iowa return in the
manner prescribed on the IA 8824 Worksheet.

(2) If the total recognized federal gain is reported using the installment sale method under Section
453 of the Internal Revenue Code, the total amount of any Iowa nonconformity adjustment related to
that federal gain must be claimed over the same installment period, and the proportion of the total Iowa
nonconformity adjustment claimed for each tax year shall equal the same proportion that the federal gain
reported for that tax year bears to the total amount of federal gain that will ultimately be reported for
all tax years resulting from the disposition of the personal property. The taxpayer must complete an IA
8824 Worksheet for each tax year that an Iowa nonconformity adjustment is claimed.

c. Cost recovery adjustments.
(1) The taxpayer must complete the IA 4562A to account for any differences between the federal

and Iowa cost recovery deductions related to the like-kind personal property involved in the like-kind
exchange, including if the taxpayer’s basis in the like-kind personal property received is different for
federal and Iowa purposes, or if the taxpayer claimed additional first-year depreciation or a section
179 deduction for federal purposes on the like-kind property received in the exchange. See rule
701—53.22(422) for requirements related to the disallowance of additional first-year depreciation for
Iowa corporate income tax purposes. See rule 701—53.23(422) for the section 179 limitations imposed
under the Iowa corporate income tax.

(2) Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6 prescribes rules related to the calculation of depreciation for
certain assets involved in a like-kind exchange, but a taxpayer may elect to not have those rules apply
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pursuant to Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(i). A taxpayer may choose to make a similar election under
Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(i) for Iowa tax purposes with regard to a like-kind exchange under this
rule if the personal property otherwise would have qualified for such federal election notwithstanding
the fact that no like-kind exchange occurred for federal purposes or the fact that no election was actually
made for federal tax purposes in accordance with Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(j). The election is
made by calculating depreciation for Iowa tax purposes on the personal property involved in the like-kind
exchange using the method described in Treasury Regulation §1.168(i)-6(i) on the timely filed Iowa
return, including extensions, for the same tax year that the like-kind exchange was completed. No special
attachment or statement is required.

EXAMPLE 3: Assume the same facts as given in Examples 1 and 2. X elects additional first-year
depreciation on the new tractor and claims a depreciation deduction on the federal return of $100,000
(100 percent of X’s federal basis). X is required to add back the total amount of the federal depreciation
on the Iowa return because Iowa does not allow additional first-year depreciation. But X is permitted
deductions for regular depreciation on the new tractor with an Iowa basis of $88,680 ($13,680 carryover
basis from old tractor + $75,000 excess basis from cash paid) under Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code, without regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k). See rule 701—53.22(422) for more
information on the disallowance of additional first-year depreciation.

EXAMPLE 4: Assume the same facts as given in Examples 1 and 2. X elects to expense the entire cost
of the new tractor under Section 179 of the Internal Revenue Code and claims a deduction on the federal
return of $100,000. X is also required to claim the section 179 deduction on the new tractor for Iowa tax
purposes pursuant to subrule 53.23(2). However, the amount that represents the carryover basis from the
old tractor ($13,680) is not eligible for the deduction under Section 179(d)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code, so the cost of the new tractor that is eligible for the section 179 deduction for Iowa purposes is
only $75,000 (excess basis from cash paid). This is the amount of section 179 deduction that X must
claim on the Iowa return, subject to the applicable Iowa dollar limitation and reduction limitations in
rule 701—53.23(422). Because X is the taxpayer who placed the new tractor in service, X is permitted
deductions for regular depreciation on the carryover basis in the new tractor ($13,680) under Section
168 of the Internal Revenue Code, without regard to bonus depreciation under Section 168(k).

This rule is intended to implement 2019 Iowa Acts, chapter 152 [House File 779], section 11.
[ARC 4614C, IAB 8/14/19, effective 9/18/19]

701—53.28(422) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption.
53.28(1) Broadband infrastructure grant exemption, generally. For tax years beginning on or

after January 1, 2019, certain qualifying communications service providers may subtract, to the
extent included in income, the amount of qualifying government grants used to install broadband
infrastructure that facilitates broadband service in targeted service areas at or above download and
upload speeds identified by the Federal Communications Commission pursuant to Section 706 of the
federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, as amended. This rule explains terms not defined in Iowa
Code section 422.35.

53.28(2) Definitions.
“Facilitate” shall have the same meaning as defined in Iowa Code section 8B.1.
“Grant”means a transfer for a governmental purpose of money or property to a transferee that is not

a related party to or an agent of the transferor. The transfer must not impose any obligation or condition
to directly or indirectly repay any amount to the transferor or a related party. Obligations or conditions
intended solely to assure expenditure of the transferred moneys in accordance with the governmental
purpose of the transfer do not prevent a transfer from being a grant.

1. “Federal grant” means any grant issued by the United States government, including any agency
or instrumentality thereof.

2. “State grant” means any grant issued by any state of the United States, the District of Columbia,
or a territory or possession of the United States, including any agency or instrumentality thereof.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4614C.pdf
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3. “Local grant” means any grant issued by any city, county, township, school district, or any other
unit of local government, including any agency or instrumentality thereof.

53.28(3) Limitation on certain refund claims. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019,
and before January 1, 2020, refund claims resulting from this exemption must be filed prior to October
1, 2020. No refunds shall be issued for claims filed on or after that date.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35.
[ARC 5606C, IAB 5/5/21, effective 6/9/21]

701—53.29(422) Interest expense deduction adjustments. For tax years beginning on or after January
1, 2020, the limit on the amount of business interest expense that a taxpayer may deduct in a taxable year
under Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 163(j) does not apply for Iowa purposes. This rule provides
information on how taxpayers must calculate and report their business interest expense deduction for
Iowa purposes, for tax year 2018 (subrule 53.29(2)), when Iowa did not conform to the limitation; tax
year 2019 (subrule 53.29(3)), when Iowa did conform to the limitation; and tax years 2020 and later
(subrule 53.29(4) et seq.), when Iowa again does not conform to this limitation. All references to the
Code of Federal Regulations (Treas. Reg.) and certain other information in this rule are based on final
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations and guidance in effect on January 13, 2021.

53.29(1) Definitions. The following terms apply to the interpretation and application of this rule.
“Current-year business interest expense” means the same as defined in Treas. Reg. Section

1.163(j)-1(b)(9).
“Excess business interest expense” means the same as defined in Treas. Reg. Section

1.163(j)-1(b)(16).
“Iowa partnership”means any partnership required to file an Iowa return (IA 1065) for the relevant

tax year.
“Iowa S corporation” means any S corporation required to file an Iowa return (IA 1120S) for the

relevant tax year.
“Non-Iowa partnership” means any partnership that is not required to file an Iowa return (IA 1065)

for the relevant tax year.
“Non-Iowa S corporation” means any S corporation that is not required to file an Iowa return (IA

1120S) for the relevant tax year.
53.29(2) Tax year 2018. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2018, but before January 1,

2019 (tax year 2018), Iowa conforms with the IRC in effect on January 1, 2015, meaning the 30 percent
limitation on the business interest expense deduction first imposed by IRC Section 163(j) under Public
Law 115-97 (TCJA) does not apply for Iowa purposes.

a. In general. For tax year 2018, Iowa taxpayers are permitted to deduct current-year business
interest expense without regard to the limitations imposed by IRC Section 163(j) under the TCJA.
The taxpayer’s additional deduction is computed on the 2018 Nonconformity Adjustments Worksheet.
Taxpayers who qualify for these higher Iowa deductions in 2018 may need to make further adjustments
in 2019 for amounts deducted under this subrule for Iowa purposes but disallowed and carried forward
for federal purposes. See subrule 53.29(3) for more information about these 2019 adjustments.

b. Special rules for partnerships and S corporations.
(1) Iowa partnerships and S corporations. Partnerships and S corporations required to file Iowa

returns in tax year 2018 are required to make adjustments for Iowa’s nonconformity with IRC Section
163(j) at the entity level, meaning they can deduct the full interest expense on the entity’s own Iowa
return and the reduction to the partner’s or shareholder’s share of the entity’s income will be included in
the all source modifications line of the partners’ or shareholders’ Iowa Schedules K-1.

EXAMPLE 1: P, a partnership doing business in Iowa, has $100,000 in current-year business interest
expense in 2018. For federal purposes, $20,000 of that amount is disallowed under IRC Section 163(j).
The partnership deducts $80,000 at the entity level in 2018, and the remaining disallowed $20,000 is
allocated to the partners to be deducted in future years. For Iowa purposes, the $80,000 of business
interest expense allowed for federal purposes is included in the partnership’s non-separately stated
ordinary business income (loss), and the partnership will make an adjustment on the entity’s IA 1065 to
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deduct the $20,000 of current-year business interest expense that was disallowed for federal purposes.
The $20,000 additional Iowa deduction will be reported to the partners as an all source modification on
the partners’ IA 1065 Schedules K-1, and partners will receive the benefit of this all source modification
item when the partners report their Iowa partnership income on their own Iowa tax return for the year.
The partners will not be permitted to make further Iowa adjustments on their own Iowa tax return for
the excess business interest expense amounts passed through to them from the partnership for federal
purposes.

(2) Owners of partnerships and S corporations with no entity-level 2018 Iowa filing requirement.
1. Non-Iowa partnerships. Iowa partners who received interest expense deductions from

partnerships which were not required to file 2018 Iowa returns may claim the larger Iowa deduction
for business interest expenses passed through from the partnership on the partner’s own 2018 Iowa
return by including in the partner’s Iowa deduction the amount of disallowed business interest expense
deduction shown on the 2018 federal Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 13, code K, received from the
non-Iowa partnership.

EXAMPLE 2: ABC, Inc. is a corporation doing business in Iowa and a partner in P2, an out-of-state
partnership with no business in Iowa and no Iowa filing obligation. In 2018, P2 has $100,000 in
current-year business interest expense and is subject to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation for federal
purposes. At the entity level, P2 is permitted to deduct $80,000 on its 2018 federal partnership return.
The $20,000 in excess business interest expense is then allocated to P2’s partners. ABC, Inc. is allocated
$5,000 in excess business interest expense from P2. Because P2 is not required to file an Iowa return,
and therefore ABC, Inc. did not receive a 2018 IA 1065 Schedule K-1 from P2, ABC, Inc. is permitted
to deduct the $5,000 allocated from P2 as current-year business interest expense on ABC, Inc.’s 2018
Iowa income tax return.

2. Non-Iowa S corporations. Iowa shareholders of S corporations that have no Iowa filing
requirement are limited to the deduction actually passed through to them on the federal Schedule
K-1 received from the S corporation for Iowa purposes in tax year 2018. These shareholders are not
permitted to make adjustments for interest expense disallowed at the entity level for the non-Iowa S
corporation. See Example 3 in 701—subrule 40.85(2) for an example of how Iowa shareholders of
non-Iowa S corporations should report the business interest expense deduction allocated to them from
the S corporation.

53.29(3) Tax year 2019. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019, but before January 1,
2020 (tax year 2019), Iowa conforms to the IRC in effect on March 24, 2018.

a. Applicable limitation. For tax year 2019, Iowa conforms to the 30 percent limitation on
the business interest expense deduction imposed by IRC Section 163(j). Because of Iowa’s fixed
conformity date, Iowa did not conform with the higher 50 percent limitation retroactively imposed by
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law 116-136, to the extent
that increased limitation applied in tax year 2019 for federal purposes. For tax year 2019 only, taxpayers
are required to calculate their Iowa business interest expense deduction by applying the limitations of
IRC Section 163(j) without regard to IRC Section 163(j)(10).

EXAMPLE 3: XYZ Corp. has an adjusted taxable income (ATI) of $100,000 for tax year 2019 and
$80,000 in deductible business interest expense. For federal purposes, XYZ Corp.’s business interest
expense deduction is limited to $50,000 (50 percent of ATI) under the CARES Act. However, because
Iowa only conforms to the 30 percent limitation imposed by the TCJA, and not the higher CARES Act
limitation for 2019, XYZ Corp.’s Iowa business interest expense deduction for the year is limited to
$30,000. XYZ Corp. will report this difference by making a $20,000 adjustment on IA 101, line 3 (XYZ
Corp. may have additional adjustments on this line if the current-year federal deduction included amounts
carried forward from 2018).

b. Addition to income for tax year 2018 federal carryforward amounts deducted in tax year
2019. To the extent a taxpayer’s tax year 2019 federal business interest expense deduction includes
amounts that were disallowed and carried forward to future years under IRC Section 163(j) in tax year
2018 for federal purposes, but allowed as a deduction in tax year 2018 for Iowa purposes under paragraph
53.29(2)“a” (in general), subparagraph 53.29(2)“b”(1) (Iowa partnerships and S corporations), or
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numbered paragraph 53.29(2)“b”(2)“1” (non-Iowa partnerships), these carried-forward amounts
must be added back in computing Iowa income. These prior deductions and current adjustments are
calculated and tracked on the IA 101 Nonconformity Adjustments form. Note that shareholders of
non-Iowa S corporations should not be required to add back 2018 carryforward amounts deducted by
the S corporation in 2019, because the shareholders were not permitted to deduct these excess amounts
for Iowa purposes in 2018. See numbered paragraph 53.29(2)“b”(2)“2.”

EXAMPLE 4: QRS, Inc. is a partner in P under the same facts described in Example 1 above. For tax
year 2019, QRS, Inc. completes federal Form 8990 and is eligible to deduct $1,000 of the excess business
interest expense allocated to QRS, Inc. from P in 2018 on QRS, Inc.’s 2019 federal income tax return.
This $1,000 federal deduction for prior-year excess business interest expense allocated from P must be
added back in computing QRS, Inc.’s 2019 Iowa income. The same add-back would be required if this
scenario was applied to the facts in Example 2 above.

53.29(4) Tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020. For tax years beginning on or after
January 1, 2020, Iowa does not conform with the IRC Section 163(j) business interest expense deduction
limitation.

a. Current-year business interest expense. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020,
a taxpayer’s current-year business interest expense is fully deductible to the extent permitted by IRC
Section 163 for Iowa purposes without regard to any limitation under IRC Section 163(j). Even though
Iowa does not conform to IRC Section 163(j), provisions of the IRC other than Section 163(j) may subject
interest expense to disallowance, deferral, capitalization, or other limitations, and those other provisions
of the IRC still generally apply for Iowa purposes. No additional Iowa adjustments are permitted for
federal limitations such as those described in Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-3(b)(4), which are determined
after the application of IRC Section 163(j) for federal purposes. See Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-3 for
examples of other provisions of the IRC that may restrict interest expense deductions for federal and
Iowa purposes, independent of the IRC Section 163(j) limitation.

b. Carryforward.
(1) Special one-time carryforward catch-up (tax year 2020 only). For tax years beginning on or

after January 1, 2020, but before January 1, 2021 (tax year 2020), taxpayers who filed a 2019 Iowa
return are permitted to deduct all interest expense deduction amounts that were disallowed and carried
forward under IRC Section 163(j) for Iowa purposes in tax year 2019. This deduction shall be calculated
and reported on the taxpayer’s 2020 Iowa income tax return using form IA 163A. Excess business interest
expense amounts carried over from tax year 2018 at the federal level shall not be deducted for Iowa tax
purposes in tax year 2020.

EXAMPLE 5: In 2019, QRS, Inc. had $100,000 in current-year business interest expense. QRS, Inc.’s
business interest expense deduction was limited to $50,000 for federal purposes and limited to $30,000
for Iowa purposes due to Iowa’s nonconformity with the CARES Act for that year. See paragraph
53.29(3)“a.” In 2020, QRS, Inc. is again subject to an IRC Section 163(j) limitation and is not permitted
to deduct any prior-year carryforward amounts for federal purposes. However, because Iowa does not
conform to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation for 2020, QRS, Inc. may deduct all of the company’s
current-year business interest expense and all $70,000 ($100,000 - $30,000) of QRS, Inc.’s disallowed
Iowa interest expense carried over from 2019. QRS, Inc. must complete the IA 163 in order to calculate
the company’s current-year business interest expense deduction, and the IA 163A to determine the total
amount of 2019 disallowed Iowa interest expense amounts, which may be deducted in full on QRS, Inc.’s
2020 Iowa return.

(2) Addition to income for prior-year federal carryforward amounts deducted in the current year.
When current-year interest expense is limited at the federal level, the disallowed business interest
expense is carried forward to be deducted in future years for federal purposes, when certain conditions
are met. See Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-1(b)(10) for the definition of “disallowed business interest
expense.” Iowa law allows taxpayers to fully deduct current-year business interest expense, and no
amounts are carried forward for Iowa purposes. Disallowed business interest expense carryforward
amounts from prior years, including excess business interest expense allocated to a partner in a prior
year, cannot be deducted for Iowa purposes except as described in subparagraph 53.29(4)“b”(1). All

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.28.pdf
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prior-year disallowed business interest expense carryforward amounts deductible under IRC Section
163(j) in the current year at the federal level, including excess business interest expense allocated to a
partner in a prior year, must be added back in computing the taxpayer’s Iowa income for the year.

EXAMPLE 6: In 2020, QRS, Inc. has $100,000 in current-year business interest expense. For federal
purposes, QRS, Inc. is subject to the IRC Section 163(j) limitation. QRS, Inc. deducts $70,000 in
business interest expense on QRS, Inc.’s 2020 federal return and carries the remaining $30,000 forward
to be deducted in future years. For Iowa purposes, QRS, Inc. deducts the full $100,000 in current-year
business interest expense in 2020.

In 2021, QRS, Inc. has $50,000 in current-year business interest expense. For federal purposes,
QRS, Inc. is permitted to deduct the full $50,000 in interest expense generated in 2021, plus $5,000 of
the amount that was disallowed in 2020 for a total federal deduction of $55,000 in 2021. QRS, Inc. must
add the federal carryforward amount ($5,000) back on the company’s 2021 Iowa return, limiting QRS,
Inc.’s 2021 Iowa deduction to the $50,000 in current-year business interest expense.

c. Consolidated groups. Corporations that were included on a federal consolidated return but that
either file separate returns for Iowa purposes or file an Iowa consolidated return that does not include all
members of the federal consolidated group are required to recalculate their proper current-year business
interest expense deduction as described in paragraph 53.29(4)“a,” and the amount of any prior-year
disallowed business interest expense carryforward which must be added back for Iowa purposes as
described in paragraph 53.29(4)“b,” for the separate entity or Iowa consolidated group by completing
pro forma federal interest expense deduction forms for the separate entity or Iowa consolidated group.
Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-4(d) and any other applicable federal regulations or guidance govern how
Iowa consolidated groups should make this pro forma calculation. For more information about the
election to file Iowa consolidated returns and groupmembership requirements, see rule 701—53.15(422).

(1) Departure from group. In the event that a member leaves the consolidated group, both the
newly separated member and the remaining group shall be required to include any carryforward amounts
allocated to them under Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-5(b)(3)(iii) in their respective Iowa incomes in the
year or years the separate company or group actually deducts those amounts for federal purposes.

(2) Carryforwards from separate return limitation years (SRLY). A consolidated group is not
permitted to deduct any disallowed business interest expense carryforward amount of a member arising
in a SRLY for Iowa purposes and must add back such amounts on the Iowa return in the same year
in which the consolidated group is permitted to deduct the SRLY carryforward amount for federal
purposes. See 26 Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-5(d) for more information about the federal treatment of
these carryforward amounts.

53.29(5) Partners and partnerships.
a. Partnership-level adjustments. For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, partnerships

that file an Iowa income tax return for a tax year in which the partnership is subject to the IRC Section
163(j) limitation for federal purposes are permitted to deduct all current-year business interest expense
at the partnership level in that tax year. See 701—paragraph 40.85(5)“a” for more information about
the calculation and reporting of partnership-level adjustments.

b. Partner-level adjustments.
(1) Interest expense from Iowa partnerships. Iowa adjustments related to excess business interest

expense of an Iowa partnership are made at the entity level as described in 701—paragraph 40.85(5)“a”
and are reported to partners on an IA 1065 Schedule K-1. Partners are not permitted to make any Iowa
adjustment at the partner level to their federal interest expense deduction for amounts of excess business
interest expense allocated from an Iowa partnership on the partner’s federal Schedule K-1 related to that
Iowa partnership. See Example 1 above.

(2) Interest expense from non-Iowa partnerships. For tax years beginning on or after January 1,
2020, partners may include as part of their Iowa business interest expense deduction the total amount
of current-year excess business interest expense deduction passed through to them from all non-Iowa
partnerships as shown on the federal Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 13, code K. See Example 2 above.

(3) Partnership basis. A partner’s basis is reduced (but not below zero) by the amount of excess
business interest expense the partnership passes through to the partner each year. See Treas. Reg. Section

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.53.29.pdf
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163(j)-6(h) for detailed information about how to make these basis adjustments. For federal purposes,
immediately before disposition of the partnership interest, the partner’s basis is then increased by the
amount of any passed-through business interest expense which has not yet been treated as paid or
accrued by the partner as described in Treas. Reg. Section 163(j)-6(h)(3). No basis increase at the time
of disposition is allowed for Iowa purposes for passed-through business interest expense amounts that
were deducted for Iowa, but not for federal, purposes due to Iowa’s nonconformity with IRC Section
163(j).

53.29(6) S corporation adjustments. For federal purposes, IRC Section 163(j) limitations are applied
at the S corporation level. Unlike partnerships, disallowed business interest expense amounts are carried
forward and deducted in future years at the entity level rather than being passed through to shareholders.
S corporations should calculate their entity-level business interest expense deduction for Iowa purposes
under the provisions of this rule. See also Treas. Reg. Section 1.163(j)-6(l) for more information about
the application of IRC Section 163(j) to S corporations for federal purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.35(27).
[ARC 5733C, IAB 6/30/21, effective 8/4/21]

701—53.30(422) COVID-19 grant exclusion.
53.30(1) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Administering agency” means the economic development authority, the Iowa finance authority, or

the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
“Grant recipient”means a person who applies for and is issued a qualifying COVID-19 grant by an

administering agency.
“Issued” means the approval of the grant recipient’s application and amount for a qualifying

COVID-19 grant by an administering agency, regardless of when the grant funds were paid by the
administering agency.

53.30(2) Qualifying COVID-19 grant programs.
a. The department is responsible for determining whether a grant program provides “qualifying

COVID-19 grants” as defined in Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts, Senate
File 619, section 5. In making this determination, and for purposes of the definition of “qualifying
COVID-19 grant,” a grant program is “created to primarily provide COVID-19 related financial
assistance to economically impacted individuals and businesses located in this state” if that grant
program, at the time of its inception, was intended by the administering agency to provide a majority
(more than 50 percent) of its financial assistance to or for the benefit of businesses that are doing
business in Iowa or are deriving income from sources within Iowa, and that are economically affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

b. The administering agency shall notify the director of the existence of any grant program it
believes may be a qualifying COVID-19 grant program. Upon such notification, the department will
request from the administering agency the information necessary to determine whether that program is a
qualifying COVID-19 grant as defined in Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 619, section 5, and this rule. The administering agency shall provide the department with
the requested information within the time frame prescribed by the department in its request. Failure
to provide the requested information to the department shall prevent the department from determining
that the grant program is a qualifying COVID-19 grant. Grant programs not specifically listed below
in paragraph 53.30(2)“c” are not qualifying COVID-19 grants and are not eligible for the exclusion
provided in this rule, even if that program may otherwise meet the definition of “qualifying COVID-19
grant” in Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts, Senate File 619, section 5.

c. The following is an exhaustive list of programs that have been identified by the department as
qualifying COVID-19 grants, including a general description of each program’s grant recipients, that
may qualify for the exclusion from Iowa net income under subrule 53.30(3):

(1) Beef up Iowa program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipient is Iowa State University.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5733C.pdf
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(2) Iowa beginning farmer debt relief fund administered by the Iowa finance authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa beginning farmers.

(3) Iowa biofuels relief program administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa biodiesel and ethanol producers.

(4) Iowa county fairs relief fund administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa county and district fairs.

(5) IowaCOVID-19 business disruption relief program administered by the economic development
authority. Grant recipients include Iowa bars, taverns, breweries, distilleries, wineries, and other similar
drinking establishments.

(6) Iowa COVID-19 targeted small business sole operator fund administered by the economic
development authority. Grant recipients include Iowa targeted small businesses.

(7) Iowa disposal assistance program administered by the department of agriculture and land
stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa pork and egg producers.

(8) Iowa hospital COVID-19 relief fund administered by the economic development authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa hospitals.

(9) Iowa livestock producer relief fund administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa livestock producers.

(10) Iowa movie theatre relief grant program administered by the economic development authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa movie theaters.

(11) Iowa nonprofit recovery fund administered by the economic development authority. Grant
recipients include Iowa nonprofit organizations.

(12) Iowa renewable fuel retail recovery program administered by the department of agriculture and
land stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa fuel retailers.

(13) Iowa restaurant and bar relief grant program administered by the economic development
authority. Grant recipients include Iowa bars, breweries, brewpubs, distilleries, wineries, and
restaurants.

(14) Iowa small business relief grant program administered by the economic development authority.
Grant recipients include Iowa small businesses.

(15) Iowa small business utility disruption prevention program administered by the economic
development authority. Grant recipients include Iowa small businesses and small nonprofit
organizations.

(16) Local produce and protein program administered by the department of agriculture and land
stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa schools, early childcare centers, specialty crop producers,
and food hubs.

(17) Meat processing expansion and development program administered by the department of
agriculture and land stewardship. Grant recipients include Iowa meat and poultry processing businesses
and employees and Iowa livestock producers.

(18) Pack the pantry program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipients include Iowa food pantries.

(19) Pass the pork program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipients include Iowa food banks.

(20) Turkey to table program administered by the department of agriculture and land stewardship.
Grant recipients include Iowa food banks.

53.30(3) Excluding qualifying COVID-19 grants from Iowa net income.
a. Generally. A grant recipient may subtract a qualifying COVID-19 grant when calculating Iowa

net income if all of the following apply:
(1) The grant was issued as part of a qualifying COVID-19 grant program identified in paragraph

53.30(2)“c.”
(2) The grant was issued on or after March 17, 2020, and on or before December 31, 2021.
(3) The grant funds were included in the grant recipient’s net income for a tax year ending on

or after March 17, 2020, but beginning before January 1, 2024. The grant may only be subtracted to
the extent it is included in the grant recipient’s net income for that qualifying tax year. A qualifying
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COVID-19 grant that is exempt from federal income tax, and thus not included in the grant recipient’s
Iowa net income, does not qualify for an additional subtraction on the grant recipient’s Iowa return.

b. Third-party payee of grant funds. A third-party payee of qualifying COVID-19 grant funds is
not eligible for this exemption from Iowa income. If the proceeds of a qualifying COVID-19 grant
are paid to someone other than the grant recipient, only the grant recipient on whose behalf the grant
proceeds were paid may qualify for this exemption from Iowa income.

c. Repayment. Grant funds that were repaid to the administering agency for any reason are not
eligible for this exemption from Iowa income.

d. Reporting requirements. A grant recipient who received qualifying COVID-19 grant funds and
who excludes those funds when calculating Iowa net income should retain documentation to support the
claimed exclusion. A grant recipient must provide such documentation to the department if requested.
The required documentation may include, but is not limited to, documentation to support that the grant
recipient was issued and received the grant within the qualifying periods.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422.7(62) as amended by 2021 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 619, section 5.
[ARC 5817C, IAB 8/11/21, effective 7/13/21]

[Filed 12/12/74]
[Filed emergency 1/6/76, Notice 12/1/75—published 1/26/76, effective 1/6/76]

[Filed 12/10/76, Notice 9/22/76—published 12/29/76, effective 2/2/77]
[Filed 9/18/78, Notice 7/26/78—published 10/18/78, effective 11/22/78]
[Filed 12/7/79, Notice 10/31/79—published 12/26/79, effective 1/30/80]

[Filed emergency 7/17/80—published 8/6/80, effective 7/17/80]
[Filed 12/5/80, Notice 10/29/80—published 12/24/80, effective 1/28/81]
[Filed 11/20/81, Notice 10/14/81—published 12/9/81, effective 1/13/82]
[Filed 10/22/82, Notice 9/15/82—published 11/10/82, effective 12/15/82]

[Filed emergency 1/19/83—published 2/16/83, effective 1/19/83]
[Filed emergency 6/3/83—published 6/22/83, effective 6/3/83]

[Filed 2/10/84, Notice 1/4/84—published 2/29/84, effective 4/5/84]
[Filed 3/23/84, Notice 2/15/84—published 4/11/84, effective 5/16/84]
[Filed 7/27/84, Notice 6/20/84—published 8/15/84, effective 9/19/84]
[Filed 8/22/86, Notice 7/16/86—published 9/10/86, effective 10/15/86]
[Filed 9/5/86, Notice 7/30/86—published 9/24/86, effective 10/29/86]◊
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 10/16/87, Notice 9/9/87—published 11/4/87, effective 12/9/87]
[Filed 1/7/88, Notice 12/2/87—published 1/27/88, effective 3/2/88]
[Filed 2/5/88, Notice 12/30/87—published 2/24/88, effective 3/30/88]
[Filed 8/16/89, Notice 7/12/89—published 9/6/89, effective 10/11/89]
[Filed 9/29/89, Notice 8/23/89—published 10/18/89, effective 11/22/89]
[Filed 10/27/89, Notice 9/20/89—published 11/15/89, effective 12/20/89]
[Filed 8/3/90, Notice 6/27/90—published 8/22/90, effective 9/26/90]
[Filed 9/13/90, Notice 8/8/90—published 10/3/90, effective 11/7/90]
[Filed 1/17/91, Notice 12/12/90—published 2/6/91, effective 3/13/91]
[Filed 11/7/91, Notice 10/2/91—published 11/27/91, effective 1/1/92]
[Filed 1/17/92, Notice 12/11/91—published 2/5/92, effective 3/11/92]
[Filed 7/2/92, Notice 5/27/92—published 7/22/92, effective 8/26/92]
[Filed 9/11/92, Notice 8/5/92—published 9/30/92, effective 11/4/92]

[Filed 9/23/92, Notice 8/19/92—published 10/14/92, effective 11/18/92]
[Filed 4/9/93, Notice 3/3/93—published 4/28/93, effective 6/2/93]

[Filed 9/23/94, Notice 8/17/94—published 10/12/94, effective 11/16/94]
[Filed 1/12/95, Notice 12/7/94—published 2/1/95, effective 3/8/95]
[Filed 2/24/95, Notice 1/4/95—published 3/15/95, effective 4/19/95]

[Filed 12/1/95, Notice 10/25/95—published 12/20/95, effective 1/24/96]
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[Filed 9/19/97, Notice 8/13/97—published 10/8/97, effective 11/12/97]
[Filed 10/17/97, Notice 9/10/97—published 11/5/97, effective 12/10/97]
[Filed 5/1/98, Notice 3/25/98—published 5/20/98, effective 6/24/98]
[Filed 8/5/98, Notice 7/1/98—published 8/26/98, effective 9/30/98]

[Filed 11/24/99, Notice 9/22/99—published 12/15/99, effective 3/29/00]
[Filed 8/16/01, Notice 7/11/01—published 9/5/01, effective 10/10/01]
[Filed 2/14/02, Notice 1/9/02—published 3/6/02, effective 4/10/02]
[Filed 3/15/02, Notice 1/23/02—published 4/3/02, effective 5/8/02]

[Filed 9/26/03, Notice 8/20/03—published 10/15/03, effective 11/19/03]
[Filed 1/30/04, Notice 12/24/03—published 2/18/04, effective 3/24/04]
[Filed 8/12/04, Notice 7/7/04—published 9/1/04, effective 10/6/04]
[Filed emergency 9/24/04—published 10/13/04, effective 9/24/04]

[Filed 10/22/04, Notice 9/15/04—published 11/10/04, effective 12/15/04]
[Filed 11/4/04, Notice 9/29/04—published 11/24/04, effective 12/29/04]

[Filed emergency 2/25/05—published 3/16/05, effective 2/25/05]
[Filed 9/22/05, Notice 8/3/05—published 10/12/05, effective 11/16/05]
[Filed 1/11/07, Notice 12/6/06—published 1/31/07, effective 3/7/07]

[Filed 10/5/07, Notice 8/15/07—published 10/24/07, effective 11/28/07]
[Filed 3/7/08, Notice 1/30/08—published 3/26/08, effective 4/30/08]

[Filed 10/31/08, Notice 9/24/08—published 11/19/08, effective 12/24/08]
[Filed ARC 8589B (Notice ARC 8430B, IAB 12/30/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 9103B (Notice ARC 8944B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 9/22/10, effective 10/27/10]
[Filed ARC 9821B (Notice ARC 9741B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9820B (Notice ARC 9740B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 0337C (Notice ARC 0232C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 9/19/12, effective 10/24/12]
[Filed ARC 0398C (Notice ARC 0292C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12]
[Filed ARC 1101C (Notice ARC 0976C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1303C (Notice ARC 1231C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/5/14, effective 3/12/14]
[Filed ARC 3085C (Notice ARC 2942C, IAB 2/15/17), IAB 5/24/17, effective 6/28/17]
[Filed ARC 3664C (Notice ARC 3542C, IAB 1/3/18), IAB 2/28/18, effective 4/4/18]

[Filed ARC 4142C (Notice ARC 4022C, IAB 9/26/18), IAB 11/21/18, effective 12/26/18]
[Filed ARC 4517C (Notice ARC 4406C, IAB 4/24/19), IAB 6/19/19, effective 7/24/19]
[Filed ARC 4614C (Notice ARC 4500C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/14/19, effective 9/18/19]

[Filed ARC 5606C (Amended Notice ARC 5503C, IAB 3/10/21; Notice ARC 5399C, IAB 1/27/21),
IAB 5/5/21, effective 6/9/21]

[Filed ARC 5733C (Notice ARC 5612C, IAB 5/5/21), IAB 6/30/21, effective 8/4/21]
[Filed Emergency ARC 5817C, IAB 8/11/21, effective 7/13/21]

[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8589B.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9740B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0337C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0232C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0398C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0292C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1101C.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2942C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3664C.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4022C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4517C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4406C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4614C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4500C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5606C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5503C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5399C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5733C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5612C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5817C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5915C.pdf
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CHAPTER 83
TOBACCO TAX

[Ch 83, Selling Cigarette Revenue in Banks, rescinded, see IAC 4/2/80]
[Prior to 12/17/86, Revenue Department[730]]

701—83.1(453A) Licenses. Before any person engages in the business of a distributor or subjobber of
tobacco products, that person must obtain a tobacco distributor’s or tobacco subjobber’s license. If the
person holds a valid cigarette permit of any kind, the license will be issued without cost if all other
requirements for the license are met, but the license must still be obtained. A tobacco retailer is required
to obtain a retail cigarette/tobacco permit.

83.1(1) Distributor license. Every person operating as a tobacco distributor, as defined in Iowa Code
section 453A.42, must obtain a tobacco distributor’s license. A tobacco distributor is any person:

a. Engaging in selling tobacco products in this state who brings tobacco products or causes tobacco
products to be brought into this state for the purpose of selling them in this state; or

b. Making, manufacturing, or fabricating tobacco products in this state for sale in this state; or
c. Selling tobacco products without this state who ships or transports tobacco products directly to

retailers in this state to be sold by those retailers. In any distribution scheme whereby tobacco products
are imported into this state for sale, there must be at least one distributor. The following examples shall
illustrate the application of this rule:

EXAMPLE 1: Manufacturer, Inc. is in the business of processing tobacco products in the state of North
Carolina. Retailer, Inc. is in the business of selling tobacco products at retail in the state of Iowa. If
Manufacturer, Inc. ships tobacco products directly to Retailer, Inc., f.o.b. manufacturer’s plant, both are
performing the functions of a distributor; Manufacturer, Inc. is selling tobacco products without this state
and shipping them directly to a retailer in this state, and Retailer, Inc. is causing tobacco products to be
brought into this state fromwithout the state for the purpose of sale. If either the out-of-statemanufacturer
or the in-state retailer has a distributor’s license, the other need not, but may, have a distributor’s license.

EXAMPLE 2: Manufacturer, Inc. is in the business of processing tobacco products in the state of
North Carolina. Retailer, Inc. is in the business of selling tobacco products at retail in the state of Iowa.
If Manufacturer, Inc. ships tobacco products directly to Retailer, Inc., f.o.b. Retailer’s place of business,
Manufacturer, Inc. is acting as a distributor and Retailer, Inc. is not. Manufacturer, Inc. is selling tobacco
products without this state and shipping them directly to a retailer in this state. Retailer, Inc. is not causing
tobacco products to be brought into this state from without the state.

The license is issued by the department at an annual cost of $100 unless the distributor possesses any
valid cigarette permit in which case the license shall be issued without cost. A separate application and
fee payment, if applicable, must be submitted for each place of business from which distributor activities
are carried on. The license expires on June 30 of each year, and there are no provisions for partial year
license fee refunds if the license is voluntarily surrendered. If a license is issued between January 1 and
June 30 of any year, the license fee is one-half of the normal fee.

83.1(2) Subjobber’s license. Every person, other than persons licensed as tobacco distributors,
operating as a tobacco subjobber, as defined in Iowa Code section 453A.42, must obtain a tobacco
subjobber’s license. A tobacco subjobber is any person, other than a manufacturer or distributor,
who purchases tobacco products from a distributor and sells them to persons other than the ultimate
consumer. The license is issued by the department at an annual cost of $10, unless the subjobber
possesses any valid cigarette permit, in which case, the license shall be issued without cost. A single
subjobber’s license shall be sufficient for the subjobber’s entire activities within the state, that is, it is
not issued for each place of business. The license expires annually on June 30 of each year, and there
are no provisions for partial year license fee refunds if the license is voluntarily surrendered. If a license
is issued between January 1 and June 30 of any year, the license fee is one-half of the normal fee.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 453A.44.

701—83.2(453A) Distributor bond. A bond in the amount of $1,000 is required to be posted before a
distributor’s license can be issued, regardless of whether or not the distributor is licensed and bonded
as a cigarette permittee. If the distributor has a cigarette permit of any kind and is required to post a
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bond thereunder, the amount of the cigarette bond(s) and the tobacco bond may be aggregated to reach a
single bond requirement, and the distributor may provide a single bond in the aggregate amount provided
the bond may be used to discharge either a cigarette tax liability or a tobacco tax liability. See rule
701—81.7(453A) relating to bonds.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 453A.44.

701—83.3(453A) Tax on tobacco products. The tax on tobacco products is to be paid but once, either
upon distribution by a distributor or upon use or storage by a consumer. The tax is in addition to any
occupation or privilege tax or license fees imposed by any city or county.

83.3(1) Distributor’s tax. When a distributor:
a. Brings tobacco products or causes tobacco products to be brought into this state for sale;
b. Makes, manufactures, or fabricates tobacco products in this state for sale in this state; or
c. Ships or transports tobacco products directly to retailers in this state for sale by the retailer, the

tax attaches at the rate specified in Iowa Code section 453A.43(1) of the wholesale price of the tobacco
products. The wholesale price of the tobacco products is the manufacturer’s gross list price.

83.3(2) Consumer’s tax. If the tax has not been paid under Iowa Code section 453A.43(1) and
subrule 83.3(1), the consumer is responsible for the tax specified in Iowa Code section 453A.43(2) on
the cost to the consumer of the tobacco products used or stored by the consumer. The tax does not apply
to the use or storage of tobacco products in quantities of:

1. Less than 25 cigars,
2. Less than ten ounces of snuff or snuff powder, or
3. Less than one pound of other tobacco products in the possession of any one consumer.
These exceptions do not apply to tobacco products subject to the tax imposed upon distributors under

the provisions of Iowa Code section 453A.43(1) and subrule 83.3(1).
83.3(3) Discounted tobacco products.
a. A tobacco product sold by manufacturers to distributors that is discounted shall be taxed at the

highest wholesale sales price for that product. A tobacco product is discounted when, compared to an
identical product on the price list, it has a lower wholesale sales price. For purposes of this rule, tobacco
products are identical if they consist of the same ingredients and are sold as the same package size on the
price list, irrespective of the price printed on the box, the manufacturer’s suggested retail price provided
to the retailer, the stock keeping unit or universal product code or similar codes used by the manufacturer,
the type of packaging used, the name of the product as marketed, the geographic distribution, the target
customer, or the length of the time of the promotion.

b. When analyzing whether a tobacco product is discounted for purposes of this rule, the
department will consider the manufacturer’s characterization of the tobacco product on the price list, but
the manufacturer’s characterization of the tobacco product will not be controlling in the department’s
determination. Examples of discounted tobacco products include, but are not limited to, prepriced
cigars and reduced-price multipacks of tobacco products where the manufacturer sells an identical
product on the price list at a higher wholesale sales price.

EXAMPLE 1: Manufacturer, Inc. sells XYZ Product cigars in 25-count packages as both a prepriced
product and a regular-priced product. Manufacturer, Inc. provides a price list to Distributor, Inc. where
the wholesale sales price for the prepriced product is listed as $480 and the wholesale sales price for the
regular-priced product is listed as $605. The prepriced XYZ Product is a discounted cigar product and
shall be taxed at the higher wholesale sales price of $605.

EXAMPLE 2: Manufacturer, Inc. sells ABC Product cigars in 25-count packages. ABC Product
is prepriced at $.99 and $1.19. Manufacturer, Inc. provides a price list to Distributor, Inc. where the
wholesale sales price for ABC Product at $.99 is listed as $346 and the wholesale sales price for ABC
Product at $1.19 is listed as $360. ABC Product cigars, at both prepriced price points, shall be taxed at
the higher wholesale sales price of $360.

EXAMPLE 3: Manufacturer, Inc. sells H Product cigarillos in two 30-count packages as prepriced
products and as “save on two” products. Prepriced H Product includes 2/$.99 and 2/$1.49. Manufacturer,
Inc. provides a price list to Distributor, Inc. where the wholesale sales price for H Product at 2/$.99 is
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listed as $190, the wholesale sales price for H Product at 2/$1.49 is listed as $207, and the wholesale
sales price for H Product as “save on two” is listed as $350. H Product cigarillos shall be taxed at the
highest wholesale sales price of $350.

EXAMPLE 4: Manufacturer, Inc. sells multipacks of J Product cigarillos. The J Productmultipacks are
sold as five-packs, and some of the five-packs are labeled as “five for the price of three.” The wholesale
sales price of the five-packs of J Product that are not labeled as discounted have a higher wholesale sales
price than the five-packs of J Product that are labeled as “five for the price of three.” The five-packs
labeled as “five for the price of three” shall be taxed at the higher wholesale sales price of J Product
five-packs that are not labeled as discounted.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.42(18) and 453A.43.
[ARC 5917C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 1/1/22]

701—83.4(453A) Tax on little cigars. “Little cigars” as defined in Iowa Code section 453A.42(5) means
any roll for smokingmadewholly or in part of tobacco not meeting the definition of cigarette as contained
in Iowa Code section 453A.1(3) which either weighs three pounds or less per thousand or weighs more
than three pounds per thousand (excluding packaging weight) and has a retail price of two and one-half
cents or less per little cigar. All of the provisions applicable to cigarettes concerning the rate, imposition,
method of payment and affixing of stamps apply equally to little cigars. The tax on little cigars is to
be paid on the purchase of stamps by cigarette distributors or cigarette manufacturers who hold valid
permits. The reporting requirements contained in section 453A.15 and rule 701—82.9(453A) shall
pertain equally to the distribution of little cigars, and whenever information as to cigarettes is required
to be reported, the same is required as to little cigars.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.42(5) and 453A.43.

701—83.5(453A) Distributor discount. Licensed tobacco distributors filing returns under Iowa Code
section 453A.46 and rule 701—83.6(453A) are entitled to deduct, from the remittance for tax due, a
discount equal to 3½ percent.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 453A.46(1).

701—83.6(453A) Distributor returns. Every distributor licensed under Iowa Code section 453A.44
must file monthly returns. These returns must be filed no later than the twentieth day of the month
following the month covered by the return, and must include a remittance for the amount due less the
applicable discount.

83.6(1) In-state distributors. Licensed tobacco distributors, with a place of business in Iowa, must
file Forms 70-022 and 70-023 as the monthly distributor return. The return shall include, but not be
limited to:

a. The distributor’s name, address and license number;
b. An accounting of the acquisition of tobacco products subject to tax including as to each

acquisition:
(1) The date received,
(2) The date and number of the invoice,
(3) The person from whom purchased, and
(4) The manufacturer’s gross list price;
c. A claim for credit for tobacco products destroyed, returned to manufacturers and exported; and
d. The certification of the person responsible for making the return.
When claiming credits for tobacco products destroyed, returned to manufacturers and exported,

Form 70-024 schedule I, Form 70-024 schedule II, and Form 70-025 schedule III, respectively, must
be completed.

83.6(2) Out-of-state distributors. Licensed tobacco distributors, with no place of business in Iowa,
must file Form 70-026 as the monthly distributor return. The return shall include, but not be limited to:

a. The distributor’s name, address and license number;
b. An accounting of the sale in Iowa of tobacco products subject to tax including as to each sale:
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(1) The date of sale,
(2) The invoice number,
(3) To whom sold,
(4) The purchaser’s address, and
(5) The manufacturer’s gross list price; and
c. The certification of the person responsible for making the return.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.46 and 453A.47.

701—83.7(453A) Consumer’s return. Every person, other than a licensed tobacco distributor, who is
responsible for reporting and paying the tax on tobacco products under Iowa Code section 453A.43(2)
and subrule 83.3(2), shall file Form 70-022 (Monthly Distributor Tax Return) for any month that
the person is responsible for paying the tax. The return shall be due by the twentieth day of the
month following the month during which taxable tobacco products were acquired. The return shall
be completed in all respects except the consumer will not have a permit number. The return must be
accompanied by a full remittance in the amount of the tax due because the discount provided in Iowa
Code section 453A.46(1) applies only to licensed distributors. The penalties provided in Iowa Code
section 453A.46(3) apply to any taxpayer required to file any return and, therefore, apply equally to
licensed tobacco distributors and any other person accruing a tax liability. See rules 701—81.8(453A)
(penalty), 81.9(453A) (interest), and 81.10(453A) (waiver of penalty).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 453A.46.

701—83.8(453A) Transporter’s report. The transportation of tobacco products into this state must be
reported to the director. The report shall include, but not be limited to:

1. A description of the products imported,
2. The name and address of the seller or consignor,
3. The date of importation,
4. The name and address of the purchaser or consignee,
5. The point of origin, and
6. The point of destination.
83.8(1) Out-of-state distributors. Persons who are licensed as a tobacco distributor and have a

place of business without the state, from which tobacco products are shipped, need not file a separate
transportation report. This information is available from the distributor report.

83.8(2) Common carriers. Common carriers transporting tobacco products into this state need only
report shipments to places other than public warehouses licensed under the provisions of Iowa Code
chapter 554. Common carriers must file the transporter’s report by the tenth day of the month following
the month of importation.

83.8(3) Others. All other transportation of tobacco products into this state by persons other than
described in subrules 83.8(1) and 83.8(2) must be reported to the department except:

a. The importation of tobacco products by the consumer in sufficiently small quantities to be
exempt from the tax (see subrule 83.3(2)), and

b. The importation by the consumer of the tobacco products if the consumer is responsible to
report and pay the tax under Iowa Code subsections 453A.43(2) and 453A.46(6) and subrule 83.3(2)
and rule 83.7(453A).

The transportation report must be filed within 30 days of the date of importation.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 453A.45(4).

701—83.9(453A) Free samples. Where samples of tobacco products are distributed in this state, the
person responsible for the distribution must pay the tax. The person responsible for the distribution shall
file a return and pay the tax on the basis of the usual wholesale price for such products.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 453A.43, 453.46, and 453A.49.
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701—83.10(453A) Credits and refunds of taxes. Credits for tobacco products destroyed, returned to
manufacturers or exported are provided in subrule 83.6(1). If the credits exceed the average monthly tax
liability of the distributor, based upon the prior 12 tax periods, a refund may be issued.

Credits and refunds to a consumer who paid the tax pursuant to Iowa Code section 453A.43(2) shall
be made for the same reasons and upon the same basis as credits and refunds to distributors.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 453A.47.

701—83.11(453A) Sales exempt from tax. Sales of tobacco products which the state is prohibited from
taxing under the Constitution or the laws of the United States or under the Constitution of this state are
exempt from the tax.

83.11(1) Sales to the federal government. Military post exchanges or instrumentalities of the federal
government are not required to comply with the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 453A or pay the tax
imposed thereunder. However, individuals who have purchased or obtained tobacco products from a
federal instrumentality and come within the jurisdiction of the state are subject to the provisions of Iowa
Code sections 453A.43(2) and 453A.50. U.S. v. Tax Commission of Mississippi, 421 U.S. 599, 95 S.
Ct. 1872, 44 L.Ed.2d 404 (1975).

83.11(2) Sales by or to Indians. Sales by Indians to other Indians of their own tribe on federally
recognized Indian reservations or settlements of which they are tribal members are exempt from the
tax. The Indian sellers are subject to the record-keeping requirements of Iowa Code chapter 453A. The
tobacco products must be purchased by the Indian seller with the tax included in the purchase price. The
tax exemption is allowed to the Indian purchaser by the purchaser’s filing a claim for refund of the tax
paid or to the tribe of which the Indian purchaser is a member by the tribe’s filing a claim for refund of
the tax paid by the tribe on tobacco products sold to the Indian purchaser.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 453A.43(4).

701—83.12(81GA,HF339) Retail permits required. For administrative purposes, the retail permits
will be called “cigarette/tobacco retail permits.” A person shall not engage in the business of a
retailer of tobacco products without first having received a permit as a cigarette/tobacco retailer. A
cigarette/tobacco retail permit shall be obtained for each place of business owned or operated by a
retailer. The holder of a cigarette/tobacco retail permit is not required to obtain a tobacco retail permit.
The retailer may sell cigarettes only, tobacco products only, or both cigarettes and tobacco products.
However, if the cigarette/tobacco permit is suspended, revoked, or expired, the cigarette retailer shall
not sell any cigarettes or tobacco products during the time the permit is suspended, revoked, or expired.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Acts, House File 339.

701—83.13(81GA,HF339) Permit issuance fee. Retail permits are issued by the following authorities
at the following prices:

83.13(1) Outside any city, by the county board of supervisors, at an annual cost of $50.
83.13(2) In cities of less than 15,000 population, by the city council, at an annual cost of $75.
83.13(3) In cities of 15,000 or more population, by the city council, at an annual cost of $100.
83.13(4) If any permit is granted during the month of October, November, or December, the fee shall

be three-fourths of the above maximum schedule; if granted during the month of January, February, or
March, one-half of the maximum schedule; and if granted during the month of April, May, or June,
one-fourth of the maximum schedule.

83.13(5) The retail permit expires on June 30 of each year. The city or county must submit a copy
of any retail permit issued and the application for the permit to the department of public health within
30 days of issuance.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Acts, House File 339.

701—83.14(81GA,HF339) Refunds of permit fee.
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83.14(1) An unrevoked permit for which the retailer paid the full annual fee may be surrendered
during the first nine months of the year to the office issuing it, and the city or county granting the permit
shall make refunds to the retailer as follows:

a. Three-fourths of the annual fee if the surrender is made during July, August, or September.
b. One-half of the annual fee if the surrender is made during October, November, or December.
c. One-fourth of the annual fee if the surrender is made during January, February, or March.
83.14(2) An unrevoked permit for which the retailer has paid three-fourths of a full annual fee may

be surrendered during the first six months of the period covered by the payment, and the city or county
shall make refunds to the retailer as follows:

a. A sum equal to one-half of the annual fee if the surrender is made during October, November,
or December.

b. A sum equal to one-fourth of the annual fee if the surrender is made during January, February,
or March.

83.14(3) An unrevoked permit for which the retailer has paid one-half of a full annual fee may be
surrendered during the first three months of the period covered by the payment, and the city or county
shall refund to the retailer a sum equal to one-fourth of the annual fee.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Acts, House File 339.

701—83.15(81GA,HF339) Application for permit. Retailer permits shall be issued only upon
application, accompanied by the applicable fee, and made upon forms furnished by the department.
The forms shall specify:

83.15(1) The manner under which the retailer transacts or intends to transact business as a retailer.
83.15(2) The principal office, residence, and place of business for which the permit is to apply.
83.15(3) If the applicant is not an individual, the principal officers or members of the applicant, not

to exceed three, and their addresses.
83.15(4) Such other information as the director shall require.
This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Acts, House File 339.

701—83.16(81GA,HF339) Records and reports.
83.16(1) The director shall prescribe the forms necessary for the efficient administration of 2005

Iowa Acts, House File 339, section 4, and may require uniform books and records to be used and kept
by each retailer or other person as deemed necessary for a period of five years.

83.16(2) Every retailer shall, when requested by the department, make additional reports as the
department deems necessary and proper and shall, at the request of the department, furnish full and
complete information pertaining to any transaction of the retailer involving the purchase or sale or use
of tobacco products.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Acts, House File 339.

701—83.17(81GA,HF339) Penalties. The permit suspension and revocation provisions and the civil
penalties established in Iowa Code section 453A.22 shall apply to tobacco retailers.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Acts, House File 339.
[Filed 3/14/80, Notice 2/6/80—published 4/2/80, effective 5/7/80]

[Filed 8/23/85, Notice 7/17/85—published 9/11/85, effective 10/16/85]
[Filed emergency 11/14/86—published 12/17/86, effective 11/14/86]
[Filed 9/4/87, Notice 7/29/87—published 9/23/87, effective 10/28/87]
[Filed 5/26/88, Notice 4/20/88—published 6/15/88, effective 7/20/88]
[Filed 9/28/90, Notice 8/22/90—published 10/17/90, effective 11/21/90]
[Filed 9/23/94, Notice 8/17/94—published 10/12/94, effective 11/16/94]
[Filed 12/10/99, Notice 11/3/99—published 12/29/99, effective 2/2/00]
[Filed 5/11/01, Notice 2/21/01—published 5/30/01, effective 7/4/01]

[Filed 11/16/05, Notice 10/12/05—published 12/7/05, effective 1/11/06]
[Filed 12/13/06, Notice 11/8/06—published 1/3/07, effective 2/7/07]
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[Filed ARC 5917C (Notice ARC 5788C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 1/1/22]
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CHAPTER 108
LOCAL OPTION SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE

SALES AND SERVICE TAX

These rules govern school infrastructure local option sales and services taxes voted on and approved
prior to April 1, 2003. For school infrastructure local option sales and services taxes voted on and
approved on or after April 1, 2003, see 701—Chapter 109.

701—108.1(422E) Definitions. The following words and terms are used in the administration of the
local option school infrastructure sales and service tax:

“County” means an involuntary political or civil division of the state, created by general statute,
to aid in the administration of government and is simply a governmental auxiliary. Shirkey v. Keokuk
County, 275 N.W. 706, 712, 225 Iowa 1159 (1938). A county is generally known to include a designated
geographic area which may comprise municipalities, cities, or towns.

“Department” means the Iowa department of revenue.
“Director” means the director of the Iowa department of revenue.
“Sale” means the same as defined in 701—107.1(422B).
“School district” means a school corporation that has exclusive jurisdiction in all school matters

over a designated geographic area. See Iowa Code section 274.1.
“School infrastructure” means those activities for which a school district is authorized to contract

indebtedness and issue general obligation bonds under Iowa Code section 296.1. Qualifying activities
include construction, reconstruction, repair, purchasing, or remodeling of schoolhouses, stadiums, gyms,
fieldhouses, or bus garages. School infrastructure activities also include the procurement of schoolhouse
construction sites and making site improvements. Additional qualifying activities include the payment
or retirement of outstanding bonds previously issued for school infrastructure purposes as defined in this
rule and the payment or retirement of such bonds.

However, “school infrastructure” does not include activities related to a teacher’s or superintendent’s
home or homes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 422E.

701—108.2(422E) Authorization, rate of tax, imposition, use of revenues, and administration.
108.2(1) Authorization and imposition. Effective April 20, 1998, a local option school infrastructure

sales and service tax will only be imposed after an election in which a majority of those voting on the
question favors the imposition of the tax. A local option school tax that has been approved by an election
will be applied to all incorporated and unincorporated areas of that county. A request for the local option
school tax may be made either by the county or a school district which contains at least 50 percent of the
county population in which it is located. Each type of request has specific requirements for proposing
the tax under this chapter. The requirements are set forth as follows:

a. Imposition by county. A petition must be submitted to a county board of supervisors requesting
imposition of a local school infrastructure sales and service tax. To qualify, the petition must be signed
by eligible voters of the whole county in a number equal to 5 percent of the persons in the whole county
who voted in the last preceding state general election. Within 30 days of receiving the petition, the
county board of supervisors must inform the county commissioner of elections to submit the question of
imposing the tax to the registered voters of the whole county.

b. Imposition by school district. A motion or motions requesting the question of imposing a local
option school infrastructure sales and service tax may be proposed and adopted by the governing body
of a school district or school districts located within a county. To qualify for imposing this tax, a school
district located within a county must contain a total, or a combined total in the case of more than one
school district, of at least 50 percent of the population of the county. Upon adoption of the motion, the
governing body of a school district must notify the county board of supervisors of the adoption of the
motion. A motion is no longer valid at the time of the regular election of members of the governing
body which adopted the motion. The county board of supervisors must then submit the motion to the
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county commissioner of elections, who will publish the notice of the ballot proposition regarding the
local option school infrastructure sales and service tax.

108.2(2) Ballot proposition—procedure for imposition of the tax whether by county or the school
district. A county commissioner for elections must submit the question for imposing the tax under this
chapter at a state general election or a special election held at any time other than the time of a city
regular election. The election cannot be sooner than 60 days after publication of the notice of the
ballot proposition. The ballot proposition must be in the form established by the state commissioner
of elections. For additional information regarding the form and content of the ballot proposition, see
721—21.803(77GA,HF2282).

108.2(3) Tax rate, election, and repeal. The maximum rate of tax imposed under this rule shall be
1 percent. The tax shall be imposed without regard to any other local sales and service tax authorized
under the Iowa Code. The rate of tax may be increased up to 1 percent, decreased, or repealed after an
election in which a majority of those voting are in favor of the question of rate change or repeal of the
tax. However, the tax cannot be repealed before the tax has been in effect for one year.

The election for a change in the tax rate or repeal of the tax may be called and held under the same
conditions as previously set forth for the election imposing the tax. The election may be held not sooner
than 60 days following the publication of the notice of the ballot proposition.

Local option school infrastructure sales and service tax is automatically repealed at the expiration of
ten years from the date of imposition or a shorter period provided in the ballot proposition.

A local option school infrastructure sales and service tax cannot be repealed or reduced in rate if
bond obligations are outstanding unless sufficient funds to pay the principal, interest, and premium, if
any, on the outstanding obligation at and prior to maturity have been properly set aside and pledged for
that purpose.

For elections held on or after April 1, 2000, the tax may only be imposed with an effective date of
either January 1 or July 1, but not sooner than 90 days following the favorable election.

For elections held on or after April 1, 2000, this tax shall be repealed on either June 30 or December
31, but not sooner than 90 days following a favorable election if one is held. If a tax has been imposed
prior to April 1, 2000, and at the time of the election a date for repeal was specified on the ballot, the tax
may be repealed on that date despite the previously mentioned dates set forth.

108.2(4) Use of revenues. Local option sales and service tax revenues received under this chapter
shall be used for infrastructure purposes as defined in rule 701—108.1(422E). In addition, certain cities
may obtain revenues from the local option school tax. A school district in a county that has imposed this
taxmay enter into an Iowa Code chapter 28E agreement with a city or cities whose boundaries encompass
all or a part of the school district; the city may then receive a portion of the revenues from this tax as
determined by the 28E agreement. A city may utilize revenues from this tax for school infrastructure
purposes or any valid purposes authorized by the governing board of the city.

108.2(5) Notice of election results. The county auditor must give written notice by certified mail
to the director of the results of an election in which a majority of those voting on the question favors
the imposition, repeal, or change in the rate of the tax, within ten days of the date of the election. This
written notice must consist of a copy of the abstract of votes from the favorable election. For a definition
of “abstract of votes” see 721—subrule 21.803(4).

108.2(6) Administration of the tax. The local option school infrastructure sales and service tax is
to be imposed on the gross receipts of sales of tangible personal property sold within the local option
jurisdiction and upon the gross receipts from services rendered, furnished, or performed within the local
option jurisdiction. This tax may only be imposed by a county in the manner set forth previously in this
rule. The tax may not be imposed on any transaction not subject to state sales tax. Effective May 1,
1999, transactions involving the use of natural gas, natural gas services, electricity or electric service
are subject to a local excise tax that is to be imposed on the same basis as the state use tax, unless the
sale or use involved in such transactions is subject to a franchise fee or user fee during the period the
franchise fee or user fee is imposed. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, all references to local
option school infrastructure tax also include local excise tax and all rules governing the administration
and collection of local option school infrastructure tax are also applicable to local excise tax. For further
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details, see 701—108.5(422E). With the exception of the natural gas- and electric-related transactions
previously mentioned, there is no local option use tax. Frequency of deposits and quarterly reports of
local option tax filed with the department of revenue are governed by the retail sales tax provisions found
in Iowa Code section 423.31. Local option tax collections shall not be included in the computation of
the total tax to determine the frequency of the filing under Iowa Code section 423.31.

Prior to April 1, 2000, a local option school infrastructure tax cannot be imposed until 40 days after
there has been a favorable election to impose the tax. All local option school infrastructure tax must be
imposed January 1, April 1, July 1, or October 1. The tax can be repealed only on March 31, June 30,
September 30, or December 31. However, this tax must not be repealed before the tax has been in effect
for one year. For imposition and repeal date restrictions on or after April 1, 2000, see subrule 108.2(3).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code Supplement section 422E.2 as amended by 2000 Iowa
Acts, House File 2136, section 37.
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—108.3(422E) Collection of the tax. After a majority vote favoring the imposition of the tax under
this chapter, the county board of supervisors shall impose the tax at the rate specified and for a duration
not to exceed ten years or less as specified on the ballot. To determine the amount of tax to be imposed
on a sale, the taxable amount must not include any state gross receipts taxes or any other local option
taxes. A retailer need only have a state tax permit to collect the local option sales and service tax under
this chapter. This tax is to be imposed and collected in the following manner:

1. Sale of tangible personal property. This local option sales and service tax is imposed on the
gross receipts from “sales” of tangible personal property in which delivery occurs within a jurisdiction
imposing the tax. Department rule 701—107.3(422B), which governs transactions subject to and
excluded from local option sales tax, is applicable to and governs transactions subject to tax under this
chapter as well. As a result, the text of 701—107.3(422B) is incorporated by reference into this chapter.

2. The sale of enumerated services. Department rules 701—107.4(422B), 701—107.5(422B),
and 701—107.6(422B), which govern transactions subject to and excluded from local option service
tax, single contracts for taxable services performed partly within and partly outside of an area of a
county imposing the local option service tax, and motor vehicle, recreational vehicle, and recreational
boat rentals subject to local option service tax, respectively, are applicable to and govern transactions
subject to tax under this chapter. As a result, the text of 701—107.4(422B), 701—107.5(422B), and
701—107.6(422B) is incorporated by reference into this chapter.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422E.3.

701—108.4(422E) Similarities to the local option sales and service tax imposed in Iowa Code
chapter 422B and 701—Chapter 107. The administration of the tax imposed under this chapter is
similar to the local option tax imposed under Iowa Code chapter 422B and 701—Chapter 107. As a
result, a few of the rules set forth in 701—Chapter 107 are also applicable and govern the local option
sales and service school infrastructure tax as well. Accordingly, the following rules are incorporated by
reference into this chapter and will govern their respective topics in relation to the local option sales
and service school infrastructure tax:

1. 701—paragraph 107.2(2)“a” Continuation of local option tax.
2. 701—107.7(422B) Special rules regarding utility payments.
3. 701—107.8(422B) Contacts with county necessary to impose collection obligation upon a

retailer.
4. 701—107.9(422B,422E) Sales not subject to local option tax, including transactions subject to

Iowa use tax.
5. 701—107.12(422B) Computation of local option tax due from mixed sales on excursion boats.
6. 701—107.13(421,422B) Officers and partners, personal liability for unpaid tax.
7. 701—107.15(422B) Application of payments.
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8. 701—107.17(422B,422E) Discretionary application of local option tax revenues.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 76.4 as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, House

File 739, and 422E.3 as amended by 2001 Iowa Acts, House File 715, section 16.

701—108.5(422E) Sales not subject to local option tax, including transactions subject to Iowa use
tax. The local option sales and service tax for school infrastructure is imposed upon the same basis as
the Iowa state sales and service tax. However, like the local option sales and service tax set forth in
Iowa Code chapter 422B and department rule 701—107.9(422B), there are sales and services that are
subject to Iowa state sales tax, but such sales or services are not subject to local option sales and service
tax. Department rule 701—107.9(422B), which governs the sales not subject to local option sales and
service tax pursuant to Iowa Code section 422B.8, is incorporated by reference into this chapter and will
govern the local option sales and service tax for school infrastructure tax with the following exception:

For transactions prior to May 1, 1999. The gross receipts from the sale of natural gas or electricity in
a city or county which are subject to a franchise or user fee are not exempt from the local option school
infrastructure sales and service tax.

Effective May 1, 1999, transactions involving the use of natural gas, natural gas services, electricity
or electric service are subject to a local excise tax that is to be imposed on the same basis as the state use
tax, unless the sale or use involved in such transactions is subject to a franchise fee or user fee during
the period the franchise fee or user fee is imposed. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, all
references to local option school infrastructure tax also include local excise tax, and all rules governing
the administration and collection of local option school infrastructure tax are also applicable to local
excise tax. With the exception of the natural gas and electric related transactions previously mentioned,
there is no local option use tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422E.1 as amended by 1999 IowaActs, chapter
151, section 36, and Iowa Code section 422E.3 as amended by 1999 Iowa Acts, chapter 151, sections
37 and 38.

701—108.6(422E) Deposits of receipts. The director of revenue shall credit tax receipts, interest, and
penalties from the tax under this chapter. If the director is unable to determine from which county any
of the receipts from this tax were collected, those receipts shall be allocated among the possible counties
based on the allocation rules set forth in 701—107.11(422B).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422E.3.

701—108.7(422E) Local option school infrastructure sales and service tax payments to school
districts. The director of revenue within 15 days of the beginning of each fiscal year shall send to each
school district where the local option school infrastructure sales and service tax is imposed an estimate
of the tax moneys each school district will receive for the year and for each month of the year. For
periods after July 1, 2002, the director of revenue shall by August 15 of each fiscal year send to each
school district where the local option school infrastructure sales and service tax is imposed an estimate
of the tax moneys each school district will receive for the year and for each month of the year. At
the end of each month, the director may revise the estimates for the year and remaining months. The
director shall remit 95 percent of the estimated monthly tax receipts for the school district to the school
district on or before August 31 of the fiscal year and the last day of each month thereafter. The director
shall remit a final payment of the remainder of tax money due for the fiscal year before November 10 of
the next fiscal year. If an overpayment has resulted during the previous fiscal year, the first payment of
the new fiscal year shall be adjusted to reflect any overpayment. An adjustment for an overpayment that
has resulted during the previous fiscal year will be reflected beginning with the November payment.

If more than one school district or a portion of a school district is located within the county, tax
receipts shall be remitted to each school district or portion of a school district in which the county tax is
imposed in a pro-rata share based upon the ratio which the percentage of actual enrollment for the school
district that attends school in the county bears to the percentage of the total combined actual enrollments
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for all school districts that attend school in the county. A student’s enrollment is based on the residency
of the student. The formula to compute this ratio is the following:

actual enrollment for the school district at issue
combined actual enrollment for the county

The combined actual enrollment for the county, for purposes of this tax, shall be determined for
each county imposing the tax under this rule by the Iowa department of management based on the
actual enrollment figures reported by October 1 of each year to the department of management by the
department of education pursuant to Iowa Code section 257.6(1). Enrollment figures to be used for the
purpose of this formula are the enrollment figures reported by the department of education for the fiscal
year preceding the date of implementation of the local option school infrastructure sales and service tax.

EXAMPLE: In November of 1999, Polk County holds a valid election that results in a favorable vote
to impose the local option school infrastructure sales and service tax. The tax will be implemented in
Polk County on July 1, 2000. The fiscal year preceding the implementation of the tax is July 1, 1999,
through June 30, 2000. To determine the proper ratio of funds to be distributed to the multiple school
districts located in Polk County, the enrollment figures reported by the department of education to the
department of management by October of 1999 must be obtained to compute the formula as set forth.

For additional information regarding the formula for tax revenues to be distributed to the school
districts, see the department of education’s rules regarding this tax under 281—Chapter 96, Iowa
Administrative Code.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422E.3 as amended by 2002 Iowa Acts, House
File 2622, section 13.

701—108.8(422E) Construction contract refunds. Effective May 20, 1999, and retroactively applied
to July 1, 1998, construction contractors may apply to the department for a refund of local option school
infrastructure tax paid on goods, wares, or merchandise if the following conditions are met:

1. The goods, wares or merchandise are incorporated into an improvement to real estate in
fulfillment of a written contract fully executed prior to the date of the imposition or increase in rate
of the local option school infrastructure tax. The refund shall not apply to equipment transferred in
fulfillment of a mixed contract.

2. The local option school infrastructure tax must have been effective in the jurisdiction on or after
July 1, 1998.

3. The contractor has paid to the department or to a retailer the full amount of the state and local
option tax.

4. The claim is filed on forms provided by the department and is filed within six months of the
date the tax is paid.

The refund shall be paid by the department from the appropriate school district’s account in the local
sales and services tax fund.

The penalty provisions contained in Iowa Code section 422B.11(3) apply regarding erroneous
application for refund of tax under this chapter.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422E.3 as amended by 1999 IowaActs, chapter
156, section 19.

701—108.9(422E) 28E agreements. A school district which has imposed the tax under this chapter
has the authority to enter into an agreement authorized and defined in Iowa Code chapter 28E with one
or more cities whose boundaries encompass all or a part of the area of the school district. Such an
agreement will set forth a designated amount of revenues from the tax imposed under this chapter that
a city or each city may receive. A city or cities entering into an Iowa Code chapter 28E agreement is
authorized to expend its designated portion of taxes imposed under this chapter for any valid purpose
permitted and defined under this chapter as a school infrastructure purpose or for any purpose authorized
by the governing body of the city.
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Effective May 20, 1999, and for taxes imposed under this chapter on or after July 1, 1998, a county
whose boundaries encompass all or a part of an area of a school district may enter into an Iowa Code
chapter 28E agreement with that school district. The terms of the Iowa Code chapter 28E agreement
will designate a portion of tax revenues received from the tax imposed under this chapter that a county is
entitled to receive. A county entering into an Iowa Code chapter 28E agreement with a school district in
which tax under this chapter has been imposed is authorized to expend its designated portion of such tax
revenues to provide property tax relief within the boundaries of the school district located in the county.

Effective May 20, 1999, and for taxes imposed under this chapter on or after July 1, 1998, a school
district where local option school infrastructure tax is imposed is also authorized to enter into an Iowa
Code chapter 28E agreement with another school district which is located partially or entirely in or is
contiguous to the county where the tax is imposed. The school district shall only expend its designated
portion of the local option school infrastructure revenues for infrastructure purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 422E.4 as amended by 1999 IowaActs, chapter
156, section 20.

[Filed 10/15/98, Notice 9/9/98—published 11/4/98, effective 12/9/98]
[Filed 1/7/00, Notice 12/1/99—published 1/26/00, effective 3/1/00]
[Filed 8/4/00, Notice 6/28/00—published 8/23/00, effective 9/27/00]◊
[Filed 9/1/00, Notice 7/26/00—published 9/20/00, effective 10/25/00]1

[Filed 1/18/02, Notice 12/12/01—published 2/6/02, effective 3/13/02]
[Filed 11/8/02, Notice 10/2/02—published 11/27/02, effective 1/1/03]
[Filed 3/26/04, Notice 2/18/04—published 4/14/04, effective 5/19/04]

[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs
1 At its meeting held October 9, 2000, the Administrative Rules Review Committee delayed the effective date of 108.4“6” until

adjournment of the 2001 Session of the General Assembly.
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CHAPTER 213
MISCELLANEOUS TAXABLE SALES

Rules in this chapter include cross references to provisions in 701—Chapters 15 and 18 that were
applicable prior to July 1, 2004.

701—213.1(423) Tax imposed. The Iowa state retail sales tax is imposed at the rate of 5 percent of the
sales price from the sale at retail of tangible personal property and certain enumerated services. The
rules in this chapter deal with certain specific attributes of the Iowa state retail sales tax, but such rules
are by no means exclusive in explaining what are taxable sales and are not exclusive in explaining which
transactions constitute taxable sales. There are other transactions which constitute taxable sales under
the law and which are not specifically dealt with in these rules.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2.

701—213.2(423) Athletic events. The sales price from the sale of tickets or admissions to athletic events
occurring in the state of Iowa and sponsored by educational institutions, without regard to the use of the
proceeds from such sales, shall be subject to tax, except when the events are sponsored by elementary
and secondary educational institutions.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(3).

701—213.3(423) Conditional sales contracts. Iowa Code section 423.1(46) defines sales to include
“conditional sales.” A conditional sale is a sale in which the vendee receives the right to the use of the
goods which are the subject matter of the sale, but the transfer of title to the vendee is dependent on the
performance of some condition by the vendee, usually the full payment of the purchase price.

Conditional sales in most cases are evidenced by the facts supporting the nature of the vendor’s
business, the intent of the parties, and the facts supporting the control over the tangible personal property
by the vendee. A conditional sales contract would exist where: the vendee/lessee has total control over
the property and is responsible for all losses or damages; the transfer of the property is complete except
for title, which passes upon the condition of full payment; and where such full payment is performed
under nearly all the vendor’s “lease” agreements, except in cases of default; and the vendor has no
intent of retaining control over the property except for purposes of selling it or financing it for sale. In
determining whether an agreement constitutes a conditional sale or a true lease, substance shall prevail
over form, and the terminology of the written agreement will be considered only to the extent that it
accurately represents the true relationship of the parties.

When a conditional sale exists, the seller shall bill the purchaser for the full amount of tax due, and
sales tax is due on the full contract price upon delivery of the property which is the subject of the contract.
Harold D. Sturtz v. Iowa Department of Revenue, 373 N.W.2d 131 (Iowa 1985). No further tax is due on
the periodic payments. Interest and finance charges shall not be considered part of the sales price if they
are separately stated and reasonable in amount and are, therefore, not subject to tax. State ex rel. Turner
v. Younker Bros., Inc., 210 N.W.2d 550, 562 (Iowa 1973).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(46) and 423.2(1).

701—213.4(423) The sales price of sales of butane, propane and other like gases in cylinder
drums, etc. Sales of butane, propane and other like gases in cylinder drums and other similar
containers purchased for cooking, heating and other purposes shall be taxable. However, see rule
701—231.16(423), which provides for a phase-out of and eventual complete exemption from tax for
propane and other gases sold for use in residential heating.

When gas of this type is sold and motor vehicle fuel tax is collected by the seller, sales or use tax
shall not be due. If Iowa motor vehicle fuel tax is not collected by the seller at the time of the sale, sales
or use tax shall be collected and remitted to the department, unless the sale is specifically exempt.

If tax is not collected by the seller at the time of sale, any tax due shall be collected by the department
at the time the user of the product makes application for a refund of the motor vehicle fuel tax.
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The sales price from the rental of cylinders, drums and other similar containers by the distributor or
dealer of the gas shall be subject to tax when the title remains with the dealer. The sales price of gas
converter equipment which might be sold to an ultimate consumer shall be subject to tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(46) and 423.2(1).

701—213.5(423) Antiques, curios, old coins, collector’s postage stamps, and currency exchanged
for greater than face value. Curios, antiques, art work, coins, collector’s postage stamps and such
articles sold to or by art collectors, philatelists, numismatists and other persons who purchase or sell
such items of tangible personal property for use and not primarily for resale are sales at retail, and their
sales price shall be subject to tax.

213.5(1) The sales price of stamps, whether canceled or uncanceled, which are sold by a collector
or person engaged in retailing stamps to collectors shall be taxable.

213.5(2) The distinction between stamps which are purchased by a collector and stamps which are
purchased for their value as evidence of the privilege of the owner to have certain mail carried by the
United States government is that which determines whether or not the sales price of a stamp is taxable
or not taxable. A stamp becomes an article of tangible personal property having market value when,
because of the demand, it can be sold for a price greater than its face value. On the other hand, when a
stamp has only face value, as evidence of the right to certain services or an indication that certain revenue
has been paid, its sales price shall not be subject to either sales or use tax.

213.5(3) The sales price from any exchange, transfer, or barter of merchandise for a consideration
paid in gold, silver, or other coins or currency shall be subject to tax to the extent of the agreed-upon value
of the coins or currency so exchanged. This agreed-upon value constitutes the sales price or purchase
price subject to tax. Currency or coins become articles of tangible personal property having a value
greater than face value when the currency or coins are exchanged for a price greater than face value.
However, when a coin or other currency, in the course of circulation, is exchanged at its face value, the
sales price of the sale shall be subject to tax for the face value alone. Losana Corp. v. Porterfield, 14
Ohio St.2d 42, 236 N.E.2d 535 (1968).

EXAMPLE 1. Taxpayer operates a furniture store. The taxpayer offers to exchange furniture for silver
coins at ten times the face value of any coins dated prior to January 1, 1965. Upon any exchange pursuant
to the offer, the value of the coins for purposes of determining the tax on the exchange will be equivalent
to the value as agreed upon by the parties, without regard to the face value of the coins.

EXAMPLE 2. Taxpayer operates a hardware store. In the regular course of business, the taxpayer
receives silver coins dated prior to January 1, 1965. Taxpayer has received the coins at face value for
the sales price and only that value is subject to tax. Also see Attorney General Opinion Griger to Bair,
Director of Revenue, May 15, 1980, #80-5-13.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(47), 423.2(1) and 423.5.

701—213.6(423) Communication services furnished by hotel to its guests. As a common practice,
hotels in the state of Iowa purchase telephone communication services from telephone companies and
furnish those services to the guests of the hotel. The hotel makes a charge for this communication service
to its guests in an amount which exceeds the cost of such service to it from the telephone company.
Tax shall apply to the entire charge which the hotel makes to its guests for such communication service,
regardless of whether a guest’s calls are local or long-distance within the state. However, the hotel would
purchase any communication service which it furnishes for a charge to a guest exempt from tax as a
service purchased for subsequent resale.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(2).

701—213.7(423) Consignment sales. When a retailer receives tangible personal property on
consignment from others and the consigned merchandise is sold in the ordinary course of business with
other merchandise owned or services performed by the retailer, the retailer or consignee shall be making
sales at retail. In these cases, the consignee shall file a return and remit tax to the department along with
the returns and remittances of tax on the sales price from the sale of other merchandise.
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The sales price of sales of tangible personal property by an agent or consignee for another person
shall be exempt if the sales meet the requirements of a casual sale or any other exemptions.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(1).

701—213.8(423) Electrotypes, types, zinc etchings, halftones, stereotypes, color process plates,
wood mounts and art productions. The sales price of electrotypes, types, zinc etchings, halftones,
stereotypes, color process plates, wood mounts and art productions shall be subject to tax when sold
to users or consumers. Reference rule 701—18.33(422,423) for sales to printers. The listed articles do
not become an integral or component part of merchandise intended to be sold ultimately at retail. Long
v. Roberts & Son, 234 Ala. 570 176 So. 213 (1937); People ex rel. Walker Engraving Corporation v.
Groves, 268 N.Y. 648, 193 N.E. 539 (1935).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.3(51).

701—213.9(423) Explosives used inmines, quarries and elsewhere. A person engaged in the business
of selling explosives to miners, quarries or others shall be subject to sales tax on the sales price from the
sale of such property at retail in Iowa. The purchaser shall be liable for use tax upon all purchases for
use in Iowa not subject to sales tax. Linwood Stone Products Company v. State Department of Revenue,
Iowa, 175 N.W.2d 393 (1970).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.5(1).

701—213.10(423) Sales on layaway. The sales price from sales on layaway is subject to tax. A layaway
sale involves two separate and distinct contracts. Under the first contract, the customer and the retailer
enter into an agreement to give the customer an option to purchase a certain item of tangible personal
property. Under the second contract, the sale of property takes place. During the period of the option
to purchase, the item is placed aside “on layaway” and is not available for sale to the general public.
This option to purchase is exercised by the customer’s making one or more “layaway payments.” The
customer exercises the option to buy by completing the layaway payments. The last layaway payment
is also the tendered payment under the separate contract for sale of the property. The contract for sale
is complete when the seller delivers the property to the buyer. See Holland v. Brown, 15 Utah 2d 422,
394 P.2d 77 (1964) and Sturtz v. Iowa Department of Revenue, 373 N.W.2d 131 (Iowa 1985). Tax must
be reported during the period (e.g., the quarter or month) in which delivery under the contract for sale
portion of the layaway occurs. This will nearly always be the reporting period in which physical transfer
of possession passes from the retailer to the buyer.

A sale on layaway should not be confused with a “conditional sale.” The differences are these: (1)
In a conditional sale, physical transfer of property occurs before, rather than after, the buyer makes all
periodic payments necessary to purchase the property; and (2) in a conditional sale, physical possession
of and title to the property pass to the buyer at different times. In a conditional sales situation, physical
possession passes first; then after all periodic payments are made, title (ownership) passes to the buyer.
In a layaway sale, both possession and title pass at the same time after all payments are made. The
conditional sale is a much more common commercial arrangement than the sale on layaway.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(46) and 423.2(1).

701—213.11(423) Memorial stones. Persons engaged in the business of selling memorial stones are
selling tangible personal property, the sales price of which shall be subject to tax. When the seller of a
memorial stone agrees to erect a stone upon a foundation, the total sales price from such sale shall be
taxable. Any separately itemized charge for engraving is part of the taxable sales price of a memorial
stone.

The sales price of any designs, lettering or engraving performed on a memorial stone or monument
is also subject to tax. See In Re Des Moines-Winterset Monuments, Inc., Docket No. 79-228-6A-DR,
March 13, 1980.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(1).
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701—213.12(423) Creditors and trustees. Pursuant to the provisions of any piece of chattel paper or
any other document evidencing a creditor’s interest in tangible personal property, the sales price from the
sale of tangible personal property at a public auction shall be taxable even if the sale is made by virtue
of a court decree of foreclosure by an officer appointed by the court for that purpose.

The tax applies to the sales price of inventory and noninventory goods, provided the owner is in
the business of making retail sales of tangible personal property or taxable services. In Re Hubs Repair
Shop, Inc., 28 B.R. 858 (Bkrtcy. 1983).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.5(1).

701—213.13(423) Sale of pets. A retailer selling pets shall procure a permit and report tax on the sales
price from the sale of such pets.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(54) and 423.2(1).

701—213.14(423) Redemption of meal tickets, coupon books and merchandise cards as a taxable
sale. When meal tickets, coupon books, or merchandise cards are sold by persons engaged exclusively
in selling taxable commodities or services, tax shall be levied at the time such items are redeemed by
the customer. Tax shall not be added at the time of actual purchase of the meal ticket, coupon book, or
merchandise card. When a retailer sells gift certificates, tax shall be added at the time the gift certificate
is redeemed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1 and 423.2.

701—213.15(423) Rental of personal property in connection with the operation of
amusements. The sales price from rental of tangible personal property in connection with the operation
of amusements shall be taxable. Such rentals shall include all tangible personal property or equipment
used by patrons in connection with the operation of commercial amusements, notwithstanding the fact
that the rental of such personal property may be billed separately.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(1).

701—213.16(423) Repossessed goods.
213.16(1) Sale subject to tax. When tangible personal property which has been repossessed either

by the original seller or by a finance company is resold to final users or consumers, the sales price from
those sales is subject to tax.

213.16(2) Bad debts. A retailer repossessing previously sold merchandise shall be entitled to claim a
credit on tax paid for bad debts in the same fashion as any other retailer that has paid tax to the department
upon a sales price which ultimately constitutes a bad debt.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.5(1).
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—213.17(423) Sales of signs at retail. A person engaged in selling illuminated signs, bulletins, or
other stationary signs (whether manufactured by that person or by others) to users or consumers is selling
tangible personal property at retail. The sales price shall be taxable, even when the sales price of the
sign includes a charge for maintenance or repair service in addition to the charge for the sign.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.5(1).

701—213.18(423) Tangible personal property made to order. When a retailer contracts to fabricate
items of tangible personal property from materials available in stock or through placing orders for
materials which have been selected by customers, all expenses and profits from the sale of such
fabricated articles shall be included in the sales price. The retailer shall not deduct fabrication or
production charges, even though such charges are separately billed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.5(1).

701—213.19(423) Used or secondhand tangible personal property. The sales price on the sale of
used or secondhand tangible personal property in the form of goods, wares, or merchandise shall be
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taxable in the same manner as new property. This condition eliminates any consideration for secondhand
merchandise to be treated differently than new merchandise when sold at retail for sales tax purposes.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(1) and 423.5(1).

701—213.20(423) Carpeting and other floor coverings. The sale of carpeting and other floor coverings
to any person constitutes a sale at retail of tangible personal property, and the sales price of these sales is
subject to sales or use tax unless the carpeting and other floor coverings are purchased for resale or are
otherwise exempt from tax.

The sales price of floor coverings other than carpeting which are shaped to fit a particular room or
area and which are attached to the supporting floor with cement, tacks, or by some other method making
a permanent attachment with the building or structure are considered to be building materials and shall
be taxable in the same manner as building materials which are used or consumed in the performance of
a construction contract. See rule 701—219.2(423) and 701—subrule 219.3(3) for tax treatment.

The sale of carpeting is not to be treated as the sale of a “building material.” The sales price of rugs,
mats, linoleum, and other types of floor coverings which are not attached but which are simply laid on
finished floors and are not considered building materials is subject to tax unless the floor coverings are
purchased for resale or are otherwise exempt from tax.

The sale of “carpeting” to owners, contractors, subcontractors or builders is not the sale of a building
material, but the sale of ordinary tangible personal property, which can be purchased for resale by owners,
contractors, subcontractors or builders. “Carpeting” is any floor covering made of fabric, usually of wool
or synthetic fibers. For purposes of this rule, “carpeting” also includes any pads, tack strips, adhesive,
and other materials other than subflooring necessary for installation of the carpeting. Sellers of carpeting
should charge purchasers sales tax unless the carpeting is purchased for resale or some other exempt
purpose, in which case the purchaser must provide the seller with an exemption certificate upon demand.

The sales price of carpeting, with installation, is taxable in the following manner:
1. If separate contracts exist for the sale of the carpeting and for the installation, only the sales

price of the carpeting is subject to tax.
2. If the selling price of the carpeting and the installation charge are stated as one charge or lump

sum, the entire charge is subject to sales tax.
3. If the invoice itemizes the installation charge separately from the selling price of the carpet,

only the selling price of the carpet is subject to sales tax if the installer and the purchaser of the carpet
intend that a sale of the carpet shall occur. See 701—subrule 225.4(1) for more information.

In the following examples, assume that contractor A purchases carpeting from supplier B for
installation in customer C’s home. Whether or not A will purchase the carpeting from B for A’s own
consumption (and thus, A will pay the tax to B) or A will purchase the property from B for resale to
C (and thus, C will pay the tax to A) depends upon any contracts existing between A (the contractor)
and C (the customer).

EXAMPLE A. A contracts with C to install carpeting in C’s home. Separate contracts exist between
A and C for the sale of the carpeting and for its installation. Under these circumstances, A purchases the
carpeting from B for resale to C. No tax is due upon the sales price of the transaction between A and B;
tax is due upon A’s resale of the carpet to C, but not upon A’s charges for carpet installation, a nontaxable
service.

EXAMPLE B. A charges C one lump sum for the carpeting and installation. In this case, A collects
sales tax from C on the entire lump sum. The lump sum is treated, for sales tax purposes, as the sales
price from the sale of tangible personal property; so A purchases the carpet from B for resale and without
tax.

EXAMPLE C. A and C contract for the sale of the carpet separate from its installation. A sends C
one invoice for the installation and sale of the carpet with the installation charge listed on the invoice
separately from the selling price of the carpet. Under these circumstances, only the selling price of the
carpet listed on the invoice is subject to sales tax and A purchases the carpet from B for resale and thus,
without obligation to pay sales tax to B.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(1)“b.”
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701—213.21(423) Goods damaged in transit. If goods shipped by a retailer have been delivered under
a contract for sale to a consumer, and thereafter the goods are damaged in the course of transit to the
consumer, the retailer and purchaser shall be liable for tax upon the full sale price of the goods, as the
sale to the consumer has been completed. Harold D. Sturtz v. Iowa Department of Revenue, 373 N.W.2d
131 (Iowa 1985).

If the goods have not been delivered to the consumer, the sale to the consumer has not been
completed, and the retailer shall not be taxed for the amount agreed to be paid by the consumer.

EXAMPLE. A company in Chicago transports furniture in its own truck to customer B in Des Moines.
Under the contract of sale, delivery of the furniture would occur in Des Moines and sales tax would
ordinarily be due upon the sales price of the sale. However, in East Moline, Illinois, the furniture truck
is involved in an accident, and B’s furniture is destroyed. There was no delivery of the furniture to B,
thus no sale to B and thus no sales tax is due. Had the point of delivery been Chicago, Illinois, a sale
would have occurred outside this state, but no use tax would be due because B never made any “use” of
the furniture in Iowa.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2.

701—213.22(423) Snowmobiles, motorboats, and certain other vehicles. The sales price of
snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles, dirt bikes, race karts or go-carts, and motorboats shall be subject to
tax when purchased and shall not be classified as vehicles subject to registration.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 423.

701—213.23(423) Photographers and photostaters. Tax shall apply to the sales price of photographs
and photostat copies, whether or not produced to the special order of the customer, and to charges for the
making of photographs or photostat copies out of materials furnished by the customer. A deduction shall
not be allowed for the expenses incurred by the photographer, such as rental of equipment or salaries or
wages paid to assistants or models, whether or not the expenses are itemized in billings to customers.

Tax shall not apply to the sales price of tangible personal property to photographers and photostat
producers which becomes an ingredient or component part of photographs or photostat copies sold, such
as mounts, frames and sensitized paper; but tax shall apply to the sales price of materials to photographers
or producers which is used in the processing of photographs or photostat copies.

The sales price of photographs by a person engaged in the business ofmaking and selling photographs
to newspaper or magazine publishers for reproduction shall be taxable.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2 and 423.5.

701—213.24(423) Sale, transfer or exchange of tangible personal property or taxable enumerated
services between affiliated corporations. The sales price of the sale, transfer or exchange of tangible
personal property or taxable services among affiliated corporations, including but not limited to a parent
corporation to a subsidiary corporation, for a consideration is subject to tax. A bookkeeping entry for an
“account payable” qualifies as consideration as well as the actual exchange of money or its equivalent.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.1(50).
[ARC 5201C, IAB 10/7/20, effective 11/11/20; see Delay note at end of chapter]

701—213.25(423) Urban transit systems. A privately owned urban transit system which is not an
instrumentality of federal, state or county government is subject to sales tax on fuel purchases which
are within the urban transit system’s charter.

Tax shall not apply to the sales price of fuel purchases made by a privately owned urban transit
company for use outside the urban transit system charter in which a fuel tax has been imposed and paid
and no refund has been or will be allowed.

Whether an urban transit company will be considered an instrumentality of federal, state or county
government for the purpose of receiving sales tax exemption on its fuel purchases, which are also
exempted from fuel tax and used for public purposes, depends upon consideration of the following:

1. Whether the urban transit system is created by government.
2. Whether the urban transit system is wholly owned by government.
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3. Whether the urban transit system is operated for profit.
4. Whether the urban transit system is primarily engaged in the performance of some essential

governmental function.
5. Whether the payment of tax will impose an economic burden upon the corporation, or whether

payment of tax serves to materially impair the usefulness or efficiency of the corporation or the payment
of tax materially restricts the corporation in the performance of its duties.

The considerations enumerated above are not all-inclusive, and the presence of some considerations
and absence of others does not necessarily establish the exemption. Unemployment compensation of
North Carolina v. Wachovia Bank and Trust Company, 2 S.E.2d 592, 595, 215 No. Car. 491 (1939); 1976
O.A.G. 823, 827, 828.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.3(1) and 423.3(31).
[Filed 11/16/05, Notice 10/12/05—published 12/7/05, effective 1/11/06]

[Filed ARC 5201C (Notice ARC 5077C, IAB 7/15/20), IAB 10/7/20, effective 11/11/20]1
[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

1 November 11, 2020, effective date of 213.24 (ARC 5201C) delayed until the adjournment of the 2021 session of the General
Assembly by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held November 10, 2020.
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CHAPTER 231
EXEMPTIONS PRIMARILY OF BENEFIT TO CONSUMERS

Rules in this chapter include cross references to provisions in 701—Chapters 15 to 20, 21, 26, 30,
32 and 33 that were applicable prior to July 1, 2004.

701—231.1(423) Newspapers, free newspapers and shoppers’ guides.
231.1(1) In general. The sales price from the sales of newspapers, free newspapers, and shoppers’

guides is exempt from tax. The sales price from the sales of magazines, newsletters, and other periodicals
which are not newspapers is taxable. Cases decided by the United States Supreme Court and the Supreme
Court of Iowa prohibit exempting from taxation the sale of any periodical if that exemption from taxation
is based solely upon the contents of that periodical. See Arkansas Writers’ Project, Inc. v. Ragland, 481
U.S. 221, 107 S.Ct. 1722, 95 L.Ed.2d 209 (1987) andHearst v. Iowa Department of Revenue & Finance,
461 N.W.2d 295 (Iowa 1990).

231.1(2) General characteristics of a newspaper. “Newspaper” is a term with a common definition.
A “newspaper” is a periodical, published at short, stated, and regular intervals, usually daily or weekly.
It is printed on newsprint with news ink. The format of a newspaper is that of sheets folded loosely
together without stapling. A newspaper is admitted to the U.S. mails as second-class material. Other
frequent characteristics of newspapers are the following:

a. Newspapers usually contain photographs.
b. Information printed on newspapers is usually contained in columns on the newspaper pages.
c. The larger the cross section of the population which reads a periodical in the area where the

periodical circulates, the more likely it is that the department will consider that periodical to be a
“newspaper.”

231.1(3) Characteristics of newspaper publishing companies. Often, companies publishing larger
newspapers will subscribe to various syndicates or wire services. A larger newspaper will employ a
general editor and a number of subordinate editors as well, for example, sports and lifestyle editors;
business, local, agricultural, national, and world news editors; and editorial page editors. A larger
newspaper will also employ a variety of reporters and staff writers. Smaller newspapers may or may
not have these characteristics or may consolidate these functions.

231.1(4) Characteristics which distinguish a newsletter from a newspaper. A “newsletter” is
generally distributed to members or employees of a single organization and not usually to a large cross
section of the general public. It is often published at irregular intervals by a volunteer, rather than by a
paid individual who usually publishes a newspaper. A newsletter is often printed on sheets which are
held together at one point only by a staple, rather than folded together.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(54).

701—231.2(423) Motor fuel, special fuel, aviation fuels and gasoline.
231.2(1) In general. The sales price from the sale of motor fuel, including ethanol, and special fuel

is exempt from sales tax under 2005 Iowa Code section 423.3(55) if (a) the fuel is consumed for highway
use, in watercraft, or in aircraft, (b) the Iowa fuel tax has been imposed and paid, and (c) no refund or
credit of fuel tax has been made or will be allowed. The sales price from the sale of special fuel for diesel
engines used in commercial watercraft on rivers bordering Iowa is exempt from sales tax, even though
no fuel tax has been imposed and paid, providing the seller delivers the fuel to the owner’s watercraft
while it is afloat.

231.2(2) Refunds or credits of motor fuel and special fuel. Claims for refund or credit of fuel taxes
under the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 452A must be reduced by any sales or use tax owing the state
unless a sales tax exemption is applicable. Generally, refund claims or credits are allowed where fuel is
purchased tax-paid and used for purposes other than to propel a motor vehicle or used in watercraft.

231.2(3) Refunds of tax on fuel purchased in Iowa and consumed outside of Iowa. Even though fuel
is purchased in Iowa, fuel tax is paid in Iowa, and the fuel tax is subject to refund under the provisions
of division III of Iowa Code chapter 452A relating to interstate motor vehicle operations, the refund of
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the fuel tax does not subject the purchase of the fuel to sales tax. Subjecting the purchase of the fuel
to sales tax has the effect of imposing sales tax when fuel is consumed in interstate commerce while
fuel consumed on Iowa highways in intrastate commerce is exempt from sales tax pursuant to 2005
Iowa Code subsection 423.3(55). The effect for sales tax purposes is to impose a greater tax burden
on non-Iowa highway fuel consumption than Iowa highway fuel consumption, thereby discriminating
against interstate commerce. In addition, the effect of imposing sales tax on interstate excess purchases
where intrastate highway use is not subject to the tax constitutes an export duty for purchasing fuel in
Iowa and exporting it for use in another state. Such effects are in violation of the commerce clause of
the United States Constitution. Boston Stock Exchange v. State Tax Commission, 1977, 429 U.S. 319, 97
S.Ct. 599, 50 L.Ed.2d 514 and Coe v. Errol, 1886, 116 U.S. 517, 6 S.Ct. 475, 29 L.Ed. 715.

231.2(4) Tax base. The basis for computing the Iowa sales tax will be the retail sales price of the
fuel less any Iowa fuel tax included in such price. Federal excise tax should not be removed from the
sales price in determining the proper sales tax due. W. M. Gurley v. Arny Rhoden supra. Also reference
rule 701—15.12(422,423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 423.3(55).

701—231.3(423) Sales of food and food ingredients. On and after July 1, 2004, the sales price from
all sales of food and food ingredients is exempt from tax. For the purposes of this rule, “food and food
ingredients” means substances, whether in liquid, concentrated, solid, frozen, dried, or dehydrated form,
that are sold for ingestion or chewing by humans and are consumed for their taste or nutritional value.

231.3(1) Most substances can easily be classified either as food, food ingredients, or nonfood items.
There are, however, certain substances that are not readily distinguishable as food or nonfood and may
present problems in judgment. The following guidelines apply to some of the more unique categories of
eligible foods and food ingredients and ineligible nonfood items about which questions may arise. The
guidelines and their lists are not to be considered all-inclusive:

a. Foods eligible for purchase with food coupons. Sales of almost all substances which may be
purchasedwith food coupons issued by theUnited States Department of Agriculture under the regulations
in effect on July 1, 1974, remain exempt from tax on and after July 1, 2004. However, since the exemption
no longer depends on ability to be purchased with food stamps (reference 701—subrule 20.1(1)), sales
of certain substances which can be purchased with food stamps but are neither food nor food ingredients
are taxable on and after July 1, 2004.

These taxable sales include garden seeds and plants sold for use in gardens to produce food for
human consumption. Seeds and plants eligible for purchase with food coupons include vegetable seeds
and food-producing plants such as tomato and green pepper plants and fruit trees, food-producing roots,
bushes, and bulbs (e.g., asparagus roots and onion sets) and seeds and plants used to produce spices for
use in cooking foods. Sales of all these substances are taxable. Sales of chewing gum are taxable as
sales of “candy” on and after July 1, 2004.

b. Distilled water and ice. These substances, although having some nonfood uses, are largely used
as food or as ingredients in food for human consumption. Unless these substances are specifically labeled
for nonfood use or the recipient indicates that they will be used for some purpose other than as food for
human consumption or as ingredients in food for human consumption, their sales are exempt from tax.

c. Specialty foods. This category of eligible foods includes special dietary foods (e.g., diabetic
and dietetic), enriched or fortified foods, infant formulas, and certain foods commonly referred to as
health food items. These substances are food products which are substituted for more commonly used
food items in the diet, and thus they are purchased for ingestion by humans and are consumed for their
taste or nutritional value. Examples of items in this category of eligible foods are Metrecal, Enfamil,
Sustegen, wheat germ, brewer’s yeast, sunflower seeds which are packaged for human consumption, and
rose hips powder which is used for preparing tea. It is not possible to formulate a comprehensive list of
eligible specialty foods. The guideline to be used to determine the eligibility of a specific product is the
ordinary use of the product.
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NOTE: If the product is primarily used as a food or as an ingredient in food, then it is an eligible item;
if it is primarily used for medicinal purposes as either a therapeutic agent or a deficiency corrector and
only occasionally used as a food, the product is not an eligible item.

d. Snack foods. These substances are food items and, therefore, are usually eligible for the
exemption. Typical examples of snack foods are cheese puffs; corn chips; popcorn; peanuts; potato
chips and sticks; packaged cookies, cupcakes, and donuts; and pretzels. Alcoholic beverages, candy,
and soft drinks are examples of snack foods the sales of which are not exempt from tax; see subrule
231.3(2).

e. Others. There are certain eligible food substances which are normally consumed only after
being incorporated into foods sold for ingestion or chewing by humans. Sales of substances which are
ingredients of items identical to those which are eligible for exemption when sold as finished products
are sales eligible for exemption. Since these substances are food ingredients, their sales are exempt.
An example is pectin. Pectin is the generic term for products marketed under various brand names and
commonly used as a base in making jams and jellies. When pectin is incorporated into jams or jellies, it
becomes part of a food for human consumption and, therefore, is an eligible food item. Other examples
are lard and vegetable oils.

f. The following general classifications of food products are also exempt from tax unless taxable
as prepared food; see rule 701—231.5(423):

Bread and flour products
Bottled water, unless it is a sweetened bottled water and thus taxable as a soft drink (a change from

previous law; reference 701—subparagraph 20.1(3)“b”(1))
Cereal and cereal products
Cocoa and cocoa products, unless taxable in the form of candy as in rule 701—231.4(423)
Coffee and coffee substitutes, unless taxable as soft drinks; see paragraph 231.3(2)“f”
Dietary substitutes, other than dietary supplements; see paragraphs 231.3(1)“c” and 231.3(2)“a”
Eggs and egg products
Fish and fish products
Frozen foods
Fruits and fruit products including fruit juices, unless taxable as soft drinks; see paragraph

231.3(2)“f”
Margarine, butter, and shortening
Meat and meat products
Milk and milk products, including packaged ice cream products
Milk substitutes, such as soy and rice milk substitutes (a change from previous law; reference

701—subparagraph 20.1(3)“b”(2))
Spices, condiments, extracts, and artificial food coloring
Sugar and sugar products and substitutes, unless taxable in the form of candy as in rule

701—231.4(423)
Tea, unless taxable as a soft drink; see paragraph 231.3(2)“f”
Vegetables and vegetable products
231.3(2) Substances excluded from the term “food and food ingredients.” Sales of alcoholic

beverages, candy, dietary supplements, food sold through vending machines, prepared food, soft drinks,
and tobacco are not sales of “food” and are not exempt from tax by this rule.

a. “Alcoholic beverages” means beverages that are suitable for human consumption and contain
one-half of 1 percent or more of alcohol by volume.

b. “Candy.” See rule 701—231.4(423).
c. “Dietary supplement” means any product, other than tobacco, intended to supplement the diet

that contains one or more of the following dietary ingredients:
(1) A vitamin.
(2) A mineral.
(3) An herb or other botanical.
(4) An amino acid.
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(5) A dietary substance for use by humans to supplement the diet by increasing the total dietary
intake.

(6) A concentrate, metabolite, constituent, extract, or combination of any of the ingredients in
subparagraphs (1) through (5) that is intended for ingestion in tablet, capsule, powder, softgel, gelcap, or
liquid form, or if not intended for ingestion in such a form, is not represented as conventional food and
is not represented for use as a sole item of a meal or of the diet; and is required to be labeled as a dietary
supplement, identifiable by the “supplement facts” box found on the label and as required pursuant to 21
Code of Federal Regulations 101.36.

Dietary supplements, as their name indicates, serve as supplements to food or food products rather
than as “food,” and, therefore, are not included within the definition of that word. Since these substances
serve as deficiency correctors or therapeutic agents to supplement diets deficient in essential nutrition
rather than as foods, they are not eligible for the food and food ingredients exemption. In addition to
vitamin and mineral tablets or capsules, this category includes substances such as cod liver oil, which
is used primarily as a source of vitamins A and D. It is not possible to provide a comprehensive list of
other such items which are primarily used for medicinal purposes or as health aids and which may be
stocked by authorized firms.

d. “Food sold through vending machines” means food dispensed from a machine or other
mechanical device that accepts payment, other than food which would be qualified for exemption if
purchased with coupons (commonly known as “food stamps”) issued under the federal Food Stamp Act
of 1977, 7 United States Code 2011 et seq. Alcoholic beverages, candy, dietary supplements, prepared
food, soft drinks, and tobacco sold through vending machines are sold subject to tax in all instances
because they are specifically excluded from this rule’s definition of “foods”; see subrule 231.3(2)
generally. This paragraph “d” should be interpreted in such a fashion that if the sale of a substance is
exempt from tax because it is a sale of “food” when the substance is sold by means other than a vending
machine, then the sale of that same substance through a vending machine will also be exempt from tax.
Conversely, if the sale of a substance by any means other than through a vending machine is taxable,
then the sale of that same substance through a vending machine will also be taxable.

e. “Prepared food.” See rule 701—231.5(423).
f. “Soft drinks” means nonalcoholic beverages that contain natural or artificial sweeteners. Soft

drinks may be noncarbonated. “Soft drinks” does not include beverages that contain milk or milk
products; soy, rice, or similar milk substitutes; coffee and tea which are not sweetened; effervescent,
noneffervescent, and mineral water sold in containers; beverages that contain greater than 50 percent
of vegetable or fruit juice by volume. This latter is a change from the law as it existed prior to July 1,
2004, which required a volume of only 15 percent for exemption.

Taxable soft drinks are noncarbonated water and soda water if naturally or artificially sweetened;
soft drinks carbonated and noncarbonated including but not limited to colas, ginger ale, near beer, and
root beer; bottled and sweetened tea and coffee; lemonade, orangeade, and all other drinks or punches
with natural fruit or vegetable juice less than 50 percent by volume.

Beverage mixes and ingredients intended to be made into soft drinks are taxable. Beverage mixes or
ingredients may be liquid or frozen, concentrated or nonconcentrated, dehydrated, powdered, granulated,
sweetened or unsweetened, seasoned or unseasoned. Sales of beverage mixes to which a sweetener is to
be added before drinking are taxable. Concentrates intended to be made into beverages which contain
natural fruit or vegetable juice of less than 50 percent by volume are taxable.

Beverages, the sales of which are otherwise exempt, are taxable if sold as prepared food under rule
701—231.5(423).

Nondairy coffee “creamers” in liquid, frozen or powdered form are not beverages. Sugar or other
artificial or natural sweeteners sold separately are not taxable as beverage ingredients. Specialty foods
that are liquids or that are to be added to a liquid and that are intended to be a substitute in the diet for
more commonly used food items are not beverages and are not taxable as beverages. These foods include
infant formula.

g. “Tobacco” means cigarettes, cigars, chewing or pipe tobacco, or any other item that contains
tobacco.
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231.3(3) Other substances which are not food or food ingredients. Various products are not
purchased for ingestion or chewing by humans or, if they are, are not consumed for their taste or
nutritional value. Therefore, they are not purchased exempt from tax under this rule. They include, but
are not limited to, the following:

a. Health aids. Over-the-counter medicines and other products used primarily as health aids or
therapeutic agents are not foods since they are consumed for their medicinal value as opposed to their
nutritional value or taste. Such products include aspirin, cough drops or syrups and other cold remedies,
antacids, and all over-the-counter medicines or other products used as health aids. In addition to these
commonly used health aids, any product used primarily for medicinal purposes is ineligible. An example
of such products is slippery elm powder, a demulcent which is used to soothe sore throats.

b. Items not exempt. The following general classifications of products are subject to tax:
Cosmetics
Household supplies
Paper products
Pet foods and supplies
Soaps and detergents
Tobacco products
Toiletry articles
Tonics
Lunch counter foods or foods prepared for consumption on the premises of the retailer
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 423.3(56).

701—231.4(423) Sales of candy.
231.4(1) Definitions.
a. Candy. For the purposes of this rule, “candy” is a preparation of sugar, honey, or other natural

or artificial sweeteners in combination with chocolate, fruits, nuts or other ingredients or flavorings
in the form of bars, drops, or pieces. “Candy” shall not include any preparation containing flour and
shall require no refrigeration. Any preparation to which flour has been added only for the purpose of
excluding the candy’s sales from tax and not for any legitimate purpose, culinary or otherwise, shall not
be sold exempt from tax under this rule. This definition is intended to be used when a person is trying
to determine if a product that is commonly thought of as “candy” is in fact “candy.” For example, the
definition would be applied in a situation where a person is trying to determine if a product is “candy”
as opposed to a cookie. The definition is not intended to be applied to every type of food product sold.
Many products, such as meat products, breakfast cereals, potato chips, and canned fruits and vegetables
are not commonly thought of as “candy.” The definition of “candy” is not applicable to products such as
these since they are not commonly thought of as candy.

b. Preparation. Candy must be a “preparation” that contains certain ingredients, other than flour.
A “preparation” is a product that is made bymeans of heating, coloring, molding, or otherwise processing
any of the ingredients listed in the definition of “candy.” For example, reducing maple syrup into pieces
and adding coloring to make maple candy is a form of preparation.

c. Bars, drops or pieces. Candy must be sold in the form of bars, drops, or pieces.
(1) A “bar” is a product that is sold in the form of a square, oblong, or similar form. For example,

if Company A sells one-pound square blocks of chocolate, the blocks of chocolate are “bars.”
(2) A “drop” is a product that is sold in a round, oval, pear-shaped, or similar form. For example, if

Company B sells chocolate chips in a bag, each individual chocolate chip contains all of the ingredients
indicated on the label and the chocolate chips are “drops.”

(3) A “piece” is a portion that has the samemakeup as the product as awhole. Individual ingredients
and loose mixtures of items that make up the product as a whole are not pieces. EXCEPTION: If a loose
mixture of different items that make up the product as a whole are all individually considered candy and
are sold as one product, that product is also candy.

EXAMPLE 1: Company C sells jellybeans in a bag. Each jellybean is made up of the ingredients
indicated on the label. Each jellybean is a “piece” or “drop.”

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.3.pdf
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EXAMPLE 2: Company D sells trail mix in a bag. The product being sold (trail mix) is made up of
a mixture of carob chips, peanuts, raisins, and sunflower seeds. The individual items that make up the
trail mix are not “pieces,” but instead are the ingredients, which, when combined, make up the trail mix.
Therefore, the trail mix is not sold in the form of bars, drops, or pieces.

EXAMPLE 3: Company E sells a product called “candy lovers mix.” Candy lovers mix is a product
that is made up of a loose mixture of jellybeans, toffee, and caramels. Individually, the jellybeans, toffee,
and caramels are all candy. The sale of the mixture is the sale of candy since all of the individual items
that make up the product are individually considered to be candy.

EXAMPLE 4: Company F sells cotton candy which is packaged and sold in grocery stores. Cotton
candy contains sugar, corn syrup, water, coloring, and flavoring; it does not contain flour. Cotton candy
is not “candy” because it is not sold in the form of a bar, drop, or piece. Cotton candy is, however,
“prepared food” under Iowa Code section 423.3(57)“f.”

d. Flour. In order for a product to be treated as containing “flour,” the product label must
specifically list the word “flour” as one of the ingredients. There is no requirement that the “flour” be
grain-based, and it does not matter what the flour is made from. Many products that are commonly
thought of as “candy” contain flour, as indicated on the ingredient label and therefore are specifically
excluded from the definition of “candy.” Ingredient labels must be examined to determine which
products contain flour and which products do not contain flour. Any preparation to which flour has been
added only for the purpose of excluding its sales from tax and not for any legitimate purpose, culinary
or otherwise, shall not be sold exempt from tax under this rule. For example, a candy bar that contains
flour, for a legitimate purpose, is excluded from the definition of “candy.”

EXAMPLE 1: The ingredient list for a breakfast bar lists “flour” as one of the ingredients. This
breakfast bar is not “candy” since it contains flour.

EXAMPLE 2: The ingredient list for a breakfast bar lists “peanut flour” as one of the ingredients. This
breakfast bar is not “candy” because it contains flour.

EXAMPLE 3: The ingredient list for a breakfast bar that otherwise meets the definition of “candy” lists
“whole grain” as one of the ingredients, but does not specifically list “flour” as one of the ingredients.
This breakfast bar is “candy” because the word “flour” is not included in the ingredient list.

EXAMPLE 4: Company E sells a box of chocolates that are not individually wrapped. The ingredient
list on the label for the box of chocolates identifies flour as one of the ingredients. The box of chocolates
is not “candy” since flour is identified as one of the ingredients on the label.

EXAMPLE 5: Company F sells a box of chocolates that are not individually wrapped. The ingredient
list on the label for the box of chocolates, which otherwise meets the definition of “candy,” does not
identify flour as one of the ingredients. The box of chocolates is “candy.”

EXAMPLE 6: Company G sells high-end licorice—licorice A and licorice B. Licorice A would
otherwise be “candy,” but its wrapper lists “flour” as an ingredient. Licorice A is not “candy.” Licorice
B is the same as licorice A, except it does not contain “flour.” Licorice B is “candy.”

e. Other ingredients or flavorings. “Other ingredients or flavorings” as used in this rule means
other ingredients or flavorings that are similar to chocolate, fruits or nuts. This phrase includes candy
coatings such as carob, vanilla and yogurt; flavorings or extracts such as vanilla, maple, mint, and
almond; and seeds and other items similar to the classes of ingredients or flavorings. This phrase does
not include meats, spices, seasonings such as barbeque or cheddar flavor, or herbs which are not similar
to the classes of ingredients or flavorings associated with chocolate, fruits, or nuts, unless the product
otherwise meets the definition of “candy.”

EXAMPLE 1: Retailer A sells barbeque-flavored peanuts. The ingredient label for the barbeque-
flavored peanuts indicates that the product contains peanuts, sugar and various other ingredients,
including barbeque flavoring. Since the barbeque-flavored peanuts contain a combination of sweeteners
and nuts, and flour is not listed on the label and the nuts do not require refrigeration, barbeque-flavored
peanuts are “candy.”

EXAMPLE 2: Retailer B sells barbeque potato chips. Potato chips are potatoes, a vegetable, and are
not commonly thought of as candy. The barbeque potato chips are “food and food ingredients” and not
“candy.” The fact that the ingredient label for the barbeque potato chips indicates that the product contains
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barbeque seasoning which contains a sweetener does not change the fact that the barbeque potato chips
are not commonly thought of as candy.

f. Sweeteners. The term “natural or artificial sweeteners” as used in this rule means an ingredient
of a food product that adds a sugary sweetness to the taste of the food product and includes, but is not
limited to, corn syrup, dextrose, invert sugar, sucrose, fructose, sucralose, saccharin, aspartame, stevia,
fruit juice concentrates, molasses, evaporated cane juice, rice syrup, barley malt, honey, maltitol, agave,
and artificial sweeteners.

g. Refrigeration. A product that otherwise meets the definition of “candy” is not “candy” if it
requires refrigeration. A product “requires refrigeration” if it must be refrigerated at the time of sale or
after being opened. In order for a product to be treated as requiring refrigeration, the product label must
indicate that refrigeration is required. If the label on a product that contains multiple servings indicates
that it “requires refrigeration,” smaller size packages of the same product are also considered to “require
refrigeration.” A product that otherwise meets the definition of “candy” is “candy” if the product is not
required to be refrigerated, but is sold refrigerated for the convenience or preference of the customer,
retailer, or manufacturer.

EXAMPLE 1: Company A sells sweetened fruit snacks in a bag that contains multiple servings. The
label on the bag indicates that after opening, the sweetened fruit snacks must be refrigerated. The
sweetened fruit snacks “require refrigeration.”

EXAMPLE 2: Company A sells sweetened fruit snacks in single-serving containers. Other than for
packaging, the sweetened fruit snacks are identical to the sweetened fruit snacks in Example 1 above.
However, since this container of sweetened fruit snacks only contains one serving, it is presumed that
it will be used immediately, and the label does not indicate that after opening, the product must be
refrigerated. Even though the label does not contain the statement that after opening the sweetened fruit
snacks must be refrigerated, these sweetened fruit snacks are considered to “require refrigeration.”

EXAMPLE 3: Company A sells chocolate truffles. The label on the truffles indicates to keep the
product cool and dry, but does not indicate that the product must be refrigerated. Since the chocolate
truffles are not required to be refrigerated, even though the label indicates to keep them cool, the chocolate
truffles do not “require refrigeration.”

231.4(2) Nonexclusive examples.
a. Taxable candy. Examples of items taxable as candy include, but are not limited to: preparations

of fruits, nuts, or other ingredients in combination with sugar, honey, or other natural or artificial
sweeteners in the form of bars, drops, or pieces; caramel-coated or other candy-coated apples or other
fruit; candy-coated popcorn; hard or soft candies including jellybeans, taffy, licorice not containing
flour, marshmallows, and mints; dried fruit leathers or other similar products prepared with natural or
artificial sweeteners; candy breath mints; chewing gum; and mixes of candy pieces.

Sales of items which are normally sold for use as ingredients in recipes but which can be eaten
as candy are taxable on and after July 1, 2004. Examples of these items include, but are not limited
to: sweetened baking chocolate in bars or pieces; white and dark chocolate almond bark; toffee bits;
M&M’s, including those sold for baking; candy primarily intended for decorating baked goods; and
sweetened baking chips, including mint chips, peanut butter chips, butterscotch chips, and chocolate
chips.

b. Nontaxable items. Sales of the following are generally not taxable as candy: jams, jellies,
preserves, or syrups; frostings; dried fruits without added sweetener; breakfast cereals; prepared fruit in
a sugar or similar base; ice cream or other frozen desserts covered with chocolate or similar coverings;
cotton candy; cakes, cookies, and similar products covered with chocolate or other similar coating;
and granola bars. However, these and similar items are taxable if sold as prepared food under rule
701—231.5(423).

231.4(3) Bundled transaction including candy.
a. Candy and food. Products that are a combination of items that are defined as “candy” under this

rule and items that are defined as “food and food ingredients” under rule 701—231.3(423) are “bundled
transactions” when the items are distinct and identifiable and are sold for one nonitemized price, unless
the seller’s sales price or purchase price of the candy accounts for 50 percent or less of the seller’s sales
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price or purchase price of the bundled transaction as provided under Iowa Code section 423.2(8)“d”(4).
For example, a bag of multiple types of individually wrapped bars that is sold for one price is two or more
distinct and identifiable products sold for one nonitemized price. For purposes of determining whether
such a bag of individually wrapped bars is a “bundled transaction,” the following criteria apply:

(1) Ingredients listed separately.
1. If a package contains individually wrapped bars, drops, or pieces and the product label on the

package separately lists the ingredients for each type of bar, drop, or piece included in the package,
those bars, drops, or pieces that have “flour” listed as an ingredient are “food and food ingredients”
and those bars, drops, or pieces which do not have “flour” listed as an ingredient are “candy.” The
determination of whether the package as a whole meets the definition of “bundled transaction” is based
on the percentage of bars, drops, or pieces that meet the definition of “food and food ingredient” as
compared to the percentage of bars, drops, or pieces that meet the definition of “candy.”

2. Determining the percentage. For purposes of determining the percentage of the sales price or
purchase price of the bars, drops, or pieces that meet the definition of “candy” as compared to all of the
bars, drops, or pieces contained in the package, the retailer may presume that each bar, drop, or piece
contained in the package has the same value.

3. Presumption of product amount. A retailer may presume that there is an equal number of each
type of product contained in the package, unless the package clearly indicates otherwise.

EXAMPLE: Retailer B sells bulk food and food ingredients by the pound. Each food and food
ingredient is in a separate bin or container. Some of the food and food ingredients are “candy” and
some of them are not because they contain flour. However, regardless of the items chosen, the retailer
charges the customer $3.49/lb. Customer C selects some items that are “candy” and some that are not
and puts them in a bag. Since some of the items in the bag are “candy,” the retailer shall treat the entire
package as a bundled transaction containing primarily “candy,” unless the retailer ascertains that the
sales price or purchase price of the candy in the bag is less than 50 percent of the sales price or purchase
price of the entire bag. See Iowa Code section 423.2(8).

(2) Ingredients listed together. If a package contains individually wrapped bars, drops, or pieces
and all of the ingredients for each of the products included in the package are listed together, as opposed
to being listed separately by each product included as explained in subparagraph (1) above, and even if
the ingredient lists “flour” as an ingredient, the product will be treated as “candy,” unless the retailer is
able to ascertain that the sales price or purchase price of the candy in the package is less than 50 percent
of the sales price or purchase price of the entire bag. See Iowa Code section 423.2(8).

The retailer may presume that each bar, drop, or piece contained in the package has the same value.
The retailer may presume that there is an equal number of each type of product contained in the package,
unless the package clearly indicates otherwise.

b. Combination of ingredients. Products whose ingredients are a combination of various
unwrapped food ingredients that alone are not “candy,” along with unwrapped food ingredients that
alone are “candy,” such as breakfast cereal and trail mix with candy pieces, are considered “food
and food ingredients” and are not “candy.” Sales of these products are not “bundled transactions”
because there are not two or more distinct and identifiable products being sold. The combination of
the ingredients results in a single product.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(8) and 423.3(57).
[ARC 0281C, IAB 8/22/12, effective 9/26/12; ARC 1664C, IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14; ARC 5605C, IAB 5/5/21, effective
6/9/21]

701—231.5(423) Sales of prepared food. On and after July 1, 2004, sales of “prepared food” are subject
to tax as such sales were taxable prior to that date. However, before and after that date, the definitions
of “prepared food” differ slightly. Reference rule 701—20.5(423) for a description of the taxation of
“prepared food” prior to July 1, 2004.

231.5(1) Prepared food.
a. On and after July 1, 2004, “prepared food” means any of the following:
(1) Food sold in a heated state or heated by the seller, including food sold by a caterer.
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(2) Two or more food ingredients mixed or combined by the seller for sale as a single item.
(3) Food sold with eating utensils provided by the seller, including plates, knives, forks, spoons,

glasses, cups, napkins, or straws. A plate does not include a container or packaging used to transport
food.

The types of retailers who are generally considered to be offering prepared food for sale include
restaurants, coffee shops, cafeterias, convenience stores, snack shops, and concession stands including
those at recreation and entertainment facilities. Other retailers that often offer prepared food include
vending machine retailers, mobile vendors, and concessionaires operating facilities for such activities as
education, office work, or manufacturing.

If food is sold for consumption on the premises of a retailer, the food is rebuttably presumed to be
prepared food. “Premises of a retailer” means the total space and facilities under control of the retailer
or available to the retailer, including buildings, grounds, and parking lots that are made available or that
are available for use by the retailer, for the purpose of sale of prepared food and drink or for the purpose
of consumption of prepared food and drink sold by the retailer. Availability of self-service heating or
other preparation facilities or eating facilities such as tables and chairs and knives, forks, and spoons,
indicates that food, food products, and drinks are sold for consumption on the premises of the retailer
and are subject to tax as sales of prepared food.

The following examples are intended to show some of the situations in which sales are taxable as
sales of prepared food and drink.

EXAMPLE A. A movie theater owner operates a movie theater and a concession stand in the lobby of
the theater. There is not a separate area set aside for eating facilities. Sales of prepared food and drink
through the concession stand are taxable.

EXAMPLE B. As a convenience to employees, a manufacturer owns and operates several food and
drink vending machines located on the premises of the plant. No separate seating or other facilities for
eating are provided. Sales of prepared food and drink through the vending machines are taxable.

EXAMPLE C. Mobile vendor units located throughout an office are operated by the owner of the
business and are stocked with snack food priced to cover the cost of the items to the employer. No
separate eating facilities are provided. Sales of prepared food through the mobile vendors are taxable.

EXAMPLE D. An insurance company hires a caterer to run a cafeteria which provides food, at a low
cost, to its employees. The insurance company also pays the caterer an amount, per month, which varies
with the number of meals the caterer serves to provide this food service. The caterer does not lease the
cafeteria premises; thus the premises remains under the control of the insurance company. In this case,
the caterer sells the food in a space made “available to the retailer [caterer],” and the amount which the
insurance company pays, on a monthly basis, to the caterer is presumed to be the taxable sales price from
the sale of prepared food, as well as the amount paid by the employees to the caterer.

b. “Prepared food,” for the purposes of this rule, does not include food that is any of the following:
(1) Only cut, repackaged, or pasteurized by the seller.
(2) Eggs, fish, meat, poultry, and foods containing these raw animal foods requiring cooking by

the consumer as recommended by the United States Food and Drug Administration in Chapter 3, Part
401.11 of its Food Code, so as to prevent food-borne illnesses.

(3) Bakery items sold by the seller that baked them. The term “bakery items” includes but is not
limited to breads, rolls, buns, biscuits, bagels, croissants, pastries, donuts, Danish, cakes, tortes, pies,
tarts, muffins, bars, cookies, and tortillas. On and after July 1, 2004, baked goods sold for consumption
on the premises by the seller that baked them are sold exempt from tax. This is a change from previous
law; reference 701—subrule 20.5(2), Example D.

(4) Food sold in an unheated state as a single item without eating utensils provided by the seller
which is priced by weight or volume.

231.5(2) Examples. The following are additional examples of foods that either are or are not
“prepared foods,” the sales price of which is taxable.

EXAMPLE A: A supermarket retailer cuts Bibb and romaine lettuce, mixes them together, and places
them in a bag for sale. This is food which is only cut and repackaged. Its sale is not the sale of prepared
food; thus its sale is exempt from tax.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.20.5.pdf
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EXAMPLE B: The same factual situation as Example A above applies, except that the lettuce is mixed
with a salad dressing, placed in a container, and sold as a salad which is ready to eat. Sale of the salad
is a taxable sale of “prepared food.”

EXAMPLE C: A supermarket retailer slices a roll of cotto salami and a roll of regular salami. The
retailer places ten slices of each in the same container and sells the combination as an Italian luncheon
meat variety pack. This is, again, the sale of food which is only cut and repackaged. The sale of the
salami is exempt from tax.

EXAMPLED: The same factual circumstances as in Example C apply, except that the retailer takes the
sliced salami, places it between two slices of bread, adds some condiments, surrounds the meat, bread,
and condiments with plastic, and sells the result as a ready-to-eat sandwich. This is prepared food, “two
or more food ingredients . . . combined by the seller for sale as a single item,” and more is done to the
ingredients than cutting and repackaging. Sales of the sandwiches are taxable.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(56).

701—231.6(423) Prescription drugs, medical devices, oxygen, and insulin. Sales of prescription
drugs and medical devices as defined in subrule 231.6(1) and dispensed for human use or consumption
in accordance with subrules 231.6(3) and 231.6(4) shall be exempt from sales tax. Rentals of medical
devices as defined in subrule 231.6(1) are also exempt from tax. The sales price from the sales of any
oxygen or insulin purchased for human use or consumption (whether or not the oxygen or insulin is
prescribed) is exempt from tax.

231.6(1) Definitions.
“Medical device” means durable medical equipment or mobility enhancing equipment intended to

be prescribed by a practitioner for human use. See rule 701—231.8(423) for definitions of those terms.
“Prescription drug” means a drug intended to be dispensed to an ultimate user pursuant to a

prescription drug order, formula, or recipe issued in any form of oral, written, electronic, or other means
of transmission by a duly licensed practitioner, or oxygen or insulin dispensed for human consumption
with or without a prescription drug order or medication order.

“Ultimate user” means any individual who has lawfully obtained and possesses a prescription drug
or medical device for the individual’s own use or for the use of a member of the individual’s household,
or an individual to whom a prescription drug or medical device has been lawfully supplied, administered,
dispensed or prescribed. The phrase does not include any entity created by law, such as a corporation or
partnership.

231.6(2) Tax exemption. The sale of a prescription drug is exempt from tax only if the drug is
intended to be prescribed or dispensed to an ultimate user. A drug is intended to be prescribed or
dispensed to an ultimate user only if the drug is obtained by or supplied or administered to an ultimate
user for placement on or in the ultimate user’s body.

EXAMPLE A: A physician prescribes a tranquilizer for a patient who is chronically nervous. The
patient uses the prescription to purchase the tranquilizer at a pharmacy. The purchase is exempt from
tax.

For purposes of this subrule, any drug prescribed in writing by a licensed physician, surgeon,
osteopath, osteopathic physician or surgeon, or other person authorized by law to an ultimate user for
human use or consumption shall be deemed a drug exempt from tax if a prescription is required or
permitted under Iowa state or federal law.

EXAMPLE B: A common painkiller is sold over the counter in doses of 200 milligrams per tablet. In
doses of 600 milligrams per tablet, federal law requires a prescription before the drug can be dispensed.
Sales of 600 milligram tablets by prescription are exempt from tax.

EXAMPLE C: A federal law permits but does not require the painkiller mentioned in Example B to
be prescribed by a practitioner in dosages of 200 milligrams per tablet. A practitioner might prescribe
the painkiller in the over-the-counter dosage, for example, to impress upon a patient the importance of
taking the drug. Sales of 200 milligram tablets by prescription are exempt from tax.

See rules 701—231.7(423) and 701—231.8(423) for examples of medical devices sold without a
prescription but exempt from tax.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2005/423.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.8.pdf
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231.6(3) Persons authorized to dispense prescription drugs or prescription devices. In order for a
prescription drug or device to qualify for an exemption, it must be dispensed by one of the following
persons:

a. Any store or other place of business where prescription drugs are compounded, dispensed or
sold by a person holding a license to practice pharmacy in Iowa, and where prescription orders for
prescription drugs or devices are received or processed in accordance with pharmacy laws.

b. Persons licensed by the state board of medical examiners to practice medicine or surgery in
Iowa.

c. Persons licensed by the state board of medical examiners to practice osteopathic medicine or
surgery in Iowa.

d. Persons licensed by the state board of podiatry examiners to engage in the practice of podiatry
in Iowa.

e. Persons licensed by the state board of dental examiners to practice dentistry in Iowa.
f. Persons licensed by the state board of optometry examiners as therapeutically certified

optometrists.
g. Persons licensed by the state board of chiropractic examiners to practice chiropractic in Iowa,

when dispensing in accordance with Iowa Code chapter 151.
h. Persons licensed as advanced registered nurse practitioners by the board of nursing when

prescribing and dispensing in accordance with Iowa Code subsection 147.107(8).
i. Any other person authorized under Iowa law to dispense prescription drugs or devices in this

state.
j. Any person licensed in another state in a health field in which, under Iowa law, licensees in this

state may legally prescribe drugs or devices.
231.6(4) Disposition of prescription drugs and devices. Prescription drugs or devices may be

dispensed either directly from one of the persons licensed in 231.6(3) who may also prescribe drugs or
devices or by a pharmacist upon receipt of a prescription from one of the persons licensed to prescribe.
A prescription received by a licensed pharmacist from one of the persons licensed in 231.6(3) who may
also prescribe drugs or devices shall be sufficient evidence that a drug or device is exempt from sales
tax. When a person who prescribes a drug or device is also the dispenser, the drug or device will not
require a prescription by such person, but the drug or device must be recorded as if a prescription would
have been issued or required. If this condition is met, the sales price from the sale of the drug or device
shall be exempt from sales tax.

231.6(5) Others required to collect sales tax. Any person other than those who are allowed to
dispense drugs or devices under 231.6(3) shall be required to collect sales tax on any prescription drugs
or devices.

231.6(6) Prescription drugs and devices purchased by hospitals for resale. This subrule applies to
for-profit hospitals only. Hospitals have purchased prescription drugs or devices for resale to patients
and not for use or consumption in providing hospital services only if the following circumstances exist:
(a) the drug or device is actually transferred to the patient; (b) the drug or device is transferred in a form
or quantity capable of a fixed or definite price value; (c) the hospital and the patient intend the transfer
to be a sale; and (d) the sale is evidenced in the patient’s bill by a separate charge for the identifiable
drug or device. Reference rule 701—18.31(422,423) for a discussion generally of sales for resale by
persons performing a service. Also reference rule 701—18.59(422,423) for the exemption applicable to
all purchases of goods and services by a nonprofit hospital licensed under Iowa Code chapter 135B.

EXAMPLE A: A hospital purchases a bone saw blade and uses the blade to cut the bone of patient X
during hip replacement surgery. This dulls the blade to the point that the blade cannot be used again and
is discarded. The hospital bills patient X for “one bone saw blade—$30.” In spite of the separate charge
for an identifiable piece of property, the hospital did not purchase the bone saw blade for resale. The
blade was used up by the hospital, not transferred to the ownership of X. Since there was no transfer,
there was no sale, thus no purchase for resale.

EXAMPLE B: A hospital buys lotion for use in massages given to patients by a nurse’s aide. In spite
of the fact that one can argue that a transfer of ownership of the lotion from hospital to patient occurred,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/151.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/147.107.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.18.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.18.59.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/135B.pdf
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the lotion was not purchased for resale. No real intent to sell the lotion to patients ever existed; the lotion
was not transferred to patients in a quantity capable of a definite price value; and there is no separate
charge for the lotion.

A hospital’s purchase of a prescription drug for purposes other than resale will still be exempt from
tax if a drug is intended to be prescribed to an ultimate user and the hospital’s use of the drug is otherwise
exempt under 231.6(1).

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code Supplement subsection 423.3(60).

701—231.7(423) Exempt sales of other medical devices which are not prosthetic devices. A
prescription is not required for sales of the medical devices listed in subrule 231.7(1) to be exempt from
tax if those devices are purchased for human use or consumption.

231.7(1) Definitions.
“Anesthesia trays” includes, without limit, paracervical anesthesia trays, saddle block anesthesia

trays, spinal anesthesia trays, and continuous epidural anesthesia trays.
“Biopsy”means the removal and examination of tissue from a living body, performed to establish a

precise diagnosis.
“Biopsy needles” includes, without limit, needles used to perform liver, kidney, other soft tissue,

bone, and bone marrow biopsies. Menghini technique aspirating needles, Rosenthal-type needles, and
“J” Jamshidi needles are all examples of biopsy needles.

“Cannula”means a tube inserted into a body duct or cavity to drain fluid, insert medication including
oxygen, or to open an air passage. Examples are lariat nasal cannulas and ableson cricothyrotomy
cannulas.

“Catheter” means a tubular, flexible, surgical instrument used to withdraw fluids from or introduce
fluids into a body cavity, or for making examinations. Examples are: Robinson/nelation catheters,
all types of Foley catheters (e.g., pediatric and irrigating), three-way catheters, suction catheters, IV
catheters, angiocath catheters and male and female catheters.

“Catheter trays.” Universal Foley catheter trays, economy Foley trays, urethral catherization trays
and catheter trays with domed covers are nonexclusive examples of these trays.

“Diabetic testing materials” means all materials used in testing for sugar or acetone in the urine,
including, but not limited to, Clinitest, Tes-tape, and Clinistix; also, all materials used in monitoring the
glucose level in the blood, including, but not limited to, bloodletting supplies and test strips.

“Drug infusion device”means a device designed for the slow introduction of a drug solution into the
human body. The term includes devices which infuse by means of pumps or gravity flow (drip infusion).

“Fistula” means an abnormal passage usually between the internal organs or between an internal
organ and the surface of the body.

“Hypodermic syringe” means an instrument for applying or administering liquid into any vessel or
cavity beneath the skin. This includes the needle portion of the syringe if it accompanies the syringe at
the time of purchase, and it also includes replacement needles.

“Insulin”means a preparation of the active principle of the pancreas, used therapeutically in diabetes
and sometimes in other conditions.

“Kit” means a combination of medical equipment and supplies used to perform one particular
medical procedure which is packaged and sold as a single item.

“Myelogram”means a radiographic picture of the spinal cord. A “radiographic picture” is one taken
using radiation other than visible light.

“Nebulizer” means a mechanical device which converts a liquid to a spray or fog.
“Other medical device,” for the purposes of this rule, means medical equipment or supplies intended

to be dispensed for human use with or without a prescription to an ultimate user.
“Oxygen equipment” means all equipment used to deliver medicinal oxygen including, but not

limited to, face masks, humidifiers, cannulas, tubing, mouthpieces, tracheotomy masks or collars,
regulators, oxygen concentrators and oxygen accessory racks or stands.

“Set.” See “kit” above.
“Tray.” See “kit” above.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.231.6.pdf
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231.7(2) Sales of the following other medical devices are exempt from tax:
a. Sales of insulin, hypodermic syringes, and diabetic testing materials.
b. Sales and rentals of oxygen equipment.
c. Sales of hypodermic needles, anesthesia trays, biopsy trays and needles, cannula systems,

catheter trays, invasive catheters, dialyzers, drug infusion devices, fistula sets, hemodialysis devices,
insulin infusion devices, irrigation solutions, intravenous administering sets, solutions and stopcocks,
myelogram trays, nebulizers, small vein infusion kits, spinal puncture trays, transfusion sets and venous
blood sets, all of which are not taxable.

231.7(3) Component parts. Sales of any component parts of the trays, systems, devices, sets, or kits
listed above are taxable unless the sale of a component part, standing alone, is otherwise exempt under
these rules. For instance, the sale of a biopsy needle or an invasive catheter will be exempt from tax
whether or not it was purchased for use as a component part in a biopsy tray or catheter tray, so long as
the needle or catheter will be dispensed for human use to an ultimate user. Conversely, sales of catheter
introducers, disposable latex gloves, rayon balls, forceps, and specimen bottles are exempt when those
items are sold as part of a catheter tray, but are not exempt when those items are sold individually.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code Supplement subsection 423.3(60).

701—231.8(423) Prosthetic devices, durable medical equipment, and mobility enhancing
equipment.

231.8(1) Prosthetic devices. Sales or rental of prosthetic devices shall be exempt from sales tax.
231.8(2) Durable medical equipment and mobility enhancing equipment. Sales or rental of durable

medical equipment and mobility enhancing equipment prescribed for human use which meet the
provisions of subrules 231.8(3) and 231.8(4) shall be exempt from sales tax. “Prescribed” refers to a
prescription issued in any form of oral, written, electronic, or other means of transmission by any of the
persons described in paragraphs “a” through “j” of subrule 231.6(3).

231.8(3) Definitions.
a. “Durable medical equipment” means equipment, including repair and replacement parts, but

does not include mobility enhancing equipment, to which all of the following apply:
1. Can withstand repeated use.
2. Is primarily and customarily used to serve a medical purpose.
3. Generally is not useful to a person in the absence of illness or injury.
4. Is not worn in or on the body.
5. Is for home use only.
6. Is prescribed by a practitioner.
b. “Mobility enhancing equipment” means equipment, including repair and replacement parts,

but does not include durable medical equipment, to which all of the following apply:
1. Is primarily and customarily used to provide or increase the ability to move from one place to

another and which is appropriate for use either in a home or a motor vehicle.
2. Is not generally used by persons with normal mobility.
3. Does not include any motor vehicle or equipment on a motor vehicle normally provided by a

motor vehicle manufacturer.
4. Is prescribed by a practitioner.
c. “Prosthetic device” means a replacement, corrective, or supportive device including repair and

replacement parts for the same worn on or in the body to do any of the following:
1. Artificially replace a missing portion of the body.
2. Prevent or correct physical deformity or malfunction.
3. Support a weak or deformed portion of the body.
The term “prosthetic device” includes, but is not limited to, orthopedic or orthotic devices, ostomy

equipment, urological equipment, tracheostomy equipment, and intraocular lenses.
The following is a nonexclusive list of prosthetic devices:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2005/423.3.pdf
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Artificial arteries Drainage bags Prescription eyeglasses
Artificial breasts Hearing aids Stoma bags
Artificial ears Ileostomy devices Tracheal suction catheters
Artificial eyes Intraocular lenses Tracheostomy care and
Artificial heart valves Karaya paste cleaning starter kits
Artificial implants Karaya seals Tracheostomy cleaning
Artificial larynx Organ implants brushes
Artificial limbs Ostomy belts Tracheostomy tubes
Artificial noses Ostomy clamps Urinary catheters
Artificial teeth Ostomy cleaners Urinary drainage bags
Cardiac pacemakers and deodorizers Urinary irrigation tubing
Contact lenses Ostomy pouches Urinary pouches
Cosmetic gloves Ostomy stoma caps and paste
Dental bridges and implants Penile implants

d. “Orthotic device” means a piece of special equipment designed to straighten a deformed or
distorted part of the human body, such as corrective shoes or braces. An orthotic device is an orthopedic
device.

e. “Orthopedic device” means a piece of special equipment designed to correct deformities or to
preserve and restore the function of the human skeletal system, its articulations and associated structures.
A hot tub or spa is not an orthopedic device.

The following is a nonexclusive list of orthopedic devices:

Abdominal belts Clavicle splints Nerve stimulators
Alternating pressure mattresses Corrective braces Orthopedic implants
Alternating pressure pads Corrective shoes Orthopedic shoes
Anti-embolism stockings Crutch cushions Patient lifts
Arch supports Crutch handgrips Plaster (surgical)
Arm slings Crutch tips Rib belts
Artificial sheepskin Crutches Rupture belts
Bone cement Decubitus prevention devices Sacroiliac supports
Bone nails Dorsolumbar belts Sacrolumbar belts
Bone pins Dorsolumbar supports Sacrolumbar supports
Bone plates Elastic bandages Shoulder immobilizers
Bone screws Elastic supports Space shoes
Bone wax Exercise devices Splints
Braces Head halters Traction equipment
Canes Hernia belts Transcutaneous electrical

nerve stimulators (tens units)
Casts Iliac belts Trapezes
Cast heels Invalid rings Trusses
Cervical braces Knee immobilizers Walkers
Cervical collars Lumbosacral supports Wheelchairs
Cervical pillows Muscle stimulators

f. “Related devices.” Sales or rental of devices which are used exclusively in conjunction with
prosthetic, orthotic, or orthopedic devices shall be exempt from tax. Daw Industries, Inc. v. United States,
714 F.2d 1140 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
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g. “Medical equipment and supplies.” The scope of the term “medical equipment and supplies”
is broader than the terms “prescription drugs” or “medical devices.” While all exempt prescription drugs
are medical supplies and all exempt medical devices are medical equipment, not all medical equipment
and supplies are exempt medical devices or prescription drugs. The following is a nonexclusive list
of items which are medical equipment or supplies, but are not prescription drugs or medical devices
exempt from tax under subrules 231.6(1), 231.8(1), and 231.8(2) and rule 701—231.7(423). Sales of
the following items are generally taxable.

Adhesive bandages Contact lens solution Hot water bottles
Aneurysm clips Convoluted pads Ice bags
Arterial bloodsets Corrective pessaries Ident-a-bands
Aspirators Cotton balls Incontinent garments
Athletic supporters Diagnostic kits Incubators
Atomizers Dialysis chairs Infrared lamps
Autolit Dialysis supplies Inhalators
Back cushions Dietetic scales Iron lungs
Bathing aids Disposable diapers Irrigation apparatus
Bathing caps Disposable gloves IV connectors
Bedpans Disposable underpads Laminar flow equipment
Bedside rails Donor chairs Latex gloves
Bedside tables Dressings Leukopheresis pumps
Bedside trays Dry aid kits for ears Lymphedema pumps
Bedwetting prevention devices EKG paper Manometer trays
Belt vibrators Ear molds Massagers
Blood cell washing equipment Electrodes (other than tens units) Maternity belts
Blood pack holders Emesis basins Medigrade tubing
Blood pack trays Enema units Modulung oxygenators
Blood pack units First-aid kits Moist heat pads
Blood pressure meters Foam slant pillows Myringotomy tubes
Blood processing supplies Gauze bandages Nebulizers (hypodermic)
Blood tubing Gauze packings Overbed tables
Blood warmers Gavage containers Page turning devices
Breast pumps Geriatric chairs Pap smear kits
Breathing machines Grooming aids Paraffin baths
Cardiac electrodes Hand sealers Physicians’ instruments
Cardiopulmonary equipment Hearing aid carriers Pigskin
Chair lifts Hearing aid repair kits Plasma extractors
Clamps Heart stimulators Plasma pheresis units
Clip-on ashtrays Heat lamps Plastic heat sealers
Commode chairs Heat pads Prescribed device repair kits

and batteries
Connectors Hemolators Respirators
Contact lens cases Hospital beds Resuscitators
Sauna baths Steri-peel Transfer boards
Security pouches Stools Tube sealers
Servipak dialysis supplies Suction equipment Underpads
Shelf trays Sunlamps Urinals
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Shower chairs Surgical bandages Vacutainers
Side rails Surgical equipment Vacuum units
Sitz bath kit Suspensories Vaporizers
Specimen containers Sutures Vibrators
Sponges (surgical) Thermometers Whirlpools
Stairway elevators Toilet aids X-ray film
Staples Tourniquets

231.8(4) Power devices. Sales or rental of power devices especially designed to operate prosthetic,
orthotic or orthopedic devices shall be exempt from tax. This exemption does not include batteries which
can be used to operate a number of devices, but batteries designed solely for use in hearing aids are
exempt.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code Supplement subsection 423.3(60).

701—231.9(423) Raffles.
231.9(1) For raffles conducted prior to July 1, 2015. Prior to July 1, 2015, the sales price from the

sale of tickets for a raffle conducted at a fair pursuant to Iowa Code section 99B.5 is exempt from sales
and use tax.

231.9(2) For raffles conducted on or after July 1, 2015. On or after July 1, 2015, the sales price from
the sale of tickets for a raffle licensed and conducted at a fair pursuant to Iowa Code section 99B.24 is
exempt from sales and use tax.

This rule is intended to implement 2016 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(62).
[ARC 2512C, IAB 4/27/16, effective 6/1/16]

701—231.10(423) Exempt sales of prizes.
231.10(1) In general. The sales price from sales of tangible personal property, specified digital

products, or services which will be given as prizes to players in games of skill, games of chance, raffles,
and bingo games as defined in and lawful under Iowa Code chapter 99B is exempt from tax. See
department of inspections and appeals’ 481—Chapters 100 through 106 for a description of the games
of skill, games of chance, raffles, and bingo games which are lawful. See rule 481—100.6(99B) for a
description of the prizes which may be lawfully awarded.

231.10(2) Gift certificates. A gift certificate is not tangible personal property. If a person wins a gift
certificate as a prize and then redeems the gift certificate for merchandise, tax is payable at the time the
gift certificate is redeemed.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.3(62).
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—231.11(423) Modular homes. Forty percent of the sales price from the sale of a modular home is
exempt from tax. A “modular home” is any structure built in a factory, made to be used as a place for
human habitation, which cannot be attached or towed behind a motor vehicle and which does not have
permanently attached to its body or frame any wheels or axles.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(63).

701—231.12(423) Access to on-line computer service. The sales price from charges paid to a provider
for access to an on-line computer service is exempt from tax. An “on-line computer service” is one which
provides for or enables multiple users to have computer access to the Internet. Also, the furnishing of
any contracted on-line service is exempt from Iowa tax if the information is made available through a
computer server. The exemption applies to all contracted on-line services, as long as they provide access
to information through a computer server.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(64).
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701—231.13(423) Sale or rental of information services. The sales price from the service of the sale or
rental of information services is exempt from tax. This exemption does not repeal by implication the tax
on the performance of the services of investment counseling, service charges of all financial institutions,
private employment agencies, test laboratories, detective services, or any other services enumerated by
statute. Those services remain taxable; reference 701—Chapter 26 generally.

“Information services” means every business activity, process, or function by which a seller or
its agent accumulates, prepares, organizes, or conveys data, facts, knowledge, procedures, and like
services to a particular buyer (or its agent) of the information through any tangible or intangible medium.
Information accumulated, prepared, or organized for a particular buyer, its agent, a group of buyers, or
their agent is an information service even though it may incorporate preexisting components of data or
other information.

Information services include, but are not limited to, database files, mailing lists, subscription files,
market research, credit reports, surveys, real estate listings, bond rating reports, abstracts of title, bad
check lists, broadcasting rating services, wire services, scouting reports, white and yellow page listings,
and other similar items of compiled information prepared for a particular customer. The furnishing of
artwork (including musical compositions and films), drawings, illustrations, or other graphic material
is not the performance of an “information service”; nor does the term include information prepared
for general dissemination to the public in the form of books, magazines, newsletters, videotapes or
audiotapes, compact discs, or any other medium commonly used to communicate with large numbers
of customers. The sale of a book, magazine, or similar item is not the sale of an information service,
even if the item contains material of practical use (e.g., in conducting a private, for-profit business) to
its purchaser.

The following specific examples illustrate the general principles set out above.
EXAMPLE A. John Doe buys a packaged set of preprinted documents and instructions which

anyone may purchase and which is entitled “Legal Eagle.” Mr. Doe prepares his own will by reading
the instructions, making choices and filling in the blanks on the preprinted documents. Mr. Doe has
purchased tangible personal property and not an information service. His purchase is taxable.

EXAMPLEB. A taxpayer buys a book entitled “Doing Your Own Iowa Individual Income Tax,” which
is written by an accountant and is available to any buyer. The taxpayer uses the book to prepare her own
IA 1040. Since her purchase contains information prepared for general dissemination to the public in
the form of a book, that purchase is a taxable sale of tangible personal property and not an exempt sale
of an information service.

EXAMPLE C. The seller provides, for a fee, a weekly bulletin listing information on real estate of use
to brokers selling homes in a certain Iowa county. The seller secures the information from a multiple
listing service without applying any independent thought during the compiling of that information. The
bulletin is useful only to those brokers and not to the general public. Since the bulletin is a “real estate
listing” and has been prepared for a particular group of customers and not for the general public, its sale
is the sale of an information service rather than the sale of tangible personal property and is thus exempt
from tax.

EXAMPLE D. A-1 Corporation sells gourmet meats through the mail. A-1 rents its list of customers
to whom it mails its catalog to other retailers that specialize in sales of goods or services to the wealthy.
Since the list is a “mailing list” and made available only to a particular group of buyers, its rental is the
performance of an exempt information service and not the taxable rental of tangible personal property.

EXAMPLE E. Company E is a tariff bureau which specializes in compiling and preparing tariff
schedules. E acquires these schedules from various companies throughout the country. E then provides
these schedules to common carriers that subscribe to its service. Its printed tariff schedules are
published in bound and loose-leaf form; they may be updated daily. E’s providing the schedules is
the performance of an exempt information service because the schedules are compiled for a particular
group of customers and they are items of compiled information similar to the files, lists, reports, and
other information services named above. E’s services are not subject to tax.

EXAMPLE F. Company F compiles and prints telephone directories. F purchases white and yellow
page listings from various telephone companies and uses those listings to make up its directories. F’s
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purchases of the white and yellow page listings are purchases of an exempt information service. Any
sales on F’s part of the directories to the general public would be sales of tangible personal property
subject to tax.

EXAMPLE G. Company G purchases the assets of four businesses. The primary asset of each of the
businesses is a database containing names, addresses, and other customer information of use to G but
not to anyone other than a company similar to G. G transfers the lists to its own computers by way of
paper or magnetic tape. G has purchased an exempt information service with its purchases of the four
databases.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(65).

701—231.14(423) Exclusion from tax for property delivered by certain media. A taxable “sale” of
tangible personal property does not occur if the substance of the transaction is delivered to the purchaser
digitally, electronically, or by utilizing cable, radio waves, microwaves, satellites, or fiber optics. This
exclusion from tax is also applicable to the leasing of tangible personal property, since a lease is classified
as a “sale” of tangible personal property for the purposes of Iowa sales and use tax law. The exclusion
is not applicable to property delivered by any medium other than those listed above. Sales of items
such as artwork, drawings, photographs, music, electronic greeting cards, “canned” software (reference
701—subrule 18.34(1)), entertainment properties (e.g., films, concerts, books, and television and radio
programs), and all other digitized products delivered as described above are not taxable, except the
exclusion does not repeal by implication the tax on the service of providing pay television. Reference
rule 701—26.56(422,423). If an order for a product is placed by way of any of the media described
above but the product ordered is delivered by conventional, physical means, e.g., the U.S. Postal Service
or common carrier, sale of the product is not excluded from tax under this rule.

The department considers delivery of tangible personal property to a purchaser by way of a “load
and leave” transaction to be delivery by the use of conventional physical means. The sales price from
the purchase of property delivered through a load and leave transaction is not exempt from tax under
this rule. “Load and leave” means delivery to the purchaser by use of a tangible storage media where
the tangible storage media is not physically transferred to the purchaser.

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(66) and Iowa Code chapter
423, subchapter IV.

701—231.15(423) Exempt sales of clothing and footwear during two-day period in August. Tax is
not due on the sale or use of a qualifying article of clothing or footwear if the sales price of the article
is less than $100 and the sale takes place during a period beginning at 12:01 a.m. on the first Friday in
August and ending at 12 midnight of the following Saturday. For example, in the year 2004, this period
began at 12:01 a.m. on Friday, August 6, and ended at 12 midnight on Saturday, August 7. Eligible
purchases of clothing and footwear are exempt from local option sales taxes as well as Iowa state sales
tax.

231.15(1) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this rule, shall have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.

“Accessories” includes, but is not limited to, jewelry, handbags, purses, briefcases, luggage, wallets,
watches, cufflinks, tie tacks and similar items carried on or about the human body, without regard to
whether worn on the body in a manner characteristic of clothing.

“Clothing or footwear” means an article of wearing apparel designed to be worn on or about the
human body. For the purposes of this rule, the term does not include accessories or special clothing or
footwear or articles of wearing apparel designed to be worn by animals.

“Eligible property” means an item of a type, such as clothing, that qualifies for Iowa’s sales tax
holiday.

“Special clothing or footwear” is clothing or footwear primarily designed for athletic activity or
protective use and which is not normally worn except when used for the athletic activity or protective
use for which it is designed.

231.15(2) Exempt sales.
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a. Required price. The exemption applies to each article of clothing or footwear selling for less
than $100, regardless of how many items are sold on the same invoice to a customer. For example,
if a customer purchases two shirts for $80 each, both items qualify for the exemption even though the
customer’s total purchase price ($160) exceeds $99.99. The exemption does not apply to the first $99.99
of an article of clothing or footwear selling for more than $99.99. For example, if a customer purchases
a pair of pants costing $110, sales tax is due on the entire $110.

b. Order date and back orders. For the purpose of the sales tax holiday, eligible property qualifies
for exemption if: the item is both delivered to and paid for by the customer during the exemption period;
or the customer orders and pays for the item and the seller accepts the order during the exemption period
for immediate shipment, even if delivery is made after the exemption period. The seller accepts an order
when the seller has taken action to fill the order for immediate shipment. Actions to fill an order include
placement of an “in date” stamp on a mail order or assignment of an “order number” to a telephone order.
An order is for immediate shipment when the customer does not request delayed shipment. An order
is for immediate shipment notwithstanding that the shipment may be delayed because of a backlog of
orders or because stock is currently unavailable to, or on back order by, the seller.

231.15(3) Taxable sales. This exemption does not apply to sales of the following goods or services:
a. Any special clothing or footwear that is primarily designed for athletic activity or protective

use and that is not normally worn except when used for the athletic activity or protective use for which
it is designed. For example, golf cleats and football pads are primarily designed for athletic activity or
protective use and are not normally worn except when used for those purposes; therefore, they do not
qualify for the exemption. However, tennis shoes, jogging suits, and swimsuits are commonly worn for
purposes other than athletic activity and qualify for the exemption.

b. Accessories, including jewelry, handbags, purses, briefcases, luggage, umbrellas, wallets,
watches, and similar items carried on or about the human body, without regard to whether they are worn
on the body in a manner characteristic of clothing.

c. The rental of any clothing or footwear. For example, this exemption does not apply to rentals
of formal wear, costumes, diapers, and bridal gowns, but would apply to sales of the above items.

d. Taxable services performed on clothing or footwear, such as garment and shoe repair, dry
cleaning or laundering, and alteration services. Sales tax is due on alterations to clothing, even though
the alteration service may be performed, invoiced and paid for at the same time as the clothing is being
purchased. If a customer purchases a pair of pants for $90 and pays $15 to have the pants cuffed, the
$90 charge for the pants is exempt, but tax is due on the $15 alteration charge.

e. Purchases of items used to make, alter, or repair clothing or footwear, including fabric, thread,
yarn, buttons, snaps, hooks, belt buckles, and zippers.

231.15(4) Special situations.
a. Articles normally sold as a unit. Articles that are normally sold as a unit must continue to be

sold in that manner if the exemption is to apply; they cannot be priced separately and sold as individual
items in order to obtain the exemption. For example, if a pair of shoes sells for $150, the pair cannot be
split in order to sell each shoe for $75 to qualify for the exemption. If a suit is normally priced at $225
and sold as a unit on a single price tag, the suit cannot be split into separate articles so that any of the
components may be sold for less than $100 in order to qualify for the exemption. However, components
that are normally priced as separate articles (e.g., slacks and sport coats, and suit coats and suit pants
sold separately prior to the two-day period) may continue to be sold as separate articles and qualify for
the exemption if the price of an article is less than $100.

b. Sales of exempt clothing combined with gifts of taxable merchandise. When exempt clothing
is sold in a set that also contains taxable merchandise as a free gift and no additional charge is made for
the gift, the exempt clothing may qualify for this exemption. For example, a boxed set may contain a tie
and a free tie tack. If the price of the set is the same as the price of the tie sold separately, the item being
sold is the tie, which is exempt from tax if sold for less than $100 during the exemption period.

c. Layaway sales. A layaway sale is a transaction in which merchandise is set aside for future
delivery to a customer who makes a deposit, agrees to pay the balance of the purchase price over
a period of time and, at the end of the payment period, receives the merchandise. Reference rule
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701—16.22(422,423) for general information on layaway sales. A sale of eligible property under a
layaway sale qualifies for exemption if: final payment on a layaway order is made by, and the property
is given to, the purchaser during the exemption period; or the purchaser selects the property and the
retailer accepts the order for the item during the exemption period, for immediate delivery upon full
payment, even if delivery is made after the exemption period.

d. Returns. For a 60-day period immediately after the sales tax holiday exemption period, when a
customer returns an item that would qualify for the exemption, no credit for or refund of sales tax shall
be given unless the customer provides a receipt or invoice that shows tax was paid, or the seller has
sufficient documentation to show that tax was paid on the specific item. This 60-day period is set solely
for the purpose of designating a time period during which the customer must provide documentation that
shows that sales tax was paid on returned merchandise. The 60-day period is not intended to change a
seller’s policy on the time period during which the seller will accept returns.

e. Different time zones. The time zone of the seller’s location determines the authorized time
period for a sales tax holiday when the purchaser is located in one time zone and the seller is located in
another.

231.15(5) Calculating taxable and exempt sales price—discounts, coupons, buying at a reduced
price, and rebates.

a. Discounts. A discount allowed by a retailer and taken on a taxable sale can be used to reduce
the sales price of an item. If the discount reduces the sales price of an item to $99.99 or less, the item
may qualify for the exemption. For example, a customer buys a $150 dress and a $100 blouse from a
retailer offering a 10 percent discount. After applying the 10 percent discount, the final sales price of the
dress is $135, and the blouse is $90. The dress is taxable (it is over $99.99), and the blouse is exempt (it
is less than $99.99).

b. Coupons. When a coupon is issued by a retailer and is actually used to reduce the sales price
of any taxable item, the value of the coupon is excludable from the tax as a discount if the retailer is
not reimbursed for the coupon amount by a third party. Therefore, a retailer’s coupon can be used to
reduce the sales price of an item to $99.99 or less in order to qualify for the exemption. For example, if
a customer purchases a pair of shoes priced at $110 with a coupon worth $20 off, the final sales price of
the shoes is $90, and the shoes qualify for the exemption. A manufacturer’s coupon cannot be used to
reduce the sales price of an item.

c. Buy one, get one free or for a reduced price or “two for the price of one” sales. The total price
of items advertised as “buy one, get one free,” or “buy one, get one for a reduced price,” or “two for the
price of one” cannot be averaged in order for both items to qualify for the exemption. The following
examples illustrate how such sales should be handled.

EXAMPLE 1. A retailer advertises pants as “buy one, get one free.” The first pair of pants is priced at
$120; the second pair of pants is free. Tax is due on $120. Having advertised that the second pair is free,
the store cannot ring up each pair of pants for $60 in order for the items to qualify for the exemption.
However, if the retailer advertises and sells the pants for 50 percent off, selling each pair of $120 pants
for $60, each pair of pants qualifies for the exemption.

EXAMPLE 2. A retailer advertises shoes as “buy one pair at the regular price, get a second pair for
half price.” The first pair of shoes is sold for $100; the second pair is sold for $50 (half price). Tax is
due on the $100 shoes, but not on the $50 shoes. Having advertised that the second pair is half price,
the store cannot ring up each pair of shoes for $75 in order for the items to qualify for the exemption.
However, if the retailer advertises the shoes for 25 percent off, thereby selling each pair of $100 shoes
for $75, each pair of shoes qualifies for the exemption.

EXAMPLE 3. A retailer advertises shirts as “buy two for the price of one” for $140. Tax is due on
$140. Each shirt cannot be rung up as costing $70. However, as described in Examples 1 and 2 above,
the $140 cost of each shirt can be discounted to bring the price of each shirt within the exemption’s
limitation.

d. Rebates. Rebates occur after the sale and do not affect the sales price of an item purchased.
For example, a customer purchases a sweater for $110 and receives a $12 rebate from the manufacturer.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.16.22.pdf
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The retailer must collect tax on the $110 sales price of the sweater. Reference 701—subrule 212.3(2)
for additional information regarding rebates.

e. Shipping and handling charges. Shipping charges separately stated and separately contracted
for (reference rule 701—15.13(423) for explanation) are not part of the amount used to determinewhether
the sales price of an item qualifies it for exemption. Handling charges, however, are part of the amount
used to make this determination if it is necessary to pay those charges in order to purchase an item.

231.15(6) Treatment of various transactions associated with sales.
a. Rain checks. A rain check allows a customer to purchase an item at a certain price at a later

time because the particular item was out of stock. Eligible items purchased during the exemption period
using a rain check will qualify for the exemption regardless of when the rain check was issued. However,
issuance of a rain check during the exemption period will not qualify an eligible item for the exemption
if the item is actually purchased after the exemption period.

b. Exchanges.
(1) If a customer purchases an item of eligible clothing or footwear during the exemption period

and later exchanges the item for a similar eligible item (different size, different color, etc.), no additional
tax will be due even if the exchange is made after the exemption period.

EXAMPLE. A customer purchases a $35 shirt during the exemption period. After the exemption
period ends, the customer exchanges the shirt for the same shirt in a different size. Tax is not due on the
$35 price of the shirt.

(2) If a customer purchases an item of eligible clothing or footwear during the exemption period and
after the exemption period has ended returns the item and receives credit on the purchase of a different
item, the appropriate sales tax will apply to the sale of the newly purchased item.

EXAMPLE. A customer purchases a $35 shirt during the exemption period. After the exemption
period ends, the customer exchanges the shirt for a $35 jacket. Because the jacket was not purchased
during the exemption period, tax is due on the $35 price of the jacket.

(3) If a customer purchases an item of eligible clothing or footwear during the exemption period
and later during the exemption period returns the item and purchases a similar but nonexempt item, the
purchase of the second item is not exempt from tax.

EXAMPLE. During the exemption period, a customer purchases a $90 dress that qualifies for the
exemption. Later, during the exemption period, the customer exchanges the $90 dress for a $150 dress.
Tax is due on the $150 dress. The $90 credit from the returned item cannot be used to reduce the sales
price of the $150 item to $60 for exemption purposes.

(4) If a customer purchases an item of eligible clothing or footwear before the exemption period
and during the exemption period returns the item and receives credit on the purchase of a different item
of eligible clothing or footwear, no sales tax is due on the sale of the new item if it is purchased during
the exemption period and otherwise meets the qualifications for exemption.

EXAMPLE. Before the exemption period, a customer purchases a $60 dress. Later, during the
exemption period, the customer exchanges the $60 dress for a $95 dress. Tax is not due on the $95
dress because it was purchased during the exemption period and otherwise meets the qualifications for
the exemption.

231.15(7) Nonexclusive list of exempt items. The following is a nonexclusive list of clothing or
footwear, sales of which are exempt from tax during the two-day period in August:
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Adult diapers
Aerobic clothing
Antique clothing
Aprons—household
Athletic socks
Baby bibs
Baby clothes—generally
Baby diapers
Baseball caps
Bathing suits
Belts with buckles attached
Blouses
Boots—general purpose
Bow ties
Bowling shirts
Bras
Bridal apparel—sold not rented
Camp clothing
Caps—sports and others
Chefs’ uniforms
Children’s novelty costumes
Choir robes
Clerical garments
Coats
Corsets
Costumes—Halloween, Santa
Claus, etc., sold not rented
Coveralls
Cowboy boots
Diapers—cloth and disposable
Dresses
Dress gloves
Dress shoes
Ear muffs
Employee uniforms other than
those primarily designed for
athletic activity or protective use

Formal clothing—sold not rented
Fur coats and stoles
Galoshes
Garters and garter belts
Girdles
Gloves—cloth, dress and leather
Golf clothing—caps, dresses,
shirts and skirts
Graduation caps and gowns—sold
not rented
Gym suits and uniforms
Hats
Hiking boots
Hooded (sweat) shirts
Hosiery, including support hosiery
Jackets
Jeans
Jerseys for other than athletic wear
Jogging apparel
Knitted caps or hats
Lab coats
Leather clothing
Leg warmers
Leotards and tights
Lingerie
Men’s formal wear—sold not
rented
Neckwear, e.g., scarves
Nightgowns and nightshirts
Overshoes
Pajamas
Pants
Pantyhose
Prom dresses
Ponchos

Raincoats and hats
Religious clothing
Riding pants
Robes
Rubber thongs—“flip-flops”
Running shoes without cleats
Safety shoes (adaptable for street
wear)
Sandals
Shawls
Shirts
Shoe inserts and laces
Stockings
Suits
Support hose
Suspenders
Sweatshirts
Sweatsuits
Swim trunks
Tennis dresses
Tennis skirts
Ties
Tights
Trousers
Tuxedos (except cufflinks)—sold
not rented
Underclothes
Underpants
Undershirts
Uniforms—generally
Veils
Vests—general, for wear with suits
Walking shoes
Windbreakers
Work clothes

231.15(8) Nonexclusive list of taxable items. The following is a nonexclusive list of items, sales of
which are taxable during the two-day period in August:

Accessories—generally
Alterations of clothing
Athletic supporters
Backpacks
Ballet shoes
Barrettes
Baseball cleats
Baseball gloves
Belt buckles sold without belts
Belts for weight lifting
Belts needing buckles but sold
without them
Bicycle shoes with cleats
Billfolds
Blankets
Boutonnieres
Bowling shoes—rented and sold
Bracelets
Buttons
Chest protectors
Clothing repair
Coin purses
Corsages

Fabric sales
Fishing boots (waders)
Football pads
Football pants
Football shoes
Goggles
Golf gloves
Ice skates
In-line skates
Insoles
Jewelry
Key cases and chains
Knee pads
Laundry services
Life jackets and vests
Luggage
Monogramming services
Pads—elbow, knee and shoulder,
football and hockey
Patterns
Protective gloves and masks
Purses
Rental of clothing

Safety clothing
Safety glasses
Safety shoes—not adaptable for
street wear
Shoes with cleats or spikes
Shoulder pads for dresses and
jackets
Shower caps
Skates—ice and roller
Ski boots, masks, suits and vests
Special protective clothing or
footwear not adaptable for
streetwear
Sports helmets
Sunglasses—except prescription
Sweatbands—arm, wrist and head
Swim fins, masks and goggles
Tap dance shoes
Thread
Vests—bulletproof
Weight lifting belts
Wrist bands
Yard goods
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Dry cleaning services
Elbow pads
Employee uniforms primarily
designed for athletic activities or
protective use

Rental of shoes or skates
Repair of clothing
Roller blades

Yarn
Zippers

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsection 423.3(67).
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

701—231.16(423) State sales tax phase-out on energies. Beginning January 1, 2002, the state sales
tax is phased out at the rate of 1 percent per year on the sales price from the sale, furnishing, or service
of metered natural gas, electricity and fuels, including propane and heating oils, to residential customers
for use as energy for residential dwellings, apartment units, and condominiums for human occupancy.

Local option taxes are not included in the phase-out of the state sales tax.
This phase-out of tax does not impact franchise fees. Franchise fees will continue to be imposed

where applicable.
231.16(1) Definitions. The following definitions are applicable to this rule:
“Energy” means a substance that generates power to operate fixtures or appliances within a

residential dwelling or that creates heat or cooling within a residential dwelling.
“Fuel” means a liquid source of energy for a residential dwelling, individual apartment unit, or

condominium. “Fuel” includes propane, heating fuel, and kerosene. However, “fuel” does not include
blended kerosene used as motor fuel or special fuel.

“Metered gas” means natural gas that is billed based on metered usage to provide energy to a
residential dwelling, individual apartment unit, or individual condominium.

“Residential dwelling” means a structure used exclusively for human occupancy. This does not
include commercial or agricultural structures, nor does it include nonresidential buildings attached
to or detached from a residential dwelling, such as an outbuilding. However, a garage attached to or
detached from a dwelling that is used strictly for residential purposes will fall within the phase-out
provisions. A building containing apartment units is not considered to be qualifying property for
purposes of this rule. However, if each apartment has a separate meter, it may qualify for the phase-out
if classified as qualifying property by the utility. Also excluded from the phase-out provisions are
certain nonqualifying properties that include, but are not limited to, nursing homes, adult living
facilities, assisted living facilities, halfway houses, charitable residential facilities, YMCA residential
facilities, YWCA residential facilities, apartment units not individually metered, and group homes.

231.16(2) Schedule for phase-out of tax. State sales tax on energies will be phased out at the rate of
1 percent per year based on the following schedule:

a. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2002, through December 31,
2002, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2002, through December 31, 2002, the rate of state tax is 4 percent
of the sales price.

b. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2003, through December 31,
2003, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2003, through December 31, 2003, the rate of state tax is 3 percent
of the sales price.

c. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2004, through December 31,
2004, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2004, through December 31, 2004, the rate of state tax is 2 percent
of the sales price.

d. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the sale,
furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2005, through December 31,
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2005, or if the sale, furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of
the fuel occur on or after January 1, 2005, through December 31, 2005, the rate of state tax is 1 percent
of the sales price.

e. If the date of the utility billing or meter reading cycle of the residential customer for the
sale, furnishing, or service of metered gas and electricity is on or after January 1, 2006, or if the sale,
furnishing, or service of fuel for purposes of residential energy and the delivery of the fuel occur on or
after January 1, 2006, the rate of state tax is 0 percent of the sales price.

231.16(3) Determination of tax rate. Determination of the rate of state tax to be imposed on a
transaction depends on the type of energy that is being purchased.

a. Electricity or metered natural gas. If the energy being purchased is either electricity or natural
gas, then the rate of tax is governed by either the billing date or meter reading date. For example, ABC
natural gas company sends out bills with a billing date of December 31, 2002, to qualifying residential
customers. However, the bills to these qualifying customers are not placed in the United States mail until
January 2, 2003. Based on the foregoing facts, the state sales tax to be imposed on the bills is 4 percent.
Four percent is the tax rate imposed at the time of the billing date on the gas bills sent to the customers.

If a billing for the same usage period needs to be billed more than once due to loss of the original bill
or some other error, the billing date of the original bill controls qualification for the phase-out provisions
ofmetered gas or electricity. For example, a utility company issues a billing formetered gas onDecember
28, 2001, to a customer and the customer loses the billing. The customer calls the utility company on
January 10, 2002, to report the lost billing and to request a new billing. The utility company issues a
new billing with a billing date of January 12, 2002, to the customer. The original billing date issued to
the customer is determinative for the tax rate to be imposed. As a result, a 5 percent state tax rate should
be imposed on the billing because the original billing date was prior to January 1, 2002.

b. Fuel and heating oil. The proper rate of tax to be imposed for the sale, furnishing or service of
fuel including propane is governed by the date of delivery of the fuel to the customer. Consequently, if
a farmer purchases propane for home heating by executing an agreement and paying for the propane in
October 2002 but the propane is not delivered to the farmer until January 2003, the rate of state sales tax
that should be imposed on the transaction is 3 percent.

231.16(4) Qualifying and nonqualifying usage.
a. Proration formula. Customers that have both qualifying and nonqualifying usage on the same

meter or fuel tank are subject to a proration formula to obtain the qualifying portion eligible for the
phase-out provisions. In these situations, the percentage of qualifying usage must be determined by the
purchaser for the purposes of applying the phase-out tax. Nonqualifying usage would be subject to the
full state tax rate. Consequently, a proration of the metered gas, electricity or fuel usage for the qualifying
and the nonqualifying usage must be calculated by the purchaser. Reference 701—subrule 15.3(4) for
guidance on proration of electricity, natural gas and fuels. In addition, the purchaser must furnish an
exemption certificate to the supplier with respect to that percentage of metered gas or electricity that
is eligible for the phase-out provisions. Reference 701—subrule 15.3(2). The customer may provide a
calculation which includes only the usage not subject to phase-out.

b. Percentage of usage. The customer must notify the utility provider of the percentage of
qualifying and nonqualifying usage and the customer has the burden of proof regarding the percentage.
The customer is liable for any mistakes or misrepresentations made regarding the computation or for
failure to notify the utility provider in writing of the percentage of qualifying or nonqualifying usage.

c. Security lights. Security lights used by customers that are billed as a flat rate tariff will be
subject to the phase-out if the customer is classified as a residential customer. However, if a customer
uses security lights which are billed as a flat rate tariff and that customer is classified as a commercial
customer, the sales price including the usage of the security lights is not subject to the phase-out of state
sales tax and is subject to the full state sales tax rate, unless another exemption from state sales tax is
applicable.

231.16(5) Reporting over the phase-out period. Sales/use tax returns will be filed on the same basis
as they are currently filed. During each phase-out period, the entire sales price from sales should be
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reported on the return. The appropriate state sales tax rate for the tax period will be applied by claiming
the phased-out portion of the tax rate as a deduction on the return.

The sales prices for local option taxes are also to be reported in their entirety and computed by
applying the appropriate local option tax rate.

The following are examples regarding how state sales and local option taxes should be reported:
EXAMPLE 1. Reporting of tax by an energy provider:

Sales price for a tax period in 2002 $100,000
Phase-out (20,000 for the first year, 40,000 for the second year, etc.) 20,000
Taxable sales 80,000
State tax at 5% (to compute state sales tax due) 4,000
Sales price to be reported for local option 100,000
Local option tax rate (assuming a 1% local option tax rate) × 1%
Local option tax due 1,000
Total tax due (local option and state sales tax) $5,000

EXAMPLE 2. Reporting of tax on an individual billing:

Monthly charge during a billing or delivery period in 2002 $400
State tax rate × 4%
State tax due 16
Sales price for local option tax 400
Local option tax rate × 1%
Local option tax due 4
Total tax (local option and state sales tax) $20

This rule is intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code section 423.3(68).
[ARC 5915C, IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]

[Filed 12/29/04, Notice 11/24/04—published 1/19/05, effective 2/23/05]
[Filed 6/3/05, Notice 4/27/05—published 6/22/05, effective 7/27/05]
[Filed 5/5/06, Notice 3/29/06—published 5/24/06, effective 6/28/06]

[Filed 10/31/08, Notice 9/24/08—published 11/19/08, effective 12/24/08]
[Filed ARC 0281C (Notice ARC 0119C, IAB 5/16/12), IAB 8/22/12, effective 9/26/12]
[Filed ARC 1664C (Notice ARC 1544C, IAB 7/23/14), IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14]
[Filed ARC 2512C (Notice ARC 2434C, IAB 3/2/16), IAB 4/27/16, effective 6/1/16]
[Filed ARC 5605C (Notice ARC 5504C, IAB 3/10/21), IAB 5/5/21, effective 6/9/21]

[Filed ARC 5915C (Notice ARC 5790C, IAB 7/28/21), IAB 9/22/21, effective 10/27/21]
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